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Preface
We are honored to have been asked to carry on the tradition established by Dr. Postow
and the late Dr. Polk in the first two editions of the Handbook of Biological Effects
of Electromagnetic Fields. Their editions of this handbook were each recognized as the
authoritative standards of their time for scientists working in bioelectromagnetics,
the science of electromagnetic field effects on biological systems, and for others seeking
information about this field of research.

In revising and updating this edition of the Handbook of Biological Effects of Electromag-
netic Fields, we have expanded the coverage to include more material on diagnostic and
therapeutic applications. At the same time, in updating and expanding the previous
editions’ coverage of the basic science and studies related to the possible biological effects
of the electromagnetic fields, we have added new material on the related physics and
chemistry as well as reviews of the recent developments in the setting standards for
exposure limits. Following the previous edition’s lead, we have charged the authors of the
individual chapters with providing the reader, whom we imagine is fairly well founded
in one or more of the sciences underlying bioelectromagnetics but perhaps not in the
others or in the interdisciplinary subject of bioelectromagnetics itself, with both an
introduction to their topic and a basis for further reading. We asked the chapter authors
to write what they would like to be the first thing they would ask a new graduate student
in their laboratory to read. We hope that this edition, like its two predecessors, will be
useful to many as a reference book and to others as a text for a graduate course that
introduces bioelectromagnetics or some of its aspects.

As a ’’handbook’’ and not an encyclopedia, this work does not intend to cover all
aspects of bioelectromagnetics. Nevertheless, taking into account the breadth of topics
and growth of research in this field since the last edition, we have expanded the number
of topics and the number of chapters. Unavoidably, some ideas are duplicated in chap-
ters, sometimes from different viewpoints that could be instructive to the reader; and
different aspects of others are presented in different chapters. The increased amount of
material has led to the publication of the handbook as two separate, but inter-related
volumes: Biological and Medical Aspects of Electromagnetic Fields (BMA) and Bioengineering
and Biophysical Aspects of Electromagnetic Fields (BBA). Because there is no sharp dividing
line, some topics are dealt with in parts of both volumes. The reader should be parti-
cularly aware that various theoretical models, which are proposed for explaining how
fields interact with biological systems at a biophysical level, are distributed among a
number of chapters. No one model has become widely accepted, and it is quite possible
that more than one will in fact be needed to explain all observed phenomena. Most of
these discussions are in the Biological and Medical volume, but the Bioengineering and
Biophysics volume’s chapters on electroporation and on mechanisms and therapeutic
applications, for example, also have relevant material. Similarly, the chapters on bio-
logical effects of static magnetic fields and on endogenous electric fields in animals could
equally well have been in the Biological and Medical volume. We have tried to use the index
and cross-references in the chapters to direct the reader to the most relevant linkages, and
we apologize for those we have missed.

Research in bioelectromagnetics stems from three sources, all of which are important;
and various chapters treat both basic physical science and engineering aspects and the
biological and medical aspects of these three. Bioelectromagnetics first emerged as a
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



separate scientific subject because of interest in studying possible hazards from exposure
to electromagnetic fields and setting exposure limits. A second interest is in the beneficial
use of fields to advance health, both in diagnostics and in treatment, an interest that is as
old as the discovery of electricity itself. Finally, the interactions between electromagnetic
fields and biological systems raise some fundamental, unanswered scientific questions
and may also lead to fields being used as tools to probe basic biology and biophysics.
Answering basic bioelectromagnetic questions will not only lead to answers about
potential electromagnetic hazards and to better beneficial applications, but they should
also contribute significantly to our basic understanding of biological processes. Both
strong fields and those on the order of the fields generated within biological systems
may become tools to perturb the systems, either for experiments seeking to understand
how the systems operate or simply to change the systems, such as by injecting a plasmid
containing genes whose effects are to be investigated. These three threads are intertwined
throughout bioelectromagnetics. Although any specific chapter in this work will empha-
size one or another of these threads, the reader should be aware that each aspect of the
research is relevant to a greater or lesser extent to all three.

The reader should note that the chapter authors have a wide variety of interests and
backgrounds and have concentrated their work in areas ranging from safety standards
and possible health effects of low-level fields to therapy through biology and medicine to
the fundamental physics and chemistry underlying the biology. It is therefore not sur-
prising that they have different and sometimes conflicting points of view on the signifi-
cance of various results and their potential applications. Thus authors should only be held
responsible for the viewpoints expressed in their chapters and not in others. We have
tried to select the authors and topics so as to cover the scientific results to date that are
likely to serve as a starting point for future work that will lead to the further development
of the field. Each chapter’s extensive reference section should be helpful for those needing
to obtain a more extensive background than is possible from a book of this type.

Some of the material, as well as various authors’ viewpoints, are controversial, and
their importance is likely to change as the field develops and our understanding of the
underlying science improves. We hope that this volume will serve as a starting point for
both students and practitioners to come up-to-date with the state of understanding of the
various parts of the field as of late 2004 or mid-2005, when authors contributing to this
volume finished their literature reviews.

The editors would like to express their appreciation to all the authors for the extensive
time and effort they have put into preparing this edition, and it is our wish that it will
prove to be of value to the readers and lead to advancing our understanding of this
challenging field.

Frank S. Barnes
Ben Greenebaum
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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Introduction
Charles Polk*

Revised for the 3rd Edition by Ben Greenebaum
Much has been learned since this handbook’s first edition, but a full understanding of
biological effects of electromagnetic fields has is to be achieved. The broad range of what
must be studied has to be a factor in the apparent slow progress toward this ultimate end.
The broad range of disciplines involved includes basic biology, medical science and
clinical practice, biological and electrical engineering, basic chemistry and biochemistry,
and fundamental physics and biophysics. The subject matter ranges over characteristic
lengths and timescales from, at one extreme, direct current (dc) or �104 km-wavelengths,
multimillisecond ac fields and large, long-lived organisms to, at the other extreme,
submillimeter wavelength fields with periods below 10�12 s and subcellular structures
and molecules with subnanometer dimensions and characteristic times as short as the
10�15 s or less of biochemical reactions.

This chapter provides an introduction and overview of the research and the contents of
this handbook.
0.1 Near Fields and Radiation Fields

In recent years it has become, unfortunately, a fairly common practice—particularly
in nontechnical literature—to refer to the entire subject of interaction of electric (E)
and magnetic (H) fields with organic matter as biological effects of nonionizing
radiation, although fields that do not vary with time and, for most practical purposes,
slowly time-varying fields do not involve radiation at all. The terminology had its
origin in an effort to differentiate between relatively low-energy microwave radiation
and high-energy radiation, such as UV and x-rays, capable of imparting enough
energy to a molecule or an atom to disrupt its structure by removing one or more
electron\s with a single photon. However, when applied to dc or extremely low-
frequency (ELF), the term ‘‘nonionizing radiation’’ is inappropriate and misleading.

A structure is capable of efficiently radiating electromagnetic waves only when
its dimensions are significant in comparison with the wavelength l. But in free space
l ¼ c=f, where c is the velocity of light in vacuum (3 � 108 m=s) and f is the frequency in
hertz (cycles=s); therefore the wavelength at the power distribution frequency of 60 Hz,
e.g., is 5000 km, guaranteeing that most available human-made structures are much
smaller than one wavelength.

The poor radiation efficiency of electrically small structures (i.e., structures whose
largest linear dimension L� l can be illustrated easily for linear antennas. In free space
the radiation resistance, Rr of a current element, i.e., an electrically short wire of length ‘
carrying uniform current along its length [1], is

Rr ¼ 80p2 ‘

l

� �2

(0:1)
*Deceased.
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FIGURE 0.1
Current distribution on short, thin, center-fed antenna.

I = Io (1 –          )21 x 1
l

x

l

whereas the Rr of an actual center-fed radiator of total length ‘ with current going to zero
at its ends, as illustrated in Figure 0.1, is

Rr ¼ 20 p2 ‘

l

� �2

(0 :2)

Thus, the Rr of a 0.01 l antenna, 50 km long at 60 Hz, would be 0.0197 V. As the radiated
power Pr ¼ I2Rr where I is the antenna terminal current, whereas the power dissipated as
heat in the antenna wire is I2Rd; when I is uniform, the Pr will be very much less than
the power used to heat the antenna, given that the ohmic resistance Rd of any practical
wire at room temperature will be very much larger and Rr. For example, the resistance of a
50-km long, 1=2-in. diameter solid copper wire could be 6.65 V. At dc, of course, no
radiation of any sort takes place, as acceleration of charges is a condition for radiation
of electromagnetic waves.

The second set of circumstances, which guarantees that any object subjected to low-
frequency E and H fields usually does not experience effects of radiation, is that any
configuration that carries electric currents sets up E and H field components which store
energy without contributing to radiation. A short, linear antenna in free space (short
electric dipole) generates, in addition to the radiation field Er, an electrostatic field Es and
an induction field Ei. Neither Es nor Ei contribute to the Pr [2,3]. Whereas Er varies as
l =r, where r is the distance from the antenna, Ei varies as l=r2, and Es as l=r3. At a distance
from the antenna of approximately one sixth of the wavelength ( r ¼ l=2 p), the Ei equals
the Er, and when r � l=6 the Er quickly becomes negligible in comparison with Ei and
Es. Similar results are obtained for other antenna configurations [4]. At 60 Hz the distance
l=2p corresponds to about 800 km and objects at distances of a few kilometers or less
from a 60-Hz system are exposed to nonradiating field components, which are orders of
magnitude larger than the part of the field that contributes to radiation.

A living organism exposed to a static (dc) field or to a nonradiating near field may
extract energy from it, but the quantitative description of the mechanism by which this
extraction takes place is very different than at higher frequencies, where energy is
transferred by radiation:
� 200
1. In the near field the relative magnitudes of E and H are a function of the current
or charge configuration and the distance from the electric system. The E field
may be much larger than the H field or vice versa (see Figure 0.2).

2. In the radiation field the ratio the E to H is fixed and equal to 377 in free space, if
E is given in volt per meter and H in ampere per meter.

3. In the vicinity of most presently available human-made devices or systems
carrying static electric charges, dc, or low-frequency (<1000 Hz) currents, the
E and H fields will only under very exceptional circumstances be large enough to
produce heating effects inside a living object, as illustrated by Figure 0.3. (This
statement assumes that the living object does not form part of a conducting path
6 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 0.2
Ratio of E to H field (divided by wave impedance
of free space h ¼ 377 V) at  u ¼ 908; for electric
current element at origin along z-axis and for
electrically small loop centered at the origin in
x–y plane.

W/kg

� 200
that permits direct entrance of current from a wire or conducting ground.)
However, nonthermal effects are possible; thus an E field of sufficient magnitude
may orient dipoles, or translate ions or polarizable neutral particles (see Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 in BBA*).
101

100

10−1

10−2

10−3

10−4

10−5

10−6

0.01 0.1 1 10

E1 = 100 KV/m

B = 0.1 T

Frequency (kHz)

FIGURE 0.3
Top line: Eddy current loss produced in cylinder
by sinusoidally time-varying axial H field. Cylin-
der parameters are conductivity s ¼ 0.1 S=m,
radius 0.1 m, density D ¼ 1100 kg=m3, RMS
magnetic flux density 0.1 T ¼ 1000 G. Watt per
kilogram ¼ sB2 r2 w2=8 D; see Equation 0.15 and
use power per volume ¼ J2=s, Lower line: Loss
produced by 60-Hz E field in Watt per kilogram
¼ s Eint

2=D, where external field E1 is related to
Eint by Equation 0.9 with «2 ¼ «0 � 105 at 1 kHz
and «0 ¼ 8 � 104 at 10 kHz.

Bioengineering and Biophysical Aspects of Electromagnetic Fields (ISBN 0-8493-9539-9); BMA: Biological and

l Aspects of Electromagnetic Fields (ISBN 0-8493-9538-0).

*BBA:
Medica
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4. With radiated power it is relatively easy to produce heating effects in living
objects with presently available human-made devices (see Chapter 10 in BBA
and Chapter 5 in BMA). This does not imply, of course, that all biological effects
of radiated radio frequency (RF) power necessarily arise from temperature
changes.
The results of experiments involving exposure of organic materials and entire living
organisms to static E and ELF E fields are described in BBA, Chapter 3. Various mechan-
isms for the interaction of such fields with living tissue are also discussed there and in
BBA, Chapter 5. In the present introduction, we shall only point out that one salient
feature of static (dc) and ELF E field interaction with living organisms is that the external
or applied E field is always larger by several orders of magnitude than the resultant
average internal E field [5,6]. This is a direct consequence of boundary conditions derived
from Maxwell’s equations [1–3].
0 . 2 Penetration of Direct Current and Low-Frequency Electric Fields into Tissue

Assuming that the two materials illustrated schematically in Figure 0.4 are characterized,
respectively, by conductivities s1 and s2 and dielectric permittivities «1 and «2, we write
E-field components parallel to the boundary as EP and components perpendicular to the
boundary as E?. For both static and time-varying fields

EP1 ¼ EP2 (0 :3)

and for static (dc) fields

s1 E ?1 ¼ s2 E ?2 (0 :4)

as a consequence of the continuity of current (or conservation of charge). The orientations
of the total E fields in media 1 and 2 can be represented by the tangents of the angles
between the total fields and the boundary line

tan u1 ¼
E?1

EP1
, tan u2 ¼

E?2

EP2
(0:5)

From these equations it follows that

tan u1 ¼
s2

s1

E?1

EP1
¼ s2

s1

E?2

EP2
¼ s2

s1
tan u2 (0:6)
RE 0.4
bols used in description of boundary conditions for E-field

onents.

E1

E111

E112
E2

q2

q1

E⊥
 

2

E⊥1Material # 1

Material # 2

s2 e2

s1 e1
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If material 1 is air with conductivity [7] s1 ¼ 10�13 S =m and material 2 a typical living
tissue with s2 � 10 �1 S =m (compare Chapter 3 in BBA), tan u1 ¼ 1012 tan u2, and therefore
even if the field in material 2 (the inside field) is almost parallel to the boundary so
that u2 ffi 0.5 8 or tan u2 � (1 =100), tan u1 ¼ 1010 or u1 ¼ ( p=2 � 10)�10 radians. Thus an
electrostatic field in air, at the boundary between air and living tissue, must be practically
perpendicular to the boundary. The situation is virtually the same at ELF although
Equation 0.4 must be replaced by

s1 E?1 � s2 E ?2 ¼ �j vrs (0:7)

and

«1 E?1 � «2 E?2 ¼ rs (0:8)

where j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

, v is the radian frequency ( ¼ 2p� frequency), and rs is the surface charge
density. In Chapter 3 in BBA it is shown that at ELF the relative dielectric permittivity of
living tissue may be as high as 106 so that «2 ¼ 106 «0, where «0 is the dielectric
permittivity of free space (1 =36 p) 10�9 F =m; however, it is still valid to assume that
«2 � 0�5. Then from Equation 0.7 and Equation 0.8

E?1 ¼
s2 þ j v«2

s1 þ j v«1
E?2 (0:9)

which gives at 60 Hz with s2 ¼ 101 S=m, s1 ¼ 10 �13 S=m, «2 � 10 �5 F=m, and «1 � 10 �11 F=m

E?1 ¼
10 �1 þ j410 �3

10 �13 þ j410 �9 
E ?2 �

s2

j v«1
¼ �j ð2:5 � 107 Þ E?2 (0:10)

This result, together with Equation 0.3 and Equation 0.5, shows that for the given material
properties, the field in air must still be practically perpendicular to the boundary of a
living organism: tan u1: 2.5(107) tan u2.

Knowing now that the living organism will distort the E field in its vicinity in such a
way that the external field will be nearly perpendicular to the boundary surface, we can
calculate the internal field by substituting the total field for the perpendicular field in
Equation 0.4 (dc) and Equation 0.9 (ELF). For the assumed typical material parameters we
find that in the static (dc) case

Einternal

Eexternal
� 10�12 (0:11)

rf ¼
3(s2«1 � s1«2)E0

2s1 þ s2
cos q C=m2

and for 60 Hz

Einternal

Eexternal
� 4(10�8) (0:12)
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



FIGURE 0.5
Orientation of E-field components at air–muscle
boundary (or ratio of fields perpendicular to
boundary); depth (d) at which field component
parallel to boundary surface decreases by
approximately 50% (d ¼ 0.6938).
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Thus, a 60-Hz external field of 100 kV =m will produce an average Einternal field of the
order of 4 mV=m.

If the boundary between air and the organic material consists of curved surfaces instead
of infinite planes, the results will be modified only slightly. Thus, for a finite sphere (with
« and s as assumed here) embedded in air, the ratios of the internal field to the undis-
turbed external field will vary with the angle u and distance r as indicated in Figure 0.5,
but will not deviate from the results indicated by Equation 0.7 and Equation 0.8 by more
than a factor of 3 [3,8]. Long cylinders (L � r) aligned parallel to the external field will
have interior fields essentially equal to the unperturbed external field, except near the
ends where the field component perpendicular to the membrane surface will be intensi-
fied approximately as above (see Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 in this volume).
0. 3 D irec t Current and L ow-Fre quenc y Magneti c Fie lds

Direct current H fields are considered in more detail in the Chapter 3, Chapter 5, and
Chapter 8 in BBA. ELF H fields are considered in various places, including Chapter 5 and
Chapter 7 in BBA and Chapter 2 and Chapter 11 in BMA. As the magnetic permeability m
of most biological materials is practically equal to the magnetic permeability m0 of free
space, 4p(10�7) H=m, the dc or ELF H field ‘‘inside’’ will be practically equal to the H field
‘‘outside.’’ The only exceptions are organisms such as the magnetotactic bacteria, which
synthesize ferromagnetic material, discussed in Chapter 8 of BBA. The known and
suggested mechanisms of interaction of dc H fields with living matter are:
� 200
1. Orientation of ferromagnetic particles, including biologically synthesized particles
of magnetite.

2. Orientation of diamagnetically or paramagnetically anisotropic molecules and
cellular elements [9].

3. Generation of potential differences at right angles to a stream of moving ions
(Hall effect, also sometimes called a magnetohydrodynamic effect) as a result of
the magnetic force Fm ¼ qvB sin u, where q is the the electric charge, v is the
6 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



� 200
velocity of the charge, B is the magnetic flux density, and sin u is the sine of the
angle u between the directions v and B. One well-documented result of this
mechanism is a ‘‘spike’’ in the electrocardiograms of vertebrates subjected to
large dc H fields.

4. Changes in intermediate products or structural arrangements in the course of
light-induced chemical (electron transfer) reactions, brought about by Zeeman
splitting of molecular energy levels or effects upon hyperfine structure. (The
Zeeman effect is the splitting of spectral lines, characteristic of electronic
transitions, under the influence of an external H field; hyperfine splitting of
electronic transition lines in the absence of an external H field is due to the
magnetic moment of the nucleus; such hyperfine splitting can be modified by an
externally applied H field.) The magnetic flux densities involved not only
depend upon the particular system and can be as high as 0.2 T (2000 G) but
also <0.01 mT (100 G). Bacterial photosynthesis and effects upon the visual
system are prime candidates for this mechanism [10,11].

5. Induction of E fields with resulting electrical potential differences and currents
within an organism by rapid motion through a large static H field. Some
magnetic phosphenes are due to such motion [12].
Relatively slow time-varying H fields, which are discussed in the basic mechanisms and
therapeutic uses chapters (Chapter 5 of BBA and Chapter 11 in BM A), among others, may
interact with living organisms through the same mechanisms that can be triggered by
static H fields, provided the variation with time is slow enough to allow particles of finite
size and mass, located in a viscous medium, to change orientation or position where
required (mechanism 1 and 2) and provided the field intensity is sufficient to produce the
particular effect. However, time-varying H fields, including ELF H fields, can also induce
electric currents into stationary conducting objects. Thus, all modes of interaction of time-
varying E fields with living matter may be triggered by time-varying, but not by static,
H fields.

In view of Faraday’s law, a time-varying magnetic flux will induce E fields with
resulting electrical potential differences and ‘‘eddy’’ currents through available conduct-
ing paths. As very large external ELF E fields are required (as indicated by Equation 0.9
through Equation 0.12) to generate even small internal E fields, many human-made
devices and systems generating both ELF E and H fields are more likely to produce
physiologically significant internal E fields through the mechanism of magn etic induction.

The induced voltage V around some closed path is given by

V ¼
þ

E 	 d ‘ ¼ �
ð ð

@ B

@ t 
ds (0:13)

where E is the induced E field. The integration
Þ

E d‘ is over the appropriate conducting
path, @ B=@ t is the time derivative of the magnetic flux density, and the ‘‘dot’’ product with
the surface element, ds, indicates that only the component of @ B=@ t perpendicular to the
surface, i.e., parallel to the direction of the vector ds, enclosed by the conducting path,
induces an E field. To obtain an order-of-magnitude indication of the induced current that
can be expected as a result of an ELF H field, we consider the circular path of radius r,
illustrated by Figure 0.6. Equation 0.13 then gives the magnitude of the E field as

E ¼ vBr

2
(0:14)
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FIGURE 0.6
E field when sphere of radius R, conductivity s2,
and dielectric permittivity «2 is placed into an
initially uniform static field (E ¼ 2E0) within
a medium with conductivity s1 and permittiv-
ity «1. The surface charge density is
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where v is the 2pf and f is the frequency. The magnitude of the resulting electric current
density J in ampere per square meter is*

J ¼ s E ¼ svBr

2 
(0 :15)

where s is the conductivity along the path in Siemens per meter. In the SI (Systeme
Internationale) units used throughout this book, B is measured in tesla ( T ¼ 104 G) and r
in meters. Choosing for illustration a circular path of 0.1 m radius, a frequency of 60 Hz, and
a conductivity of 0.1 S=m, Equation 0.14 and Equation 0.15 give E ¼ 18.85 B and J ¼ 1.885 B.
The magnetic flux density required to obtain a current density of 1 mA =m2 is 0.53 mT or
about 5 G. The E field induced by that flux density along the circular path is 10 mV=m.
To produce this same 10 mV=m Einternal field by an external 60 Hz Eexternal field would
require, by Equation 0.12, a field intensity of 250 kV=m.

As the induced voltage is proportional to the time rate of change of the H field
(Equation 0.13), implying a linear increase with frequency (Equation 0.14), one would
expect that the ability of a time-varying H field to induce currents deep inside a
conductive object would increase indefinitely as the frequency increases; or conversely,
that the magnetic flux density required to induce a specified E field would decrease
linearly with frequency, as indicated in Figure 0.7. This is not true however, because
the displacement current density @ D=@ t, where D ¼ « E, must also be considered as
the frequency increases. This leads to the wave behavior discussed in Part III, implying
that at sufficiently high frequencies the effects of both external E and H fields are limited
*Equation 0.15 neglects the H field generated by the induced eddy currents. If this field is taken into account, it
can be shown that the induced current density in a cylindrical shell of radius r and thickness D is given by
D r < 0.01 m2=[1 þ jDr=d2], where H0 ¼ B0=m0 and d is the skin depth defined by Equation 0.17 below. However,
for conductivities of biological materials (s< 5 s=m) one obtains at audio frequencies d> 1 m and as for most
dimensions of interest Dr< 0.01 m2 the term jDr=d2 becomes negligible. The result �jrH0=d2 is then identical with
Equation 0.15.
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FIGURE 0.7
Circular path (loop) of radius r enclosing uniform magnetic flux density perpendicular to the plane of the loop.
For sinusoidal time variation B ¼ B0ej vt.
by reflection losses (Figure 0.8 through Figure 0.10) as well as by skin effect [13], i.e.,
limited depth of penetration d in Figure 0.5.
0.4 RF Fiel ds

At frequencies well below those where most animals and many field-generating
systems have dimensions of the order of one free space wavelength, e.g., at 10 MHz
where l ¼ 30 m, the skin effect limits penetration of the external field. This phenomenon
is fundamentally different from the small ratio of internal to external E fields described in
Equation 0.4 (applicable to dc) and Equation 0.9.

Equation 0.9 expresses a ‘‘boundary condition’’ applicable at all frequencies, but as
the angular frequency v increases (and in view of the rapid decrease with frequency of
the dielectric permittivity «2 in biological materials—see Chapter 3 of BB A, the ratio of the
normal component of the external to the internal E field at the boundary decreases
e
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FIGURE 0.8
External E and H field required to obtain an internal E field of 10 mV=m (conductivity and dielectric permittivity
for skeletal muscle from Foster, K.R., Schepps, J.L., and Schwan, H.P. 1980. Biophys. J., 29:271–281. H-field
calculation assumes a circular path of 0.1-m radius perpendicular to magnetic flux).
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FIGURE 0.9
Reflection and transmission of an electromagnetic wave at the boundary between two different media, perpen-
dicular incidence; Pi ¼ incident power, Pr ¼ reflected power, Pt ¼ transmitted power.
with increasing frequency. This is illustrated by Figure 0.10 where tan u1=tan u2 is also equal
to E?1=E?2 in view of Equation 0.3, Equation 0.5, and Equation 0.9. However,
at low frequencies the total field inside the boundary can be somewhat larger than the
perpendicular field at the boundary; and any field variation with distance from the
boundary is not primarily due to energy dissipation, but in a homogeneous body is a
consequence of shape. At RF, on the other hand, the E and H fields of the incoming
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FIGURE 0.10
Magnitude of transmission coefficient T for incident E field parallel to boundary surface. T ¼ Et=Ei: reflection
coefficient r ¼ Er=Ei ¼ T-1. G and T are complex numbers; «r and s for skeletal muscle from Chapter 3 in BBA.
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electromagnetic wave, after reflection at the boundary, are further decreased due to energy
dissipation. Both E and H fields decrease exponentially with distance from the boundary

g( z) ¼ Ae �
Z
d (0:16)

where g( z) is the field at the distance z and A is the magnitude of the field just inside the
boundary.

As defined by Equation 0.16 the skin depth d is the distance over which the field
decreases to 1=e ( ¼ 0.368) of its value just inside the boundary. (Due to reflection, the
field A just inside the boundary can already be very much smaller than the incident
external field; see Figure 0.8 and Figure 0.9.)

Expressions for d given below were derived [2,3,13,14] for plane boundaries between
infinite media. They are reasonable accurate for cylindrical structures if the ratio of radius
of curvature to skin depth ( r0=d) is larger than about five [13]. For a good conductor

d ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p f ms

p (0:17)

where a good conductor is one for which the ratio p of conduction current, J ¼ sE, to
displacement current, @ D=@ t ¼ « ( @ E=@ t) ¼ jv« E is large:

p ¼ s

v«

 1 (0:18)

Since for most biological materials p is of the order of one (0.1 < p < 10) over a very wide
frequency range (see Chapter 3 of BB A), it is frequently necessary to use the more general
expression [13]

d ¼ 1

v
m«

2
(
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ p2

q
� 1

� �1=2 
(0:19)

The decrease of field intensity with distance from the boundary surface indicated by Equa-
tion 0.16 becomes significant for many biological objects at frequencies where r0=d� 5 is not
satisfied. However, the error resulting from the use of Equation 0.16 and Equation 0.17 or
Equation 0.19 with curved objects is less when z < d. Thus at z ¼ 0.693 d, where  g(z) ¼ 0.5 A
from Equation 0.16 and Equation 0.17, the correct values of g(z), obtained by solving the wave
equation in cylindrical coordinates, differs only by 20% (it is 0.6 A) even when r0=d is as small
as 2.39 [14]. Therefore, Figure 0.10 shows the distance d ¼ 0.693 d, at which the field
decreases to half of its value just inside the boundary surface, using Equation 0.19 with
typical values for s and « for muscle from Figure 0.11. It is apparent that the skin effect
becomes significant for humans and larger vertebrates at frequencies >10 MHz.

Directly related to skin depth, which is defined for fields varying sinusoidally with
time, is the fact that a rapid transient variation of an applied magnetic flux density
constitutes an exception to the statement that the dc H field inside the boundary is
equal to the H field outside. Thus, from one viewpoint one may consider the rapid
application or removal of a dc H field as equivalent to applying a high-frequency field
during the switching period, with the highest frequencies present of the order of 1=t,
where t is the rise time of the applied step function. Thus, if � < 10 �8 s, the skin effect will
be important during the transient period, as d in Figure 0.5 is <5 cm above 100 MHz. It is
also possible to calculate directly the magnetic flux density inside a conducting cylinder
as a function of radial position r and time t when a magnetic pulse is applied in the axial
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 0.11
Ratio of transmitted to incident power expressed as percent of incident power. Air–muscle interface, perpen-
dicular incidence (Equation 0.31, Table 0.1).
direction [15,16]. Assuming zero rise time of the applied field B0, i.e., a true step function,
one finds that the field inside a cylinder of radius a is

B ¼ B0 1 �
X1
k¼1

J0 r
vk

a

� �
e� t= T k

" #
(0 :20)

where J0 ( r vk=a) is the zero-order Bessel function of argument r vk=a and the summation is
over the nulls of J0 designated vk (the first four values of vk are 2.405, 5.520, 8.654, and
11.792).* Tk is the rise time of the kth term in the series and is given by

Tk ¼
m0 s a2

vk
(0 :21)

As vk increases, the rise time decreases and therefore the longest delay is due to the first
term in the summation with k ¼ 1

T1 ¼
m0 s a2

2:405 
(0 :22)

For a cylinder with 0.1 m radius and a conductivity s � 1 S=m, which is a typical value for
muscle between 100 and 1000 MHz, Equation 0.22 gives T1 ¼ 2.6 � 10 �8 s. This finite rise
time (or decay time in case of field removal) of the internal H field may be of some
importance when pulsed H fields are used therapeutically [17]. It might also be used
*This result is based on solution of @B=@t ¼ ð1=�0Þr2B, which is a consequence of Ampere’s and Farraday’s laws
when displacement is disregarded. Equations 0.20 to 0.22 are therefore only correct when p
 1.
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to measure noninvasively the conductivity of biological substances in vivo through
determination of the final decay rate of the voltage induced into a probe coil by the
slowly decaying internal field after the applied field is removed [16].

The properties of biological substances in the intermediate frequency range, above ELF
(>300 Hz), and below the higher RFs, where wave behavior and skin effect begin to be
important (�20 MHz), are discussed in Chapter 3 of BBA. However, many subsequent
chapters are concerned with biological effects at dc and ELF frequencies below a few
kilohertz, while others deal primarily with the higher RFs, >50 MHz. One reason for this
limited treatment of the intermediate frequency range is that very little animal data are
available for this spectral region in comparison with the large number of experiments
performed at ELF and microwave frequencies in recent years.* Another reason is that most
electrical processes known to occur naturally in biological systems—action potentials, EKG,
EEG, ERG, etc.—occur at dc and ELF frequencies. Therefore, one might expect some physio-
logical effects from external fields of appropriate intensity in the same frequency range, even
if the magnitude of such fields is not large enough to produce thermal effects. As illustrated
by Figure 0.3 and Figure 0.7, most E fields below 100 kHz set up by currently used human-
made devices, and most H fields below 10 kHz except the very strongest, are incapable of
producing thermal effects in living organisms, excluding, of course, fields accompanying
currents directly introduced into the organism via electrodes. Thus, the frequencies between
about 10 and 100 kHz have been of relatively little interest because they are not very likely to
produce thermal or other biological effects. On the other hand, the higher RFs are frequently
generated at power levels where enough energy may be introduced into living organisms to
produce local or general heating. In addition, despite skin effect and the reflection loss to be
discussed in more detail below, microwaves modulated at an ELF rate may serve as a vehicle
for introducing ELF fields into a living organism of at least the same order of magnitude as
would be introduced by direct exposure to ELF. Any effect of such ELF-modulated micro-
waves would, of course, require the existence of some amplitude-dependent demodulation
mechanism to extract the ELF from the microwave carrier.

Among the chapters dealing with RF, Chapter 10 and Chapter 11 of BBA give the
necessary information for establishing the magnitude of the fields present in biological
objects: (1) experimental techniques and (2) analytical methods for predicting field
intensities without construction of physical models made with ‘‘phantom’’ materials,
i.e., dielectric materials with properties similar to those of living objects which are to be
exposed. As thermal effects at microwave frequencies are certainly important, although
one cannot assume a priori that they are the only biological effects of this part of the
spectrum, and as some (but not all) thermal effects occur at levels where the thermo-
regulatory system of animals is activated, thermoregulation in the presence of micro-
wave fields is discussed in Chapter 5 of BMA, as well as in Chapter 10 of  BBA. Not only
are the therapeutic applications of microwaves based upon their thermal effects, but
also the experimental establishment of possible nonthermal effects at the threshold of
large scale tissue heating in particular living systems and also requires thorough
understanding of thermoregulatory mechanisms. The vast amount of experimental
data obtained on animal systems exposed to microwave is discussed in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 in BMA. Both nonmodulated fields and modulated fields, where the type of
modulation had no apparent effect other than modification of the average power level,
are considered. These chapters and the Chapter 9 in BMA are considered to be very new
extension of experiments into exposures to ultra-short and to ultra-high power pulses.
*Though this statement was written in for the second edition in 1995, it continues to be true in 2005—Ben
Greenebaum.
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At the higher RFs, the external E field is not necessarily perpendicular to the boundary
of biological materials (see Figure 0.4 and Figure 0.10), and the ratio of the total external E
field to the total internal field is not given by Equation 0.9. However, the skin effect
(Equation 0.16 through Equation 0.19) and reflection losses still reduce the E field within
any biological object below the value of the external field. As pointed out in Chapter 3,
dielectric permittivity and electrical conductivity of organic substances both vary with
frequency. At RF, most biological substances are neither very good electrical conductors
nor very good insulators, with the exception of cell membranes, which are good dielec-
trics at RF but at ELF can act as intermittent conductors or as dielectrics and are ion-
selective [18–20]). The ratio p (Equation 0.18) is neither much smaller nor very much
larger than values shown for typical muscle tissue [21,22] in Table 0.1.

Reflection loss at the surface of an organism is a consequence of the difference between
its electrical properties and those of air. Whenever an electromagnetic wave travels, from
one material to another with different electrical properties, the boundary conditions
(Equation 0.3 and Equation 0.8) and similar relations for the H field require the existence
of a reflected wave. The expressions for the reflection coefficient

G ¼ Er

Ei
(0 :23)

and the transmission coefficient

T ¼ Et

Ei
(0 :24)

become rather simple for loss-free dielectrics ( p � 1) and for good conductors ( p 
 1).
As biological substances are neither the most general expressions for G and T, applicable
at plane boundaries, are needed [3,13]. For perpendicular incidence, illustrated by
Figure 0.8,

G ¼ h2 � h1

h2 þ h1

(0 :25)

T ¼ 2h2

h2 þ h1

¼ 1þ G (0:26)
TABLE 0.1

Ratio p of Conduction Current to Displacement as a Function of
Frequency

f (MHz) s «r p ¼ s

v«0«r

1 0.40 2000 3.6
10 0.63 160 7.1
100 0.89 72 2.2
103 1.65 50 0.59
104 10.3 40 0.46
105 80 6 2.4
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where h1 and h2 are the wave impedances, respectively, of mediums 1 and 2. The wave
impedance of a medium is the ration of the E to the H field in a plane wave traveling
through that medium; it is given by [13]

h ¼ jvm

s þ jv«

� �1=2

(0:27)

Clearly G and T are in general complex numbers, even when medium 1 is air for which
Equation 0.27 reduces to the real quantity h0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0 =«0

p
, because medium 2, which here is

living matter, usually has a complex wave impedance at RFs.
The incident, reflected, and transmitted powers are given by [13]

Pi ¼ R1 Eij j2
1

h�1
¼ Eij j2

h1j j
2 

R1 (0:28)

Pr ¼ R1 Erj j2
1

h�1
¼ Erj j2

h1j j
2 

R1 (0:29)

Pt ¼ R1 Etj j2
1

h�2
¼ Etj j2

h2j j
2 

R2 (0:30)

where the E fields are effective values ( Eeff ¼ Epeak =
ffiffiffi
2
p 

) of sinusoidal quantities, R1

signifies ‘‘real part of,’’ �� is the complex conjugate of h, and R1 and R2 are the real
parts of h1 and h2. If medium 1 is air, h1 ¼ R1 ¼ 377 V, it follows from Equation 0.23,
Equation 0.24, and Equation 0.28 through Equation 0.30 and conservation of energy that
the ratio of the transmitted to the incident real power is given by

P

P1
¼ Tj j2 h1 h

�
2 þ h�1 h2

2 h2j j
2

¼ 1 � Pr

Pi
¼ 1 � Gj j2 (0:31)

The magnitude of the transmission coefficient T for the air–muscle interface over the 1- to
100-MHz frequency range is plotted in Figure 0.9, which shows that the magnitude of the
transmitted E field in muscle tissue is considerably smaller than the E field in air.
The fraction of the total incident power that is transmitted (Equation 0.31) is shown
in Figure 0.11, indicating clearly that reflection loss at the interface decreases with
frequency. However, for deeper lying tissue this effect is offset by the fact that the skin
depth d (Equation 0.19) also decreases with frequency (Figure 0.12) so that the total power
penetrating beyond the surface decreases rapidly.

In addition to reflection at the air–tissue boundary, further reflections take place at each
boundary between dissimilar materials. For example, the magnitude of the reflection
coefficient at the boundary surface between muscle and organic materials with low-
water content, such as fat or bone, is shown in Table 0.2.

The situation is actually more complicated than indicated by Figure 0.9 and Figure 0.11,
because the wave front of the incident electromagnetic wave may not be parallel to the
air–tissue boundary. Two situations are possible: the incident E field may be polarized
perpendicular to the plane of incidence defined in Figure 0.13 (perpendicular polariza-
tion, Figure 0.13a) or parallel to the plane of incidence (parallel polarization, Figure 0.13b).
The transmission and reflection coefficients [8] are different for the two types of polar-
ization and also become functions of the angle of incidence a1:
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FIGURE 0.12
Electromagnetic skin depth in muscle tissue from plane wave expression (Equation 0.19, Table 0.1).
Perpendicular polarization

T? ¼
2h2 cos a1

h2 cos a1 þ h1 cos a2

G? ¼
h2 cos a1 � h1 cos a2

h2 cos a1 þ h1 cos a2

8>>><
>>>:

(0:32),(0:33)

Parallel polarization

Tp ¼
2h2 cos a1

h2 cos a2 þ h1 cos a1

Gp ¼
h1 cos a1 � h2 cos a2

h2 cos a2 þ h1 cos a1

8>>><
>>>:

(0:34),(0:35)

where a2 is given by the generalized Snell’s law (when both the media have the magnetic
permeability of free space) by
TABLE 0.2

Reflection Coefficient ‘‘Capital Gamma’’ for Low–Water-Content Materials

Fat or Bone

f (MHz) s (S=m) «r Musclea –Fat ( G)

102 0.048 7.5 0.65
103 0.101 5.6 0.52
104 0.437 4.5 0.52

as and «r for muscle from Table 0.1.
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becomes a complex number, see Stratton, J.A., Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941, p. 435.
sin a2 ¼
ffiffiffi
«
p

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
«2 � j s2

v

p (0:36)

so that cos a2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � sin2 a2

p
is a complex number unless r2 ¼ (s2=v«2) ¼ 1.

As illustration, the variation with angle of incidence of the transmission coefficient
for parallel polarization at the air–muscle interface at 10 MHz, is shown in Figure 0.14.
It is apparent that the transmitted field is not necessarily maximized by perpendicular
incidence in the case of parallel polarization. Furthermore, whenever p � 1 or  p > 1
(see Table 0.1, above), a2 is complex, which causes the waves entering the tissue to be
inhomogeneous—they are not simple plane waves, but waves where surfaces of constant
phase and constant amplitude do not coincide [3,23]; only the planes of constant ampli-
tude are parallel to the boundary surface.
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FIGURE 0.14
Magnitude of complex transmission coefficient for parallel polarization versus angle of incidence a1 at 10 MHz
(E field in plane of incidence, H field parallel to boundary plane; s2 ¼ 0.7 S=m, «r2 ¼ 150, T ¼ Et=Er).
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Analytical solutions for nonplanar structures taking into account size and shape of
entire animals have been given [24] and are also described in the RF modeling Chapter 10
of BBA.
0. 5 Bi ophysi cal Interactions of Fi elds: Ionization, Ionizing Radiation,

Chemical Bonds, and E xcitation

RF fields can be characterized as nonionizing radiation. By this we mean that there is not
enough energy in a single quantum of energy, hf, to ionize an atom or a molecule at RFs,
where h is Planck’s constant and f is the frequency. By comparison radiation in the UV or
x-rays often lead to ionization. It is desirable to begin by reviewing the differences
between ionizing and nonionizing radiations, to explain ionization phenomena and also
to discuss related excitation phenomena, which require less energy than ionization. Then
a number of the proposed models concerning atomic or molecular-level interactions of
fields will be introduced. A number of these theories will be discussed and their predic-
tions compared with experimental results in later chapters, including Chapter 5 through
Chapter 7 and Chapter 9 in BBA; Chapter 9 and Chapter 11 in BMA. Heating, cell
excitation, electroporation, and other results of high-intensity fields have been accepted
as explanations for many bioelectromagnetic phenomena. For low-intensity exposure,
however, no theory is widely accepted as a general explanation for bioelectromagnetic
phenomena, and few specific phenomena have accepted explanations. It is quite pos-
sible that no general explanation exists and that more than one mechanism of inter-
action between fields will be found to be operating, depending on the situation. Binhi’s
book [25] contains a good summary of most recent theoretical proposals, including
comparisons with data and critiques of their strong and weak points, as well as his own
theory.

We note first that the energy of electromagnetic waves is quantized with the quantum
of energy (in joules) being equal to Planck’s constant (h ¼ 6.63 � 10 �34 J s) times the
frequency. This energy can also be expressed in electron volts, i.e., in multiples of
the kinetic energy acquired by an electron accelerated through a potential difference
of 1 eV (1 eV � 1.6 � 10 �19 J). Energy quanta for a few frequencies are listed in Table 0.3.

Quantized energy can ‘‘excite’’ molecules; appropriate frequencies can couple to vibra-
tional and rotational oscillation; and if the incident energy quantum has sufficient mag-
nitude it can excite other changes in the electron configuration, such as changing an
electron to another (unoccupied) energy level or tearing an electron away from one of the
constituent atoms, the latter process called as ionization. The energy required to remove
one electron from the highest energy orbit of a particular chemical element is called its
‘‘ionization potential.’’ Typical ionization potentials are of the order 10 eV; for example,
for the hydrogen atom it is 13.6 eV and for gaseous sodium it is 5.1 eV. As chemical
binding forces are essentially electrostatic, ionization implies profound chemical changes.
Therefore ionization by any outside agent of the complex compounds that make up
a living system leads to profound and often irreversible changes in the operation of
that system.

Table 0.3 shows that even the highest RF (millimeter waves) has quantum energies well
below the ionization potential of any known substance; thus one speaks of nonionizing
radiation when referring to electromagnetic waves below UV light frequencies. Ionizing
radiation includes UV and higher frequency electromagnetic waves (x-rays, g-rays).
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TABLE 0.3

Wave and Quantum Characteristics of Various Types of Radiation

Name of Radiation

or Application Frequency (Hz) Wavelength (m)

Energy of 1 Quantum of

Radiation (eV)

UHF TV 7� 108 0.43 2.88� 10�6

Microwave radar 1010 3� 10�2 4.12� 10�5

Millimeter wave 3� 1011 1� 10�3 1.24� 10�3

Visible light 6� 1014 5� 10�7 2.47
Ionizing UV 1016 3� 10�4 41.2
Soft x-ray 1018 3� 10�10 4120
Penetrating x-ray 1020 3� 10�12 4.12� 105
This explanation of the difference between ionizing and nonionizing radiation should
not imply that nonionizing electromagnetic radiation cannot have profound effects upon
inorganic and organic substances. As excitation of coherent vibrational and rotational
modes requires considerably less energy than ionization, it could occur at RF; this will be
discussed in later chapters. In addition, many other possible biological effects require
energies well below the level of ionizing potentials. Examples are tissue heating, dielec-
trophoresis, depolarization of cell membranes, mechanical stress due to piezoelectric
transduction, or dielectric saturation, resulting in the orientation of the polar side chains
of macromolecules and leading to the breaking of hydrogen bonds. These and other
mechanisms will be discussed by the authors of several chapters (see especially Chapter
5 through Chapter 7 of BBA and Chapter 9 of BM A), who will also give estimates of
rates at which energy must be delivered to produce particular effects.

Returning to the discussion of ionization, it is important to note that ionization of a
chemical element can be brought about not only by absorption of electromagnetic energy,
but also by collision either with foreign (injected) atoms, molecules, or subatomic particles
of the requisite energy, or by sufficiently violent collision among its own atoms. The latter
process constitutes ionization by heating, or thermal breakdown of a substance, which
will occur when the kinetic energy of the colliding particles exceeds the ionization
potential. As the average thermal kinetic energy of particles is related to temperature
[26] by W ¼ kT where k is Boltzmann’s constant (¼ 1.38 � 10�23 J=K), we find that the
required temperature is

1:38(10�23)T � 5 eV � (5)1:6(10�19) J

T � 5(104) K

which is about twice the temperature inside a lightning stroke [27] and orders of magni-
tude higher than any temperature obtainable from electromagnetic waves traveling
through air.

Actually, initiation of lightning strokes is an example of ionization by collision with
injected energetic particles. The few free electrons and ions always present in the air
due to ionization by cosmic rays are accelerated by the E fields generated within clouds
to velocities corresponding to the required ionization energy. Only when the field is
large enough to impart this energy over distances shorter than the mean free path of
the free electrons or ions at atmospheric pressure can an avalanche process take place:
an accelerated electron separates a low-energy electron from the molecule with which it
collides and in the process loses most of its own energy; thus, one high-energy free
electron is exchanged for two free low-energy electrons and one positive ion. Both the
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electrons are in turn accelerated again by the field, giving them high kinetic energy
before they collide with neutral molecules; their collision produces four free electrons
and the multiplication process continues. The breakdown field strength for air at
atmospheric pressure is approximately 3 � 106 V=m, implying a mean free path of
electrons

D‘ � [5 eV=3 � 106 V=m] � 10 �6 m

However, this model is not entirely accurate because the actual mean free path corres-
ponds to energies of the order of 0.1 eV, which is only sufficient to excite vibrational
modes in the target molecule. Apparently such excitation is sufficient to cause ionization
if the collision process lasts long enough [28].

Except for some laboratory conditions where a sufficiently high potential difference can
be applied directly across a biological membrane to bring about its destruction, collisional
ionization is generally not a factor in the interaction of electromagnetic waves with tissue:
The potential difference required for membrane destruction [29] is between 100 nV and
300 mV, corresponding to a field strength of the order of 2 � 107 V=m, assuming a
membrane thickness (d ¼ 100 Å ; E ¼ V=d). However, there is a third mechanism of
ionization that is particularly important in biological systems. When a chemical com-
pound of the type wherein positive and negative ions are held together by their electro-
static attraction, such as the ionic crystal NaCl, is placed in a suitable solvent, such as
H2O, it is separated into its ionic components. The resulting solution becomes an electro-
lyte, i.e., an electrically conducting medium in which the only charge carriers are ions.

In this process of chemical ionization, the Na þ cations and Cl � anions are separated
from the original NaCl crystal lattice and individually surrounded by a sheet of solvent
molecules, the ‘‘hydration sheath.’’ If the solvent is H2O, this process is called ‘‘hydra-
tion,’’ or more generally, for any solvent, ‘‘solvation.’’

A dilute solution of NaCl crystals in H2O is slightly cooler than the original constituents
before the solvation process, indicating that some internal energy of the system was
consumed. Actually energy is consumed in breaking up the original NaCl bonds and
some, but less, is liberated in the interaction between the dipole moment of the solvent
molecule (H2O in our example) and the electric charges on the ions. Thus, solvents with
higher relative dielectric constant «r, indicating higher inherent electric dipole moment
per unit volume ( P), solvate ions more strongly («r ¼ 1 þ P=[«o E], where E is the electric
field applied during the measurement of «r). For example, H2O with  «r � 80 solvates more
strongly than methanol with «r � 33. For biological applications it is worth noting that
solvation may affect not only ionic substances, but also polar groups, i.e., molecular
components which have an inherent dipole moment, such as—C=O, —NH, or —NO2.
Details of the process are discussed in texts on electrochemistry [30,31].

In biological processes not only chemical ionization and solvation of ionic compounds,
but also all kinds of chemical reaction take place. One of the central questions in the
study of biological effects of E and H fields is therefore not only whether they can cause
or influence ionization, but also whether they can affect—speed up, slow down, or
modify—any naturally occurring biologically important chemical reaction.

In Table 0.4 typical energies for various types of chemical bonds are listed. For compari-
son the thermal energy per elementary particle at 310 K is also shown. Complementing the
numbers in Table 0.4 one should also point out that:
� 200
1. The large spread in the statistical distribution of energies of thermal motion
guarantees that at physiological temperatures some molecules always have
sufficient energy to break the strongest weak bonds [32].
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TABLE 0.4

Bond and Thermal Energies

Type of Bond

Change in Free Energy

(Binding Energy) kcal=mol eV=Molecule

Covalent 50–100 2.2–4.8
Van der Waals 1–2 0.04–0.08
Hydrogen 3–7 0.13–0.30
Ionica 5 0.2
Avg. thermal energy at 310 K 0.62 0.027

aFor ionic groups of organic molecules such as COO�, NH33
� in aqueous solution.

� 200
2. The average lifetime of a weak bond is only a fraction of a second.

3. The weak binding forces are effective only between the surfaces in close prox-
imity and usually require complementary structures such as a (microscopic)
plug and hole, such as are thought to exist, for instance, between antigen and
antibody [33].

4. Most molecules in aqueous solution form secondary bonds.

5. The metabolism of biological systems continuously transforms molecules and
therefore also changes the secondary bonds that are formed.
Comparison of the last columns in Table 0.3 and Table 0.4 shows that millimeter waves
have quantum energies, which are only about one order of magnitude below typical Van
der Waals energies (waves at a frequency of 1012 Hz with a quantum energy of 0.004 eV
have a wavelength of 0.3 mm and can still be classified as millimeter waves). One might
expect therefore that such waves could initiate chemically important events, such as
configurational changes, by e.g., multiple transitions between closely spaced vibrational
states at successively high-energy levels [46].

Energies associated with transition from one to another mode of rotation of a diatomic
molecule are given by W ¼ ‘ (‘þ 1) A [26,33], where ‘ ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . and A ¼ 6 � 10 �5 eV;
thus an electromagnetic wave with a frequency as low as 29 GHz—still in the microwave
region—can excite a rotational mode. Vibrational modes of diatomic molecules [26,33]
correspond to energies of the order of 0.04 eV, requiring excitation in the IR region.
Vibrational frequencies in a typical H-bonded system [34] are of the order of 3000 GHz;
however, attenuation at this frequency by omnipresent free H2O may prevent any
substantial effect [34].

Kohli et al. [34] predict that longitudinal and torsional modes of double helical DNA
should not be critically damped at frequencies >1 GHz, although relaxation times are of
the order of picoseconds, and Kondepudi [36] suggests the possibility of an influence of
millimeter waves at approximately 5 � 1011 Hz upon oxygen affinity of hemoglobin due
to resonant excitation of heme plane oscillations. Although Furia et al. [37] did not
find resonance absorption at millimeter waves in yeast, such was reported by Grundler
et al. [38,47]. The latter experiment has been interpreted [39,40] as supporting Fröhlich’s
theory of cooperative phenomena in biological systems. That theory postulates ‘‘electric
polarization waves’’ in biological membranes which are polarized by strong biologically
generated [18] fields (107 V=m). Fröhlich [41,42] suggests that metabolically supplied
energy initiates mechanical vibrations of cell membranes. The frequency of such
vibrations is determined by the dimensions and the elastic constants of the membranes;
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based on an estimate of the sound velocity in the membrane of 103 m=s and a membrane
thickness of 100 Å (equal to one half wavelength) one obtains a frequency of 5(1010) Hz.
Individual molecules within and outside the membrane may also oscillate, and frequency
estimates vary between 109 Hz for helical RNA [43] and 5�1013 Hz for hydrogen-bonded
amide structures [44]. As the membranes and molecules involved are strongly polarized,
the mechanically oscillating dipole electromagnetic fields that are able to transmit energy,
at least in some situations, over distances much larger than the distance to the next
adjacent molecule.

Electromagnetic coupling of this type may produce long-range cooperative phenomena.
In particular, Fröhlich [45] has shown that two molecular systems may exert strong forces
upon each other when their respective oscillation frequencies are nearly equal, provided
the dielectric permittivity of the medium between them is strongly dispersive or excitation
is supplied by pumping, i.e., by excitation at the correct frequency from an external source.
The mechanism is nonlinear in the sense that it displays a steplike dependence on excitation
intensity. Possible long-range effects may be, for example, attraction between enzyme and
substrate [42]. These and related topics have been discussed in detail by Illinger [34] and are
reviewed in the present volume in Chapter 11 and Chapter 5 of BBA.
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1.1 Introduction

We encounter electromagnetic (EM) fields every day, both naturally occurring and
man-made fields. This leads to exposure both in our homes as well as in our various
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workplaces, and the intensity of the fields varies substantially with the situation. Quite
high exposure can occur in some of our occupations as well as our personal activities, for
instance, in trains, where the extremely low-frequency (ELF) magnetic field can reach
rather high levels. The frequency of the fields we are exposed to covers a wide range, from
slowly changing static fields to the gigahertz range.

In this chapter, we give an overview of the fields we encounter in various situations.
1. 2 D irec t Current and E LF ( 0–30 00 Hz ) EM Fi elds

1.2. 1 Natural ly Occur ring Field s

The most obvious naturally occurring field is the Earth’s magnetic field, known since
ancient times. The total field intensity diminishes from the poles, with a high of 67 mT at
the south magnetic pole and a low of about 30 mT near the equator. In South Brazil, an
area with flux densities as low as about 24 mT can be found. Indeed, the angle of the
Earth’s field to the horizontal (inclination) varies, primarily with latitude, ranging from
very small near the equator to almost vertical at high latitudes. More information is
available in textbooks (see, e.g., Dubrov [1]) and in databases available on the Web (see,
e.g., the U.S. National Geophysical Data Center [2]).

However, the geomagnetic field is not constant, but is continuously subject to more or
less strong fluctuations. There are diurnal variations, which may be more pronounced
during the day and in summer than at night and in winter (see, e.g., König et al. [3]). There
are also short-term variations associated with ionospheric processes. When the solar wind
brings protons and electrons toward the Earth, phenomena like the Northern Lights and
rapid fluctuations in the geomagnetic field intensity occur. The variation can be rather
large; the magnitude of the changes can sometimes be up to 1 mT on a timescale of
several minutes. The variation can also be very different in two fairly widely separated
places because of the atmospheric conditions. There is also a naturally occurring
direct current (DC) electric field at the surface of the Earth in the order of 100–300 V=m
(Earth’s surface negative) in calm weather and can be 100 kV=m in thunderstorms, caused
by atmospheric ions [4].

EM processes associated with lightning discharges are termed as atmospherics or
‘‘sferics’’ in short. They consist mostly of waves in the ELF (strictly speaking 30–300 Hz
but usually taken in the bioelectromagnetics literature to extend from 0 to 3000 Hz) and
very low-frequency (VLF) ranges (3–30 kHz) (see König et al. [3]). Each second about 100
lightning discharges occur globally, and in the United States one cloud-to-ground flash
occurs about every second, averaged over the year [3]. The ELF and VLF signals travel
efficiently in the waveguide formed by the Earth and the ionosphere and can be detected
many thousands of kilometers from the initiating stroke. Since 1994, several experiments
studying the effects of short-term exposure to simulated 10-kHz sferics have been per-
formed at the Department of Clinical and Physiological Psychology at the University of
Giessen, Germany [5,6]. In the ELF range, very low-intensity signals, called Schumann
resonances, also occur. These are caused by the ionosphere and the Earth’s surface
acting as a resonant cavity, excited by lightning [3,7] (see also http: ==www.oulu.fi =
�spaceweb=textbook=schumann.html). These cover the low-frequency spectrum,
with broad peaks of diminishing amplitude at 7.8, 14, 20, and 26 Hz and higher frequen-
cies. Higher-frequency fields, extending into the microwave region, are also present in
atmospheric or intergalactic sources. These fields are much weaker, usually by many
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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Power density from natural sources as a function of frequency. (Data from Smith, E. Proceedings of the IEEE

Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Piscataway, NJ,
1982. Graph adapted from Barnes, F.S. Health Phys. 56, 759–766, 1989. With permission.)
orders of magnitude, than those caused by human activity (compare Figure 1.1 and
subsequent tables and figures in this chapter).
1.2.2 Artificial DC and Power Frequency EM Fields in the Envir onment

1.2.2 .1 DC Fields

Although alternate current (AC) power transmission is facilitated by the availability of
transformers to change voltages, DC is also useful, especially since high-power, high-
efficiency solid-state electronic devices have become available. Overland high-voltage
DC lines running at up to +1100 kV are found in Europe, North America, and Asia [8]
(see also, e.g., http: ==www.answers.com =topic =high-voltage-direct-current, accessed on
August 17, 2005). Electric and magnetic fields near these lines are essentially the same as
those for AC lines running at the same voltages and currents, which are discussed below.
Because potentials on the cables do not vary in time and there are only two DC conductors
(þ and�) instead of the three AC phases, the DC electric fields and space charge clouds of
air ions that partially screen them are somewhat different from those near AC transmission
lines, though the general features are the same, especially for positions away from the lines.
Electric fields, corona, and air ions are discussed further in the AC transmission line section
below; see also Refs. [9,10].

For transfer of electric power between countries separated by sea, undersea power
cables are especially useful, since their higher capacity causes increased losses in AC.
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Examples are cables between Sweden and Finland, Denmark, Germany, and Gotland, a
Swedish island in the Baltic Sea. Under construction at present is a cable from Sweden to
Poland (SwePol). In these cables DC is used, and the ELF component of the current is less
than a few tenths of a percent. The maximum current in these cables is slightly above
1000 A, and the estimated normal load is about 30% or 400 A. Depending on the location
of the return path, the DC magnetic field will range from a maximum disturbance of the
geomagnetic field (with a return through water) to a minimal disturbance (with a return
through a second cable as close as possible to the feed cable). With a closest distance
of 20 m between the cables, the predicted field distribution can be seen in Figure 1.2,
immediately above the cables (2 m), practically the same value as that obtained for a
single wire. When the distance between cables is increased beyond 20 m, the distortion at
a given distance rises above that of Figure 1.2. Since the cables are shielded, no electric
field will be generated outside the cable. For a more detailed discussion of the fields
associated with this technique, the reader is referred to the paper by Koops [11].

Few other DC fields from human activity are broadly present in the environment,
though very short-range DC fields are found near permanent magnets, usually ranging
from a few tenths of a millitesla to a few millitesla at the surface of the magnet and
decreasing very rapidly as one moves away. Occupationally encountered DC fields are
discussed below.
1.2.2.2 High-Voltage AC Power Lines

The electric and magnetic fields from high-voltage power lines have been figuring for a
long time in the debate on the biological effects of EM fields. Although the AC power
systems in the Americas, Japan, the island of Taiwan, Korea, and a few other places are
60 Hz, while most of the rest of the world is 50 Hz, the frequency difference has no
effect on high-voltage transmission line fields. In the early days of bioelectromagnetics
research, the electric field was considered the most important part, and measurements of
field strengths were performed in many places. Figure 1.3 shows an example of such
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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International Seminar on Effects of Electromagnetic Fields on the Living Environment, of ICNIRP, WHO, and BfS,
Ismaning, Germany, October 4–5, 1999, pp. 21–37. With permission.)
measurements from three different types of lines: 400, 220, and 130 kV lines, respectively.
The field strength depends not only on the voltage of the line but also on the distance
between the phases and the height of the tower. The strongest field can be found where
the lines are closest to the ground, and this usually occurs midway between two towers.
Here, field strengths up to a few kilovolts per meter can be found. Since the guidelines of
the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [12] limit
public exposure to 5 kV=m and there is no time averaging for low-frequency fields, people
walking under high-voltage power lines may on some occasions be exposed in excess of
existing international guidelines.

Because electric fields are well shielded by trees, buildings, or other objects, research
in the 1970s and 1980s did not turn up any major health effects (see, e.g., Portier and
Wolf [13]), and because of the epidemiological study by Wertheimer and Leeper [14]
(see also Chapter 6 on ELF epidemiology in this volume), attention turned from electric
to magnetic fields in the environment. The magnetic field from a transmission line or
any other wire depends on the current load carried by the line, as well as the distance
from the conductors; in Figure 1.4 calculations of the magnetic flux density from several
different types of transmission lines are shown. There is a very good agreement between
the theoretical calculation and the measured flux density in most situations. The flux
density from two-wire power lines is directly proportional to the electric current,
generally inversely proportional to the square of the distance to the power line for
distances greater than several times the distance between the phase lines, and directly
proportional to the distance between the phase wires. For three and six-wire systems
the fields decrease more rapidly with distance at a rate that is dependent on the
phase sequences and the spacing between the wires. For most lower-voltage lines,
around 10–20 kv, the distance at which the B field falls below 0.2 mT is generally less
than 10 m; this distance still depends on current and the spacing of the wires.
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FIGURE 1.4
Magnetic flux density from different high-voltage power lines at a distance (in meters) from the center of the
line. The currents in the lines are the maximum values allowed and are given to the right in the figure. (Figure
courtesy of Swedish National Institute for Working Life.)
The electric or magnetic field vector from a single AC conductor displays a sinusoidal
waveform, oscillating back and forth through zero intensity in a single direction deter-
mined by the observation position with respect to the wire, ignoring any small distortions
due to harmonics, etc. However, near a three-phase high-voltage transmission line, the
electric and magnetic field vectors from the group of conductors, which are at some
distance from each other and whose individual sinusoidal variations are out of phase,
rotate in space as well as change in magnitude, but their magnitude never decreases
exactly to zero [15]. This so-called elliptical polarization may or may not have a different
biological significance than the single conductor’s ‘‘plane polarization.’’

Several approaches have been used for reducing the magnetic field from a line, and in
Figure 1.5 some examples are given. Instead of hanging the three phases at the same
height and in parallel, the lines can be arranged in a triangular form, thereby reducing the
distance between the phases and thus also the flux density. The reduction is of the order
of about 1.6. An even greater reduction is obtained if the so-called split phase arrange-
ment is used. Here, five lines are used. One phase is placed in the center, and the other
two phases are split into two lines each, which are placed diagonally (see Figure 1.4). The
reduction is almost tenfold.

When high voltage is present, there is a possibility of the insulation breaking
down, causing a catastrophic discharge—a spark; lightning is an obvious example.
There is also the more common possibility of very minor discharges occurring, in which
one or a relatively small number of molecules near the high-voltage element become
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FIGURE 1.5
Examples of reduction of the magnetic flux density from a 220-kV line with a maximum phase current of 500 A.
In (A) the normal configuration is used and the maximum flux density is about 8 mT, and in (B) a
delta arrangement is used which gives a reduction to about 5 mT maximum under the line. In (C) the split-
phase arrangement is used leading to a maximum value of only 1 mT. (Figure courtesy of Swedish National
Institute for Working Life.)
ionized; this is often called a corona, since in extreme cases a small glow can be seen near
parts of the high-voltage system. Corona discharge can also occur at grounded objects
near a high voltage and is more likely to occur at more pointed objects; this is the principle
of the lightning rod. Minor corona damage has been observed on pine tree needles very
close to a 1200 V transmission line [16]. (No other environmental damage to plants or
animals from either fields or corona has been found [17].) The resulting ions screen the
electric field of the transmission line cables to varying extents, because their number
depends on a variety of factors, including humidity, dust, rain, and wind [9,10]. While
a hypothesis has been put forward that ions from power lines make small airborne
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particles, particularly those carrying naturally occurring radioactive atoms, more likely to
enter and remain in the lungs and cause cancer or various other diseases [18], it has not
found much acceptance.
1.2.2.3 Exposure in Homes

Although Wertheimer and Leeper [14] initially used transmission and distribution
line sizes and configurations as surrogates for estimating magnetic field exposure from
transmission lines, it quickly became apparent that the correlation was not very good and
that sources of exposure inside the home were at least as important, unless the home was
very close to a transmission line [13]. Several studies have explored the exposure to ELF
electric and magnetic fields in homes in different countries. Deadman et al. [19] investi-
gated the exposure of children in Canada. A logging device was used, which recorded the
fields during two consecutive 24-h periods. For 382 children up to the age of 15 they
found an arithmetic mean (AM) of the magnetic field of 0.121 mT with a range of 0.01–
0.8 mT. The corresponding values for the electric field were AM 14.4 V=m, range 0.82–
64.7 V=m. Hansson Mild et al. [20] compared the ELF fields in Swedish and Norwegian
residential buildings. The overall mean values were as follows: E fields 54 V=m (SD ¼ 37)
and 77 V=m (SD ¼ 58) in Sweden and Norway, respectively; the corresponding values
for B fields were 40 nT (SD ¼ 37) and 15 nT (SD ¼ 17). Table 1.1 shows additional
comparisons.

Mccurdy et al. [21] measured women’s exposure in the United States by using personal
magnetic field exposure meters that were worn during a working day or a day at home.
The geometric mean of the time-weighted average for the working day was 0.138 mT with
a range of 0.022–3.6 mT, and for the homemakers the corresponding values were 0.113 mT,
range 0.022–0.403 mT.

In the meta-analysis by Ahlbom et al. [22] on childhood cancer and residential magnetic
fields, it was stated that 99.2% of the population resided in homes with B � 0.4 mT.

Exposure varies widely in time, according to the time of day and the season. One may
be outdoors, far from any field sources at one time, indoors near an operating appliance at
another, riding in an electric transit vehicle at some other time, and so forth. Sample
exposure values for an individual, recorded as a function of time over a 24-h period in
spring and summer, are shown in Figure 1.6.
TABLE 1.1

Comparison of Personal Exposure and Background Fields

Country

Geometric Mean

of Personal

Exposure (nT)

Geometric Mean

of Long-Term

Background

Field (nT)

Ratio, Personal

Mean to

Background Mean

United States Adults at home 134 58 2:3
Adults at home,

not in bed 111 74 1:5
Children, residential 96 99 1:0
Children, at home 96 67 1:4

Canada Children at home 117 107 1:1
Adults at home 133 1:2

U.K. Adults at home 54 37 1:5
Adults 42 29 1:5

Source: From Swanson, J. and Kaune, W.T. Bioelectromagnetics 20, 244–254, 1999.
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An individual’s measured magnetic field exposure over the course of a day. Note that 1 mG ¼ 0.1 mT. (From
Koontz, M.D., Mehegan, L.L., Dietrich, F.M., and Nagda, N.L. Assessment of Children’s Long Term Exposure to
Magnetic Fields [The Geomet Study]. Final Report TR-101406, Research Project 2966-04, Electric Power Research
Institute, Palo Alto, CA, 1992. With permission.)
Since the three-phase systems used for electrical distribution are dimensioned for
sinusoidal fields, the harmonic content can create problems. Today we may find large
stray currents, usually resulting from unbalanced currents between phases, in water
pipes, ventilation systems, concrete reinforcement mesh, etc., and the current flowing
also contains these harmonics. Figure 1.7 gives an example of a measurement of a current
flowing in a cable in a large apartment building, and Figure 1.8 shows the corresponding
Fourier frequency analysis. The magnetic field in the building thus also has these har-
monic components. Often, the largest stray currents, which generate large domestic fields,
are due to errors in wiring that violate the building code [23] or to a poorly planned
wiring layout that has currents flowing in open loops instead of both wires of a circuit
being laid next to each other in the same conduit [24].

From Figure 1.6 through Figure 1.8, as well as the data in the rest of this chapter, it
is easy to see that average field strength is far from being the only parameter that
is needed to characterize electric or magnetic field exposure. Other parameters include
frequency or frequencies present (or the related parameters, the rise and fall times of
up-and-down excursions or ‘‘transients’’), numbers and height of transients, number of
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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times the field exceeds or falls below a certain fraction of its average value, whether both DC
and time-varying fields are present, relative direction of multiple fields, etc. As discussed
elsewhere (e.g., the Introduction and chapters such as Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 9 in
this volume and Chapter 5 through Chapter 8 and Chapter 11 in BMA), it is not clear, in most
cases, which one or group of these parameters is related to a particular biological effect. To
date, average field strength is the most commonly used parameter, partly because it is the
most easily obtainable summary of exposure over an extended period. For a given frequency
range, average field strength is related to some other parameters, such as fraction of time over
a certain threshold, but not to others, such as number of transients per hour. For further
discussion of various parameters and their interrelationships, see, for example, Refs. [25,26].

Most measurements have been done in detached houses, even though many city
dwellers live in apartment buildings. In apartment buildings, the current in the wiring
in the ceiling of one unit, for instance, for ceiling lamps, may most strongly affect the
magnetic field level of the unit above. Also, some apartment buildings have an electric
substation in the basement, where a transformer reduces the medium-voltage distribution
line power to 110 or 220 V for domestic use. The low-voltage conductors of the substation
may carry substantial currents and create magnetic fields up to several tens of microtesla
directly above the substation; reduction through placing conductors away from the
substation ceiling and shielding with aluminum plates is possible [27].

In the United States and Canada, though not in other countries, the neutral wire of the
AC power distribution system is required to be physically connected to the earth
(grounded) at regular intervals to avoid injury from electric shocks; building wiring
systems’ neutral wires must also be grounded, often by connection to the buried water
pipe as it enters the building. Unbalanced loading of the system can produce currents in
the ground system, sometimes including currents that leave one residence through the
grounding system and return to the power grid through another, which further contrib-
utes to the residential magnetic fields [28,29].

Kavet and colleagues [30–32] have proposed that effects observed in children, which
epidemiology has associated with domestic magnetic fields, are in fact due to small
shocks that arise due to potential differences that build up between the water tap and
the grounded drain of a tub. Shocks received in the bath can still induce in a small child’s
body current densities of a magnitude known to induce a biological effect. This alterna-
tive hypothesis is still under investigation.
1.2.2.4 Electrical Appliances

The United States, Japan, Canada, and some other countries use 110 Vrms AC for basic
electrical power, while most of the rest of the world uses 230 V. Since transmission and
distribution voltages in the two types of system are about the same, only differences due to
appliances or building wiring would be expected. For a given power consumption and
similar design, 110 V appliances draw twice as much current and create twice as strong a
local magnetic field, although their local electric fields are half as strong. However, because
both types of field fall off rapidly with increasing distance from the appliance and metal
appliance cabinets shield electric fields, measurements of exposure to magnetic fields have
not yielded great differences between the two systems (see Table 1.1). Measurements of
magnetic fields from a sample of various appliances show that the fields have a rapid falloff
with distance from the device [33]. Very close, the values may exceed international guide-
lines, but at a distance of 0.5–1 m the fields are seldom higher than few tenths of a microtesla.
In general, it can be said that the more power the equipment uses, the higher the magnetic
field. Table 1.2 presents some representative values from 110 V appliances.
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TABLE 1.2

Ratios (Bon=Boff) of Magnetic Fields Measured with Appliances Turned On and Off

Bon=Boff

Appliance Measurement Location 6–54 Hz 54–606 606–3066 Hz 8–200 kHz

Hair dryer 5 cm from nozzle 8.3 57 76 11
10 cm from nozzle 3.2 17 31 —
15 cm from nozzle 2.1 7.9 16 —
25 cm from nozzle 1.4 3.1 6.1 —

Headset playing music Forehead 1.5 1.0 1.2 —
Center of head <1.0 1.0 1.2 1.1
Above ear 2.0 1.0 2.5 —
Sternum 1.4 1.0 1.1 —
Hip 2.7 1.0 2.6 —

Home sewing machines Front of abdomen 2.7 2.8 2.4 1.5
Left side of abdomen 1.7 2.0 1.8 —
Right side of abdomen 1.7 1.6 1.5 —

Motorized clock 10 cm from clock <1.0 13 4.3 1.1
25 cm from clock <1.0 4.0 <1.0 —
50 cm from clock <1.0 1.7 <1.0 —
100 cm from clock <1.0 1.0 1.0 —
At subject’s head <1.0 1.4 1.0 —

Electronic clock 10 cm from clock <1.0 4.7 1.5 1.5
25 cm from clock <1.0 1.8 1.0 —
50 cm from clock <1.0 1.1 <1.0 —
100 cm from clock 1.1 1.0 1.0 —
At subject’s head 1.1 1.1 1.0 —

Note: Boff was estimated using linear interpolation at those measurement locations where it was not directly
measured.
Source: From Kaune, W.T., Miller, M.C., Linet, M.S., Hatch, E.E., Kleinerman, R.A., Wacholder, S., Mohr, A.H.,
Tarone, R.E., and Haines, C. Bioelectromagnetics 23, 14–25, 2002.
Vistnes [34] recently gave some examples of flux densities near 220 V appliances. Of
special interest may be a clock radio, which because of bad electrical design may give rise
to exposure of the order of 100 mT close to the equipment. Since people are likely to place a
clock radio very close to the pillow, the head may be exposed to quite a large magnetic
field, exceeding the normal levels in the house.

The general range of magnetic and electric field magnitudes at various distances from
transmission lines, local distribution lines, and appliances is shown in Figure 1.9.

Most modern electrical appliances are equipped with an electronically switched power
supply in which an electronic circuit replaces the old-style transformer. This means that
the current is no longer a pure sinusoidal 50- or 60-Hz signal but contains harmonics. The
current used by a low-energy 50-Hz fluorescent lamp is illustrated in Figure 1.10, and the
Fourier analysis is shown in Figure 1.11 indicating all the harmonics. Higher harmonics
and transients (fast spikelike excursions) are also generated by motor-driven appliances
and those run by vibrating mechanisms using make-and-break switching contacts, such
as older electric shavers or doorbells (Table 1.2).

The magnetic field in different infant incubators used in hospital nurseries varied
between 0.23 and 4.4 mT, with an arithmetic average of 1.0 mT [35]. Most of these values
are considerably higher than the exposure that can be measured in residential areas close
to transmission lines. The technology to reduce the exposure is at hand and can be
easily applied.
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Magnetic flux density (left) and electric field strength (right) as a function of distance from transmission lines,
local distribution lines, and appliances. (From U.S. Office of Technology Assessment. Biological Effects of Power
Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, Background Paper
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Occupational exposure from handheld electrical appliances can be quite high. This is
mainly equipment that is held close to the body and that uses high power, such as drills
and circle saws. These devices usually have adjustable speed, which is done through the
switched power supply. Values for the magnetic field of the order 100–200 mT are not
uncommon, and in order to show compliance with standards the measurements have to
take into account the harmonic contents of the waveform.
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FIGURE 1.10
Wave shape of the current to a low-energy fluorescent lamp. The timescale is 10 ms=div. (Figure courtesy of
Swedish National Institute for Working Life.)
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1.2.2.5 ELF Fields in Occupational Settings

Wertheimer and Leeper [14] were not only the first to publish evidence in support of
increased childhood cancer risk with magnetic field exposure, but they also pointed to
increased cancer risk in occupations with high magnetic field exposure. Since then,
hundreds of studies have looked into this problem, and the assessment of workers’
exposure has been debated. There are studies where individual estimates of the exposure
have been made for male [36] and females [37]. For workday means, the 25th, 50th, and
75th percentiles were 0.13, 0.17, and 0.27 mT, respectively, for males, and the correspond-
ing values for females were almost similar: 0.14, 0.17, and 0.23 mT. The study on exposure
of males investigated the 1000 most common occupations in Sweden, and the study on
female exposure included 61 job categories. Table 1.3 shows additional estimates for
various professions.

Sewing machines—Near sewing machines increased magnetic fields can be found, and
depending on the type of machines used the values differ. The mean average value
logged during some working hours is of the order of several tenths of a microtesla [38].

Welders—Among the occupations where quite high exposure exists, electric arc welders
are a prominent example. They handle cables carrying hundreds of amperes very close to
their bodies. The welder normally grasps the cable, and it sometimes also is in contact with
other parts of the body, for instance, it might be draped over the shoulder. Depending of the
technique used—DC or AC, type of rectification, etc.—the ELF magnetic field varies, but
several studies report values in the range of tens to hundreds of microtesla [39]. Skotte and
Hjøllund [40] found a mean of 21 mT for a full-shift average workday of manual metal arc
welders. During the actual welding, the B field can be up to several millitesla.

The frequency content of the signal can be rather complex. In one of the most common
situations the welding equipment is connected to a three-phase outlet, and the current for
the weld is thus three-phase full-wave rectified. This means that we have first a DC
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TABLE 1.3

EMF Exposures in Common Environments

Environment

Mediana

Exposure

Top 5th

Percentile Environment

Mediana

Exposure

Top 5th

Percentile

Office Building Machine Shop

Support staff 0.6 3.7 Machinist 0.4 6.0
Professional 0.5 2.6 Welder 1.1 24.6
Maintenance 0.6 3.8 Engineer 1.0 5.1
Visitor 0.6 2.1 Assembler 0.5 6.4000

School Office staff 0.7 4.7
Teacher 0.6 3.3 Grocery Store
Student 0.5 2.9 Cashier 2.7 11.9
Custodian 1.0 4.9 Butcher 2.4 12.8
Administrative staff 1.3 6.9 Office staff 2.1 7.1

Hospital Customer 1.1 7.7
Patient 0.6 3.6 — — —
Medical staff 0.8 5.6
Visitor 0.6 2.4
Maintenance 0.6 5.9

Note: Magnetic fields are measured in milligauss (mG); 1 mG ¼ 0.1 mT.
aThe median of four measurements. For this table, the median is the average of the two middle measurements.
Source: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. From Portier, C.J. and Wolfe, M.S., Eds.
Assessment of Health Effects from Exposure to Power-Line Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields. NIH
Publication 98-3981, National Institute of Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, NC, 1998 (accessed April. 7,
2005, at http:== www.niehs.nih.gov=emfrapid=html=WGReport =WorkingGroup.html).
component and on that a large AC ripple with main frequency 300 Hz (50 Hz power
system), but it also has harmonics at 600, 900, 1200 Hz, etc. A newer type of equipment
has a pulsed DC (50–200 Hz pulse frequency) as a base with a 53 kHz current applied
between the pulses. This leads to frequencies in the current equal to the pulse frequency
and its harmonics and also 53 kHz and harmonics. It is a very complex situation to evaluate
with respect to compliance with guidelines, because of the complexity of the signal.

Since in many cases, high exposure results from the cables being very close to the body,
much can be done to reduce the exposure of the welder by carefully arranging the worksta-
tion to keep the cables away from the body. By placing the welding machine on the right-
hand side of the worker (if right-handed) and seeing that the return cable is as close as
possible to the current cable, the exposure can be reduced by one order of magnitude.

Indu ction heaters—Induction heating is used for heating metals for purposes that
include surface or deep hardening, welding, melting, soft soldering, brazing, annealing,
tempering, and relieving stress. The frequency can be from 50 Hz to the low megahertz
range, depending on the desired skin depth and purpose. Since high currents are used,
the leakage magnetic field can be substantial. At the operator’s position, values of the
order of 0.5–8 mT are common, and the maximum field near the coil, where, for instance,
the hands can be exposed, can reach several hundreds of microtesla. The field strength is
in many cases high compared with recommended limits [12].

Railw ay worker s—Engine drivers of AC electric engines experience rather high mag-
netic field exposure. The intensity depends of several factors, one of them being the age of
the engine. Nordensson et al. [41] (see also Refs. [42,43]) found that drivers of Swedish
model RC engines were exposed to flux densities of the order of 10–100 mT. The older
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 1.12
Maximum (top of bar) and average (horizontal bar) magnetic fields in various frequency bands in the passenger
compartment of several intercity rail systems. NEC ¼ U.S. Amtrak Northeast Corridor (Washington, DC, to
Boston, MA), which has both 25- and 60-Hz segments; TR-07 ¼ German Transrapid maglev system; TGV ¼
French ‘‘Train a Grande Vitesse,’’ AC-powered segment of Paris-Tours line; NJT ¼ New Jersey Transit, NJ Coast
Line Long Branch section. (From Bernardi, A., Fraser-Smith, A.C., and Villard, O.G., Jr. IEEE Trans. Electromagn.
Compat. 31, 413–417, 1989.)
models of engines had the higher values. The mean average values for a full workday
ranged from 2 to 15 mT. The main input power frequency is 16 2

3 Hz, and this frequency
was dominant at idle, but at full power, harmonics up to 150 Hz existed. Wenzl [44]
measured the exposure of rail maintenance workers in the United States and found peak
values ranging from 3.4 to 19 mT, and the time-weighted average was in the range 0.3–
1.8 mT. Chadwick and Lowes [45] have examined the exposure of passengers on trains in
the U.K., and they found static magnetic flux densities up to several microtesla. The
alternating field was also substantial in some locations and reached up to 15 mT at floor
level. However, none of the whole-body alternating magnetic flux densities approached
the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) investigation levels.

Trains operating on DC, such as in the Washington, DC, and San Francisco, CA, transit
systems, also produce time-varying fields in the passenger compartments, particularly
below 5 Hz [46,47]. Figure 1.12 shows field intensity in various frequency bands in the
passenger compartment of several representative electric rail systems and a nonelectric
one. Interestingly, the figure shows that an experimental magnetic levitation (maglev)
system does not exhibit substantially different field levels [48].

Electrochemical plants—In factories producing, for instance, aluminum, copper, or
chloride through electrochemical processes, very high DC currents are used, often of
the order of tens of kiloamperes. The DC current is obtained through rectification of the
incoming three-phase AC power. Often there is still a substantial AC component of the
current and hence an AC magnetic field. Measurements have shown broadband ELF
measurements of the order of 10–50 mT, with many different frequencies present that need
to be taken into account in the evaluation of the exposure situation. Typically, a 50 Hz
component can be present, because of unbalance between the three phases, and the full-
wave rectification gives 300, 600, and 900 Hz components. The exposure guidelines can
often be exceeded in some locations in the plants, and special requirements may be
needed to reduce the exposure. DC fields in these smelters are often on the order of
several millitesla, with peaks of at least 20–30 mT; up to 70 mT has been reported [49,50].
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1.2.2 .6 Inter nal ELF Fields Induced by Exter nal an d Endogen ous Fields

Because the bodies of humans, other animals, and even plants contain ionic solutions and
because cell cultures, as well as many one-celled and other organisms such as fish or the
roots of plants, live in conductive media, external exposure to electric or time-varying
magnetic fields can produce internal fields, which can be quite different than the unper-
turbed external fields.

In an electric field, as discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 in this volume on properties
of materials, the conductivity and dielectric constants of tissue are quite different from
those of air or vacuum, creating a layer of charge due to polarization at the surface of the
body, which decreases the internal field, often by many orders of magnitude. For a human
standing in the ELF electric field below a high-voltage transmission line, the field inside the
body may be only 10�6 of the external field. The shape of the body also affects the amount of
polarization. Since a standing humans body has more of a ‘‘lightning rod’’ shape than a
crouching rat, a rat must be exposed to a much lower external field to achieve an equivalent
internal electric field. A squatting human will experience lower and the rearing rat, higher
fields. The body shape and foot area also affect the average current densities in various
body locations because of the external electric field. Figure 1.13 illustrates these differences
[51]. As shown in the figure, current densities increase in areas of smaller cross section, for
example, the human neck or leg, and closer to the ground, for example, the upper and lower
human torso. When calculated without averaging across a cross section, current densities
are higher near a junction point; for instance, they are higher and more horizontal at the
armpit than in the middle of the chest area [52].
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FIGURE 1.13
Estimated external electric field and current densities of a grounded man, pig, and rat exposed to a vertical 0-Hz,
6-kV=m electric field. Calculated internal current densities are averaged over sections through bodies as shown;
calculated current densities perpendicular to the body surface are shown for man and pig. (From Figure 4 in
Kaune, W.T. and Phillips, R.D. Bioelectromagnetics 1, 117–129, 1980; Copyright John Wiley & Sons, reproduced
With permission.)
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It is important to recognize that electric fields and current densities such as those in
Figure 1.13 are averages, whether across the whole cross section of the body or a limb or
across a localized region. Fields vary greatly across very small distances when one
examines them at dimensions on the order of a cell or a molecule; this is called micro-
dosime try. Forming a good picture at this level of fields from either endogenous or external
sources is an unsolved but very important problem. Chapter 5 in this volume on basic
mechanisms discusses this issue further.

An external magnetic field’s value is little changed as it enters a biological system,
whether the human body or cells in culture, since the average biological magnetic
susceptibilities are very close to those of air or vacuum (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 in
this volume on magnetic properties of materials). However, the internal electric fields and
currents induced in the body according to Faraday’s Law are strongly determined by
bodys (or specimen) shape, electric conductivity, and orientation with respect to the field.
Table 1.4 gives some comparisons between the current induced in a human by the ELF
magnetic fields generated in various situations and the external vertical 60 Hz electric
field needed to produce the same current densities.

As discussed further in several chapters in this volume, especially Chapter 2 on
endogenous fields, Chapter 5 on the basic interactions of fields and biological systems,
and Chapter 7 on noise, as well as in the various discussions of models of field–biological
system interaction, an externally applied field is unlikely to cause a biological effect unless
the part of the biological system with which the field interacts is able to distinguish the
external field from the internal electric fields and currents that are an integral part of
the system. Exactly how to formulate the aspects of the endogenous field or current
TABLE 1.4

Magnetically Induced Total Body Current and Current Densities and Vertical 60-Hz Electric Field
Inducing Equivalent Currents

Source

Current

(mA)

Current

Density (A=m2)

Electric

Field (kV=m)

Sinusoidal waveforms
Cord-connected

household appliance
20–500 0.5–12a 1.5–38

Man in 8-kV=m
electric field

120 3a 8

Electric blanket
(not low field)

7–25 2–40b 0.5–1.7

Man in 0.16-kV=m
electric field

2.2 0.05a 0.16

Nonsinusoidal waveforms—medical devices

Electric anesthesia device (100-Hz square wave) 10,000 71,000c 670
Pacemaker electrode

in myocardiumd,e
6,000 20,000 400

Pacemaker electrode
implanted in abdomend,f

6,000 300 400

aThrough 40-cm2 ankle.
b0.63 cm from electric wire in blanket.
cNext to electrode.
dPeak pulse current �10�3-s duration, repeated every 0.8 s.
eElectrode area, 0.3 cm2.
fElectrode area, 20 cm2.
Source: After Bridges, J.E. and Preache, M. Proc. IEEE 69, 1092–1120, 1981. (Slightly modified from Table 1.3,
Chapter 2 of second edition.)
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FIGURE 1.14
Typical time course and amplitudes of time-varying membrane potentials (Vm) of various cells. BW is the
equivalent frequency bandwidth containing the main Fourier components of each voltage excursion. (From
H. Wachtel, University of Colorado, private communication, copyright 1992; reprinted with permission.)
density that should be compared with the local field or currents in a particular situation is
still an open research question; for example, over what region (how many molecules or
cells) and over what range of frequencies (very narrow or broad) does the biological
system average?

These endogenous fields range from the normal �50–100 mV DC transmembrane po-
tentials of most cells (negative in animals, sometimes positive in plants) to the relatively
rapid pulses of nerve cell depolarization or repolarization spikes and the less rapid pulses
of, for instance, muscle cells (see Figure 1.14 for examples). They also include the very large
and often highly local and hence very nonuniform fields because of local charge densities
on some macromolecules or changes in the double ion layer next to a membrane because of
the inclusion of a protruding structure, such as a channel, at a particular location (see, e.g.,
diagrams in Chapter 5 in this volume on basic interactions of fields and biological systems).
1.3 EM Fie lds at Intermediat e and Radio Fre quenc ies (3 kHz t o 30 0 MHz)

1.3.1 Electroni c Article Su rveillance

Many libraries and stores are currently equipped with electronic article surveillance systems,
which generate EM fields ranging from ELF to radio frequencies (RFs). Sometimes, employ-
ees spend long periods of time close to parts of these systems, and they might therefore be
exposed to strong EM fields, well in excess of the reference levels (RLs). RLs are the levels of
easily measured fields in air that exposure-limiting regulations or guidelines state may, but
do not necessarily, create health questions in those exposed to them. Above RLs, more
precise measurements or calculations are needed for each specific situation to determine
whether limits for the actual fields inside the body, the basic restrictions (BRs), are exceeded
(for a discussion of RLs and BRs, see Chapter 8 in BM A) on standards in [82]).

Kjellsson et al. [53] made measurements on two different systems, one used in a shop
and one in a library. The coils in the library at the exit were working at 920 Hz, and the
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flux density at the center of the coils was of the order of 10 mT, compared with the RL for
the general public of 6.25 mT. When the books are returned to the library, the electronic tag
in the book has to be activated before the book is put back into the library. The system
used for deactivating operates at 50 Hz, and at close range the flux densities were of the
order of some millitesla, thus again above the RL for occupational exposure at 500 mT. In
the store the signal was a mixture of 17 Hz and 6.25 kHz. The flux densities at the lower
frequency were of the order of 200–300 mT, and at the higher frequency the values were
well in excess of 100 mT. The RLs at 6.25 kHz for the general public is 6.25 mT, so the RLs
are clearly exceeded, and more in-depth analysis is needed to see if the BRs are still not
violated. See also Harris et al. [54] for a technical description of these devices.

Both at the shop and in the library there are situations and places where the general
public as well as the employees are exposed to magnetic fields that exceed the RL.
Logging the exposure during a work shift at the shop also showed that the cashiers are
exposed to magnetic fields generated by the transmitter signal of the detection gates,
which were often activated by customers during the work shift studied. The cashiers are
therefore a highly exposed category of personnel and hence are of interest to include in
epidemiological studies. Eskelinen et al. [55] have published similar results and conclu-
sions in a previous study.

In the library not only the detection gates but also the activators and deactivators
contribute to the high magnetic fields. One problem is the handheld activator used by
the employees. Because of its small size, it is possible to hold the activator against almost
every part of the body. If for example, a user is wearing a pacemaker and is not aware of
the magnetic fields, the worst case could lead to disturbances in the pacemaker.
1.3.2 EM Fields from Video Display Terminals

A very commonly used appliance emitting EM fields is the computer video display
terminal (VDT). Flat panel displays are increasingly replacing the cathode ray tube
(CRT)-based VDTs at present, but a great many CRTs are still in use. There are five
different types of fields present in the vicinity of the CRT: an electrostatic field, VLF
electric and magnetic fields at the horizontal sweep frequencies, and various ELF electric
and magnetic fields at the screen refreshing rate, related to the power frequency. These are
considered separately in the next few sections. Measurements show that the equivalent
electrostatic surface potential on the screen can reach up to 20 kV for some VDTs, and the
ELF electric fields in front of the VDT at a distance of 0.5 m range from a few to tens of volts
per meter, although most of the time it is not distinguishable from the office background
50 or 60 Hz electric field. The ELF magnetic field can reach a few tenths of a microtesla, and
close to the tube the values are up to a few microtesla. The VLF electric fields range from a
few to tens of volts per meter, and the corresponding magnetic field is of the order of a few
tenths of a microtesla at 0.5 m in front of the VDT. The VLF B field time derivative ranges
from a few to a few hundreds of millitesla per second (see Ref. [56]).

In Figure 1.15 a schematic drawing of a CRT-based VDT is shown with the deflection
coils. Since these coils are to move the electron beam horizontally, from left to right, the
magnetic field affecting the electrons has to be vertically directed; therefore, the coils are
in horizontal planes above and below the neck of the tube as shown in Figure 1.15. The
stray field from these coils at the operator’s position is mainly vertical. The sawtooth wave
shape of the magnetic field is also schematically shown in Figure 1.10. The times, 3 and
30 ms, given in the figure are typical examples of values found on some VDTs. Also shown
in the figure is the time derivative of the signal. Since the vertical deflection requires a
horizontal magnetic field, the coils for the vertical deflection (omitted in the drawing in
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 1.15
Schematic drawing of CRT-based VDT. To the right, examples of an idealized waveform of the VLF magnetic
field and its time derivative are given. (Figure courtesy of Swedish National Institute for Working Life.)
Figure 1.15) lie in vertical planes on each side of the neck of the tube, giving a horizontal
field and, thus, a corresponding stray field. The field from these coils has a frequency
equal to the refresh rate, usually equal to or a small harmonic of the line frequency, and
has a sawtooth wave shape. The electric field experienced by the operator is usually due
to charge accumulating on the screen and is directed between the screen and the oper-
ator’s body.

The time derivative, dB=dt, is usually measured only for the maximum field compon-
ent in front of the VDTs. The median values found are 0.63 and 15 mT=s for the ELF and
VLF frequency ranges, respectively. The corresponding maximum values are 1.9 and
101 mT=s for the ELF and VLF fields. For the ELF magnetic field in front of the VDT the
median value was 0.21 mT. This is then a combination of the general magnetic field level
in the office (median value 0.07 mT) and the emission from the VDT [56].

Flat panel displays for computers are presently based primarily on liquid crystal
technology, particularly in portable computers. Compared with VDTs they use much
lower internal voltages and currents and do not use magnetic field deflection, leading
to the presumption that users’ exposures are quite low. Even with a flat panel display, it
or various sources inside the computer may expose portions of an operator’s body to
some fields that can approach few tenths of a microtesla in the ELF and VLF regions,
especially for a portable computer that is held on the knees. At the time of writing, any
values of the fields from laptop computers or other flat panel displays do not seem to
have been published in the peer-reviewed literature. Swedish and Australian trade union
tests on several laptop computers have shown magnetic field emissions below their
internal certification limits for exposure (see Swedish levels in Table 1.5), initially estab-
lished for VDTs. The Australians found two exceptions: a peak of up to 10 mG for up to 5 s
during the program loading and a 0.01–0.16-mT fluctuating field at 30 cm, emanating from
the computer transformer (frequencies not given) [57]. Computers with flat panel dis-
plays that have ungrounded power supplies, including laptops running either on batter-
ies or on an ungrounded charger, can generate considerable static charges on their
screens, producing DC potentials that exceed the Swedish unions’ specifications. Older
displays using cold-cathode backlighting sometimes also exceed the specifications for
ELF or intermediate RF electric fields (Y. Hamnerius, Chalmers University, private
communication, 2005).

Computers equipped for local area RF networking, such as ‘‘Wi-Fi’’ systems, and hubs
for such networks emit and receive fields in the same general ranges of frequency and
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TABLE 1.5

Swedish Tjänstemännens Central Organisation (TCO) Certification Limits for Computer Display
Terminal Fields

Frequency Band Quantity Field Strength Measurement Distance From Screen

DC Electric potential +0.5 kV 0
Band I Electric field �10 V=m 30 and 50 cm

5 Hz–2 kHz Magnetic field �200 nT 30 and 50 cm
Band II Electric field �1 V=m 30 and 50 cm

20–400 kHz Magnetic field �25 nT 30 and 50 cm

Source: TCO’03 Displays Flat Panel Displays, version 2.01 (translated by Y. Hamnerius), January. 2, 2004
(http:== www.tcodevelopment.com).
intensity and are subject to the same sorts of limits as other portable RF devices, such as
portable or cell phones. These are discussed later.

CRT-based VDTs use magnetic deflection of the electron beam, and therefore an
external magnetic field can cause jitter and flicker on the screen. Sandström et al. [58]
applied both 50 and 60 Hz magnetic fields to monitors with different refresh rates. The
distortion was detectable from 0.6 up to 1.1 mT for seven monitors investigated. Back-
ground magnetic fields higher than 0.5 mT are not uncommon in offices; Sandström et al.
[56] found that 5% of the workplaces measured exceeded this value. The ability to detect
jitter depends, among other things, on the frequency of the disturbance. Since the fre-
quency of the jitter oscillation is equal to the difference between the frequency of applied
magnetic field and the refresh rate, the sensitivity to the external magnetic field will be
different with different frequencies of the applied magnetic field.
1.3. 3 RF Transm issions

1.3. 3.1 Shortwave Transm ission

High-power shortwave transmitters (approximately 2–25 MHz) are used for international
broadcasts. Often the power supplied to the antenna system can be several hundreds of
kilowatts. The antenna systems used are most often movable log-periodic or steerable
curtain-type antennas.

Measurements of field strengths from such transmitters have been recently presented by
Altpeter et al. [59] in connection with their study on health effects on people living near
a station. The magnetic field values ranged from tens of milliamperes per meter for those at
a distance of 500 m from the antenna to some tenths of a milliampere per meter for those at a
distance of a few kilometers. In a study of leukemia and residence near a high-power
shortwave transmitter in Italy, Michelozzi et al. [60] reported spot measurements of the
electric field in some of the closest houses to be between 3 and 20 V=m. (Under far-field
conditions 3 V=m corresponds to a magnetic field of 8 mA =m and 20 V=m to 53 mA=m.) For
a review of measured field strengths see also Mantiply et al. [61].

1.3. 3.2 FM Rad io and TV Transmis sion

Exposures to RF fields have been occurring for as long as we have had radio broadcasting.
Since the antenna towers are usually quite high and the emissions are directed for
reaching a long distance, exposure levels near the towers are minimal. The Environmental
Protection Agency has done field strength measurements in the United States, and an
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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TABLE 1.6

Electric Field Strengths

Distance

Source 1 km 10 km 50 km

(a) Combined electric field strengths from large radio and TV transmitters and one type of base station

for mobile phonesa

Radio 1 0.1 0.02
UHF TV 5 0.5 0.1

(b) Electric field strengths from radio base stations for Mobile Communication

10 m 100 m 1000 m

Base station 7 0.7 0.07

Note: E field in V=m.
aRadio: 60 kW ERP; TV1: 60 kW ERP; TV2: 1000 kW ERP. S ¼ PG=(4pR2) ¼ E2=120p. (ERP is the effective
radiated power, also expressed as PG, where P is the total power to the antenna and G is the gain; R is the
distance to the antenna.)
overview is given by Mantiply et al. [61]. At a distance, the fields can be estimated from
calculations using the far-field formula, and some examples are given in Table 1.6. The
input power is often highest for UHF TV broadcasting. The TV signal consists of an
amplitude-modulated video signal and a frequency-modulated audio signal. In Sweden,
for instance, 30 kW of power is used for the video signal and about 5 kW for the audio.
With the antenna gain this gives an effective radiated power (ERP) of 1000 kW.

There have not been many radio and TV towers built during the last 10 y or so, although
a number have been moved or upgraded, e.g., moved to taller buildings for greater range,
but we have seen an increase in the number of terrestrial channels available. New ways of
transmitting information have also come into play with digital radio and TV. However,
with these the output RF power may be lower; instead, this technique uses a much larger
frequency bandwidth.

The total power density of RF exposure of the public has undeniably increased during
the last 10 y. Tell and Mantiply [62] reported in 1980 that the average level in the United
States from FM radio and TV transmitters was about 50 mW=m2. Today, exposure due to
such sources is about the same [50], but with mobile phone base stations added, the total
power density is now often found to be on the order of 100 mW=m2 or so (see Figure 1.16).
Despite the proliferation of mobile telephone systems, most of the power is still due to
broadcasting (Figure 1.11). Although the total level of RF exposure of the general public
has increased during the last few years, it should be clearly stated that at all distances the
RF field levels on the ground from base stations are well within the international guide-
lines for RF exposure of the general public.

1.3.3.3 Wireless Communication Systems (Base Stations, Personal Wireless Devices
Such as Cellular Telephones and Pagers)

1.3.3.3.1 Mobile Phone Base Stations

Current mobile telephone systems operate at frequencies between 800 and 2100 MHz, but
some older systems operating near 450 MHz are still in use (see Table 1.7). With the rapid
increase in the use of mobile phones, the number of base stations has also increased. The
phones operate by communicating with a nearby base station, which is a low-powered
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 1.16
Power and frequency of environmental RF fields at a sample urban location in Sweden, plotted at each frequency
as a comparison to the ICNIRP guideline power limit for personal exposure at the same frequencies, which is set
equal to 1 (for plot of limits as a function of frequency, see Chapter 8 in BMA on standards in Ref. [82]). (From
Hamnerius, Y. COST 281 Workshop 2004=09, Workshop on RF Exposure Assessment, Paris, September 20–21,
2004. With permission.)
radio transmitter, typically mounted on a tower or the roof of a building, that relays calls
between the user and the telephone system. In Nordic countries the market penetration is
over 100%; that is, there are more mobile phone subscribtions than people; many have
more than one phone, and practically everone in the working population has access to a
mobile phone. The number of base stations in Sweden is estimated at over 20,000. In 2000,
TABLE 1.7

Frequencies and Modulation Characteristics of Various Mobile Telephone Systems

System Carrier Frequency Modulation Multiplexing Type

TETRA 380–470 MHz 17 Hz TDMA
MIRS 806–821 MHz 11.1 Hz TDMA
NADC 824–849 MHz 50 Hz TDMA
CDMA 824–849 MHz 800 Hz Multichannel
Analog 824–849 MHz FM None
GSM 890–915 MHz 217 Hz TDMA
PDC 929.2 MHz=1.5 GHz 50 Hz TDMA
Iridium 1616–1626 MHz 11 Hz TDMA
CDMA 1765 MHz 800 Hz Multichannel
PCS 1805–1880 MHz 217 Hz TDMA
GSM 1800 MHz 217 Hz TDMA
GSM 1900 MHz 217 Hz TDMA
NMTS 1920–2170 MHz 100 Hz–1.5 kHz FDD

Notes: TDMA ¼ Time division multiple access; conversations use different time slices of shared channels.
CDMA ¼ code division multiple access; digital identifiers signal phone when the conversation is using one of
many closely spaced channels.
Source: Data courtesy of M. Swicord, private communication, 2005.
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the United States had more than 82,000 cellular base station sites, some with more than one
base station in operation, while there were some 20,000 base stations sites in the U.K. [63].

The antenna system used for base stations comprises often either omnidirectional
(whip) antennas, which radiate in all directions in the horizontal plane, or directional
(panel) antennas, which radiate energy primarily from their front surfaces. Most com-
monly employed is a sectorized panel arrangement with three sets of directional trans-
mitting and receiving antennas, oriented 120 8 apart.

The antennas have a high gain, giving a narrow beam in the vertical direction but a
quite wide one in the horizontal direction. In the main beam of the antenna, that is, several
meters or more directly in front of and at the same height as the antenna, the intensity of
the beam (i.e., the power density) decreases as the inverse square of the distance from it.
The RF exposure a person receives from a base station thus depends both on the distance
from the antenna and on the angle with respect to the direction of the main beam. At
ground level, the signal is relatively weak near the base of the antenna tower since the
main beam is passing directly overhead. The ground level signal characteristically in-
creases with distance from the tower to a maximum at between 10 and 100 m from the
base of the tower and then decreases at still greater distances. Panel antennas only radiate
significant amounts of energy in the forward direction. Thus, for panel antennas mounted
facing outward on building parapets, the exposure is low for people on the rooftop or in
rooms below the antenna. (See further the 1999 report on cellular telephones and health
by the U.K. House of Commons Committee on Science and Technology [64].)

In rural areas, where there is a lower user density, base stations are typically a couple of
kilometers apart. In towns and cities where there are more users the cells are smaller and
transmitter base stations can be as little as a few hundred meters apart. The actual levels
of transmitted power vary widely between urban and rural areas. Since a longer reaching
distance is wanted in rural areas, the output power tends to be greater, whereas the large
increase in the number and density of base stations within the cities will make the cells
smaller and thereby also permit a reduction of output power from the surrounding base
stations. Therefore, the levels of public exposure to RF energy from any system will not
increase in proportion to the number of its base stations in an area.

In Table 1.6b an example is given of the calculation of electric field strength under far-
field conditions. The values given are for the main beam, and since the beam would not be
aimed at the ground in the near zone, the theoretical values are presumably overestimat-
ing the field strength for close distances. Measurements of field strength from base
stations have recently been reported by Thuroczy et al. [65] and Hamnerius and Uddmar
[66]. They found levels encountered within about 20 m from the antenna in the range of a
few to some tens of volts per meter. However, at distances where most people would be
exposed, the field strength is down to tens of millivolts per meter within cities, and in
rural area values as low as a few millivolts per meter can be measured. For an estimation
of maximum encountered levels, the formula used in Table 1.6b above may be used, and
as can be seen from this table values in the range of tens of millivolts per meter are
estimated for a distance of 1000 m from the station.
1.3.3.3.2 Handheld Mobile Phones

The technical details of analog and digital systems used for mobile phones have been
described in detail [67,68], and only a short background is given here. The Nordic Mobile
Telephone (NMT) system operates at 900 MHz with a continuous carrier wave. The
maximum output from the handheld NMT900 phones is 1 W. The NMT phones have
their output power regulated through the base station in two levels, 0.1 or 1 W; the closer
to the station, the lower is the output power likely to be.
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To make more efficient use of the available frequencies, various schemes that take advan-
tage of the relatively slow way speech transmits information have allowed more than one
conversation to occur in the same frequency channel. Some of these systems include pulsing
the RF signal at various frequencies, often in the ELF frequency region, or otherwise
modulating it. The result is a departure from a pure, continuous sinusoidal field. In the
digital Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), which is in very common use
worldwide, the information is sent in pulses with a repetition rate of 217 Hz. The pulse length
and repetition frequency give a duty cycle of 1=8. The maximum output power is 2 W, which
gives a time-averaged value of 0.25 W maximum. The GSM system also provides a battery-
saving function, which in practice reduces the output power to about half of the maximum.
The output power is also regulated from the base station, from a maximum of 2 W down to a
minimum of 20 mW, depending on the strength of the signal received at the phone; with the
newest phones sold today an even lower value of 5 mW is used. The mean output power is
thus normally well below 0.1 W. Frequencies and coding patterns of some other current or
proposed mobile telephone signal systems are indicated in Table 1.7.

Different models of phones have different specifications for the antenna design position
and physical dimensions, for instance, a dipole antenna or a helical antenna. Kuster [69]
measured 16 different European digital phones and found a very wide variation in the SAR
values. The phone giving the lowest value, when averaged over time and 10 g of tissue, had
a specific absorption rate (SAR) of 0.28 W=kg in the user’s head, and the one with the
highest value had an SAR of 1.33 W=kg, all normalized to an antenna input power of 0.25 W,
which is the maximal value for a GSM phone. If the averaging was done over 1 g of tissue,
the span was from a low of 0.42 W=kg to a high of 2.0 W=kg. Anger [70] reported the
measurement of SAR on 21 different phones, and his result is similar. The SAR ranged
from 0.3 to 1.7 W=kg over 10-g tissues. He also reported the telephone communication
power value, that is, how much of the output power can be used for communication, and
he found values ranging from only about 5% in the lowest phone to just less than 50% in the
‘‘best’’ phone. Thus, more than half of the output power from the phone is lost because of
mismatch between the phone and the antenna, and some is deposited as SAR in the user.

These SAR measurements were done under normal user conditions. However, when the
phone is slightly tilted toward the head, Kuster [69] shows that the value can go up from 0.2
to 3.5 W=kg. Thus, for different phones under maximal output, we have a factor of about 5
between the extremes, and to this the personal handling of the phone gives a factor of tenfold
or more. It should be noted that all given values are the maximum SAR values found,
regardless of the anatomical location. An equal weight is given to the values, independent
of whether they are obtained on the external ear, in the middle or inner ear, or behind the ear.
In the future, it will be necessary to make the comparison at the same anatomical location.
Presumably then, the values as given by Kuster [69] might differ even more.

Taken together there is a rather large uncertainty in estimating the actual SAR that
depends on the specific situation, including a factor of 100 from the distance to the base
station and at least a factor 10–50 depending on the make and model of the telephone and
the personal style of use.

The currents from the battery also give rise to magnetic fields near the phone. For GSM
phones magnetic flux densities of a few microtesla near the phone have been measured
[66,71]. The fields are pulsed DC fields with a frequency of 217 Hz. For the NMT phones
the magnetic field from the battery current can be regarded as pure DC. Jokela et al. [72]
recently measured seven different GSM phones and examined the frequency content of
the magnetic pulse, and he found that a considerable amount is found in the low kilohertz
range. It was even found that some phones exceeded the ICNIRP guideline reference
values when the multiple frequency formula was applied, but calculations show that the
BRs were not exceeded.
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1.3.4 RF EM Fields in Industrial Settings (RF Dielectric Heaters, Worker Exposure
to Broadcast Systems)

1.3.4.1 RF Sealers

Operators of RF plastic sealers (RF operators) are an occupational category highly
exposed to RF with frequencies around 27 MHz. RFs are used to produce heat to seal,
for instance, plastics for tarpaulins, tents, rain clothes, and covers. Around an RF plastic
sealer (RF sealer), both a magnetic and an electric field will be present, and close to the
machine the coupling between the two is complex since far-field conditions are not at
hand.

During RF exposure, a current is induced in the body, the magnitude of which is
dependent on many factors such as the electric and magnetic field strength, the polariza-
tion of the field, and the grounding conditions. See further Wilén et al. [73], who tested
different techniques to measure the induced current in grounded as well as ungrounded
conditions.

Within the category of RF sealer operators, many different exposure situations exist,
which can roughly be divided into two main types: tarpaulin workers and readymade
clothing workers. Tarpaulin workers often stand in front of the RF sealer and will
experience whole-body exposure, which often causes a high current to pass through the
ankles. Readymade clothing workers often sit down in front of the RF sealer, often
without perfect contact with the ground, but with their hands close to the electrode.

To get a good weld, both the welding time and the total power can be adjusted. The
combination of the two will produce enough energy to seal the plastic. Typical welding
times range from 1 to 10 s, depending on the material being sealed. The total exposure
time will also vary between different RF-sealing processes; in the same amount of time,
more welds are made in the readymade clothing industry than in the tarpaulin industry.
For more information about the welding process see Refs. [74–76].

In a recent study, Wilén et al. [77] studied the exposure among RF sealer operators. The
mean values of the calculated 6-min spatially averaged field strengths, in line with
ICNIRP recommendations, are 107 V=m and 0.24 A=m, respectively. The maximum meas-
ured field strengths were 2 kV=m and 1.5 A=m, respectively. The induced current in
ankles varied depending on the work situation, with a mean value of 101 mA and a
maximum measured value of 1 A. In total, 16 out of the 46 RF plastic sealers measured
exceeded the ICNIRP guidelines.
1.3.4.2 Occupational Exposure from Broadcasting and Radars

Workers in the fields of communication and radar are only exposed to low-level field
strength in most situations. However, when climbing FM or TV towers, for instance,
accidental exposure can be intense if proper safety precautions are not taken to keep
exposure below the regulated limits. The same is true when someone is working near
transmitter cabinets with the interlocks defeated and doors open. In these instances, the
exposure, usually inadvertent, can be substantial.

Radar is used to detect the presence and directions of aircraft, ships, or other usually
movable objects. The systems usually operate in the frequency range from 300 MHz to
15 GHz depending on the purpose of their use. The output power can range from a few
milliwatts from police radar to several kilowatts for large air surveillance systems. A short
description of various systems can be found, for example, on the WHO Fact Sheet No. 226
[78]. Here, as an example, a short description is given of one usual system where
environmental exposure may occur. For civilian air traffic control, radars operating at
1305 MHz are used. The systems use a pulsed field with pulse duration of 2 ms and
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repetition rate of 625 pps. The peak power is 1.8 MW, and with the antenna gain this gives
3590 MW peak ERP in the maximum direction. Calculations using the far-field formula then
give a peak electric field at 5 km of 65 V=m (equivalent power density of 11 W=m2). However,
with the pulsing this comes down to a time-averaged power density of 1.4 mW=cm2,
and since the antenna is rotating at 9 rpm and the lobe width is 1.28 this is then further
reduced to 3 � 10�5 mW=cm2. For a review of measurements on different systems see
Mantiply et al. [61]

In all known exposure situations of exposure of the general public to EMF from radar
systems, the level is below the limiting values given in international guidelines. However,
occupational exposure in the near field can occur, and strict adherence to safety instruc-
tions is needed, in form of both engineering controls, for example, interlocks, and admin-
istrative controls, for instance, strong training and enforcement of safety policies.
1.3.4.3 Exposure in Medical Applications

When medical uses of EM devices are considered, a distinction is made between exposure
of patients and medical workers operating the equipment. The balance between any
possible risks and the anticipated benefit of exposure of the patient has to be considered
by consultation between the patient and the prescribing physician; as a result, exposures
are often in excess of limits for workers or the general public. However, operator exposure
is governed by the usual rules for occupational exposures; hence, only operator exposure is
considered here.

One of the earliest applications of RF energy was shortwave diathermy, which usually
operates at 27 MHz. Usually, unshielded electrodes are used, and this may lead to high
stray fields. The person operating the equipment, therefore, may be exposed to high field
strengths, and the time-averaged guideline for exposure may be exceeded for both RF
electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields, depending on the working conditions at hand.
Microwave diathermy at 2.45 GHz is also being used in therapy. In this case, the antenna
is such that the beam can be directed toward the area to be treated, but the microwave
beam may easily be directed toward the patients. Although the beam may not be exposed
to the therapist, it may be exposed to the people in the immediate vicinity, including
people waiting in the next room. It is therefore necessary to take this into account when
planning the space where the microwave diathermy treatment is to be performed.

Electrosurgical units are commonly used in operating suites. They employ RF energy
for cutting and coagulation and typically operate at frequencies from about 0.5 MHz to a
few megahertz. The energy is supplied to the cutting tool via unshielded cable, which
may pass close to the arm and hand of the surgeon, resulting in exposure of operating
room personnel to RF energy. The electric and magnetic field near the active lead may be
quite high, from a few hundred volts per meter to several kilovolts per meter [79,80]. The
induced current in the tissue is of the same order of magnitude as the basic guideline limit
for these frequencies, about 5 A=m2. Since the exposure is rather high, precautionary
action would be wise, and shielded wires should be used for the active lead.

Operator and general public exposure to static and RF fields may occur in connection
with the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
trometers. MRI systems use strong DC magnets, typically from 0.05 to about 3 T, as well as
rapidly changing gradient magnetic fields with time derivatives (dB=dt) typically from 1 to
3 mT=ms (1–3 T=s). The RF fields (10–100 MHz) are low and almost fully contained within
the patient enclosure, and the RF exposure of the operators is negligible. Inside treatment
rooms, near MRI equipment, the maximum exposure level is about 1 T in front of the
magnet, and nurses and technicians staying with patients can be exposed to magnetic flux
densities up to 200 mT, approaching the protection guideline. When professional activities
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take place very close to or inside the magnet’s tube, workers can be exposed to higher
fields (up to 1–2 T), for example, when assisting the patient, plugging in RF cables of
treatment coils, or device cleaning. Reduction of the workers’ exposure level is possible if
MRI device design is required to include operation with workers no less than 0.5 m from
the magnet. Workers’ training should also include methods for exposure reduction.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been introduced recently as a noninvasive
and focal stimulation tool for the study of connectivity of brain regions, localization of
functions, and pathophysiology of neuropsychiatric disorders and a therapeutic interven-
tion method in the treatment of chronic depression. A high-intensity, fast magnetic field
pulse produces a cortical stimulus through the induction of locally confined eddy cur-
rents; therefore, tailored coil arrangements can be used to achieve controlled local levels
of stimulus. The TMS makes use of magnetic fields that can have intensities of up to 1 T
with pulse durations in the range of �0.05 to 0.2 ms. The resulting time derivative of the
field can be several tens of kilotesla per second. This impulsive field transient is able to
induce a rapid depolarization of the nerve cells within a volume of about 5 mm3 at the
cortical level.

In some instances, the operator holds the TMS transducer coil in place during exposure.
Measurements of the leakage magnetic field at different distances from the coils of the
transducer show that the intensity of the field decays proportionally to 1 =r3 ( r ¼ dis-
tance). The regulations set limits aimed at avoiding excitation of the central nervous
system, while TMS or repetitive TMS aims at just reaching the level of local exposure
high enough to produce cortical excitations in patients. For the pulse trains in use, one
group found a pulse spacing of �0.3 ms and about 72-ms active pulse width, which gives
an equivalent frequency of about 3.5 kHz. For this the limit value is about 1 T =s, and this is
transgressed at distances of about 0.7 m from the surface of the transducer’s coils under
normal treatment conditions [81].
1.4 Conclusion

EM fields, both natural and of human origin, are ubiquitous. Fields of human origin are
primarily a result of technological developments that did not begin until late in the 19th
century. In general, the natural fields in the environment are much smaller than those
inside organisms; natural environmental fields are also usually smaller than fields of
human origin at the same frequency. Inside an organism, naturally occurring charges,
currents, and fields in cells, tissues, and organs are very important physiologically, and
electric charges and magnetic moments are crucial factors in determining molecular
structure and chemical reaction rates. Since organisms, including humans, evolved in
the natural fields alone, it is not clear how their adaptation to artificial ones might affect
them. The other chapters of this handbook explore this question.
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2.1 Introduction

In a volume presenting the biological effects of electromagnetic fields it is appropriate to
review the information we have regarding endogenous electric fields in the body. After all,
imposed electromagnetic fields may augment the naturally occurring ones, so a complete
understanding of the possible effects of imposed fields requires consideration of those
electric fields already present. Here, I will provide a brief overview of the direct current
(DC) endogenous fields that have been best characterized in animals and will touch on the
evidence that these electric fields are required for the function of various cellular and
organ systems. Other well-known variable fields that are generated by various electrically
excitable organs such as the heart (electrocardiogram), brain (electroencephalogram), and
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eye (electrooculogram) will not be covered here. Another very comprehensive review of
endogenous fields that will be of interest has appeared quite recently in Physiological
Reviews by McCaig et al. (2005), and another review of the roles of such fields in
development was presented by Levin (2003).

In order to put these endogenous fields in perspective for the reader, I would like to
summarize here their main characteristics. Unlike much of the material considered in this
volume, these endogenous fields are small and very slowly changing. Endogenous
fields typically fall into the 10- to 100-V/m range and are generally very steady, DC fields
generated by the flow of ionic currents through cells and embryos. This can be com-
pared with the much higher fields required to electroporate cells (3 V/cell diameter or
3� 105 V/m for a 10-mm-diameter cell), which are usually only applied for a short time on
the order of a millisecond.
2.1.1 Sources of Endogenous Electric Fields

In order to generate an electric field in the body, a voltage generator or power source is
required. There are two main sources of such a power source in living systems: (1) the
plasma membrane surrounding every cell in the body and (2) the epithelium that sur-
rounds every organ in the body as well as the entire body itself in the form of the skin. The
plasma membrane forms the defining boundary for every cell and is a lipid bilayer with
many embedded transporter proteins whose main function is to control the movement of
molecules inside or outside of the cell. One of these transporter proteins is the Naþ/Kþ-
ATPase, which is responsible for maintaining two ion concentration gradients across the
plasma membrane (high internal [Kþ] and low internal [Naþ]). The Kþ concentration
gradient, in combination with a large number of Kþ channels in the plasma membrane,
results in the outward diffusion of Kþ. This outward movement of Kþ leaves behind the
anion that was associated with maintaining electroneutrality and thereby separates
charge across the membrane. This separation of charge generates a voltage difference or
membrane potential (inside negative). This membrane potential is used for a wide variety
of cellular functions, from capturing nutrients to signaling the occurrence of important
events, such as sperm–egg fusion in many egg types or light absorption in retinal rods.
Indeed, we expend more than half of our energy in maintaining this voltage across all of
the cells in our brain and kidney, where excitatory events and Naþ-dependent transport
constitute major functions (Clausen et al., 1991).

Voltage differences are also found across all epithelial layers, and this is called the
transepithelial potential (TEP). Both organs and embryos are surrounded by one or more
monolayers of cells called an epithelium. The outer epithelium belongs to the organ while
the plasma membrane to the cell, and epithelia pump ions across themselves to generate
the TEP. One clear difference between these two voltage sources (plasma membrane and
epithelial layer) is their opposite polarity. Whereas the plasma membrane potential is
usually negative on the inside with respect to the outside, the TEP is usually positive on
the inside or basal side of the epithelial monolayer with respect to the outside or apical
side of the monolayer.

This polarity difference results from the opposite flow of charge across these layers. The
plasma membrane of most animal cells generates a potential difference across itself that is
negative on the interior. This results from the outward diffusion of Kþ that separates
charge across the membrane. In contrast, most animal epithelia are composed of highly
polarized cells in which Naþ channels are localized to the apical end of the cell and both
the Kþ channels and the Naþ/Kþ ATPases are localized at the basal end. This polarized
distribution of these transport proteins leads to Naþ influx at the apical end and both Naþ

and Kþ efflux at the basal end to drive positive charge to the interior of the epithelial
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FIGURE 2.1
Diagram of a typical epithelial cell in a mono-
layer with Naþ channels localized on the apical
plasma membrane and Kþ channels localized
on the basolateral membranes along with the
Naþ/Kþ-ATPase. This asymmetric distribution
of ion channels generates a transcellular flow of
positive current that must flow back between
the cells through the paracellular pathway
(Ipara). This current flow generates a TEP that
is positive on the basolateral side of the mono-
layer.
layer. However, this current cannot flow freely in the extracellular medium because these
polarized epithelial cells are attached to each other with both tight and adherent junc-
tions. As the apical–basal transcellular current flows back extracellularly, it must follow a
pathway between the cells called the paracellular pathway (Figure 2.1). Current flow
through this pathway encounters a high-resistance region at the tight junctions near the
apical end, and the current flow through this resistance leads to a TEP that is positive on
the basal side of the monolayer with respect to the apical side. The TEP will be propor-
tional to the resistance of this paracellular pathway, and typical values for this TEP range
from 15 to 60 mV, basal side positive.

It is this TEP that is the driving force for most endogenous ionic currents in embryos
and adults. This voltage across epithelia will drive current out of regions of low resis-
tance where there has been a break in the epithelium (wounds) or where tight junction
resistance is low, such as along the primitive streak (Jaffe and Stern, 1979; Winkel
and Nuccitelli, 1989), the posterior intestinal portal (Hotary and Robinson, 1990) in
chick or mouse embryos, or at the forming limb bud in amphibian, chick, and mouse
embryos (Borgens et al., 1983; Robinson, 1983; Altizer et al., 2001). This ‘‘leakage current’’
will in-turn generate a lateral electric field along its path that will be proportional
to the resistivity in that region. This electric field results from Ohm’s law in a conduc-
tive medium,

E ¼ rJ

where J is the current density and r is the local resistivity.
The earliest measurements of the leakage current associated with wounds were

made more than a century ago. DuBois-Reymond (1843) used a unique galvanometer
that he built himself with more than two miles of wire and measured about 1 mA flowing
out of a cut in one of his fingers. This was confirmed in 1849 and 1910 by other
investigators, and the history of these measurements is presented in a scholarly review
by Vanable (1991). More modern techniques have also been used to study this wound
current as discussed. Direct measurements of electric fields in situ have been made, and I
will discuss them next.
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2.1.2 Methods for Measuring Endogenous Electric Fields

2.1.2.1 Self-Referencing Probe

Lionel Jaffe and I developed a technique for exploring transcellular ionic currents, called
the vibrating or self-referencing probe (Jaffe and Nuccitelli, 1974). This instrument
vibrates a small platinum sphere between two points about 10 mm apart at about 300 Hz
and measures the voltage between those points using signal averaging to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio. In a conducting medium where most cells find themselves, a voltage
difference can exist only where there is a current flowing through the medium. Ionic
currents entering or leaving cells can be readily detected by measuring the voltage they
generate as they flow through the extracellular medium, and the past 30 years of research
on more than 30 cell types has revealed that most cells have an asymmetrical distribution
of ion channels that naturally leads to a transcellular current density on the order of
1–10 mA/cm2 (Nuccitelli, 1988, 1990). Most epithelia that have been studied exhibit extra-
cellular current densities on the order of 10–100 mA/cm2 flowing through the organ or
embryo with which they are associated. This technique detects the current that is flowing
outside the cell or tissue, and the exact electric field that is generated by this current when it
flows inside the cell or tissue can only be estimated based on tissue resistivity. It is more
accurate to directly measure the electric fields in the tissue or cells as described here.

2.1.2.2 Microelectrode Techniques for Measuring Endogenous Electric Fields

The classic approach to these measurements is to use KCl-filled glass microelectrodes to
penetrate the outer epithelium and measure the voltage just beneath it in several posi-
tions. Such electrodes are typically connected via a Ag–AgCl junction to a very high-input
impedance preamplifier, so that they do not drain current from the system under study,
and their tips are small (on the order of 0.1–1 mm) to minimize tissue damage (Wallis,
1993). If ionic currents are flowing within a tissue, these currents will generate an electric
field that can be detected as the difference in potential at various sites along the current
path. We will see below that this is the most commonly used approach to measure
intraembryonic electric fields.

2.1.2.3 Voltage-Sensitive Fluorescent Dyes for Measuring Endogenous Electric Fields

Another popular technique for measuring the voltage across lipid membranes uses
lipophilic fluorescent dyes whose fluorescence is voltage sensitive (Loew, 1992; Loew
et al., 2002). For some of these dyes, their fluorescence intensity is dependent on their
position within the lipid bilayer, which is in turn influenced by the membrane potential
drop across this region. Membrane potential changes can be monitored by measuring the
fluorescence intensity of these dyes, and differences in the membrane potential of cells
making up an organ or embryo can also be detected. One example of the use of this
approach, which will be discussed below, is to provide information about electric fields
within sheets of cells that are electrically coupled via gap junctions in the chick embryo.
2.2 Measurements of Endogenous Extracellular Electric Fields

2.2.1 Amputated Limbs

Among the earliest direct measurements of endogenous extracellular electric fields were
those made in the regenerating amphibian limb (McGinnis and Vanable, 1986). Upon
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ampu tation, the skin battery of the amp hibian limb drive s 10–100 m A/c m 2 out of the cut
end of the limb st ump. This cu rrent flow generates a n electr ic field within the limb tissue
that is 60 mV/mm near the lesi on dur ing the first hours after amputatio n, and this field
drop s to ab out 25 mV/mm with in 6 h as the healing pro cess leads to a n increase in the
resist ance of the wound.

Elect ric fields of this magn itude have been found to stim ulate the growt h of neu rons
into the limb via galvanotr opism, and the pre sence of enhanced nerve in limbs has been
correlate d with enhanced rege neration (Bo rgens et al., 1979). The study of nerve ga lvano-
tropi sm has a long and fascin ating hi story that is thoroug hly revi ewed by McC aig et al.
(2005). Bri efly, mos t neu rons exhibit sens itivity to imposed electr ic fields by eithe r
bendi ng thei r outgro wth directio n towar d the negative pole of the field or in the case of
a neural gangli on, exhib iting a highe r densit y of outgro wths on the side of the gangli on
facin g the negative pole. Thi s galvanotr opism may play a role in the guidan ce of ne urons
to their targets dur ing devel opment and has also been fo und to play an impor tant role in
rege neration .
2.2.2 Embry onic Elect ric Fields Beneath the Skin

Direct measu rements of electric fields have been made in bot h avi an and amphib ian
embryo s dur ing normal devel opment. Hotary and Robinson (1990) used bot h the self-
referen cing prob e and microel ectrodes to fi rst det ect the tran sembryo nic cu rrent in the
2- to 4-day-old chick embryo and then measu re the electr ic field that the transe mbryon ic
curren t gene rates ben eath the epiderm is. They mea sured curren t enterin g much of the
epide rmis duri ng stage 14 of develop ment with the outwa rd current focuse d mainly at
the poste rior intes tinal por tal, where up to 105 m A/c m 2 was measu red (Fi gure 2.2). One
would expect that this large anter ior–poste rior current would generate an inte rnal electr ic
field, so they then used microe lectrode s to measure the TEP a long this axis. Here, they
measu red electri c fields of 5–20 mV/mm.

They then proceeded to te st the hypo thesis that these fields are impor tant for normal
develo pment by per turbing them (Fig ure 2.3). They implante d a glass capillar y that was
filled with eithe r conductive saline agar or nonc onducting glass, used as a co ntrol,
through the ectoderm at the dorsal trun k of the embryo (Hot ary and Robinson , 1992).
The conductive capillar y allowed lar ge currents of about 5 mA/c m 2 to leak out of the
embryo . While the contr ol emb ryos develo ped q uite norm ally, most embryo s with
the im planted conducti ng capillar y exhibite d abno rmalities in posterior struct ure s
where the endog enous electr ic field is norm ally the largest but was redu ced by the
capillar y shunt . Pertu rbing the no rmal volta ge pattern with in the embryo re sulted in
striki ng tail abnorm alities; and a n in vestiga tion of a geneti c mutan t, rumple ss, that
exhibi ts similar tai l abnorm alities led to a very in teresting correlati on. They fou nd that
most rumple ss mu tants ex hibited a much low er trans embryonic current den sity and
lower electric field within the em bryo and those mutan ts that exhibited a norm al electr ic
field pattern also exhibi ted norm al devel opment. The refore, they found a good correl-
ation betwee n the in ternal electr ic field and the norm al posterior devel opmen t. These
observ ations certain ly support the hypothesi s that the endo genous field is impor tant for
the develop ment of poster ior struct ures.

Studi es of endog enous fields have also been carried out on the stage 1 4–21 develop ing
axolot l embryo (Metc alf et al., 1994; Shi and Bor gens, 1995). Current is drive n out of
the latera l wall s of the neural folds and the blast opore and en ters most of the rest of the
embryo ’s body surfac e (Figure 2.4). Measu rement s of the TEP indicate an in ternal,
caudal ly ne gative ele ctrical field beneath the neural plate ectoderm. The magn itude of
the end ogenous fi eld is on the or der of 10–20 mV/mm (Fi gure 2.5). When these embryo s
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



FIGURE 2.2
Ventral surface of three chick embryos at stages 14 (a and d), 17 (b and e), and 20 (c and f). Low-magnification
views of the whole embryo are shown in (a)–(c), while (d)–(f) show the current pattern around the posterior
intestinal portals of the embryos. Current vectors are represented by lines originating at a dot that indicates the
position of the self-referencing probe when the measurement was made. The direction of the vector line away
from the dot indicates the direction of current flow at that point, and the length of the line is proportional to the
current density. At stage 14 (d), all vectors point toward the posterior intestinal portal or the lateral walls of the
midgut. The three vectors shown at stage 17 (e) indicate large currents of about 100 mA/cm2 leaving the posterior
intestinal portal. At stage 20 (f), outward currents were also found at the posterior intestinal portal. Current
densities were much lower by this stage. Note the inward current at the anterior intestinal portal (A). (From
Hotary, K.B. and Robinson, K.R. (1990). Dev. Biol. 140, 149–160. With permission.)
were placed into an external electric field designed to modify the internal field, abnor-
malities were observed that depended on the developmental stage (Metcalf and Borgens,
1994). Gastrula-stage embryos exhibited normal development after exogenous field
exposure, indicating that the imposed field does not harm the embryo in some nonspecific
way. In contrast, neurula-stage embryos exhibited developmental abnormalities when
exposed to similar electric fields of 25–75 mV/mm. These data support the hypothesis that
the natural electric field within the embryo influences normal morphogenesis.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 2.3
Stage 17 chick embryo TEP measured
in nine rostral–caudal positions.
Numbered measurement positions
are shown in the drawing in the
upper part of the figure. Below the
drawing is a chart recording, tracing,
and showing the TEP at the different
measurement positions. At each
numbered peak (corresponding to
the positions shown in the drawing)
the integument of the embryo was
impaled and a stable positive poten-
tial was measured. Times at which
the embryo was not impaled are
indicated by a solid line below the
recording. The upper bar chart
shows the TEP at each position. The
numbers below each bar correspond
to the measurement positions indi-
cated. The numbers between bars
indicate the average distance (in
mm) between each position. Where
this is not indicated, the average dis-
tance is 0.3 mm. The lower chart
shows the average voltage gradient
between each consecutive position.
Error bars indicate the standard
error of the mean, N ¼ 6. A steep
voltage gradient was found between
positions 6 and 7. (From Hotary, K.B.
and Robinson, K.R. (1991). Dev. Biol.
140, 149. With permission.)
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FIGURE 2.4
Neural fold currents in a stage 18 axolotl embryo measured with a two-dimensional self-referencing probe.
Current vectors are displayed as a line originating at a dot that marks the measurement position. The direction of
current flow from the dot is denoted by the line direction, and its length is proportional to the current density.
Note the outwardly directed currents at the edge of the cranial neural folds. (From Metcalf, M.E.M., Shi, R.Y., and
Borgens, R.B. (1994). J. Exp. Zool. 268, 307–322. With permission.)
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FIGURE 2.5
Summary of three-dimensional plot of TEPs at stage 15/16 (bottom) and stage 18/19 (top) axolotl embryos. The
overall increase in the magnitude of TEPs at stage 18/19 is real, permitting these two views to be presented
adjacent to each other. Note that only a hint of the characteristic voltage gradients beneath the ectoderm is
evident at stage 18/19, and the potentials are not statistically different from one another. The embryo is
essentially isopotential within the extracellular domain of the neural plate near the climax of neurulation.
(Reproduced from Shi R.L and Borgens R.B. (1995) Dev. Dyn. 202, 101–114, 1995. With permission.)
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2.2.3 Fields Associated with the Neur al Tube

The neural tu be forms duri ng develop ment as a foldin g over of neural plate epitheli um,
invertin g the norm al polarity of this layer . The apical end of the neural plate becom es the
inside of the tub e so that tran sport of Na þ  occurs from the inside to the outsid e of the tube
and the trans-tube potenti al is ins ide negative. Thi s poten tial has been measure d in both
frog and axolotl to be as large as � 90 mV (Hotary and Robinso n, 199 1; Shi and Borg ens,
1994). Neu roblas ts with in the wall of the tube are therefo re exp osed to very large electr ic
fields, since the wall is onl y about 50 mm thick and the 90 mV across this dista nce
gene rates a field of ro ughly 1800 mV/mm. There is little doubt that suc h a large field
will in fluence the migration and spr outing of these neu roblas ts.
2.2.4 Fields Associated with Epitheli al Wound s

As noted ab ove, the ear liest measu rements of the electri cal pheno mena associa ted with
wounds did not measure the electr ic field itself but rathe r the cu rrent flow ing out of the
wound. More mod ern techniqu es have also been used to study this wou nd current. The
leakage current that is driven out of epith elia in low-resi stance region s has been measu red
usin g the vibr ating pr obe techn ique (Jaffe and Nuccite lli, 1974) in sever al systems . On e of
the earliest such me asureme nts was a cu rrent as large as 100 m A/c m 2 leaving the stump s
of regenerat ing newt limbs (Borge ns et al., 1977). Simil ar measu rement s have also been
made on fingert ip ampu tation curren ts in human s (Illi ngworth and Ba rker, 1980), wher e
up to 30 mA/c m 2 was det ected leavin g the accidenta lly ampu tated stump for about 3 wk.
These cu rrents will certain ly gene rate electr ic fields just ben eath the epiderm is that will be
propor tional to the resistiv ity encou ntered in the tissue. The range of human tissue
resist ivity spans 200–1000 V cm (Fae s et al., 1999), so thes e curren ts would be expecte d
to gene rate an electri c field within the tissue of about 10–100 mV/mm.

Howeve r, since this tissue res istivity can vary substantial ly as a functi on of ce ll densit y
and tissue anat omy , it is alway s mo re reliabl e to me asure these fields directly in the tissue
rathe r than estimati ng them based on the transe mbryon ic curren t density . This has been
accompl ished in fou r differen t wound types in skin and cornea. The classic appro ach to
these me asurement s is to use KC l-filled glass microel ectrodes to penetrate the outer
epith elium and measu re the volta ge just bene ath it in sever al posi tions along a line
leading away from the wou nd. Howeve r, for skin measu rement s, anoth er appr oach is
more co mmon. Thi s method is to mea sure the poten tial grad ient just beneath the strat um
corn eum on the surfac e of the epiderm is, eith er wi th surfac e electr odes or by other means.
The field gene rated by the cu rrent flowing bet ween the uppe r sur face of the epide rmis
and the stratum corn eum is often lar ger than that gene rated belo w the epide rmis bec ause
of the hi gher resistiv ity of that upper region . The range of field strengt hs me asured
in the fou r cases in the literatu re is sur prising ly smal l, bet ween 40 and 200 mV/mm
(Table 2.1). The field dir ection is a func tion of positi on. Benea th and with in the epide rmis
the field pol arity has the ne gative pole a t the wound center, and abov e the epider-
mis the wound current is flowi ng in the opposit e directio n so that the positiv e pole is at
the wound (Figure 2.6).

These wound fields have some useful pro perties for sign aling. First, they appear
immed iately upon wou nding since the TEP is contin uousl y pre sent to dri ve cu rrent out
of any low-resistance region as soon as it is formed. Second, the lateral electric field
illustrated in Figure 2.6, that is generated by the wound current, will persist until the
resistance increases as the wound heals. Thus, we have a signal that is immediate and
persistent. These are ideal properties for a physiological signal to stimulate wound
healing. If the epithelial cells forming the epidermis were able to detect such electric
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



TABLE 2.1

Endogenous Electric Fields Measured near Wounds

Species Tissue Wound Type

E Field

(mV/mm) Reference

Bovine Cornea Cut 42 Chiang et al., 1992; Sta Iglesia and
Vanable, 1998

Notophthalmus

viridescens

Digit Digit tip
amputation

40 McGinnis and Vanable, 1986; Chiang et al.,
1989; Iglesia et al., 1996

N. viridescens Limb stump Amputation 7–50 McGinnis and Vanable, 1986
Guinea pig Skin Small cut 100–200 Barker et al., 1982
fields, they would be able to init iate wo und healin g immed iately upon wou nding. This is
in fact the case, as discusse d in the next sec tion.

Mea surements of end ogenous electri c fields near epith elial wounds have been made in
three differen t systems . The fi rst was a skin wound in the guinea pig (Barke r et al., 1982).
The trans epiderm al potenti al was meas ured in several locat ions lateral to a skin wound
(Fig ure 2.7 ). At the wound itsel f, there is no epi dermis, so the transcu taneous poten tial is
zero, whereas about 1 mm away, the transcutaneous potential exhibited the normal value
of 50–70 mV. The steepest voltage gradient was found immediately adjacent to the wound
edge where values as high as 150 mV/mm were measured. The second direct measure-
ment of the electric field near a wound was made in two regions of the newt limb. The
electric field adjacent to an amputated digit was measured with microelectrodes and
found to be about 40 mV/mm (McGinnis and Vanable, 1986; Chiang et al., 1989; Iglesia
et al., 1996). This is very similar to the field near an amputated limb of the newt of
7–50 mV/mm (McGinnis and Vanable, 1986). The third direct measurement was made on
the bovine cornea, and the magnitude of the electric field was 42 mV/mm (Chiang et al.,
1992; Sta Iglesia and Vanable, 1998).

The fields in the cornea and the newt digit have been found to play a role in wound
healing. When the field strength associated with the wound is modified, the rate of
wound healing changes. The newt’s wound healing rate can be optimized under normal
FIGURE 2.6
Generation of skin wound electric fields. Un-
broken skin maintains a ‘‘skin battery’’ or TEP,
generated by the apical influx of Naþ and basolat-
eral efflux of Kþ. When there is a wound, the
potential drives current flow through the newly
formed low-resistance pathway, generating an
electric field whose negative vector points toward
the wound center at the lower portion of the epi-
dermis and away from the wound on the upper
portion below the stratum corneum.
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FIGURE 2.7
The electric field near a skin wound in a guinea pig. Bottom: diagram of the method used. A metal probe
penetrated the stratum corneum to contact the epidermis at various distances from the wound site, and the
surface voltage at each location was recorded with respect to the potential within the dermis. This voltage is the
TEP and is plotted in the upper left of the figure. The voltage at the wound must be zero because the epidermal
layer has been broken there, and far from that region, the TEP is 70 mV. The electric field at a given location is
given by the voltage difference between sampling sites divided by the distance between those sites and is plotted
on the upper right of the figure.
conditions but cannot be speeded up, removing the endogenous field does slow down the
rate of wound healing by about 25%. However, the rate of bovine corneal wound healing
can be enhanced by increasing the electric field strength. Epithelization was fastest in
wounds with the field strength raised to 80 mV/mm, more than twice the normal field
strength present in wounds maintained in Hanks’ solution alone. Epithelization
decreased, however, when the field strength was increased to 120 mV/mm. A similar
pattern was also observed when the field’s polarity was reversed. Decreasing the field
strength by submersion of the lesions or by treating the lesions with the Naþ channel
blocker, benzamil, significantly retarded healing. In addition, an increase in the field
strength of lesions treated with Naþ-depleted Hanks’ solution, by the addition of DC,
increased the rate of epithelization. These observations suggest that the endogenous
electric field plays a role in the normal wound healing process.

More recent studies of rat cornea have reported a similar correlation between the
wound healing rate and the electric field strength. The mammalian cornea exhibits an
internally positive TEP of 30–40 mV. Naþ and Kþ are transported out of the tear fluid and
into the epithelium while Cl� is transported in the opposite direction. A wound in this
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epith elium exhibi ts the sa me current patte rn as skin (Fig ure 2.6), and a lateral ly orien ted
electric field is generated by this wound current with the cathode at the wound site.
Recent work from McCaig, Zhao, and colleagues has indicated a strong correlation
between the rate of wound healing in the rat cornea and the electric field strength lateral
to the wound (Zhao et al., 1996; Song et al., 2004). They have used drugs to either increase
the trans-corneal potential or decrease it. Drugs that increased this voltage difference also
increased the rate of wound healing, while drugs that reduced this voltage difference
also slowed down the rate of wound healing. In addition, when current was injected to
restore and amplify the endogenous electric field in bovine cornea, the wound healing
rate increased (Sta Iglesia and Vanable, 1998). These data provide very strong support for
the hypothesis that these electric fields near corneal wounds play an important role in
influencing the healing of these wounds.
2.3 Measurements of Endogenous Intracellular Electric Fields

2.3.1 Nurse Cell Complex in Insects

In the silk moth oocyte-nurse cell complex or the ovarian follicle, the oocyte cytoplasm is
about 10 mV more positive than that of the nurse cell cytoplasm despite their connection
by a broad cytoplasmic bridge. Woodruff and Telfer have published several studies of
this system in which they show that the polarized transport of fluorescently labeled
proteins between nurse cells and oocyte depends on the charge of these proteins in a
manner consistent with intercellular electrophoresis driven by the voltage gradient across
the cytoplasmic bridge of the silk moth and other insects (Jaffe and Woodruff, 1979;
Woodruff and Telfer, 1980; Woodruff and Cole, 1997; Cole and Woodruff, 2000). Since
these nurse cell complexes arise from incomplete cell division they must be considered
electrically as a single cell that is generating a significant voltage gradient across a small
region.
2.3.2 Development of Left–Right Polarity in Chick and Frog

The most recent study of the role of electric fields in development utilized both frog and
chick embryos. The generation of left–right asymmetry in these systems was found to
depend on both functioning gap junctions and voltage difference between blastomeres in
very early stages of development (Levin and Mercola, 1998, 1999; Levin et al., 2002). This
work started with a pharmacological screen to identify drugs that interfered with the
development of left–right patterning. The most effective drugs were the ones that inter-
fered with Kþ and Hþ ion fluxes. Lansoprazole and chromanol 293B were the most
effective and these block the Hþ pump and a specific Kþ channel (KvLQT-1), respectively.
Next most effective was SCH28080 and omeprazole, which block the Hþ/Kþ-ATPase,
followed by BaCl2, which blocks all Kþ channels.

They further tested the hypothesis that these ion fluxes were important for left–right
patterning by injecting mRNA for either the alpha or beta subunits of the Hþ/Kþ-
ATPase or the Kþ channel into the frog egg. They found that heterotaxia was induced
when either was injected but by far the largest increase, 37%, occurred when all three
mRNAs were injected. This suggests that overexpression of these molecules, which can
influence or perturb ion concentration gradients of Kþ or Hþ, disrupted the normal
left–right patterning of the embryo.
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In order to learn more about the mechanism through which Hþ/Kþ-ATPase influenced
patterning, they used in situ hybridization to show an asymmetrical distribution of the
Kþ/Hþ-ATPase. It was concentrated in the right ventral blastomere of the 4-cell stage frog
embryo. the addition of Both Kþ channels and Kþ/Hþ-ATPase should hyperpolarize cells
making them more negative than their neighbors. This voltage difference between the
blastomeres of the 4-cell stage embryo could be used to segregate low molecular weight
determinants through gap junctions to achieve asymmetric gene expression. They further
tested this hypothesis by measuring the membrane potential of cells near the primitive
streak during early chick development. They used an anionic fluorescent dye, DiBAC4,
whose distribution depended on membrane potential to show that the early chick embryo
exhibited a voltage gradient across the primitive streak. The left side of the primitive
streak was 10–20 mV more positive than right side and this difference was inhibited by
the Kþ channel blocker, BaCl2, and the Hþ/Kþ-ATPase inhibitor, omeprazole. Since these
drugs also partially inhibited the development of left–right patterning, the membrane
potential difference appears to play a role in this aspect of development. This paper is the
first to demonstrate a role for membrane potential differences between blastomeres in
early vertebrate pattern formation.
2.4 Methods for Modifying Endogenous Electric Fields

Modifying endogenous fields within embryos or cells is really quite challenging. The only
way to generate a relatively steady field in a conducting medium is to pass current
through it. However, the outer membranes or epithelia surrounding the targets here
make this very hard to accomplish. These structures have high resistance to current
flow so that slowly varying fields placed outside the cell or embryo will not effectively
penetrate to the inside but will mainly generate current flow around the outside of the
cells or embryos. Because of this there have been precious few attempts to modify
endogenous fields, but I will discuss some of them.

The only exception to this field penetration problem is the application of ultrashort
pulses in the nanosecond domain that have risen times faster than the charging time of
biological membranes (Schoenbach et al., 2004). These pulses penetrate beyond the plasma
membrane into the interior of cells and tissues but are present only for very short times. It is
conceivable that by combining millions of these short pulses per second, one could signifi-
cantly modify the DC electric field within cells and tissues. This remains to be explored.
2.4.1 Passing Current between Electrodes

If two electrodes can be placed within a single cell or in different regions of an embryo,
current can be passed between them and a well-defined electric field can be generated.
However, this requires penetrating the outer membrane or epithelium and may damage
this outer layer. The longer the field is applied, the more likely that some damage will
occur due to vibrations or embryo movement. This approach has been used with some
success in the regenerating tip of newt limbs (Chiang et al., 1991; Iglesia et al., 1996),
where current was passed along the limb by inserting one electrode into a slit made at the
knee and the current delivery electrode was placed distal to the wounded digit tip. The
electric field at the newt limb could be manipulated in this way, and elimination of this
field significantly slowed down the rate of wound healing.
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2.4.2 Low-Resistance Shunts

One way to perturb the natural transembryonic current pattern is to place a low-resistance
pathway or shunt into a resistive membrane or epithelium. The endogenous fields will
drive current out through this shunt, and this new current flow will definitely perturb the
endogenous field within the tissue. This technique was used with striking results by
Robinson’s group in the chick embryo as described above (Hotary and Robinson, 1994).
2.4.3 Placing Tissues in an External Electric Field

While DC electric fields cannot penetrate into the conducting cytoplasm of a cell or tissue,
they have been found to perturb normal development at certain stages in amphibians
(Metcalf and Borgens, 1994). In addition, there is a very extensive old literature in which
the polarity of both development and regeneration could be strongly influenced by
imposed DC electric fields (Jaffe and Nuccitelli, 1977; Levin, 2003). One interpretation of
these observations is that the imposed field has its effective target along the exterior of the
embryo via lateral electrophoresis of membrane glycoproteins.

The only external electric field that can penetrate into the interior of cells is the one that
rises faster than the charges within the cell can redistribute (Schoenbach et al., 2004). Such
a pulsed field could certainly modify internal electric fields for the extremely short
duration of the pulse. Perhaps by using either a large field strength or multiple pulses,
such brief pulsed fields might have a significant effect on endogenous fields. This
relatively new area deserves future investigation.
2.5 Summary

All plasma membranes and epithelia generate voltage differences across themselves.
These batteries are the power sources that drive ionic currents through cells, tissues,
and organisms. These currents will generate internal electric fields as they traverse tissue,
and such fields can do work through electrophoresis of charged molecules within and
between cells as well as in the plane of the plasma membrane. Cases in which such fields
have been measured include the following:
� 200
1. Two- to 4-day-old chick embryos generate a 20-mV/mm field near the posterior
intestinal portal that is important for normal development of posterior structures.

2. Stage 14–21 amphibian embryos generate similar internal electric fields, and
modifying these fields during neurulation but not gastrulation results in devel-
opmental abnormalities.

3. Neural tubes in amphibians generate an internally negative voltage difference of
as much as 90 mV across the wall of the tube, and cells in this region are exposed
to fields as large as 1800 mV/mm.

4. Mammalian skin wounds generate 150-mV/mm fields just below the stratum
corneum, and corneal epidermal wounds exhibit fields of 40 mV/mm lateral to
wounds.

5. The development of left–right asymmetry in frog and chick embryos utilizes an
electric field between blastomeres that is generated by an asymmetrical distri-
bution of the Kþ/Hþ-ATPase among the blastomeres.
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In nearly all of these well-documented examples, the electric field plays a critical role in
either the development of the organism or the wound healing and regeneration of adult
structures. Because of this, imposed electric fields may be utilized to perturb or influence
normal development. One intriguing possible perturbation is the use of imposed electric
fields to enhance the rate of wound healing, particularly in cases where the normal
healing process is slower than normal, as observed in chronic wounds.
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3.1 Introduction

At some level of organization, all matter consists of charged entities held together by
various atomic, molecular, and intermolecular forces. The effect of an externally applied
electric field on the charge distribution is specific to the material; the dielectric properties
are a measure of that effect; they are intrinsic properties of matter used to characterize
nonmetallic materials. Biological matter has free and bound charges; an applied electric
field will cause them to drift and displace, thus inducing conduction and polarization
currents. Dielectric spectroscopy is the science that relates the dielectric properties to the
underlying microscopic mechanisms of polarization and conduction. These dielectric
phenomena are determined by and are informative about the structure and composition
of the material. Consequently, knowledge of the dielectric properties is of practical
importance in all fields of science where electromagnetic fields impinge or are used to
probe or process matter. It is equally important in biomedical fields such as electrophysi-
ology, where endogenous bioelectric sources provide signals that are sensed through
various body tissues and are affected by their dielectric properties.

The past decade has seen a dramatic increase in the exposure of people to electromag-
netic fields from wireless telecommunication devices and infrastructure. This situation
sparked large research programs on the assessment and quantification of exposure of
people and on the biological effects resulting from the exposure. Information on the
dielectric properties of tissues is vital to these studies, for the computation of exposure
metrics and the provision of a mechanistic explanation for biological effects. To satisfy the
need of current research activity, this chapter will review the dielectric data for body
tissue and the underlying mechanisms of interaction at the cellular, subcellular, and
molecular levels. In doing so, we will draw on the authoritative article by Foster and
Schwan (1996), published in the second edition of this book, which goes a long way
toward establishing dielectric spectroscopy as a powerful tool for mechanistic studies.

Another area of scientific activity in the last decade revolved around the formulation of
standard procedures for the experimental assessment of human exposure from electro-
magnetic sources, mostly telecommunication radio transceivers and their accessories.
This created the need to formulate and measure the dielectric properties of tissue equiva-
lent material and made dielectric measurement and the assessment of the associated
uncertainty part of the compliance testing procedure. This chapter will deal with the
fundamental issues that need to be established if dielectric measurement is to become a
routine but accurate laboratory procedure.
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It is not possible to review the dielectric properties and the polarization mechanisms
in biological material without singling out the contribution to this field of Herman
P. Schwan, whose name is associated with all the major findings over the past 50 years
(Foster, 2002). Indeed, his 1957 review of the bulk electrical properties of cells and cell
suspensions is one of the earliest and most studied texts on the subject. There are other
reviews by Pethig (1979), Stuchly (1979), Schwan and Foster (1980), Pethig and Kell (1987),
and Foster and Schwan (1989). The fundamental aspects and a more extensive treatment
of the theoretical aspects of this subject can be found in books by Cole (1972), Grant et al.
(1978), Schanne and Ceretti (1978), Pethig (1979), and more recently, Craig (1995), Roussy
and Pearce (1995), and Grimnes and Martinsen (2000).

For most biological materials, the magnetic permeability is close to that of free space
(i.e., diamagnetic), which implies that there is no direct interaction with the magnetic
component of electromagnetic fields at low field strengths. However, this position is now
changing following relatively recent reports of the presence of magnetite in human
nervous tissue (see, e.g., Dobson and Grassi, 1996), which suggest that magnetite may
provide a mechanism for direct interaction of external magnetic fields with the human
central nervous system. The role of these strongly magnetic materials in organisms is
only just beginning to be unraveled. This subject is elaborated in the second part of
next chapter.
3.2 Dielectric Properties—Molecular Origin

From a historical perspective, the dielectric properties of materials were first observed
experimentally by Faraday in the 1830s as a change in the capacity of an empty capacitor
when a material is introduced inside it. Faraday introduced the term specific inductive
capacity to describe the ratio of the capacities of the filled and empty capacitor. This
quantity is now known as the permittivity and is denoted by «. It is a fundamental
property of nonmetallic or dielectric materials. Under quasistatic conditions, the capaci-
tance C0 of a perfect capacitor of area A and plate separation d changes to C > C0:

C ¼ ««0 ¼ «
«0A

d
(3:1)

where « is the relative permittivity of the material (dimensionless), «0 is the permittivity of
free space (8.8542 � 10�12 F/m), and the product ««0 is the absolute permittivity. The
increase in capacity is due to the additional charge density induced by the field in
the material. The field is said to have polarized the medium; polarizability or the ability
of the material to polarize is the main determinant of its dielectric properties.

This section will start with the fundamental concepts of the interaction of homogenous
matter with static fields and proceed, in steps, to heterogenous mixtures and their
dynamic response to time-varying fields leading to the dielectric properties of tissues.
3.2.1 Quasi-Static Response

Considering the simple case of a monomolecular material, three main interaction mech-
anisms are possible: electronic, atomic, and molecular polarization. Electronic polariza-
tion is the shift of electrons, in the direction of the field, from their equilibrium position
with respect to the positive nuclei. Atomic polarization is the relative displacement of
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atoms or atom groups relative to each other. The orientation of permanent or induced
molecular dipoles, when present, is known as molecular polarization. The total polariz-
ability aT is the sum of the contribution of, in this case, all three processes, termed ae, aa,
and ad.

In view of the relative importance of molecular orientation processes in defining the total
polarization (ae þ aa < ad) and hence the dielectric properties, it is usual to differentiate
between the polar and nonpolar materials when these properties are considered.

For ideal nonpolar materials, the relationship « ¼ n2, where n is the optical refractive
index, holds true. When a dielectric material becomes polarized by the application of an
external electric field E, the dipole moment of the constituent molecules is given by

m ¼ aTEl (3:2)

where El is the local field acting on the molecules. The dipole moment per unit volume of
the material P increases the total displacement flux density D, defined from the relation-
ship D ¼ «0 E in vacuum and D ¼ «0 « E in a medium of relative permittivity «. The latter
expression may also be written as

D ¼ «0Eþ P (3:3)

The dependence of P on E can take several forms, the simplest and most common being a
scalar proportionality:

P ¼ «0xE (3:4)

where x ¼ « � 1 is the relative dielectric susceptibility. This simple relationship is valid
for a perfect isotropic dielectric, at low or moderate field intensities and at static or quasi-
static field frequencies.

If the material contains N dipoles per unit volume, then

P ¼ NaTEl (3:5)

and

«� 1 ¼ NaT

«0

El

E
(3:6)

The molecular description of the permittivity requires that the relationship between the
microscopic and the macroscopic field intensities be known. In most cases, there is no
exact solution to this problem, only more or less good approximations that hold within
the confines of the assumptions and simplifications made, as will be briefly illustrated for
typical classes of materials.
3.2.2 Permittivity of Low-Pressure Gases

At low pressures the molecules are far apart from each other, and their interaction with
each other may be assumed to be negligible in comparison with the macroscopic field
intensity E. Under these conditions El � E and

«� 1 ¼ NaT

«0
(3:7)
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The relative permittivity of a nonpolar gas is very close to 1, typically of the order of
1.0001 at atmospheric pressure.
3.2.3 Permittivity of Liquids and Dense Gases

When the intermolecular interactions are such that El 6¼ E, the local field must be
estimated. One approach is to consider a spherical region inside the dielectric that is
large compared to the size of a molecule; the field inside it is estimated for nonpolar
materials to be

El ¼
«þ 2

3

� �
E (3:8)

which yields

3(«� 1)

«þ 2
¼ N

«0
aT (3:9)

The above expression is known as the Claussius–Mossoti–Lorentz formulation. It is not
always valid, such as when the density of the material corresponds to N ¼ 3 «0/aT. An
alternative formulation, valid when the molecules are polarizable point dipoles of per-
manent moment m, was provided by Onsager:

(«� n2)(2«þ n2)

«(n2 þ 2)2
¼ Nm2

9kT«0
(3:10)

where k is the Boltzman constant and T is the absolute temperature.
Debye separated out the contribution to the total polarization of the permanent dipole

from those associated with electronic and atomic displacements and arrived at the
following relationship

«� 1

«þ 2
¼ N

3«0
(aþ m2=3kT) (3:11)

While Onsager and Debye used semistatistical techniques to estimate the local field,
others like Kirkwood, and later Fröhlich, used statistical methods to obtain a rigorous
expression of the permittivity after taking local interactions into consideration and
obtained

(«� 1)(2«þ 1)

3«
¼ N

«0
(aþ gm2=3kT) (3:12)

This is Kirkwood’s equation for permittivity in which g is known as the Kirkwood
correlation parameter, introduced to account for the effect of local ordering in the mater-
ial. Fröhlich’s theory gives

(«� n2)(2«þ n2)

«(n2 þ 2)2
¼ Ngm2

9kT«0
(3:13)

which, except for the correlation parameter g, is identical to Onsager’s equation.
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This brief outline of the dielectric theory gives an idea of the nature of the electric field
interaction problems and of the various techniques used to partially solve them under
static field conditions. The solutions hold for slow time-varying fields as long as there is a
quasistatic state. References to the original work by Debye (1929), Kirkwood (1936),
Onsager (1936), and Fröhlich (1955) are given in Böttcher and Bordewijk (1978) and
other well-known texts (Hill et al., 1969; Jonscher, 1983).
3.3 Time and Frequency Dependence of the Dielectric Response

Much of the interest in the dielectric properties of biological materials is concerned with
their response to time-varying electric fields. This can be explained by the same macro-
scopic variables used for the quasi-static state except for the introduction of a time depend-
ence for the excitation and response. The general discussion will assume sinusoidal fields
and linear and isotropic responses, nonsinusoidal fields and material anisotropy, and
nonlinearity being special cases.
3.3.1 Time-Dependent Polarization—Impulse Response—Kramers–Krönig Relations

The following relationship holds irrespective of the polarization mechanism:

P(t) ¼ D(t)� «0E(t) (3:14)

For an ideal dielectric material with no free charge, the polarization follows the pulse with
a delay determined by the time constant of the polarization mechanism. Assuming a rate
process, which is that the rate of polarization is proportional to the constantly decreasing
number of unpolarized units, the simplest expression for the polarization is obtained
from the solution of the first-order differential rate equation with constant coefficients and
time constant t, giving

P(t) ¼ P(1� e�t=t) (3:15)

The decay of polarization is also an exponential function

P(t) ¼ e�t=t (3:16)

For a linear system, the response to a unit-step electric field is the impulse response f(t) of
the system. The response of the system to a time-dependent field can be obtained from
summation in a convolution integral of the impulses corresponding to a sequence of
elements making up the electric field. For a harmonic field and a causal, time-independent
system, the Fourier transform exists and yields

P(v) ¼ «0x(v)E(v) (3:17)

indicating that the dielectric susceptibility x(v) is the Fourier transform of f(t). In general,
the susceptibility is a complex function reflecting the fact that it informs on the magnitude
and phase of the polarization with respect to the polarizing field

x(v) ¼ x0 � jx00 (3:18)
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The real and imaginary parts of x(v) can be obtained from the separate parts of the
Fourier transform:

x0(v) ¼
ðþ1
�1

f (t) cos (vt) dt ¼
ðþ1
0

f (t) cos (vt) dt

x00(v) ¼
ðþ1
�1

f (t) sin (vt) dt ¼
ðþ1
0

f (t) sin (vt) dt

(3:19)

The limit of integration can be changed from �1 to 0 since f(t) is causal.
The impulse response f(t) defines the dielectric response, and conversely, knowledge of

the complex susceptibility allows the determination of the impulse response by carrying
out the reverse transformation, which gives f(t) in terms of either x0 (v) or x00 (v):

f (t) ¼ (2=p)

ðþ1
0

x0(v) cos (vt) dv

f (t) ¼ (2=p)

ðþ1
0

x00(v) sin (vt) dv

(3:20)

Eliminating f(t) from the above equations gives an expression of x0(v) in terms of x00(v)
and vice versa. Thus, there is a relationship between the real and imaginary parts of the
complex susceptibility of any material, such that knowledge of either enables the other to
be calculated. The expressions of real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility or permit-
tivity in terms of each other are known as the Kramers–Krönig relations and have been
derived as

x0(v) ¼ x0(1)þ 2

p

ð1
0

ux00(u)� vx00(v)

u2 � v2
du

x00(v) ¼ 2

p

ð1
0

x0(u)� x0(v)

u2 � v2
du

(3:21)

where u is a variable of integration. Recalling the relationship between relative dielectric
susceptibility and relative permittivity x ¼ « � 1, the permittivity is a complex function
given by

«̂«(v) ¼ «0(v)� j«00(v) ¼ (1þ x0(v)� jx00(v)) (3:22)

Thus, the Kramers–Krönig relations relate «0 to the complete spectrum of «00 and vice
versa. A clear account of their derivation can be found in Jonscher (1983).
3.3.2 Permittivity of a Polar Substance—The Debye Equation

When a step field E is applied to a polar dielectric material, the electronic and atomic
polarizations are established almost instantaneously compared to the time scale of the
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molecular orientation; the total polarization reaches a steady state as a first-order process
characterized by the time constant of the dipolar rotation. When the field is removed, the
process is reversed; electronic and atomic polarizations subside first, followed by a
relatively slow decay in dipolar polarization (Figure 3.1). The time constant t depends
on the physical process, in this case the rotational dynamics of the dipole determined by
the size, shape, and intermolecular relations of the molecules. If P1 and P0 are the
instantaneous and steady-state polarization, respectively, then the total polarization for
a first-order process characterized by a time constant t is

P ¼ P1 þ (P0 � P1)(1� e�t=t) (3:23)

In time-varying fields the permittivity is a complex function originating from the magni-
tude and phase shift of the polarization with respect to the polarizing field:

«̂« ¼ «0 � j«00 ¼ «0 � js=v«0 (3:24)

The real part «0 is a measure of the induced polarization per unit field and the imaginary
part «00 is the out-of-phase loss factor associated with it. The loss factor can also be
represented by a conductivity term s ¼ v«0«00 where v is the angular frequency. The SI
unit of conductivity is siemens per meter (S/m).

The frequency response of the first-order system is obtained from the Laplace trans-
formation, which provides the relationship known as the Debye equation:

«̂« ¼ «1 þ
(«0 � «1)

1þ jvt
¼ «0 � j«00 (3:25)

The limiting values of the permittivity, «s and «1, are known as static and infinite
permittivity, respectively. The relaxation time t corresponds to a relaxation frequency
fr ¼ 1/2pt. For a highly associated liquid such as water, the static permittivity can be
expressed in terms of molecular parameters in accordance with the discussions in the
previous section as
Time

Time
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FIGURE 3.1
Schematic graph of dielectric response of a polar material expressed as polarization in the time domain in
response to the step onset and removal of a polarizing electric field E. The nearly instantaneous rise in
polarization, indicated by the horizontal dotted line, is P1; the vertical dotted line marks the instant and
equivalent drop in polarization occurs when the field is removed.
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«s ¼ «1 þ
Ngm2

2kT«0
(3:26)

The relaxation time may be identified with the time constant of the molecular polarization
and expressed in terms of molecular parameters. If h is the viscosity, then for a spherical
molecule of radius a

t ¼ 4pa3h=kT (3:27)

For most polar materials, though not for water, «1 corresponds to the optical permittivity
and is equal to the square of optical refractive index n of the medium:

«1 ¼ n2 (3:28)

The dielectric properties of polar molecules vary with temperature; in general, both «s and
t decrease with increasing temperature.

As with the charge density and polarization, the time dependence of the current density
J and s, the current density per unit field, also follows a first-order law such that

J=E ¼ s1 þ (ss � s1)(1� e�t=t) (3:29)

This transforms into the conductivity equivalent of the Debye equation:

bss ¼ s1 þ
(ss � s1)

1þ jvt
(3:30)

Figure 3.2 shows the variation in the permittivity, loss factor, and conductivity with
frequency for a single time constant relaxation; such behavior pertains to an idealized
monomolecular polar substance with no residual frequency-independent conductivity,
that is ss ¼ 0. The best, if not the only, example of such material is pure water as will be
discussed later.

At the relaxation frequency, the permittivity is halfway between its limiting values
and the loss factor at its highest. In the case of a single time constant as described in
Figure 3.2, the conductivity is halfway between its limiting values at the relaxation
frequency.
0
10.01.00.1

1

Loss factor

Conductivity

Permittivity

FIGURE 3.2
Normalized permittivity («0 � «1)/(«s � «1), loss
factor «00/(«s� «1), and conductivity v«0 «00/(«s� «1)
for a single time constant relaxation plotted against
f/fr.
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3.3.3 Nonpolar Molecules

The permittivity of nonpolar materials is virtually constant throughout the frequency
range. In general, the temperature dependence is not significant. The static and optical
values of the permittivity are almost identical, hence the Maxwell relation « ¼ n2 holds
true throughout the frequency and temperature range.
3.4 Observed Responses of Real Systems—Conduction—Multiple

Relaxations—The Universal Law

In the previous section we described the expected behavior of idealized materials; we
now need to deal with the observed responses of real systems. Few materials exhibit
single relaxation time dispersions as in the Debye model; real materials depart from this
ideal behavior to a greater or lesser extent depending on the complexity of the underlying
mechanisms. To describe these responses we need to introduce the concepts of multiple
dispersions and distribution of relaxation time. Moreover, biological materials exhibit
conduction as well as polarization mechanisms; this needs to be taken into consideration
in describing their dielectric response.
3.4.1 Conduction

The Debye expression does not include the effect of conduction currents as would arise
from, for example, the drift of free ions in static fields. If ss is the static conductivity, the
Debye expression becomes

«̂« ¼ «1 þ
(«s � «1)

1� jvt
� jss

v«0
(3:31)

In terms of real and imaginary parts we have

«0 ¼ «1 þ
(«s � «1)

1þ (vt)2

«00 ¼ ss

v«0
þ («s � «1)vt

1þ (vt)2 (3:32)

The total conductivity s is given by

s ¼ v«0«00 ¼ ss þ
(«s � «1)«0v2t

1þ (vt)2
(3:33)

The total conductivity is thus made of two terms corresponding to the residual static
conductivity and polarization losses. In practice, it is only possible to measure the total
conductivity of a material; ss is obtained from data analysis or by measurement at frequen-
cies corresponding to vt � 1 where the dipolar contribution to the total conductivity
is negligible.
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3.4.2 Multiple Relaxation Models—Distribution of Relaxation Times—Fractional Power
Law Behavior

The occurrence of multiple interaction processes or the presence of more than one
molecular conformational state or type of polar molecule may cause the dielectric behav-
ior of a substance to exhibit multiple relaxation time dispersions. Deviation from Debye
behavior may also indicate a polarization process whose kinetics are not first order or the
presence of a complex intermolecular interaction. Models are needed to analyze the
dielectric spectra of complex systems to unravel the underlying interaction mechanisms.

The simplest case is that of a dielectric response arising from multiple first-order
processes; in this case the dielectric response will consist of multiple Debye terms to
correspond to the polarization processes such that

«̂« ¼ «1 þ
D«1

1� jvt1
þ D«2

1� jvt2
þ � � � (3:34)

where D«n corresponds to the limits of the dispersion characterized by time constant tn. If
the relaxation times are well separated such that t1� t2� t3� . . . , a plot of the dielectric
properties as a function of frequency will exhibit clearly resolved dispersion regions.

If, as is quite often the case, the relaxation times are not well separated, the material will
exhibit a broad dispersion encompassing all the relaxation times. In the limit of a
continuous distribution of relaxation times, the multiple Debye expression would be

«̂« ¼ «1 þ («s � «1)

ð1
0

r(t) dt

1� jvt
(3:35)

where

ð1
0

r(t) dt ¼ 1 (3:36)

The above equations can be used to represent all dielectric dispersion data, provided an
appropriate distribution function r (t) is available. Conversely, it should also be possible,
at least in principle, to invert dielectric relaxation spectra to determine r(t) directly;
however, this is not easily achievable in practice. More commonly, one has to assume a
distribution to describe the frequency dependence of the dielectric properties observed
experimentally. The choice of distribution function should depend on the cause of the
multiple dispersions in the material. For example, one can assume a Gaussian distribution
as is known to occur for other physical char acteristics (Fig ure 3.3) wou ld be

r(t=t) ¼ bffiffiffiffi
p
p e�b2[ ln (t=t)]2

(3:37)

where t is the mean relaxation time. The shape of the Gaussian function depends on the
parameter b; it reduces to the delta function when b tends to infinity and becomes very
broad when b decreases; the area under the curve remains the same as required by the
normalization condition. Incorporated into the expression for complex permittivity, it
produces an expression that cannot be solved analytically, which makes it impractical for
experimental data analysis.
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FIGURE 3.3
Gaussian distribution function as a
function of t/t.
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Nume rous empiric al distr ibution func tions or mod els have been proposed to model the
exp erimenta l da ta wi thout elabora tion of the und erlying mechani sms. One of the most
commo nly used mo dels, a mod ified vers ion of the Deby e express ion, was pro posed in
1941 by Col e and Col e and is widely known as the Cole– Cole mod el:

«̂« ¼ «1 þ
(«s � «1 )

1 � (j vt ) 1�a
¼ «0 � j«00  (3 :38)

In it, a is a distr ibution par ameter in the ran ge 1 > a � 0; for a ¼ 0, the mo del reve rts to
the Debye equat ion. The real and imag inary parts are

«0 ¼ «1 þ
(«s � «1 )[1 �  ( vt ) 1�a sin (ap=2)]

1 þ (vt ) 2(1�a ) þ 2( vt )1 �a sin ( ap=2)

«00 ¼ ( «s � «1 )( vt ) 1�a co s ( ap=2)

1 þ (vt ) 2(1�a ) þ 2( vt )1 �a sin ( ap=2) (3 :39)

Elimin ating v t  from the above equat ions gives

«0 � («s þ «1 )

2

� �2

þ «00 þ («s þ «1 )

2
cot

(1 � a) p

2

� �2

¼ «s � «1
2

co sec
(1 � a) p

2

� �2

(3 :40)

indic ating that a plot of «0 ag ainst «00 is a semicircl e with its center below the real axis . For
a ¼ 0, the Debye equival ent of the above equat ion is

«0 � ( «s þ «1 )

2

� �2

þ«00 2 ¼ «s � «1
2

� �2
(3 :41)

wh ich indicate s that «0 against «00 is a sem icircle with its center on the real axis (Figure 3.4);
these semicircle plots are known as Cole–Coles.

The distribution function that corresponds to the Cole–Cole model is

r(t=t) ¼ 1

2p

sin (ap)

cos h[(1� a) ln (t=t)]� cos (ap)
(3:42)
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FIGURE 3.4
Left: Frequency dependence of normalized permittivity («0 � «1)/(«s � «1) and loss factor «00/(«s � «1) against
frequency, normalized to the relaxation frequency, for a Debye and Cole–Cole with a ¼ 0.4. Right: Plot of
normalized permittivity against loss factor showing a semicircle with its center on the real axis in the case of the
Debye and an arc of a semicircle with its center below the real axis in the case of the Cole–Cole; the apex of the arc
corresponds to the mean relaxation frequency.
Here again , t is the me an re laxation time . As with the Gau ssian, this distr ibution is
logar ithmica lly sym metrica l about t /t (Figure 3.5).

In 1951, Davi dson and Cole proposed a nother varian t of the Debye equat ion in wh ich
an exp onent b is applie d to the wh ole den ominator :

«̂« ¼ «1 þ
(«s � «1  )

(1 � jvt )b (3:  43)

whic h gives

«0 ¼ «1 þ ( «s � «1 ) cos (bf)( cos f) b

«00 ¼ ( «s � «1 ) sin ( bf)( cos f) b (3:  44)

where f ¼ arctan (v t). The correspo nding distr ibution of re laxation times is

r (t =t ) ¼ 1

p

t

t � t

� �b

sin (pb) (3: 45)

When b ¼ 1, the mod el reve rts to the Debye equat ion . A plot of the real and im aginary
parts of the mode l presents a skew ed arc, similar to the Deb ye plot at low-freq uencies,
where it interc epts the abscis sa at p/2, but at high freque ncies the tange nt to the arc is b
p/2 (Fi gure 3.6).

The distribution function is shown graphically in Figure 3.7. It has a singularity at t/t ¼ 1
and returns zero at t > t.
0.1 1 10

Cole−cole

Gaussian

FIGURE 3.5
Gaussian distribution with b ¼ 2 and Cole–Cole dis-
tribution with a ¼ 0.09 as a function of t/t.
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FIGURE 3.6
Left: Frequency dependence of normalized permittivity («0 � «1)/(«s � «1) and loss factor «00/(«s � «1) for a
Cole–Davidson model with b ¼ 0.5. Right: Plot of normalized loss factor against permittivity showing the
characteristic Cole–Davidson skewed arc where the maximum in «00 does not correspond with vt ¼ 1; this point
is found at the interception of the bisector of the high-frequency limiting angle with the data plot.
Ano ther express ion, som etimes used to model diele ctric da ta, is the Havri liak–Ne gami
rela tion (Havril iak and Negami, 1966). It co mbines the variatio ns introd uced in bot h the
Col e–Cole and the Cole– Davidso n mode ls, givin g

«̂« ¼ «1 þ
( «s � «1 )

(1 � (j vt ) (1 �a) ) b (3 :46)

with real and im aginary parts:

«0 ¼ «1þ
(«s �«1  ) cos (bf  )

1 þ 2( vt )(1 �a ) sin ( ap=2) þ (vt ) 2(1�a ))b=2

«00 ¼ ( «s �«1 ) sin ( bf)

1 þ 2(vt ) (1�a ) sin ( ap=2) þ ( vt ) 2(1�a ) )b=2

(3: 47)

in whic h f ¼ arctan {[( vt ) (1 �a) cos( ap /2)]/[1 þ (vt )(1 �a) sin( ap/2)]} and the correspond-
ing distri bution of rela xation time s is

r ( t=t ) ¼ 1

p

(t =t ) b (1�a ) sin ( bu )

( t =t ) 2(1�a ) þ 2(t =t ) (1 �a) co s ( p(1 � a)) þ 1) (b=2) 
(3 :48)

wh ere u ¼ a rctan {[(s in(1 � a) p)/(( t /t ) þ cos (1 � a )p )]}.
The Col e–Cole plot of the Havri liak–Ne gami mode l is an asy mmetri c curve interc ept-

ing the real axis at differen t a ngles at high a nd low-fre quencie s (Fi gure 3.8). The distri-
but ion of relaxation times is also asymme tric (Fig ure 3.9).
FIGURE 3.7
Cole–Davidson distribution with b ¼ 0.5 as a function of t/t. 0.01
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FIGURE 3.8
Left: frequency dependence of normalized permittivity («0 � «1)/(«s � «1) and loss factor «00/(«s � «1) for a
Havriliak–Negami model with a ¼ 0.2 and b ¼ 0.5. Right: Cole–Cole plot of the same data. As with the Cole-
Davidson plot, the vt ¼ 1 point is found at the interception of the bisector of the high-frequency limiting angle
with the data plot.
Havriliak–Negami expressions revert to their Cole–Cole, Cole–Davidson, and Debye
equivalents at the limiting values of b, a, and a and b, respectively. In principle, this
should be the model of choice for dielectric data analysis. In practice, it is not widely
used to describe the dielectric properties of biological material, as will be discussed
later. It is important to recall that these empirical distribution functions lack mechanistic
justification; however, they do serve a useful purpose in enabling the parametrization
of the experimental data, albeit with very limited clarification of the underlying
mechanisms.

Another limitation of this type of analysis is the possibility of obscuring multirelaxation
processes, particularly the presence of a small amplitude dispersion following in the high-
frequency tail end of a much larger principal one. This point is well illustrated by Wei and
Sridhar (1993); they point out that a graphical representation of the parameter s00 ¼ v

«0(«0�«1) versus s0 ¼v«0«00 provides a more sensitive visualization of multirelaxation
processes.

The Debye model and its many variations, including those described in this section,
have been widely used over more than half a century primarily because they lend
themselves to simple curve-fitting procedures. In particular, the Cole–Cole model is
1.E − 03
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FIGURE 3.9
Havriliak–Negami distribution as a function of t/t

showing the effect of b for a given value of a.
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used almost as a matter of course in the analysis of the dielectric properties of biological
materials. Mathematically, at the limit of high frequencies, the Cole–Cole function sim-
plifies to a fractional power law, that is, both «0 and «00 are proportional to (vt)(a �1). This
fractional power law behavior is at the basis of what is known as the universal law of
dielectric phenomena developed by Jonscher, Hill, and Dissado (Jonscher, 1983) for the
analysis of the frequency dependence of dielectric data.
3.4.3 Universal Law of Dielectric Relaxation

Jonscher and his collaborators (Hill and Jonscher, 1983; Dissado and Hill, 1989) collated
and analyzed extensive dielectric data obtained from numerous sources, pertaining to a
wide range of materials, measured over a broad range of temperatures and frequencies.
Their aim was to observe how dielectrics behave rather than presume a model for their
frequency dependence; they studied the data on a log–log scale to better recognize the
presence of a power law dependence, if present. Figure 3.10 shows plots for Debye and
non-Debye responses where vp is the loss peak radial frequency.

Very few materials exhibit a pure Debye behavior where, at frequencies in excess of vp,
the logarithmic slopes for «0(v) and «00(v) are �2 and �1, respectively, which is a
Kramers–Krönig compatible result. However, for most materials a power law depend-
ence of the type vn�1, with n 6¼ 0, applies for both «0(v) and «00(v). This is in compliance
with the Kramers–Krönig relations, which require that at frequencies exceeding vp, both
parameters follow the same frequency dependence, making the ratio «00(v)/«0(v) fre-
quency independent. Under such conditions, the ratio of energy dissipated to energy
stored per radian of sinusoidal excitation is constant. The universal law can be summar-
ized by the following frequency dependencies for the normalized complex permittivity:

for v < vp, «00(v) � vm and «0(v) � 1� «00(v) (3:49)

for v > vp, «00(v) � vn�1 and «0(v) � «00(v) � vn�1 (3:50)

Observation of the experimental data showed that vp is temperature dependent and
follows an Arrhenius function:
wp wp

m

1−n

FIGURE 3.10
Log–log plot of the normalized permittivity and loss factor against frequency for a Debye-type behavior (left)
and a non-Debye response (right).
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vp ¼ Ae�W=kT (3:51)

and the functional form for «00(v) is

«00(v) ¼ A

(v=vp)1�n þ (vp=v)m
(3:52)

The values for «0(v) can then be determined numerically from the Kramer–Krönig rela-
tions.

Although the features of the dielectric spectra of most materials can be described using
this approach, there is no theoretical justification for it. This makes it yet another empir-
ical model, albeit a very general and mathematically elegant one.
3.4.4 Combined Response Model

A model that combines features from Debye-type and universal dielectric response
behavior was proposed by Raicu (1999). In the course of modeling broad dielectric
dispersions, as is often observed in the dielectric spectrum of biological materials, Raicu
found that neither approach was good enough over a wide frequency range. He proposed
the following very general function

«̂« ¼ «1 þ
D

[(jvt)a þ (jvt)1�b]g
(3:53)

where a, b, and g are real constants in the range [0,1], t is the characteristic relaxation
time, and D is a dimensional constant, which becomes the dielectric increment («s � «1)
when a ¼ 0, and the above expression reverts to the Havriliak–Negami model, which
further reduces to the Debye, Cole–Cole, or Cole–Davison models with an appropriate
choice of the a, b, and g parameters. For g ¼ 1, it reverts to Jonsher’s universal response
model; in the special case where g ¼ 1 and a ¼ 1 � b, it becomes

«̂« ¼ «1 þ j
v

s

� �b�1
(3:54)

which is known as the constant phase angle model (Dissado, 1990). In this expression S is
a scaling factor given by S ¼ (D/2)1/(1�b)t�1. The above expression was successfully used
to model the dielectric spectrum of a biological material over five frequency decades from
103 Hz to 108 Hz.
3.5 Dielectric Properties of Biological Materials—Main Components

Tissue is a heterogenous material containing water, dissolved organic molecules, macro-
molecules, ions, and insoluble matter. The constituents are highly organized in cellular
and subcellular structures forming macroscopic elements and soft and hard tissues. The
presence of ions plays an important role in the interaction with an electric field, providing
means for ionic conduction and polarization effects. Ionic charge drift creates conduction
currents and also initiates polarization mechanisms through charge accumulation at
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structural interfaces, which occur at various organizational levels. Their dielectric prop-
erties will thus reflect contributions to the polarization from both structure and compos-
ition. In this section, the contribution of each of the components will be determined
individually and then collectively, leading to the formulation of models for the dielectric
response of biological tissue.
3.5.1 Water

Water is a constituent of all living things; it is the environment in which body electrolytes
and biomolecules reside and interact. Knowledge of its properties must precede the study
of the more complex system. Many of the physical properties peculiar to water are due to
its molecular asymmetry, polar nature, and ability to hydrogen bond, which are all
interrelated. Water is described as an associated liquid because of its intermolecular
hydrogen bonding. One practical reason for emphasizing the study of water in this
chapter is its increasing use as a reference liquid, that is, a material of well-known
dielectric properties. Consequently, it is often used as a standard for the calibration and
testing of dielectric measuring procedures.

The dielectric properties of water are among the most studied and reported in the
literature. Over the past decades, many experimental studies have been carried out to
determine the dielectric properties of water over wide frequency and temperature ranges.
These include Haggis et al. (1952), Lane and Saxton (1952), Hastead and El Sabeh (1953),
Grant et al. (1957), Grant and Shack (1967), Grant and Sheppard (1974), Schwan et al.
(1976), Grant et al. (1981), Hastead et al. (1985), Kaatze (1986, 1988), Buckmaster (1990),
and Buchner et al. (1998). A comprehensive list of references and a historical overview of
the subject can be found in Ellison et al. (1996). Other notable reviews were carried out by
Kaatze (1989) and Liebe et al. (1991).

Data up to 100 GHz exhibit a near-perfect Debye dispersion with fairly well-defined
parameters. Table 3.1 gives the Debye parameters for water at 208C from three relatively
recent reviews. Kaatze (1989) used a Debye expression to model his own extensive
experimental data covering �48C to 608C and 1 to 57 GHz in addition to what he
considered to be credible data from other sources.

Liebe et al. (1991) gathered extensive static and high-frequency data. For frequencies up
to 100 GHz and temperatures from 08C to 308C, the data were a very good fit to the Debye
function. However, including data at higher frequency somewhat reduced the goodness
of the fit, suggesting the possible presence of a much smaller secondary dispersion in the
hundreds of gigahertz range. The next logical step was then to use a two-Debye model.
This proved a good fit to all experimental data up to 1 THz, thus confirming the presence
of a small, high-frequency dispersion, probably due to some subtle molecular mechanism.
TABLE 3.1

Debye Parameters for Pure Water at 208C

Review «s t (ps) «1

Kaatze (1989) 80.2 9.47 5.2
Liebe et al. (1991) 80.1 9.35–9.39 5.3–5.4
Buchner et al. (1998) 80.2 9.32–9.52 5.9–6.0

Notes: For Liebe et al. (1991), t and «1 values are those of the single-Debye model (<100 GHz) and of the
principal dispersion in the two-Debye model (up to 1 THz). Buchner et al. (1998) provide upper and lower
bounds for t and «1 of the principal relaxation of a two-Debye model.
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This sec ondary dispe rsion, center ed around 670 GHz, bro ught down the high- frequenc y
permi ttivity from 5.4 to 3.3 and made practica lly no im pact on the char acteristics of the
princip al dispersi on, wh ich we re alm ost unchange d (Table 3.1). Liebe et al. (1991)
extended the model to the far infrared (30 THz) by accounting for two near-infrared
resonance absorption terms.

The most recent and comprehensive analysis of the dielectric properties of water is
provided by Ellison et al. (1996), who critically reviewed the literature spanning the late
19th and most of the 20th centuries. With respect to the static permittivity, they obtained a
function «s ¼ a e�b with a ¼ 87.85306 and b ¼ 0.00456992, which predicts the value of «s

at a given temperature to well within the limits of experimental accuracy for the range
�358C < t < 1008C. All high-frequency data (up to 1 THz) that met their selection criteria
are tabulated. They stopped short of formulating models for the frequency dependence of
the data; instead, they invited comments from the scientific community prior to the
determination of what would probably be the ultimate model and spectral parameters
for the dielectric properties of pure water, a finding that will greatly benefit this field of
study. Already, other researchers have used this extensive survey. For example, Buchner
et al. (1998) reported values for t and «1 of the principal water dispersion (Table 3.1) by
fitting a two-Debye model to combined experimental data from Ellison et al. (1996) and
other, more recent, studies (Barthel et al., 1995).

It is evident from Table 3.1 that the static permittivity and the relaxation time are fairly
well-defined, less so the infinite permittivity. Fortunately, this parameter has little impact
on the dielectric data in the gigahertz range because its value is only a small percentage of
the permittivity in that frequency range. This relatively large uncertainty highlights the
fact that even this most studied, pure substance is not a perfect reference liquid and that
much remains to be done in the characterization of the dielectric properties of water at
terahertz frequencies. Figure 3.11 is a plot of the dielectric properties of water at 208
tabulated by Ellison et al. (1996).

In biological materials, water is a solvent for salts, protein, nucleic acids, and smaller
molecules. It is therefore important to study the effect of solutes on its dielectric response.
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FIGURE 3.11
Experimental data from numerous sources reviewed and tabulated by Ellison et al. (1996).
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3.5. 2 Carbo hydrate s

In qua ntitat ive terms carboh ydrates are not majo r consti tuents of animal cells; they are
pre sent at the surfac e of the cell me mbrane and are known to play a role in cellular
commu nications. The y are respon sible for the gel consi stency that gives certain body
fluids such as vit reous humo r and syno vial fluid cushio ning or lubric ating pro perties.
They are importan t constitue nts of certain tissues suc h as cartilage, tendo n, and ligam ent.
In terms of molec ular struct ure, they vary in compl exity and molec ular size; they have in
commo n the presence of one or mo re hydroxy l groups and the abili ty to hydro gen bond
with eac h other or with water molec ules. In aq ueous solutio n they mo dify the princip al
dispe rsion of water to an exte nt that depe nds on the nature and co ncentrat ion of the
organi c radi cal. In general, the disp ersion is likel y to be broade r than a Debye , the static
per mittivity low er, and the rela xation time long er than for pur e water , as observ ed and
rep orted by Bateman and Gab riel (1987) .
3.5. 3 Protein s and Othe r Macromo lecules

Pro tein constitutes the bulk of the organic matt er in the body. Pro teins are des-
cribe d as biopo lymers , each molec ule bein g a sequen ce of amino a cids folded in to
a specif ic three- dimensi onal struct ure enclo sing its hydro phobic sites with in it. The
surfac e has polar, hydrophilic groups with an affinity to bind water molecules from
its surrounding aqueous environment. Part of the function of a protein resides in its
structure; if the structure unfolds the protein is said to be denatured and is no longer
functional. A good model for a globular protein in solution is that of a cluster of organic
matter surrounded by a layer of strongly bound water; the solvent is referred to as free
water to differentiate it from bound water. The size of the cluster depends on the molecular
weight of the protein, which is typically of the order of tens or hundreds of thousands,
that is, significantly larger than a water molecule. In an aqueous environment, most bio-
logical macromolecules including proteins act like polar molecules with permanent or
induced dipole moment the magnitude of which depends on the molecular structure,
configuration, and size.

Die lectric spect roscop y is therefo re an importan t tool in the stu dy of thes e mole-
cular pro perties (Batem an et al., 1990, 1992). Typicall y, the dielectr ic dispersi on of a pro tein
wil l be in the me gahert z freque ncy rang e, co rrespondi ng to a time constan t of the ord er of
micros econds. The dielectr ic spectrum of an aqueous globul ar pro tein solu tion will have
two dispersio n region s correspo nding to the polarizat ion of the pr otein and water mol-
ecules ; the lar ger the pr otein the more clearly define d they will be. Conven tional ly, they are
referr ed to as b and g dispe rsions, respec tively (Fi gure 3.12). Figure 3.1 2 sho ws a concep-
tual spect rum of a binary, protein– water system. In practice, to maint ain the conforma-
tional stabi lity of the biol ogical molec ules, ino rganic ion s, in the form of dissol ved sa lts,
mus t also be pr esent. Table 3.2 has actual data, gather ed from the litera ture, on the
magnitude of the dielectric increment and the relaxation time for proteins of different
shapes, sizes, and dipole moments. Many authors have reported the presence of a small
dispersion that is attributed to bound water, described as molecules that are more or less
strongly bound or otherwise affected by the presence of organic matter. When present, the
spectral region of the bound water is termed d dispersion. The book by Grant et al. (1978) is
a good introduction to this important topic.

Larger biopolymers such as DNA, whose molecular weight may be of the order of
several million, have more complex dielectric spectra with dispersions extending from
kilohertz to megahertz. The elucidation of the polarization mechanisms responsible for
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FIGURE 3.12
Conceptual representation of the dielectric spectrum of an aqueous protein solution. In practice, the two
dispersions may overlap. The nearest to this picture is the complex permittivity spectrum of an aqueous solution
of 1,2-dimyristoyl-L-3-phosphatidycholine reported by Kaatze and Giese (1980).
the dielectric spectrum of aqueous DNA solution is an area of active research. A good
introduction to the subject is the book on biopolymers by Takashima (1989).

There is more than just academic interest in the study of biopolymers. Advances in
nanotechnology are such that biological macromolecules are being considered as possible
nanoscale electronic devices for fast information processing and transfer, a quest that will
keep theoreticians and experimentalists busy for a long time.
3.5.4 Electrolytes

Electrolytes in the form of sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, chloride, and other
ions play an important role in the function of biological systems. Many vital processes
depend on a subtle balance being established between the concentration of electrolytes
TABLE 3.2

Dielectric Parameters of Various Proteins at 258C

Protein Mol wt. (�103) D« m (D) t�108 (s) a/b

Myoglobin 17 0.15 170 2.9 —
b-Lactoglobulin (in 0.25 M glycine) 40 1.51 730 15, 5.1 4
Ovalbumin 44 0.10 250 18, 4.7 5
Horse carboxyhemoglobin 67 0.33 480 8.4 1.6
Horse serum albumin 70 0.17 380 36, 7.5 6
Horse serum pseudoglobulin 142 1.08 1100 250, 28 9

Notes: a/b is the axial ratio that determines the shape of the molecule. Where the shape deviates significantly
from the spherical, two relaxation times are observed. The dielectric increment is D«, the dipole moment m is
given in Debye unit (1 D ¼ 3.33 � 10�30 cm)
Source: From Foster KR, Schwan HP. 1989. Crit Rev Biomed Eng 17(1): 25–104. With permission.
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inside and outside the cell. The cell membrane is, to a great extent, impermeable to the
passive exchange of ions but allows directed movement under physiological control. In
terms of dielectric properties, electrolytes have two effects. The direct effect, already
mentioned, is the production of ohmic currents and energy loss in the system. This has
the effect of making the static conductivity finite with a value commensurate with the
ionic concentration and mobility. There are also important indirect effects whereby ionic
charges contribute to the polarization of a biological system. One is interfacial polariza-
tion, whereby charge accumulation occurs at interfaces that are impermeable to ions.
Another polarization mechanism is the ionic diffusion in electrical double layers adjacent
to charged surfaces. Conduction, interfacial, and ion diffusion phenomena contribute
significantly to the dielectric spectra of tissue.
3.5.5 Dielectric Dispersions in Tissue

The dielectric spectrum of a biological tissue (spleen at 378C) is given in Figure 3.13 as an
example of the response of a high water content tissue. Three main dispersion regions are
immediately obvious and are referred to as a, b, and g dispersions. The dispersions are
rather broad, indicating the possible overlap of discrete relaxations arising from the
polarization mechanisms encountered in the complex biological environment. Ionic con-
ductivity contributes significantly to the loss factor, obliterating its features, and it is more
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FIGURE 3.13
Dielectric spectrum of a high water content tissue (spleen at 378C); experimental data are from Gabriel et al.
(1996); dotted line is a best fit to a model of four Cole–Coles and a conductivity term.
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inform ative to expres s the diel ectric proper ties of tissues as per mittivity and conductivi ty
as in Figure 3.13.
3.5.5.1 a Dispersion

The a or low-frequency dispersion is characterized by very high permittivity values and
can be ascribed, at least partially, to counterion diffusion effects. Such large dispersions
are predicted by theories of ionic diffusion in heterogenous media. While it is not
possible to model the complexity of a tissue, simpler mixture models predict dielectric
increments of the right order of magnitude. Other mechanisms were postulated to
contribute to the a dispersion; many relate to interactions in the vicinity of the cell
membrane. The cell membrane is a complex, dynamic structure comprising a phospho-
lipid bilayer. The lipid, hydrophobic ends of the phospholipids form a middle layer; the
hydrophilic groups cover the inner and outer surfaces. Embedded in the bilayer are
proteins, transport organelles, and ionic channels that operate under physiological
control. The ionic balance between the intra- and extracellular media maintains a 60-
to 70-mV potential difference between them of about 10 kV/mm across the membrane,
assuming a 6- to 7-nm thickness. Membrane-related mechanisms that are thought to
contribute to the a dispersion include the charging of intracellular membrane-bound
organelles and a frequency dependence in the impedance of the cell membrane itself.
An important reason for the uncertainty in the understanding of this dispersion is the
paucity of error-free dielectric data in its frequency range. The a dispersion has a very
large permittivity increment. The corresponding decrement in conductivity is small;
this, however, does not contravene the principle of causality and the Kramers–Kronig
relations, which predict a change in conductivity of about 0.005 S/m for a 106 increment
in permittivity and relaxation frequency of 100 Hz.
3.5.5.2 b Dispersion

The b dispersion occurs at intermediate frequencies and originates mostly from the
capacitive charging of the cellular membranes and those of membrane-bound intracellu-
lar bodies. This phenomenon, also known as interfacial polarization, has been studied
theoretically and experimentally. It was established experimentally that damage to the
cell membrane changes the features of the b dispersion. Numerous biomedical applica-
tions are based on the variation of the parameters of the b dispersion with pathological
conditions involving changes in cell physiology and morphology. Tissue with directed,
anisotropic cellular structure would exhibit an anisotropic dielectric response in the
frequency range of the b dispersion.

Modeling the electrodynamics of a simplified tissue-like system, for example, suspen-
sions of spherical inclusions in conductive media, has established theoretical grounds for
the presence of the b dispersions. It enables the computation of an effective permittivity of
similar order of magnitude to the b dispersion. For a system of concentric shells in
conductive media (Hanai et al., 1988; Irimajiri et al., 1991), it predicts the presence of
dielectric dispersions equal in number to the number of interfaces. These interfacial
polarizations are boundary effects that occur in addition to other polarizations that may
occur in the components of the system. The multiplicity of mehanisms goes a long way
toward explaining why the b dispersions in tissue are rather broad.
3.5.5.3 g Dispersion

The g dispersion is due to the dipolar polarization of tissue water. At frequencies in
excess of a few hundred megahertz, where the response of tissue water is the dominant
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TABLE 3.3

Dielectric Parameters of Water Dispersion in Tissues Obtained by Analysis of Experimental
Results at 378C

Tissue «s t (ps) a s (S/m)

Bone (cortex) 14.9 13.8 0.26 0.092
Bone (section) 22.1 14.4 0.22 0.208
Cartilage 43.6 12.8 0.27 0.58
Cornea 53.0 8.72 0.13 1.05
Lens (cortex) 52.1 9.18 0.11 0.72
Lens (nucleus) 38.1 11.3 0.20 0.33
Retina 67.3 7.25 0.05 1.42
Brain (gray) 55.5 7.76 0.12 1.03
Brain (white) 37.0 8.04 0.24 0.47
Cerebellum 50.2 8.52 0.09 0.89
Dura 49.2 9.63 0.14 0.77
Brain stem 34.6 8.45 0.20 0.47
Tongue (in vivo) 57.7 9.12 0.08 0.63
Aqueous humor 74.2 6.81 0.01 1.83
Water 74.1 6.2 0.0 >0.0001

Source: From Gabriel et al. (1996c).
mechanism, the complex permittivity may be expressed as Cole–Cole plus a conduct-
ivity term to simulate the dipolar dispersion of water and the contribution of the
electrolytes; thus,

«̂«(v) ¼ «1 þ
«s � «1

1þ (jvt)1�a
þ s

jv«0

where s is the conductivity due to ionic currents and to the lower-frequency polarization
mechanisms. Table 3.3 gives the parameters of the g dispersion of tissues modeled to the
above expression. The water content of the tissues considered ranges from >95% for
vitreous humor and >85% for retina to <20% for cortical bone. The correlation between «s

and tissue water content is an obvious and expected result. The value of the distribution
parameter a is significant for most tissues and negligible for body fluids (as for aqueous
humor, for example). The mean relaxation time t is generally longer than the value for
water, indicating a restriction in the rotational ability of at least some of the tissue water
molecules. The lengthening of the relaxation time of water in biological material is a well-
studied hypothesis; the effect is common to most organic solutes, is known to increase
with solute concentration (Grant et al., 1981; Bateman et al., 1990), and has previously
been observed in tissues (Gabriel et al., 1983).

3.5.5.4 d Dispersion

Tissues and other biological materials may exhibit dispersions other than the three
main ones. The d dispersion, identified in some protein solutions between the b and g,
dispersions may also occur in tissue in the hundreds of megahertz range; when present,
its magnitude is small compared to the adjacent ones. Possible mechanisms include the
dipolar relaxation of bound water, relaxation of small dipolar segments or side chains of
biological molecules, and counterion diffusion along small regions of the charged surface.
Under these conditions it is difficult to isolate and, in view of the multiplicity of possible
mechanisms, difficult to interpret. It is often treated as the tail end of the b dispersion or a
broadening of the g dispersion.
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3.5.6 Effective Complex Permittivity of a Heterogenous System

Where adequate experimental data are available, the complex permittivity of a tissue can
be quite adequately modeled with four Cole–Coles and a static conductivity term:

«̂«(v) ¼ «1 þ
X4

n¼1

D«n

1þ (jvtn)(1�an)
þ ss=jv«0 (3:55)

This is a descriptive model, imparting no definite information on the polarization mech-
anisms; the measured dielectric properties represent the bulk response of the tissue.
Assigning effective parameters to a heterogenous medium is equivalent to treating it as
homogenous where these parameters are concerned; in this case, its structural compon-
ents are much finer than the wavelength of the field probing it.

The derivation of a general formula for the effective permittivity of a system in terms of
those for its constituents is based on the theory of the transport properties of mixtures
(Reynolds and Hough, 1957). For example, in the case of a binary mixture where a
medium with permittivity «1 has inclusions of permittivity «2 and assuming that v1

andv2 are their respective volume fractions such that v1þ v2 ¼ 1, then the average electric
displacement D is given by

D ¼ v1D1 þ v2D (3:56)

and the average electric field is given by

E ¼ v1E1 þ v2E2 (3:57)

The effective permittivity « of the mixture is given by

D ¼ ««0E (3:58)

and for each component, D1 ¼ «1«0 E1 and D2 ¼ «2«0E2. Equation 3.56 and
Equation 3.57 give

« ¼ «1v1f1 þ «2v2f2 (3:59)

where v1f1 þ v2f2 ¼ 1, f1 ¼ E1/E, and f2 ¼ E2/E, which gives two general formulations
for the effective permittivity of the mixture:

« ¼ «1 þ («2 � «1)v2f2 (3:60)

or

(«� «1)v1f1 þ («� «2)v2f2 ¼ 0 (3:61)

The theoretical problem that needs to be resolved for specific mixtures boils down to the
determination of the field ratios f2 or f2 and f1. Theoretically, the two formulations are
equivalent but, when approximations have to be made for the values of the field ratios,
this is no longer true. Most of the published mixture equations differ from one another in
the approximations considered appropriate. As for which of the two formulations to use
as a starting point, it would seem reasonable to use Equation 3.60 for the case of sparse
inclusions in a continuous medium and Equation 3.61 when the volume fractions of the
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two co mponent s are compara ble. In the gen eral cas e, the diel ectric pro perties (in Equa tion
3.60 and Equa tion 3.61) are compl ex. Howeve r, under sta tic or qua sistati c conditi ons, the
mixture equations hold for either permittivity or conductivity.

Maxwell (1891) was the first to characterize the field ratios for a system of sparse
spherical inclusions in a homogenous medium under static field conditions and
obtained:

s � s1

s þ 2s1
¼ n2

s2 � s1

s2 þ 2s1
(3:62)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the suspending medium and inclusions, respectively.
In terms of permittivity, Equation 3.62 is known as the Rayleigh formula; in its complex
form it is attributed to Wagner and commonly known as the Maxwell–Wagner equation.
Other well-known mixture equations for spherical inclusions include:

Böttcher equation:

«� «1

3«
¼ n2

«2 � «1

«2 þ 2«1
(3:63)

Bruggeman equation:

«� «1

«2 � «1

� �3

þ(1� n2)
«

«1
¼ 1 (3:64)

Looyenga equation:

«1=3 ¼ n1«
1=3
1 þ n2«

1=3
2 (3:65)

To first-order approximation, the above mixture equations revert to the same expression
irrespective of the formulation of the problem and of the technique used to solve it. This is
because the conditions of infinite dilution and the spherical shape enable an almost exact
solution to the field ratio to be obtained.

Other formulations exist for different shape inclusions such as oblate and prolate
spheroids. The subject has been reviewed by, among others, Van Beek (1967), Hanai
(1968), Dukhin (1971), and more recently, Greffe and Grosse (1992), Sihvola and Lindell
(1992), and Tinga (1992).

It is possible to extend mixture equations to multiple inclusions by using an iterative
procedure (Tamasanis, 1992). For example, if «(«1, «2, n2) is the effective permittivity of a
binary mixture of background of permittivity «1, inclusion of permittivity «2, and volume
fraction v2, then a mixture with two types of inclusions identified with subscripts 2 and 3,
respectively, can be described as a binary mixture of background permittivity «(«1, «2,v2/1
� v3) and inclusion of permittivity «3 and volume fraction v3. The effective permittivity of
such a mixture will be

«(«1; «2, v2; «3, v3) � « « «1; «2,
v2

1� v3

� �
; «3, v3

� �
(3:66)

The contributions of the different types of inclusion are added recursively in order of
increasing density.
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Where the assumptions used in their derivation can be approximated in the tissue
model, mixture equations can be used to analyze the dielectric properties of biological
materials in terms of their constituents. A few examples are given here to illustrate their
application.

If the ionic conductivities of the suspending phase and that of a protein solution are
known, say, by measurement at a frequency below the protein b dispersion, and if an
assumption is made about the conductivity of the protein molecules, an appropriate
mixture equation can then be used to determine the volume fraction of the inclusions,
which, in this case, is the hydrated protein. In turn, this enables the amount of bound
water to be calculated given that the fraction of anhydrous protein is known. Bull and
Breese (1969) followed this approach and calculated the bound water for a variety of
proteins. They evaluated the water fraction to be 0.6 g/g of protein. Pauly and Schwan
(1966), following a similar procedure, estimated the conductivity of the human erythro-
cyte to be 0.518 S/m at 258C, compared to the value of 1.45 S/m calculated from the
known ionic composition of the cell. They attributed the difference partly to excluded
volume by the protein-bound water and partly to decreased ionic mobility due to
hydrodynamic effects.

Bound water in biological systems including tissue was estimated by applying mixture
equations in the near-plateau region between the b and g dispersions of the permittivity
spectrum. Assuming the tissue to be a suspension of hydrated organic matter in an
electrolyte solution that is little affected by the presence of the organic matter, the
measured permittivity at 1 GHz is a reasonable estimate of the effective static permittivity.
Knowledge of the permittivity of the suspending medium and an estimate of the permit-
tivity of the organic matter enables the volume fraction of the inclusion to be calculated.
Comparison with the known organic content provides an estimate of bound water (e.g.,
Grant et al., 1984; Kaatze, 1990; Schaefer et al., 2003).
3.6 Dielectric Relaxation Mechanisms in Heterogenous Media

The description of a material as heterogenous is a matter of scale; in the context of
dielectric relaxation, it refers to electrical heterogeneity or the presence of electrical
boundaries or interfaces. Boundary conditions at and around the interfaces gives rise to
dielectric dispersions quite apart from dipolar-type dispersions that occur in the sur-
rounding media. In biological materials, cellular membranes provide such interfaces;
their presence is associated with two major dispersion regions in the dielectric spectra
of tissues, namely, a and b dispersions originating mainly from interfacial polarization
and ionic diffusion effects. The main mechanisms giving rise to these phenomena will be
briefly discussed in this section.
3.6.1 Interfacial Polarization

Interfacial polarization is due to the charging of interfaces between conducting media and
is an important mechanism of interaction in biological material. The basic principles of
this phenomenon are best illustrated in simple models first before discussing their
occurrence in biological materials.
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3.6.1.1 Interface between Two Media

The simplest model is that of an interface between two media, for example, two slabs of
thickness d1 and d2 in contact with each other with their interface perpendicular to an
external electric field (Figure 3.14a). If the static permittivity and conductivity of the two
materials are «1, s1 and «2, s2, respectively, the boundary condition on the electric field
component normal to the interface gives

E1«1 ¼ E2«2 (3:67)

If the current densities j1 and j2 are equal, there will be no charge accumulation at the
interface; this, however, is hardly ever the case. The ratio of current densities at the
interface is

j1=j2 ¼ s1E1=s2E2 ¼ s1«2=s2«1 (3:68)

Therefore, if s1 «2 6¼ s1 «2, the interface will be charged at a rate that is proportional to the
difference between j1 and j2.

The effective permittivity « and conductivity s of the system are calculated from its
effective capacitance. With the field across the interface, this is equivalent to capacitances
in series combination; thus,

d1 þ d2

«� js=v«0
¼ d1

«1 � js1=v«0
þ d2

«2 � js2=v«0
(3:69)

This can be rearranged into a Debye type expression with a relaxation time of

t ¼ «0
«1d2 þ «2d1

s1d2 þ s2d1
(3:70)

and limiting values for low and high frequencies

«s ¼
(«2s1 � «1s2)2(d1 þ d2)d1d2

(«1d2 þ «2d1)(s1d2 þ s2d1)2
þ «1 (3:71)
(a)

Interface between two media

(b)

e1, s1

e1, s1

e2, s2

e2, s2

FIGURE 3.14
Two-media system; the arrow gives the direction of the electric field: (a) interface at right angle to the field and
(b) interface along the field.
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ss ¼ (d1 þ d 2 )
s1 s 2

s1 d2 þ s  2 d1
(3: 72)

«1 ¼
(d1 þ d2 ) «1 «1

(«1 d2 þ «2 d1 ) 
(3: 73)

The polarizat ion of the effective capacitan ce occurs in addition to any polarizat ion proces s
with in the consti tuent ph ase, in whic h case the diele ctric spect rum of the comp osite
system wil l reflect the mu ltiple dispe rsions.

If the field is along the interf ace (Fig ure 3.14b), no interf acial dispe rsion is observed, the
effective permittivity is «̂«¼ («̂«1 þ «̂«2)/2.
3.6.1.2 Suspension of Spheroids

The simplest system in this category is a dilute suspension of spherical inclusions in a
continuum. Its effective complex permittivity is given by the formulation known as the
Maxwell–Wagner equation, where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the suspending medium
and inclusions, respectively:

«̂«� «̂«1

«̂«þ 2«̂«1
¼ v2

«̂«2 � «̂«1

«̂«2 þ 2«̂«1
(3:74)

This equation can be rearranged in the form of a dispersion equation with the following
parameters:

«1 ¼ «2
2«2 þ «1 � 2v2(«2 � «1)

2«2 þ «1 þ v2(«2 � «1)

«s � «1 ¼
9(«2s1 � «1s2)2v2(1� v2)

[2«2 þ «1 þ v2(«2 � «1)][2s2 þ s2 þ v2(s2 � s1)]2

ss ¼ s2
2ss þ s2 � 2v2(s2 � s1)

2s2 þ s2 þ v2(s2 � s1)

ss � s1 ¼
9(s2«1 � s1«2)2v2(1� v2)

[2s2 þ s1 þ v2(s2 � s1)][2«2 þ «2 þ v2(«2 � «1)]2

t ¼ «0
2«2 þ «1 � v2(«2 � «1)

2s2 þ s2 þ v2(s2 � s1) (3:75)

The dispersion will occur when s1«2 6¼ s1«2, which is practically always the case. The
magnitude of the dispersion depends on the differences in dielectric parameters between
the two phases.

In the context of mixture theory, sparse means v2 � 0.2; to model the effective
permittivity of more concentrated suspensions, it is necessary to take into consideration
interparticle interactions. This becomes a very complex model; there are no rigorous
solutions even for the relatively simple case of identical spherical inclusions. The
Brugge man–Hanai Equatio n 3.64 was fo rmulated taking account of some interaction
between particles and is therefore better suited than the Maxell–Wagner equation to
model more concentrated suspension. In its complex form, it can be shown to predict
the occurrence of a dispersion with the following limiting parameters:
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«1 � «2

«1 � «2

� �
«1

«s

� �1 = 3

¼ 1 � v2

«s
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� 1
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� �
¼ 3

«1 � «2

s1 � s 2
þ «2

ss � s 2

� �
� «2

s2

«s � s 2

s1 � s  2

� �
s1

ss

� �
1 = 3 ¼ 1 � v2

s1
3

«1 � «2
� 1

«1

� �
¼ 3

s1 � s 2

«1 � «2
þ s2

«1 � «2

� �
� s1

«1 (3 :76)

In these exp ression s «s, «1 , s1 are the limiting val ues of the correspo nding parameter s.
The dispe rsion is charact erized by a distrib ution of relaxation times .

The v alidity of the mode l has been veri fied exp erime ntally for mixtur es of known
comp osition and geome try (Hanai et al., 1 982; Ishik awa et al., 1982). The dispersi on is
broad er than a sin gle time constan t becau se of the interac tions bet ween par ticles. More-
over , if the compo nents of the heteroge nous system exhibi t molec ular diel ectric dispe r-
sion of their own, then these intrins ic disp ersions will also appear , toget her with the
interf acial dispe rsion, in the comp lete freque ncy spect rum of the syst em.

Frick e (1955) , Si hvola and Kon g (1988) , Sihvol a and Linde ll (1992), and man y others
have exte nded the mode l to the more gen eral case of a susp ension of sphe roids with any
combi nation of axial ratios. Ultimat ely, the outcom e is equival ent to introdu cing a par-
amete r to accou nt for the shape . The Max well–W agner equation bec omes

«̂«� «̂«1

«̂«þ F «̂«1
¼ v2

«̂«2 � «̂«1

«̂«2 þ F «̂«1
(3 :77)

wh ere F is the shape fact or, equal to 2 for sph eres, whic h reverts to Eq uation 3.74. In cas es
wh ere the shap e of the inclus ion is not known , limitin g val ues for the effective permit-
tivit y can be obt ained usin g the shape fact ors in the extrem e case s of infini tely long thin
rods and infinitel y thin circul ar disks.

An interesting case is that of ellipsoids with their axes aligned in the same direction.
The permittivity would be different depending on the direction of the field; the mixture
would be electrically anisotropic and the effective permittivity is represented by a tensor.

Another case of practical interest is that of layered spherical inclusions. This situation
is required when modeling cellular structures surrounded by a membrane of finite
thickness. Solutions for the effective permittivity of this model were provided by
many researchers in this field (e.g., Schwan, 1957; Zhang et al., 1983; Grosse, 1988).
These authors applied two mixture models, once to the concentric bodies, thus obtain-
ing an effective permittivity for the inclusions, and then treating the mixture as a
suspension of homogenous spheres. The parameters of the dispersion could be
expressed in terms of the physical dimensions and electrical characteristics of the cell
and cell membrane; simplified versions of these expressions are reported by Foster and
Schwan (1989). Sihvola (1989) and Irimajiri et al. (1991), among others, extended the
treatment to several concentric shells by using a recursive technique. These complex
models are more relevant to the study of biological systems and to the understanding of
the interactions at the cellular level. They are not sufficiently developed for the quan-
titative characterization of the interfacial polarization in biological systems, but do
provide an insight into the factors that determine its characteristics. An example from
the recent literature is the modeling of the dielectric response of heart tissue by Schaefer
et al. (2002). The model is a function of the cell shape, electrical cell coupling and
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polarization of cell membranes, and intracellular structure. It describes heart cells and
subcellular organelles as rotational ellipsoids filled with electrolyte enclosed by an
isolating membrane and is capable of reproducing the main features of the dielectric
spectrum of heart tissue.

In recent years, statistical methods using probabilistic descriptions of the physical
mixture in terms of a spatial density function have been developed to provide realistic
bounds for the effective permittivity of mixtures. This approach, developed by, among
others, Bergman (1978) and Milton (2002), provides an analytic integral representation of
the effective permittivity «̂« of an arbitrary binary mixture in terms of a spatial density
function g(x):

«̂«� «̂«1

«̂«1
¼
ð1
0

g(x) dx

xþ «̂«1=«̂«2 � «̂«1

where, as before, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to continuum and dispersed phases,
respectively, and the integration is over all possible positions. Depending on the choice
of distribution function g(x), it is possible for the above equation to revert to some of the
well-known binary mixture equations. Recursive application is possible; modeling bio-
logical systems remains challenging.

A new tool for the study of mixtures, including biological materials, has evolved with
the development of increasingly powerful numerical modeling packages for the propa-
gation of electromagnetic fields in complex structures from full solutions of Maxwell’s
equations. With structures being defined at the nanoscale, the characterization of fields
within cells and subcellular structures appears to be within reach (Gimsa and Wachner,
1998, 1999, 2001a,b; Bianco et al., 2000; Sebastian et al., 2001; Munoz et al., 2003).
3.6.2 Counterion Polarization Effects

Another important polarization phenomenon in electrically biological materials origin-
ates from ionic diffusion effects near charged surfaces and the formation of counterion or
electric double layers. The distribution of ions in the vicinity of charged interfaces is
subject to concentration and electric field gradients; an equilibrium is reached with the
ions continuously distributed over the volume of the electrolyte solution. The time
constant associated with this mechanism is longer than that of the Maxwell–Wagner
effect, it is of the form L2/D, where L is the length over which diffusion occurs and D is
a diffusion coefficient (Schwarz, 1962).

Counterion phenomena are difficult to analyze rigorously; they involve coupled elec-
trodynamic and hydrodynamic mechanisms. The theories are complex, but good reviews
are available as an introduction to the subject (Dukhin, 1971; Dukhin and Shilov, 1974;
Fixman, 1980, 1983; Mandel and Odijk, 1984). Relatively simple models that provide exact
solutions have been proposed (Grosse and Foster, 1987; Grosse, 1988), whereby coupled
differential equations for the ion concentrations and current densities are obtained for a
macroscopic sphere of radius a in an ionic medium. Their solution yields a broad,
asymmetrical, low-frequency dispersion. The time constant of this dispersion is a2/D,
where D is the diffusion coefficient of ions in the bulk electrolyte.

To visualize the effect, consider the motion of an ion in the bulk electrolyte near the
particle, it will be conducted away or excluded depending on whether its sign is the same
or opposite that of the ions in the counterion layer. Thus, for an ion in the electrolyte,
the particle acts either as a good conductor or as an insulator depending on its charge
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compared to that of the counterion. A cloud of charge accumulates within a Debye length
of the charged surface; for physiological saline (0.15 N NaCl) the Debye length is very
small, <1 nm, resulting in a very large induced capacitance and hence a large permittivity
dispersion.
3.7 Dielectric Properties of Tissue—State-of-Knowledge

Research into the dielectric properties of biological materials and their variation with
frequency has been ongoing for most of the past century. Early studies went a long way
toward understanding and establishing the principles of interaction and the correspond-
ing features of the highly frequency-dependent spectrum of a tissue. In the last few
decades, the research was driven, above all, by the need to establish a credible database
of dielectric properties of all body tissues for use in electromagnetic dosimetry studies,
where the object is to quantify the exposure of people to external electromagnetic fields
from knowledge of the effective internal fields and currents induced in them. In these
studies, tissues are characterized by their measured dielectric properties. In the last
decade, most dosimetric studies drew on data published in the scientific literature in
1996 and made widely available on the Internet thereafter (Gabriel et al., 1996; Gabriel and
Gabriel, 1997).
3.7.1 1996 Database

The backbone of the 1996 database is a large experimental study providing data pertain-
ing, almost exclusively, to excised animal tissue at 378C. For most tissues, the character-
ization was over a wide frequency range, 10 Hz to 20 GHz, using three previously
established experimental setups with overlapping frequency ranges. The following are
some of its characteristics:

. The data are presented in the context of a review covering all relevant publica-
tions in the preceding half-century. By and large, the experimental data were
well within the confines of corresponding values from the literature.

. The data showed good internal consistency, that is, good agreement between
data obtained with different experimental setups in a common frequency range.

. Finally, an element of great practical importance, the dielectric spectra were
parametrized using a multidispersion model consisting of four Cole–Cole
terms and one ionic conductivity term. For each tissue, the parameters of the
model enable the reconstruction of its spectrum, a procedure that could easily be
incorporated in numerical studies to provide dielectric data that are broadly in
line with the vast body of literature on the subject.

. The fact that the complex permittivity data could be fitted to Cole–Cole disper-
sions implies that they also agree with the Kramers–Kronig relation in accord-
ance with the principle of causality for a linear system. This imparts another level
of consistency to the data.

Examples are given here to illustrate the extent of the available data in the literature
for certain tissues at certain frequencies in contrast to the scarcity of data elsewhere
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(Figure 3.15 through Figure 3.1 7). No attempt is made at a quantitat ive or mechani stic
analysis.

While useful, the 1996 database has several limitations, as pointed out by its authors:

. Most measurements were carried out on excised tissue, while data pertaining to
live tissue would have been more relevant in bioelectromagnetics studies.

. For most tissues, the predictions of the model can be used with confidence for
frequencies above 1 MHz because of the availability of supporting data in the
literature.

. At lower frequencies, where the literature values are scarce and have larger than
average uncertainties, the model should be used with caution in the knowledge
that it provides a ‘‘best estimate’’ based on the then available knowledge. This is
particularly important for tissues where there are no data to support its predic-
tions.

. Electrode polarization, an inevitable source of error at low-frequencies, was not
totally accounted for. It affects the data at frequencies below 100 Hz.

. Because of the geometry of the sampling probe, it was not possible to orient the
field along and across directed structure to demonstrate the anisotropy of the
dielectric properties.
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FIGURE 3.15
Permittivity and conductivity of gray matter at 378C; gray lines are experimental data from Gabriel et al. (1996),
triangles and circles are permittivity and conductivity values from the pre-1996 literature, black solid and dashed
lines are the predictions of the model.
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FIGURE 3.16
Permittivity and conductivity of skeletal muscle at 378C; legend as in Figure 3.15. The very wide spectrum of data
below 1 MHz is, at least partially, due to the anisotropy in the dielectric properties of muscle tissue. The literature
data pertain to measurement along and across the muscle fibers and to measurements where the direction was
not specified.
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FIGURE 3.17
Permittivity and conductivity of liver tissue at 378C; legend as in Figure 3.15. Liver tissue exhibits no significant
anisotropy in its dielectric properties, but as with all tissue, the characteristics of the b dispersion and the static
conductivity are sensitive to the viability and time after death when the measurements were made.
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Evidently, much remains to be done, in particular with respect to reducing the uncer-
tainty in the data and filling in the gaps identified. Ten years on, the recent literature is
reviewed to update the state-of-knowledge on the subject.
3.7.2 Literature After 1996—A Brief Review

The review is carried out per tissue type or thematic underline. In some cases, data from
recent studies are compared with the model in the 1996 database and with data from a
recent study, where the dielectric properties of over 40 tissues were characterized in vivo
and in vitro in the frequency range 102 to 104 MHz (Peyman et al., 2005).
3.7.2.1 Brain Tissue: Gray and White Matter

At microwave frequencies, three studies reported new data for brain tissue (Bao et al.,
1997; Schmid et al., 2003a,b). Data tabulated by the authors are given in Figure 3.18. Data
by Peyman et al. (2005) are in reasonable agreement with the database, while data by
Bao and coworkers and Schmid and coworkers are higher for both permittivity and
conductivity.

It is important to find a reason as to why carefully conducted studies, using
adaptations of a conceptually similar experimental procedure, are still coming up with
different results. In terms of explanation we note the handling of the sample by Bao et al.,
in which the whole brain is excised, immersed in saline, temperature regulated, and
measured while immersed. The authors give good reasons for following this procedure.
Peyman et al. 2005 (in vivo)
1996 database (in vitro)
Bao et al. 1997 (in vitro)
Schmid et al. 2003 (in vitro)
Schmid et al. 2003 (in vivo)

Peyman et al. 2005 (in vivo)
1996 database (in vitro)
Bao et al. 1997 (in vitro)
Schmid et al. 2003 (in vitro)
Schmid et al. 2003 (in vitro)
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FIGURE 3.18
Dielectric properties of gray matter at 378C. Data from recent studies compared to the prediction of the
1996 database.
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It is inev itable, howeve r, that one sho uld expec t their da ta to fal l on the high side of
ave rage bec ause of the presen ce of saline. Schmi d et al. published data on porci ne ( in vivo )
and human gray matter (in vitro ). Their porcine gray matter data we re obt ained under
condi tions designed for the stud y of variation with time over a per iod spannin g the time
of death and beyon d. Pr esumab ly, this is wh y their meas urement s were carri ed out over a
nar row freque ncy ran ge with the measu rement pro be hel d in positio n for the duration of
the ex perime nt (150 min). One might specul ate that the amo unt of pr essure used to
maint ain constan t contact bet ween the pr obe and the live brai n could cau se local oozing
of fluid and hig her condu ctivity values.

Conje cture apart, these da ta are va luable add itions to the litera ture, but one mus t be
cauti ous not to gen eralize on the ba sis of suc h limited data that measure ment in vitro
unde restimates the dielectr ic pro perties of living tissue s at microw ave frequ encies. Dif-
ferenc es bet ween tissue proper ties obt ained in vivo and in vitro are to be expec ted at lower
freque ncies, in the range of a and b disp ersions, in view of the sens itivity of thei r cau sal
mecha nism to the phy siolog ical st ate of the tissue. Differences betwee n in vivo and in vitro
data are much less likely in the frequenc y ran ge of the g dispersio n, where water co ntent
is the most impor tant det ermina nt fact or, and as recent ly rep orted by Stauffer et al. (2003),
for liver tissue, and by Peym an et al. (2005), for man y tissue s inclu ding gray matt er.
Meas urement s in vivo are fraugh t with difficul ties. For example , Burde tte et al. (1986)
meas ured the gray matter, in vivo , through the pia matt er and directly bene ath it. Of the
two sets of data obtaine d, one is similar to that of Schmi d et al., and the othe r is
sign ificantly lower.

In thei r human stu dy, Schmid et al. measu red the diele ctric proper ties of gray matter in
the freque ncy range of 800 MHz to 2450 MHz on 20 human brains imme diately after
excis ion. The measu rement s were carried out at roo m tempe rature in the range 18 8 C to
25 8 C and extra polated to 37 8 C using exp erimenta lly determined therm al coeffici ents.
Neve rtheless, the diele ctric pro perties at 900 MHz were in very good agree ment with
their data for porcine gray matt er in vivo . It is understan dably frustrati ng to re alize that
the boun ds of uncert ainty remai n hi gh when co mparin g data from dif ferent laboratori es,
even for those tissues that have been widely measure d and rep orted.

Latikka et al. (2001) reported conductivity values at 50 kHz for gray matter ( 0.28 S/m),
white m atter (0.25 S/m), cerebrospinal fluid (1.25 S/m), and t umors (0.1 S/m to 0.43 S/
m ). T hey use d a m onop olar ne edle elec tr ode duri ng brain surger y on ni ne patients wh o
had deep brain t umo rs. Th e t echnique is not g eare d t oward making directed m easure-
ment and dete cting aniso tropy in the electrical properties, although those are an ti ci-
pated on t heo retical gr ounds a nd ar e know n to be presen t i n t he he rtz t o kiloh ertz
frequency range (Nicholson, 1965; Ranck et al., 1965; Yeldin et al., 1974; Nicholson and
Freeman, 1 975). O bserved differences in th e conductivity alo ng and a cross t he cellul ar
structure w ere f actors betwee n 2 and 1 0 d ep en ding on the t issue. Clearly, this is an area
of importance to electrophysiology, among other applications; it is also an area where
data are scarce.

Peyman et al. (2001) reported variation in the dielectric properties of rat brain tissue
as a function of age, at microwave frequencies. Their data pertained to the whole brain.
The observed variation was ascribed, at least partially, to the change in the ratio of gray
to white matter, which is known to occur throughout the developmental stage. In a
recent study on porcine tissues (Peyman et al., 2005), they were able investigate gray
and white matter separately. In this case, no variations were observed in the dielectric
spectrum of gray matter, while statistically significant variations were observed in the
diele ctric spectrum of white m atter (Figure 3.19). The o bserved v ariations are probably
related to the process of myelination, which begins at birth and lasts to maturation.
Similar variations were observed in the dielectric properties of the spinal cord.
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FIGURE 3.19
Permittivity and conductivity of white matter as a function of animal growth. The measurements were made
in vitro at 378C. The lowest permittivity and conductivity spectra pertain to a fully grown, 250-kg sow, the
highest to a 10-kg piglet. (Data are from Peyman A, Holden S, Gabriel C. 2005. Dielectric Properties of Biological
Tissues at Microwave Frequencies. Final technical report, MTHR Department of Health, U.K.)
3.7.2.2 Liver

Dielectric data for liver tissue were reported in several studies carried out under different
conditions for a variety of reasons. For example, Riedel et al. (2003) developed a contact-
free inductive measurement procedure and demonstrated the system by carrying out
conductivity measurements on liver tissue between 50 and 400 kHz as a function of time
after death. Stauffer et al. (2003) characterized the dielectric properties of normal and
cancerous liver tissue in the frequency range of 0.3 to 3 GHz and reported higher permit-
tivity and conductivity for tumor tissue. Chin and Sherar (2001) observed irreversible
changes in the dielectric properties of liver tissue at 915 MHz because of excessive heating
causing protein denaturation. Haemmerich et al. (2002) reported changes in the electrical
resistivity of liver tissue during induced ischemia and postmortem. They observed
increases in resistivity in vivo during occlusion. They analyzed the data in terms of
intra- and extracellular resistance and cell membrane capacitance.

Valuable contributions by Raicu et al. (1998a,b) have provided data for rat liver tissue,
measured in vivo, in the frequency range of 102 to 108 Hz. This is an eventful part of the
dielectric spectrum of a tissue where contributions from interfacial and counterion inter-
action mechanisms occur. The measured data were corrected for electrode polarization
and found to be in reasonable agreement with some previous studies (Surowiec et al.,
1986; Foster and Schwan, 1996; Gabriel et al., 1996c). As expected, the data obtained traced
a broad dielectric dispersion curve over the range of 103 to 108 Hz, suggestive of the
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involvement of widely distributed relaxation times. In the second of their 1998 papers,
they provide a mechanistic analysis. A simple application of the Maxwell–Wagner inter-
facial polarization theory could not fully explain the observed dielectric behavior, espe-
cially at frequencies below 1 MHz. The Bruggeman–Hanai-type effective medium theory
(EMT) was better, but not perfect, at simulating the observation at low-frequencies. A
better simulation of the effective permittivity was obtained when second-order correc-
tions, for possible dipole–dipole interaction (DDI) effects, were introduced to the classical
EMT for a concentrated suspension of particles. Application of the new EMT-DDI model
enabled reasonable estimates to be made of the following: effective size and shape of
hepatic cell; specific capacitance for the plasma, nuclear, and mitochondrial membranes
associated with the hepatocyte; and cytosolic as well as nucleoplasmic conductivities of
physiological interest.
3.7.2.3 Muscle

Muscle tissues, be it skeletal, myocardial, lingual, or other, exhibit large anisotropy in
their electrical properties. This is to be expected from the tissue structure and was
observed at frequencies below 1 MHz (Epstein and Foster, 1983; Fallert et al., 1993). The
static conductivity value measured along the muscle fiber may be up to an order of
magnitude higher than when measured across. The a dispersion is more prominent and
the b dispersion less defined in the longitudinal direction in accordance with the predic-
tions of effective permittivity modeling of elongated structures. For example, Semenov
et al. (2002) evaluated anisotropy of the myocardium using a cellular model of the
myocardial tissue and concluded that at frequencies lower than 10 MHz, myocardial
dielectric properties are highly anisotropic (up to a factor of 10). Reliable, low-frequency
data are very scarce, and there is a wide range in what is available in the literature, partly
due to the fact that many authors do not specify the measurement orientation. The
situation is not helped by the fact that the apparent anisotropy depends on the measure-
ment procedure, in particular the interelectrode distance in relation to the size of the
muscle fiber. Some of the problems associated with obtaining good data at frequencies
below 1 MHz have been described by Tsai et al. (2000, 2002) in the context of their in vivo
measurement of swine myocardial resistivity. In their study, they report changes in the
myocardial resistivity as a function of time after death. The postmortem resistivity at 1, 10,
and 100 Hz increased to about three times their original in vivo value and at 500 kHz and
1 MHz increased less than 15%, 6 h after death.

Most recent studies on the electrical properties of muscle tissue focused on the differ-
ences between normal and ischemic or hypoxic tissue. One of the drivers is to investigate
the possibility of using in situ impedance measurements to map the histological changes
in tissue in vivo. There is also potential for noninvasive imaging provided that the
electrical characteristics of both normal and scar tissue are well-defined. Miyauchi et al.
(1999) and Schaefer et al. (1999) observed changes in the a and b dispersions of normal
and ischemic skeletal muscle. Ischemia in myocardial muscle is a matter of clinical
importance in the assessment of myocardial infarction and has been the subject of many
dielectric investigations. Schwartzman et al. (1999) investigated the properties of the
border zone, which were found to be intermediate between healthy and infarcted tissue
in the case of chronically infarcted ventricular myocardium. Semenov et al. (2002)
observed the dielectric properties of canine myocardium during acute ischemia and
hypoxia to explore the potential of these observations for the clinical assessment of
myocardial tissue using electrical impedance and microwave tomography. One of the
problems identified is the need to know and take into consideration the tissue electrical
anisotropy.
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3.7.2 .4 Skin

Skin is the interface of the body with environm ental agents in cluding electro magnet ic
fields; kno wledg e of its diel ectric proper ties is of impor tance in the as sessm ent of human
exposur e and in numerous biome dical appli cations. Data from in vivo meas urement s are
now av ailable, obtaine d using nonin vasiv e, open-e nded coaxial pro bes (Gabr iel et al.,
1996c; Gabriel , 1 997; Raic u et al., 2000). Howeve r, the interpret ati on of suc h topica l
measu rement s as effective per mittivi ty of the skin is far from straig htforwa rd. Lahtin en
et al. (1997) and Alanen et al. (1998) adv ocate an analys is ba sed on a quas istatic appr oxi-
mation of the fring ing field of the probe pen etrating a layer ed structur e. Gabrie l (1997)
drew attention to the effect on the diele ctric spect rum of the degree of hydra tion of the
strat um corn eum (Figure 3.20), wh ich also affec ts pen etration of the field into the tissue .
Joining the discussio n, Raicu et al. (2000) carried out in vivo measure ments on dry skin
and on skin moist ened with phys iological sa line, in the frequenc y range of 100 Hz to
100 MHz . They analyze d the da ta usin g the disp ersion mode l compris ing a De bye-type
and ‘‘un iversal’’ resp onses (Equ ation 3.53) and a conductivi ty te rm. Compar ing the
paramete rs of the model for dry and saline-mo istened skin , they note d a five fold
increase in the dispersi on magn itude. On e possibl e exp lanatio n they pro vide is that the
‘‘effect ive pen etration depth’’ increas es and contri butions from the innermo st skin layer s
becom e evident. This stateme nt appear s par adoxical; in fact, it is due to the re duction in
the layer ing effect; wh en moisten ed, the skin appear s more homoge nous and behaves like
a high water conten t tissue .

Raic u et al. (2000) furth er specul ate that an interfaci al pol arization or iginating from the
strat um corneum –epide rmis interf ace occurs in the case of dry skin, as sugge sted by
Alan en et al. (1999), but not in that of the saline- moistene d skin . In supp ort of this
argume nt, they refer to the change in one of the distr ibution parameter s, b, wh ich
decreas es from 0.152 to 0.076 after the skin is hydra ted with aqu eous NaC l solu tion. It
theref ore appear s that topica l me asureme nt on dry (normal ) skin in vivo may not be
propor tionatel y repre sentative of the inner layers. On the other hand , the use of an
aqueou s coupling agent that is likel y to hydra te the st ratum corn eum affec ts the result s
of the meas urement s. In pr actice, the use of a coupli ng agent gives more reprodu cible
resu lts and leads to bet ter agreement betwee n data from the rece nt litera ture, as is evident
in Figure 3.21 through Figu re 3.2 3, wh ich contain suc h data (Gabr iel, 1 997; Ghod gaonkar
et al., 2000; Raicu et al., 2000; Sunaga et al., 2002; Hw ang et al., 2003; Petaja et al., 2003) and
collectively cover the frequency range of 100 Hz to 100 GHz.
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FIGURE 3.20
Permittivity and conductivity of skin (ventral forearm) illustrating the effect of moistening the skin on the
dielectric spectra (Gabriel, 1996).
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FIGURE 3.21
Permittivity and conductivity of skin (different parts of the body, excluding palms and soles). No moistening or
contact gel was used. Different measurement techniques were used including open-ended coaxial probes of
vastly different sizes.
The dielectric properties of skin have been widely investigated as monitors of various
pathological conditions. Hayashi et al. (2005) investigated the dielectric properties of
human skin in vivo at frequencies up to 10 GHz to monitor the progress of the healing
process of skin burns using water content as the determinant factor. Their measurement
technique, time domain spectroscopy and open-ended probe, is similar to that used by
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FIGURE 3.22
Permittivity and conductivity of skin (Raicu et al.: back of neck, moistened with physiological saline; Gabriel and
database: ventral forearm, moistened with water). Open-ended coaxial probes of vastly different sizes were used.
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FIGURE 3.23
Permittivity and conductivity of palm, from recent studies.
Gabriel et al. (1997), who reported the dielectric spectra of normal and wounded tissue
and ascribed the differences to water content.

Petaja et al. (2003) attempted to correlate the dielectric properties of skin at 300 MHz to
body fluid changes after cardiac surgery and report limited success. Sunaga et al. (2002)
investigated the variability in the dielectric properties of human skin of healthy volun-
teers, collagen disease patients, and dialysis patients over the frequency range of 1 to
450 MHz. No significant difference was detected in the dielectric properties among the
three groups; some regional (abdomen, thigh, and forearm) dependence was observed.
Marzec et al. (1999) measured the conductance and susceptance of soles and calves in leg
skin from healthy controls and patients with ischemia in the frequency range of 100 Hz to
100 kHz. Ischemia was found to have no effect on the admittance at frequencies lower
than 10 kHz, where the effect of the stratum corneum is dominant. Observed differences
at frequencies in excess of 10 kHz are ascribed to ischemia in the underlying skin tissue.

Lindholm-Sethson et al. (1998) investigated the potential of using noninvasive skin
impedance spectroscopy for the early detection of diabetic changes. They implemented a
multivariate data analysis procedure to demonstrate how a regression model between the
skin impedance and other diagnostic data for diabetic and control groups can be devel-
oped into a novel diagnostic tool for the early discovery of possible complications in
diabetic patients. Statistical procedures are increasingly being applied to correlate dielec-
tric parameters to structural or compositional elements of biological material, particularly
in cases where there is a physical mechanism underpinning the effect that is obscured by
noisy data (Kent et al., 2002).

The use of dielectric spectroscopy to monitor damage to the skin caused by ionizing
radiation is an active field of research aiming at monitoring the side effects of clinical
radiotherapy objectively and quantitatively. It appears that the changes to the skin during
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the acute stage cause both permittivity and conductivity to decrease (Tamura et al., 1994;
Nuutinen et al., 1998), while the reverse happens when radiation-induced fibrosis finally
sets in (Lahtinen et al., 1999). The initial decrease in permittivity, which also means a
decrease in skin water, may be due to damage to skin capillaries resulting in swelling of
the cytoplasm, with narrowing or occlusion of capillaries and a reduction in the effective
microcirculation of the skin. In the long term, an increase in collagen and collagen-bound
water is a likely explanation for the observed increase in the permittivity in line with a
clinical indicator of subcutaneous fibrosis (Nuntineu, 1998).
3.7.2.5 Bone

Peyman et al. (2001) observed variation in the dielectric properties of rat skull bone as a
function of developmental stage from neonate to 70 days old. They reported lower permit-
tivity and conductivity values across the spectrum (100 MHz to 20 GHz). Similar results were
recently reported for porcine skull, cortical bone, and bone marrow (Peyman et al., 2005).
3.7.2.6 Dielectric Properties of Cancerous Tissue

The pathological differences between normal and cancerous cells affect their composition
and morphology and shape their dielectric spectrum. Interest in this field of study is
driven by biomedical applications where such differences can be exploited for the treat-
ment or diagnosis of cancer. Most of the clinical applications are based on hyperthermia,
whereby electromagnetic energy is preferentially applied to the cancerous tissue, usually
as an adjunct to radiotherapy. Electromagnetic hyperthermia was an active field of study
in the 1980s, and it remains the domain of specialist medical centers. In contrast, there is a
growing interest in applications geared toward the detection of cancerous regions using
three-dimensional microwave tomography procedures and signal analysis (Hagness et al.,
1998, 1999; Bulyshev et al., 2001; Wersebe et al., 2002). In cases where the suspect region is
accessible for dielectric measurements, the procedure relies on the characterization and
comparative analysis of the dielectric spectrum (Walker et al., 2000). The ultimate goal is
to detect changes at the precancerous stage prior to their visibility by x-rays and to the
emergence of serious clinical symptoms.

There is evidence that tumors have higher water content than the corresponding normal
tissue; for certain types of tumor, such as breast carcinoma surrounded by fatty tissue, the
difference could be considerable. In terms of dielectric properties, one would expect
cancerous tissue to have higher permittivity and conductivity at microwave frequencies
compared to normal tissue, as observed and reported by Schepps and Foster (1980), Foster
and Schepps (1981), Rogers et al. (1983), and more recently, Stauffer et al. (2003).

Morphological changes affect the dielectric properties in the frequency range of the b

dispersion and can be quite significant (Smith et al., 1986). Walker et al. (2000) used a
finite element analysis to model the differences in impedivity between normal and
precancerous cervical cells in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 10 MHz. Their results
showed significant differences at frequencies lower than 10 kHz, basically in line with
measurements carried out in situ with a four-electrode pencil probe. Polevaya et al.
(1999) used time domain dielectric spectroscopy to study the differences between normal
and malignant white blood cells. They used a Maxwell–Wagner mixture formulation and
a double-shell cell model to determine differences in cellular and nuclear membrane
characteristics between normal and malignant cells. Their detailed analysis reflects on
some functional differences between membranes and provides some insight into the
etiology of cancer.
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The use of the electrical characteristics of tissue to understand, image, or treat cancer-
ous tissue relies on the availability of good representative data across the spectrum but
particularly in the frequency range of the b dispersion, where the changes are specific to
the cellular transformation as well as the water content.
3.7.2.7 Conductivity of Tissue at Low-Frequency

There are limited, reliable dielectric data for body tissue at frequencies below 100 kHz.
Some of the reasons relate to the dependence of the dielectric properties on the physio-
logical state, degree of perfusion, time after death, and other biological parameters. There
are also experimental difficulties, in particular electrode polarization, which is a major
source of systematic error at frequencies below 100 Hz, even when precautions are taken
to minimize its effects. Based on typical tissue dielectric data and a simple model for the
electrode polarization, it is possible to estimate that it affects the permittivity more than
the conductivity and that for body tissue, the conductive rather than the capacitive
component dominates its electrical admittance (Schwan, 1992). For this reason, at
extremely low-frequencies, the conductivity of tissue is considered real rather than
complex, and the body is modeled as a resistive network the parameters of which are
determined by the conductivity of the various tissues.

The conductivity of body tissue can be estimated by modeling on a cellular scale and
applying appropriate mixture equations. Using this approach, Peters et al. (2001) evalu-
ated the effective conductivity of several tissues such as cerebral cortex, liver, and blood.
Such studies help to place upper and lower bounds on the conductivity values based on
cellular parameters and knowledge of the conductivity of the phases.

Faes et al. (1999) carried out a meta-analysis of review studies (Geddes and Baker, 1967;
Stuchly and Stuchly, 1980; Duck, 1990; Gabriel et al., 1996a,b) of tissue conductivity in the
frequency range 100 Hz to 10 MHz. To make relative comparisons between different
tissues, they calculated the mean and 95% confidence interval. They found large confi-
dence intervals such that the conductivities of most high water content tissues (skeletal
and cardiac muscle, kidney, liver, lung, and spleen) were not statistically different from
one another at that level of significance. In contrast, blood has higher conductivity, while
bone and fat have demonstrably lower conductivities. The insignificance of differences in
high water content tissues could, of course, imply an equality of their conductivities, but it
could also point at a large source of experimental variation that obscures real differences.

The conductivity of the body, or body parts, can be obtained by volume averaging
using anatomical models and individual tissue conductivity as in Table 3.4, where the
conductivity of the whole and the various parts of the body is given based on tissue
conductivity in Gabriel (2000) and a voxel anatomical human model (Dimbylow, 1996).

At 50 Hz, the calculated conductivity values are comparable to the commonly used
estimate of 0.2 S/m for the effective permittivity of a homogenous body model. When
dielectric data become available, it would become imperative to reexamine the whole
TABLE 3.4

Conductivity (in S/m) of the Whole and Parts of the Body Obtained by Volume Averaging

Frequency Whole Body Head Torso Arm Leg Neck

50 Hz 0.22 0.25 0.22 0.19 0.20 —
10 kHz 0.28 0.28 0.26 — 0.24 0.22
100 kHz 0.29 0.30 0.33 — 0.24 0.24

Source: From Gabriel (2000).
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questio n of whet her or not there is suf ficient justifica tion for neglecti ng the contr ibution of
the capaciti ve elemen t of the body’s electr ical proper ties.
3.7. 2.8 Nonlinea r Di electric Propert ies

The polarizat ion me chanis ms discusse d so far occur from interac tions with weak fields
eliciti ng linear response s. At high field strengt h, nonlinear molec ular and ce llular pol ar-
iza tion pheno mena are pred icted on theoretica l grounds, on the basis of ind uced dipolar
pro perties and clas sical electr odynamics . The thr eshold for initia ting such effects is
syst em and frequenc y depe ndent. As a gen eral rule, as the freque ncy in creases, so does
the field level requ ired to cau se an effe ct. In gene ral, at frequ encies below the man ifest-
ation of the b dispersi on, field strengt hs of the order of 10 6 V/m may be cap able of
initia ting polariz ation mecha nisms that affect the cellular function; higher fields may
caus e dielectr ic breakdo wn with in the membr ane, ultima tely leadi ng to cell destru ction.

Und er contro lled co nditions, high field strengt h, nonlinea r effe cts are the focus of
nume rous appl ications in biotech nology. For example , diele ctroph oresis, or the mo tion
of particle s caus ed by electrical polarizat ion effects in nonun iform fi elds, is used to
separ ate and man ipulate cells. For a re view of this subj ect, see Pethig (1996). Another
nonli near ph enomenon , electr oporati on, is a conse quence of the electr ical bre akdown of
biolo gical membr anes, result ing in the formati on of pores and a sign ificant increase in the
memb rane perme ability to externa l ions and molecule s. Under contro lled conditio ns,
electr opora tion could be reversib le and used to advanta ge in therapeuti c, dru g deli very
appli cations. The bas ic principl es can be found in mecha nisti c stu dies by Plickett and
We aver (1996) , Prausnitz et al. (1999) , and man y others.

The hyp othesis that we ak fi elds may trigg er nonli near effects in cells has been inves-
tiga ted in theo ry and practice (Weave r and Astumia n, 1990; Wo odward and Kell , 1990).
The gene ration of har monics is one aspect that can be used to mo nitor thei r occurr ence
(Woo dward and Kell, 1990); it also means that the diel ectric proper ties are nonlinear ,
resp onding to har monics as wel l as to the fundam ental frequenc y. The stu dy of harmo n-
ics is a subtle and clever tool; it has yet to prov e its effective ness in monitorin g phys io-
logical responses to weak fields.

More recently, Balzano (2002) proposed to use a similar approach to test whether
biological cells exhibit nonlinear responses to weak fields, at microwave freq-
uencies. His idea hinges on the possibility of detecting a microwave signal at 1.8 GHz
(second harmonic of 900 MHz) as weak as one microwave photon per cell per second.
An experimental project based on this hypothesis is currently under way (see MTHR
We b site: http://www.mt hr.or g.uk/r esearch_ project s/HO _funded_p rojects_e xcell.htm ,
accessed August 5, 2005). It will help to clarify the issue of nonlinear dielectric properties.
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4.1 Introduction

Magnetism arises from the movement of electrical charges, such as the oscillation of
electrons in a conducting wire, the flow of ions in an organism or the orbital, and spin
motions of electrons in an atom. Since all materials contain moving subatomic particles
(electrons and protons), all materials are, in some sense, ‘‘magnetic.’’ In order to under-
stand more about the role of magnetic materials in organisms, it is first necessary to
examine what is meant by the various types of magnetic behavior of materials.

The magnetic properties of materials are dominated by the electron spin motion. In
quantum mechanical terms, electrons may assume two possible spin states: spin þ1/2 or
spin �1/2. These may also be referred to as ‘‘spin up’’ and ‘‘spin down.’’ The Pauli
exclusion principle states that no two electrons may occupy the same energy state in an
atom. This means that no two electrons may have the same set of values for the quantum
numbers as they would then be indistinguishable. As electrons are added, they fill up
each possible state in a given shell before filling the shell associated with the next higher
energy state. The filling of the shells is governed by Schrödinger’s wave equation and the
quantum numbers.

Electrons are added to subshells in parallel spin configurations first according to
Hund’s rule. If all electrons are paired, there is no ‘‘spin’’ magnetic moment. These
materials are still magnetic though, because of the electron’s orbital motion. In most
materials of biological origin, however, electron spin motion is cancelled, allowing
electron orbital motion to dominate.
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The spin structure of the transition series elements (iron in particular) is most important
for the magnetic properties of biological materials. This is due to the presence of uncom-
pensated spins in the 3d orbital, which gives rise to a spin magnetic moment. The spin
moment is much stronger than the orbital moment and is aligned parallel to an applied field.

All materials, including biological materials, fall into one of the three categories of
magnetic materials based on the spin and orbital motion of electrons: (1) diamagnetic,
(2) paramagnetic, and (3) ferromagnetic.
4.2 Diamagnetic Materials

Diamagnets are materials in which all electron spins are paired (i.e., there are no uncom-
pensated spins). Therefore, the magnetic properties of diamagnets are determined by the
electron orbital motion.

According to Faraday’s law, in the presence of an applied magnetic field there is an
electric field induced that is acting on the orbiting electron. The induced electric field
produces a torque on the electron, which gives the electron extra angular momentum.
This extra angular momentum produces a magnetic moment, the sign of which is
negative (i.e., antiparallel to the induced or applied magnetic field). Therefore, diamag-
netic materials are repelled in magnetic fields (they have weak, negative magnetic
susceptibility).
4.3 Paramagnetic Materials

Paramagnetic materials are those in which individual atoms, ions, or molecules have
some number of uncompensated spins and thus a permanent net spin magnetic moment.
As we have stated before, the spin moment is much larger than the orbital moment, so we
would therefore expect that the behavior of paramagnetic materials when placed in a
magnetic field will be governed by the behavior of the spin magnetic moments. This is
indeed the case.

When paramagnetic substances are placed in an external magnetic field, the uncom-
pensated spin moments tend to align, to some degree, parallel to the applied field
direction (Figure 4.1). The magnetic energies involved in this alignment are relatively
FIGURE 4.1
Orientation of spins in a paramagnet in
the absence of a magnetic field (B ¼ 0;
left) and in the presence of a strong mag-
netic field (right)

B

B = 0 
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small, and the ene rgy assoc iated with thermal agitatio n tends to work against the align -
ment, havin g a random izing effect. The degr ee of align ment of the uncompe nsated spin s
with the applied magn etic field depe nds, theref ore , on the strengt h of the field (the
stronger the field, the grea ter the degr ee of align ment up to ver y high fields ) and the
tempe rature (the hotter the mater ial, the low er the degr ee of align ment in the same
applie d field).

Since the spin mome nts in parama gnetic mate rials align with the appli ed field in this
class ical mo del, they add to it, so that the net effect is that these mater ials are attracted to a
magn etic field (an d they have a positive magn etic susc eptibilit y). The linear tempe ratur e
depende nce of the magn etic susc eptibil ity in parama gneti c mater ials was wo rked out by
Pierre Curie and is known as Curie ’s law:

M =H ¼ x ¼ C =T

where M is the magnet ization, H is the applie d mag netic field, x is the magn etic suscep-
tibility, T is the temp erature, and C is the Curie constan t and is rela ted to the magnet ic
proper ties of the mater ial.

In parama gne tic mater ials, the ind ividual dipol e spin moment s of the ions may be
thought of a s nonin teracting (in other words, the magnet ic mome nt of one atom has no
effect on its neig hboring atoms in the mater ial). Becau se of the nonin teract ion of the
magn etic mo ments, this fairly weak effect (pa ramagneti sm) is lost upo n re moval of
the exte rnal field. The refore, wh en a parama gnetic mater ial is not in an extern al magnet ic
field, the net magn etic mome nt in the mater ial is zero becau se of the random izing effects
of thermal ag itation.
4.4 Fer romagneti c Mate rials

As in parama gnets, in fe rromagne tic mater ials, there are also unco mpensated
spin s; however , these spin s are couple d, giving ris e to strong magn etic effects. Ferro-
magn etism may be thoug ht of as a ‘‘grou p phenome non,’’ wh ere groups of spin moment s
act in concer t, wh ereas parama gne tism may be thou ght of as an ‘‘ind ividual phe no-
menon, ’’ where the moment of one atom has little or no effect on the moment of
neig hboring atoms.

In ferr omagneti c materials, as in parama gnets, the magn etic susc eptibi lity is positive ,
and thes e mate rials acquire a positive magn etiza tion wh en placed in an appli ed field
becau se of alignme nt of the spin moment s in the mater ial with the field. Unlike para-
magn ets, ho wever, the net magn etiza tion is not lost upon remova l of the field (as long as
the mater ial is belo w a ce rtain tempe rature, whic h will be discuss ed in a moment ), and
the induce d moment in the mater ial may be very strong (Figur e 4.2). Thi s is to say that
ferromagnetic materials exhibit ‘‘hysteresis.’’

The mechanism responsible for coupling of the spin magnetic moments in neighboring
atoms in a material is due to quantum mechanical phenomena and is governed by the
Pauli exclusion principle. The uncompensated spins in individual atoms of a ferromag-
netic material may couple either directly (direct exchange) or through an intermediate
anion—usually oxygen (superexchange). In ferromagnetic materials, this gives rise to a
net magnetic moment because of the coupling of spins in a preferred orientation. Keep in
mind that this coupling is quantum mechanical in nature and not purely due to magnetic
forces acting between uncompensated spins in neighboring atoms.
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FIGURE 4.2
In ferromagnets, all spins are coupled and aligned, even in the
absence of an applied field. This is the origin of remanent magnet-
ization (i.e., hysteresis) in materials.
There are also special cases of ferromagnetism in which neighboring spins are coupled,
but not necessarily in the same direction. We will examine two of these cases, antiferro-
magnetism and ferrimagnetism, as they are important to biological materials, though
there are others.
4.4.1 Antiferromagnetism

For some ferromagnetic materials, the exchange coupling between neighboring lattice
elements is such that the spins are aligned opposite to each other. This is called anti-
ferromagnetism, and the exchange coupling arises from super exchange according to the
Pauli exclusion principle and Hund’s rule (Figure 4.3).

In this case the spin moments will still align themselves to an external applied field,
only some will be parallel to the applied field and those exchange coupled to them will be
antiparallel. This would normally give rise to a material with no net magnetic moment if
for every spin up, it was coupled to a spin down. This is not, however, always the case. In
some materials, there is a canted antiferromagnetic spin structure (Figure 4.3) or lattice
defects and frustrated surface spins (in very fine particles), which can give rise to a net
moment in the absence of an applied field.
FIGURE 4.3
Pure antiferromagnetic behavior in
which spins are coupled antiparallel to
each other (left) and an antiferromagnet
with a canted spin structure that gives
rise to a net magnetization even in the
absence of an applied field (right). Net magnetization 
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M

FIGURE 4.4
Electron spin configuration for a ferrimagnet. M ¼ magnetization.
4.4.2 Ferrimagnetism

In addition to antiferromagnetic materials, it is also possible for the neighboring lattice
subunits to have unequal numbers of uncompensated electrons coupled antiparallel to
each other. This is the case for magnetite (Fe3O4), which contains both Fe2þ and Fe3þ in its
lattice structure. The unequal distribution of the two neighboring iron ions gives rise to a
net moment (again, even in the absence of an applied field) since one sublattice will have
a magnetic moment of greater magnitude than the other, as shown in Figure 4.4. This type
of material is called ferrimagnetic.
4.4.3 Temperature Dependence of Ferromagnetism

Since ferromagnetism results from the interaction of atomic moments in materials, there is
an exchange energy associated with coupling of the spin moments. At room temperature,
this exchange energy is much greater than the energy due to randomizing thermal effects
(kT). If thermal energy exceeds the spin coupling (exchange) energy, the coupling breaks
down, and the material behaves as a paramagnet. This temperature is dependent on the
material and is called the Curie temperature (or, in the case of antiferromagnetic mater-
ials, the Néel temperature) (Figure 4.5).

Finally, materials that are superparamagnetic are generally very small (on the order of
nanometers), and the electron spins may be coupled either parallel (ferromagnet) or
0

1

Ferromagnetic Paramagnetic

Curie

temperature

Temperature

M

FIGURE 4.5
Magnetization as a function of temperature
for a ferromagnet. Above the Curie tem-
perature, spin coupling breaks down, and
the material behaves as a paramagnet.
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FIGURE 4.6
Schematic of the energy barriers in a superparamagnet. If
thermal energy is above a given temperature—the blocking
temperature (TB)—the spins will be able to very rapidly flip
between 08 and 1808 along the easy axis of magnetization. If
the particle becomes larger or the temperature is lowered,
the height of the energy barrier constrains the orientation
of the electron spins to one or the other of the easy axis
energy wells.

Energy

kTB

0 180 Position
antiparallel (ferri- or antiferromagnet). In the case of these materials, however, thermal
considerations are dominant. Superparamagnetic materials are named as such because
thermal energy causes them to behave—even though this is a special class of ferromagnet-
ism—like a paramagnet. The difference is that, because of coupling of the spin moments,
thermal energy causes the spins to flip rapidly as a group rather than individually, as is the
case for paramagnetism. On a macroscopic level, the behavior of the two is very similar,
except at low temperatures when the thermal energy is sufficiently reduced.

If the superparamagnetic particles are placed in an applied field, the energy of the field
will cause the spins to align themselves parallel to it, just as with a normal ferromagnet or
paramagnet (the degree of alignment depending on the strength of the field and the
temperature—as with paramagnets). If the field is taken away, thermal fluctuation causes
a ‘‘relaxation’’ of the spins, and they begin to flip rapidly between parallel and antipar-
allel orientations along the easy axis of magnetization (determined by magnetocrystalline
or shape anisotropy). This has the effect of causing the material to appear paramagnetic
when the magnetization is examined on timescales longer than the flipping frequency
(generally �10�9 s). The remanent magnetization (which is the magnetization left in the
material after removal of the field) decays with time according to the equation:

t ¼ f0 exp
nMsHc

2kT

� �

where t ¼ relaxation time, f0 ¼ lattice vibration frequency, n ¼ grain volume,
Ms ¼ spontaneous magnetization, Hc ¼ coercivity, k ¼ Boltzmann’s constant, and T ¼
temperature.

The relaxation time depends on the height of the energy barrier—which is a function of
grain volume and the magnetic properties of the material—and the amount of thermal
energy (kT) required to overcome it (Figure 4.6). Using this equation, it is possible to
calculate grain volumes above which the magnetization becomes stable or ‘‘blocked’’ (i.e.,
decays over very long periods of time at a given temperature).
4.5 Biological Magnets

For most biological materials, the magnetic permeability is close to that of free space (i.e.,
diamagnetic), which implies that there is no direct interaction with the magnetic com-
ponent of electromagnetic fields at low field strengths. However, this is not the case for all
biological materials.
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FIGURE 4.7 (See color insert following page 380.)
Model of the ferritin protein showing the peptide
subunits and iron transport channels. (From
www.chemistry.wustl.edu/�edudev/LabTutorials/
Ferritin/FerritinTutorial.html. With permission.)
Most magn etic (param agnetic and ferr omagnetic) mater ials in organisms are com-
pounds of iron—an d in par ticular, iron oxi des. Virtua lly all or ganisms require iron to
func tion normal ly. This is mainly due to its red ox activity, whic h allows it to play an
impor tant role in energetic bioch emical re actions. In organis ms, iron is store d as the
minera l ferrihy drite (5Fe2O3 � 9H 2O) with in the iron st orage protein ferrit in. It consi sts
of a 12-nm hol low spherical protein shell made up of 24 subun its (Fi gure 4.7). The core of
ferrit in pr otein is 8 nm in diamete r, and it can ho ld up to 4500 iron a toms in the form of
ferrihy drite. Iron is tran sporte d into and out of the core through three- and fourfol d
channel s in the shell. Durin g trans port, hig hly to xic Fe(II ) is oxidized to Fe( III) for sto rage
as ferr ihydrite (Harriso n and Arosio, 1996). The specif ic iron bioche mistry of ferr itin is
compl ex and is not comp letely unde rstood (e.g., Yang et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 2001).

Ferrihydr ite is a superpar amagn etic antifer romagne t at body temp erature, a nd as such,
its magn etic pro perties are poten tially impor tant for und erstand ing the envi ronm ental
consequ ences of electro magn etic field exp osure, inclu ding exp osure to strong fields
with in magn etic resonan ce imagi ng (MRI ) scann ers. In fact, the develo pment of pulse
sequen ces for MRI of ferr itin is leading to novel ways of ass essing iron concen tration s in
the liver and examin ing ir on assoc iated with neurod egenerati ve disorde rs such a s
Alzh eimer’s and Parkinso n’s disea ses (Clarke and St. Pierr e, 2 000; Bartzoki s et al., 2004;
St. Pierre et al., 2004, 20 05). The se techn iques rely on the magn etic fields generated by
ferrit in to produce contrast in ferrihy drite-ric h tissue in much the same way as synthet ic
superpar amagn etic iron oxi de co ntrast agents do (for a review , see Pan khurst et al., 2003).

In add ition to ferr ihydrite in ferr itin, in 1992 Joseph Kir schvink ’s grou p at the Californi a
Instit ute of Tec hnolog y discove red that biogenic magnet ite is prod uced in the human
brain (Kirsch vink et al., 1992). Later work demonstr ated that this magn etic iron biomin -
eral is pr esent in several org ans in the human body, inclu ding the heart, liver, and sple en
(Schul theiss-Gr assi et al., 1997).

Magn etite (Fe3O 4)—a ferrom agnetic iron oxid e—is also kno wn as lode stone and is a
mineral more commonly associated with sedimentary rocks and volcanics. However, it is
also found in many organisms. Probably, the most well-known example is the magneto-
tactic bacterium. These bacteria use chains of single-domain, biogenic magnetite arranged
in chains in order to sense the geomagnetic field and use it for navigation—much like a
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 4.8
Transmission electron micrograph of the magnetotactic bacterium MS-1 (top). (From www.calpoly.edu/
�rfrankel/mtbphoto.html) Biogenic magnetite extracted from the human hippocampus (bottom). (From
Schultheiss-Grassi, PP, R Wessiken, and J Dobson (1999) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1426: 212–216. With permission.)
comp ass nee dle (Blake more, 1975) (Fi gure 4.8). Although the mecha nism by whic h these
organi sms pr oduce per fect magn etit e crystals is not we ll unde rstood, it has rece ntly been
shown that the pro cess appear s to be media ted by specific pro teins (Arakaki et al., 2003).
Since Blakem ore’s early discover y, magn etite has been found in a wid e variety of animals
from ba cteria to human s, and in som e cases, as with magn etotactic bacteria, it appear s to
be used for navig ation (e.g., Walk er and Bitt erman, 1989; Wal ker et al., 1997; Wilt schko
and Wiltsc hko, 2002; for a review, see Kirschvin k and Hagad orn, 2000).

Alth ough by 1992, magn etite was kno wn to occur in man y org anisms, the discove ry of
bioge nic magn etite in the human brai n pro ved controve rsial. Further work in this area
conf irmed and exte nded Krischvin k’s re sults, examin ing not on ly the occu rrence of
magn etite in the brain but also its poten tial role in neurop hysiologi cal pro cesses (Dunn
et al., 1995; Dobs on and Grassi, 1996; Schu ltheiss-Gr assi and Dob son, 1999 ; Dobso n 2001,
2002, 2004; Hautot et al., 2003; Collin gwood et al., 2005) (Figure 4 .8).

One area of resea rch wh ere the presen ce of biog enic magn etit e in the brain may provide
answ ers to some co ntroversi al questio ns is in the examin ation of potenti al mecha nisms
for the interac tion of environm ental electro magnet ic fields with humans . Two theo retical
mod els have been propose d to demo nstrate how bioge nic magn etit e could act as a
trans ducer of both low-fr equency mag netic fields and radi o freque ncy (RF ) fields emit ted
from mobile phones and ba se stati ons (Kirsch vink, 1992, 1996; Dobso n a nd St. Pierr e,
1996). These models rely on the fact that magnetite will couple strongly to the magnetic
fields from electrical devices and, either through ferromagnetic resonance effects or
through mechanical effects on membrane ion channels, can disrupt the normal function-
ing of cells in the brain.
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Early tests of these models indicate that low-frequency, pulsed magnetic fields
from mobile phones may have an influence on cellular activity (including cell death),
whereas effects due to ferromagnetic resonance in RF fields are less clear (Cranfield et al.,
2003a,b). In addition, magnetite contamination and the presence of biogenic magnetite in
model organisms have also been highlighted as potential confounders that could influ-
ence the results of studies on the effects of environmental magnetic fields on organisms
(Kobayashi and Kirschvink, 1995; Cranfield et al., 2004).

Although magnetite and ferrihydrite are two of the most ubiquitous magnetic materials
in organisms, they are not the only ones. Greigite (Fe7S8) is a ferrimagnetic iron sulfide
found in some iron-reducing bacteria (Posfai et al., 1998). It has a strong magnetic moment
similar to magnetite and is thought to be produced as a by-product of iron reduction.
Hematite (Fe2O3) and wüstite-like (FeO) iron phases also have recently been found within
human ferritin (Quintana et al., 2004). And hemosiderin (FeOOH) is a goethite-like iron
oxyhydroxide that is antiferromagnetic and is found primarily in pathogenic liver tissue
(St. Pierre et al., 1998). In addition to these ferromagnetic materials, other ions and iron
compounds, such as hemoglobin, are paramagnetic.
4.6 Magnetic Iron Compounds Related to Pathogenesis

Though iron is an important component of normally functioning organisms, in some
cases, it can also be toxic. Because of its redox potential, Fe(II) generally has the potential
to do more damage than oxidized Fe(III). For this reason, iron is primarily stored as Fe(III)
within ferritin in organisms.

Disruption of the body’s normal mechanisms for iron storage can lead to iron over-
load diseases such as hemochromatosis and b-thalassemia and the deposition of significant
amounts of magnetic iron compounds (St. Pierre et al., 1998; Chua-anusorn et al., 2000).
These diseases result in the formation of significant iron deposits, predominantly in the
liver, which consist mainly of the iron biomineral hemosiderin (FeOOH). Hemosiderin is
antiferromagnetic, but can occur as large particles in the body. As with ferrihydrite, both
these antiferromagnets contain only Fe(III) and as such have a relatively weak magnetic
moment primarily due to lattice defects and, for very fine particles, to frustrated spins on
the particle’s surface. As mentioned earlier, the presence of these magnetic iron com-
pounds is being exploited for the development of noninvasive MRI monitoring of liver
iron in order to track the effectiveness of chelating compounds that are used to treat these
diseases (Clarke and St. Pierre, 2000; St. Pierre et al., 2004, 2005). In the brain, disruption of
normal iron metabolism results from either disease or trauma and can often lead to
pathogenesis (Beard et al., 1993). The accumulation of excess iron is known to induce
epileptic activity, primarily as a result of intracranial bleeding due to head trauma. The
model of iron-induced epilepsy was first introduced by Willmore et al. (1978), and the
electrophysiological responses have been characterized in many studies since then (e.g.,
Ueda and Willmore, 2000; Engstrom et al., 2001). More recently, evidence shows that iron
overload diseases may even predispose a person to epilepsy (Ikeda, 2001).

Although the initial seizure response to trauma and excess iron is relatively swift (Ueda
et al., 1998), the long-term consequences of intracranial bleeding on the formation of
various magnetic iron compounds in the brain are unclear. Little is known about the
formation of iron compounds in the brain of epileptic patients, other than that there
appears to be a relationship with an increase in iron (e.g., Willmore et al., 1978; Ueda and
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Willmore, 2000; Engstrom et al., 2001). This increase may lead to increased iron loading in
the ferritin core or the sequestration of free iron in another form, which could have
significant consequences for disease progression. A preliminary correlation between
magnetite particle packing geometry and epileptogenic tissue has been demonstrated;
however, there is as yet no indication of an increase in magnetite biomineralization
associated with temporal lobe epilepsy (Schultheiss-Grassi and Dobson, 1999).

The association of abnormal accumulations of iron with neurodegenerative disorders
such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s diseases has been known for over 50 y
(Goodman, 1953). Although this relationship has been studied extensively, it is not yet
clear which iron compounds are present and what their role in these diseases is; however,
evidence is mounting that there are likely synergistic mechanisms related to iron and
amyloid-b (Ab, the principal component of Alzheimer’s plaques) and other disease-
related proteins (e.g., Sayre et al., 2000; Rottkamp et al., 2001; Atamna and Frey, 2004].
Recent work seems to confirm that iron plays a role in disease progression as iron
chelators appear to have neuroprotective effects in rat models of Parkinson’s disease
(Ben Shachar et al., 2004).

Various forms of iron may play a significant role in the biochemical processes that lead to
the progression of neurodegenerative diseases. Although there is much speculation on that
role, the primary mechanism is thought to be the result of oxidative stress—the generation
of free radicals via the Fenton reaction (Connor and Menzies, 1995; Markesbery, 1997;
Koppenol, 2001). Recently, Floor (2000) demonstrated the connection between high levels
of iron in the basal ganglia and oxidative stress in Parkinson’s patients. A disruption of iron
metabolism and increased iron in the same region of the brain also has been implicated in
Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s diseases (Bartzokis and Tishler, 2000). Furthermore, iron
accumulation has been associated with microgliosis and correlated with increased damage
to the CA1 region of the hippocampus via iron–zinc interactions in models of neurodegen-
erative diseases (Shoham and Youdim, 2000).

It should be noted, however, that some results have shown that the presence of
oxidized nucleosides in neurons does not appear to be related to senile plaque material
or neurofibrillary tangles in Alzheimer’s (Nunomura et al., 1999). In some cases, free
radical damage has even been reported to be reduced by Ab deposition because of
the inhibitory role of Ab-related Zn2þ in H2O2-mediated toxicity (Cuajungco et al., 2000;
Nunomura et al., 2000). More recently, it has been noted that in transgenic mouse models
of Alzheimer’s, neurogenesis was related to increased deposition of Ab (Jankowsky et al.,
2003). It has been postulated that this may be due to a possible neuroprotective role of Ab

in binding excess redox active iron, which is deposited because of the increased need for
iron during neurogenesis (Dobson and Batich, 2004).

Recently, state-of-the-art superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometry, nuclear forward scattering, and synchrotron x-ray fluorescence imaging
have been employed to evaluate which specific iron compounds are present in these
diseases and to map them to structures in the tissue (Hautot et al., 2003; Collingwood
et al., 2005; Mikhailova et al., 2005). Early results of these studies indicate that
several magnetic iron compounds are associated with these diseases—ferrihydrite (from
ferritin), biogenic magnetite, a-iron, and hemosiderin. These results represent a major
step toward our understanding of the origin and role of magnetic iron compounds in
these diseases.

The role of the various magnetic materials in many organisms, particularly in humans,
is only just beginning to be unraveled. After more than two decades of research on
magnetic biominerals, it is clear that in many cases they play an important role in
biological processes and may provide us with insights into mechanisms of interaction
of environmental electromagnetic fields and organisms.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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5.1 Introduction

The fact that electrical currents can affect the behavior of biological systems has been
known for more than 2000 years. Electric shocks have been used to treat a wide variety
of ailments since the eighteenth century. However, our knowledge of how these fields
and the resulting currents influence biological systems is surprisingly incomplete.
Electrical signals are clearly important in the control of biological processes and in
carrying information from one part of the body to another. Nerve cells propagate
electrical signals from sensors of pressure, temperature, light, sound, etc., to the brain
and return control signals to muscles and other tissue. Yet, if we choose to stimulate
these processes with external electrical inputs, we have a relatively limited understand-
ing of how a given electrical signal will affect various biological organs; what the safe
limits of exposure are (particularly overextended periods of time); and how electrical
signals are carried across cell membranes, are propagated along nerves, or affect growth
processes and cell division.
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The purpo se o f this review is to bring toge ther some of t he phys i cal co ncepts that
underli e the interaction betwee n electric fiel ds and biological materials w ith the object-
ive of providing background for determi ning safe levels o f exposure and n ew ap plica-
tions for the use of electricity in therapy. This is the first step in a long chain of events
that lead from externally ap plied el ectric f ield forces to signifi cant bio logical changes.
An objecti ve of t his c hapter i s to provide a backgro und for some of the other chapters
that co ver both p ossible he alth effects and some therapeutic applications of electric and
magnetic fields.

The approach that wil l be taken is to start with Max well’s equat ions and co uple them to
the bulk electri c and magn etic proper ties of the mater ials. These equat ions allow us to
calcu late the val ues of the electri c and magnet ic fields as a function of time and spac e
given the values for the dielectr ic constant and the conductivi ty. The te chniques for the
soluti on of thes e equat ions for a wid e varie ty of biol ogical syst ems are covered in Ch apter
10 in this volume by J. Lin and P. Bemardi and for im aging see Chapte r 12 in this volume
by W.T. Joines , O.H. Liu and G. Ybarra. From the solutio ns of these equat ions for the
electr ic and magnet ic fields, the conserva tion of ene rgy, and char ge, express ions can be
obt ained for the curren t den sity and other parame ters of inte rest.

Next , the force equation s are used to devel op equat ions for the condu ctivity and the
diele ctric constan t. This section is organized to begin at the low est level of compl exity by
exami ning some of the forces that are exerted on charg ed particles in fluids, and it then
pro ceeds to some of the effects of electr ic fields on chemi cal rea ction rates and mem-
bran es. At the next leve l of compl exity, some effects of exte rnally a pplied electr ic fields on
curren ts thr ough membr anes a nd membr ane no nlinearitie s are desc ribed. Some effects of
high- level fields and electr opora tion a re desc ribed in Chapt er 9 in BMA by Weave r and
Ch izmadzh ev [112]. This is fo llowed by a discussio n of som e long-term adap tive pro-
ces ses and secondary effects of curren t flow due to heating and by a desc ripti on of a few
effects on whole animals. This inform ation is pres ented with the objective of specif ying
the gen eral level or intensi ty of fields, cu rrents, and te mperatur es where one can exp ect to
observ e a given class of biolo gical resp onses. Much more da ta are pre sented in Chapt er 3
in BMA by And erson et al. [113] . The next section co ntains da ta on the level s of typic al
natur ally occurr ing and man-made fields. This section also includ es a compariso n of
som e exte rnally appl ied fields, fu ndamental noi se levels, and signal s gen erated in the
body. J. We aver a nd M. Bier pres ent a more compl ete treatm ent of som e of the noise
sour ces in biolog ical cells in Chapte r 7 in this volume .
5.2 Maxwell’s Equations and the Properties of Materials

Maxwell’s equations can be written in both differential and integral form, and solutions to
them under a variety of boundary conditions are extensively covered in Chapter 10 in this
volume by James C. Lin and Paolo Bernardi. In differential form they are given by [1]

~rr� ~HH ¼~JJ þ q~dd
qt

(5:1)

~rr�~EE ¼ � q~BB
qt

(5:2)
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~dd ¼ «0 
~EE þ~pp (5: 3)

~BB ¼ m0 
~HH þ ~MM B (5: 4)

where ~HH is the magn etic field, ~JJ is the current den sity, ~dd is the displace ment vector, t is
time, ~EE is the electric field, r~ is the partial differen tial opera tor, del, ~BB is the magn etic flux
densit y, «0 is the diel ectric constan t for free spac e, ~pp is the electri cal polarizat ion per unit
volume, m0 is the magn etic per meabi lity in vacuum, and ~MM B is the magnet ic polariza-
tion per unit volume. It is often conven ient to expand the ele ctrical polarizat ion in a
power series:

~pp ¼~pp0 þ «0 X e~EE þ «0 X 2 
~EE2 þ � � �  (5: 5)

where ~pp0 is the perman ent polarizat ion, Xe is the linear electr ic susceptibi lity, and X 2 is the
quad ratic coeffi cient. X2 is sign ificant for nonlinear optics and very lar ge values of the
electri c field. For mos t of the exposur e condi tions desc ribed in this volume it is conven ient
to expres s the indu ced polarizat ion in terms of the diele ctric constan t «

« ¼ «0 (1 þ X e ) (5: 6)

Note that in aniso tropic mate rials, bot h « and Xe may be tensors and co mplex numb ers.
The imagi nary part of « is ass ociated with the loss or dissipati on of energy by the boun d
charges. The solutions to Maxwell’s equations for ~EE and ~BB are given for a variety of
boundary conditions and under the assumption that values for~JJ, ~pp, and ~MMB are known
(give n in Chapt er 10 in this volume by James C. Lin and Paolo Bernard i). The se fields, in
turn, determine the forces on the components of the biological material.
5.3 Physics of the Interactions of Electric Fields with Biological Materials

Biological systems consist of complex physical subsystems. In an attempt to understand
them, we will start at the most elementary level. Perhaps the simplest level—which is
already surprisingly complicated—is the effect of electric fields on biological fluids. These
fluids contain a large number of components, including ions, polar molecules such as
water, proteins, lipids, hormones, and colloidal particles. Current flow in these fluids is
given by the sum of the drift and diffusion currents for each component. At low current
densities the system is linear; however, at moderate to high current densities nonlinea-
rities are observed [2]. In addition, the fields can change the orientation of molecules with
dipole moments, induce dipoles by distorting electron orbits, and change the relative
positions of some of the atoms within the molecule. This, in turn, leads to changes in the
dielectric constant. The next level of complexity involves the interaction of the fields with
membranes that behave like porous solids for fields applied perpendicularly to their
surface and like viscous liquids for fields in the plane of the membrane [3,4]. Membranes
are inhomogenous so that different portions of them may be affected differently by the
perturbing fields. Additionally, membranes are involved in active chemical reactions that
change their porosity to various ions selectively. Both electrical potentials and chemical
signals may change the membranes’ conductivity by orders of magnitude and transmit
signals across membranes. The next level of complexity occurs in the interactions between
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the biological fluids and the membranes in the presence of electric fields. Electric fields
affect the selective transport of ions or molecules through the membrane. They change the
buildup of charged ion layers at the surface and change the way new molecules are
incorporated into the membrane or are bound to its surface. The result of changes in the
transport of molecules or ions across cell membranes is changes in the performance of the
cells and, in turn, of the organs of which they are a part. They can also lead to changes in
the rate of exchange of electrons between molecules in the membrane and ions or
molecules in the fluid [5]. For example, a biasing electric voltage across a pacemaker
cell in the heart will change its firing rate and thus the pumping rate of the heart.

The fundamental law describing the forces on charged particles is given by

~FF ¼ q(~EEþ~vv�~BB) (5:7)

where~FF is the force, q is the charge on the particle, and~vv is the velocity of the particle. ~EE
and~BB are coupled by Maxwell’s equations so that a time-varying magnetic field generates
an ~EE field and vice versa. This force may lead to ion currents and changes in the
orientation of dipoles in molecules, and it may also lead to transitions between energy
levels, to shifts in their spacing and induced dipole moments, ~PP. Additionally, if non-
linearities or time-varying impedances are present, alternating current (AC) fields can be
rectified to produce direct current (DC), frequencies at the second and higher harmonics,
and sum and difference frequencies with biological or molecular oscillations. Direct
magnetic field effects may occur through the term~vv � ~BB. For example, for a Naþ moving
at a thermal velocity of 4 � 102 m/sec in the earth’s magnetic field of about 5� 10�5 T, this
term has a magnitude of 2 � 10�2 V/m, and the force is at right angles to the field and the
velocity.

In addition to the forces on charged particles, electric fields can induce forces on
polarizable atoms, molecules, ions, and molecules with dipole moments. To first order
these forces are described by

~FFd ¼ (~PP0 � ~rr)~EE (5:8)

~FFL ¼ aV(~EE � ~rr)~EE (5:9)

where ~FFd is the force on a molecule with a permanent dipole moment ~PP0, and r~~EE is
the gradient of the electric field. ~FFL is the force on a molecule with an induced dipole
moment~PPi ¼ aV~EE, where a is the tensor polarizability and V is the volume [6]. Note that
biological materials are highly inhomogenous and that there are large electric field
gradients at the boundaries between the fluids and membranes. Additionally, for induced
dipole moments, when the sign of the dipole reverses with an alternating field the force
along the gradient of the field can be in a constant direction.

The current flow~JJi of a given molecule or ion, in molecules or ions per second per meter
square, has both drift and diffusion components that may be given by

~JJi ¼ Nim~FFþ qD~rrNi (5:10)

where Ni is the ion concentration, m is the mobility in seconds per kilogram, D is the
diffusion constant in meter square per second, and r~Ni is the gradient of the concentra-
tion. For charged particles, the force has two components [7]:

~FF ¼ q~EEþ (~MM � ~rr~EE) (5:11)
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where ~MM is the sum of the perman ent and indu ced dipol e moment s.
The drift portion of the ion currents takes the form

~JJ ¼
X

qi Ni mi 
~EE þ

X
Ni m i ( ~MM � ~rr )~EE (5: 12)

The conducti vity s ¼
P

qiN i mi, and Ni is the concentrat ion of each ion, mi is the mo bility,
and ~MMi is the dipole mo ment. Tab le 5.1 shows some typ ical val ues of mobility .

The co nductivity of biolog ical fluids such as bloo d, whic h co ntains cells, is in the
vicini ty of s ¼ 0.6 S/m, while fo r physiolo gical saline it is appro ximately 1.4 S/m. For
more detailed material on the conductivities and dielectric constants of biological mater-
ials, see Chapte r 3 in this volume by C. Gabriel . If the fluid channels bet ween cells are
relatively thick and the fluids are relatively good conductors, the channels tend to short
circuit the voltages that might otherwise appear across membranes that typically have
conductivities at least a thousand times smaller.

The total dielectric constant for a material includes the sum of the induced polarizabil-
ities of the components and interaction terms between them. It is sometimes useful to
think of the dielectric constant as a way of describing the fraction of the electric field that
is shorted out by the bound charges. This can be shown by considering an ideal parallel
plate capacitor where the outside plates are separated by a distance l. The capacity for
these plates is given by

C0 ¼
«0A

l
(5:13)

If an ideal thin metal plate of thickness w is inserted halfway between these plates, then
the resulting capacity is given by

C ¼ C0

(1� w=l)
¼ «A

l
(5:14)

The corresponding dielectric constant is given by

« ¼ «0

(1� w=l)
(5:15)

In this example it is apparent that as the fraction of the field that is shorted out by the
metal plate of thickness w increases, so does the effective dielectric constant. The electrons
or ions forming an induced dipole moment can be thought of as doing the same thing. If
there is a significant time lag for the movement of the charge, the effective value of w
is reduced. The very large values of the dielectric constants of some tissues at low-
frequencies can be thought of as the resulting motion of ions that are trapped inside highly
TABLE 5.1

Typical Values of Biological Ionic Mobilities

Particles Mobilities Ions Mobilities

Proteins m ¼ 10�10 to 10�8 m2/V sec Ca2þ m ¼ 6.2 � 10�8 m2/V sec
Naþ m ¼ 5.2 � 10�8 m2/V sec Mgþ m ¼ 5.4 � 10�8 m2/V sec
Kþ m ¼ 7.6 � 10�8 m2/V sec Crþ m ¼ 1.9 � 10�8 m2/V sec
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resistive membranes. At higher frequencies, the ions can no longer move fast enough to
fully charge the surfaces of the membranes, and the effective dielectric constant for the
tissue decreases. If energy is absorbed in inducing the dipole moments, then the dielectric
constant becomes a complex number.

The forces applied by an electric field superimpose a drift velocity on the much larger
random thermal velocity in the opposite directions for positively and negatively charged
particles. These forces can lead to a redistribution of ions or molecules as a result of the
differential mobilities and to an increase in the concentration of ions at interfaces. The
average drift velocity~vv for a charged particle is given by

~vv ¼ mi
~EE (5:16)

The separation of molecules as a result of the different velocities in a DC electric field is
known as electrophoresis and is frequently used to identify large molecules or charged
colloidal particles [8]. The separation of particles in an AC field gradient is known as
dielectrophoresis [5].

For a spherical particle in a homogenous insulating fluid the mobility mi is given by

mi ¼ q=6pha (5:17)

provided that the particle is significantly larger than the background particles of the fluid,
where h is the viscosity of the fluid and a is the radius of the particle. In a conducting
medium, counterions, or ions with a charge opposite to that of the particle, and molecules
with dipole moments are attracted to it. They change the effective radius of the particle and
then partially shield its charge. Additionally, small counterions may flow in the direction
opposite to the particle motion, exerting a viscous drag. The theory for motion of a rigid
sphere through a conducting liquid is complicated if all these effects are taken into account.
Often some of the parameters, including the charge on the sphere, are not measurable.
However, a relatively simple expression for the electrophoretic mobility is often used:

mi ¼
«i�

4ph
(5:18)

where «i and h are the dielectric permittivity and the viscosity of the fluid (in kg/m sec),
respectively, and z is the electrical potential drop from the particle surface across the
bound fluid to the interface where the liquid begins to flow under the shear stress. Stated
another way the ‘‘zeta potential,’’ z, is the potential at the surface boundary between the
stationary fluid and the liquid that is moving with the particle. It should be noted that z is
less than the total potential c across the charge double layer surrounding the charged
particle. Also, note that water molecules bind to the ions, increase the effective diameter,
and reduce the effective charge. This, in turn, makes the mobility less than that which
might be expected at first from the atomic size and Stokes’ law.

In a uniform AC field a charged particle oscillates about its mean position, and the
electrical energy added to the solution is largely converted to heat. If there is a gradient in
the field, as is to be expected in biological materials that are highly inhomogenous, then
the gradient of the field can lead to a net charge displacement if the fields are large
enough to lead to nonlinearities in the mobility or induced dipole moments. For large ~EE
the velocity saturates and mobility varies as

mi ¼
m00
~EE
��� ��� (5:19)
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and Equation 5.16 yield s

~vvj j ¼ m00

Most biological systems are highly inhomogenous, and the induced currents will vary
rapidly in space. For the case of an induced dipole moment and an ideal dielectric sphere
with a permittivity «2 and a conductivity s2 ¼ 0 in an ideal dielectric fluid with a
dielectric permittivity «1 and a conductivity s1 ¼ 0 and a nonuniform electric field
prior to inserting the sphere, the force

~FFL ¼ aV(~EE � ~rr)~EE ¼ 4pa2«1
«2 � «1

«2 þ 2«1

� �
{(~EE1 � ~rr)~EE1} (5:20)

where ~EE1 is the field in the fluid prior to insertion of the sphere. Written another way

~FFL ¼ (3=2)V«1
«2 � «1

«2 þ 2«1

� �
~rr ~EE1

��� ���2 (5:21)

If we assume that the viscous drag on a spherical particle is given by Stokes’ law, then

~FFd ¼ 6pah~vv (5:22)

and the mobility mi is given by

mi ¼ (2a2=3h)«1
«2 � «1

«2 þ 2«1

� �
~rr~EE1 (5:23)

Dielectrophoresis may also be used for identifying molecules, and a more general treat-
ment of the forces needs to take into account the conductivity or a complex dielectric
constant for both the fluid and the particle [9].

For particles with dipole moments to change their distribution under the influence of an
electric field gradient the force ~FF must be large enough to overcome other forces. One of
these forces that frequently must be overcome is due to osmotic pressure or diffusion. The
osmotic pressure can be thought of as the force per unit area arising from diffusion or the
random motion of the particles and is given by

� ¼ NikT (5:24)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature [10]. The average
differential force on a particle is proportional to the gradient of the osmotic pressure and
is given by

~FFos ¼ �
1

Ni

~rr� ¼ kT~rrNi

Ni � k~rrT
(5:25)

If we consider the case of a spherical volume with a radial concentration gradient at
constant temperature, the force is given by

~FFos ¼ �kT
DNi

Ni
� r0

Dr
(5:26)
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where r0 is the unit vector, DNi is the incremental change in concentration, and Dr is the
incremental change in distance. The maximum change is given by

DNi

Ni
¼ 1 (5:27)

when the presence or absence of a particle occurs at a distance Dr ¼ 2a, where a is the
particle radius. In this case, we get the maximum force

~FFos(max)

��� ��� ¼ � kT

2a
(5:28)

To get an idea of the size of these forces, consider a particle of fat with a ¼ 1 mm in water.
The maximum osmotic pressure at T ¼ 300 K is j~FFos(max)j ¼ 2 � 10�13 N. The dielectric
constant for water is approximately «1 ¼ 80«0 and for a fat particle, «2 ¼ 2«0, where
«0 ¼ 8.854 � 10�12 F/m. To get a dielectric force greater than the maximum osmotic force,
we need a value of r~ j ~EE1 j2 > 1012 V2/m3. This is given approximately by a voltage of
100 V across a 5 mm gap when the ~EE field goes from zero to a peak value of 5 � 104 V/m
over the same gap. For a particle with a single charge in a uniform field, we would need a
field of E ¼ 1.3 � 104 V/m to get an equal force.

The electric current densities generated by a concentration gradient are given by

~JJd ¼ �qD~rrNi (5:29)

where D is the diffusion constant and is given by

D ¼ ykT (5:30)

where y is the hydrodynamic mobility with the dimensions of velocity/force and D has
the dimensions of meter square per second. For rigid spherical particles of radius a, where
a� aH2O, the Einstein–Stokes equation gives

D ¼ kT

6pha
(5:31)

This is only a first-order approximation because D varies slightly with concentration,
departure of the molecule from a spherical shape, and other factors. h is the viscosity (in
kg/m sec).

It is sometimes of interest to estimate the ratio of the drift to the diffusion current in
order to estimate the level of the applied fields or the applied field gradients that lead to
biological changes. This ratio is approximately given by [6]

~JJi,diffusion

~JJi,drift

¼ kT

Fi

� �
:

DNi

Ni

� �
(5:32)

where~FFi is the force on the particle due to both the charge on the particle and the gradient
of the field on the dipole moment. If we now assume that the maximum change in Ni goes
from Ni in the solution to 0 at the membrane surface over a distance of the diameter of the
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molecule of Ni and that this is the same distance over which the field goes from the field in
the fluid to the field in the membrane, then

~JJi,diffusion

~JJi,drift

¼ kT

Wi
(5:33)

where Wi is the energy acquired by the particle moving through the field and its gradient.
At room temperature the thermal energy kTffi 0.026 eV. A voltage drop from an externally
applied source across the membrane liquid boundary on the order of 2 � 10�3 V would be
required in order to make the drift current significant with respect to the total diffusion
current under these assumptions. One way in which smaller drift currents and smaller
voltages could be significant is if the ions with low velocities perpendicular to the
membrane are the most important in binding to the membrane. Slow molecules stay
close to the membrane for longer times, and these molecules are most affected by the
applied forces [6].

For different boundary conditions the results will be quite different. If, for example, the
boundary was nearly perfectly reflective, then the concentration gradient would be nearly
0, and so would the net diffusion current. Additionally, the gradient in the concentration
may occur over a larger distance than the gradient of the electric field. At steady state the
concentration at the membrane can be expected to increase until the diffusion current and
the drift current balance each other so that the net current is equal to the rate at which the
molecules are bound to the membrane or pass through it.

There are four forces that may become important when considering the interaction
between two particles in a fluid. These are the osmotic diffusion force, the electrostatic
force, the van der Waals force, and the hydration force [9]. These forces may all become
important in considering the interaction between particles or bilipid membranes in an
aqueous fluid. Electrostatic or coulomb forces between particles of like charge are
repulsive. Because the charged particles attract free ions of the opposite sign—which
produces a double layer—they are effectively shielded or are screened by the charged
ions of the opposite sign when immersed in a conducting fluid. This force decays
exponentially or

~FFc ¼~FF0 exp� r

ld
(5:34)

where ld is known as the Debye screening length [11]

ld ¼
2q2n

«kT

� �1=2

(5:35)

where n is the density of the ion species doing the shielding, q is the charge and « is the
dielectric constant of the solution, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute
temperature. For physiological saline solution of approximately 0.14 M, the Debye length
is approximately 0.83 nm [12]. Thus, the electrostatic forces are important only at very
short ranges.

For like particles, the forces are repulsive at short distances (0.1 to 0.2 nm) and attractive
at longer ranges. These forces may be thought of as being generated by transient electro-
magnetic fields because of fluctuations that occur as a result of thermal agitation or
natural uncertainties in the position and momentum of the electrons and atomic nuclei.
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If one thinks of the local transient fluctuations in terms of the underlying contributions
from oscillations at all possible frequencies, it can be shown that the strength of the
contributions due to the local fluctuations at a given frequency is proportional to the
absorption of light at that frequency by the material. For an individual atom these forces
fall off very rapidly as 1/r 7 [7]. However, when they are integrated over the surface of a
membrane, which is thick compared to an atomic layer, they are correlated over many
atoms, as the wavelengths are large compared to an atomic diameter.

A calculation of these fields has been performed starting with quantum field theory
[13]. The size of the forces and the rate at which they decay depend on the distance
between the membranes and the difference of the bulk polarizability of the membrane
and the aqueous gap in a complex way. All frequencies of the charge fluctuations
contribute to the attraction, and each gives rise to a different relationship between energy
and the distance of separation. For many simple cases and for a classical explanation of
these forces and potential distributions, see Ref. [14].

One case of interest is for two membranes with a distance dw across the aqueous gap
between them. The thickness of the membranes is assumed to be large compared to the
spacing. The force between these two membranes is approximately given by

~FFw ¼
H

6d3
w

(5:36)

where H is the Hamaker coefficient [9]. In a typical situation, the distances over which
the van der Waals force is estimated to be important extend out to separations of 10 to
20 nm, which is substantially longer than a Debye length or the rate of falloff for
the electrostatic or coulomb forces. The hydration forces are repulsive forces that
rise extremely rapidly as the membrane bilayers approach a separation distance of
approximately an atomic spacing. Experimentally, these forces can be expressed in
the form [9]

~FFH ¼~FFH0
exp�dw=L (5:37)

where L is a scaling constant. In the case of egg phosphomonoesterase bilayers,
~FFH0
� 7 � 10�13 N/m2 and L ¼ 0.256 nm. This force may be important up to about

2 nm and is assumed to come about as a consequence of the work required to remove
water from the hydrophilic surface of the membrane.

Long-range attractive forces have been observed between hydrophobic surfaces [15].
These forces are proportional to the contact area and may be the orders of magnitude
larger than the van der Waals forces. They may also have decay lengths up to 25 nm. The
magnitude and range of these forces depends on the temperature and the length of
the surfactant’s chain, and they appear only when the chains are in a fixed ordered
state. These forces appear to be generated when the fields emanating from one surface
induce a larger polarization in the other surface layer than in the intervening medium. Some
relatively complex expressions for these attractive forces have been worked out [14].

These forces are important in self-organizing processes such as protein folding, ligand
binding to hydrophobic receptor sites, and transformation of membrane structures. All
these forces act over relatively short ranges in typical biological fluids. The ion densities
are so large that charge neutrality is maintained everywhere except very close to
charged surfaces.

The effect of an electric field, or an electric field gradient in a fluid, is to superimpose
a small drift velocity on a relatively large random thermal velocity. For example, if
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we apply an electri c field of 10 3 V/m to a Na þ ion, we would exp ect a dri ft velo city
of about 5 � 10 � 5 m/ sec as compared to a thermal velocity of ab out 4 � 10 2 m/ sec. For a
prote in, we wou ld expect a drift velocity appr oximatel y one tenth of the speed of the Na þ

ion, alt hough at higher fields. This means that if we are to tran sport pro teins or other
small charged par ticles over appre ciable distances of a few mi llimeters, we can exp ect it to
take minutes or longer. In the case of bacteria, we have measu red drift velocitie s of
10 � 6 m/sec at 100 Hz in fields of about 10 4 V/m and gradi ents of 5 � 10 6 V/m 2 or about
0.2% of the velocity of the Na ions in the same field [5,16] .

This drift velo city may also chang e chemic al reaction rates if the rate is limited by the
availa bility of one of the charg ed co mponent s. Consi der the cas e of a chemic al reaction
that take s place in a homoge nous fluid if the chemic al reactio n has the form

(A) þ (B) $k1

k2
(C) (5: 38)

where (A) and (B) are the concen trations of the two input chemi cal reacta nts and k1 is the
reaction rate for A þ B to C and k2 is the rate for the ba ck reactio n of C to A and B. If we
simplify the system and let k2 be small, then the initial reaction rate may take the form
[17,18 ]

k1 ¼ k (A) n (B)m (5: 39)

where n and m refer to the orde r of the reactio n. In orde r to find the val ues of n and m , one
can make the concen tration of one of the reacta nts smal l so that it take s the form

k1 ¼ k (A 0 ) 
n (B)m (5: 40)

where we have made the concen tration (A0) large enough so that it is appr oximatel y
constan t, and the chan ges in the reaction rate can be measu red by varying (B). The value
of k is given by

k ¼ zp e�C= RT (5: 41)

where z is the collisi on frequenc y and p is the ster ic factor, which is < 1 and reflects the fact
that not all co llisions occu r with the right orientation of the molecule s to react. c is the
activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. For many cases
the collision frequency is proportional to the current density, and thus there are terms that
are proportional to both the drift and the diffusion currents. For example, consider the
case of an enzyme reaction on a charged substrate such as a biological membrane. The
total current density for a given ion in the fluid incident on the membrane is given by
Equa tion 5.10.

If the chemical reaction rate is limited by the number of ions arriving at the membrane
surface with enough energy to overcome the barrier required to initiate the reaction,
then a DC drift current may either add to or subtract from the diffusion current. If the
field direction is such that it prevents the ion from reaching the surface, then the
chemical reaction is blocked. If the direction is reversed, the rate can grow exponen-
tially. These changes in chemical reaction rates with the direction of the electric field
are likely to be responsible for changes in the growth and reabsorption of neuritis [19].
They are also likely to be involved in the mobility of cells such as leukocytes and
fibroblasts [20,21].
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A n A C dr if t cu rr en t w il l a dd t o t he di ff us i on c ur r en t . Fo r t he AC fi el ds , t he dr i ft
c ur re nt c a n be t h ou gh t of a s in c re a si ng t he v ol u me c ov er ed by a pa r t ic le ex ec ut i ng a
r a nd o m w a lk a s a r es ul t of Br ow n ia n mo ti on . Th us , in a n as ym m et r ic a l en v ir o nm en t a n
el ec tr ic fi el d os c il l a ti ng in th e x di r ec t io n m a y in c re a se th e n um be r o f pa r ti cl es t ha t wi l l
st r ik e th e y � z pl an e in a f ix e d p er i od of t im e a nd c a n in c re a se t h e c h em ic a l re a c t io n r a t e
f or a ca t a ly t ic r ea ct io n a t t he y �z pl an e. S et o a n d Hs i eh sh ow t ha t A C f ie ld s a s lo w a s
5 V /m c a n in c r ea se e nz ym e r ea c t io n r at es by a f a ct or o f 5 [ 2 2 ]. Fo r a 6 0 Hz fi e ld , t he pe a k-
t o- pe a k di sp la c em en t f or Ca 2 þ  r es ul tin g fr om t hi s f ie ld is e st i ma t ed t o be a bo ut 1 . 6 n m or
a bo u t t w ic e t he t h ic kn e ss of t h e D eb ye la ye r. A C m a gn e ti c f ie l ds ha v e a l so be en sh ow n t o
c ha n ge th e gr o wt h ra t e of c or n ro o ts a t fi el ds le v el s of 5 � 10� 3 T. It i s li ke ly th a t t he se
f ie ld s a r e in du c in g si gn if ic a nt c ur r en t s [ 2 3 ].

A n additional mechanism by which AC or DC electric or magneti c fields can e ffe ct
chemical reactions is by shifting t he energy le vel a nd the d istributi on of p arti cles in
them. DC ele ctric f ields c an shift t he e ner gy level by an amount that is given by  the
change in the dipol e moment, D M

!
, a nd in the pol arizabi lity, Da, a ssociated wi th

the t ransition. A D C fie ld can either st r etch or compress a dipole depending on its
orientati on w ith r espect to the f ield, t hus i nc reasing or decreasing t he energy le vel s for
atoms or mo lecu les with different orientatio ns. It al so can m odify its rate of rotatio n,
speedi ng it u p when t he dipole i s p ointed in t he direction of t he field a nd slowing it
down when it is pointe d away from t he fi eld [ 24]. In a v acu um t he mo di fications o f the
rotational states have been worke d out fro m the quantum mechanics fo r relatively
simple molecules a nd can lead to a re latively comp lex set of allowed energy states
that are a functio n of the applied f ield [23]. In a solid or a me mbrane the energy levels
betwee n t he states corresponding to t he di fferent o rientations sh ift, by d iffere nt
amounts, for each state as a f unction o f t he app lied fi eld. This is known as the Stark
effect [25]. The frequency corresponding to this energy shift w ith a fixed orie ntation
is given by

hD f ¼ �D M
!�~EE � 1

2
~EE � Da �~EE (5 :42)

where D f is the f requency splitting between levels, D~MM i s the c hange in t he dipole
moment , Da i s the change in po larizability, and h i s Plank’ s c onstant. T hese te rm s
give the linear and quadratic Stark effects fo r a t ransitio n in a uniaxially oriente d
system. The se energy levels will be inhomogenously bro adened by the rando m orien-
tation of the d ipole s wi th r espect to the a ppli ed field a nd by the t hermal energy. Si nce
the q uantum of energy, hf , at microwave and lower freq uencies is v ery m uch smaller
than a quantum of thermal energy, low-lying energy levels are approximately equally
populated. However, higher-energy states may be preferentially excited by chemical
reactions or optical photons so that different excited states may contain different popu-
lations. These states may be further defined by the magnetic field and separated by a
Zeeman splitting. Thus, radio- and low-frequency fields corresponding to energy sep-
aration between these states may excite transitions between levels that are separated by
the Stark splitting and change the population distribution in these excited states. The
transition rate between an excited molecule and its final product depends on the overlap
between the energy levels of the two states. Thus, the application of an electric field can
shift the energy levels so as to either increase or decrease this overlap and the transition
rate. This has been discussed at length in Ref. [23] for the case of Zeeman splitting of the
energy levels by a DC m agnetic f ield and free r adicals [26]. S ee also Chapte r 6 in this
volume by S. Engstrom.
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5.4 Biological A mpli ficat ion

Biolo gical syst ems are not in a state of therm al equil ibrium. In a typ ical cell, energy is
suppl ied by hydrol ysis of an ATP mo lecule, wh ich leads to the pumpin g of thr ee sodi um
ions out of a cell and two potassium ions into the cell. The net resu lt is creatio n of
poten tial differen ce betwee n the ins ide and outside of a cell in the range of 50 to
100 mV so that the inte rior of the cell is at a negative poten tial with resp ect to the externa l
environm ent [27]. This potentia l dif ference can be used to ampl ify a varie ty of external
signal s just as a typic al electr onic amp lifier can use a smal l AC signal to conve rt DC
energy into a larger AC sign al. For exampl e, the inp ut from many dentric junctio ns can be
summe d in a pyramid al cell to trigge r an action poten tial that is larg er than any of
the inp ut signals [28] . The input from a single synap tic jun ction might chang e the cell
resting poten tial by 0.5 to 1 mV, and 10 to 20 in puts mig ht be requ ired to fire an action
poten tial of 50 to 100 mV [27] . Additio nally, subt hreshold inp uts can lead to the release of
neural transmi tters that , in turn, can release from 2 to 10,000 Ca2þ ions from internal
stores . These neural tran smitters may remain boun d to the postsy naptic membr ane for up
to 4 sec and redu ce the thr eshold for the firing of suc cessive pul ses [29]. Feed back from
the postsy naptic me mbrane to the pre synapti c membr ane can furthe r redu ce the firing
poten tial for the synap tic jun ction.

Ano ther me chanism of amp lification that may be of interest is the ex traction of ene rgy
from a high- frequenc y sign al. If a low -frequ ency electr ic field is added to a higher-
frequenc y field and is incident on a nonlinear reacta nce, then the low -frequency signal
may be ampl ified parametr ically. Thi s mecha nism for amp lification is valuable in the
optica l region for the generatio n of tunable sign al sour ces a nd fo r low -noise mi crowave
ampl ifiers [1,30] . In a biolo gical system the low-fre quency sign al mi ght be gen erated by
an ongo ing proce ss suc h as the heart and ampl ified by mi xing with an external signal
from a pow er line field.

An addit ional me chanism for amplifi cations is sto chastic resona nce. Stoch astic reson-
ance differs from the forego ing mecha nisms of ampl ificatio n in that the ene rgy is extra cted
from the noise. Consid er, for exampl e, a sm all, ex ternally appli ed sinusoidal electri c field
incide nt on an ion in a potenti al wel l. If the energy acqui red from the extern al signal is not
large eno ugh to excee d the poten tial ba rrier, the ion stay s trapped in the poten tial well.
Howeve r, if noi se is added to the system , then wh en the sum of the applie d electric field
and the noise are large eno ugh to pr ovide eno ugh energy to exceed the height of the
poten tial barrier, the ion may esc ape the potential wel l. This happens most frequent ly at
the peaks of the applie d electr ic field so that the signal is a mplified at the applied
frequenc y. Gai ns on the orde r of 20 to 30 dB and in creases in the signal -to-noise ratio of
18 dB have been observed for stochast ic resona nce a mplifier s [31]. For an exte nsive revi ew
of this subj ect and some applicatio n neuronal syst ems, see Gamm aitoni [32] . For a bista ble
system , such as a pacemake r cell that is drive n by both noi se and a periodic sign al, it has
been shown that the signal-to-noise ratio can be enhanced by the addition of noise to a
weak periodic signal and that power can be extracted from the noise. A strong periodic
signal can be generated at signal-to-noise ratios<1 [31,33]. This phenomenon occurs when
two energy states are separated by a barrier, and the probability of a transition increases
exponentially with increasing noise power. For periodic signals that are insufficient to
cause a transition over the barrier but periodically increase the energy of the particle, the
transition rate at the signal frequency first increases with increased noise power up to some
maximum. When the noise power is increased above this level, the output signal becomes
more rand om (see also Ch apte r 9 in this volume by We aver and Bier) .
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5. 5 Ef fects of Elect ric Fields on Ce ll Membra nes

Elect ric fields play a ver y im portant role in the norm al biologic al function ing of mem-
bran es. Me mbrane s are compl ex struct ures contain ing lipi ds, volta ge-activat ed ion chan-
nel s, and pr oteins. It would be surp rising if extern ally applie d fields did not affec t the
memb rane beh avior. Fir st, an electri c field exerts a me chanical force on a me mbrane by
means of the force exerted on charge s in the Deby e layer on either side of it and on
charg ed proteins that may protrude from the lip id bilayer. Note that althou gh as a first
appr oximatio n the me mbrane is ofte n mode led as a smoot h planar or sph erical surfac e, it
is hig hly inhomoge nous, and the charg es are sparsely disturb ed. Thus, the field on a
pro tein may be wide ly differen t from the average field. See Figu re 5.1a . and b for a par tial
indic ation of a membr ane and ce ll complex ity. The effects from fields in the plane of the
memb rane, where larg e molec ules suc h as prote ins a re free to move as in a visc ous fluid,
are signifi cantly dif ferent from the effects of fields in the tran sverse direc tion, where the
memb rane comp onents are boun d in a layer typically 5 to 15 nm thick.

The field distrib ution incide nt on a parti cular par t of a ce ll membr ane is a fu nction of its
geomet ry, frequenc y, and the cells around it. As can be seen from the mo dels in Figure
5.1d, a wid e variety of enviro nments may exi st. The curren ts that flow through and alon g
the membr anes are dependen t on the geomet ry and freque ncy. A variety of equivalent
circui ts have been used to mo del both the im pedance of the me mbrane and the extra cel-
lular fluids. The simplest of these are a resistor and capacitor in parallel. At very low-
frequencies a collection of cells can be modeled with resistors as indicated in Figure 5.1c.

The interiors of cells are normally negatively biased in relation to the surrounding fluid
by 50 to 150 mV, which leads to average transverse electric fields up to tens of millions of
volts per meter [34]. The effective membrane resistance (Rm) per unit area takes on values
of 0.14 to 15 V/m2 in the transverse direction. This corresponds to resistivities in the
range of rm ¼ 107 to 109 V m. The relative dielectric constant for the membrane is
typically in the range of 2 to 4. Both the surrounding fluid and the interior of a cell
have resistivities rf of about 2 V m and a relative dielectric constant of 50 to 80. This means
that the cell membrane tends to shield the interior of a cell very effectively from externally
applied fields at frequencies below a few kilohertz and becomes almost a short cir-
cuit in the multimegahertz region of the spectrum. In most cells the interior of the cell
contains complex structures that are functions of time as the cell grows and divides. See
Figure 5.1b.

Consider the case of an oversimplified hypothetical rectangular cell as shown in Figure
5.1c. At low-frequencies, an external field ~EE causes a current density~JJf ¼ ~EE/rf to flow in
the external medium, where rf is the resistivity of the fluid. The corresponding voltage
drop is V ¼ ~EEL ¼ ~JJfrfL, which we can consider to be applied to the cell. This voltage is
distributed across the cell length as

V ¼ [rm2tþ rf(L� 2t)]jJmj (5:43)

where~JJm is the current density through the cell and rm is the resistivity of the membranes.
Typical cell membrane thicknesses are 6 to 10 nm, and typical dimensions are 10 to
150 mm. Setting L ¼ 100 mm and

rm2t ¼ 10 Vm2 (5:44)

V ¼ (10 Vm2 þ 2� 10�6 Vm2)jJmj (5:45)
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FIGURE 5.1 (See color insert following page 380.)
(a) Model of a cell membrane. (From Chiras, D., Human Biology, � 5th edition, 2006, Jones and Baretlett
Publishers, Boston. With permission.) (b) Anatomy of the animal cell. (From Molecular Expression, http://micro-
scopy.fsu.edu, accessed Sep. 30, 2005; drawing � M.W. Davidson and Florida State University. With permission.)

(continued )
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FIGURE 5.1 (continued) (See color insert following page 380.)
(c) Current distribution in a hypothetical rectangular cell. (d) Partition of 60-Hz currents through and around
cells for an average current density J ¼ 102 A/m2. Jc is the current density between cells, and Jm is the current
density through the membrane. (From Wachtel, H., private communication. With permission.)
This shows that essentially all of the transverse voltage drop occurs across the membrane
at low-frequencies and the interior of the cell is almost completely shielded from external
fields. A more complete theory for long cells that accounts for the internal resistance of the
cell is given by Coo per et al. [35] . See also Ch apter 11 by Pila [114] . Note that muscle s,
nerves, and a number of other cells may be much longer than 100 mm and may have
dimensions in centimeters. Additionally, blood vessels form long, low-resistance paths
that may concentrate currents due to externally applied fields. The anisotropic character-
istics of cells are reflected in an anisotropy of the dielectric and conductive properties of
tissue, which may give variations of as much as 10 to 1 in conductivity, depending on the
direction of measurement relative to cell orientation [36]. A number of fish, including
sharks, have been shown to use very long cells and to sum signals in both series and
parallel to increase the voltage drop across a sensitive membrane in order to sense fields
as low as 10�6 V/m [37–39]. The long cell may be thought of as an antenna that concen-
trates the field across a very thin, voltage-sensitive detector membrane. This membrane
appears to have a built-in amplifier that allows detection of signals that are only a little
above the natural electrical noise.

Membranes are not just simple linear resistors, but they usually are nonlinear and, in
the case of nerve cells, are time varying as well. For a passive membrane in which the
membrane potential is primarily determined by the concentration gradient of a single ion
such as Kþ, the Nernst equation predicts a diode-rectifying characteristic of the form [31]
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



I ¼ I0 exp
Vm

hVT

� �
� 1

� �
(5:46)

where VT is given by

VT ¼
kT

q
¼ 0:026 V (5:47)

at T ¼ 300 K. q is the charge on the electron, Vm is the voltage across the membrane, Io is
the current for ideal back-biased current in amperes, and h is a dimensionless constant.
Thus, for currents flowing through a membrane in one direction, the current is nearly
constant, whereas for flow in the other direction the currect increases exponentially with
voltage. In addition to passive currents, cells also use the energy from metabolic processes
for the active transport of ions against the fields established by the concentration gradi-
ents. These processes are usually modeled as current sources and described as pumps
[31]. A thermodynamic approach to pumping shows that ions can be pumped if they form
a compound with a material that can flow through the membrane and that is created on
one side of the membrane and destroyed on the other [40]. A large variety of models have
been generated to characterize the effects of externally applied fields on the transport of
ions through membranes [41–43]. However, the details of the pumping process are not
well understood. In addition to ion transport, electrical fields can change the binding of
ions or molecules to the membrane surface.

In the case of pacemaker cells, there are also feedback processes that lead to an
oscillating membrane potential and a membrane resistance that is a function of time.
The current flow for these cells is described empirically by the Hodgkin–Huxley equation
[31]. An alternate approach that treats the nerve pulse like a plasma instability has been
proposed by Triffet and Green and Vaccaro and Green [44,45]. Naþ and Kþ currents are
the dominant carriers for the propagation of nerve impulses along a cell. It is generally
believed that the Naþ and Kþ currents that flow through the membrane in opposite
directions are carried through separate channels. Ca2þ ion currents are involved in the
activation of at least a portion of the Kþ currents and are voltage gated. By activating
the Kþ currents, the Ca2þ ions shorten the length of time the cell is depolarized and
thus speed up the firing cycle [46]. A statistical approach to the formation of protein
channels in the membrane by Baumann and Easton predicts many of the observed
characteristics [47–49].

During the firing of a nerve cell, the Naþ current pulse precedes the Kþ current pulse,
which returns the cell to its resting potential [31]. The overall concentration balances are
maintained by active ion pumps. Cl� Mg2þ, and possibly OH� and Hþ ions may also be
involved in the current flow across a cell membrane.

The firing of a nerve cell typically involves voltage spikes of 10�1 V and peak current
densities of 1.5 A/m2. Changes in the firing rate can be induced by the injection of charge
through a microelectrode of <10�9 A for a few milliseconds. However, in cases where
electrodes are used to stimulate muscles or to control epilepsy, the current is injected
through a series of cell membrane fluid boundaries at a distance from the controlling
nerve fiber. Thus, typical injected currents to produce behavioral changes in cells are in
milliamperes, and current densities are 10 A/m2 or higher.

For fields parallel to the plane of the membrane, it is possible to obtain electrophoresis
or a rearrangement of charged particles. This has been shown by Poo in a striking fashion
in cultured embryonic Xenopus myotomal muscle cells [50,51]. Receptors on the surface of
the cell were labeled with a fluorescent dye and allowed to uniformly distribute them-
selves. Exposures to electric fields of 102 to 103 V/m were sufficient to concentrate the
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fluor escent-labe led rece ptors on the side of the anode in ab out 10 mi n. Af ter shu tting off
the field, diffus ion returne d the dye to its uniform distribut ion in about 2 h. This corres-
pon ds to an in-p lane diffus ion constan t of about 3 � 10 � 12 m 2/sec. The fo rce on the
recep tor molec ules or particle s in the membr ane incl udes not onl y q~EE but also a ny viscous
drag that may be gen erated by the flow of ion s of the oppo site sign movi ng along the
surfac e in the oppo site directi on. The direc tion of moti on for a given char ged particl e
seems to depend on wh ether it has a larg er or smaller zet a (z ) potenti al than the poten tial
across the charg ed double layer at the interface bet ween the ce ll surfac e and the fluid (see
Equa tion 5.16).

Additional work has shown that the distribution of acetylcholine (ACh) receptors is
changed by external fields [48,49]. These receptors are concentrated on the cathode-facing
surface of the cell in fields of 103 V/m over a period of 30 min by literally rearranging
channels already existing in the cell membrane. The concentration or clustering persists for
at least 5 h after the field has been turned off, indicating that the clustering is relatively
stable. Single-channel patch measurements show both a higher density of ACh channels in
the clusters near the cathode and a longer mean duration of the pulses through the
transmembrane channels. The length of the current pulse near the anode does not differ
from the controls, indicating that the field itself does not have a direct effect on the channel
kinetics. The lateral diffusion coefficient, D, of ACh receptors in the plasma membrane of
cultured Xenopus embryonic muscle cells is estimated to be 2.6 � 10�6 m2/sec at 228C
[48,49]. Lateral concentration gradients in lipid monolayers have been shown to be induced
by externally applied electric field gradients. For binary mixtures of dihydrocholesterol and
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine, the application of an electric field gradient at pressures
below the critical pressure produces a liquid–liquid phase separation in a monolayer that is
otherwise homogenous [52]. This separation occurs at field levels on the order of 107 V/m
and gradients of 109 to 1011 V/m2.
5.6 Nonlinear Effects of AC Fields on Cells

5.6.1 Introduction

The application of an AC electric field to nonlinear systems, which can be described by
either a nonlinear resistance or capacitance, leads to at least partial rectification of the
input signal and the generation of harmonics. If two or more signal frequencies are
applied, it also leads to frequency mixing of the form

fo ¼ �mf1 � nf2 (5:48)

where fo is the output frequency, f1 and f2 are input frequencies, and m and n are integers.
The rectified component of the AC current can, in turn, lead to ion accumulation at
interfaces, which results in changes in ion concentration [53,54]. These changes in ion
concentration, in turn, can affect biological function. Another important additional effect
is the dependence of the dielectric constant on frequency. This leads to changes in the
electric field distributions in tissue with frequency. Thus, both the electrophoretic and the
dielectrophoretic forces become both size and frequency dependent. A third—possibly
important—additional effect is the excitation of frequency-sensitive biological systems in
a resonant manner. By driving systems near their resonant frequency, we may change the
effective amplitude of the stimulating signal and change the frequency of the nerve
cells firing.
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In this section we will review the rectifica tion pro cess at the ce ll me mbrane in some
detail. Additi onally, we will sho w that ce ll nonli nearitie s lead to frequenc y-dep endent
effects suc h as injec tion phas e lockin g of pacemak er cells. We will also bri efly exami ne
some pro blems associa ted with the ex posure of cells to very low, extrem ely low -frequ ency
(ELF) fields and the applicatio n of larg e ELF fi elds to biolog ical syst ems.
5.6.2 Rectific ation by Cell Mem branes

The rectifica tion of curren ts flowing across membr anes has been studied by man y
authors, beginn ing with Kat z in 1949 . Mu ch of this work is referen ced by Hayash i and
Fishman in their paper on the inwar d rectifier Kþ  chan nel kine tics [53].

For many passive cell membranes, an approximate relation for the transmembrane current
can be derived from the Nernst equation as given in Equation 5.41 [31]. If we apply an AC
signal across the membrane of the form VM ¼ V0 þ V1 cos vt, the resulting current can be
approximated for small values of VM (i.e., qVM < hkT) by a Taylor series yielding

I ¼ I0

hVT
V0 þ

V2
1

4hVT
þ V1 cos vtþ 1

4hVT
V0V1 cos vtþ V2

1

4hVT
cos 2vtþ � � �

� �
(5:49)

It is to be noted that the second term in the expression is the first approximation to the
fraction of the applied AC voltage V1 that yields a DC current component DI,

DI ¼ I0

4

V1

hVT

� �2

(5:50)

or an offset voltage VDC given by

VDC �
I0

4

V1

hVT

� �2

Rm (5:51)

where Rm is the membrane impedance. This predicted voltage offset for an applied AC
current has been measured by Montaigne and Pickard [55]. In their experiments, an
AC signal was applied to a large plant cell by a strip line, and the measured voltage
shift was obtained through microelectrodes located outside the applied AC fields. For an
applied AC field of about 0.2 V, they measured a DC offset of 1 to 2 � 10�4 V. For
frequencies above 2.5 kHz, the effects of the membrane capacitance must be taken into
account, and the effective driving voltage is reduced to

(V1)eff ¼ [
ffiffiffi
2
p

ase
~EE1rms][(se þ aG)2 þ (avC)2]�1=2 (5:52)

where a is the cell radius, se, is the conductivity of the medium ~EE1rms, is the electric field
strength in the medium surrounding the cell, G is the membrane conductance per unit
area, v is the frequency, and C is the membrane capacitance per unit area [56]. This leads
to the usual roll-off in the measured DC offset with increasing frequency. Note that the
DC effect gets still smaller at higher frequencies (above 1 MHz) because of transit time
limitations for ion flow across the membrane [57].

The relaxation times for a typical Kþ channel in an Aplysia membrane has been
measured to be from 2 to 8 ms [51]. Rectification has also been demonstrated in thin
lipid membranes [58]. In these systems, both the conductivity of the membrane and the
ion concentration differences across it can be controlled. The Nernst equation was shown
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 5.2
Induced DC current distribution in a spherical cell. (From Bisceglia and Pinto, I., personal communication, 1984.
With permission.)
to apply to the I vs. V curve over a range of voltages from �60 to þ40 mV. Depending on
the ion concentration and membrane doping, the values of h ranged from 1 to 0.25.

A different treatment of the nonlinear response of passive cell membranes to an applied
AC field has been carried out by Franceschetti and Pinto and by Casaleggio et al. [59,60].
Both these groups have expanded the Nernst equation in a Volterra series that takes into
account memory of the preceding state of the cell. They have also treated the cell in
spherical rather than planar geometry. The inclusion of a spherical cell requires that the
total current into and out of the cell be equal to zero, and thus loops are formed circulating
through the cell membrane (see Figure 5.2). All the theoretical treatments predict a DC
component that varies as the square of the input signal V and tends to hyperpolarize the
cell or make the interior of the cell more negative.

Cain has considered the effects of an AC field on nonlinearities of the nerve
cell by numerical analysis of the Hodgkin–Huxley equation [61].* He applied a voltage
*Bisceglia and Pinto have applied a Volterra series expansion to the Hodgkin–Huxley equations. This approach
gives an alternate method to Cain’s of computing the current shifts resulting from applied AC signals [62].
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FIGURE 5.3
Computed membrane action potentials in
response to an initial membrane depolarization
of 7 mV for different values of Vm. Curves are
solutions to the Hodgkin–Huxley equations.
(From Cain, C.A., Bioelectromagnetics, 2, 23,
1981. With permission.)
Vm ¼ V0 þ V1 cos vt[u(t)� u(t� t)] (5:53)

across the membrane, where u(t) and u(t � t) are unit step functions that define an AC
pulse of length t. For the case where the AC frequency is large compared to the reciprocal
of the pulse length, if a 7 mV depolarizing pulse is also applied to the membrane, the
action potential is obtained as shown in Figure 5.3. Cain has assumed coefficients appro-
priate to the giant squid axon. Increasing V1 first delays, and then suppresses, the action
potential. If no depolarizing pulse is applied, the predicted changes in gNa and gK and the
deviation V from the resting potential are as shown in Figure 5.4 for a 10 msec AC pulse
with V1 ¼ 25 mV. Note that the applied AC frequency is assumed high enough not to be
resolved in these figures. From these results, it is clear that AC signals can induce
substantial changes in the operating characteristics of nerve cells at moderate to high
levels of applied voltage. Although the appropriate coefficients were not measured in
order to make a direct comparison between theory and experiments, Wachtel’s results on
Aplysia at frequencies above the lock-in range would appear to support Cain’s theoretical
predictions [63].
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FIGURE 5.4
Response of model axon to a pulsed
oscillating component of membrane
electric field (10-ms pulse, Vm ¼
25 mV). The membrane potential and
the sodium and potassium conduct-
ances are shown. These curves are
solutions of the Hodgkin–Huxley eq-
uations. (Note: 1 mS/cm2 ¼ 10 S/
m2.) (From Cain, C.A., Bioelectromag-
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Wachtel has made a series of measurements that demonstrate the nonlinear character-
istics of pacemaker cells from Aplysia [61]. First, he measured the current input through a
microelectrode that changed the firing rate of the cell. The current threshold for a
minimum detectable change was approximately 6 � 10�10 A at frequencies between 0.8
and 1 Hz (see Figure 5.5). The natural firing rate for this cell is about 0.8 Hz, and an
increasing current is required to synchronize the cell to the injected signal as the fre-
quency deviates from the natural firing rate. A theory for injection locking of electronic
oscillators predicts that the signal required for locking an oscillator to an external signal
increases linearly as the difference between the two frequencies Dv increases [64]. The
signal required for lock-in according to this theory is given by

It � jADvj I (5:54)

where It is the injected signal current and I is the peak unperturbed oscillator current.
A ¼ qf/qv is the rate of change of phase with respect to frequency in the unper-
turbed oscillator. Dv0 is equal to the difference between the frequency of the free-running
oscillator and the injected signal. This expression is applicable as long as

Dv0 	
2p

t
(5:55)

where t is the time constant for adjusting the gain of the circuit. The time constant t for the
Aplysia cells varied between 0.1 and 0.5 sec, and this corresponds to a maximum meas-
ured lock-in frequency of about 10 Hz. The results in Figure 5.5 show the threshold for
one-to-one locking up to about 2 Hz. In the range from 2 to 10 Hz, Wachtel observed a
lower threshold for subharmonic locking than one-to-one locking. At frequencies above
80 Hz, he observed a constant shift in the firing rate of the neuron in response to the
injected transmembrane AC signal. The natural firing rate would be restored by also
injecting a transmembrane DC signal equal in amplitude to about 1% of the peak-to-peak
value of the AC current. This DC current was in the depolarizing direction, making the
exterior of the cell more negative with respect to the cell cytoplasm to increase the firing
rate (i.e., to restore it to its natural value). Apparently, the applied transmembrane AC
current was partially rectified so as to hyperpolarize the membrane (making the interior
of the cell more negative with respect to the external fluid). The details of how the applied
field modifies the ion flow are only partially understood, but one characteristic is an
increase in the conductivity for Kþ, which increases its flow out of the cell. Wachtel also
FIGURE 5.5
Intracellular (transmembrane) currents Im (in
nA) needed at different frequencies to pro-
duce firing-pattern changes (in a pacemaker
neuron). Note that the detectable changes
take on different forms at different frequen-
cies. (From Wachtel, H., Proceedings of the 18th

Annual Hansford Life Science Symposium, Tech-
nical Information Center, U.S. Department
of Energy, Richland, WA, 132, 1978. With
permission.) Frequency (Hz)
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injected low-frequency currents into the seawater surrounding the cell preparation
through external electrodes [61]. In this case, the minimum current densities flowing in
the vicinity of the cell preparation for injection locking were estimated to be about
10�2 A/m2, and there was about a 30 to 1 variation between the maximum and minimum
sensitivities for changes in angle between the applied field and the cells. At frequencies
above 100 Hz, a minimum of about 0.35 A/m2 was necessary to obtain a detectable change
in firing rate.

These studies have been extended by Barnes et al., and injection locking at harmonic
and subharmonics has been shown to occur. It is suggested that phase locking may
provide a mechanism for narrow banding or time averaging so that a weak coherent
signal may be distinguished from noise by a cell. In an electronic circuit model we showed
we could phase lock an oscillator at signal-to-noise ratios <1 [65]. Extensive modeling of
phase locking for a squid axon using two versions of the Hodgkin–Huxley equations has
been carried out by Fohlmeister et al. [66]. They show that phase locking can occur for a
wide variety of frequencies with AM-modulated signals at injected current densities
greater than 0.1 A/m2 [67]. For natural oscillation frequencies less than the externally
applied signal, the system may be treated as a parametric process. For parametric
amplification, a phase stability such that

dF

dt
< Dv� KVs (5:56)

is required for injection locking of the frequency of oscillation to an external signal, where
dF/dt is the rate of change of the phase, Dv is the frequency offset, K is the linear control
characteristic in units of (2p Hz/V) and is closely related to the loop gain, and Vs is the
injected signal [68]. Stated in words, this equation requires that the amplified signal, KVs

be large enough to correct for the random frequency fluctuations dF/dt generated by the
noise for the system to become phase locked to a signal that is displaced by Dv (see
Figure 5.6 for some examples of injection locking of pacemaker cells to an external signal)
[65]. An increase in the sensitivity to electromagnetic fields has also been shown in
isolated frog hearts for signals that approach the natural resonant frequency or firing
rate [69]. In these experiments, the firing rate of the heart was shown to increase as much
as 30% when a signal in the vicinity of 10 to 20 V/m was applied through Ringer’s
solution to the isolated frog hearts at a frequency between 0.5 and 1 Hz. The natural firing
rate of these excised hearts started out at approximately 1 Hz and dropped to about 0.5 Hz
(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 5.6
Examples of several modes of synchrony between an imposed
ELF field and neuronal patterns. In each case the ELF current is
shown below the transmembrane potential recording. (A) For
ELF frequencies well below FR0, several nerve impulses (spikes)
are locked to each ELF half cycle. (B) ELF frequencies slightly
above FR0 are effective in phase locking the rise of neuronal
spikes on a one-to-one basis. (C) For ELF frequencies several
times greater than FR0, phase locking can take the form of spikes
occurring on alternate cycles (two-for-one synchrony). (From
Barnes, F.S., Bioelectromagn. Suppl., 1, 67–85, 1992. With permis-
sion.)
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over a period of 2 h, where they remain ed stab le for a t least 5 h. To get a 3 0% increase in
firing rate at 60 Hz, it was necess ary to apply field strengt hs of 60 to 80 V/m. Thus , we
have addition al evide nce that electric fields with repet ition rates near the natur al bio-
logical sign aling frequenc ies are more like ly to indu ce chan ges than those of higher
freque ncies and that sign al strengt hs requ ired for a given shift increase appr oximatel y
linear ly up to som e cutoff , a s sho wn in Figure 5.5.

For weak fields, it has been shown that ce lls can re spond differen tly to sign als that are
bot h spac e and time coheren t than they do for signal s that loo k like the backg round
noi se. Litovitz et al. have sho wn that the applicati on of 10 m T magn etic fields at either
55 or 65 Hz doubles the speci fic activity of ornith ine decarboxyl ase (ODC) in L929 cells if
the signal s are co herent for periods of 10 sec or long er dur ing the co urse of a 4 h exposur e
[70] . The appli ed signal and the corresp onding ODC response as a functi on of the
cohere nce time are shown in Figure 5.7. The OD C resp onse of the cell can be fitted to
an expone ntial curve of the form

(ODC) ¼ 1 þ 1: 26 1 � exp
tcoh

tcell

� �� �
(5 :57)

wh ere tcoh is the length of the time bet ween shifts in freque ncy and the introd uction of a
ran dom phase shift and tcell is the effective time constan t of the cell [70]. tcell has a val ue of
about 8 sec for these cells. If a spat ially coheren t noise sign al with a pow er spect ral dens ity
ran ging from 30 to 90 Hz is superimp osed on the coheren t sign al, the increased ODC
resp onse decrea ses with a decreasi ng sign al-to-no ise ratio and is less than 10% a t a signal-
to-noi se ratio of 1 [71] . This work has been extende d to show that temp orally incoher ent
magn etic fields in hibit 60 Hz-ind uced chan ges in the OD C activi ty of develop ing chick
emb ryos [72].

For the exposur e geome try used in these experi ments, the magn etic field induce d a
corresp onding electr ic field of 4 mV/m. This sign al is well belo w the calcul ated therm al
noi se field of 0 .02 V/m for a 20 mm cell diam eter. The combi ned result s of the exp eriments
cite d abov e indic ate that both spac e and time coheren ce may be used by ce lls to separ ate
useful sign als from larger natur al background noise signals. For example, to get a
significant biological response, some threshold number of channels or receptor molecules
may need to be activated within a given period of time; this, in turn, requires nearly
FIGURE 5.7
Plot of the enhancement of ODC ac-
tivity (exposed/control) as a function
of the coherence time, tcoh, of the ap-
plied field. The solid line is the best
fit to the mathematical function given
by Equation 5.44, where t  cell is found
to be 8.2 sec. The experimental points
shown represent a minimum of six
different exposures. (� Academic
Press; From Litovitz, T.A., Krause,
D., and Mullins, J.M., Biochem. Bio-

phys. Res. Commun., 178, 3, 862, 1991.
With permission.)
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simulta neous activati on over a sign ificant fractio n of the cell sur face. Similar re sults have
been obtaine d for devel oping chick embryo s, wh ere weak coheren t sign als lead to an
increase d incidence of abnorm alities [73] . In this work, Litovitz and his co lleague s show
an increase in the incidence of a bnormal ities of appr oximatel y a factor of 3 for W hite
Legho rn chicken emb ryos incu bated in per iodic magn etic fields wi th peak field strengt h
of 1 mT (100 Hz rep etition rate, 500 ms pulse dur ation, 2 ms rise, and dec ay tim es) wh en
compare d with the contro ls. This increase d rate of the incid ence of abnorm alities was
nearly elimina ted with the addit ion of band- filtere d noi se with a spect rum runn ing from
30 to 100 Hz and a root me an square value of 1 mT. Thus, Litovitz makes a strong case for a
require ment of bot h spac e and time co herence for biolo gical systems to det ect signal s
below the natur al noi se environm ent.

A number of experi ments indicate that at least two mecha nisms are invo lved in the
effects of low-leve l time-var ying magn etic fields on membr ane transp ort. The first of
these is through Faraday ’s law or the indu ced electr ic field, whic h, in turn, ind uces
electri c curren ts. In thes e exp eriments, one would exp ect to get the same effects by
introdu cing electri c fields with electr odes at levels that induce the same cu rrent den sities.
The sec ond gro up of experi ments indicate s that the backgrou nd DC magnet ic field is also
impor tant and that the co mbined effects of AC a nd DC magn etic fields are observ ed.

The initia l experime nts by Wal leczek and Liburdy showed an enhan ced upta ke of Ca 2þ

in Con. A- activated rat thym ocy tes with exp osures of 1 h to 60 Hz magn etic fields of
22 mT and induce d cu rrent densities of 0.1 6 A/m 2 [74] . In this paper the exp osure syst em
consis ted of concentric rings on cell cult ure plates, which, in tu rn, were placed in a water-
cooled sole noid that pro duced a uniform mag netic field. Thi s was followed by a grou p of
experi ments by Liburdy on Ca 2þ transp ort across mi togen-ac tivated lympho cyte mem-
bran es [75] . In these experi ments, both the DC and the AC magn etic fields we re contro lled
so that the DC geoma gnetic field and the ambi ent 60 Hz fields were per pendic ular to the
exposed and contro l plates. The result s show an increase in the Ca2þ influx during the
plateau phase of the calciu m signal ing for Con. A- activated lym phocyte s, whic h was a
func tion of the induced electr ic field and which could be reprodu ced by applying the
electri c fi elds a cross the ce lls with a salt bridg e at levels bet ween 0.1 and 0.17 V/m. Thi s
corresp onds to ind uced curren t levels of 0.168 to 0.28 A/m2 in the fluid surroundi ng the
cells, wh ich had a conductivi ty, s ¼ 1.6 8 S/m, that is appr oximately a hundr ed time s
large r than the curren t densities observ ed around growin g cells. Thus , the appr oximatel y
20% to 25% increase in the init ial Ca 2þ uptake is the resu lt of a relative ly large external
curren t. In other experi ments it was also shown that the response is depe ndent on the age
of the animal s from whic h cells are taken [76].

Most other rep orted experi ments have not been don e in a way to sort out the differ-
ences betwee n possi ble direct effects of the mag netic fields and the indu ced ele ctric fields.
Yost and Liburdy [77] have also conducted experiments in the same system that show a
direct dependence of the calcium uptake on the DC magnetic field.

The experiments by McLeod et al. [78] show both a frequency dependence and a
dependence on the electric field strength across the cell membrane. They exposed neo-
natal bovine fibroblast cells to electric fields in culture through a media bridge. The
fibroblasts populated a collagen matrix that enabled the cells to be grown with a domin-
ant orientation and exposed to a well-defined current. An estimate of newly synthesized
protein was made by measuring the incorporation of (3H) proline into macromolecules
after a 12 h exposure to current densities ranging from 10�3 to 10 A/m2 and frequencies
from 0.1 Hz to 1 kHz. The res ults in Figure 5.8 sho w an appro ximat ely 30 % redu ction in
the 3H counts with current densities as low as 10�2 A/m2. This reduction is interpreted as
a reduction in the incorporation of newly synthesized protein into the extracellular matrix
rather than as a change in the cell number. The frequency specificity for this threshold is
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



FIGURE 5.8
Minimum field intensity for a detectable
response. Summary of results for all tested
frequencies and current densities. Current
densities were converted to peak field in-
tensities by using the measured media re-
sistivity of 65 V cm. The lower boundary of
the gray region represents the highest field
intensity at which no significant change in
extracellular protein accumulation was
detected; the upper boundary represents
the lowest intensity evoking a statistically
significant change (n ¼ 6). (From McLeod,
K,J., Lee, R.C., and Ehrlich, H.P., Science,
136, 1465–1469, 1987.)
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shown in Figure 5.8; the peak sen sitivity was recorde d at 5 � 10 �3 A/m 2 and 10 Hz. The
corresp onding peak electr ic field intensi ty was 4.5 mV /m. The frac tional chang e in the
( 3H) prolin e was nearly in dependen t of the curren t densit y for increas es in curren t
dens ity up to two or ders of magn itude abov e 10 �2 A/m2. The ce ll membr anes have a
resist ance man y time s hig her than the resistanc e of the matr ix as a whole. The ce lls are
also as ymmetr ic, with a ratio of majo r to minor axe s of ab out 7 to 10. Thus, the cu rrent
through the ce ll membr anes wou ld be exp ected to be at a max imum when the long a xes of
the cells are parall el to the appli ed field. For ran domly orien ted cells, curren t densities of
3 mA/m 2 pro duced no signifi cant effect on the rate of proline incorpo ration. However ,
wh en the cells were orien ted parall el to the electr ic field that was estimate d at 2 mV /m
and 10 Hz, a little more than a 30% redu ction was obse rved. The estimate d transmem-
bran e potential was 0.5 mV. Wi th the cell or iented perpen dicular to the field, no signifi cant
chang e in proline in corporat ion was measure d a t 5 mA /m 2.

In addition to the nonli near conducta nces ass ociated with Na þ and Kþ  curren ts,
memb ranes also exhibi t nonli near (i.e ., potential dependen t) and frequenc y-dep endent
capaci tances and inductan ces. It is som etimes useful to think of thes e effects in terms of a
phaso r diagr am as shown in Figure 5.9, wh ere the electric field vector ~EE is rotati ng at a
veloci ty v, and f is the ph ase angl e betwe en ~EE and the curren t density ~JJ . If there is, for
examp le, a fi xed time delay betwee n the field acti vation of a cu rrent gate and the current
flow, then , depe nding on the frequenc y, ~JJ may be in any of the four quadran ts and appear
capaci tive or ind uctive or even present a neg ative resist ance to an external driving sour ce.

Nonli near indu ctive effects seem to be associa ted with the time delay for the onse t of
the Kþ  curren ts under exci tation in a typical excitab le membr ane, and they have been
stu died in the giant squid axon [79]. The nonl inear capacitive effects are difficul t to
meas ure at freque ncies below a few kiloher tz. Extr a care need s to be exercised to mini m-
ize the ser ies res istance and the end effe cts of the wire being used to me asure the
capaci tance or ind uctance . Additi onally, correc tions must be made in the calcu lations of
the membr ane capacitan ce to take into account the appr opriat e variations in the fre-
quen cy resp onse that thes e te rms introduce. However , wh en this is done, it can be
shown that the membrane capacitance has both frequency- and voltage-dependent terms.
The capacitance of giant squid axons is shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 as a function of
frequency and membrane voltage.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 5.9
Steady-state vector characterization of
electric fields ~EE vs. current density~JJ in
polar form. f is the phase angle be-
tween the sinusoidal electric field ~EE

and the resulting current density~JJ.
Variation of the capacitance of these membranes with frequency and amplitude differs
from that of a simple bilipid membrane that has nearly constant capacitance. The vari-
ation appears to be associated with changes in the conformation of the proteins associated
with the Naþ conductance channels. Nonlinearity in conductance and capacitance can be
induced into a bilipid membrane by the addition of Alamethicin. The nonlinear induct-
ance or capacitance may also generate both sum and difference frequencies if two signals
are applied. For the case of the single signal, a DC term is added to the current density
that is proportional to membrane potential and the square of the applied AC signal [80].
The effects due to nonlinear membrane capacitance thus far observed are small. They
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FIGURE 5.10
Membrane capacitance (Curve 1) and conductivity (Curve 2) of squid giant axon at various frequencies. Note the
anomalous behavior at low-frequencies. (Note: 1 mF/cm2.) (From Takashima, S., in Biological Effects of Nonionizing

Radiation, ACS Symposium Series, No. 157, Illinger, K.H., Ed., 133–145, 1981.)
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FIGURE 5.11
Membrane capacitance of squid giant axon at various membrane potentials. Membrane potential was shifted by
injecting currents. The abscissa shows the actual potential across the membrane in millivolts. (From Takashima, S.,
in Biological Effects of Nonionizing Radiation, ACS Symposium Series, No. 157, Illinger, K.H., Ed., 133–145, 1981.)
appear like ly to be more im portant in pro viding an understan ding of the possi ble gating
mecha nism in membr anes than as a me chanis m for introducin g rectifica tion.

Ano ther fo rm of nonli nearity in the electri cal resp onse of ce lls comes about in wh at is
often desc ribed as adaptive proce sses. For examp le, we found that rep etitive exp osures of
pace maker cells (taken from the gangli on of an Aplysia) to microw ave pulses res ulted in a
dec reasing redu ction in the firing rate by suc cessive pulse s. This kind of change has also
been shown to occur in neu rons that have been condi tioned with repetit ive stimula tion.
Studi es of condi tioning have sho wn decrease s in pota ssium ion condu ctance through
memb ranes, thus raising the inte rnal potential and enhanci ng the excitabil ity [81,82 ]. The
dec rease in resist ance between adjace nt cells can occur in two ways . First, the resistanc e of
gap junctions may be redu ced by rep etitive electrical stim ulation , wh ich increases the
electr ical co upling betwee n the ce lls by up to 62%. Second, repet itive electrical stimula tion
can modify the chemic al excitator y postsyn aptic poten tial by amo unts ran ging from 3 1% to
140% [83] . This change is ass ociated with the mo vement of protein kinase C from the
interio r of the ce ll into the memb rane. An acco mpanyin g change in Ca2þ concen tration s
and the mov ement of a secon d mess enger, diacy lglycerol, in to the membr ane redu ce the
pota ssium ion flow . This enhan ced exci tability redu ces the volta ge or the charge require d to
initia te an action poten tial. If charge is transferr ed efficiently betwee n cells, eith er active ly
or passive ly, cell length is effective ly mult iplied in the linear mo del by the numbe r of cells in
the chain ; this , in tu rn, reduce s the ex ternal electr ic field require d to generate a given
volta ge across a te rminating membr ane (see Chapte r 11 in BMA by A. Pill a).

A n interesting speculatio n that i s raised by these adap tive process e s i s whe ther or not
a n eural network can be trai ned to i dentify a repetitive signal such as 60 H z in the
presence of larger electric fields generated by the surrounding biological material. To test this
hypothesis, we programmed a computer to simulate a neural network as shown in Figure 5.12
[65]. Using a backpropagation algorithm to adjust the connecting weights between neurons, a
sigmoidal summing junction to model the neurons, and a pseudorandom noise generator,
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 5.12
Backpropagation neural network. (From Barnes, F.S., Bioelectromagn. Suppl., 1, 67–85, 1992. With permission.)
we measured the number of runs required to train the network to recognize a 60 Hz
signal with 97% accuracy as a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio. The results in
Figure 5.13 show that the training time increased from about 200 runs to about 1400 runs
as the signal-to-noise ratio decreased from 1 to 0.001. The way the noise is presented to
this network during the training makes a difference. For example, if you want the
network to separate 59 Hz from 60 Hz, it helps to tell the network that 59 Hz is noise.
This computer network model is clearly too simple to describe a biological nervous
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FIGURE 5.13
The learning response of a neural network with 64 input neurons, 8 neurons in the hidden layer, and 1 output
neuron to a 60 Hz input signal and a pseudorandom noise signal with a decreasing signal-to-noise ratio. (From
Barnes, F.S., Bioelectromagn. Suppl., 1, 67–85, 1992. With permission.)
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syst em, but it may provide a clue to one way in which a collection of cells may be able to
resp ond to weak, externa lly appli ed electri c fields , but a sing le cell would no t.
5. 7 Thermal Effects

One importan t effect of current flow due to electr ic fields is hea ting. The power inp ut to a
given volume of mater ial can be exp ressed by P0 ¼ I2R , wh ere I is the total cu rrent and R
is the resistanc e of the sample. For man y calcu lations, a more useful exp ression is given
by the pow er per un it volume or P ¼ sE2, wher e s is the conductivi ty, E is the electr ic
field intensi ty. (For a mo re compl ete treatm ent of heating, see Chapte r 10 and Ch apter 12
of BMA.) The temperature rise resulting from this heat input is determined by the thermal
capacity of the volume and the mechanisms for carrying the heat energy away. Typically,
these thermal loss mechanisms include a combination of conduction and convection
processes. For short current pulses, the heat dissipation is usually dominated by thermal
conduction, and the basic equation for the rate of change of temperature is given by

qT

qt
¼ P

r0Cp
� T � T0

tc
(5:58)

where T is the temperature, T0 is the initial temperature, t is time, and P is the power
supplied per unit volume. r0 is the density of the material (in kg/m3), Cp is the specific
heat under constant pressure, and tc is the thermal relaxation time.

If we consider a homogenous sphere of radius a immersed in an infinite fluid, the
thermal conductive relaxation time is approximately given by

tc ¼
a2

4K
(5:59)

where K is the thermal diffusivity and is measured in meter square per second [84]. The
thermal diffusivity is given by

K ¼ K0

r0Cp
(5:60)

where K0 is the thermal conductivity (in cal/m sec 8C), r0 is the material density (in kg/m3),
and Cp is the thermal capacity (in cal/8C kg). If an applied current pulse is short compared
to tc, the maximum temperature change is given by

DTmax ¼
3

2pe

� �3=2 H

r0Cpa3
(5:61)

where H is the total input energy in calories and e is the base of natural logarithms [84].
For current inputs that are long compared to the thermal relaxation time tc, the peak
temperature is determined by a balance between the input power and the dissipation
process controlled by conduction and convection. It is interesting to note that if we
assume the thermal properties of water as a first approximation to various kinds of tissue,
then tc for a sphere with a equal to 1 mm is a little less than 2 ms. Since a sphere has the
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



smallest surfac e to volume ratio, Equati on 5.60 gives an upp er boun d on tc, and Equa tion
5.61 gives an upper boun d on the peak temp erature excursi on for smal l struct ures and
pulses that are short compared to tc. Simply stated, it takes high power densities and
large differential absorption coefficients to get significant differential temperature rises in
small biological structures.

For situations where the volume involved is a cubic millimeter or larger, the thermal
time constant is controlled by the amount of blood flowing through the volume. In these
cases, temperatures may be more easily measured than calculated since a complicated
thermal and electrical boundary value problem would have to be solved to calculate the
temperature rise. This is particularly true since the viscosity h and other thermal and
electrical parameters such as r, Cp, K, etc. are functions of temperature. For example, Cp

for an artificial bilipid membrane is shown in Figure 5.14 [85]. Another example of the
importance of change in temperature is the conductivity of saline,

s � C1[10[ (1=T)þa](1=b)]� 10�4 S=m (5:62)

where C1 is the concentration of NaCl in milligram equivalents per liter, T is the absolute
temperature, a ’ 6.23 � 10�3 degrees�1, and b ’ 1.4 � 10�3 degrees�1 [86]. In the range
around 37.58C, this means that a 58C change in temperature corresponds to a little less
than 9% change in conductivity [86].

Changes in temperature are important, not only because they change transport prop-
erties such as viscosity, mobility, and the diffusion coefficient D, but also because they
change chemical reaction rates. Typical biochemical reactions can be described by an
equation of the form

dS

dt
¼ �K0S (5:63)

where S is the fraction of the material that has undergone the chemical reaction, t is the
time, and K0 is the reaction rate [87]. K0 is often given by
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Differential changes in the heat cap-
acity, Cp, of erythrocyte membranes
as a function of temperature in 5
mmol/L sodium phosphate with pH
7.4 and a concentration of 5 mg pro-
tein per milliliter. The changes at A, B,
B2, and C correspond to changes in the
structure of the membrane with tem-
perature and are irreversible. Curve 1:
intact membranes. Curve 2: irradiated
at 330 mHz for 5 min (SAR 9 W/kg).
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30 min (SAR W/kg). (From Shuyrou,
V.L., Zhodan, G.G., and Akorv, I.G.,
Academy of Science, Institute of Bio-
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Russia, personal communication,
1984. With permission.)
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K 0 ¼ kT

h
ex p

þDH 0 � T DS0

R0 T

� �
(5 :64)

wh ere k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the ab solute tempe rature, H0 is the free ene rgy, S0

is the entropy, h is Plan k’s constan t, and R0 is the gas constan t. The signifi cant feature is
that the reactio n rate K0 varies expone ntially with tempe rature, and DH 0 and TDS0 are
large numbe rs. Thus, v ery smal l chang es in tempe rature can lead to big chan ges in
chemic al reactio n rates.

In addit ion to chemic al reactio n rate chang es, there may be chan ges in the binding of
the proteins to cell membr anes that lead to a she dding of proteins with a smal l increase in
temp erature. An exp onential temp erature dependen ce of the bindin g to membr ane
recep tors is to be exp ected just as it is for chemic al reactio ns [88] .

A ru le of thumb that the author uses to estimate wh ether or not significant biologic al
chang es are likel y is to see if D T is > 10 8 C for 10� 6 sec , 58C for 1 sec , or 28 C for hours. If the
D Ts are lar ger, then they can be expec ted to lead to im portant change s in the biologic al
syst em. Typi cal mamm alian temp erature reg ulatory syst ems will hold the inte rnal body
temp erature constant to with in þ /� 0.5 8 C.

In a ddition to the magn itude of the tempe rature change , it can be sho wn that the rate of
temp erature ris e, dT /dt , is impor tant and can ind uce cu rrent to flow across membr anes.
Ch anges in the firing rate of pac emake r cells from the gangli on of Apl ysia have been
indu ced by total tempe rature chang es of as little a s 1/10 8 C wh en the rates of change are
about 18 C/se c [89]. This change of the firing rate correspo nds to the injec tion of approxi-
matel y 1 nA in to the cell. By taking the time derivati ve of the Nerns t equation , which
desc ribes the passive equilibri um poten tial acros s a membr ane for a sin gle ion, it can be
shown that a current propor tional to the temperatur e deriv ative is to be expecte d, or

I ¼ �qV 
0

1 C1
f

fT

� � _ff

f
�

_TT

T

 !
(5 :65)

wh ere q is the charge of the ion , V1

0
is the volume of the ce ll, C1 is the concen tration of ions

inside the cell, f is the resti ng poten tial, f is given by fT ¼ kT
q , 

_ff is the deriv ative of the
memb rane poten tial with respect to time, T is the temp erature, and Ṫ is the temp erature
deriv ative with respect to time [90] .

Bol’ shakov and Aleks eyev [91] have observ ed similar chang es in the firing rate of
pace maker cells taken from the large parietal ganglion of the centr al nervous syst em of
Limn ea stag nalis . In thei r exp eriments they obse rved a slow increase in te mperatur e (1 8 C/
min or slow er) to increase the firing rate of the pac emaker cell and a rapid increase in
temp erature (0.1 8 C/se c or faster) to dec rease or stop the firing. They ascrib e these chang es
to change s in the Naþ  pum p a s the rapi d temp erature effect was complet ely blocked by
add ing ouabai n to the solu tion. In a ddition to the chan ges in the Na þ curren ts, Caþ

currents have been shown to be sensitive to rapid changes in temperature [92]. The rate
of rise has also been shown to be significant in exciting a brain slice from a mouse with
pulses of 10�3 sec and peak temperature rises of less than 0.58C [93].

Temperature rises also lead to thermal expansion, and rapid temperature rises lead to
the generation of acoustic waves [94]. These acoustic waves, in turn, can affect stretch
receptors in nerve cells and other tissue and thus generate a biological response that may
be at a considerable distance from the electrical heating [95].

To get an idea of the magn itudes of both heating (as described in Equati on 5. 58) and
the effect of the rate of rise (as given by Equation 5.65), consider the case of liver tissue
with s ¼ 0.14 S/m and a field strength in the tissue of 2 � 103 V/m. The rate of
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tempe rature rise is appr oximately 13 8 C/se c assumi ng no conductio n or convect ion heat
losses and the therm al capaci ty of water. For this hig h field, a sign ificant te mperatur e rise
occurs in about 1/2 sec. However , the rate of ris e has been shown to be sign ificant in
exciting a brain slice from a mouse with pulses of 10 � 3 sec [96] .
5.8 Natural Fields and Man-Made Fields

It is of inte rest to co mpare man-made with natural ly occu rring fields. First, we would like
to know the appro ximat e magn itudes of the fields that occur in nature outside man or the
biolo gical syst em of interest. Second, we wou ld like to have val ues for the interna l or
physiol ogical fields .

The natur al electr ic fields at the sur face of the earth have both DC and AC comp onents
[97]. On e may think of the earth as a sphe rical capaci tor where the surface is neg atively
charge d wi th respect to a n electri cal condu cting ion osphere that is about 50 km ab ove the
surfac e. Thi s capacito r is being contin uously charged by about 100 light ning strokes
per sec ond from thun ders torms wo rldwide. Since the atmosp here is a finite conductor ,
it also dischar ges with an RC time constan t of ab out 18 sec. The resu lt is an average
electri c field of about 130 V/m. This field is no t uni form with heig ht and typic ally falls off
to 30 V/m at 1 km above the surface. The local v alues vary widely wi th temperatur e and
humidi ty. In the Sahara dur ing dust storms cau sed by winds in the dry season , a field of
1500 V/m has been measured with the polarity reversed from the normal. In thunder-
storms, fields of up to 3000 V/m have been measured without lightning, and the polarity
has been known to reverse in minutes. Storms as far as 50 km away have been shown to
affec t local fields . See Chapt er 1 in this volume by Mild and Greenebau m for more det ails.

The atmosphere is a relatively poor conductor and as such will suspend a significant
number of charged ions, dust particles, etc. This helps to contribute to local field vari-
ations of 20% to 50% over the course of the day and is a normal characteristic of our
environment. The level of natural AC fields in the atmosphere falls very rapidly from a
DC value of about 130 V/m [97]. The average value of the vertical component of the
electric field above 1 Hz has a typical value of 10�4 V/m Hz1/2. However, this value
fluctuates widely with the time of day, the season of the year, and location. Additionally,
the Schumann resonances impose multiple-cavity resonances on this spectrum with a
periodicity of about 10 Hz. These resonances may be explained in terms of standing
waves in a cavity formed by the earth and the atmosphere. These very low levels of
the natural fields are one of the reasons why electronic communications in the ELF
band are useful for ships at sea and submarines. However, because of the very low level
of the natural atmospheric fields at frequencies above a few hertz, there is very little
reason for biological organisms to develop natural protection against perturbations at
these frequencies. It also means that biological systems could communicate internally at
these frequencies using very low signal power levels and still maintain a good signal-
to-noise ratio.

The signals generated within the body are the result of nerve firing and other cell
activity. A typical nerve cell fires with an action potential of 50 to 100 mV and transmits a
current pulse about 0.4 ms long [98]. The rise time for this current spike is approximately
0.1 ms, and the fall time is about 0.5 ms. Each pulse is followed by a refractory period that
is typically on the order of 1 to 3 ms. The longitudinal fields along the exterior of a nerve
cell membrane are estimated to have a maximum value of about 5 � 10�2 V/m during an
action potential when the cell is surrounded by a relatively high conductivity fluid of 5 S/
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m [98]. If we look at these signals closel y, it wil l be noted that the inte rspike inte rval alon g
any given nerve cell fluc tuates in time. Additio nally, variatio ns in the beat -to-beat inte r-
val s for the ECG are ran dom or chaotic , and the period can vary up to 3 0%. This is
freque ntly seen, particul arly at slow heart rates.

In looki ng at the natur al fields in the body, we have two concer ns. The first is how lar ge
an exte rnal signal takes to perturb the ongo ing natur al signal that is being used to
commu nicate or contr ol som e biologic al proces s [99]. The second is how much of the
sign al field typically leaks away from active nerve fibers or bundl es to form a back ground
noi se envi ronment for surro unding tissue and process es. Regar ding the first of these
questio ns, it is interesting to look on the micros copic leve l at the electr ical noi se, i.e., the
fluctu ations that occu r fundam entall y a s a resu lt of the electr ical proce ss itself.

The first of sever al sour ces of noise that are always present is blackb ody radiatio n, or
John son noise, wh ich is given by

Pn ¼ kTB (5 :66)

wh ere Pn is the no ise pow er, k is the Boltzma nn constant, T is the absolute temp erature,
and B is the bandw idth [100–1 02]. The volta ge equivale nt of this noise pow er, whic h can
be delivered to a matc hed load, or the me an squa red voltag e fluctuati on Vn

2 across a
resist ance R, is given by [101,1 02]

V 
2

n ¼ 4kTBR (5 :67)

or by the mean sq uared curren t fluc tuations

�ii 2n ¼
4kTB

R 
(5 :68)

Johns on noise appl ies to syst ems at therm odynamic equilibri um. Livin g systems are
not at therm odynami c equil ibrium . Thu s, the foreg oing expre ssions mu st be applie d wi th
cauti on to onl y those por tions of biol ogical system s where thermo dynam ic equil ibrium is
a good approximat ion . In the case of lasers , the spontaneo us emissio n noise associa ted
with the none quilibriu m pop ulation inv ersion of the energy level s can be obt ained from
Plan ck’s radiati on law by defining a negative te mperatur e that ass umes a Boltzm ann
distri bution of atoms with N2 atoms in the ex cited energy level E 2, wh ich is greater than
the N1 atoms in the energy level E1, such that

N1

N2
¼ exp

E2 � E 1
kT

� �
(5 :69)

In this case, the spon taneous emissi on noi se Pn ¼ hy B, wher e h is Planck’ s constan t and
y is the frequency of the radiation corresponding to a transition from E2 to E1 [100].
In those situations where the nonequilibrium characteristic may be described by an
amplifier that can be modeled by a negative resistor or by energy storage in an inver-
ted population distribution, the concept of a negative temperature may be a useful
approach. Note that an equivalent temperature, T, is a convenient way to describe the
energy distribution of a large number of particles. A much more complete description of
nonequ ilibrium noise is given in Ch apter 7 in this volume.

The second source of noise that is also present is the shot noise, which is given by

�ii 2
n ¼ 2q�IIDCB (5:70)
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where �iin
2 is the mean- squared current fluc tuatio n. Thi s noise come s about beca use of the

discre teness of the electroni c charge q and the as sumpti on that the mo tion of eac h char ge is
inde pendent. With ne gative feed back, this no ise may be redu ced, as has been shown for
space charg e-limited diod es. Shot no ise result s in an AC fluc tuation, �iin

2, which is pro -
porti onal to the average value of the current, �IIDC . A third source of noise is (1/ f ) noise.
This noi se may be gene rated by man y proce sses, som e of which are desc ribed in Ch apter 7
in this volume. 1/f noi se can be synthesize d from Gauss ian noi se by filter ing it wi th a
circuit that require s ab out one low pass state v ariable per decad e fo r the per iod of tim e over
whic h the mode l is used to gene rate noi se with a pow er density spect rum S( f) ¼ (C /f a),
where C is a constan t and a is a constan t bet ween 1 and 2 [103]. We can expect to find this
kind of noi se for pro cesses that evolve with time and, or have memory. 1/f noise desc ribes
the power spectral dens ity of the fluctu ations at low -frequ encies in such divers e phenom-
ena as transi stors, qua rtz crysta l osc illators, the closin g Dow Jones Aver ages for the sto ck
market , and the weath er. It is also gene rated by the flow of ion curren ts through an orifi ce
and thus is a fundam ental part of the transpor t of current through chan nels in membr anes
[102]. Me asureme nts of the noise volta ge across a 10 m m hol e in a 6 mm Myl ar film sho wed
that for a wide rang e of ion ic concen trat ions the volta ge noise spect ral densit y S( f) is
given by

Sf (f )

f2
¼ a

bnr 3 f 
(5: 71)

where b is a numerica l geomet ric fact or, n is the den sity of ions in the soluti on, r is the
radiu s of the hol e, a is a constan t, and f is the appli ed voltage. The da ta showed that 2.5 <
a < 40 with a me an value of 10 for a wide ran ge of solutio ns inclu ding HCl, KCl, and
AgNO, with concentrations from 0.05 to 5 mol.

For natural membranes, this noise has been shown to take the form of

SE(f ) ¼ CE

f a
(5:72)

where 0.7 < a < 1.2 with a mean close to a ¼ 1. For the frog node of Ranvi er, the no ise is a
func tion of the me mbrane volta ge as sho wn in Figure 5.15 [104]. The dom inant sour ce of
this noise appears to be the Kþ current, and it has a minimum when the membrane is
biased, so that this Kþ current is biased to zero.

To get an estimate of the size of these noise sources, let us consider a pacemaker cell
from the abdominal ganglion of Aplysia. This cell fires 20-ms pulses at about 1 Hz/sec. It
has a resting voltage of about 50 mV and a resistance R measured with a microelectrode
between the inside of the cell and the surrounding solution of approximately 106 V. If
we assume a system bandwidth of 100 Hz and T ¼ 300 K, the Johnson noise voltage
would be Vn � 3 � 10�6 V. This gives a resting potential-to-noise (Vn) ratio of about
4 � 104. The peak current flow in these cells is estimated to be about 10�7 A, and thus the
estimated shot noise current is �iin � 2 � 10�12 A, and the ratio of the peak current to the
noise current is about 2 � 104. We do not have the available value S(f) for the Aplysia, v̄f

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S(f )B

p
, where B is the bandwidth. If it is assumed that the maximum value of the

noise is the same as that of the frog node of Ranvier, then for a bandwidth of 1 Hz we get
v̄f ¼ 1.4 � 10�5 V at a center frequency of 1 Hz from the curve for �50 mV in Figure 5.15.
This is about a factor of 103 greater than the Johnson noise. It is likely that (1/f) noise
is the largest source of noise at the cell membranes for frequencies below 160 Hz
[105,106].
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FIGURE 5.15
Voltage noise spectra of a frog node of
Ranvier at different levels of membrane
potential. (From Sichenga, E. and Verv-
een, A.A., in Proceedings of the 1st Euro-

pean Biophysics Congress, Vol. 5, Verlag
Wiener Medizinischen Akademic, Vienna,
Austria, 219, 1971. With permission.)
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These fundamental sources of noise, which are generated by random fluctuations in the
position of ions and their transport through channels, are spatially incoherent [73]. For
many processes the important quantity in deciding whether or not an electrical signal is
biologically important is the signal-to-noise ratio S/N where S is the power in the signal
and N is the noise power. Typically, it is assumed that a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 is
required for an externally applied signal to be detectable. In the foregoing discussion for
both thermal and shot noise the movement of each charge was assumed to be statistically
independent of each other. If for an externally applied signal the openings of the channels
in a cell are excited in parallel and coherently and the noise is generated by incoherent
random firing, then the signal-to-noise ratio increases with the square root of the number
of channels. Similarly, the signal-to-noise ratio for a bundle of nerves would be expected
to increase with the square root of the number of nerves for a signal applied externally to
the whole bundle. Thus, a collection of cells can be expected to detect smaller signals than
a single cell.

In addition to the electrical noise generated by currents and voltages that are part of the
single-cell operation, electrical signals propagate through the body as a result of the
incomplete confinement of electrical signals propagating in nerve cells. In a sense, these
signals may be thought of as noise if they are not pertinent to the activity in that portion of
the body through which they are propagating. If, on the other hand, they are used by
tissue within the organism at some distance from the source, they must be thought of as
signals. In the brain, the fraction of these signals that reach the scalp is called the
electroencephalogram (EEG). The EEG is obtained by placing two or more conducting
electrodes on the scalp and measuring the voltage between them. For electrodes placed
5 cm apart, the peak-to-peak voltages range up to 30 mV [107]. The author views this
voltage as the integral of the vector sum of the leakage fields from the firing of the nerve
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cells in the brain between the two electrodes. Since there are a very large number of cells
firing, most of the 50 mV signals from an isolated nerve are canceled by summing over
many like cells firing at different times and by the attenuation caused by propagation
through the tissue. Estimates of surface potential gradients along a nerve fiber range
from 3 � 10�4 to 5 � 10�2 V/m, and the corresponding current densities external to the
nerve cells range from 5 � 10�2 to 4 A/m2 [107,108]. The EEG voltage has a strong
periodic component (particularly during sleep) near 10 Hz, which is known as the alpha
(a) wave. A peak amplitude of this component may be as large as 50 mV when measured
at the surface of the scalp. It is interesting to note that the EEG signal contains significant
information on the brain’s activity, and a few individuals have been trained to control
these signals so as to control a computer in way that allows them write messages.

At the surface of the chest, a signal may be recorded between two electrodes known
as the ECG or EKG (electrocardiogram). This signal results from the highly coordin-
ated firing of the cells in the heart and has a definite wave shape that is closely related
to the operation of the heart. The peaks of the so-called R wave in this signal may range
up to 2.5 mV and are typically 0.5 to 1.5 mV, depending on the placement of the
electrodes, the amount of body fat, etc. The pulse repetition rate is usually in the
range of 1 to 2 Hz, and the ‘‘QRS spike’’ of the typical cardiogram is 40 ms long.
Again, the signal measured at the surface of the skin is the result of leakage from
electrically active cells located at a distance. The estimated current density near the
firing heart cell ranges up to 1 A/m2 [109]. In this case the shape of the signal reaching
the skin is so closely related to the activity of the heart that it provides detailed
information on heart function.

One result of electric discharges in the atmosphere, as well as natural ionizing radi-
ation, is the creation of small positive and negative ions in the atmosphere. In clean
country or mountain air, the typical ion density is about 1010/m3 with an average ion
lifetime of a few minutes [110]. When a hot dry wind is blowing, positive ions created by
the shearing forces can increase in concentration significantly. It has been shown that
increases in the negative ion concentration reduce the amount of serotonin (5-HT) in mice
and rabbits, possibly by accelerating the enzymatic oxidation process [111]. A similar
result has been demonstrated in the oxidation of cytochrome c. Positive ions appear to
block monoamine oxidase action, thus raising the concentration of free 5-HT [111].
Changes in 5-HT levels produce significant changes in the central nervous system, with
high levels of positive ions raising the anxiety levels under stress. Other effects of
increased positive ion concentration include a decrease in the survival rate of mice
exposed to a measured dose of influenza virus, while an increase of negative ions reduced
the mortality rate [111].

The significance of these results is that it is relatively easy to change the ion concentra-
tion in air using high-voltage DC systems where a leakage current of 1 mA from a burr or
other sharp point would correspond to the generation of about 1012 ions per second.

Relatively few high-voltage DC transmission lines are in use today for distribution of
power. Because the shocks resulting from a short contact across a high DC voltage are so
painful and obviously dangerous, these systems are nearly always shielded. Thus, one is
rarely exposed to DC electric fields >103 V/m. An additional feature of this exposure is
that air is such a good insulator that the DC currents flowing through the body in a
noncontacting situation are very small, as explained in the Introduction. For example,
1000 V across a 1-cm gap would yield a current density of approximately 10�7 A/m2

flowing across the air gap. Thus, the principal hazards from DC fields occur when parts of
the body make contact with a conductor.
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5.9 Discussion and Summary

In this review some of the physical mechanisms by which DC and time-varying electric
fields affect biological systems are presented. A few typical values of electric field
strengths and current densities that are known to affect the biological system are com-
pared with those of natural fields and other forces. Some values of electric fields and their
gradients that are shown to modify the currents and shift energy levels are given. These in
turn are shown to modify chemical reaction rates, which can lead to changes in the
growth cells and other characteristics of biological systems. It is hoped that this informa-
tion will help the readers to make their own estimates of when a given exposure to electric
fields will be significant in modifying biological systems and provide a basis for under-
standing some of the biological results presented in other chapters of this handbook.
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6.1 Introduction

The physical chemistry of spin-correlated free radical pairs offers several
mechanisms explaining how magnetic fields may influence biochemical processes. The
mechanisms are classified on the basis of the dominating contribution to spin intercon-
version, and they cover a wide range of field strengths. Of particular interest is what is
called the low-field mechanism, which has been extensively developed over the last
decade and is now capable of explaining biological effects induced by magnetic fields
well below 1 mT.

The principal mechanism behind the free radical mechanism was discovered in the
physical problem of magnetic field dependence on positronium decay (Deutsch and
Brown, 1952; Halpern, 1954). However, the development of the radical pair mechanism
in chemistry has its roots in the work of Kaptein and Oosterhoff (1969), Closs (1969), and
Brocklehurst (1969).
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An ambitious survey of the literature up to its date of publication is the review of
Steiner and Ulrich (1989), which lists some 775 references, 58 of which are themselves
reviews on magnetokinetic phenomena. Another, now classic, reference on the subject is
the book by Salikhov et al. (1984). McLauchlan and Steiner (1991) published a review
including the possible mechanisms at lower fields. The review by Grissom (1995)
explored the higher-field mechanisms with particular attention to the context of biological
systems. A didactic paper geared toward the issues in biological systems is that of
Brocklehurst and McLauchlan (1996). There are also some recent reviews on the free
radical mechanism in general (Woodward, 2002) and with particular attention to
biological systems (Brocklehurst, 2002).
6.2 Theoretical Background

A radical is an atom or a molecule with an unpaired electron. It tends to be highly
reactive, a property that defines their best known roles in biology. A spin-correlated (or
geminate) radical pair is typically created by hemolytic cleavage of a covalent bond, that
is, each molecule retains one of the electrons that formed the chemical bond that was
broken. The electron spins may remain correlated for a significant time (microseconds)
after the pair’s creation. As the radicals separate, the electron interaction term becomes
small, and the electron states of the pair will fluctuate between antiparallel (singlet, or
‘‘S’’) and parallel (triplet, or ‘‘T’’) because of coherent spin evolution by hyperfine
interactions between the electron spin and the nuclei. There is a chance of reencounter
between the spin-correlated radicals. Reforming the bond is only permitted by quantum
spin selection rules if the electron spins are oriented in the singlet state.

Magnetic fields can affect the electron state in the time before the reencounter; and if
singlet and triplet pairs have different chemical fates, we have a basis for magnetic field
effects on free radical chemistry (Figure 6.1). In exemplifying the process, we will assume
that the radical pair is formed in the singlet state, the normal case for biologically relevant
reactions (Eveson et al., 2000).

Many physical transduction mechanisms proposed to explain magnetic field effects in
biology are very vulnerable to the randomizing effects of thermal noise at normal tem-
peratures of living systems (Binhi and Savin, 2003). The free radical mechanism is
uniquely resistant to this obstacle since it is a nuclear effect and is not strongly coupled
to the thermal bath (Adair, 1999).

A quantum mechanical formulation of the free radical mechanism contains many
possible contributions to the hamiltonian; Steiner and Ulrich (1989) provide a good
categorization of the main components. The stochastic Liouville equation (SLE) is a tool
FIGURE 6.1
A molecule ‘‘C’’ (a) is split into two radicals (b). After diffusion and
spin interconversion (c), the radicals may reencounter while still spin
correlated (d). If the encounter occurs in the singlet state (e, top), the
radicals may recombine. If the encounter occurs in the triplet state (e,
bottom), recombination cannot occur, and the radicals will diffuse
apart again and eventually lose their spin correlation. A magnetic
field can influence this reaction by changing the rate of spin intercon-
version as long as the singlet and triplet products have different
chemical fates.
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for addressing the problem of simultaneous spin mixing and diffusion, but simpli-
fied models in which these two components are treated separately are often useful
for the great reduction in problem complexity (Brocklehurst and McLauchlan, 1996).
Recently, analytical results using a backward SLE have been presented (Pedersen and
Christensen, 2004).
6.2.1 Hyperfine Interaction-Induced Singlet-to-Triplet Conversion

Hyperfine interactions between the spins of the electron and the nucleus cause the
electron spins of the radicals to precess and induce singlet-to-triplet conversion. The
triplet state has a net magnetic moment, and in the presence of an external magnetic
field the energy levels of the triplet states that have a moment aligned with the magnetic
field (Tþ and T�) will be separated by Zeeman splitting. As the applied field strength is
increased, the Tþ and T� energy levels will be shifted away from the singlet state so much
that they are decoupled from the spin interconversion process between singlet and triplet
states, and only the remaining triplet state (T0), which has a magnetic moment that is
oriented perpendicular to the field, is capable of participating in the spin conversion
process. In this way the magnetic field can reduce the number of triplet states that can be
converted into singlet states and subsequently reform the original chemical bond. This is
the ‘‘normal’’ magnetic field effect on free radical chemistry. It becomes relevant for
external fields larger than the effective field driving the hyperfine interaction mixing,
typically 1–10 mT.

A way in which singlet-to-triplet conversion can be facilitated is when an applied field
causes the T� energy level to cross the nonmagnetic singlet level, which occurs when the
Zeeman differential matches the electron exchange interaction energy (cf. Figure 6.2). This
effect has been observed for fields as low as 6.6 mT (Werner et al., 1993), but it can in
principle be observed for much lower fields if the radical pairs are fixed with an appro-
priate separation.
6.2.2 High-Field Regime: Spin Rephrasing through the Dg Mechanism

The product of the magnetic field and the Landé g-factor determines the precession of the
unpaired electron spin, independent of the hyperfine contribution. If the two radicals
have slightly different g-factors, this provides an additional source of spin conversion.
Differences are usually quite small, so this mechanism typically becomes significant only
for quite large fields, B > 0.1–1 T.
E

B

S

T0

T+

T−

FIGURE 6.2
Energy level diagram for singlet and triplet states of a
radical pair. At high fields, Tþ and T� become com-
pletely disconnected from the singlet state, and only
the T0 state is left for singlet–triplet interconversion.
At a specific B-field, the Zeeman split causes the T�
state to closely match the singlet state (circled),
increasing the likelihood of transitions between the
two states.
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6.2.3 Low-Field Effect: B < 1 mT

At fields below the hyperfine interaction energy, it is still possible to see effects of external
fields under certain circumstances. It was found by Brocklehurst (1976) that the selection
rules of the hyperfine-induced spin mixing are more restrictive in zero field than when a
field is applied (McLauchlan and Steiner, 1991). This becomes relevant, even for a very
small field, as long as the coherence of the pair’s state is maintained for long periods
(100 ns to 1 ms). A helpful vector model to visualize this effect, along with some illustrative
numerical examples, is given by Till et al. (1998).

The low-field effect (LFE) can theoretically produce a large (40%) drop in the singlet
yield if the conditions are optimal (Timmel et al., 1998), but in practice only smaller effects
attributed to this mechanism have been reported in the experimental literature.

Since long coherence times are required, it is necessary to understand spin relaxation
effects and under what conditions they may be sufficiently long. Anisotropic hyperfine
interactions provide noncoherent spin relaxation in solution, and it appears that the
relaxation is slower in the low-field situation than has been generally thought (Fedin
et al., 2001, 2003). It is becoming clear that understanding the local environment is crucial
for evaluating LFEs (Eveson et al., 2000).

An important way to extend free radical magnetic field effects into the low-field region
is to extend the lifetime of the spin-correlated pair. Integrating the magnetic field’s
influence over a longer time increases its ability to influence the spin evolution. Spin
relaxation is not the primary problem here; rather, it is the reencounter probability that
needs to be enhanced. There are several ways to achieve this:
� 200
1. Increased viscosity to restrict diffusion (Krissinel et al., 1999; Christensen and
Pedersen, 2003; Kitahama et al., 2004)

2. Oppositely charged radicals that will oppose a tendency to diffuse apart
(Adair, 1999)

3. Physically restricted mobility of the radicals through confining them to a surface
or having the reaction taking place inside micelles, which are nanometer-
scale compartments that form and reform on microsecond timescales and are
able to confine the radical pairs and increase the reencounter probability
(Eveson et al., 2000).
6.2.4 Free Radicals in Radio Frequency Fields

For higher-frequency fields (f > 1 MHz) the time modulation of the field starts to corres-
pond to timescales present in the reaction dynamics, and a range of resonant interactions
become available (Timmel and Hore, 1996). A detailed treatment of the coenzyme B12

system demonstrated resonant phenomena for relatively low-level radio frequency (RF)
fields using a variety of mathematical techniques (Canfield et al., 1994, 1995).
6.3 General Characteristics of the Free Radical Mechanism

Free radical reactions are generally quite fast. There is evidence of picosecond reactions
(Gilch et al., 1998; Musewald et al., 1999), but many known reactions occur over nano-
second timescales. If the free radical diffusion is constrained by micelles (Eveson et al.,
6 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



2000; Christensen and Pedersen, 2003) or by Coulomb attraction (Horiuchi et al., 2003), it
may be possible to extend the radical pair lifetimes to hundreds of nanoseconds or even
microseconds.

Since the free radical mechanism is practically instantaneous when compared to
the timescale of time-varying magnetic fields in the extremely low-frequency regime
(<300 Hz), one would expect that the observable output from a biological detection of
the field should depend only on the time-averaged absolute field amplitude (Scaiano et al.,
1995). However, if there is a downstream system that is able to decode the low-
frequency signal, this statement is not necessarily true (Engstrom, 1997; Engstrom and
Fitzsimmons, 1999).
6.3.1 Experimental Discrimination of Free Radical Models

The relative orientation of a static and a much smaller oscillating field will provide a
discriminating test for a free radical-based model as long as the timescale of the applied
field is long compared to the lifetime of the radical pair. In an isotropic system, such as a
liquid suspension, described by this field situation, only the amplitude of the magnetic
field is relevant. While the smaller parallel field adds linearly to the larger static field, the
perpendicular component is effectively reduced by the calculation of vector length and
will cause a much smaller variation in field amplitude (Engstrom, 1997).

For oriented systems in which the free radical chemistry steps have spatial preferences,
it is possible to have angular dependence with respect to the angle of the applied field,
f(u). One can argue that some symmetry properties are very likely to be present in that
kind of situation (Ritz et al., 2000). Polarity changes are not expected to be relevant, so
f(u þ 1808) ¼ f(u). Furthermore, due to the isotropic distribution of nuclear spins in the
initial state of the radical pair, one also expects that f(1808 � u) ¼ f(u).

If the free radical mechanism is active for low-frequency fields, one can also expect a
response to RF fields in the same system, a property not expected by any other suggested
physical transduction mechanisms for magnetic fields (Henbest et al., 2004). In a com-
parison between static fields in the range 0–2 mT, it was shown that a 300-mT, 5-MHz RF
field applied perpendicularly or in parallel with the static field induced a response that
was dependent on the magnitude of the static field (Henbest et al., 2004). This is qualita-
tively, if not quantitatively, similar to the observation that the magnetic sense of migra-
tory birds can be disrupted by a 470-nT, 7-MHz field when the field is applied at an angle
with the geomagnetic field (Ritz et al., 2004).

Magnetic isotope effects are another possible discriminating character of free radi-
cal effects, and it is possible to differentiate this signature from pure mass effects
(Brocklehurst, 1997).
6.4 Free Radicals in Biology

6.4.1 Biological Transduction Mechanisms

Direct detection methods for free radicals have been developed in chemistry only rela-
tively recently (Woodward, 2002). In biological systems, almost all experimental evidence
for free radical involvement remains indirect. Generating hypotheses based on the signa-
tures of free radical systems as outlined above are necessary to link free radical chemistry
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to magnetic field effects, but there is circumstantial evidence that free radical chemistry
underlies some effects reported in the bioelectromagnetics literature.

It has been suggested that complex dynamical systems may have special sensitivity to
magnetic field influences (Grundler et al., 1992; Walleczek, 1995). This idea has been
elaborated in a series of theoretical models of oscillatory systems (Eichwald and Wallec-
zek, 1996a,b; Kaiser, 1996). These models show that enzyme dynamics involving free
radical chemistry may be frequency specific, although only for timescales comparable to
or slower than the chemical kinetics of the system (Eichwald and Walleczek, 1997). Field
amplitude can influence enzyme dynamics in some instances and this can be used to exert
some control over enzyme systems (Eichwald and Walleczek, 1998).

The peroxidase–oxidase system has interesting, well-documented dynamical proper-
ties (Scheeline et al., 1997). Detailed modeling of this system has shown how a magnetic
field-induced perturbation can affect its dynamical behavior (Eichwald and Walleczek,
1998; Moller and Olsen, 1999). The point of interaction in this system is suspected to be
electron-transfer enzyme intermediates (Moller and Olsen, 2000; Moller et al., 2000).

Downstream effects from changes in chemistry must be taken into account to evaluate
biological significance (Brocklehurst and McLauchlan, 1996). This can both facilitate
detection (Walleczek, 1995) as well as introduce interventions that could block the bio-
logical significance of a physical detection event.

It may be relevant that other enzyme systems have been studied in detail without the
specific intention of addressing free radicals as a possible mechanism. Examples include
electric and magnetic field effects in ATPase (Blank and Soo, 2001b). Direct interactions
with DNA have been suggested; and electron transfer reactions are proposed interaction
targets (Blank and Goodman, 2000; Blank and Soo, 2001a), although not by mechanisms
addressed here. Myosin phosphorylation is another enzyme system that has shown
sensitivity to time-varying (Markov et al., 1993) and static magnetic fields (Markov and
Pilla, 1994), as well as gradient-specific effects (Engstrom et al., 2002).
6.4.2 Role of Freely Diffusing Radicals

Free radicals observed in biology are most commonly oxygen or nitrogen based with an
unpaired electron, leading to the terms reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive
nitrogen species (RNS). A dominant role for these radicals is to act in immunological
defense. They are secreted by macrophages and neutrophils and during attempts to kill
bacteria, viruses, and tumors (Nathan, 1992). The highly reactive nature of the radicals
also means that damage to normal cells is possible, and various defense mechanisms
against this have evolved as well (Yu, 1994). This immunological weapon with checks and
balances already suggests that there is a signaling system built around free radicals, but it
seems that the ROS and RNS also have roles in intracellular cell signaling (Lander, 1997)
as well as intercellular communication (Thannickal and Fanburg, 2000).

Consider a biochemical reaction producing a spin-correlated free radical pair in the
singlet state. Depending on the specific mechanism at work, the ratio of singlet-to-triplet
product at reencounter will be modified. This will increase or decrease the fraction of
pairs that tend to recombine because of a reencounter finding the spins in singlet versus
the triplet states. For the LFE, the triplet state is favored, and we would see an excess of
escape product. The situation is the opposite for the ‘‘normal’’ field effect, in which the T�
and Tþ states are decoupled from the interconversion process, increasing the proportion
of singlet reencounters leading to a larger amount of cage product and leaving fewer
freely diffusing radicals. The Dg mechanism brings the T� and Tþ states back into play
and therefore again boosts the triplet-reencounter escape products.
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Given the wide involvement of free radicals in signaling and biological function, it is
clear that there is the potential of both subtle and not-so-subtle effects on biological
systems if we are able to alter the production of free radicals and thereby change the
dynamics of already ongoing processes. The conventional wisdom regarding the dele-
terious effects of magnetic field effects on free radical recombination has been that more
escape product means more radical-induced damage. This may be an oversimplification
since the direct effects on cage or escape products are typically fairly small, certainly not
larger than tens of percent, implying that drastic biological effects must involve down-
stream responses that amplify this relatively slight modulation. The answer may lie in the
signaling properties of free radicals.
6.4.3 Animal Navigation Models Based on Free Radicals

The free radical mechanism was the first mechanism suggested as an explanation of avian
use of magnetic fields for navigation (Schulten et al., 1978; Schulten, 1982). This model has
since undergone several iterations of refinement (Ritz et al., 2000; Cintolesi et al., 2003).
One interesting aspect of this work is a connection between photosensitivity and magne-
toreception (Ritz et al., 2002). Dependence on light is a well-known feature of the avian
magnetoreceptor (Deutschlander et al., 1999; Wiltschko et al., 2004a,b), but it has also
appeared in other behavioral studies of animal magnetic field sensitivity (Prato et al.,
1997, 1998).

The Ritz-Schulten model (Ritz et al., 2000) has an appealing geometrical application.
Being integrated into the bird’s retina, the suggested compass would appear as a modu-
lation overlay on the bird’s field of view. The mechanism operates through the so-called
low field effect (LFE), based on a single nuclear spin, and operates near the limit of the
theoretical sensitivity, despite omitting degrading effects such as the presence of multiple
nuclear spins, dipolar effects, and various spin relaxation process that will start to become
relevant for the long radical pair lifetimes (>100 ns) considered in the model.

Cryptochromes provide one possible source of free radicals in a spatially ordered
system (Ritz et al., 2002). A recent theoretical model for avian magnetoreception develops
that idea by investigating a flavin–tryptophan radical pair with a high degree of hom-
ology to the cryptochromes (Cintolesi et al., 2003). This multinucleus model is realistic in
that it still manages to provide sensitivity to fields in the geomagnetic field range.
Interestingly, it does not operate through the LFE described above (the multinucleus
approach appears to remove most signs of that mechanism), but rather it depends on
immobilized radicals and assumes that the free radical pair may have a lifetime up to 5 ms.
6.4.4 Coenzyme B12-Dependent Reactions

Magnetic field effects in the coenzyme B12 are well explored experimentally with match-
ing theoretical predictions (Harkins and Grissom, 1994; Grissom and Natarajan, 1997;
Taoka et al., 1997). While most work on this model system has been concerned with
intermediate and higher-field mechanisms, there are also detailed theoretical investiga-
tions suggesting that weak (<100 mT), relatively low-frequency (<100 kHz), might be able
to affect this system (Canfield et al., 1994, 1995, 1996).
6.4.5 Other Experimental Observations

The addition of iron ions or exposure to a 7-mT static magnetic field (SMF) did not affect
the survival of rat lymphocytes in vitro when performed in isolation, but combined
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exposure led to a significant increase in cell death (Jajte et al., 2002). One possible
explanation of this behavior is that the addition of iron ions enhanced levels of ROS
and that the field exposure further promoted the creation of free radicals, leading to cell
death by both apoptosis and necrosis. An experiment with a similar rationale used added
FeCl2 to stimulate ROS production, and a 930-MHz, 5-W/m2 cell phone-generated field
affected a biological marker for ROS production. It should be noted that the vacuum
magnetic field associated with this exposure is quite low (approximately 0.14 mT) and the
frequency is a relatively unexplored region for this mechanism.

Proliferation of chick fibroblasts was observed to be enhanced by a 100-Hz, 0.7-mT
sinusoidal magnetic field (Katsir et al., 1998). In a follow-up study it was found that free
radical scavengers (Katsir and Parola, 1998) suppressed this effect, suggesting that that
free radicals may have a role in mediating the magnetic field effect on proliferation.

Genotoxic effects from intermediate static magnetic fields (250 mT) have been studied in
Escherichia coli DNA, both in vivo and in vitro (Potenza et al., 2004). Free radical formation
was stimulated, and the genetic damage was mapped as a function of exposure duration.
In vitro experiments showed detectable genotoxic effects, but the in vivo assays did not,
indicating that cellular protective responses may prevent damage in the intact system.

A reported effect on the oxidative burst in neutrophils by a 0.1-mT field was attributed to
free radicals (Roy et al., 1995). In that study, the connection to free radicals lies in that the
fluorescent probe used to study the neutrophil activity reacts specifically with free radical-
derived oxidants that create the fluorescing compounds. Work in neutrophils in humans
(Heine et al., 1999) using a much larger field (1.5 T) did not find any effects of magnetic
fields on the respiratory burst of human neutrophils or on the production of radical species.

Phagocytosis was observed to be affected by 0.5–1.5-mT, 50-Hz sinusoidal magnetic
fields (Simko et al., 2001). An attendant increase in superoxide production may be an
indication that the field stimulated the system through a free radical process.
6.5 Conclusion

Free radical reactions are ubiquitous in biology, and recent developments of the low-field
mechanisms (Timmel et al., 2001) and the consideration of detailed biochemical systems
(Cintolesi et al., 2003) make this mechanism a contender for field effects down to geo-
magnetic field strengths. The physical transduction step is not vulnerable to thermal
perturbations, a significant advantage over competing models.

This model does not produce large (factors >2) changes at the initial field detection
step. Theoretical models and direct experimental observations in the low-field region
typically operate around or below the 10% level, so we should expect the physical
detection mechanism to need cooperation from downstream processes for biologically
relevant detection of magnetic fields with free radicals as the starting point.
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7.1 Signals, Detection, and Measurement

Measurement is a quantitative observation and well known to be of great importance to
science. However, measurements involving biological systems are complicated by the
complexity of cells and tissues, particularly if fields are expected to interact weakly and
field-induced changes are found to be small. Some key parameters, for example, tem-
perature coefficient of a measured quantity, may be inadequately characterized, and
related quantities may be determined incompletely (e.g., measurement or modeling of
the time-dependent temperature throughout the volume of the biological system being
studied). Detection is a special case of measurement, that is, the measurement is so coarse
that an observer can only distinguish between ‘‘signal’’ and ‘‘no signal.’’

Generally speaking, the smaller the change in an observed quantity (e.g., cell biomass)
due to a stimulus (e.g., an applied electromagnetic field), the more difficult the experi-
mental interpretation. There may be multiple candidate causes if small changes in bio-
mass are found, for example, any of many growth-altering biochemical changes,
unnoticed and uncharacterized temperature variations, or even changes in ambient
light or mechanical vibration. In physical science a model can often be made of the
experiment. This allows estimates of the influence of various quantities and parameters
on the expected experimental outcome (change in observed quantity in response to a
stimulus) and is valuable in the interpretation of experiments. Similar approaches to
bioelectromagnetics should also be valuable.
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Consider an illustrative measurement on a biological system: a population of micro-
organisms contained within a glass toroid. Application of an alternating magnetic field
to a primary coil wrapped around one part of the toroid induces an alternating current.
The induced current can be measured with a coil wound around part of the toroid. The
induced current is related to the electrical conductivity of the aqueous electrolyte.
The electrical conductivity of the extracellular medium changes when small, charged
metabolites are excreted, and measurement of microbial metabolic activity can thus be
accomplished electrically. First observed in 1899 by a nulling technique [1], electrical
impedance detection of microorganisms has received significant attention as a measure-
ment method [2,3]. A toroidal device has actually been explored as the basis for deter-
mining microbial activity [4], with metabolic acid production causing a change in
extracellular ion concentration (activity) and therefore creating a change in the electrical
conductivity of the extracellular medium. But complications may arise. If cytotoxic
chemicals leach from the glass, there can be a time-dependent poisoning of microbial
activity. Ambient temperature changes couple through the glass to create internal tem-
perature variations that alter the conductivity. In short, because electrical conductivity
change has more than one candidate cause, this measurement system lacks specificity.
This also illustrates a basic challenge to measurement of effects of electromagnetic fields
on biological systems, namely, demonstrating both a statistically significant change and
convincing evidence that it is the field interaction with the biological system, not an
associated competing influence, that is responsible for the observation.
7.2 Specificity

Specificity is a hallmark of biological interactions involving biochemicals. A cell contains
a large number of coexisting molecules whose interactions are not spontaneous but are
instead highly regulated. Enzymes can be highly specific in the reactions they catalyze.
Antibodies and receptor–ligand binding are also often specific. However, interactions of
electromagnetic fields with a biological system are rather general. Magnetic fields interact
indirectly by inducing electric fields and directly through magnetically sensitive reactions
[5] and through interactions with magnetic material. Such magnetic materials may be
contaminant ferromagnetic particles in the human body [6] or they may be biologically
synthesized magnetite granules [7,8]. Electric fields interact nonspecifically with charge
and polarizable material. Thus, unlike ligand–receptor biochemical interactions, there are
no molecular receptors that are highly specific for electromagnetic fields. Instead, mag-
netic and electric sensory systems interact broadly and can be regarded as nonspecific.
Evolved sensory systems are rather special. To date, it appears that biological, electric and
magnetic field reception is indeed accomplished by organized systems.

Lack of electromagnetic field specificity has important implications for interpreting
experiments. If an experiment quantifies a change in an observed parameter, the cause of
the change is not automatically known. Continuing the example of cell growth determin-
ation based on biomass measurement, if an increase in biomass (or cell number) is
associated with a field exposure, then additional analysis is needed to determine whether
this change is due directly to the field or is instead due to interfering influences such as
temperature change or biochemical concentration changes.

The challenge of specificity is not limited to weakly interacting fields. Consider the case
of strong, electroporating fields in vivo, for which the motivation is local tumor treatment
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or gene therapy. Strong fields can generate tissue movement by stimulating muscles
and possibly also by bulk tissue polarization forces. Tissue motion can itself create
membrane openings, and these can lead to biochemical transport [9–11]. Thus, observa-
tion of molecular uptake associated with electrical pulsing does not by itself show that
electroporation is responsible. Specificity is an issue.
7.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio

We adopt a recent discussion of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for experiments with
biological systems exposed to weakly interacting electromagnetic fields [12]. The
observed quantity is x. For bioelectromagnetics experiments, examples of x include a
local or spatially averaged transmembrane voltage change, temperature rise at a particu-
lar site, radioactivity of an incorporated unstable isotope, specific enzyme activity, intra-
cellular calcium ion concentration, cell biomass, etc. Typically, experiments obtain data
that can be characterized by their means and standard deviations, often presented as a bar
chart. One bar of each bar pair represents the control result, and the other bar represents
the exposed result. Each bar height represents the mean value, and the error bar is usually
the standard deviation. (In some cases the error bars instead represent the standard error,
that is, the uncertainty in the mean, rather than the standard deviation, but generally a
report states which is being used.) Bar charts present a concise summary of an investiga-
tor’s knowledge of the underlying natural distributions. The measured mean and stand-
ard deviation of the control distribution can be defined to be �xxcon and scon, respectively.
Similarly, �xxexp and sexp are the observed mean and standard deviation of the exposed
distribution.

When repeating the same experiment and doing the same measurement many times
over, one generally finds a Gaussian distribution of outcomes. This is because in a
complex system there are many variables and sources of inaccuracy that are not under
the control of the experimentalist. For the cumulative effect of all these imprecisions the
central limit theorem becomes applicable. This theorem says that with many independent
stochasticities involved, the outcome will be a Gaussian distribution [13]. As an example
of this theorem in practice, do 100 coin tosses and record the number N of ‘‘heads.’’
Repeat this experiment many times. The result will converge to a Gaussian distribution of
N that is centered around 50.

The threshold for a field exposure effect occurs under conditions of detection, that is,
the minimum change of x that is discernable using generally accepted statistical criteria.
This is equivalent to determining whether or not the control statistical distribution and
the exposed distribution are distinguishable (significantly different by accepted criteria).
This requires sufficiently precise knowledge of the statistical distribution parameters.
Increasing the number of determinations of the natural distribution generates more
precise knowledge of its parameters. For example, if an investigator carries out a number,
mcon, of determinations of xcon and another number, mexp, of determinations of xexp, then
the empirically determined values can be reported as

xcon ¼ �xxcon �
sconffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mcon
p and xexp ¼ �xxexp �

sexpffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mexp
p (7:1)
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The ratio s=
ffiffiffiffi
m
p 

actually represents the aforementioned standard error. Increasing the
number of determinations reduces the standard error and the ensuing uncertainty in the
mean. However, it does not decrease the standard deviation, sexp, of the underlying
distribution, which is assumed unperturbed by the measurement process.

As the means �xxcon and �xxexp become better known through more determinations, the
potential distinguishability of the two distributions increases. The p-value of the experi-
ment is often reported as a measure of this distinguishability. The p-value is the prob-
ability that the two means would be found to be as different as observed (or even more
different) purely because of random variability. For example, p ¼ 0.01 indicates that there
is only a 1% chance that the difference between the control mean and the exposed mean
would be due to the (assumed) random variability of the measured quantity, namely, the
standard deviation [14]. After an investigator completes an experiment and finds a
reasonably small p-value (.01 and .05 are widely used values), it is a common practice
for the investigator to report that an effect due to the field exposure has occurred.
However this assumes specificity, namely, that the field exposure rather than an associ-
ated competing influence is responsible. Indeed, a small p-value supports an effect of
some sort but not necessarily one due to the field during the exposure. Additional
analysis that considers other competing influences such as temperature variations, vibra-
tions, and chemical concentration variations [15,16] is required for that conclusion.

Bioelectromagnetics experiments with weakly interacting fields typically involve
determination of changes with respect to background values of, for instance, transmem-
brane voltage, fluorescence intensity, enzyme activity, or cell number. Observed changes
in ‘‘exposed’’ relative to ‘‘control’’ are generally small. At the other extreme, strongly
interacting fields create large changes with respect to background, for example, molecular
uptake by electroporation (see Chapter 9 on electroporation in Ref. [127]). For the ‘‘weakly
interacting’’ situation the uncertainties (error bars) are about the same for exposed and
control. However, there is another figure of merit, distinct from the p-value, namely, an
empirically determined signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)obs, which is associated with the
observation and which is presumed due to the underlying statistical distributions for
the control and exposed cases. Classical detection theory shows that the associated
distributions are expected to be Gaussians [17].

In continuation of a recent discussion [12], we consider the observed signal (Sobs) to be
the difference between the control and the exposed means, and the observed noise (Nobs)
as the standard deviation of the control distribution [17]. This yields

Sobs ¼ �xxexp � �xxcon and Nobs ¼ scon (7:2)

so that the empirically determined signal-to-noise ratio is the magnitude of

(S=N)obs ¼
�xxexp � �xxcon

scon
(7:3)

Like the p-value (S/N)obs is a measure of the distinguishability of the two distributions.
However, unlike the p-value, the signal-to-noise ratio is an inherent characteristic of the
biological system, its environment, and a particular field exposure and does not depend
on the number of determinations. In this view, Sobs is the observed change and is assumed
to be a measure of the strength of the perturbation to the biological system by the field
exposure. Nobs is a measure of the natural variability in the system for the conditions of
the experiment. In the absence of an exposure, Nobs provides the appropriate scale to
gauge the strength of Sobs.
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(S/N)obs is based only on experimental determinations of x. However, in many cases the
field exposure is believed to indirectly alter x. According to this general hypothesis, the
field exposure affects one or more molecular-level biochemical processes through phys-
ical interactions. In this sense, the exposure is creating a ‘‘primary’’ molecular change,
which is then amplified through a biochemical cascade that creates a downstream change.
It is this downstream change that is eventually measured. The signal-to-noise ratio cannot
be increased by the amplification process. Later in this chapter, we will describe how
amplification generally adds noise to a signal.
7.4 Detection Criteria

The criterion (S/N) � 0.1 is a very conservative basis for ruling out a particular class of
biophysical mechanism for a given field exposure. Similarly, the criterion (S/N) � 10 is a
conservative basis for ruling in a candidate biophysical mechanism for a given exposure,
retaining that biophysical mechanism hypothesis for further evaluation. This approach
provides a quantitative basis for rejecting or accepting hypothetical biophysical mechan-
isms as candidate explanations for an experimental measurement. The traditional choice
(S/N) � 1 is a useful but somewhat arbitrary dividing line, which indicates conditions for
which an effect might appear. (S/N) � 0.1 and (S/N) � 10 provide criteria for stronger
conclusions, allowing rejection or provisional retention of a biophysical mechanism
hypothesis.

We should recognize that thresholds are defined by generally accepted statistical
criteria. The widely used p-values of .01 and .05 are examples of such generally accepted
statistical values. In the case of signal-to-noise ratios, a commonly accepted value is (S/N)� 1,
where the approximately equal symbol denotes the imprecision. Specifically, if (S/N)
(empirical or theoretical) exceeds 1, then the threshold is viewed as being exceeded.
Similary, if (S/N) is less than 1, the response is interpreted as subthreshold. Clearly, it
makes little sense to take a strong position if (S/N) is close to 1. But, as noted above, if the
signal-to-noise ratio is significantly greater or less than 1, then some confidence can be
attached to the result. In short, a threshold is imprecise but nevertheless a useful guide.
7.5 Equilibrium Noise

In this section we will examine how Brownian noise, the simple random motion of
molecules due to thermal agitation, interferes with the coupling of an electromagnetic
field to a biochemical system. Some organisms have evolved an ability to sense and
effectively ‘‘measure’’ electric and magnetic fields. We will see that the thermal noise
that a signal has to compete against sets fundamental limits on detectability. We will also
see how evolution has come up with structures to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio in
sensory perception.

Fish generally carry a small dipolar field relative to the water that they swim in. Sharks,
skates, and rays have developed special organs to detect such fields [18,19] and they use
this ability to pinpoint the position of their prey when they get close and the water is too
turbulent to rely on smell. To be effective, the shark should be able to sense its prey
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instantaneously. So, for the signal not to be mistaken for Brownian noise and for Brown-
ian noise not to be mistaken as a signal, a signal should carry an energy that is signifi-
cantly larger than kT. kT constitutes the average energy in the thermal noise band [20].
This baseline criterion already works to explain some of the physiology of the electric
sensing organs. The electric fields are picked up by the ampullae of Lorenzini. These
ampullae terminate at pores in the skin around the fish’s head. They are enclosed in a
highly resistive material and are filled with a very conductive gel. The eventual setup is
equivalent to an electrical wire with no voltage drop inside. These ampullae are, further-
more, well insulated against electrical noise that originates from the fish’s own physi-
ology. Two pores that are about 10 cm apart on the surface of the fish’s head can, on the
inside ends, be separated only by a few nanometers. A field of 500 nV/m can be detected.
Two pores that are 10 cm apart on the surface could thus transfer 50 nV into a transmem-
brane potential.

By having a lot of ion channels that are sensitive to such small voltage variations, the
thermal noise can be effectively averaged out. With N ion channels instead of just one,
N times as much signal strength is picked up. The thermal noise at each channel is
independent of that at any other channel. The noise is zero-average and the noise
variances are added up for N channels. So the average noise amplitude will be only

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

times as large if N channels are involved instead of one. After detection, the fish has to
amplify this signal to the millivolt range that the nervous system operates with. Amplifier
noise constitutes a problem that builders of electric circuits have dealt with for decades.
Amplifier noise is nonequilibrium noise, and we will discuss it in the next section. Over
the past decade, researchers have built up a good and detailed understanding of the
physiology [21] and physics [22,23] of the fishes’ amplification system.

Many animal species have the ability to detect the geomagnetic field. Two mechanisms
have been proposed for magnetosensitivity. The first mechanism involves chemical
transitions that are sensitive to external magnetic fields. Upon excitation by light, many
polyatomic molecules will start transiting between the singlet ground state, the singlet
excited states, and the excited triplet state. The energy difference between a singlet ("#)
state and a triplet ( "") state is affected by an external magnetic field. This energy
difference is generally small for fields of the magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic field.
But the magnetism that living cells generate is even smaller. A magnetically sensitive
reaction of this type is therefore not subject to significant thermal noise. However, a
detection limit can be established by considering a model in which reacting product
molecules can bind to receptors. There is an innate stochasticity in chemical reactions;
rates represent an average behavior, and there is a Gaussian distribution around this
average. This is called fundamental chemical noise, and we will come back to it later in
this chapter. In this model, the average number of occupied receptors varies with the
magnetic field, and the detection limits are set by this fundamental chemical noise [24].
The fact that many bird species actually need light for their magnetic compass to work is a
strong indication that singlet–triplet transitions are involved in the navigation. Recently,
additional evidence was found when it turned out that robins get disoriented when they
are subjected to an RF magnetic field that oscillates at the singlet–triplet resonance
frequency [5] (for more details, see Chapter 6 on free radical models).

The second mechanism that has been proposed to explain magnetosensitivity
involves the small (<100 nm in diameter) granules of magnetite (Fe3O4). This material,
also known as lodestone, is biochemically formed and has about 30% of the magnetic
strength of pure Fe. In the 1970 s, it was discovered that certain microbes use single-
domain magnetite granules, also called magnetosomes, as a kind of rudder to help them
stay under water right at the interface between the water and the mud at the bottom.
There is a force trying to align the magnetic granule(s) with the Earth’s magnetic field,
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and the microbe thus ‘‘finds out’’ what its own orientation is relative to the inclination of
the Earth’s magnetic field [25,26]. For a single-domain magnetite granule of about
100 nm in diameter, the product mB of the magnetic moment m and the Earth’s magnetic
field B amounts to about 5kT. This 5kT alignment is sufficient to exceed the kT thermal
agitation in the granule’s rotation. In higher animals it appears that the granules are
commonly embedded in biopolymers and lined up to form a rigid linear rod. Such an
alignment effectively increases the magnetic moment and thereby the sensitivity to
small variations in the magnetic field [27]. Indications are that there can be up to a
million magnetite-containing cells in the brain of almost any animal. Even humans, who
exhibit no apparent magnetosensitivity, have magnetite in their brain tissue [7,8].

The intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field varies from 25 to 65 mT, and the direction
varies from parallel to perpendicular to the Earth’s surface. The magnetic sensitivity of,
for instance, homing pigeons has been shown to be such that field variations smaller than
10 nT can be detected. With such a sensitivity the pigeon can use the change of the
magnetic field vector to furnish itself a kind of global positioning system (GPS) [29].
Recent data indicate that some birds incorporate both magnetite and singlet–triplet
chemistry in their magnetosense [5].

It is tempting to hypothesize that extremely low-frequency (ELF) radiation or
microwave radiation could have a physiological effect through the interactions with
magnetosomes. Cells produce their own electricity and concurrent electric noise. But
there is no significant endogenous magnetic field noise. So the magnetic part of ELF
radiation or microwave radiation would not have to compete against such endogenous
biological noise. The average 24-h personal 60-Hz magnetic field due to house wiring,
distribution lines, electric motors, etc., for individuals in the U.S. population is about
10�7 T [30], that is, orders of magnitude smaller than the earth’s stationary magnetic
field. Starting from this premise, the magnetosome in the cytoplasm was modeled as a
damped harmonic oscillator with an external 60-Hz modulation [31]. The restoring
force is the force pushing to align the magnetosome’s moment with the earth’s mag-
netic field, and the damping is due to the viscosity of the cytoplasm. The associated
equation is easily solved. Using reasonable values for the involved parameters, it is
was found that even with exposure to a 60-Hz field with an amplitude of 5 mT, the
alternating field transfers an amount of energy to the magnetosome that is orders of
magnitude smaller than kT. In other words, the thermal agitations in the rotation far
overwhelm any ‘‘signal’’ from an ambient 60-Hz field. But subsequently, the legitim-
acy of a simple linear approximation was questioned [32]. It was pointed out that there
are intricacies that make the viscosity of the cytoplasm, which determines the damping
coefficient in the model, hard to specify. Most importantly, the possibility of many
individual magnetosomes in a cell acting in concert should be considered. With N
magnetosomes in a cell instead of just one, the signal-to-noise ratio is

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

times larger.
The explanation for this apparent amplification is the same as with the aforementioned
N ion channels in the shark’s electroreception. An alternative model that includes such
cooperativity leads to a signal-to-noise ratio that is well over unity with a 2-mT
amplitude 60-Hz magnetic field [32]. However, almost nothing is currently known
about how forces on magnetosomes are transduced into physiological signals. More
solid estimates of detection thresholds can probably be derived only after such bio-
physical mechanisms are revealed.

Electric fields are also of interest. Close to a power line, a human can be exposed to an
electric field of about 10 kV/m. Two steps have to be taken to get to an assessment of the
transmembrane voltage that such an exposure leads to. First of all, living tissue is much
more conducting than air. So, charge in the tissue will move and follow the external field
until it is compensated. Depending on the amount of movable dipoles, different materials
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have different dielectric permittivities. The ratio between the internal field and the field in
the air is [33,34]:

Ei

E0
� «0vrt (7:4)

Here «0 ¼ 8.8 � 10�12 C2/(N m2) represents the dielectric permittivity of a vacuum, v is
the angular frequency (2pf ), and rt is the resistivity of the tissue. So for a frequency of
about 100 Hz and with a typical tissue resistivity of about 1–2 V m, the attenuation factor
for the field entering the body is found to be in a range of 10�8–10�7. Hence, most of the
external field goes around the person in the way water in a river flows around a big rock.
Once inside the tissue, an amplification at the cell membranes occurs again through the
mechanism explained in the previous paragraph. For a spherical cell with a diameter of
about d ¼ 10 mm in a field E, the voltage across the diameter will be DV ¼ Ed, and the
eventual field in the membrane will be of the order of Emem � E(d/h), where h is
the thickness of the membrane. With h � 5 nm we find an amplification factor of about
a 1000. We thus find a net conversion factor of 10�5�10�4 and an electric field of about
0.1–1.0 V/m across a membrane as a result of the 10-kV/m power line exposure. This
leads to an ELF-induced potential difference of at most 10�8 V across the membrane. It
should, however, be noted that muscle cells or nerve cells are cylindrically shaped and
may have lengths in the millimeter or even centimeter range. When the imposed field is
along the axis of the cylinder, there may be a conversion factor at the caps of the cylinder
that is two to three orders of magnitude higher.

When a living cell is suddenly exposed to an external electric field, ions will start
flowing in the conducting interior to compensate for this field. In a typical mammalian
cell, it is generally within microseconds that ions have accumulated near the membrane to
achieve a zero intracellular electric field. This means that stationary electric fields and ELF
(<300 Hz) AC fields distribute over cell membranes. Power lines and high-voltage distri-
bution stations have been the subject of a lot of public anxiety. The power grid operates at
60 Hz in the United States and at 50 Hz in most other countries, that is, well within the
ELF regime.

The 10�8 V that we derived may appear small relative to, for instance, the trans-
membrane potential of about 0.1 V that is present in about every living cell. However,
when we talk about detectability, this 10�8 V should first be compared to the transmem-
brane voltages due to Brownian motion. The thermal noise voltage across standard
resistors was already detected in the 1920s [35]. A formula was subsequently derived
by Nyquist [36]:

dV2
� �

¼ 4kTRdf (7:5)

This equation gives the average square voltage in a frequency window of width df. The
noise is white, that is, it has the same intensity at all frequencies. Technically, this would
lead to an absurdity. It would imply that the noise carries an infinite amount of energy.
However, as Nyquist already pointed out, hdV2i starts vanishing when we get to high
frequencies f where hf � kT. Here, h represents Planck’s constant, h ¼ 6.6 � 10�34 J sec. At
these high frequencies, quantum physics takes over and makes hdV2i go to zero. Such
high frequencies are not in our realm of interest.

What Nyquist had in mind for a resistor in his derivation was a Brownian gas of
frequently colliding charge carriers. With a 5-nm cell membrane that consists of a lipid
bilayer with embedded proteins, the charge carriers are small ions (Naþ, Kþ, Cl�, etc.).
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The ions do not form a ‘‘gas’’ inside the membrane, and it is not a priori obvious that
Nyquist’s formalism would apply. The equilibrium noise current through a membrane
that separates two ionic solutions is due to two-sided shot noise. Shot noise was first
described by Schottky [37] in the context of vacuum amplifier tubes. It is due to the
elementary charge being finite and the charge carriers making random ‘‘jumps.’’ It can be
shown that two-sided shot noise ultimately leads back again to Nyquist’s Equation 7.5
[38,39]. Ultimately, Equation 7.5 is a manifestation of something much more general than
Nyquist may have had in mind. What underlies Equation 7.5 is Einstein’s fluctuation–
dissipation theorem. This theorem says that the same random collisions that cause
diffusion, thermal noise, or shot noise also cause dissipation, friction, or resistance. The
theorem, moreover, makes this connection quantitative:

b ¼ kT

D
(7:6)

For the motion of a macromolecule in a liquid, D is the diffusion coefficient and b is the
coefficient of friction, that is, the ratio b ¼ F/y, where F represents the pulling force and
y represents the resulting average speed. But in the context of the current through a
membrane, b represents the electrical resistance (R ¼ V/I). For D we find D ¼ e2PSc in
the membrane electrical case. Here, PS is the membrane permeability to the monovalent
ion S that is responsible for the current, c represents the concentration of this ion on both
sides of the membrane, and e is the elementary charge.

Electrically, a cell membrane can be modeled as in Figure 7.1a. A lipid bilayer mem-
brane has a capacitance of about 1 mF/cm2. The capacitance of an actual cell membrane is
generally not much different. The resistance of a pure lipid bilayer depends on the ionic
concentrations of the solutions on either side of the membrane. With these concentrations
at biological levels the resistance of a lipid bilayer membrane can be as high as 109 V cm2.
Because of the presence of ion channels, ion transporters, and ion pumps [40,41], an actual
cell membrane has a resistance that is orders of magnitude smaller (typically about
103 V cm2). The resistance of a patch of membrane is inversely proportional to the area
of that patch. So, in order to characterize a membrane, the approach is to measure the
resistance through an actual patch and then multiply it with the surface area of that patch.
That is why we give the resistance of a membrane in terms of V cm2.

The setup in Figure 7.1a is equivalent to the one in Figure 7.1b, that is, an ordinary RC
circuit. When calculating the characteristic time, RC, of the circuit, the surface area cancels
(a) (b)

Outside of the cell

Inside of the cell

Capacitor

ResistorCm Cm

Rm
Rm

FIGURE 7.1
The electrical structure of the membrane is shown on the left. Rm and Cm are the resistance and capacitance
between the inside and outside of the cell, respectively. The resistor also provides a thermal electromotive force.
The equivalent circuit is shown on the right.
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out. For a pure lipid bilayer the RC time constant can be of the order of minutes. But for a
cell membrane it is of the order of milliseconds.

In our context, the resistor in Figure 7.1 is not just a resistor, but, following Nyquist (cf.
Equation 7.5), also a white noise generator. At each frequency the resistor generates a
harmonic oscillation. All these harmonic oscillations have the same amplitude. To evalu-
ate the voltage across the capacitor, we thus have to analyze a simple RC circuit with an
AC source. It has been argued that the high frequencies, that is, f > ( RC)�1, that are
generated in the resistor do not have enough time to build up across the capacitor [42].
However, for low-frequencies, that is, f < (RC) �1, changes are sufficiently slow for the
capacitor to keep up and follow the voltage in the resistor. In this view the transmem-
brane voltage is the voltage across the capacitor, and the equilibrium noise is thus
expected to occur mostly at low-frequencies. As mentioned before, the RC time of a cell
membrane is of the order of milliseconds, and ELF fields thus operate in the f < ( RC)�1

regime where the noise is largest. A straightforward quantitative analysis shows that the
low-frequency equilibrium noise far overwhelms any reasonable ambient power fre-
quency field [42]. There would be no way to ever instantaneously detect such a field.

It was later put forward that everything that is happening in the cell membrane should,
in the model of Figure 7.1, be imagined to happen inside the resistor [43]. Membrane
proteins go through their catalytic cycle against a background of intramembrane noise.
Inside the membrane means, in the context of Figure 7.1, inside the resistor. In this
picture, the thermal noise voltage (cf. Equation 7.5) derives from a net electric field that
results from inhomogeneities in the distribution of the charge carriers. Now at low-
frequencies, the capacitor will be able to follow the imposed oscillation and effectively
produce a field to counter the field generated inside the resistor (Figure 7.1a). This model
thus leads to a vanishing net potential inside the membrane at low-frequency. At high
frequency, the voltage changes in the resistor are too fast for the capacitor to keep up with.
The capacitor will remain uncharged, and the thermal AC voltage will not be compen-
sated for.

However, Figure 7.1 is no longer the appropriate model when we try to derive the
intramembrane electric fields. For a cell of about 20 mm in diameter, the surface area
amounts to about a billion square nanometers. The membrane is only about 5 nm thick, so
the resistor resembles a very thin sheet. The lateral conductivity, that is, the conductivity
from one place on the sheet to another, is very low. So at different spots on the sheet,
different unrelated noise fields are generated. The more sensible model would therefore
be one where the resistor in Figure 7.1 is cut up into millions of independent parallel
resistors. Each of these resistors creates its own field. The capacitor plate corresponds to
the conducting liquid on either side of the membrane, and it can be conceived of as having
perfect lateral conductivity. So each resistor generates its own particular field, but they all
experience the same field from the capacitor. With this model the noise gets very large.
Not only there are more, say N, resistors producing noise. Each of these resistors has a
resistance NR (N parallel resistors of resistance NR lead to a net resistance of R) and,
according to Equation 7.5, thus produces more noise. Because the N parallel resistors that
make up the resistance R are independent, they oscillate out of phase at each frequency f.
As a result the parallel resistors end up pushing a lot of current in and out of each other.
Most of the generated noise current thus remains intramembrane and never reaches the
capacitor. The mathematics associated with this parallel setup is challenging, but an exact
solution can be derived [39,44]. The capacitor, and therefore the RC time, plays no role in
the intramembrane noise. The intramembrane noise is white and has an intensity that is
many orders of magnitude larger than the noise that reaches the capacitor. What matters
for biological function is actually the intramembrane noise. This, after all, is the noise that
a membrane-embedded protein would ‘‘feel.’’ The protein’s catalytic cycle takes place
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against the background of such noise. The parallel setup model leads to a noise intensity
that is much larger than that of the earlier models.

At first sight, all this extensive treatment of intramembrane noise may seem to have
little to do with the two-sided shot noise that a membrane is subject to. However, when
rigorously modeling the membrane as a thin sheet in an ionic solution, something similar
to the overwhelming intramembrane noise is found. The ions that constitute the net
charge on the membrane in Figure 7.1a move across the membrane–solution interface
with an average speed of about 100 m/sec. This is just their thermal motion, and it is easily
derived from (1/2) mv2 � kT. This effectively causes laterally traveling electric pulses in
the membrane. The noise intensity of these traveling electric pulses appears to be many
orders of magnitude higher than the noise that is due to the shot noise-like membrane
passages by the ions [39].

Current models of membrane noise thus lead to transmembrane voltage noise estimates
that far exceed the strength of any reasonable magnitude ELF field-induced ‘‘signal.’’
What the previous paragraphs lead up to is the conclusion that an ELF signal cannot be
detected instantaneously.

However, under certain conditions and given enough time, even the smallest signal can
get out of the noise band. The following example is meant to illustrate this. Consider the
system depicted in Figure 7.2. Let the the resistance R represent a membrane patch. For
simplicity, imagine that on either side of the resistor there is an infinite reservoir (i.e., a
capacitor with infinite capacitance), so no net voltage can develop across the resistor. The
average square charge h q2(t) i that accumulates on either side of the membrane can be
easily derived from Equation 7.5 and amounts to

q2( t)
� �

¼ 2kT

R
t (7:7)

Again, there is an obvious analogy between Equation 7.7 and the well-known diffusion
formula h x2( t) i ¼ 2Dt, which describes the average square displacement of a particle with
a diffusion coefficient D during a time interval of length t. The above formula clearly
shows how, in an electrical context, kT/R plays the role of the diffusion coefficient D.

From Equation 7.7 we infer that for the accumulated charge as a function of time we
have jqBr( t)j �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q2( t)h i

p
/

ffiffi
t
p 

. The thermal noise-driven accumulation of any charged or
uncharged molecule on either side of the membrane carries this

ffiffi
t
p 

proportionality. The
coupling of ELF electromagnetic fields to biochemical activity occurs mostly through
R

A

q (t )

FIGURE 7.2
A resistor is connected to the ground and to an infinite
reservoir A. The net voltage between the reservoirs
remains zero. The situation is like the one in Figure 7.1
with the capacitor having infinite capacitance. Be-
cause of Brownian motion of electrons in the conduc-
tion band, there is a zero-average fluctuating current
through the resistor. The net charge accumulating in
the reservoir A is the result of these fluctuations in the
same way that diffusive displacement is the result of
random Brownian kicks. We have hq2(t)i ¼ 2(kT/R)t
for the average square charge accumulation in time t.
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membrane proteins. Membrane proteins whose conformational changes involve signifi-
cant changes of the dipole moment are particularly sensitive. ELF fields can affect the
catalytic rates of such proteins. So, for instance, electrogenic ion pumps [41], and also
transporters or pumps that just carry a dipole, may have a slightly altered throughput in
the presence of an ELF field. If there is no restoring force for a transported or pumped
molecule, the accumulation will continue. The cumulative effect of the altered throughput
will be a linear function of time. The excess charge that accumulates because of an ELF
field thus follows qELF / t.

Consequently, we see that on a small timescale the Brownian noise (/
ffiffi
t
p

) will be
stronger than the signal (/ t). But there will always come a time t ¼ t

*
when jqBr(t*

)j ¼
jqELF(t

*
)j, and we then achieve S/N ¼ 1. It depends on the values of the proportionality

constants when t
*

occurs. If molecular change is the measurement criterion, then it is only
on timescales of the order of t

*
that the effect becomes measurable. Estimates for t

*
with

realistic ELF exposure have been made [45] and have led to a timescale larger than the age
of the universe.
7.6 Nonequilibrium Noise

In the previous section, we considered equilibrium noise. A living cell, however, consti-
tutes a system that is far from equilibrium. Between the intracellular and extracellular
solutions there is an electric potential difference of about 100 mV. For ions like Naþ, Kþ,
Cl�, and Ca2þ there is a more than tenfold difference between intra- and extracellular
concentration. The 100-mV transmembrane voltage over a width of about 5 nm implies a
very strong field of tens of megavolts per meter.

The electrochemical potential across the cell membrane is an energy source for many
processes [41]. The Na, Ca exchanger, for instance, is a membrane protein that picks up a
sodium ion on the outside and then goes through a cycle in the course of which it drops
the sodium ion off on the inside. The protein couples the energetically downhill move-
ment of sodium to the uphill transport of calcium. In the course of the cycle a calcium ion
is picked up on the inside and pumped, against the electrochemical potential, to the
outside. The membrane potential is maintained by ATP-driven ion pumps. The most
common of these is Na, K-ATPase. This is a membrane protein that, in the course of its
catalytic cycle, hydrolyzes one ATP and uses the released energy to transport three
sodium ions out of the cell and bring two potassium ions in.

Each working protein is like a small engine. A living cell contains millions of these
engines: they are continuously converting energy from one form to another, and in the
process, they are also generating heat, that is, dissipating energy. A living cell constitutes
a far from equilibrium system, and the continuous transduction and dissipation of energy
generates noise, which adds to the thermal, Brownian noise that was discussed in the
previous section.

It would not be against the first law of thermodynamics (i.e., conservation of energy) if
ion pumps were to extract heat from the environment and use it to power the mainten-
ance of the transmembrane potential. This would, however, be in gross violation of the
second law of thermodynamics. There are many equivalent formulations of the second
law. The most common formulation is the proposition that every isolated system strives
to increase and maximize its entropy. The teleological form of this formulation is some-
what bewildering. After all, most laws in science are formulated as conservation laws, for
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



example, conservation of energy, or as causal laws, for instance, Newton’s F ¼ ma.
However, after properly defining entropy, entropy maximization is often the easiest
form of the second law to work with when dealing with macroscopic systems.

When going to the molecular realm, the second law can pose some challenging para-
doxes. Consider, for instance, an ion channel in a cell membrane. Many ion channels
rectify, that is, they pass current more easily in one direction than in the other. So the I–V
characteristic is not a straight line through the origin, but it also has a curvature. Any
frequency from the white spectrum of equilibrium noise should, in principle, be rectified.
It thus might look like a rectifying ion channel could use zero-average equilibrium
Nyquist noise to charge a battery. It would not work, of course. As pointed out above,
it would be in violation of the second law. Thinking in the context of rectifying p–n
junctions, solid-state physicists ran into this paradox long before ion channels were
discovered. In 1950, L. Brillouin wrote a paper ‘‘Can the Rectifier Become a Thermo-
dynamic Demon?’’ [46]. In this paper, he presents a short derivation to show that in a
circuit with all components at the same temperature, no diode can rectify. He is aware
that his case represents a special case of the so-called principle of detailed balance: ‘‘No
system in thermal equilibrium in an environment at constant temperature spontaneously
and of itself arrives in such a condition that any of the processes taking place in the system
by which energy may be extracted, run in a preferred direction, without a compensating
reverse process.’’ The principle is a consequence of the second law [47,48] and, for our
rectifier, basically states that there must, on average, be as much current in one direction
as there is in the opposite direction.

In the Feynman Lectures on Physics [49] a ratchet and pawl system, originally thought up
by Smoluchowski [50], is considered and eloquently discussed. The device operates as a
mechanical rectifier (Figure 7.3) and essentially establishes the mechanical equivalent of
Brillouin’s paradox. The paradox is solved with the realization that the pawl must also be
T1 T2

FIGURE 7.3
The mechanical thermal ratchet as it was originally conceived by Smoluchowski [50] and later discussed by
Feynman et al. [49]. The device is small, and the paddle wheel in the right reservoir is moved by collisions of the
molecules from the surrounding medium against the paddles. Because of the asymmetry of the teeth, the ratchet
and pawl in the left reservoir allow motion in one direction and block it in the opposite direction. With the
resulting net rotation it should be possible, in principle, to lift a weight. However, it would be in violation of
the second law of thermodynamics to extract work from thermal fluctuations in the equilibrium situation, that is,
T1 ¼ T2. The solution of the paradox lies in the realization that the ratchet and pawl are also subject to thermal
fluctuations if the system is small.
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subject to thermal noise. The pawl involves a spring, and the spring will, at thermal
equilibrium, exhibit a Boltzmann distribution over the accessible energy range. Even here
the second law is involved, though on a deeper level. Given the macroscopic variables
(e.g., temperature, concentration, pressure, etc.) there are still many possible molecular
arrangements, that is, microstates, that correspond to that macrostate. For a fixed amount
of energy the Boltzmann distribution is the energy distribution that has the most permu-
tations [20]. It is therefore the most likely distribution. On the level of statistical mechan-
ics, the second law can be formulated as the rule that given a macrostate, every microstate
that corresponds to that macrostate has equal probability.

Second law issues can be subtle. The connection between statistics, entropy, informa-
tion, and physical work still poses paradoxes that are hard to fathom. Books and articles
still appear in which researchers are attempting to come to a fuller understanding and a
better intuition [51,52]. At the scale of ion channels the simple invocation of detailed
balance reveals little. An appropriate description is like the one Feynman gave for his
mechanical ratchet and pawl: it involves Boltzmann distributions and Brownian motion.
So it would simply be wrong to take any frequency from the white spectrum of equilib-
rium noise and model a rectifying ion channel as subject to this oscillation. The ion
channel itself and its Brownian fluctuations have to be included in the description. At
equilibrium, no part of a system can be ‘‘subject’’ to any other part. This is what detailed
balance can be interpreted to mean.

However, when energy is dissipated, it is possible for one part of the system to impose
its fluctuations on another part. When a rectifying ion channel is subject to nonequili-
brium fluctuations, it will actually rectify the fluctuations and drive a net current.
Consider, for instance, an electrogenic ion pump like Na,K-ATPase. As was mentioned
before, this pump utilizes the energy of ATP hydrolysis to pump three sodium ions out
and pump two potassium ions in. All this transport is against the electrochemical poten-
tial and requires about 15 kT units of energy per stroke under physiological conditions. The
power source is the hydrolysis of ATP, which under physiological conditions, releases
about 20 kT units of energy per cycle. It is the remaining 5kT that drives the process
forward and that is ultimately released as heat. Na,K-ATPase is binding and releasing
ions and thus generates fluctuating electric fields in its direct vicinity. For a nearby
ion channel these fields can be conceived of as imposed because the 5kT that drives the
Na,K-ATPase cycle is enough to overwhelm the small amount of energy ( <1kT [53])
necessary for the opening or closing of a channel. There is no feedback from the channel
to the pump. The channel will rectify the fluctuations as a result, and a zero-average
field can thus lead to net charge transport. In essence, the nonequilibrium fluctuations
generated by the pump and imposed on the channel are part of the conversion of
chemical energy, that is, the energy in ATP, to an electrochemical potential across the
membrane.

So energy-dissipating, nonequilibrium oscillations and fluctuations are able to do work.
ELF radiation from outside the organism can impose a varying field on an ion channel in
much the same way that the nearby ion pump from the previous paragraph can impose a
field on an ion channel. ELF radiation brings energy into the organism. Part of this energy
will be dissipated to become heat, and part of it may be converted into chemical
or electrical work. There is obviously no feedback from an ion channel back to the
ELF source.

The selectivity of ion channels for the different kinds of ions is still hard to understand
and model. But the rectification property is much easier to intuit (Figure 7.4). The channel
is shaped like an asymmetric double cone, and charges in the lining of the channel are
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FIGURE 7.4
A simple continuum model of an ion
channel imagined to be shaped like
an asymmetric double cone. The en-
ergy profile on the left depicts the
activation barrier that a positive ion
going through the channel has to
pass. The barrier has an obvious an-
isotropy.
indicated in the figure. A sodium or potassium ion that is going from the top to the
bottom of the channel faces a rapid increase of the potential and then a slow decrease.
A sodium or potassium ion that goes through in the opposite direction faces a slow
increase and a fast subsequent decrease. A positive ion thus has a larger force to overcome
when going from top to bottom than when going from bottom to top. Because of this, an
imposed zero-average oscillation will lead to a net current [54]. As a matter of fact, any
anisotropic potential shape along the length of the channel will rectify a zero-average
harmonic field to lead to a net current [55]. Ion channels are proteins consisting of many
amino acids, and anisotropy along the inside lining will be the rule rather than the
exception.

The plethora of ratchet research in the late 1990s has made it clear that almost any zero-
average oscillation or fluctuation imposed on a ratchet-like structure as in Figure 7.4 leads
to a net current. Imagine, for instance, a temperature oscillation. With energy expressed in
units of kT, a variation in temperature implies an oscillation of the barrier height
E. Because of the difference in relaxation times on the slopes on either side of the barrier,
a net current will result [55–58]. Recently, ever more examples have been found of nature
exploiting ratchet effects for the purpose of regulation [59].

Researchers have meanwhile also succeeded in making artificial channels. Cone-
shaped (and therefore anisotropic) channels form when a heavy ion is shot through an
artificial membrane [60,61]. The I–V characteristic for the current of different types of ions
has subsequently been recorded. It has even been experimentally shown that net charge
transfer results when a zero-average field is imposed on such an artificial channel. The
channel is thus made to behave like a kind of pump that converts an AC input into a DC
output [62].

Imagine a number of identical anisotropic channels in a vesicle with an otherwise
impermeable membrane. Next, put a large number of such vesicles in a beaker with an
ionic solution. Any nonequilibrium fluctuation from the environment, or any ‘‘signal’’ for
that matter, will now be picked up and converted into an electrochemical potential. The
convection caused by a temperature gradient will heat up and cool down the vesicles and
lead to their electrically charging up. The electric component of an ELF electromagnetic
field will do the same thing. The beaker could thus be a battery that recharges by
harnessing any incoming nonequilibrium fluctuation. This mechanism might, moreover,
have played a role in the emergence of early prokaryotic life.
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The Fourier spectrum of the noise that is associated with processes that dissipate energy
is not white. Nonequilibrium noise appears to have higher amplitudes at lower frequen-
cies; in other words, it exhibits an intensity that decreases with frequency. The so-called 1/f
noise was first studied in the 1920s in the very nonequilibrium context of thermionic
vacuum tube amplifiers [37]. In current scientific discourse the term ‘‘1/f noise’’ actually
applies to all noises that have spectral densities behaving like 1/f a, where a ranges from
about 0.5 to about 1.5. Especially in electrical devices, such noise is very commonly and
easily observed. It is also known as ‘‘excess noise’’ or ‘‘flicker noise.’’ In a log–log plot the
1/f a behavior usually extends over several frequency decades.

In the 1930s, it was proposed that the flicker noise originated from a variable number of
electrons present in the conduction band. Electrons would shuttle between a free state
and a bound state as in a chemical reaction. Let the relaxation time of that reaction be 1/l.
This leads to a simple exponential relaxation N(t) ¼ N0 exp[�lt] after any kind of
fluctuation that has a magnitude N0. The Fourier transform of the exponential decay is
easily found:

F(v) ¼ N0

ð1
t¼0

exp [�(lþ iv)t] dt ¼ N0

lþ iv
(7:8)

For the power spectral density, S(v) ¼ kF (v)k2, we find:

S(v) / 1

l2 þ v2
(7:9)

where the proportionality constant involves the magnitudes of the fluctuations as well as
the rates at which fluctuations occur. The power spectral density is a useful quantity as it
describes how the energy in the noise is distributed over the different frequencies. S(v)dv is
proportional to the amount of power that the noise carries between the frequencies v and
vþ dv. Equation 7.8 describes a so-called Lorentzian power spectrum. With a log scale for
the frequency, the resulting curve is a sigmoid. At high v, S(v) behaves like 1/v2. As better
data became available, it was found that a better fit was obtained when a distribution of
infinitely many relaxation times was assumed [63]. Take, for instance, a uniform distribu-
tion of relaxation times between l1 and l2. With Equation 7.9 this leads to:

S(v) / 1

l2 � l1

ðl2

l1

1

l2 þ v2
dl ¼ 1

v(l2 � l1)
arctan

l2

v
� arctan

l1

v

� �
(7:10)

It is easy to check that on l1 < v < l2 this S(v) is approximately proportional to
1/(v(l2 � l1)). This S(v) is, moreover, roughly constant for v < l1 and drops off like
1/v2 when v > l2.

If we let, between l1 and l2, the relaxation rates contribute proportional to l�b, we can
actually get any 1/f a dependence that we want, since

S(v) /
ðl2

l1

1

lb(l2 þ v2)
dl / 1

v1þb
for l1 < v < l2 (7:11)

At v < l1, this spectrum would again flatten out.
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In experimental practice with electrical resistors and amplifiers the 1/f a behavior has
been observed to extend over more than six frequency decades with no noticeable
flattening at low-frequency [64].

1/f a spectra have been observed in nature in a wide variety of systems: electrocardiac
waves [65], the variation of sea levels [66], tardiness at work [67], etc. An essential feature
of 1/f a noise is that it exhibits self similarity, that is, if one magnifies both time and space
with the appropriate factor, the noise pattern is indistinguishable from the original one.
So the noise does not have a characteristic timescale or length scale. 1/f noise is often seen
as a signature of the fractal character of nature.

In 1987, Bak et al. [68] proposed a model for a universal mechanism behind 1/f noise. In
their landmark paper they illustrated the concept of ‘‘self-organized criticality’’ with a
sandpile model. When a sandpile has an inclination steeper than a critical angle u,
avalanches will occur that bring the pile back to the critical angle. When sand is added
to the pile in a random fashion, these avalanches do not exhibit a characteristic size, nor
do they appear after regular time intervals. Instead, there are bigger avalanches that are
relatively rare and smaller avalanches that occur more frequently. The size distribution
follows a power law in the frequency f. For instance, in one day there can be one avalanche
involving more than 1000 grains, 10 involving more than 100 grains, 100 avalanches involv-
ing more than 10 grains, and so on. The picture that emerges is one of a system that is sitting
on the critical edge between two phases and is ‘‘organizing’’ avalanches to stay there [69].
The most commonly cited real-life example of self-organized criticality is the Gutenberg–
Richter power law for earthquakes. It appears that every year, on average, there is one
earthquake larger than magnitude 8, 10 earthquakes larger than magnitude 7, and 100
earthquakes larger than magnitude 6. Self-organized criticality is an attractive theory. It
proposes a simple mechanism and predicts power laws that can be easily verified or
falsified. It has been utilized in a wide variety of contexts [69]. It has, for instance,
been applied to evolutionary theory [70] and has been used to explain frequency-size
distributions of forest fires [71].

How truly universally applicable self-organized criticality is and to what extent its
claims may be unwarranted are matters that are still very much under debate. The 1/f
proportionality for earthquakes applies only between magnitudes 5 and 8. Even for the
archetypal sandpile, things turn out to be more involved upon close inspection than self-
organized criticality suggests. Accurate measurements [72–74] on real sandpiles showed
that in many cases there is no 1/f pattern in the avalanches. It turns out that system
parameters, like the grain size and the rate of sand addition, determine to a large extent
what kind of spectrum eventually emerges. The entire concept of self-organized criticality
collapses, of course, if fine tuning by the experimentalist is crucial for the 1/f spectrum to
materialize. All in all, 1/f noise is not as universal as first thought, and the dynamics
behind nonequilibrium noise are usually best unraveled with ad hoc models.

The node of Ranvier is where the action potential for myelinated nerve cells is gener-
ated [75]. There is a high concentration of ion channels in the node of Ranvier, and in the
days before patch clamp, it was a good place to record membrane electrical activity. In the
mid-1960s, Verveen and Derksen measured 5–10 min of cell membrane voltage noise at a
Ranvier node of an unstimulated nerve cell [76,77]. The resulting power spectrum showed
two decades, between 10 Hz and 1000 Hz, of 1/f noise (see Figure 7.5). This 1/f noise, they
found, was much larger in magnitude than what Nyquist’s 4kTR formula (cf. Equation
7.5) would predict. Following the explanation for 1/f noise in ordinary resistors (cf.
Equation 7.10 and Equation 7.11), Verveen and Derksen suggested that an ion channel
could, from time to time, get ‘‘clogged up.’’ The wide distribution of waiting times (i.e.,
the ls in Equation 7.8 through Equation 7.11) before getting unclogged would then give
rise to the 1/f spectrum [78].
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FIGURE 7.5
The voltage noise spectral densities from
the frog node of Ranvier at room temp-
erature at rest (open circles), at 10-mV
depolarization (open triangles), and at
10-mV hyperpolarization (filled circles)
[76,77]. (� Dutch Physiological Society.
With permission.) 101
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In the last two decades, single-channel recordings have shown how, even without
stimulus, ion channels open and close repeatedly [40,75]. The kinetics behind the
openings and closings is still very much a matter of debate. Modeling an ion channel
as a two-state molecule with an open and a closed state and chemical steps with
constant rates connecting these states appears not to account for the data in many
cases. Electrophysiologists have commonly resorted to explaining the nonexponential
distributions of open and closed times with a kinetic scheme that contains more than
two states. With such an approach any distribution of open and closed times can always
be fitted with a kinetic scheme [79–81]. It is just a matter of coming up with sufficiently
many parameters (i.e., states and rates) to fit the data. In chemical kinetics the transi-
tions are always assumed to be Markov transitions, that is, the probability of moving
from a state 1 to a state 2 is constant and does not depend on the time that the molecule
has been in state 1. A channel that is making such Markov transitions between a finite
number of states always exhibits a power density spectrum that is a sum of Lorentzians.
The number of characteristic times in the spectrum will always be one less than the
number of states. If the characteristic times are sufficiently far apart, the power density
spectrum will exhibit a number of identifiable plateaus when plotted on the customary
logarithmic scale. The inflection points between the plateaus occur at the inverses of the
characteristic times.

An alternative approach, foreshadowed by the aforementioned suggestion of Verveen
and Derksen, has been to model the open to closed transition rates of an ion channel as
time dependent, for instance k(t) / t�m, where 0 < m < 1 [82–85]. The exponent m is taken
to be smaller than unity to make

Ð
t
1k(t) dt diverge for all t > 0 and thus guarantee the

inevitability of an eventual transition. The proportionality k(t) / t�m leads to a decreasing
transition probability, that is, the channel is ‘‘stabilizing in its openess,’’ as more time is
spent in the open state. There is ample justification for the use of open–closed transition
rates that vary in time. A protein has many degrees of freedom and is subject to many
equilibrium and nonequilibrium fluctuations. If an intramolecular rearrangement, like a
transition between an open and a closed state, can be modeled as the crossing of an
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



activation barrier, then that barrier will most likely not be fixed and stationary.
A fluctuating barrier implies fluctuating open–closed transition rates. We could thus get
the infinitely many relaxation rates that give rise to the 1/f power density spectra of
Equation 7.10 and Equation 7.11. Under physiological conditions an ion channel is
trafficking ions in an electric field of tens of megavolts per meter and comparable
chemical gradients. This is a very nonequilibrium setup, and it has been conjectured
that the channel operates as a self-organized critical structure. One authoritative textbook
[65] states it as follows:

A channel protein may be a self-organizing critical system. The channel protein consists of
many pieces that interact with their neighbors. The energy added to the protein from the
environment causes local strains that are spread throughout the structure. If these distortions
spread faster than the time it takes for the structure to thermally relax, then the channel
protein may be a self organizing critical system. If that is the case, then the fluctuations in the
channel structure will be due to a global organization of the local interactions between many
small interacting pieces of the channel protein. The fractal scaling would then be due to the
fact the channel structure is poised at a phase transition between its open and closed con-
formational shapes.

Over the past few years increasing amounts of data have been gathered with ever more
accurate technology. Recently, the 1/f power spectral density of a nerve cell that Verveen
and Derksen discovered was more accurately rerecorded [86]. But through careful sub-
sequent experimentation and computer simulations, these researchers were also able to
show how the apparent 1/f result comes about as the sum of a number of Lorentzian
contributions. Each type of channel has its own Lorentzian, and because of close charac-
teristic times the sum of the individual sigmoids appears like a smoothly decreasing 1/f
curve.

For a single channel, things often turn out to be much more intricate than simple 1/f
versus Markov kinetics. In single-channel recordings of a bacterial ion channel it was
found that actual channel openings and closings follow Markov kinetics and lead to
Lorentzian contributions to the ultimate net power spectrum [87]. The 1/f noise that is
present in the power spectrum originates from transitions between open states of a
slightly different (about 1–5%) conductance. The rates of these miniconductance transi-
tions appeared to be independent of the transmembrane voltage. The small transitions
in conductance have been conjectured to be due to small clusters within the channel’s
structure moving in and out of the lining of the pore [87]. A cluster can cause a partial
flow constriction when it sticks out into the pore. Following this idea, the apparent 1/f
behavior can be attributed to many different clusters moving in and out with equally
many different relaxation times. The voltage independence comes about because these
clusters are either uncharged or the external electric field is somehow screened. Noise in
synthetic channels has also been studied [88]. There it was found that potassium
currents through a one-state, permanently open channel exhibit 1/f2 noise. An artificial
channel that can open and close, on the other hand, was found to exhibit 1/f noise when
the externally applied voltage is in the right regime. With this latter artificial channel
there is good ground to attribute the open–closed transitions to the movement of
‘‘dangling ends’’ of polymers in the pore’s lining. So the result supports the ‘‘moving
cluster’’ for the mechanism behind 1/f noise in channels.

There appears to be no simple theory that can convincingly bring all manifestations of
1/f noise under one common denominator. All the indications are that an ad hoc approach
to nonequilibrium noise phenomena is still the most fruitful one.
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In ordinary resistors the amount of 1/f noise grows linearly with the dissipated power
W. If we take S( v) dv to denote the power in energy per unit of time (watts) in an interval
dv, then we have for the power spectral density:

S( v) ¼ gW

f 
(7 :12)

Here, g is a dimensionless constant the value of which depends on the type of resistor.
Nyquist noise is simple in that the net value of the resistance R fully determines the

noise amplitude. With 1/f noise a more complex situation arises. Experimentally, the
constant g (cf. Equation 7.12) turns out to be proportional to the volume-to-power ratio
[89]. In Figure 7.6 the four resistors in design (b) are identical to the one resistor in design
(a). It is obvious that (a) and (b) will have the same net resistance and therefore the same
amount of Nyquist noise. Design (a), however, will exhibit four times as much 1/f noise as
design (b). Design (b) is quieter because the energy dissipation is distributed over a larger
volume. Generally, we have g / 1/ V, where V denotes the resistor’s volume. The gW in
Equation 7.12 can be expressed as gew, where ge is the g-value for a single elementary
charge carrier in the resistor and w is the energy dissipated in the volume of such a single,
independent charge carrier.

Pumps and carriers move ions one by one. Imagine a single pump or carrier that moves
ions across the membrane at a rate n. During a small time interval dt there is a probability
p ¼ n dt that an ion is transported. We take dt to be sufficiently small so that the
probability of more than one ion being transported during dt is negligible. We also
take the duration of the catalytic cycle, that is, the ‘‘processing’’ time for an ion going
through the membrane, to be negligible in comparison to the time between catalytic
cycles. If we were not to make the latter assumption, we would simply have to multiply
by the probability that an average channel is available for transport when we want
to express the transport rate. For the average number of ions h nidt transported by the
channel in time dt, we now have hn idt ¼ 1 � p þ 0 � (1 � p) ¼ p. For the variance we have
sdt ¼ hn2i � hni2 ¼ 12 � p � (1 � p)2 ¼ p(1 � p). For M subsequent timesteps and M dt ¼ T,
the variances add up, and we have hn iT ¼ Mp and sT ¼ Mp(1 � p). So the standard
deviation,

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
sT
p

, works out to be proportional to
ffiffiffiffiffi
M
p

. Over time the standard deviation
becomes more and more negligible compared to the average. For sufficiently small dt we
can take 1 � p to be equal to 1, and we then have a variance that equals the average.
FIGURE 7.6
Design (a) and design (b) both have a net resistance R.
They are different in that design (b) actually consists
of two parallel resistors of 2R. Designs (a) and (b) will
exhibit the same amount of equilibrium noise, as it is
only the net resistance (cf. Equation 7.5) that deter-
mines the equilibrium noise amplitude. It appears,
however, that design (a) has four times as much
power spectral density as design (b). The amount of
nonequilibrium noise is proportional to the current
density.

(a)

R
R

RR

R

(b)
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In the textbook by DeFelice [89] it is shown how the power spectral density of the
process above amounts to S( f ) ¼ 2sT/T ¼ 2n. The frequency-independent power
spectrum can be intuited as follows. If the actual transport time through the membrane
is small, then we can conceive of the transmembrane current as delta function-like pulses
occurring at a rate n. The Fourier transform of a Dirac delta function is a flat spectrum. In
order to go from particle current to electrical current we must, to obtain the current power
spectral density, multiply with the square of the charge of the involved ion. Taking this to
be the elementary charge e, we find

Si(f ) ¼ 2ne2 ¼ 2e ih i (7:13)

Here, hii ¼ en denotes the average current through one pump.
Next, we let hIi denote the total transmembrane current due to pumps of a particular

ion through the entire cell surface. We then have for the total current power spectral
density:

S
pu
I (f ) ¼ 2e Ih i (7:14)

For a living cell in a steady state, for each kind of ion, there are just as many ions going in
as there are going out, that is, there is just as much uphill transport through pumps as
there is downhill flow through ion channels. So we have the same current hIi uphill as
well as downhill. Below, we will first show that the downhill flow through the channels
generates much more nonequilibrium noise than the uphill flow through the pumps. We
will then show how the channel noise far exceeds the Johnson–Nyquist equilibrium noise.

Ion channels stay open for an average time of about top ¼ 10�3 sec, and during that
time there is a current of about 107 ions per sec (i.e., about 1 pA). So the equivalent of the
elementary charge mentioned in the previous paragraph is now N ¼ 104 ions.

However, before we blindly substitute Ne for e in Equation 7.14 to obtain the current
power spectral density generated by the channel population of a cell, we have to take
another source of variance into account. The channel-open time of about a millisecond is
an average. If we view opening and closing of a channel as simple chemical steps between
an open and a closed state, then the millisecond is the average of an exponential distri-
bution of open times. For an exponential distribution the average open time equals the
standard deviation in the open time. So the standard deviation DN equals N itself. The
associated variance has to be added in. So we have SI

ch ( f ) � 2 ne2 (N2 þ (DN)2). The rate
n now represents the number of channel openings per unit of time. So we get for the
current power spectral density produced by the channels:

Sch
I � 4Ne Ih i (7:15)

So the channel contribution to the total nonequilibrium current noise is about 104 times as
large as the contribution of the pumps. For the total current power spectral density,
SI

noneq, due to nonequilibrium currents, we thus neglect the pump contribution.
The above Equation 7.15 constitutes SI

ch (0). At higher frequencies, when f approaches
the average open time top of the channel, SI

ch ( f ) will decrease. The characteristic inverse
time for a channel is f

*
¼ top

�1 þ tcl
�1, where tcl is the average closed time of the channel.

With only one type of channel present in a cell, there will be a sigmoidally shaped,
Lorentzian noise spectrum with an inflection point at f ¼ f

*
. With many types of channels

for different kinds of ions present it is indeed possible to obtain a 1/f spectrum over
several decades as the sum of Lorentzians [86].
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To obtain the voltage power spectral density, we have to multiply SI
noneq ( f ) by  R2,

where R represents the electrical resistance of the entire cell membrane. We let the cell
surface area measure A. So we have SV

noneq (0) � 4 Ne hI i R2. The equilibrium Nyquist
voltage noise across the same cell membrane is SV

eq( f ) � 4kTR. This is white noise and
has the same strength at all frequencies. We thus obtain the following formula at f ¼ 0 for
the ratio u(0) of the nonequilibrium noise and the equilibrium noise:

u(0) � Ne Ih iR
kT 

(7 :16)

The transmembrane current h Ii is proportional to the cell surface A. The resistance R is
inversely proportional to A. So eventually, the cell surface area and the cell geometry in
general cancel out of the equation.

Data for the steady-state Naþ flux through several types of cell membranes (e.g., rat
soleus, sheep purkinje, squid axon, guinea pig auricles, and frog sartorius) are available
[90]. That flux is about 50 pmol/(cm2 sec). The vast majority of transmembrane ion
transport is carried out by Na,K-ATPase, which transports two Kþ ions for every three
Na þ ions. We assume Na þ and Kþ transport to therefore be about equal. After multiply-
ing by Faraday’s constant (the number of coulombs in a mole, i.e., about 105), we get a
total current of about h I i � 10 mA/cm2. The resistance of a cell membrane varies from 103

V cm2 (squid axon) to 7 � 103 V cm2 (mammalian cardiac cell). We thus find for u(0) a
value of about 5000.

Based on experimental data, it has been estimated that at 1 Hz the 1/f noise in the frog
node of Ranvier is about a thousand times larger than thermal noise [91]. This is consist-
ent with our estimate. Experimentally, it turns out that the power spectral density is
constant from f ¼ 0 up to about somewhere between 1 and 10 Hz [86,89]. At that point, the
power spectral density starts to fall off as 1/f. This means that we reach u( f ) ¼ 1, that is,
the equilibrium and nonequilibrium noise being equal, somewhere near 104 Hz. Figure 7.5,
in which the horizontal axis is in radians per second, indeed shows flattening between 103

and 104 Hz. At the 50- and 60-Hz power line frequencies, the nonequilibrium voltage
noise is expected to exceed the equilibrium voltage noise by a factor of at least 102.

However, we should pause before taking the value of u and employ it to incorporate
nonequilibrium noise in the evaluation of a signal-to-noise ratio. As we saw earlier in this
section, nonequilibrium noise may be a way to transduce energy from one stored form to
another. So a signal can come in the form of a piece of nonequilibrium noise. With this
gray area between signal and noise, it may no longer be straightforward to calculate a
signal-to-noise ratio. There has been a natural selection toward high signal-to-noise ratios
for signals whose detection has been important for the survival of the organism for many
millennia. But what the signal-to-noise ratios and detection thresholds are for ELF and
microwave radiation, which are relatively new phenomena in the environment, and how
nonequilibrium noise figures in all of this is still open to conjecture and debate.
7.7 Chemical Noise

Chemical noise consists of both fundamental chemical noise (stochastic variations in net
or accumulated amounts of a particular ion or molecule) and nonfundamental changes in
chemical amount (molecular number) due to influences other than the applied field. We
again adopt a recent discussion [12] in which an arbitrary biological system is considered.
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In the discussion, attention focuses on weakly interacting fields that can create small
chemical changes, but much of the approach is also relevant to strongly interacting fields,
for example, those causing cell membrane electroporation (see Chapter 9 on electropor-
ation in Ref. [127]). To begin, consider a small physical perturbation of the biological
system due to the interaction of a local electromagnetic field, ~FFlocal(~rr, t), that may vary
from site to site within the volume of the biological system. In general, ~FFlocal may have a
complicated dependence of its magnitude and direction on time and position, such that
a formal prescription for calculating the field-induced molecular change due to an
exposure is

�nnS ¼
ðt¼ texp

t¼0

ð
system volume

J0( t 0)fbpm(~FFlocal(~rr,t 0)) dV d t0 (7:17)

We regard �nnS as a molecular change signal. It is the primary consequence of the field
exposure for the case where only one process, or one step in a cascade, is altered.
Integration is carried out over the entire biological system volume and over the time
comprising the exposure, texp (or control). This yields the accumulated, total chemical
(molecular) change due to the applied field during the exposure. Other changes in the
same ionic or molecular species may result from competing influences, for example,
temperature variations, during texp.

The applied field interacts through one or more of a limited class of biophysical
mechanisms. Here, biophysi cal mechanism means a class of interactions by which the
field alters an ongoing biochemical rate (transport or reaction), with the rate arising
from nonequilibrium processes dependent on metabolism. Examples of known biophys-
ical mechanisms involving electric fields are heating (most biochemical processes have a
nonzero temperature dependence), voltage-gated channels, electroconformational coup-
ling of membrane enzymes, electroporation, and iontophoresis (mainly electrophoresis,
but in some cases also electroosmosis). Examples involving magnetic fields are radical-
pair reactions and twisting of magnetic material (magnetite or contaminant magnetic
particles). As used here, a biophysical mechanism modulates an ongoing bio-
chemical process, and both the coupling strength and the magnitude of the basal rate
are important.

For a particular type of biophysical mechanism (bpm), the function fbpm (~FFlocal (t) )
describes the instantaneous alteration of the basal rate, J0, which itself can vary in time
[92]. The local field can be computed numerically at the tissue level (millimeter scale; see
Chapter 11 on dosimetry, this volume) [93–99] and at the cellular level [100,101]. The time
and position dependence of ~FFlocal (~rr,t) is often simple, namely, a constant magnitude
(steady or DC) field, a constant amplitude periodic (AC) field, or at high frequencies a
spatially decaying amplitude field due to power absorption. Environmental and occupa-
tional fields can be much more complicated, such that piecewise continuous representa-
tions may be needed.

If a weakly coupled physical perturbation alters the basal rate of a biochemical process
(transport or reaction), the total chemical (molecular) change, expressed as the number of
molecules, is

�nn ¼ �nn0 þ �nnS (7:18)

where �nn0 is the basal change during an exposure (sensing) time texp, and �nnS is the (much
smaller) molecular change due to the field exposure [22,45,92,102]. As noted above, �nnS can
be regarded as a molecular change signal. The basal process is far from equilibrium,
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driven by free-energy differences associated with metabolism. The largest field-induced
molecular change occurs for a steady (DC) field exposure [22,102]:

�nnS ¼ Kbpm,dc F0 J0 texp (7 :19)

where Kbpm,dc describes the alteration of the basal rate by the steady field, here of
magnitude F0. Equation 7.19 is the DC version of the case of a weakly coupled periodic
perturbation, previously described for the case of an extracellular electric field [45,92],
namely,

�nnS ¼ Kbpm,ac F
2
0 J0 texp (7 :20)

where Kbpm,ac describes the coupling that leads to rectification of the ongoing rate [45]. For
basal rates with more complicated time dependence, Equation 7.17 may need to be
evaluated numerically, but the same basic ideas apply. Equation 7.20 is valid for long
exposures, involving a large number of cycles of the periodic field. Basal rates that can be
altered by weakly interacting electromagnetic fields by definition involve small inter-
action energies, so that thermal fluctuations and chemical free-energy differences result in
nonzero basal rates. A zero basal rate with an extremely large activation or interaction
energy cannot, therefore, be expected to be changed to a measurable nonzero rate by a
weakly interacting field.

A generalized, molecular change-based signal-to-noise ratio can be constructed by
estimating the ratio of primary molecular change to the combined competing changes
for the same molecular (ionic) species. We consider the simplest case of the field altering
the rate at one step in a single pathway but note that in principle the present analysis can
be extended to include multiple steps involving more than one biochemical pathway. We
further assume that this biochemical has its rate through the pathway altered slightly by a
physical perturbation, here an electromagnetic field. But competing influences can also
alter the rate. Such influences include temperature variations, normal physiological
concentration variations, changes in hormones and other regulating biochemicals, and
mechanical perturbations of cells and tissues. Competing molecular changes can also be
created by a background electromagnetic field, for example, normal electrical activity
within the human body or by movement in the earth’s magnetic field, interacting through
the same biophysical mechanism. Such competition goes beyond fundamental chemical
noise (molecular shot noise). Nonionizing influences can only modulate ongoing pro-
cesses, and therefore such influences cannot (essentially by definition) introduce foreign
molecules. This has the important consequence that competing molecular changes may
arise from several sources (Table 7.1).
TABLE 7.1

Quantities Employed in Generalized Chemical Noise

Symbol Molecular Change Source

S �nnS Field-induced molecular change signal
N

ffiffiffi
�nn
p
�

ffiffiffi
�nn
p

0 Molecular shot noise (fundamental)
V �nnV Molecular change due to temperature variations
C �nnC Molecular change due to concentration variations
I �nnM Molecular change due to mechanical interference
B �nnB Molecular change due to background fields
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A generalized signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)gen, can thus be considered. The field-induced
molecular change signal, S, is thereby quantitatively compared to the several sources of
competing molecular changes for the same biochemical (molecule or ion), yielding

(S =N)gen ¼
S

fcom(N,V,C,I,B) 
(7:21)

The various competing molecular changes, which may or may not be independent,
are combined to give the total competing molecular change, fcom. Important simplifica-
tions can be made if the various competing molecular changes can be approximated
as independent and random around their mean values. In this case, fcom can be
approximated as

fcom(N,V,C,I,B) � [ N2 þ V2 þ C2 þ I2 þ B2]1 =2 (7:22)

Alternatively, emphasizing the changes in terms of numbers of molecules,

fcom( N,V,C,I,B) � [ �nn0 þ ( DnV)2 þ (D nC)2 þ ( DnM)2 þ (D nB)2]1 =2 (7:23)

All significant sources of competing molecular change are directly relevant.
Consistent with experimental treatment of errors as random, here we consider the

special case that all the important competing molecular changes can be approximated
as independent and random variations around their mean value, as this allows the
competing changes to be added in quadrature (Equation 7.22). This leads to a general
molecular change-based signal-to-noise ratio that involves Gaussian distributions,
namely,

(S=N)gen �
S

[N2 þ V2 þ C2 þ I2 þ B2]1=2
(7:24)

Each of these competing molecular changes is discussed briefly below, with reference to
Table 7.1.

As indicated in Table 7.1, N ¼
ffiffiffi
�nn
p
�

ffiffiffiffiffi
�nn0

p
is the competing molecular change due to

fundamental stochastic variations in biochemical reaction and transport processes
[15,45,92], which provides a fundamental, minimum molecular change noise. Fundamen-
tal chemical noise is increasingly recognized as important to understanding other aspects
of biological systems, such as the circadian clock [103,104], control of genetic circuits
[105,106], and bacterial chemotaxis [107].

Temperature variations within the volume of the biological system are generally
expected to result in altered rates. When integrated over the system volume and over
the exposure time, a contribution to the end-point molecular change is expected, because
most biochemical processes have nonzero temperature dependence. Thus, V ¼ �nnv is the
resulting, competing molecular change due to temperature variations [15]. Human core
body temperature has daily variations of more than 18C [108–113], and there are even
larger variations in the extremities. Often in vitro electric and magnetic field experiments
use feedback control, for instance, in temperature-regulated exposure chambers, but these
typically have variations greater than about 0.018C at one or a few temperature measure-
ment sites. Temperature variations within the biological system itself are often inferred,
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preferably by numerical models that can reasonably predict the temperature through the
biological system by first predicting the specific absorption rate. During the exposure
time, interfering temperature variation can be significant. To allow correction for
temperature variations, the biological system should be characterized for its temperature
sensitivity, and each particular apparatus should be characterized for its temper-
ature variations for control and exposed conditions. As an example, an investigation
first reporting athermal effects [114] was subsequently found to have temperature vari-
ation 	0.18C at temperature measurement sites [115]. Without thermal modeling of the
exposure systems and the biological systems, however, larger temperature changes away
from the measurement site cannot be ruled out. It is the temperature change and variation
over the entire volume containing cells (or other specimens) that need to be quantitatively
understood. Temperature measurement at one site, typically somewhere along the
perimeter or boundary of a temperature-regulated apparatus, is generally insufficient.
The measured biochemical quantity should also be characterized for its temperature
sensitivity for the biological system studied, so that the expected V can be determined,
to address the basic specificity question of whether an observed change is due to the field
or to temperature changes [116].

Changes in concentration of biochemicals involved in a process are well known to alter
the rate of a process. Relevant chemical species include substrates, products, inhibitors,
etc. The competing molecular change due to one or more interfering concentration
changes is C ¼ �nnC. In this case, a significant difference may exist for in vitro and in vivo
experiments. Usually, only small, slow changes of chemical concentrations are expected
in vitro, occurring, for example, through absorption or release of molecules (ions) from
glass- and plasticware, spontaneous chemical decomposition, binding to cellular constitu-
ents, or evaporation. Uptake or release of interfering biochemicals from a biological
preparation could be the predominant source, particularly if cells grow (taking up
molecules) or die (releasing molecules). In vivo concentration variations are relatively
large, because of normal physiologic variations. For example, Ca2þ concentration varies in
humans by more than 1% over a day [117,118]. Unless buffered, these normal biochemical
variations also compete with the field-induced molecular change.

Movement of tissue in vivo and vibration of an experimental apparatus containing a
biological system can also create a mechanically induced molecular change, I ¼ �nnM, that
competes with a molecular change signal. In this case, the competing molecular change
is due to interference of mechanical stress and strain [119,120], often present at high
levels in living humans [11,121,122] but at low levels for in vitro experiments. In vitro
apparatus can have quite different mechanical properties and isolation from ambient
vibrations. Indeed, it has been found in some experiments that mechanical vibrations
create effects larger than the field exposure [123]. Tissues in vivo experience significant
mechanical deformation, but there is the least strain expected within the bone marrow
and the brain [120]. This may be relevant to the ‘‘contact current hypothesis,’’ which
suggests that currents in the bone marrow may be important in exposures of children
[124–126].

Background fields can, of course, also couple to biochemical processes through the
same biophysical mechanisms as the applied field. Background field-induced molecular
change competes, and is denoted by B ¼ �nnB. Examples of background electromagnetic
fields include the endogenous electrical fields generated within the body by cardiac,
muscular, and neural activity and the sampling of different field values (local anomalies)
in the ambient magnetic field as mobile humans move about in their environment. In vitro
background fields will depend on the particular experimental environment, are usually
small and constant, and are often measured.
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7.8 Interpretation of Experiments

Specificity is fundamentally important to interpret experiments, as one wants to know
what agent is responsible for the observed change(s). This is particularly relevant to
experiments that find small changes in biological systems that are exposed to small
electromagnetic fields. A basic challenge is to show that other influences are not respon-
sible. Because it is well known that most biochemical processes have a significant tem-
perature dependence, the approximate temperature sensitivity of the observed quantity
should be determined or known, and some bound should be established for temperature
drift or variations in the experiment. However, as already noted, even big changes can
have more than one candidate cause. Both tissue electroporation and tissue movement
can, for instance, underlie the changes in molecular uptake associated with large field
pulses. For this reason, signal-to-noise ratio considerations should be preceeded by
establishing field specificity, which can be much more difficult than observing a change
associated with a field exposure. To establish specificity, a number of issues must be
considered, many of which will be discussed next.

Many experiments determine quantities related to biochemical change. Exceptions are
experiments that determine physical quantities such as voltages and currents, tempera-
ture changes, and magnetic particle rotation. However, electrical measurements are the
most frequent physical measurement. These are incredibly important to systems of
excitable cells, with experimental preparations ranging from isolated cells to electrophy-
siologic measurements on humans. Accumulation of charge might be measured, but
probably as a voltage on a capacitance. Signal-to-noise ratio issues are still important, of
course, but usually there is an important distinction: voltages and currents (rarely charge)
are readily measured continuously.

A further distinction is that most experiments involving exposures to small fields use
long exposure times (many seconds to hours or even days). Such experiments commonly
determine biochemical quantities directly, for example, enzyme activity, or indirectly, for
example, fluorescence emission from fluorescent indicators of intracellular calcium con-
centration. In this broad case, consideration of generalized chemical noise is relevant.
Following the discussion in a recent paper [12], both the magnitude of the field perturb-
ation and the nature and magnitude of chemical competition need to be understood. Such
analysis should explicitly estimate the coupling to ongoing, far from equilibrium, meta-
bolically driven biochemical processes and should quantitatively determine molecular
changes due to competing influences. Only then can the analysis distinguish idealized
conditions from in vitro conditions and in vivo conditions and then determine whether
reported effects can be explained by known biophysical mechanisms.

In vivo there are several kinds of noise, and it is important to distinguish between them.
Equilibrium noise comes about as a consequence of Brownian motion, that is, the random
movement of molecules at finite temperature. At equilibrium, every degree of freedom
takes on the same amount of energy, and equilibrium noise is therefore easy to evaluate.
For a signal to exceed the equilibrium noise band, the quantitative criteria are often
readily derived. Such baseline criteria can be useful when assessing the electroreception
and magnetoreception that many organisms exhibit. But the nonequilibrium nature of life
brings in nonequilibrium noise. When a primary molecular change is amplified through a
biochemical cascade, ‘‘amplifier noise’’ is inevitable. Nonequilibrium noise appears
whenever energy is dissipated, that is, when work is done. In many biological contexts
the nonequilibrium noise is much more intense than the equilibrium noise. A serious
complication is constituted by the fact that nonequilibrium noise, unlike equilibrium
noise, is also able to perform work, that is, be a power source for an energetically uphill
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process. Many biological processes may rely on the energy transduction that can be
accomplished through nonequilibrium noise. The analysis of such situations poses chal-
lenges as the noise may be a signal and the signal may be noise. There is no easy general
‘‘common denominator’’ theory for nonequilibrium noise like there is for equilibrium
kT-noise.

In a recent discussion [12], it is argued that experimental measurements can be plaus-
ibly related quantitatively to an underlying primary molecular change because of a field
exposure operating through a biophysical mechanism. It is further argued that only the
uncertainty in this change propagates through biochemical amplification and therefore
dominates the measurement uncertainty. A more complete approach would involve
traditional, independent determination of the instrumental or assay error (quantitative
characterization of the experimental measurement system). After removal of the ‘‘instru-
mental noise,’’ the generalized signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)gen, could be revised upward.
This would allow interpretation (correction) of experimental error to estimate the
uncertainty in the measured quantity itself. Assessment of combinations of biophysical
mechanism models and particular exposure can then be carried out, using the most field-
sensitive versions of theoretical models for the candidate biophysical mechanisms. The
criterion (S/N)gen � 0.1 is a very conservative basis for ruling out a particular class of
biophysical mechanism for a given field exposure. Similarly, the criterion (S/N)gen � 10 is
a conservative basis for ruling in a candidate biophysical mechanism for a given expos-
ure, retaining that biophysical mechanism hypothesis for further evaluation. This
approach provides a quantitative basis for rejecting or accepting hypothetical biophysical
mechanisms as candidate explanations for an experimental measurement.

The traditional choice (S/N)gen � 1 is a useful but somewhat arbitrary dividing line,
which indicates conditions for which an effect might appear. (S/N)gen� 0.1 and (S/N)gen�
10 provide criteria for stronger conclusions, allowing rejection or provisional retention of
a biophysical mechanism hypothesis. This approach to interpreting experiments thus
provides a general method for carrying out theoretical assessment of reported weak
field exposure effects. This approach can distinguish relatively quiet in vitro conditions
from in vivo conditions containing more and larger influences of competing molecular
change. This in turn allows quantitative estimates of whether an in vitro result is relevant
to in vivo conditions.
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8.1 Introduction

In ancient times, magnetism, especially permanent magnets, were a symbol of mystique
because of the magnetic force that remains even after numerous attractions of iron.
Although William Gilbert was called the pioneer of modern magnetics, he was surprised
by the magnetism associated with living organisms. Magnetism, in contrast to transient
static electricity, has been used as an explanation for various invisible effects and is expected
to possess miraculous healing powers. Although people have been using magnetism for
healing purposes without any scientific evidence, there have not been significant problems
concerning the side effects of magnetism. As permanent magnets have improved in quality
and achieved higher magnetic strength, magnetism has become more commonly used in
modern medicine. For example, magnetism is commonly used in the correction of dentures.

In the society today there are many sources of electromagnetic fields. Humans are
exposed daily to man-made and naturally originated fields. During the past decade,
questions about whether the exposure to electromagnetic fields may be linked to adverse
health effects have been raised. Although the interaction of electromagnetic fields with
biological systems has been investigated, there are no biophysical mechanisms that can
explain many of the observed biological effects of low-level of magnetic fields. Proposed
mechanisms include effects on currents, direct forces on biomagnetic materials, effects on
free radicals, ion cyclotron resonance, charge transfer processes, stochastic resonance, etc.

Recent developments in medical instrumentation such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have raised questions as to whether
or not strong (in the tesla range) magnetic fields influence human health. Medical
applications of weak (1–200 mT) magnetic fields for the purpose of pain reduction and
tissue healing have also been studied for many years. Therapeutic applications of per-
manent magnets and other magnetic devices have recently been expanded to various
areas such as treatment of pain and diseases like rheumatoid arthritis and cancer.

The objective of this chapter is to describe some of the more recent information on
biological effects and medical applications of static magnetic fields. This chapter consists
of four sections. Each section has a comprehensive review of a recent topic of interest.
A short summary of the mechanism of static magnetic field action on biological systems is
described in the second section, which includes a brief review of well-known mechanisms
that are discussed before mentioning the interactions of weak static magnetic fields with
biological systems. The third section reviews and summarizes more recent in vivo and
in vitro experimental results of the effects of static magnetic fields, including near-zero
magnetic fields, geomagnetic fields, and MRI fields. The fourth section covers special
topics including magnetic sensing, magnetite, and plant response to magnetic fields. In
parallel with the comprehensive review of biological effects, the development and medical
application of the static magnetic field phenomena are introduced in the fifth section and
reviewed with emphasis on the applications that are currently under investigation.
8.2 Mechanisms of Biological Effects of Static Magnetic Fields

The biological effects of static magnetic fields are not well understood. Magnetic fields
exert a force on moving charged particles at right angles to both the field and the velocity,
~FF ¼ q~vv�~BB, where~FF is the force, q is the charge,~vv is the velocity, and~BB is the magnetic flux
density. In vacuum, the magnetic flux density is given by ~BB ¼ m0

~HH, where ~HH is the
magnetic field strength and m0 is the magnetic permeability of a vacuum. (In this section
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we will be careful to distinguish between ~BB and ~HH, although in subsequent sections we
will be less careful, using ‘‘magnetic field’’ as a general term that often is used to describe
flux density.) Additionally, these fields exert a torque on particles with both fixed and
induced magnetic dipole moments. This torque tends to align the dipoles along the
magnetic flux density and is given by ~TT ¼ ~MM � ~HH where ~MM is the magnetic dipole
moment. For paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials, ~MM is proportional to the magnetic
flux density. The magnetic susceptibility, x, is given by the equation, ~MM ¼ x ~HH, where ~HH is
the local value of the magnetic field strength and x is dimensionless. All materials may be
mainly divided into three categories based on their susceptibility values. Materials with
negative susceptibility are called diamagnetic. Materials with positive values are referred
to as paramagnetic. Materials with large susceptibility include both ferro- and ferrimag-
netic materials. Recognition of the role of diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and ferro- or ferri-
magnetic materials in the body helps in the understanding the underlying mechanisms of
biomagnetic effects.

Table 8.1 shows three types of well-known mechanisms of the biological effects of
magnetic fields including time-varying magnetic fields. As shown in Table 8.1, there are
two basic mechanisms of static magnetic fields: first, the magnetic torques on objects and
second, the mechanical force effects. A radical pair mechanism is also proposed.

When biological materials or systems are exposed to a spatially homogenous magnetic
field, they tend to rotate to a stable direction, which is determined by the anisotropy of
magnetic susceptibility of the materials and magnetic torque acting on the materials, as
described by the following equation:

T ¼ � 1

2m0

B2Dx sin 2u

where B is the magnetic flux density, Dx is the anisotropy of magnetic susceptability of the
materials, u is the angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the long axis of
the materials, and m0 is the magnetic permeability of a vacuum. The magnetic orientation
of diamagnetic materials such as fibrin and collagen can be observed and explained by
this principle (Torbet et al., 1981).

Next, when biological materials or systems are exposed to a spatially inhomogenous
magnetic field, the materials or systems tend to move along the direction of the steepest
TABLE 8.1

Well-Known Mechanisms of the Biological Effects of Magnetic Fields

1. Time-varying magnetic field

Eddy currents J ¼ �s
B

t
Nerve stimulation

Heat SAR ¼ s
E2

r
Thermal effects

2. Static magnetic fields
a. Homogenous magnetic field Magnetic orientation of biological cells

Magnetic torque

T ¼ � 1

2m0

B2 D x sin 2 u

b. Inhomogenous magnetic field Parting of water by magnetic fields (Moses effect)
Magnetic force

F ¼ x

m0

(grad B) B

3. Multiplication of magnetic fields and other energy Yield effect of cage product and escape product
Photochemical reactions with radical pairs
Singlet–triplet intersystem crossing
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gradient of magnetic force. The magnetic force acting on the materials is proportional to
the multiplication of the magnetic flux density B, the gradient of the magnetic flux density
B (grad B), and the magnetic susceptability x of the materials, as described by the
following equation:

F ¼ x

m0

(gradB)B

where m0 is the magnetic permeability in a vacuum.
Dramatic demonstrations of these forces can be seen when water is parted by magnetic

fields using magnetic field exposures of 4–8 T with a gradient of 50 T/m (Ueno and
Iwasaka, 1994a,b). Magnetic levitation of diamagnetic materials such as wood and other
organic materials, is realized in magnetic fields of more than 20 T (Beaugnon and Tournier,
1991). This phenomenon can also be explained by the principles of magnetic force.

Oxygen is a paramagnetic molecule, and its behavior under magnetic field gradients
has an important role both as a gas and when dissolved in solution. The blockage and
disturbance of gas flow by magnetic fields have been observed (Ueno and Harada, 1987).
This phenomenon, called a magnetic curtain, can be explained by the action of magnetic
force on a paramagnetic molecule. The magnetic curtain in this example is a wall of
oxygen or air. Experimentation with this principle has demonstrated the quenching of
burning candle flames (Ueno, 1989), where the interception of oxygen by the magnetic
curtain has a quenching effect on the flames. As a second example, when a human subject
is positioned inside a space shielded by the magnetic curtain, one may expect the
respiratory function, evaporation of water molecules, body temperature, blood circula-
tion, and other physiological functions to be disturbed or modulated.

The effect of static magnetic fields on water vaporization rate was investigated (Nakagawa
et al., 1999). This study demonstrated that the water vaporization rate was found to be
significantly influenced when both air and oxygen were in the presence of magnetic fields,
and the observed effect was dependent on the field–field gradient product rather than on the
B field itself. It should be noted that this magneto-enhancement of vaporization might be the
indirect cause of certain physiologic effects on living organisms.

For example, skin temperature decreases in rats exposed to magnetic fields have been
observed (Ichioka et al., 2003). This observation can be explained in terms of the effects of
the magnetic field on air convection. That is, high magnetic field gradients (135–140 T2/m)
push the diamagnetic water molecules toward the magnet bore. This increases the
movement of water molecules in the air around the animal body and the vaporization
rate. The heat of vaporization leads to a decrease in skin temperature. The decrease in the
blood flow of the skin microcirculation is assumed to be a secondary change to the
decrease in skin temperature.

Oxygen dissolved in water is also affected by magnetic fields. Changes in dissolved
oxygen concentration were observed for magnetic field exposures on the order of 1 T
(Ueno and Harada, 1982; Hirota et al., 2000; Kishioka et al., 2000). The changes in oxygen
concentration are accelerated or regulated by gas transport of oxygen and water mol-
ecules inside and outside the water surface.

The magnetic field effects for large fields can be explained by these well-known
mechanisms. With ever-increasing evidence indicating that weak static magnetic fields
have profound effects on biological systems, a number of mechanisms for the action of
these static magnetic fields, including geomagnetic fields, on biological systems have been
proposed.

Possible biomagnetic and chemical effects can be expected when biological systems are
exposed to both static magnetic fields and other forms of energy such as light and
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radiation (Ueno and Harada, 1986). Photochemical reactions produced by a radical pair
intermediate can be expected to show magnetic field effects that arise from an electron
Zeeman interaction, electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction, or a hyperfine interaction
mechanism including an electron-exchange interaction in a radical pair intermediate
(Hata, 1976; Schulten et al., 1976; Tanimoto et al., 1976; Nagakura and Molin, 1992;
Natarajan and Grissom, 1996; Hayashi, 2004).

The magnetic field effect observed with radical pair recombination is one of the well-
known mechanisms by which magnetic fields interact with biological systems. Through-
out the past decades there have been several experimental results describing the effects of
magnetic fields on radical pair recombination. Mohtat et al. (1998) examined the behavior
of radical pairs derived by hydrogen abstraction of triplet benzophenone and some of its
derivatives from bovine serum albumin, human serum albumin, and calf thymus DNA.
The magnetic field strength was as high as 150 mT with durations as long as 10 ms. This
result indicated that radical pair behavior is sensitive to magnetic fields, and this effect
can be interpreted by using the theory of free radical recombination. Using the triplet state
of benzophenone as a convenient source of pairs, Eveson et al. (2000) examined the effects
of weak (>1 mT) magnetic fields on radical recombination reactions in micells. They
found that the concentration of free radicals escaping from the micelle was both affected
and depended on the conditions surrounding the radical pair.

Timmel and Till discussed the weak magnetic field effects on free radical recombination
reactions (Till et al., 1998; Timmel et al., 1998). Vink and Woodward (2004) described the
effects of a weak magnetic field, 21 mT, on the recombination reaction of neutral free
radicals in isotropic solution.

Ritz et al. (2002) reviewed the physiological basis of animal magnetoreception. They
suggested that there was a link between photoreception and magnetoreception, from their
findings in behavioral and theoretical studies. Migratory birds have the ability to sense
the geomagnetic field and use it as a source of compass information. The candidates for
a biophysical mechanism of this magnetoreception are magnetite and magnetically
sensitive chemical reactions in animals. Ritz et al. (2000) postulated the possibility that
magnetoreception involves radical pair processes as a biophysical mechanism.
8.3 Experimental Studies on Static Magnetic Field Effects

This section focuses on in vivo and in vitro studies of the effects of static magnetic fields. It
covers the field effects observed on behavior, the cardiovascular system, reproductive
system, cellular and tissue development, the neuroendocrine system, and the magneto-
mechanical system, utilizing molecular, cellular, tissue, and cell-free systems.
8.3.1 In Vivo Studies

8.3.1.1 Animal Behavior: Recognition and Analgesia

Scientific interest in behavioral changes has led to the development of a psychology of
learning that studies the effects of various external stimuli, and this research has further
led to the development of behavioral pharmacology to observe the effects of drugs on the
central nervous system. There have been several investigations for studying the effects of
magnetic fields on behavior and the central nervous system using techniques developed
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



specif ically in thes e res earch fields. Behavio ral res earch directe d to ward the effects of
magn etic exposur e of living org anisms mainly address es two questio ns: whether mag-
netic fields are sens ed and avoided and whet her magn etic fi elds have a ny influ ence on
the func tions of lean ing and me mory. Magn etic field exp eriments designe d to add ress
bot h question s have been co nducted using several indicato rs, such as open-fiel d beh avior,
opera nt behavi or, a nd spon taneous moto r activity, as tools of observ ation and me asure-
ment. (See also Ch apter 4 on beh avioral effects by Johns ton and D’And rea.)

8.3.1.1.1 Ani mal Beh avior and Reco gnition

Niko lskaya et al. (1996) investig ated the influe nce of in homogene ity of natura l magn etic
fields on rat cogniti on with regard to wh ether or not magnet ic fields co uld serve as an
inform ational factor for cogni tion. Under three natural magn etic field condi tions, 37 +
2 mT (con dition 1; horizont al component (N– S) is 14 mT, and vertical 34 m T), 16–118 m T
(con dition 2 ), and 55–240 m T (cond ition 3), rats were subje cted to a food-op erant beh avior
stu dy. All rats in conditi ons 2 and 3 were unabl e to form opera nt behavi or, while rats in
condi tion 1 demo nstrate d the behavi or. Using the combi nation of an original behavi oral
mod el and a multiple alternat ive maze , an impa ct of Opilong, whic h is an analog of
dermo rphine and m-recepto r agonis t, on rat sen sitivity to 38 + 2 mT, in the static
magn etic field has been investi gated by the sa me authors (Nikol skaya et al., 1999). They
conclu ded that chemic al modu lation of the opioid system in rats induce d both an in-
crease d magn etic field sensit ivity and an allowed perce ption of magn etic field param-
eters . In the follo wing stud y (Niko lskaya and Echenk o, 200 2), it was reporte d that
cog nitive activity in the natural magn etic field of 38 m T cau sed an increase of ethanol
intake in 34.8% of rats.

Durin g the 1980s, Liboff (1985) argu ed favo rably for the combine d effects of static (DC)
with extrem ely low-fre quency (ELF) magn etic fields (se e also Ch apter 9 re sonance
phenomena by Liboff on). A surprising effect was observed at the ELF magnetic field
frequency close to the cyclotron frequency of a calcium ion. Thomas et al. (1986) reported
the disruption of operant behavior in rats after exposure to low-intensity magnetic fields.
The protocol developed by them in the report has been reexamined by Stern et al. (1996)
in a two-part experiment. In the first part, the vertical component of the static field was
reduced to 0.0261 mT. In the second part, both the horizontal and the vertical components
were matched to those used by Thomas et al. The results obtained in these experiments
were found to be inconsistent with the results reported by Thomas et al. Effects of the
combination of static (DC) and AC magnetic fields at the cyclotron frequency on rat open-
field behavior have been investigated (Zhadin et al., 1999). Levels of locomotor and
exploratory activities were decreased after exposure to DC and AC magnetic fields at
the calcium cyclotron frequency, whereas field exposure at the magnesium cyclotron
frequency increased levels of these activities.

Studies have been conducted to determine whether rats could acquire a two-choice
discrimination based on a specified discrimination stimulus (Creim et al., 2002). The
specified discriminative stimulus used in this study was tested both in ambient illumin-
ation as well as in a combination of an oscillatory field of 50 mT at 60 Hz and a static field
of 26 mT. The results demonstrated that rats were able to discriminate between two-choice
tasks easily during the period of changing illumination and that the presence or absence
of the static and oscillatory fields had no observed effect on these findings.

Tsuji et al. (1996) evaluated physiological consummatory behavior by observing intakes
of food and water and changes in the body weight using BALB/c mice exposed to
magnetic field levels of 5 T for a period of 24 and 48 h. Exposure to a 5-T magnetic field
for 48 h suppressed eating and drinking behavior. The decreased body weight, the
increased blood urea nitrogen (BUN) level, and the slightly increased BUN–Cr ratio
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observed in this experiment might be attributed to the loss of body fluid secondary to
decreased food and water intake.

For the purpose of observing changes caused by magnetic field exposure, MRI systems
and application of their high-strength static magnetic fields have been useful and widely
used to obtain intact images. There have been three reports describing the behavioral
effects observed as a result of high-strength static magnetic field exposure of rats and
mice. Using a conditioned taste aversion technique, it was shown that rats developed a
conditioned taste aversion after exposure to a high magnetic field of 9.4 T for 30 min
(Nolte et al., 1998). Following this report, similar experiments were carried out.
Restrained rats and both unrestrained and restrained mice were exposed to magnetic
fields of 7 and 14 T generated by superconducting magnets (Houpt et al., 2003). In the
report, it was found that exposure of rats to high magnetic fields suppressed rearing and
locomotor circling and induced conditioned taste aversion and expression of c-Fos in
vestibular neclei. The rat’s orientation in magnetic fields is a key factor for the direction of
circling. Similar results were obtained with mice (Lockwood et al., 2003). All tested mice
showed development of conditioned taste aversion, and a significant number showed
tight circling and rearing suppression. Effects were observed more significantly in unre-
strained mice than in restrained mice. Snyder et al. (2000) have identified brain stem
regions that were activated by exposure to static magnetic field levels of 9.4 T for 30 min,
of restrained rats, by using a c-Fos immunohistochemisty detection assay. Increased
expression of c-Fos and neural activation in visceral and vestibular nuclei by magnetic
field exposure have been reported. It has been suggested that the neural activation
response might be a factor in promoting conditioned taste aversion learning.

Superconducting high magnetic field exposures of 7 T have been reported to have
reduced the trehalase enzyme activity in honey bees (Kefuss et al., 1999). There were no
changes found in the level of fatty acids, triacyglycerols, and steroids in this study.

8.3.1.1.2 Analgesia

Effects of a hypogeomagnetic environment with a flux density of 4 mT inside a Mu-metal
box on stress-induced analgesia in C57 male mice have been investigated (Del Seppia
et al., 2000). This study consisted of three consecutive parts: (1) maintaining the mice
under various magnetic exposure conditions: hypogeomagnetic, altered magnetic field,
and Earth’s geomagnetic field of 46 mT for 90 min; (2) immobilizing the animals in a tube
for 30 min under each exposure condition; and (3) recording nociceptive responses of the
restraint-stressed mice as the latency of front-paw lifting to hot-plate stimulus. Stress-
induced analgesia was significantly reduced in the animal group exposed to the hypo-
geomagnetic field, and this result was comparable with that in the mice exposed to altered
magnetic fields or treated with prototypic opiate antagonist naloxone. It has been sug-
gested that the exposure period in a hypogeomagnetic environment might be responsible
for the inhibition of stress-induced analgesia. They also demonstrated that exposure to
altered magnetic fields induce more rapid habituation to a novel environment (open field)
(Del Seppia et al., 2003). The experiment was carried out to investigate effects of irregu-
larly varying (<1 Hz), 20–70-mT or regular 37-Hz, 80-mTp-p magnetic fields with a 2-h
exposure of mice. The nociceptive response was measured by a hot-plate test and showed
that the nociceptive sensitivity was significantly greater in magnetically treated mice than
in controls.

Various sensing-transduction mechanisms have been proposed to explain the bio-
logical effects of magnetic fields. Prato et al. (1996a). showed inhibitory effects of 60-Hz
magnetic fields at levels of 299 + 1 mTp-p and static magnetic fields at levels of 78 + 1 mT
on opioid-mediated analgesia in the land snail, Cepaea nemoralis. It has been reported that
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the effects were dependent on the relative direction of both the weak static and the 60-Hz
magnetic field, as well as on the presence of light. In a following study, indirect and direct
mechanisms of ELF magnetic fields on an endogenous opioid peptide-mediated analgesic
response have been proposed. It was shown that the energy transduction mechanism did
not involve induced electric currents or magnetite (Prato et al., 1996b), and the results
indicated that a direct magnetic field detection mechanism was consistent with the
parametric resonance model. In a later study to reexamine the results obtained and
further clarify the role of light, it was found that reduction of the opioid-induced anal-
gesia by magnetic field exposure was enhanced by the presence of light. It was reported
that the reduction rate of analgesia was not dependent on ELF frequency; however, the
effect of the ELF magnetic field was in fact mediated by direct magnetic field detection.

In order to detect static magnetic field-induced functional changes in brain tissue,
Veliks et al. (2004) carried out an investigation to identify the effects of static magnetic
fields on rat brain structures using heart rate and heart rhythm as physiologic indicators.
Rats put under ketamine–xylazine anesthesia were exposed to magnetic field levels of
100 mT for 15 min. Before and after the exposure, an electrocardiogram was recorded for
analysis of heart rate and heart rhythm. Static magnetic fields were found to evoke
changes in both heart rate and heart rhythm in 80% of the subject animals.

McLean et al. (2003b) examined the effects of inhomogenous static magnetic fields, alone
or in combination with the chemical agent phenytoin (PHT), on audiogenic seizures (AGS)
in DBA/2 mice. In experimental studies where the static magnetic fields ranged from 0.26 to
10.5 mT, with a field gradient ranging between 0.012 and 0.48 T/m, seizure severity de-
creased as the magnetic flux density and exposure duration period increased. It was found
that the magnetic field pretreatment enhanced the effect of PHT, and it was also found that a
static magnetic field alone had some anticonvulsant effects as well. Further investigation is
required to clarify the anticonvulsant effects of magnetic fields in AGS.
8.3.1.2 Reproduction and Development

The effects of static magnetic fields, including MRI fields (static, gradient, and RF), on
fertility, the developing embryo, and the fetus have been investigated. There have been a
series of reports describing the effects of 10- and 35-day exposures to a magnetic field level
of 0.7 T on mice, in terms of sperm motility, maturation, and production and morphological
and developmental changes (Tablado et al., 1996, 1998, 2000). In the first report, mice were
exposed to a magnetic field level of 0.7 T for time periods between 1 and 24 h/d, over 35 d. It
was found that sperm motility, maturation, and production were not affected. Two years
later, it was reported that the size of sperm heads was still intact; however, the animals that
had undergone continuous exposure demonstrated increased sperm head abnormality. In a
study by Tablado et al. of magnetic effects during developmental changes, experiments
were carried out to investigate the in utero exposure effects from magnetic field levels of 0.5
to 0.7 T on testis and epididymis development in mice. After mating, female mice were
exposed from day 7 of gestation until the day of birth. Results showed that there were no
significant differences between exposed and sham-exposed animals in terms of body
weight gain of dam, litter size, body weight of male pups, and testis–epididymus weight
gain of pups up to 35 d of age. In addition, there were no detectable changes found during a
histopathological evaluation of the testis and epididymis of pups.

Narra et al. (1996) reported the biological effects of a static magnetic field on sperm-
atogenesis and embryogenesis in Swiss Webster mice. Male and pregnant female mice
were exposed to a magnetic field level of 1.5 T for 30 min. There was no increase in sperm
head shape abnormality and no reduction in testicular sperm numbers; however, a
decreased survival rate of preimplantation embryos was indicated.
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It has been reported that there were no harmful effects detected in a static magnetic
field of 4.7 T on ICR mice (Okazaki et al., 2001). Pregnant ICR mice were exposed to the
field from days 7.5–9.5 of gestation and sacrificed on day 18.5 of gestation. There were no
significant differences in the incidence of prenatal death or malformations between the
exposed and control groups. The investigation has been conducted for potential adverse
effects of a 10-week exposure to a 9.4-T magnetic field on the development of male and
female rats as well as their offspring (High et al., 2000). All rats were exposed to 9.4 T for
3 h twice a week with an intermittent duration of 5 week on, 2 week off, and 5 week on.
The results demonstrate hematological, biochemical, pathological, and behavioral
changes in both adults and their offspring; however, there were no adverse effects
observed in either male or female adult rats, as well as in their offspring.

Effects of long duration and high magnetic field exposure on fetal growth and postnatal
development in mice have been investigated (Magin et al., 2000). One group of mice was
exposed for 9 h on day 9 or on day 12 postcoitus (or both) to MRI conditions (static
magnetic field of 4 T with 5-T/s gradient and whole-body SAR of 0.2 W/kg at 170 MHz).
A second group was exposed to a combination of ultrasound and MRI fields. There were
no significant changes in fetal growth in animals exposed to MRI or ultrasound fields
individually. The average fetal weight of animals exposed to combined fields was lower
than that of the other group. Carnes et al. (1996) investigated the effects of static magnetic
field levels of 4.7 T, which is equivalent to the level used in MRI, on fetus, adult growth,
and testicular development in mice.The 8-h exposure was carried out on day 9 or day 12
of gestation (or both). Effects of the combined application of 1 MHz ultrasound on day
9 and MRI on day 12 was also investigated. The average fetal weight of the exposed
groups was found to be less than that of the control groups. It was found that the
postpartum death rate was higher after the MRI exposure, and sperm production was
reduced; however, no changes were detected in embryonic death rate, sex ratio, body
weight at day 50, spleen weight, and seminal vesicle weight.

Jove et al. (1999) studied the effects of static magnetic field levels of 18 and 36 mT on the
development of chick embryo, including the pineal gland. They found that static mag-
netic fields affected the development and growth of embryos, and this effect was depen-
dent not only on the intensity but also on the length of exposure time. Ruggiero et al.
(2004) reported the effects of a 3-h exposure to a magnetic field level of 0.2 T generated by
a clinically used MRI system on the angiogenesis of chick embryo. Angiogenesis was
evaluated using a chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane assay. Results indicated that
static magnetic field exposure inhibited angiogenesis in chick embryo. Effects of a uni-
form static magnetic field of 29 mT on cell migration and differentiation in the cerebellum
of chick embryo have been studied (Espinar et al., 1997). The cerebella of chick embryos
was exposed to the magnetic field on 6 d of incubation and sacrificed at day 13 of
incubation. Results showed that static magnetic field exposure could induce irreversible
developmental effects on cell migration and differentiation. Clear signs of cell degenera-
tions and delay in the process of neuronal differentiation were indicated.

There have been a series of reports describing the effects of static magnetic field on fish
embryos (Formicki and Winnicki, 1996, 1998; Winnicki et al., 1996; Formicki et al. 1997;
Formicki and Perkowski, 1998). First, it was reported that during a prolonged transpor-
tation of fertilized salmonid eggs and trout (Salmo trutta L. and Oncorhynchus mykiss), a
magnetic field of 4 mT lowered the mortality rate and enhanced the conservation condi-
tion (Winnicki et al., 1996). Effects of static magnetic fields ranging from 50 to 70 mT on
the cardiac muscle activity of carp (Cyprinus carpio L.) embryos and larvae have been
investigated (Formicki and Winnicki, 1996). An increase in heart rate was observed after
exposure to these fields. Effects from both the strength and the direction of the geomag-
netic field and static magnetic fields of 0.5 and 1 mT on the orientation of trout embryo
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(S. trutta) and rainbow trout (O. mykiss) have also been investigated. Results have shown
that the embryos were sensitive to the static magnetic fields, with a preference for a
certain field direction. Further investigation has been conducted to clarify the response of
fish embryos and larvae from the same type of trout to a static magnetic field (Formicki
and Winnicki, 1998). Eggs were placed in magnetic fields during the period from fertil-
ization to hatching. The exposure of eggs resulted in slower embryonic development;
thus, eggs were incubated for a prolonged period of time. Embryos of rainbow trout
(O. mykiss) and trout (S. trutta) exhibited orientation both in the natural magnetic field and
in artificial magnetic fields of 0.5 and 1 mT. In a supplementary paper, Formicki and
Perkowski (1998) showed the effects of static magnetic fields of 5 and 10 mT on the gas
exchange in rainbow trout (O. mykiss) embryos. An increase of oxygen uptake was
observed. It was determined that the impact of magnetic field exposure on the respiratory
system was significant in the periods of advanced morphogenesis.

It has been reported that the exposure to static magnetic fields of 10–100 mT could alter
the early embryonic development in two species of sea urchin embryo, Lytechinus pictus
and Strongylocebtrotus purpuratus (Levin and Ernst, 1997). Results suggested that static
magnetic fields delayed the onset of mitosis in both species. A static magnetic field of
30 mT caused an eightfold increase in the incidence of exogastrulation in one species.
Static magnetic field effects of 4 and 8 mT and effects of exposure to 60-Hz AC magnetic
fields of 6 and 8 mT on the first division of two sea urchin embryos, Sphaerechinus
granularis and Paracentrotus lividus, have been studied (Pagnac et al., 1998). No differences
were found in the time of the first cleavage in both exposures.

In a static magnetic field of 35 mT, the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) was reared
through several generations to investigate the width and length variability of both wings
(Stamenkovic-Radak et al., 2001). In the second-generation exposure, there was a signifi-
cant difference between sexes in the context of directional change of wing size variability.
In the sixth generation, the differences in wing size between the magnetic field exposure
group and control groups showed the same directional pattern in both sexes. Pan and Liu
(2004) reported the effects of high static magnetic fields of 9.4 and 14.1 T on the hatching
behavior of fresh mosquito eggs. Hatching was delayed, and the delay time depended on
the intensity of the magnetic field.

Effects of exposure to high static magnetic field with levels up to 16.7 T on the first three
cleavages of Xenopus laevis embryos have been investigated (Denegre et al., 1998). Results
have indicated that cleavage furrows aligned parallel to the magnetic field. The most
significant effects on the second and third cleavages have been observed in homogenous
fields, not in the gradient fields. It has been suggested that this phenomenon was caused
by interactions between the magnetic fields and the diamagnetic materials in the Xenopus
embryo. Further studies have shown that after exposure to static magnetic fields of 17–
22 T during either or both of the first two cell cycles, the third cell cycle mitotic apparatus
at metaphase could be induced, and the third cleavage furrows aligned perpendicular to
their nominal orientations (Valles, 2002; Valles et al., 2002). Valles et al. (1997) investigated
the magnetic field gradient levitation (MFGL) as a technique for simulating low gravity
for biological systems.They levitated living biological specimens, embryos of the frog
X. laevis, using a large inhomogenous magnetic field. MFGL of embryos reduced the body
forces and gravity-induced stress on them.
8.3.1.3 Circulatory System Effects

Recently, effects of static magnetic field applications on the circulatory system have been
reviewed in experimental animals (Tenforde, 2005) and in humans (Chakeres and de
Vocht, 2005; Crozier and Liu, 2005; van Rongen, 2005). Most of the studies have been
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related to MRI systems, and it has been reported that in MRI-related studies using
strengths of up to 8 T, there were little or no significant changes in cardiovascular and
circulatory parameters. In contrast, it was found that moderate-intensity static magnetic
fields ranging from 1 to 350 mT can have significant circulatory system effects, most
notably on cutaneous microcirculation and arterial blood pressure.
8.3.1.3.1 Microcirculation

Ohkubo and Xu (1997) studied the acute effects of 1–10-mT static magnetic fields applied
for 10 min on the microcirculatory changes in conscious rabbits using a rabbit ear chamber
(REC) and microphotoelectric plethysmography (MPPG). The static magnetic fields
induced biphasic changes in vasomotion in a non-dose-dependent manner. Static mag-
netic fields suppressed vasomotion when the vascular tone was high, while the same level
fields enhanced vasomotion when the tone was low. To clarify these effects, the same
group, Okano et al. (1999), investigated the effect of a 1-mT static magnetic field for 10 min
on microcirculation in conscious rabbits using pharmacological manipulation together
with REC and MPPG. The results showed that the static magnetic field enhanced vaso-
dilatation and increased vasomotion under norepinephrine, which induced high vascular
tone and, in contrast, induced vasoconstriction and decreased vasomotion under acetyl-
choline, which induced low vascular tone.

These studies are strongly supported by another independent study that examined the
effect of a moderate-intensity static magnetic field on microcirculation, suggesting that
the static magnetic field could modulate the biphasic responses of relatively smaller-
diameter blood vessels (arterioles). Morris and Skalak (2005) studied the acute effect of a
70-mT static magnetic field for 15 min on the diameter of microvessels in rat skeletal
muscle placed under pentobarbital anesthesia, using intravital microscopy. This study
suggested that the static magnetic field could modulate microvascular tone in a restora-
tive fashion, thereby acting to normalize the tone.

Gmitrov and colleagues reported the acute effects of 250–350 mT static magnetic field
exposures for a time period of up to 80 min on microcirculation within cutaneous tissue of
the rabbit ear lobe placed under pentobarbital anesthesia using REC and MPPG (Gmitrov
and Ohkubo, 1999a,b; Gmitrov et al., 2002). They demonstrated that application of static
magnetic fields to the carotid sinus baroreceptor region for a period of 65–80 min
increased microcirculation. The static magnetic fields suppressed or recovered a Ca2þ

channel blocker, verapamil, which reduced microcirculation.
Xu et al. (1998) observed the subchronic effects of a 180-mT static magnetic field, with

length of exposure times for up to 4 weeks, on cutaneous microcirculation in conscious
rabbits, using REC and MPPG. The static magnetic field significantly increased the long-
lasting vasodilatation and enhanced the vasomotion. The same authors found that expos-
ure to static magnetic fields at 1 mT or higher for 10 min enhanced microcirculation and
increased peak blood velocity (Xu et al., 2000).

Mayrovitz et al. (2001, 2005) investigated the effects of static magnetic fields with
strengths as high as 100 mT and exposure periods of up to 36 min on skin blood flow in
humans, using a laser-Doppler flowmeter. They showed that the static magnetic fields have
no significant effect on the normal, unstressed circulation or vasoconstrictive response
in conjunction with skin temperature. Steyn et al. (2000) also indicated that there are no
effects observed on blood flow in horses after exposure to static magnetic fields.

In a series of studies that observed the effects of ultrastrong (>5 T) static magnetic field
exposure, Ichioka et al. (1998, 2000) investigated the acute effect of an 8-T static magnetic
field exposure for a period of 5 min on blood flow in rat by using a laser-Doppler
flowmeter and thermistor-derived measurements.They demonstrated that blood flow
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and skin temperature decreased during the field exposure, through the movement of
water vapor over the animal and the decreased humidity in the air.

8.3.1.3.2 Blood Pressure

Gmitrov and colleagues studied the influence of both a 350-mT static magnetic field
and geomagnetic field activity on mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) in pentobarbital-
anesthetized rabbits (Gmitrov and Ohkubo, 2002; Gmitrov et al., 2002). Application of the
static magnetic field to the baroreceptor region for 65–80 min decreased MAP. In testing
geomagnetic field applications, they found that there was a positive correlation of this
field’s activity with MAP, and this result implied that magnetic storms could increase the
incidence of severe cardiovascular events.

Okano and Ohkubo (2001) examined the acute effect of a 1-mT static magnetic field
applied for 30 min on pharmacologically altered blood pressure in conscious rabbits. It
was found that (1) the static magnetic field reduced the vasodilatation effect from
enhanced vasomotion and antagonized the reduction of blood pressure under a Ca2þ

channel blocker, nicardipine, which induced low vascular tone, and (2) the static magnetic
field attenuated vasoconstriction and suppressed the elevation of blood pressure while
under the influence of a nitric oxide (NO) synthase inhibitor, L-NAME, which induced
high vascular tone. However, two of their experiments, which were carried out under
normal conditions without pharmacological drugs, showed that static magnetic fields
did not induce any significant effects on hemodynamics and blood pressure (Okano
and Ohkubo, 2001, 2003a). With regard to these undetectable effects, Muehsam and
Pilla (1996) speculated that physiologically significant bioresponses to therapeutic
signals appear to occur only when the physiologic state of the target system is far from
homeostasis.

In contrast to the experiments done without pharmacological manipulation, Okano and
Ohkubo (2003a) found that exposure to a 5.5-mT static magnetic field for 30 min caused
the suppression of norepinephrine- or L-NAME-induced vasoconstriction and hyperten-
sion in rabbits. Furthermore, they tested exposures of 5–10-mT static magnetic fields for a
period of several weeks on the development of hypertension in spontaneously hyperten-
sive rats (Okano and Ohkubo, 2003b; Okano et al., 2005a). Experimental results indicated
that the static magnetic fields suppressed and retarded the development of hypertension
because of the reduction in plasma levels of both angiotesin II and aldosterone together
with lower levels of NO metabolites (NOx).

In addition, the antihypotensive effects of static magnetic fields on reserpine-induced
hypotensive rats were investigated (Okano et al., 2005b). The result suggested that expos-
ure to a 25-mT static magnetic field for several weeks suppressed the reserpine-induced
hypotension and bradykinesia through the inhibition of norepinephrine depletion.

Saunders (2005) commented that most of these studies were undertaken in the
context of the potential therapeutic effects of static magnetic field on various disorders.
Further studies with some independent replications are required even if the effects of
static magnetic field on both blood flow and blood pressure indicate possible medical
applications.
8.3.1.4 Neuroendocrine, Visual, and Neurophysiological Systems

Effects of static magnetic field exposures of 0.05 mT to 80 mT, and 7 T on the level of
melatonin in rat have been examined (Kroeker et al., 1996). The first experimental
exposure using field strengths of up to 80 mT for 12 h/d and 8 d showed no significant
changes in night-time pineal and serum melatonin levels, as did the second experimental
exposure using 7 T for 45 min. The visual system of the fruit fly (D. melanogaster) was
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investigated after an exposure to a zero magnetic field (Creanga et al., 2002). Adults from
pupae maintained in a zero magnetic field for 20 h were used for the electroretinogram.
A significant increase in sensitivity of neural cells from the first optic ganglion was
indicated.

Osuga and Tatsuoka (1999) tested the effects of a 1.5-T static magnetic field by using an
MRI system application on neuroconduction in a partially active nerve in the bullfrog
(Rana catesbeiana). The action potential and nerve impedance measurements indicated that
a field strength of 1.5 T had no effect on neuroconduction; therefore, it was determined
that neuroconduction in damaged nerves was not affected by the exposure.
8.3.1.5 Magneto-Mechanical Systems

Testorf et al. (2002) studied the influence of homogenous static magnetic fields of 8 and
14 T on melanophore aggregation in black tetra (Gymnocorymbus ternetzi). The result
showed no significant field effects on the aggregation after exposure to magnetic fields.

Effects of a 0.2-T static magnetic field on a normal human neuronal cell culture, FNC-
B4, has been investigated with MCF-7 and WEHI-3 cells as controls (Pacini et al., 1999b).
FNC-B4 cells changed their morphology after the exposure. Cells became elongated and
formed vortexes, while controls did not show any alteration. The morphological changes
in MRC-5 fibroblasts were evaluated as well (Pate et al., 2003). The cells were screened for
cell mobility, cell distribution, and cellular morphology (size, shape, lysis, and back-
ground). These cells were exposed to both a static magnetic field and a pulsating magnetic
field for a period of 0, 24, 48, and 72 h. Although the static magnetic field-exposed cells
showed cell membrane damage and morphological change, as well as other interesting
findings that were included in the report, this report may not be useful because it did not
provide essential dosimetric data, such as strength of the field.

Danielyan et al. (1999) examined the effects of a 0.2-T static magnetic field on binding of
ouabain-H3, which is a specific inhibitor of Naþ-K þ-ATP-ase, in normal glandular breast
tissue and in cancerous breast tissue. The static magnetic field-induced decrease of
binding was considered as evidence for the dehydration effect of the field. This study
has indicated that the static magnetic field tested could influence the cancer cell’s metab-
olism through cell hydration changes. They investigated the effects of a 0.2-T static
magnetic field on the hydration of rat tissues (Danielyan and Ayrapetyan, 1999). They
assumed that the target for magnetic field action was the structured water of the cell.
Decreases in hydration and adaptation of brain, liver, and spleen and an increase in the
case of kidney were observed.
8.3.1.6 Musculoskeletal System

Yan et al. (1998) investigated the effects of static magnetic fields on bone formation of rat
femurs. They implanted magnetized samarium cobalt rods with a field strength of 180 mT
into rat femurs. The bone mineral density (BMD) and bone calcium content were meas-
ured 12 weeks after implantation. Results indicated that the femurs adjacent to the
magnetized specimens had significantly higher BMD and calcium content. However,
BMD and calcium content levels were found to be normal in both magnetized and
unmagnetized specimen groups. The same research group further studied the effects of
a 180-mT static magnetic field on bone formation, using an ischemic rat femur model (Xu
et al., 2001). It was reported that the enhancement of the femoral bone formation was due
to the improved blood circulation in the femur.

Satow et al. (2001) observed the effect of a 0.65-T static magnetic field on muscle tension
in the neuromuscular preparation of the sartorius muscle of bullfrog (R. catesbeiana). The
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tension development was obtained by stimulation of the sciatic nerve or of the sartorius
muscle itself for a duration of 30 min. A decrease in muscle tension was observed. The
results indicated that application of the static magnetic field was responsible for tension
development.
8.3.2 Tissue, Molecular, and Cellular Studies

8.3.2.1 DNA and Chromatin

The exposure of isolated rat lymphocytes to a static magnetic field of 7 mT for 3 h did
not increase the number of damaged cells (Zmyslony et al, 2000). Although incubation
with 10 mg/ml FeCl2 did not cause DNA damage, the number of damaged cells increased
when the FeCl2-incubated lymphocytes were simultaneously exposed to the field.
A hypothesis for these observations was that the number of reactive oxygen species
generated by iron ions in cells might increase after the exposure to the magnetic field
(Jajte et al., 2002).

Binhi et al. (2001) have reported the effect of a weak static magnetic field on Escherichia
coli K12 AB1157 cells, by using anomalous viscosity time dependence (AVTD) assay
methods. The AVTD changes were found when the cells were exposed to static magnetic
field levels up to 110 mT. These results were consistent with the calculations of individual
rotations of the ion–protein complexes Ca2þ, Mg2þ, and Zn2þ, provided that all complexes
rotated at the same speed. They suggested that the rotation for all ion–protein complexes
is on the same carrier, such as DNA.

The effect of a zero magnetic field on the conformation of chromatin in human VH-10
fibroblasts and lymphocytes was investigated by the AVTD method (Belyaev et al., 1997).
A decrease in the AVTD peaks was observed within 40–80 min of exposure to fibroblasts,
and this decrease was transient, disappearing 120 min after the beginning of exposure.
A similar effect of zero field was observed when cells were exposed for 20 min and kept at
an ambient field. They concluded that both zero field and g-rays caused hypercondensa-
tion and decondensation of chromatin. Zero field effects were more significant in the
beginning of the G1-phase than in the G0-phase in human lymphocytes.

Okuda et al. (1998) evaluated the effects of a 6.34-T static magnetic field on the
instability of microsatellite repetitive sequences in DNA mismatch repair (MMR)-
proficient and MMR-deficient cell lines, HeLa S3, and HCT116, respectively. After
exposure to the field, both cell lines exhibited no significant microsatellite sequence
changes. This result suggested that the static magnetic field might not induce the genetic
changes in microsatellite sequences.
8.3.2.2 Cell Growth, Cell Proliferation, and Cell Cycle

Potenza et al. (2004b) showed that E. coli cell growth and gene expression were affected by
a static magnetic field exposure level of 300 mT. Cell proliferation at the stationary phase
was increased by exposure to those cells growing in a modified medium culture contain-
ing glutamic acid; however, cell proliferation was not affected in those cells growing in
traditional Luria–Bertani (LB) medium. Gene expression differences were estimated by
differential display assays using arbitrary primers, and four genes were found to be
responsive to the static magnetic field. One clone, expressed only in the exposed cells,
corresponded to a putative transposase. Potenza et al. suggested that the static magnetic
field exposure might stimulate transposition activity.

Stansell et al. (2001) reported that antibiotic (piperacillin) resistance of the clinically
isolated E. coli was increased by the heterogenous static magnetic field exposure level of
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8–60 mT for 45 min. They suggested the observation may be unique to the particular strain
of E. coli or the specific antibiotic used. They did not suggest any mechanistic implication
for this observation.

Poiata et al. (2003) reported zero magnetic field effect on the antibiotic resistance of
E. coli strains isolated from human subjects. They used 26 E. coli strains and 5 different
antibiotics, ampicillin, ceftazidine, tetracycline, ofloxacin, and kanamycin. Approximately
one third of the tested strains was sensitive to the zero field treatment. Minimum
inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of each antibiotic for some strains were decreased by
zero magnetic field exposure, while the MICs for other strains were increased by the
exposure. Their mechanistic hypothesis, based on magnetic particles, did not support
these observations.

Ruiz-Gomez et al. (2004) showed that growth of the haploid yeast strain Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, a eukaryotic cell, was not affected by exposure to static magnetic field levels of
0.35 and 2.45 mT.

Effects of a 0.2-T static magnetic field, generated by MRI alone or in combination with
vitamin D treatment, on cell damage and proliferation in the human breast cancer cell
MCF-7, human neuronal cell FNC-B4, and murine leukemia cell WEHI-3 have been
investigated (Pacini et al., 1999a). Three-hour exposures to the 0.2 T field had no effect
on the cell colony formation number in all three cell lines. Results demonstrated that [3H]
thymidine incorporation level decreased in MCF-7 and FNC-B4 cells, while no changes
were observed in WEHI-3. It was also demonstrated that the treatment of cells using
vitamin D had a permanent antiproliferative effect.

Long-term effects on proliferation of human fetal lung fibroblast (HFLF) cells of repeti-
tive exposure to a 1.5-T static magnetic field with exposure periods of 1 h/d for 3 weeks
have been investigated (Wiskirchen et al., 1999). Results showed no changes in clonogenic
activity, DNA synthesis, cell cycle, and proliferation kinetics. In a following paper, effects
of static magnetic field levels of 0.2, 1.0, or 1.5 T on the cell cycle in both synchronized and
nonsynchronized HFLF cells were evaluated (Wiskirchen et al., 2000). The exposure
condition was 1 h/d for 5 consecutive days. Results showed no significant differences
in cell cycle events between synchronized and nonsynchronized cells.

A series of research studies on growth enhancement by strong inhomogenous static
magnetic fields have been reported. Tsuchiya et al. (1996) showed that the growth of
E. coli was affected by both a strong homogenous static magnetic field strength of 7 T and
inhomogenous field strengths of 5.2–6.1 or 3.2–6.7 T. In the stationary phase, the cell
number under a high magnetic field was about two to three times higher than that of a
control. The effect of the inhomogenous field was much stronger than that of the homo-
genous field. They also showed that the transcription activity of E. coli was enhanced by
the strong inhomogenous static magnetic field levels of 5.2–6.1 T (Tsuchiya et al., 1999).
The transcription levels of the rpoS, gene which encodes sigma factor of RNA polymerase,
was increased in the stationary phase by the static magnetic field exposure. This tran-
scription factor is specifically activated during the stationary phase and plays an import-
ant role in the transcription control of other genes in the stationary phase.

Horiuchi et al. (2001) showed that E. coli cell death in the stationary phase was
suppressed by strong inhomogenous static magnetic field levels of 5.2–6.1 T with a
gradient of 24 T/m and that the suppression was dependent on the addition of amino
acids to the LB medium. The addition of glutamic acid enhanced cell death as pH
increased in the stationary phase, and cell death was dramatically suppressed by the
field exposure. At the same time, rpoS gene expression was increased 20% by the field
exposure. They suggested that the increase of rpoS gene expression in the stationary phase
by the field exposure might be related to the base resistance because the rpoS-disrupted
strain showed a lower base resistance than the wild-type strain (Ishizaki et al., 2001). It has
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been shown that the medium supernatant, when used after the static magnetic field
exposure, could enhance the suppression of cell death (Horiuchi et al., 2002). The pH of
the medium after the static magnetic field exposure was only slightly different from that
of the control (by a factor of 0.07 pH), and pH-adjusted medium from both exposed and
control supernatants still had the suppression effect characteristics from the exposure to
static magnetic fields. It has been suggested that other factors also were involved in the
full suppression effect of cell death by the field exposure.

The growth advantage in stationary phase (GASP) phenomenon is described as follows.
When E. coli cells grown for 10 d (aged culture) and E. coli cells grown only for 1 d
(young culture) were mixed, the cell number of the young culture decreased, and the
population of the young culture was taken over by the aged culture, and eventually only
aged cells predominantly survived in the system. It has been found that the GASP
phenomenon disappeared with the exposure to strong inhomogenous static magnetic
field levels of 5.2–6.1 T (Okuno et al., 2001). They suggested that the disruption of the
GASP phenomenon might be related to an effect on the rpoS gene by the static magnetic
field exposure.

Gray et al. (2000) evaluated static electric and magnetic field effects on the action
enhancement of the chemotherapeutic agent adriamycin in transplanted mammary ade-
nocarcinoma in female B6C3F1 mice. Treatment consisted of using 10 mg/kg of adriamy-
cin in combination with a 4-h exposure to a 110-mT field. Tumor regression in the
groups exposed to a static magnetic field was greater than in the group treated with
adriamycin only.

Tanioka et al. (1996) evaluated the effects of a 6.34-T static magnetic field on prolifer-
ation and metastatic activity in the B16 melanoma and EL-4 T-lymphoma cell lines. Cell
cultures were incubated in the presence of magnetic fields for 12, 24, 36, or 48 h at 378C. It
was found that the proliferative and the metastatic activities of both cell lines were
promoted under certain conditions.

Tofani et al. (2003) exposed immunocompetent mice bearing either the murine Lewis
lung carcinoma or the B16 melanotic melanomas to static field levels of 3 and 4 mT and
treated them with two commonly used anticancer drugs, cisplatin and cyclophospha-
mide, respectively. The survival time of mice treated with cisplatin and exposure to the
magnetic fields was significantly longer than that of mice treated only with cisplatin or
only exposed to the magnetic fields, surpassing that of mice treated with 10 mg/kg i.p. of
the drug and showing that the magnetic field acts synergically with the pharmacological
treatment. When mice treated with cyclophosphamide were exposed to the magnetic
field, no synergic effects were observed. No clinical signs or toxicity were seen in any of
the mice exposed to the magnetic field alone or along with cisplatin or cyclophosphamide
treatment.

Raylman et al. (1996) studied the effects of exposure to a static magnetic field of 7 T for
64 h on cell viability in three malignant human cell lines, melanoma (HTB 63), ovarian
carcinoma (HTB 77IP3), and lymphoma (Raji; CCL86). It has been reported that the static
field exposure reduced the viable cell count and appeared to inhibit cell growth.

Using two types of mammalian cells, mouse leukemia cells P388 and Chinese hamster
fibroblast cells V79, Sakurai et al. (1999) tested the effects on cell growth patterns of
exposure to a 7-T static magnetic field for up to 5 d. No significant magnetic field effects
on cells were found.

In a series of papers (Kula, 1996; Kula and Drozbz, 1996a,b), the magnetic field effects
on cultured fibroblasts isolated from the BALB/c mouse have been investigated. The
fibroblast cultures were exposed to a static magnetic field of 0.49 T and a 50-Hz AC
magnetic field of 0.02 T for a time period of 2–64 min/d over four consecutive days. The
following parameters were studied: the dynamics of culture growth; protein content;
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thym idine incorpo ration; Zn, Fe, and Cu ion conten t; the activ ity of superox ide dism utas e
(SOD ) and catalase (CT); and glycos aminogl ycan metabol ism. The static magn etic field
exposur e had no effect on bot h the vit al functions and glycosam inog lycan me tabolism
and did not sho w any chan ges in the free-r adical proce ss in fibro blasts. Kula et al. (2000)
furthe r eva luated the acti vities of SO D, CT, glutat hione per oxidase, and malondial dehyd e
(MDA ) in the livers and kidne ys of rats exp osed to a static magn etic field of 0.49 T and a
50-Hz AC field of 0.018 T. While the 50-Hz magn etic fi eld was found to influ ence free-
radical proces ses in both liver and kidney tissue, the static magn etic field showed no
effects. Mag netic field effects on the lipi d per oxidati on pro duct, MDA , in mouse sub-
cellul ar fibrob last have been eva luated by the same pro tocol in a pre vious report (Kula
et al., 2002). It was found that exp osure to a static magnet ic field cau sed no chan ges in
peroxi dation of membr ane struct ures.

Effect s with a co mbinat ion of static and alternating magn etic fields on ce ll attachmen t
and indu ction of apop tosis in rat tendon fib roblast and rat bon e marr ow (RBM) osteo-
prog enitor cells have been rep orted (Blume nthal et al., 1997). Exp eriments utilized
60-and 1000-H z AC magn etic fields of up to 0.25 mTp-p a nd static mag netic fields of up
to 0.25 mT. It was found that AC fields and stati c mag netic fields teste d with variou s
combi nations of field strengt hs and frequ encies resulted in exte nsive det achme nt of
preattac hed cells and pre vented the norma l attachmen t of cells not previousl y attac hed
to substrates. Results suggested significant alterations in cell metabolism and cytoskel-
eton structure after the exposure.

Blanchard and Blackman (1994) proposed the ion parametric resonance (IPR) model for
the predicti on of the interacti on bet ween magnet ic fields and biolo gical syst ems (see also
Chapt er 9 on resonan ce phenome na by Liboff). Acc ording to the IPR mo del, the re lation-
ships among the strength of a static magnetic field, the AC magnetic field frequency, and
the charge-to-mass ratio of ions of biological relevance were important key factors. Black-
man et al. (1996) tested the influence of magnetic fields on neurite outgrowth in PC-12
cells and showed that the PC-12 cell response to perpendicular AC and static magnetic
fields was distinct and predictably different from that found for parallel AC and static
magnetic fields. It has been reported that the response to perpendicular fields was
dominant in an intensity-dependent nonlinear manner.

The effects of the combination of AC and static magnetic fields on the behavior of
Friend erythroleukemia cells have been studied (Eremenko et al., 1996). The combined
fields were a geomagnetic field of 45 mT, together with a 70-mT field at 50 Hz which was
produced in a solenoid coil, and 20-nT DC and 2.5-pT AC fields in a magnetically
shielded room. It was found that the culture growth cycle of cells was slightly accelerated
inside the solenoid, and the degree of acceleration appeared to depend on sensitivity of
the cell cycle to the magnetic field. On the other hand, it was found that the culture
growth cycle of cells inside the magnetically shielded room was slightly decreased.

Effects of a static magnetic field exposure of 10 T for up to 4 d on the rate of cell growth
or cell cycle distribution in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells have been investigated
(Nakahara et al., 2002). The exposure to the static magnetic field alone did not affect
micronucleus formation. In x-ray irradiated cells, exposure to the 10-T static magnetic
field resulted in a significant increase in micronucleus formation. Buemi et al. (2001)
examined the effects of a 0.5-mT static magnetic field on the cell proliferation and cell
death balance in monkey renal cells (VERO) and in rat cortical astrocyte cells. After 6 d of
exposure to the magnetic field, they observed the effects on cell proliferation and cell
death balance and suggested that the effects might vary depending on the cell type.
Magnetic fields may also have a nephropathogenic effect.

Tofani et al. (2001) investigated the role of magnetic field characteristics on the
growth of WiDr human colon adenocarcinoma, MCF-7 human breast adenocarcinoma,
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and MRC-5 embryonal lung fibroblast. Cell death induction was observed with a
magnetic field exposure of greater than 1 mT when the combined static magnetic field
and 50-Hz magnetic field was applied. The report showed that significant tumor growth
inhibition appeared when the total field strength was greater than 3.59 mT.

Schiffer et al. (2003) studied the effects of four different types of magnetic field appli-
cations on the cell cycle progression in two different tumor cell lines, the human acute
myeloid leukemia cell HL-60 and the mouse lymphoma cell EA2. The four types of
magnetic field applications used were (1) the static magnetic field of 1.5 and 7.05 T, (2)
the magnetic gradient field with +10 and +100 mT/m at 100 Hz; (3) the pulsed high
frequency magnetic field (5.8 mT at 63.6 MHz); and (4) the combination of (1)–(3). The
exposure duration ranged from 1 to 24 h. Cell cycle fractions at G0/G1, S, and G2/M
phases were analyzed by flow cytometry. Cell cycle analysis did not show differences
between the exposed and control cells. In conclusion, during MRI, no influence of
magnetic field on cell cycle progression was observed in these cell lines.
8.3.2.3 Cell Membrane and Cell Metabolic Activity

Chignell et al. (1998) studied the effects of static magnetic fields of 25–150 mT on the
photohemolysis of human erythrocytes by ketoprofen. An application of a static magnetic
field during UV (>300 nm) irradiation of ketoprofen and erythrocytes significantly
decreased the time required for photohemolysis. It has been suggested that the magnetic
field increases the concentration and lifetime of free radicals that escape from the radical pair.

Chionna et al. (2005) investigated the effects of a 6-mT static magnetic field, applied for
24 h, on cell shape, cell surface sugar residue, cytoskeleton, and apoptosis in the hepatic
transformed cell line Hep G2. Significant modifications of cell shape and surface by the
field exposure have been observed. The exposed cells were found to be elongated, with
many irregular microvilli randomly distributed on the cell surface. The shape of the cells
was found to be less flat at the end of the exposure, although the morphology of the
organelles remained unmodified throughout the exposure period. It has been reported
that cell proliferation was partially affected. Results suggested that the static magnetic
field caused a time-dependent biological effect on Hep G2 cells.

Sonnier et al. (2000) found that there were no effects from the exposure of static
magnetic field levels of 0.1, 0.5, 5, or 7.5 mT, applied for 5 sec, on resting potential in
cultured neuroblastoma cells. They also used the patch-clamp technique to measure
transmembrane Naþ, Kþ currents in neuroblastoma cells SH-Sy5Y exposed to static
magnetic fields of up to 7.5 mT (Sonnier et al., 2003). The magnetic field exposure did
not result in detectable changes in any of the action potential parameters.

Trabulsi et al. (1996) measured the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) after the
exposure of a mouse hippocampal slice to static magnetic field levels of 2–3 mT and
8–10 mT for a period of 20 min. They observed biphasic effects at 2–3 mT and depression
of EPSP at 8–10 mT. It has been suggested that changes in intracellular Ca2þ concentration
were responsible for these effects. Isolated Helix aspersa neurons were exposed to static
magnetic field levels of 0.07–0.7 T, and their action potential was measured (Azanza and
del Moral, 1996). A decrease in the spike depolarization voltage has been observed, and it
has been attributed to desensitization of the membrane Naþ-Kþ-ATP-ase pumps through
an anisotropic diamagnetism reorientation.

Wieraszko (2000) studied the effect of 2–3-mT static magnetic fields applied for 20 min
on the evoked potential response in B57/J56 mice hippocampal slices. Results, which
were based on measurements of hippocampal function, showed both an alteration of the
evoked potential and an effect on the influence of dantrolene, an inhibitor of intracellular
Ca2þ channels.
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The voltage-activated calcium channel function in cultured GH3 cells has been inves-
tigated (Rosen, 1996). A static magnetic field of 120 mT was applied for 150 sec. Reversible
changes in calcium channel function were observed and were found to be temperature
dependent. Results indicated that these changes were a result of alterations in the
membrane proper because of the magnetically induced deformation.

Using the whole-cell patch-clamp technique, voltage-activated Naþ channels in GH3
cells were examined (Rosen, 2003). The effects of exposure to a static magnetic field
of 125 mT for 150 sec on voltage-gated Naþ channel kinetics included a slight shift in
the current–voltage relationship, a 5% reduction in peak current, and an increase in the
activation time constant, tm, during and at least 100 sec after the exposure to the field.
Significant changes were only observed at 358C and 378C. It was suggested that the
temperature dependence factor that affected this process was probably due to the greater
ease with which the liquid crystal membrane was deformed. Results suggested that the
changes might be due to the reorientation of diamagnetic anisotropic molecules in the
membrane. Hinch et al. (2005) showed the effects of static magnetic fields on action
potential propagation and excitation recovery in nerve. At a field level of 125 mT, which
was the same condition previously used by Rosen, they did not observe major changes in
the electrical functioning of neurons.

Aldinucci et al. (2003a,b) investigated the effects of a 4.75-T static magnetic field
exposure applied for 1 h, and also a 1-h exposure using combined fields of 4.75 T with a
pulsed field of 0.7 mT, on proinflammatory cytokines, in human peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMCs) and Jurkat cells. They measured Ca2þ, proliferation, and the
eventual production of proinflammatory cytokines. The static magnetic field exposure
alone did not show any effects on the physiologic behavior of normal lymphocytes;
however, the combined static and alternating magnetic field exposure contributed syner-
gistically to the increase of [Ca2þ]i. The exposure of PBMCs was carried out in a static
magnetic field of 10 T (Onodera et al., 2003). It was reported that the magnetic field
exposure reduced the viability of phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-activated T cells in both
CD4þ and CD8þ subclasses. Sabo et al. (2002) observed a decrease in the metabolic
activity of human promyelocytic leukemic cells HL-60 when exposed to a field of 1 T
for 72 h. The decrease was also observed in the presence of antineoplastic drugs, which
included 5-fluorouracil, cisplatin, doxorubicin, and vincristine.

Miyamoto et al. (1996) studied the effects of strong 6-T homogenous magnetic fields on
both active and passive Rbþ influx into HeLa cells. Using field exposures of 1.6 T and
lower, and of 2.0 T, at various temperatures did not cause any changes in active or passive
Rbþ influxes.

Mouse islet of Langerhans cells have a very regular oscillation of calcium concentration.
Madec et al. (2003) showed no effects of combined AC and static magnetic fields on these
calcium oscillations in mouse islet of Langerhans.
8.3.2.4 Gene Expression and Signal Transduction

Fanelli et al. (1999) found a decrease of apoptosis in the human cell lines U937 and CEM,
following exposure to a static magnetic field of 600 mT. It was suggested that the protective
antiapoptotic effect was due to cellular modifications from the static field exposure, which
affected the ability of the cell to enhance Ca2þ influx from the extracellular medium. Cohly
et al. (2003) examined the effects of a 0.618-mT static magnetic field on a human osteoblast
cell line (MG-63) culture, in terms of proliferation, proline uptake, and gene expression.
Results showed that the exposure might be detrimental to bone formation.

Mnaimneh et al. (1996) investigated the effects of static magnetic field levels from 1 to
100 mT and also an AC field of 1.6 mT delivered at 1 Hz on NO production by murine
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BCG-activated macrophages. No significant differences were observed in NO levels after
a 14-h exposure.

Brief exposure effects from a static magnetic field of 100 mT for 15 min on protein expres-
sion in cultured rat primary hippocampal cells have been reported (Hirai et al., 2002).
Expression of DNA binding activator protein-1 (AP-1), neural marker protein (MAP2), and
neural differentiation marker protein (GAP-43, c-Fos, Fos-B, Fra-2, c-Jun, Jun-B, and Jun-D)
were examined. Cytoplasmic Ca2þ and lactate dehydrogenase activities were also analyzed.
It was found that exposure to the static field increased AP-1 DNA binding through expres-
sion of Fra-2, c-Jun, and Jun-D in immature cultured hippocampal neurons.

Flipo et al. (1998) examined in vitro effects of the static magnetic field levels of
2.5–150 mT applied for 24 h on the mitogen response to concanavalin A, phagocytosis,
apoptosis, and Ca2þ influx in C57Bl/6 murine macrophages, spleen lymphocytes, and
thymic cells. The exposure resulted in a decrease of phagocytosis, an inhibition of
mitogenic response in lymphocytes, and a marked increase of apoptosis in thymic cells.

Salerno et al. (1999) measured in vitro expressions of activation markers and interleukin
release in human PBMCs after exposure to a static magnetic field of 0.5 T for 24 h. They
observed that the expression of CD69 at 0.5 T was reduced after PHA stimulation.
Increases in interferon-g and interleukin 4L (IL-4L) releases were observed; however, no
changes in tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-a), IL-6, and IL-10 releases were observed.

Effects of a static magnetic field of 1.5 T applied for 240 min on human L-132 cells have
been investigated (Guisasola et al., 2002). Heat shock proteins hsp70, hsp27, and their
corresponding messenger RNAs (mRNAs), along with cyclic AMP and Ca2þ ions were
analyzed. No field exposure effects were observed.

Effects of the exposure of HL-60 cells to a 6-T spatially inhomogenous magnetic field
with a strong gradient of 41.7 T/m and to a spatially homogenous magnetic field of 10 T
have been studied (Hirose et al., 2003b). The expression of c-Jun protein increased in
HL-60 cells after exposure to the 6-T static magnetic field for 24, 36, 48, and 72 h.

Using budding yeast (S. cerevisiae) as a model for an in vitro biological test system,
Ikehata et al. (2003) examined the genome-wide gene expression profile of yeast cells after
exposure to 5- and 10-T fields for periods of 2 and 24 h. Exposure to static magnetic fields
did not affect gene expression. Slight changes in the expression of several genes were
observed after exposure to 14 T for 24 h.
8.3.2.5 Genotoxicity

Previous studies have shown that static magnetic fields alone did not have a lethal effect
on cell growth and survival under normal culture conditions, regardless of the strength of
the magnetic field applied. Effects of 5-h exposures of HL-60 cells to 6-mT static magnetic
fields, with or without camptothecin, which is a DNA topoisomerase I inhibitor, have
been investigated (Teodori et al., 2002). Results indicated that the field exposure did not
cause apoptogenic or necrogenic effects. It was reported that exposure to the static
magnetic field alone or with camptothecin did not affect cell viability.

Potenza et al. (2004a) showed that the conformation of plasmid DNA was altered by
exposure to static magnetic fields of 250 mT. Various DNA point mutations were found,
while no DNA degradation was observed. It was shown that the DNA degradation from
H2O2 was accelerated by simultaneous field exposure; however, the plasmid DNA in
E. coli cells exposed to the same static magnetic field did not show any alteration. They
suggested that the magnetic field could change DNA stability directly or by activating the
reactivity of oxidant radicals. It has also been suggested that the genotoxic effect could be
minimized in living organisms by the presence of protective cellular responses, such as
the DNA repair system and the buffering action of heat shock proteins.
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In order to reveal the genetic effects of a 0.6-T static magnetic field, mutagen-sensitive
mutants of the fruit fly (D. melanogaster) were used for the somatic cell test (Koana et al.,
1995). It was shown that the exposure resulted in damaging effects in larval cellular DNA,
and somatic cells without normal DNA repair functions failed to continue cell division,
which resulted in developmental lethality of mutant larvae. The genotoxic activity of
the field exposure was estimated to be the same as that of UV irradiation with 0.14 mJ/
m2/sec. Further study has been conducted with D. melanogaster using a wing spot test to
estimate possible mutagenic or carcinogenic activity of the static magnetic field (Koana
et al., 1997). A DNA repair defective mutation mei-41D5 was introduced into the conven-
tional mwh/flr test system to enhance mutant spot frequency. Third-instar larvae were
exposed to a field of 5 T for 24 h. It was shown that the exposure significantly enhanced
the somatic recombination, and the recombination was found to be suppressed by
supplementation of vitamin E. Results indicated that the magnetic field enhanced the
genotoxic effects of spontaneously produced free radicals (Takashima et al., 2004).

In a report describing the investigations of whether static magnetic fields have cyto-
genetic effects in BALB/c AnNCrj male mouse bone marrow cells, Suzuki et al. (2001)
indicated that the frequency of micronuclei was significantly increased by exposure to a
3-T field for 48 and 72 or a 4.7-T field for 24, 48, and 72 h. The increase in micronucleus
frequency was shown to be dose dependent.

Micronuclei in cells have been used as an indicator of DNA damage. A study for in vitro
assessment of the effects of a 4.7-T static magnetic field on the frequency of micronucleated
cells in the Chinese hamster CHL/IU cell line with preexisting damage induced by
exposure to mitomycin C (MMC) has been carried out (Okonogi et al., 1996). Results
indicated a decrease in the frequency of micronuclei formation after 6 h of exposure and
also the influence of the static magnetic field on the DNA damage stage produced by MMC.

An E. coli mutation assay has been carried out to assess the mutagenic effects of strong
static magnetic fields (Zhang et al., 2003). Results obtained with a wild-type E. coli strain
GC4468 and several derivatives, which were defective in DNA repair enzymes or redox-
regulating enzymes, showed no effects of the exposure in terms of the survival rate of cells.
On the other hand, the mutation frequency was significantly increased by exposure to the
9-T static magnetic field for 24 h in soxR and sodAsodB mutants, which were defective in
their defense mechanism against oxidative stress. Results indicated that static magnetic
fields induced mutations by increasing the production of intracellular superoxide radicals.

Ikehata et al. (1999) reported that 2- and 5-T static magnetic fields did not have
mutagenic potential in a bacterial mutation test using Salmonella typhimurium (TA98,
TA100, TA1535, and TA1537) and E. coli (WP2 uvrA) strains. They also reported that
the exposure resulted in an increased mutation rate of the WP2 uvrA strain when
induced by the agents N-ethyl-N0- nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (ENNG), N-methyl-N0-nitro-
N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS), 4-nitroquinoline-N-oxide
(4NQO), 2-amino-3-methyl-3H-imidazo-[4,5-f]-quinoline (IQ), and 2-(2-furyl)-3-(5-nitro-2-
fulyl) acrylamide (AF-2). The mutagenicities of 2-aminoanthracene (2-AA), 9-aminoacridine
(9-AA), N-4-aminocytidine, and 2-acetoamidofluorene (2-AAF) were not affected by
the exposure. The bacterial growth did not change after the exposure. They suggested
that the mechanism of these effects might be related to in vitro interactions between the
chemicals and DNA and to repair systems in the test strains.
8.3.2.6 Cell-Free System, Free Radical, Enzyme Activity

Markov and Pilla (1994, 1997) studied the Ca2þ/calmodulin-dependent myosin phos-
phorylation and observed magnetic field effects of 44-mT, ambient, and 200-mT vertical
fields for 5 min on the Ca2þ binding property. Phosphorylation increased up to at 200 mT
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depending on the [Ca2þ] concentration. The magnetic field effect disappeared as [Ca2þ]
approached saturation for calmodulin. They emphasized that very small alterations in
ambient level static magnetic fields are sufficient to have a profound effect on a cell-free
enzyme system. In an attempt to replicate the results of Markov and Pilla, Coulton et al.
(2000) saw no effects on myosin phosphoration in a cell-free system in vertical static
magnetic fields up to 400 mT. As a result, in this experiment, no effects of static magnetic
fields on the calcium/calmodulin binding property were observed. Engstrom et al. (2002)
investigated the effects of nonuniform static magnetic fields of 0.7–87 mT with a gradient
of 0.4–20 T/m for a period of 5 min on myosin phosphorylation and reported that the
magnetic field exerted an influence on the rate of myosin phosphorylation. Increased
phosphorylation was observed. It can be seen that the magnetic field gradients played a
specific role in this experiment. Liboff et al. (2003) investigated the effect of a 30-min
exposure to a static magnetic field of 20 mT on calmodulin-dependent cyclic nucleotide
phosphodiesterase activity in cell-free systems and reported that the activity was altered
in comparison to zero magnetic field exposures.

After studying the theoretical background of a cell-free system—Ca2þ/calmodulin-
dependent myosin light chain phosphorylation reaction—Markov (2004a,b) designed
experiments to test the effects of a pulsed radio frequency (RF) field, pulsating magnetic
fields, gradient magnetic fields, and homogenous static magnetic fields on this cell-free
system. He suggested that the magnetic fields affect the cell-free enzyme system by
modulating ion–protein interactions.

Watanabe et al. (1997) measured and evaluated lipid peroxidation in the liver, kidneys,
heart, lung, and brain of 8-week-old male BALB/c mice. The mice were exposed to 3.0-
and 4.7-T fields for 3–48 h. The lipid peroxidation level in the liver was increased after
exposure to the 4.7-T field. In kidney, heart, lung, and brain, no changes in the level of
lipid peroxidation were observed compared to the control. The exposure to the 3.0-T field
showed no alteration of the lipid peroxide level in all the tissues. The combination of CCl4
administration and 4.7-T field exposure increased the lipid peroxidation level in the liver.
It was concluded that the exposure to high static magnetic fields could induce the increase
of lipid peroxidation levels in the liver of mice and could enhance the hepatotoxicity
caused by CCl4 injection.

Using fireflies, Hotaria parvula and Luciola cruciata, as bioluminescence systems,
Iwasaka and Ueno (1998a) studied the effects of 8- and 14-T static magnetic fields on
the emission of light. They showed that changes in the emission intensities under a
magnetic field were related to the change in certain biochemical systems of the firefly,
systems such as the enzymatic process of luciferase and the excited singlet state respon-
sible for subsequent light emission.

Zhadin et al. (1998) have undertaken experiments that investigated the combined action
of static and AC magnetic fields on ionic current in aqueous glutamic acid solution.
Results showed that the combined parallel static and AC magnetic field causes a rapid
change in the ionic current flow when the AC frequency is equal to the cyclotron
frequency.

During the last few years, Brocklehurst and McLauchlan (1996) discussed the free
radical mechanism involved in the observed effects of environmental electromagnetic
fields on biological systems. Grissom and Natarajan (1997) summarized the theory of
magnetic field effects on chemical and enzymatic reactions. Magnetic field effects
have been used as a powerful technique to study enzymatic and chemical reactions
with radical pair intermediates. They suggested that the coenzyme B12-dependent
enzymes with radical pair intermediates are well suited for the study of this effect.
Taoka et al. (1997) tested the magnetic field effects on coenzyme B12-dependent
enzymes. The end point was that ethanolamine ammonia lyase and human enzyme
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methylm alon yl–coen zyme A mu tase catalyze co enzyme B12 -dep ende nt rearrange ment
re actions. While the end po int was affected, t he authors speculate th at the change
would have little phy siolog ical signifi cance.

Eichw ald and Wal leczek (1996) showed a mod el for magnet ic field effects on radi cal
pair reco mbinat ion in enzyme kin etics. The magn etic field effects in radical pair chemistr y
have been revi ewed (Grissom , 1995; Brockle hurst, 2002; see also Ch apter 6 on free radical s
by Engström).
8.4 Miscellaneous

8.4.1 Biological Sensing and Magnetite

Many studies have suggested that the magnetic field is an important marker for animal
navigation and spatial discrimination (Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1995). The blind mole-
rat (Spalax ehrenbergi) was used as a model to examine the possibility of the perception
and use of magnetic fields in their orientation in space (Kimchi and Terkel, 2001).
Experiments were performed in an eight-arm maze under Earth’s natural and artificial
magnetic fields. Results showed that the blind mole-rat was able to perceive and use
Earth’s magnetic field to orient in space. Kimchi and Terkel showed that blind mole-rats
spontaneously preferred to place their nests toward the south of the magnetic North.
Deutchlander et al. (2003) showed that Siberian hamsters (Phodopus sungorus) used direc-
tional information from the magnetic field to set a position for their nests. In contrast to
blind mole-rats, the directional preference for nest position demonstrated by Siberian
hamsters appeared to be a learned response.

Since the neural substrate subserving magnetic orientation is not known, the combin-
ation of two techniques, a behavioral test for magnetic compass orientation and an
immunocytochemical visualization of the transcription factor c-Fos as a neuronal activity
marker, has been used to investigate magnetoreception in the mole rat (Crytomys anselli)
(Nemec et al., 2001). Nemec et al. found that the superior colliculus of the hypothalamus
contained neurons that would respond to magnetic stimuli, and thus determined the
involvement of a specific mammalian brain structure in magnetoreception.

Edmond (1996) showed that a very sensitive magnetic compass is formed by the
incorporation of a small quantity of ferromagnetic, single-domain crystals, such as mag-
netite, within a nematic liquid crystal. Winklhofer et al. (2001) localized high concentra-
tions of Fe3þ in the upper-beak skin of homing pigeons (Columba livia), and identified the
materials of magnetite nanocrystals as the core of a magnetic field receptor.

Lohman et al. (2001) found that hatchling loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta), when
they were exposed to magnetic fields found in three widely separated oceanic regions,
swam in the direction that would help to keep them within the currents of the North
Atlantic gyre and facilitate their migratory pathway. It was found that young loggerheads
used a guidance system of magnetic fields to assist in their navigation.

Although the mechanism of magnetoreception has not been clearly identified, geomag-
netic orientation has been well recognized. A biophysical model has shown that changes
in the wavelength of light can influence magnetic field orientation through the interaction
between the geomagnetic field and photoreceptors. Deutschlander et al. (1999a) found
that light-dependent orientation in the newt (Notophthalmus viridescens), was mediated by
extraocular photoreceptors located in the pineal complex or deeper in the brain. Using
newts, Phillips et al. (2001, 2002b) showed the role of photoreceptors in magnetic compass
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orien tation and the magn etic incli nation for deriving map inform ation. They investig ated
the possi bility that the fixed -axis respons e of the newts was media ted by a magn etore cep-
tion mecha nism involv ing single- domain particle s of magnet ite (Phillips et al., 200 2a).

The re are sever al exp lanations for the magn etic sensitiv ity in fi sh. The aquati c animal
mig ht per ceive an electri c volta ge ind uced by the water cu rrent or by its own moveme nt
in the geoma gnetic fields. Elasmo branch fish suc h as shar ks, ska tes, a nd rays are kno wn
to possess a sens itivity to the ind uced electri c field through the sen sory org ans called the
ampu llae of Lor enzini.

Yano et al. (1997) stu died the migratin g beh avior of the chum sa lmon ( Oncorhy nchus
keta ) fitted with a magnet to inve stigate the role of magn etic comp ass orien tation in the
Nort h Pacifi c off the coast of Kush iro, Hokkai do. The mag netic field strengt h was about
0.6 mT arou nd the head are a, with polari ty chang es every 11.25 mi n. There were no effects
observ ed on the moveme nt of salmo n.

Effect s of electric a nd magnet ic fields have been observ ed in the behavio r of marin e
animal s and fresh water and terrestri al species . In ad dition, there are a growi ng numbe r of
questions concerning the effect on aquatic ecosystems of the growing spread of artificial
techniques such as underwater sea DC cables. There are many underwater DC cables
unde r vario us seas all over the wo rld, wh ich carr y electrical cu rrents (see also Chapte r 1
on fields in the environment by Mild and Greenebaum). These electric currents induce
static magnetic fields with intensities up to 3.5 mT around cables on the sea bottom, where
there are many invertebrate and vertebrate species. Research has been carried out to
examine whether the exposure to magnetic fields of 3.7 mT for several weeks could
influence the survival rate and fitness of common benthic animals of the Baltic Sea
(Bochert and Zettler, 2004). The investigation was carried out on the crustacean (Crangon
crangon, Rhithropanopeus harrisii, and Saduria entomon); the mussel (Mytilus edulis); and the
flounder (Planthichthys flesus). Results showed no differences between experimental and
control animals. Since this is the first study for investigating the effects of static magnetic
fields generated by sea-positioned DC cables, on aquatic organisms and marine benthic
animals, further studies are required.

In a study to confirm the magnetite-based detection mechanism in rainbow trout
(O. mykiss), magnetic crystals in the area of olfactory lamellae were found, and the
arrangement of several magnetic crystals in a chain of about 1 mm has been confirmed
(Diebel et al., 2000).

It was shown that magnetizable material abolishes the behavior of bobolink (Dolichonyx
oryzivorus) by blocking the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve (Beason and Semm,
1996). The result was consistent with the hypothesis that magnetite is a constituent of the
magnetoreceptors associated with the ophthalmic nerve.

It is suggested that migratory birds, amphibians, and reptiles may have the ability to
sense the geomagnetic field and use it as a source of compass information. Phillips (1996)
presented a graphical model that predicts qualitatively the changes in the direction of
homing orientation. Munro et al. (1997) investigated the effect of pulse remagnetization
on the orientation of inexperienced, juvenile migrant birds, such as the Australian silver-
eye (Zosterops l. lateralis). The ability of juvenile birds to maintain their normal magnetic
orientation after pulse application indicated that the pulse does not impair the magnetic
compass. On the other hand, the deflection observed in adult birds after pulse treatment
appeared to reflect ‘‘false’’ map information, which leads to a change in course. This is
consistent with evidence that the magnetic compass involves light-dependent magnetor-
eception mechanisms.

Wiltschko and Wiltschko (2001) studied the behavior of European robins (Erithacus
rubecula), under monochromatic light of various wavelengths and intensities to investi-
gate magnetoreception. At a quantal flux of 7 � 1015 quanta/sec/m2, the birds were well
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oriented in their migratory direction under 424 nm blue, 510 nm turquoise, and 565 nm
green, whereas they were disoriented under 590 nm yellow. Changes in behavior
depended on increasing the light intensity. This finding suggested that light-dependent
magnetoreception may involve receptors and a neuronal pathway of its own.

Ritz et al. (2000) postulated the possibility that magnetoreception involves radical pair
processes as a biophysical mechanism. They first considered a system of radical pairs as a
model for the magnetic sensory organ and evaluated the influence of the geomagnetic
field on radical pair systems. European robins (E. rubecula), were used in this study, and
the results showed the disruption of magnetic orientation behavior of robins when
exposed to a vertically aligned broadband field of 0.1–10 MHz and 0.085 mT or the single
frequency of 7 MHz and 0.47 mT, together with the geomagnetic field (Ritz et al., 2004).
The disorientation observed was found to depend on the angle between the 7-MHz
oscillating field and the geomagnetic field. The robins oriented in the migratory direction
when the oscillating field was parallel to the geomagnetic field. The author suggested a
magnetic compass based on a radical pair mechanism, due to the resonance effect on
singlet–triplet transitions in the oscillating fields.

Fuller suggested the significance of the time constants of magnetic field sensitivity in
animals (Fuller and Dobson, 2005). Conditioning experiments have had great success in the
analysis of animal sensory physiology. Wiltschko and Wiltschko (1996) commented that
the conditioning technique did not appear to be suitable for testing magnetic sensitivity.

Some insects are able to respond to magnetic fields, especially the geomagnetic field.
Mosquitoes were tested for the presence of remanent ferromagnetic material and their
behavioral response to magnetic fields. Most mosquitoes, when placed in a uniform static
magnetic field of 0.1 mT, moved around until they were oriented parallel to the field. It
was reported that a significant remanence found on the surface of both living and dead
mosquitoes might be due to attraction of ferromagnetic dust onto the body (Strickman
et al., 2000). It is well-known that magnetic fields influence honey bee behavior, moth
navigation, beetle larvae, the behavior of hatchling loggerhead sea turtles, migration of
birds, etc. Slowik et al. (1997b) speculated that the red imported fire ant (Solenopsis invicta)
might use magnetic field information in their nesting activities and in orientation, since
their first observation suggested that fire ant workers moved as a colony toward the
magnetic field. In a second paper, Slowik et al. (1997a) suggested the presence of small
amounts of ferromagnetic material in fire ants.

Many review papers have been published during the last few years. Deuschlander et al.
(1999b) and Wiltschko and Wiltschko (2002) reviewed the light-dependent magnetorecep-
tion in animals. Lohmann and Johnsen (2000) described the difference between a mag-
netic directional sense and a magnetic map sense and reviewed the three hypotheses of
vertebrate magnetoreception.
8.4.2 Plant Growth, Response, and Magnetotropism

The enhancement of plant growth using various magnetic field applications has been
reported by many researchers (Phirke et al., 1996). Effects of magnetic fields on seed
germination, crop growth, physiological response, sporulation, water uptake, and rate of
seed have been studied; however, there has been no consistency in results among the
various reports.

Studies directed toward investigating the effects of magnetic field treatment on seeds
and water in terms of the rate and percentage of germination of rice (Oryza sativa L.) and
on the length and weight of germinating barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and wheat (Triticum
aestivum L.) have been carried out (Carbonell et al., 2000; Martinez et al., 2000, 2002). The
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field strength ranged from 125 to 250 mT depending on the research strategies. Results by
Carbonell et al. showed that the rate and percentage of germination increased after chronic
exposure to 150-mT fields. Magnetically treated water was found to improve the germin-
ation of rice seeds. Martinez et al. (2000) showed that the magnetic field increased the
length and weight of barley seed, and the degree of this effect depended on the duration of
exposure. Effects of magnetic biostimulation on the initial growth stages of wheat, with an
exposure duration of 0, 1, 10, 20 min, 1 h, 24 h, and chronic exposure were investigated
(Martinez et al., 2002). In the report, they defined the magnetic doses in terms of magnetic
field energy density (J/m3). An increase in plant height had been observed as the magnetic
dose increased; thus, it was suggested that the stimulatory effects might be related to the
amount of magnetic field energy. Florez et al. (2004) investigated the effects of 125- and
250-mT static magnetic fields on the germination and the initial growth stages of rice seeds
(O. sativa L.). The seeds were exposed to the magnetic fields for various time durations, and
the germination time was found to be shortened when the seeds were exposed to these
fields. The seeds’ maximum length and weight were obtained for the chronic exposure. It
was shown that magnetic treatments, when applied under specific conditions, affected
germination and the first stage of growth.

Piatti et al. (2002) investigated the effects of inhomogenous static magnetic fields ranging
between 6 and 10 mT on the growth and viability of the plant-growing bacteria Serratia
marcescens, barley callus cells (Hordeum vulgare), and blackberry (Rubus fructiosus). While
there was no field effect observed on blackberry cells, it was found that the exposure
reduced the number of bacterial cells and lowered both the number and the viability of
barley cells. Diamagnetic susceptibility and root growth response to magnetic field expos-
ure on three plant species, Lens culinaris, Glycine soja, and T. aestivum were investigated
(Penuelas et al., 2004). Magnetic fields of 17.6 mT reduced root growth in all three plants.
The field strength of 2.1 mT had no significant effect on reduction in the cereal T. aestivum.

Among the many studies that examined gradient magnetic field effects on various engin-
eering, biological, and physicochemical phenomena, a study of effects of gradient magnetic
fields of up to 10 T on the germination and growing process of cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.)
was carried out (Hirota et al., 1999). It was found that the shoot germinated toward the field
center, whereas the root grew in the opposite direction of the shoot. This observation seemed
to be a result of the magnetic force influencing the geotaxis of the cucumber.

After calculating the magnetic field dependence of the ionic current density across the
cellular membrane, Reina and colleagues examined the effects of 0–10 mT static magnetic
fields on the amount and rate of water absorption in the lettuce seed cell membrane (Lactuca
sativa) in order to compare the calculated and experimental results (Reina and Pascual,
2001; Reina et al., 2001). Theoretical calculations showed that the static magnetic field
induced changes in the ionic concentration and in the osmotic pressure, which regulates
the entrance of water into the seeds. The magnetic field exposure was 10 min in a Helm-
holtz coil, and this was carried out immediately before placing the seeds in water inside a
climatized room. The investigators demonstrated a close correlation between their theor-
etical calculations and the actual experimental results. It was shown that exposure to the
static magnetic fields altered the water absorption in seeds, which may possibly explain the
change of germination rate. Adair (2002) discussed and questioned these results. Amyan
and Ayrapetyan (2004) investigated changes in the wet and dry weight of barley seed after
treatment by static magnetic field levels of 1.25, 2.50, and 3.75 mT. Seed treatment was
carried out in cold (48C) and warm (208C) distilled water. After pretreatment by the fields,
the seeds were incubated for 72 h. Results suggested that effects depend on not only the
field strength but also the incubation time period.

Growth and sporulation of phytopathogenic microscopic fungi have been investigated
under exposure to a static magnetic field that ranged from 0.1 to 1 mT (Nagy, 2004). It was
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shown that the growth was decreased by the magnetic field exposures. Increases in the
number of developed conidia of Alternaria alternata and Curvularia inaequalis and a
decrease in the number of Fusarium oxysporum conidia have been observed as well.

Effects of combined AC and DC magnetic fields on the germination of hornwort seed
(Cryptotaenia japonica Hassk) have been reported by Kobayashi et al. (2004). They tested
three directions of the AC magnetic field, which were vertical, parallel, and perpendicular
to the direction of total geomagnetic field (DC). The frequency and strength of the AC
magnetic fields ranged between 3.5 and 14 Hz and 500 and 750 mT. The total geomagnetic
field was 50 mT. The seeds were exposed to the fields for 16 d at 24 h/d. The vertical AC
magnetic field applied simultaneously with the DC field was found to promote the
germination of seeds. Field level applications of 7 Hz, 750 mT and 14 Hz, 500 mT showed
the maximum effects.

Effects of static magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 350 mT on gravitropic bending in the
apical stem segments of flax seedlings (Linum bienne) have been investigated (Belova and
Lednev, 2001). In comparison with the control group kept in a geomagnetic field of
46.5 mT, stimulation of the gravitropic bending was observed at 0 � BDC � 2 mT and 200
� BDC � 350 mT, and inhibition was observed at 100 � BDC � 170 mT.

Investigations of static magnetic field effects on the curvature of primary roots of radish
seedling (Raphanus sativus L.) have been carried out (Yano et al., 2001). When radish roots
were exposed to an inhomogenous static magnetic field, they responded to the south pole
of the magnet. Trophic response was found at a field level of 13–68 mT with a gradient of
1.8–14.7 T/m. A small response to the north pole of the magnet was found as well.

Jovanic and Sarvan (2004) studied the effects of static magnetic fields on fluorescence
spectra and leaf temperature in intact plant bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) The field strengths
were as high as 160 mT, and the plant was grown for 3 weeks. It was reported that
significant changes in fluorescence spectra and leaf temperature were induced after the
field exposure. An increase of fluorescence intensity ratio and changes in leaf temperature
DT were observed in parallel with increase in field intensity.
8.4.3 Magnetotaxis

There have been many studies reporting that magnetic fields affect the swimming behav-
ior of Paramecium. A decrease in swimming velocity and an increase in the frequency of
directional changes were observed after exposure to a magnetic field of 0.126 T during a
motility study of Paramecium (Rosen and Rosen, 1990). Nakaoka et al. (2002) found that a
typical ciliated protozoan, Paramecium, swam perpendicular to a static magnetic field of
0.68 T. It was suggested that the diamagnetic anisotropy of cellular components cilia and
trichocysts was important for the magnetic orientation of their swimming.

Effects of horizontal magnetic fields on the movement of Euglena gracilis (ca. 50 mm in
length) have been reported (Tanimoto et al., 2001). When the horizontal magnetic field with
a gradient of ca. 400 T2/m was applied, living E. gracilis moved to the higher field (positive
magnetotaxis), whereas dead E. gracilis moved to the opposite, lower field. E. gracilis was
found to be oriented perpendicularly to the magnetic field regardless of whether they were
alive or dead. Thus, magnetotaxis of living E. gracilis may be explained by taking into
account both the environmental inhomogenous magnetic forces and the magnetic orienta-
tion of E. gracilis. In contrast, magnetotaxis was not observed in a uniform magnetic field of
8 T. Effects of strong magnetic field gradient (max. 8 T, ca. 400 T2/m) on the movement of
E. coli have been investigated (Tanimoto et al., 2005). E. coli cells were placed in a 5 mm
(diameter)� 150 mm (length) glass tube containing viscous media that flowed in the tube.
The speed at zero field was 0.65 cm/h. The observed velocities of the movement from a
high field (8 T) to a low field (1.5 T) and the movement in the opposite direction around
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were 1.35 and 0.49 cm/h, respectively. Diamagnetic E. coli experienced a repulsive behav-
ior to magnetic forces of increased magnetic gradient. Therefore, it has been speculated that
the velocity of E. coli would be accelerated toward the direction of the lower-strength field,
while it would be decelerated in the direction of the stronger fields. Results suggested the
magnetic force specifically, could be an important mechanism of magnetic field effects
when a low-frequency high magnetic field was applied, since the microorganism might
respond to mechanical stress due to alternating magnetic forces.
8.4.4 Others

As an initial study for investigating the relationship between magnetic fields and amoe-
bae, Berk et al. (1997) examined the inhibitory effects of static magnetic fields on the
population growth of amoebae. They tested three species, Acanthamoeba hatcheii, Acantha-
moeba castellanii, and Acanthamoeba polyphaga. Amoebae were exposed to magnetic field
strengths of 71 and 106.5 mT with an exposure duration up to 72 h. Results showed that
magnetic fields decreased the growth of all three potentially pathogenic ameba popula-
tions significantly within 72 h. It was reported that the inhibitory effect did not depend on
the field strength, and it was shown that this research would be important and advanta-
geous in the development of disinfection strategies for surface material, such as the
surface of contact lenses.

Rai et al. (1997) investigated the effects of a 0.1-T static magnetic field on the electrical
parameters of goat eye lens. Under magnetic field application, the complex impedance
between real and imaginary parts was obtained in the form of a Cole–Cole plot. It was
reported that the static magnetic field altered the current flow in the tissue.

Iwasaka and Ueno (1998b) investigated the effects of a static magnetic field of up to 14 T
on the near-infrared spectrum of water molecules and glucose solutions. They demon-
strated the possibility that the static magnetic field affected the formation of hydrogen
bonds of water molecules and the hydration of glucose molecules.

Morariu et al. (2000) exposed human blood samples to zero magnetic fields for 72 h in
order to observe the aging process of erythrocytes. The control samples were kept in a
normal geomagnetic field. In a zero magnetic field, increases in the rate of Naþ and Ca2þ

influx, in the rate of Kþ outflow, and in homolysis were observed. Reduction in Naþ-Kþ-
ATPase and Ca2þ-ATPase activities has been observed in a zero magnetic field; thus, zero
fields significantly accelerated the aging of erythocytes. Effects of zero magnetic fields
were further investigated on Zn and Cu concentrations in the human blood serum during
in vitro aging of blood with a 48-h exposure (Ciortea et al., 2001). Blood samples were
collected from both healthy donors and chronic bronchial asthma (BA) patients. While the
Zn concentration was not found to be affected by the zero magnetic field exposure, Cu
concentration was found to be sensitive to this field. It was also reported that the aging
effect appeared to be decelerated for most BA types.
8.5 Medical Applications

8.5.1 Biomagnetic Phenomena

Biomagnetic phenomena for different intensities of magnetic fields and their frequency
are shown in Figure 8.1. It is impor tant to kno w the intensi ties and freque ncies of
magnetic fields involved in biomagnetic phenomena while discussing the relationship
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Biomagnetic phenomena for medical and therapeutic application.
betwee n magn etism and living organisms. Regard ing the effects of mag netism on living
organis ms, it sho uld be re alized that the acti ons of stati c and variabl e magnet ic fields
differ from each other in terms of the fundam ental me chanism.

Studi es on the biolog ical effects of electr omagnetic fields have resu lted in sign ificant
develo pments in medical appli cations for electr omagneti c fields, after the develop ment of
high- strength superc onducting magn ets. TMS, me asureme nt of biomag netic fields with
the superc onducti ng quantum interf erence device (SQU ID), and MRI are the three main-
stays of these medical appl ications. These te chniques have also been leadi ng the amazin g
prog ress in the und erstand ing of the brain func tion. TMS locally stimu lates the human
cerebral cortex with millimete r-order spatia l resolutio n from a figure-ei ght coil placed
on the skull. A three- dimens ional imagi ng of the brai n neuron func tion has been enabled
by utilizati on of SQUI D in magn etoencep halograp hy (MEG ), func tional magn etic
resonan ce imag ing (fMR I), and current-di stributio n MR I. Resu lts from TM S and imag ing
stud ies indicate poten tial applicatio ns of biomag netics in brain scien ce and clinical
neurop sychiatr y.

In TMS, wh en a strong electri c curren t is appli ed to a figure-e ight coil posi tioned over the
head for 0.1– 0.2 ms, a pulsed magn etic field of 1 T is prod uced. This puls ed magn etic field
gene rates eddy curren ts in the brai n, wh ich excite the targeted area of the nervous syst em.

Incidentally, unconscious and uncontrolled exposure of the brain to high-frequency
electromagnetic waves has been increasing with the recent, rapid widespread use of
cellular phones by the general public. Cellular phones in Japan are designed for operation
with a frequ ency of 800 MHz and a mi crowave of 1. 5 GHz (se e Chapt er 1 on en vironm ental
exposures by Mild and Greenebaum).
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In biomagnetic measurements, MEG associated with auditory brain stem response is of
the order of 10�15 T (1 fT), and it can be measured on the extremum of the sensitivity
limitation of the SQUID gradiometer (Erne et al., 1988; Iramina and Ueno, 1995). In 10�12 T
(1 pT)-order measurements, while a-wave spontaneous MEG can be detected without a
signal-averaging technique, the technique is required to increase a signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in order to detect various evoked responses and brain stem responses.

The recent development of noninvasive brain function measurement technologies, such
as MEG and fMRI, has been contributing to the rapid progress in brain science research.
Scientific discussions of mental problems such as thinking and psychomotor activities
(e.g., joy, anger, sadness, and happiness) in terms of brain function became possible with
the development of these new technologies.

In static magnetic fields of a few tesla, fibrin polymers, which are involved in blood
coagulation, orient parallel to the magnetic fields in the course of polymerization (Yamagishi
et al., 1989; Ueno et al., 1993). Furthermore, magnetic alteration of blood coagulation and
dissolution processes by magnetic fields and magnetic orientation of biopolymers, such
as fibrin and collagen, have been observed. These findings introduce a new aspect of
biomagnetic applications in the regulation of living systems and biological materials.
8.5.2 Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation

TMS is the technique of locally applying magnetic stimulation by a strong pulsed mag-
netic field on the order of 1 T transcranially to the brain. When a strong electric current is
applied to a figure-eight coil placed over the head for 150 ms, a pulsed magnetic field on
the order of 1 T is produced that generates eddy currents in the brain, which excite the
nervous system. The first study of magnetic stimulation in a human brain by Barker et al.
(1985) utilized single coils; thus, localized magnetic stimulation of a targeted portion of
the human brain was impossible. The localized vectorial magnetic stimulation of a human
cortex using a figure-eight coil was developed by Ueno et al. (1978, 1986b, 1988, 1989,
1990a,b, 1991), which enabled stimulation of the motor cortex of a human brain at 5-mm
resolution. Localized magnetic stimulation contributed to the creation of functional maps
of the motor cortex related to hand and foot areas. An optimal direction of probe
placement for the targeting of stimulating currents, which induce neural excitation in
each functional area of the cortex, based on functional maps was observed, the so-called
vectorial feature. Variations in the functional maps of the cortex with changes in orienta-
tion of the stimulating current were observed as well. It is proven that the vectorial feature
allows for studies that reflect both functional and anatomical organizations of neural
fibers in the brain. Localized magnetic nerve stimulation of the brain is suitable for
investigations of brain function and construction without damaging any tissues.

Applications of TMS temporarily disturb brain function, which results in a virtual
lesion in the brain. Zangaladze et al. (1999) showed that the disruption of the function
of the occipital cortex with the use of focal TMS interferes with the tactile discrimination
of grating orientation. Epstein et al. (2002) used TMS to investigate memory encoding and
retrieval, particularly the role of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in associative memory
for visual patterns. TMS disrupted associative learning of abstract patterns over the right
frontal area, which suggests that the participating cortical networks may be lateralized in
accordance with classic concepts of hemispheric specialization.

Traditionally, stimuli are applied at various scalp positions using a latitude- and
longitude-based coordinate system referenced to Cz in the 10–20 international system at
the vertex, while simultaneously, the amplitude of the motor evoked potentials generated
in contralateral muscles is also measured (Ueno et al., 1989, 1990a). This gives a ‘‘map’’ of
sites on the scalp from which responses can be obtained by each reference muscle.
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Rothwell et al. (1987) revealed the enormous clinical importance of TMS, namely, for
motor functional evaluation.

Recent developments in the navigated brain stimulation (NBS) stereotactic TMS devices
allow noninvasive mapping of the spatial and temporal representation of any brain
activity that reacts to magnetic stimuli (Krings et al., 2001), such as sensory, motor,
language, and cognitive functions. Stereotactic TMS coil positioning and real-time visu-
alization of the stimulating electromagnetic field effect using MRI allow precise replic-
ability of stimulation parameters as well as accurate dose definition. Frameless NBS
allows precise localization of a stimulation target in combination with other imaging
modalities or by the use of anatomical landmarks. In a case where a brain tumor was
resting adjacent to the precentral gyrus, the motor strip identified by TMS compared
preoperative MRI and fMRI and revealed fine functional differences between results that
were integrated on the navigation system. Distribution of the tumor margin and the
motor cortex (both fMRI and TMS assisted) can be drawn on the patient’s scalp using
the navigation system. Skin incision, craniotomy, and operative approaches were consid-
ered from these results so as to avoid motor deterioration.

There has been no verification of which nerve cells are actually stimulated by TMS.
There is one subject under discussion: whether a target neuron cell is directly stimulated
by TMS (direct stimulation) or whether an interneuron is first stimulated and then a target
neuron cell is stimulated indirectly (indirect stimulation). It is possible that alteration of
eddy currents by heterogeneity of conductivity in the brain may affect the path of these
currents and result in both neuronal excitation and excitatory directional changes at sites
other than those targeted by the original intended direction of stimulation. Further
investigation and analysis of TMS and construction of models using magnetic nerve
stimulation are required to clarify how the relationship between a position of a coil and
a site of stimulation can be affected by strength of stimulation, arrangement of neurons,
heterogeneity of conductivity, and interneuronal participation. While a figure-eight coil is
suitable for local stimulations at the surface of the cortex along the surface of the head,
tridimensional localized stimulations are not possible with the coil at present.

Despite the problems described above related to TMS, there are high expectations for
magnetic stimulation to contribute to a new era of brain science. A major and possibly
very important future field of study is the application of TMS for obtaining therapeutic
effects in neurological disorders. A number of animal studies testing the basic mechan-
isms of TMS-induced alterations of neurotrophic factors, gene expression, and changes in
plasticity have been conducted (Fujiki and Stewart, 1997; Keck et al., 2000; Fujiki et al.,
2003; Ogiue-Ikeda et al., 2003a).

There is strong evidence that the expression of certain genes such as the immediate
early gene, astrocyte-specific glial fibrillary acidic protein mRNA (Fujiki and Stewart,
1997), and brain-derived neurotrophic factor is altered in response to repetitive TMS
(rTMS). This indicates that the measurable effects of TMS reach the molecular and
signaling levels. The most promising hypothesis is that magnetic field-induced neuro-
protective or trophic factors may protect neurons from hypoxic insult (Fujiki et al., 2003).
Long-duration rTMS modulates the monoamine neurotransmitter system in content and
turnover and may also induce sprouting of mossy fibers in the hippocampus (Keck et al.,
2000). Increased dopaminergic neurotransmission may contribute to the beneficial effects
of rTMS in the treatment of affective disorders and Parkinson’s disease.

The results of these studies provide strong evidence that noninvasive TMS can strongly
modulate gene expression in neurons and astrocytes. Thus, TMS, originally used simply
as a way to assess the function of descending motor tracts noninvasively, may in the end
be used as a means to modulate gene expression and to induce restorative plasticity or
tolerance against injury in the brain.
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TMS does not cause any pain and requires no physical invasion of the body; therefore, it
should become more important in functional, diagnostic, and therapeutic research of the
brain. In brain functional research, application of magnetic stimulation for the temporary
blockage or modification of the facultative information process and cognitive process of
various sensory systems may be used to identify localization and connecting pathways of
brain function. If a magnetic stimulation can effectively block and modify various sensory
systems, it should be advantageous for pain treatment. Elucidation of the effects of mag-
netic stimulation on synaptic functions may lead to further research associated with brain
plasticity. Further research for investigation of magnetic compensation and reconstruction
of neuronal functions around damaged neurons may lead to the development of various
magnetic field-based stimulation applications, including the treatment of depression, the
prevention of dementia, and a safer and more effective magnetic pulse treatment, which
may replace the current electroconvulsive therapy (ECT).
8.5.3 Magnetoencephalography

MEG measures the very weak magnetic fields of the order or 10�13 T (100 fT) generated by
neuronal current flow, by the detection of magnetic signals measured by SQUID arrays.
MEG can detect brain functions with high millisecond-order temporal resolution and high
millimeter-order spatial resolution noninvasively; thus, it is useful for investigation of
brain functions in humans, including higher brain functions such as memory and cogni-
tion. Since Cohen obtained a magnetoencephalogram for human a-waves with the use of a
SQUID, a prototype developed by Zimmerman and Colleagues (1972), it was only until
recently that the use of a whole-head MEG system that is able to carry out spontaneous
measurement at multiple points has become practical (Squires, 1991; Ahonen et al., 1993;
Vrva et al., 1993). In recent years, the whole-head MEG system has been incorporated into
brain functional research all over the world and has accelerated progress in research.

Application of forward and inverse problems in MEG analysis is critical to estimate a
localization of brain function. Ueno and Iramina (1991) measured MEG associated with
short memory, cognition, and mental rotation in humans, constructed current-dipole and
distributed intracerebral electrical source models, and carried out estimations for the
localization of various brain functions during the processing of information. The electrical
source of a visually evoked reaction with approximately 150 ms at latency localized in the
primary visual cortex was described in a current-dipole model relatively well, while a
distributed intracerebral electrical source model was more useful in estimation of the
electrical source incident to a mental rotation with approximately 180 ms or higher at
latency. In the distributed electrical source model, a chronological transition of electrical
source groups from the occipital lobe area to the posterior temporal lobe area was
captured. MEG is not only a tool for basic brain functional research, but is also applicable
to medical research. Clinical applications of MEG include detection of epileptic spikes,
measurements of slow waves associated with brain tumors and cerebrovascular diseases,
and cerebroelectric activity of ELF induced by event-related potentials.

It is necessary to construct experimental paradigms that are able to perform more
precise extraction of a specific brain function, allow understanding of brain function
dynamics, and provide measuring techniques to assess the acquired information (Yoshida
et al., 1995; Iwaki et al., 1999). It is also important to develop signal processing techniques
for source determination of signals with very small SNRs and with distributed electrical
sources, improve inverse problem approach methods, and construct suitable current
source models (Ueno and Iramina, 1991; Iramina et al., 1994, 1995b). There are several
factors to be taken into account in MEG inverse problem analysis: the shape of the
head, heterogeneity of conductivity, alignment of neuron cells, interneurons, and
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thalamocortical specific projection system. An ideal electrical source model possesses
electrophysiological features of complex cranial nerve systems with consideration of
these factors.

In a study on language-related brain activities, Kuriki et al. (1995, 1998) used MEG imaging
to examine the temporal and topographical characteristics of neural activities in the com-
prehension of Japanese complex sentences with a clause structure. The Korean language was
also used as an experimental language (Kwon et al., 2005). The Korean language has a
subject–object–verb order structure, ending with a verb. Semantic and syntactic violations,
that is, errors introduced in a sentence, can be made by altering a single word, that is, a verb,
in an inappropriate manner. Neural activities in response to such a violation are measured as
the response elicited by the final verb in the verb-ending sentence. This study is aimed to
identify neural activities in the cerebral cortex that occur during a latency course, processing
syntactic and semantic aspects of spoken sentences.

In another MEG study on music, Kuriki and colleagues used melodies to measure the
responses that are elicited by an out-of-key tone in musical phrases (Hirata et al., 1999;
Kuriki et al., 2005). The musical context is established by the sense of a key and melodic
pitch sequence. The responses would reflect the perception of these restricted aspects of
melody. The results of the present study should provide an understanding of the spatio-
temporal characteristics of cortical activities involved in melody perception. MEG meas-
urements were also performed for musical tones and chord stimuli for well-experienced
musicians and nonmusicians. The principal purpose of this study was to explore how the
brain activity reflected in late auditory evoked responses would behave when exposed to
the successively presented tones and chords stimuli and also how the activity would vary
according to experience of musical training.

Although there is still ambiguity in the analytical technique, MEG still attracts medical
researchers because it can reflect the chronological change of source signals to that of
magnetic fields. It is obvious that MEG will become an essential technique in human brain
function research, since there is only one technique that is noninvasive with millisecond-
order high temporal resolution, electroencephalography, available at this time for estima-
tion of brain function localization,. Development of MEG with higher sensitivity and
operativity, construction of an intracerebral electric source model, and improvement of
inverse problem analysis may become more important.
8.5.4 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Since Lauterber suggested a linear magnetic field gradient in 1973, MRI has been rapidly
developed (Lauterbur, 1973). MRI utilizes fusion techniques of spatially uniform direct
current magnetic fields, spatially gradient direct current magnetic fields, and RF electro-
magnetic fields. A guideline of static magnetic field exposure to a human body by the
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) suggests 2 T as
the ceiling value for body parts, except for arms and legs, in occupational exposure. In the
application of clinical MRI, although the exposure is carried out under supervision of
doctors, the current exposure level is confirmed to be 2 T or less. It is not feasible to obtain
resonance images, except from hydrogen atoms, in static magnetic fields at this strength.

The use of MRI conducted at high static magnetic field levels is fast growing
(Robitaille et al., 1998). With the advent of the 8-T/80-cm MRI scanner (Schenck et al.,
1992; Kangarlu et al., 1999) the safety of the static magnetic field became a paramount issue
for MRI researchers. While the primary concern in high magnetic field MRI has been
excessive RF deposition in human subjects (Kangarlu et al., 2003, 2005), the static magnetic
field could equally cause alarm for its potential for interaction with biological cells and
molecules. One concern regarding human exposure to a high static magnetic field is the
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orientation of the molecules. Magnetohydrodynamics, which describes the interaction of
moving charged particles with the magnetic field, has also raised concern with high
magnetic field applications. Investigation of this effect with its possible consequences on
human cognition has not received enough attention. As such, Chakeres et al. (2003) have
recently conducted a series of studies on the effect of high static magnetic fields on human
cognitive function. In spite of the availability and use of high magnetic field instrumenta-
tion for three decades, high magnetic field exposures of human subjects for extended
periods of time have not been conducted. Such exposures did not pose a significant
biological hazard at field strengths of up to 8 T as measured within the capability of their
experimental design. In addition, human neuropsychological performance as a measure of
any possible static magnetic field modification of cognition was not detected (Chakeres
et al., 2003). To our knowledge, such a study has not been performed in the past at a field
strength of 8 T for such an extended period of exposure time (Schenck et al., 1992; Kangarlu
et al., 1999). In spite of the complex nature of an investigation of such effects, our present
lack of observation of any detectable change in human cognition as related to high magnetic
field exposure is an important reason for further research. In this regard, studies such as
this could serve as a good starting point for in vivo characterization of static field effects in
humans, in light of the rapidly expanding applications of high magnetic field MRI.

A time-varying magnetic field with sufficient intensity may be excitatory to peripheral
nerve stimulation (PNS) (Ueno et al., 1986a; Barker, 1991; Sandrey et al., 2002; So et al.,
2004). The physiologic mechanism is presumably due to interaction of neuronal structures
with the induced electric field, rather than a direct physiologic effect of the magnetic field
(Reilly, 1989).

Relatively early in the development of MRI, it was recognized that the pulsed gradient
magnetic fields might induce PNS or cardiac stimulation (Reilly, 1991; Ueno et al., 1992). The
pulsed gradients are of audio frequency, and they modulate the frequency and phase of the
signal from the precessing magnetization as part of the MRI image reconstruction process.
Reilly (1989) projected that a long-duration (>1 ms) pulse of induced electric field of 6.2 V
would be sufficient to stimulate a 20-mm-diameter nerve fiber. The same amplitude of electric
field was estimated to be the 1-percentile rank for stimulation of the human heart. Because of
the much longer chronaxie for cardiac muscle, about 3 vs. 0.38 ms, the gradient field intensity,
expressed in terms of the time derivative dB/dt of the magnetic field, required to achieve
cardiac stimulation is far greater than that for PNS. The large projected values of dB/dt
required for cardiac stimulation were confirmed in measurements in dogs by Mouchawar
et al. (1992) and by Bourland et al. (1999), who reported that cardiac stimulation by pulsed
gradient fields requires a dB/dt amplitude in excess of 2000 T/s for a 530-ms period. These
values compare with representative dB/dt intensities of less than 100 T/s in an MRI system.
For healthy patients, cardiac stimulation in MRI is avoided by a wide margin.

Mild PNS in MRI is not thought to be harmful, but painful stimulation should be
avoided. To determine the population distribution for physiologic response to the time-
varying gradient fields, the MRI safety group at Purdue University undertook a study
with 84 human volunteers (Bourland et al., 1999; Nyenhuis et al., 2001). The volunteers
were exposed to magnetic field patterns similar to those that would be experienced in a
cylindrical bore MRI system. (Nyenhuis et al., 1997). The volunteers were asked to rate
their responses to a gradient pulse sequence on a scale covering the range of 1 ¼ onset of
PNS, 5 ¼ uncomfortable but acceptable for the duration of a scan, and 10 ¼ intolerable.
The duration of the dB/dt pulses ranged from 50 to 1000 ms, in order to determine
parameters for the strength duration given by:

dB

dt
¼ b 1þ c

d

� �
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where b is rheobase for a long-duration pulse, c is chronaxie, and d is the pulse duration.
The measured responses were well fit by a chronaxie of 380 ms. For onset of PNS (score ¼
1), the median rheobase b was found to be 18.8 T/s for the y-coil and 28.8 T/s for the z-coil.
Median dB/dt intensities for scores of 5 and 10 were approximately 50% and 100%
greater than the score ¼ 1 values, respectively. From the population distribution, the
lowest 1-percentile value for PNS (score ¼ 1) was about half the median value, and
the lowest 1-percentile for uncomfortable (score ¼ 5) was approximately equal to the
median of the PNS threshold.

den Boer et al. (2002) found good agreement among the Purdue and other studies for
the PNS thresholds by the switched gradients. Accordingly, the results of these studies
were used for determination of the allowable gradient field intensities in MRI, which were
set to be 80% of the mean PNS threshold (IEC, 2002).

The values of chronaxie and rheobase in the Purdue study were determined for
rectangular waveforms. Models based on the physiologic response to rectangular pulses
can be used to predict the threshold intensities for nonrectangular waveforms (Havel
et al., 1997; den Boer et al., 2002).

So et al. (2004) recently reported results of calculations incorporating a realistic human
model of the rheobase electric field intensity for PNS in the Purdue study. The rheobase
electric field intensities in subcutaneous fat ranged from 3.3 to 4.4 V/m for the different
body models and coil configurations. These values are in reasonable agreement with a
rheobase electric field of 5.36 V/m for PNS with a solenoidal coil enclosing the arm (Havel
et al., 1997).

MRI of electrical phenomena in living bodies is potentially useful for quantitative
evaluations of the biological effects of electromagnetic fields and for direct detection of
neuronal electrical activities in the brain. Magnetic fields in an object cause a shift in the
resonant frequency (Manassen et al., 1988; Sekino et al., 2004b) and a change in the phase
of magnetic resonance signals (Joy et al., 1989). Spatial distributions of an externally
applied magnetic field and electrical current can be estimated from these changes in
magnetic resonance signals. These methods have use in certain medical applications,
such as the imaging of current distributions in electrical defibrillation (Yoon et al., 2003).

The fMRI developed by Ogawa et al. (1992) utilizes a technology that reflects various
magnetic features of hemoglobin in blood on magnetic resonance signal patterns. Tomo-
grams of brain function can be obtained from information on localized blood flow in the
brain. fMRI utilizes a blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) effect of localized blood
flow on brain activation for indirect imaging of brain activities. However, no information
on electrical conditions in vivo can be obtained with current MRI and fMRI systems.

Detection of electrical currents associated with neuronal or muscular electrical activities
requires extremely high measurement sensitivity. The sensitivity for detecting weak
magnetic fields in the human brain was estimated using numerical simulations (Hatada
et al., 2005). The theoretical limit of sensitivity was approximately 10�8 T. The effect of
neuronal electrical activities on magnetic resonance signals was investigated in several
experimental studies (Kamei et al., 1999; Xiong et al., 2003). These studies potentially lead
to a new method for visualizing brain function with a spatial resolution of millimeters and
a temporal resolution of milliseconds.

Impedance-weighted magnetic resonance images were obtained during applications of
external oscillating magnetic fields, which induce impedance-dependent eddy currents in
a sample (Ueno and Iriguchi, 1998). In another study, spatial distribution of electrical
impedance was obtained from the electrical current distributions by using an iterative
algorithm (Khang et al., 2002). The apparent diffusion coefficient reflects electrical con-
ductivity of a tissue, which enables an estimation of anisotropic conductivity of that tissue
(Tuch et al., 2001; Sekino et al., 2004a). This method was applied to imaging of electrical
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conductivity in the human brain. Several regions in the white matter, such as the
corpus callosum and the internal capsule, exhibited high anisotropy in conductivity.
The magnitude and phase of magnetic resonance signals are affected by permittivity
(Sekino et al., 2005). A distinctive signal inhomogeneity arises in images of objects
whose dimension is comparable to the wavelength of the electromagnetic fields at
the resonant frequency. This phenomenon, dielectric resonance, particularly appears in
scanners with high static fields.

Once high-quality current distribution MRI of the detailed distribution of electric
source incident to brain neural activities becomes available, comparison of results of
MRI and fMRI will show the relationship between brain neural activities associated
with BOLD effects and neural current distributions, which may lead to various new
observations of dynamics in brain function localizations.

Impedance MRI may not be applied widely in brain function research; however,
high-quality impedance MRI for impedance and admittance in vivo may lead to develop-
ment of a new research field of impedance physiology. It is obvious that the information
of impedance distributions is important for studying magnetic stimulation and MEG
inverse problems.
8.5.5 Magnetic Orientation for Tissue Engineering

In the last decade, it has become possible to create static magnetic fields of 10 T and
higher. With this development, studies regarding magnetic effects on macromolecules
have increased. These studies include investigations into the magnetic effects on fibrin,
collagen, erythocytes, and platelets (Higashi et al., 1993a,b; Iwasaka and Ueno, 1994;
Iwasaka et al., 1998; Iino and Okuda, 2001). Recent research on effects of strong static
magnetic fields includes their impact on morphogenesis, cell adhesion, and apoptosis
(Tofani et al., 2001).

When technology for generation of stronger magnetic fields becomes available in
the future, magnetic orientation research will be subdivided into several areas. Effects
of magnetic orientation on cell functions such as morphogenesis, adhesion, motility,
proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis may become one of the important areas of
research.

Macromolecules such as fibrin and collagen are oriented by static magnetic fields of several
tesla. Fibrin polymers are diamagnetic materials that are oriented in a magnetic field. Colla-
gen fibers orient perpendicular to the magnetic field orientation (Torbet and Ronziere, 1984).
Polymerization and dissolution of fibrin in homogenous magnetic fields of up to 14 T have
been investigated (Iwasaka et al., 1998). It was shown that the magnetic orientation of fibrin
fibers accelerated both the polymerization and the dissolution of fibrin fibers.

Magnetic orientation of cells is associated with magnetic anisotropy of proteins and
lipids. Erythrocytes orient the disk surface parallel to magnetic fields because of magnetic
anisotropy of the biomembrane lipid bilayer. However, halophillic bacteria orient their
membrane plane vertical to magnetic fields even though the purple membrane has a
similar membrane structure as the erythrocyte membrane (Neugebauer et al., 1977). The
purple membrane contains a membrane-bound protein (bacteriorhodopsin) that contrib-
utes 75% to the membrane weight. Since the magnetic anisotropy of bacteriorhodopsin is
larger than that of the lipid bilayer, halophillic bacteria posses a different magnetic
orientation from erythrocytes. Therefore, magnetic orientation is determined by the
quantity and the alignment of cell components that possess magnetic anisotropy.

Higashi et al. (1996) found that an orientation of glutaraldehyde-fixed erythrocytes
in strong static magnetic fields up to 8 T was perpendicular to the field. The effect
was attributed to the paramagnetism of membrane-bound hemoglobin. The rates of
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sedimentation and aggregation of human erythrocytes in a homogenous magnetic field of
6.3 T have been studied (Iino, 1997; Iino and Okuda, 2001). It was reported that the cell
aggregation accelerated the sedimentation rate. Results have suggested that the enhance-
ment was especially significant in anisotropic erythocytes, and the increase in an
intermembrane adhesive area might be due to the magnetic orientation of anisotropic
erythrocytes.

DNA, which occupies most of the head portion in bovine sperm, may be involved in
magnetic anisotropy and orientation determination of sperm. Cricket sperm with an
acicular head part show the same magnetic orientation (vertical) as bovine sperm in
magnetic fields of 0.09 T (Suzuki et al., 1995); this is because DNA, which is folded
lengthwise, possesses large diamagnetic anisotropy. If DNA in the head part of bovine
sperm is orderly aligned as in cricket sperm, the magnetic anisotropy may contribute to
the magnetic orientation of sperm.

A significant feature of magnetic orientation of bovine sperm is the direction of orien-
tation. Platelets orient parallel to magnetic fields because of the microtubules inside,
which have a magnetic orientation parallel to the magnetic fields. Thus, bovine sperm
without motility are assumed to orient parallel to magnetic fields as platelets do, since the
tail (flagellum) consists of microtubules. On the contrary, the whole body of bovine sperm
shows magnetic orientation vertical to magnetic fields, and the flat surface of the head
also orients vertically to magnetic fields. A sperm with the tail removed shows the same
orientation. Since it is impossible to obtain a tail without damaging flagellum, the
magnetic orientation of a tail alone cannot be observed. In two separate experiments,
Emura et al. (2001, 2003) studied the orientation of bull sperm cells and Paramecium cilia in
static magnetic fields and measured their anisotropic diamagnetic susceptibility (Dx).
Bovine sperm consists of a very flat head part (5 mm) and a long tail part (flagellum,
50 mm), which consists of microtubules. Compared to sperm of other species, the head,
which contains DNA, is notably larger. The sperm showed an orientation perpendicular
to the field of 1 T or lower. The diamagnetic cell components, such as cell membrane,
DNA in the head, and microtubule in the tail, were thought to contribute to this orienta-
tion. It was observed that Paramedium cilia became oriented in parallel to the magnetic
field at the strength of 8 T. The author suggested that Dx for each was the quantitative
index of the effect.

Iwasaka et al. (2003a) reported the effects of 14-T fields on assemblies of A7r5 smooth
muscle cells. It was shown that the field affected the morphology of smooth muscle cell
assemblies and the shapes of the cell colonies extended along the direction of the
magnetic flux. They speculated that the mechanism was a diamagnetic torque force acting
on cytoskeleton fibers, which are dynamically polymerizing and depolymerizing during
cell division and cell migration. They also investigated the effects of the static magnetic
field on the convection flow in a cell culture medium and on cell adhesion patterns
(Iwasaka et al., 2003b). The mouse osteoblast cell line MC3T3-E1 and HeLa cell line
were used in this study. The magnetic field of 6 T with a gradient of 60 T/m affected
the convection of floating cell aggregations in a cell culture flask and reversibly changed
the direction of convectional flow. After the exposure of MC3T3-E1 cells to the magnetic
field of 8 T for 1 d, the thermal convectional flow in the medium was found to promote the
cell orientation.

Iwasaka and Ueno (2003) examined the displacement of intracellular macromolecules
under a static magnetic field of 14 T using linearly polarized light. The changes in
polarized light intensity through the lamellar cell assembly under magnetic fields corre-
sponded to the behavioral changes in cell components. They speculated that intracellular
macromolecules rotated and showed a displacement due to diamagnetic torque forces
during the exposure to the 14-T magnetic field for 2–3 h.
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Matr ix pr oteins pro vide a permi ssive environm ent for the or ientation of cells, as
dem onstrate d, for exampl e, with the testing of smo oth muscle cells and endo thelial
cells in collage n fiber s under strong magn etic fields (Stefano and Tran quillo , 1 993;
Tran quillo et al., 19 96).

Eguc hi et al. (2003) observed the effect of a static magn etic field on orientatio n of
Schwan n cells. Afte r a 60-h exposur e, cu ltured Schwann ce lls from dissected sc iatic
nerves of neo natal rats orien ted parall el to the field of 8 T, wh ereas Sch wann cells
suspe nded in a medium with collage n oriented perpen dicular to the field after a 2-h
exp osure. It was sugge sted that magn etic field- oriented co llagen fib ers were the key factor
in the orientatio n of Schwann cells.

Kota ni et al. (2000) stud ied the effect of an 8-T magnet ic field generated by a supe r-
condu cting magn et on the orien tation of ost eoblasts alone and a mixture of osteobl asts
and co llagen. It was fou nd that osteobl ast cells oriented parall el to the magn etic field, but
a mixtur e oriente d perpend icular to the field.

Hiros e et al. (2003a ) inve stigate d the preferr ed orientati on of human gliob lastoma cells
A172 after exposur e to a 10-T stati c magnet ic field, in the pres ence or absence of collagen.
It was fou nd that A172 cells embedded in collagen gel oriented perpen dicular to the
direc tion of the static magn etic field.

By placing dor sal roo t ga nglia (DRG ) exp lants onto one en d of magn etically aligned
collage n gel form ed into 4-mm-diam eter rods, Dube y et al. (1999) develop ed an in vitro
ass ay to study neu rite elongation . The depth of neurite elongat ion from chick em bryo
DRG neu rons into these aligned rods was found to be substa ntiall y greater than that
unde r the contro l conditi on. The depth increased as the magn etic field strengt h increase d,
as did the co llagen gel rod birefri ngence; collagen fibril align ed along the rod axis. The se
resu lts may trans late into an im proved method of entu bulation rep air of transecte d
per ipheral nerves by dir ecting and stim ulating axona l growt h thr ough a tube filled
with magn etically a ligned collagen gel. The same research grou p later reported the
impro veme nt of per ipheral nerve rege neration in mice after the treatm ent of magn etically
align ed collage n gel filling of a collagen nerve guide (Cebal los et al., 1999). The hypothes is
of this study was that contac t guidan ce of reg eneratin g axons or invading nonne uronal
cells to the lon gitudin ally align ed collage n fibrils wou ld improv e ne rve rege neration . It
was reported that mice exhibited rege neration with magn etica lly aligned co llagen gel,
inclu ding the appear ance of nerve fascicle form ation.

Application of magnetic orientation in the production of biologically functional mater-
ials and artificial organs has been started. By attaching aligned vascular smooth muscle
cells and endothelial cells to artificial vascular walls in an orderly fashion, rheologically
rational biological functions can be obtained. As techniques in bionics and biomaterials
improve, application of magnetic orientation should expand.
8.5.6 Treatments of Pain, Cancer, and Other Diseases

Static magnetic fields or ELF-modulated static magnetic fields potentially have thera-
peutic effects on sever al disease s (see also Ch apter 11 on med ical applicati ons of pulse d
fields by Pilla). A static magnetic field in the 10-mT range blocks sensory neuron action
potentials, which suggests that the magnetic field alleviates pain (Cavopol et al., 1995;
McLean et al., 1995). To characterize the inhibitory effect of a static magnetic field, action
potentials were elicited by intracellular application of 1-ms pulses of depolarizing current
to the somata of mouse DRG neurons. During the control period, less than 5% of stimuli
failed to elicit action potentials. During exposure to an approximate 11-mT static magnetic
field produced by an array of four permanent center-charged magnets of alternating
polarity, 66% of stimuli failed to elicit action potentials.
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The efficacy of a nonpharmacologic, noninvasive static magnetic device was assessed
for knee pain in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (Segal et al., 2001). Magnetic devices
with four steep field gradients or one steep field gradient were taped to the knee of each
subject for 1 week. Both devices demonstrated statistically significant pain reduction in
comparison to baseline. Comparison between the two groups demonstrated a statistically
insignificant difference.

Prato et al. (2005) reported effect of a magnetically shielded environment on opioid-
induced analgesia. Mice were placed in a Mu-metal-lined box or an opaque Plexiglas box
(sham condition) for 1 h/d for 10 consecutive days. Nociception was measured as the
latency time to a foot lift/lick in response to an aversive thermal stimulus before and
immediately after exposure. It was shown that mice can detect and will respond to the
repeated absence of the ambient magnetic field, with the maximum analgesic response
occurring over days 4–6 of exposure and returning to baseline thereafter. The effect was
robust, independent of pre-exposure and intermittent testing, and seems to be opioid
related, since the results obtained on day 5 were similar to those from a 5-mg/kg dose of
morphine and were abolished with the opioid antagonist, naloxone.

Exposure to pulsed magnetic fields has been shown to have a therapeutic benefit in
both animals (e.g., mice and snails) and humans. Shupak et al. (2004b) investigated the
potential analgesic benefit of magnetic field exposure on sensory and pain thresholds
following experimentally induced warm and hot sensations. Subjects were assigned to
30 min of magnetic field or sham exposure, between two sets of tests of sensory and pain
thresholds and latencies at 18C above and 28C above pain thresholds. Results indicated
that magnetic field exposure does not affect sensory thresholds. Pain thresholds were
significantly increased following magnetic field exposure but not following sham expos-
ure. A significant condition by gender interaction existed for postexposure pain thresh-
olds. Taken together, these results indicate that magnetic field exposure does not affect
basic human perception, but can increase pain thresholds in a manner indicative of an
analgesic response.

Shupak et al. (2004a) showed an induction of analgesia in mice equivalent to a moder-
ate dose of morphine (5 mg/kg) and the effect of both pulsed magnetic field (complex
neuroelectromagnetic pulse, Cnp) exposure and morphine injection on some open-field
activity. Cnp exposure was found to prolong the response latency to a nociceptive
thermal stimulus (hot plate). Cnp plus morphine offset the increased movement activity
found with morphine alone. These results suggest that pulsed magnetic fields can induce
analgesic behavior in mice without the side effects often associated with opiates like
morphine.

The effects of static and sinusoidal (AC) magnetic fields on myosin light chain phos-
phorylation were studied (Markov et al., 1993). In a cell-free preparation, exposure to DC
(0–200 mT, vertically or horizontally controlled) or AC (16 Hz, 20.9 mT) magnetic fields
significantly influenced myosin phosphorylation. Variations of the DC magnetic field (in
the absence of AC components) were not only sufficient to alter the rate of phosphoryl-
ation but also gave the maximum effect.

The possibilities that magnetic fields cause antitumor activities in vitro (Tofani et al.,
2001), in vivo (Tofani et al., 2002), and in human subjects (Ronchetto et al., 2004) have been
investigated. In vitro experiments were carried out to study the role of magnetic field
characteristics (intensity, frequency, and modulation) on two transformed cell lines (WiDr
human colon adenocarcinoma and MCF-7 human breast adenocarcinoma) and one non-
transformed cell line (MRC-5 embryonal lung fibroblast). Increase in cell death morpho-
logically consistent with apoptosis was reported exclusively in the two transformed cell
lines. Cell-death induction was observed with magnetic fields of more than 1 mT. Two
different in vivo experiments were carried out on nude mice bearing a subcutaneous
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human colon adenocarcinoma (WiDr). In the first experiment, a significant increase in
survival time (31%) was obtained in mice exposed daily to 70 min of modulated magnetic
fields (static with a superimposition of 50 Hz) having a time average total intensity of
5.5 mT. In the second independent experiment, when mice bearing tumors were exposed
to the same treatment for four consecutive weeks, significant inhibition of tumor growth
(40%) was reported, together with a decrement in tumor cell mitotic index and prolifera-
tive activity. Human patients with heavily pretreated advanced cancer were enrolled in a
pilot study, in which they were exposed to static magnetic fields that were amplitude
modulated by ELF. Toxicity was assessed according to WHO criteria. ECG, chest x-ray,
physical examination, blood cell count, and complete blood chemistry were performed
before and at the end of the treatment. The results indicated that magnetic fields can be
safely administrated according to the magnetic field exposure schedules.

Recently, several studies tested the application of pulsed magnetic stimulation as a form of
cancer therapy. In one case, use of magnetizable beads and pulsed magnetic stimulation
enabled targeted-cell destruction in vitro (Ogiue-Ikeda et al., 2003b). The cells were combined
with the beads by an antigen–antibody reaction (cell–bead–antibody complex), aggregated
by a magnet, and stimulated by a magnetic stimulator. The viability of the aggregated and
stimulated cell–bead–antibody complexes was significantly decreased, and the cells were
destroyed by the penetration of the beads into the cells or by rupturing of the cells by the
beads. In another study, exposure to a pulsed magnetic stimulation caused a decrease
of tumor weight in mice B16-BL6 melanoma models and induced the increase of cytokine
(TNF-a and IL-2) production (Yamaguchi et al., 2006). These studies show the potential
therapeutic possibilities of pulsed magnetic stimulation in cancer treatment.

Basic studies for magnetic stimulation treatment of depression, which has the potential
to replace ECT, and also, magnetic treatment for a wide range of clinical problems, such
as Parkinson’s disease and various kinds of pain, are in progress. It is important to
recognize the safety of magnetic stimulation and the limitations of its usefulness.
8.6 Conclusion

Over the last two decades, various studies have been carried out to examine the effects of
static magnetic fields, including MRI fields, on biological systems. This chapter consisted
of two parts. The first part focused on recent experiments covering behavior, cardiovas-
cular system responses, reproduction and development, genotoxicity, molecular and
cellular systems, cell-free systems, free radical and enzyme activity, etc. The second part
concentrated on the recent development of medical and therapeutic applications of static
magnetic fields.

There are many studies that have been mentioned in this chapter. With exposure to
about 1 T and above, there are no adverse effects on reproduction and development,
genotoxicity, and molecular and cellular systems, and no consistent evidence on behav-
ioral effects. However, several studies suggest that static magnetic fields in millitesla
ranges may affect microcirculation and blood pressure, and furthermore, higher-strength
static magnetic fields at levels up to 10 T may reduce skin blood flow and lead to change
in skin temperature. These findings need to be confirmed in further studies.

Although there are so many experiments to test the effects of static magnetic fields on
the biology of living systems, using in vivo and in vitro techniques, the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has stated that static magnetic fields are not
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classifiable as to their carcinogenicity to humans by inconclusive carcinogenic evidence
(IARC, 2002).

There are many experimental findings that suggest that animals use the static magnetic
field, that is, the geomagnetic field for orientation, navigation, and migration. In order to
establish the existence of a magnetoreception system in animals, Phillips argued that there
are several key points that require further investigation: (1) establishing the lower limits
of sensitivity to static magnetic, ELF, and RF fields in biological systems; (2) localizing
specialized receptors responsible for sensing the geomagnetic field; (3) characterizing the
underlying molecular and biophysical mechanisms; (4) identifying the regions of the
brain involved in processing magnetic stimuli; and (5) understanding how the animal’s
perception of the magnetic field is physiologically processed for determining compass
direction and spatial positioning (Phillips, 2005).

With the increasing exposure of humans to environmentally higher static magnetic
fields generated from magnetic field equipment of higher capacity, it is necessary to
investigate the possibilities of high static field effects on human biological and physio-
logical processes.

There are an abundance of review papers and books published in recent years describ-
ing the possible physical and biological interactions of electromagnetic fields (Polk and
Postow, 1986, 1997; Ueno, 1996; Andra and Nowak, 1998; Jin, 1999; Takebe et al., 1999; Lin,
2000; Shellock, 2001; Binhi, 2002; McLean et al., 2003a; Stavroulakis, 2003; Rosch and
Markov, 2004). In addition, there have been many short reviews on the biological effects
of static magnetic fields (Holden, 2005; Miyakoshi, 2005), since the physical interactions of
static magnetic fields with living tissues were described (Schenck, 2005). In a report on the
biological effects of exposure to MRI, an overview of the safety concerns regarding
exposure to static magnetic fields, RF fields, and time-varying magnetic field gradients
has been discussed (Formica and Silverstri, 2004). Application of novel high-throughput
screening techniques for transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics to determine
in vitro effects of static magnetic fields have been suggested (Leszczynski, 2005). This
report emphasized the research beyond screening that is required for the assessment of
any possible health consequences. Possible physical mechanisms underlying the bio-
logical effects and interactions of zero-frequency (DC) and oscillating (AC) magnetic
fields with biological matter have been reviewed (Binhi, 2001; Volpe, 2003). Effects of
static and ELF electric and magnetic fields on human health have also been discussed
(Repacholi and Greenebaum, 1999; McKinlay and Repacholi, 2005). Zhadin (2001) has
introduced the Russian literature on the biological effects of DC and LF AC magnetic
fields. These articles offer multidisciplinary information and knowledge for the under-
standing of magnetic field effects within living systems.
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9.1 Introduction

9.1.1 General Remarks

Ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) is one among a number of possible mechanisms that have
been advanced to explain observed interactions between weak low-frequency electro-
magnetic fields and biological systems. Despite the failure to find a reasonable physical
explanation, there remains an impressive body of experimental evidence that can be taken
as an empirical basis for this hypothesis. The ICR suggestion has proven fruitful in
framing both experimental and theoretical work, despite the biophysical situation being
far from the literal cyclotron resonance model of an isolated classical charged particle
moving in a vacuum under the influence of a magnetic field.

The properties of the applied fields that are used in ICR experiments include linear or
circular polarization, the presence of a finite magnetostatic field, frequencies ranging from
a few to several hundred hertz, magnetic intensities ranging from about 1 mT to 1 mT, and,
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most important, a directional constraint on the relative orientation of the time-varying
electromagnetic field to the magnetostatic (DC) field. This orientation requires that time-
varying magnetic fields be parallel to the DC field or, equivalently, that time-varying
electric fields are perpendicular to the DC field.

The ICR hypothesis holds that the physiological activity of those ions implicated in cell
signaling processes, including, among others, Ca2þ, Mg2þ, and K þ, can be altered when
the ratio of applied signal frequency to the static magnetic field is equal to the ionic
charge-to-mass ratio. This is expressed as

v=B ¼ q =m (9 :1)

where the radial frequency v ¼ 2pf, as measured in radians per second, is used instead of
f, the frequency measured in hertz. In SI units, B is the DC field intensity measured in
tesla, and q/m is the ratio of the ionic charge to mass, in coulombs per kilogram. For any
given ionic species, the specific frequency that equals the product of B and q/m is called
the cyclotronic frequency, vc.

The resonance concept is attractive for a number of reasons. There is a potential
connection to interactions involving the Earth’s magnetic field (geomagnetic field
[GMF]). Further, the ICR mechanism may help provide the basis for at least some of
the reports of low-frequency electromagnetic interactions that otherwise lack explana-
tion. Finally, given the wide variety of biological systems in which ICR effects are
observed, it is reasonable to ask if there are fundamental scientific questions connected
to this phenomenon.

The ICR hypothesis has especial significance attached to magnetostatic fields whose
intensity is of the order of the GMF (20–60 mT). This becomes apparent when the charge-
to-mass ratios of key biological ions are substituted into Equation 9.1. These ratios range
from about 2 to 8 � 106 C/kg, implying that a static magnetic field of 50 mT corresponds to
resonance frequencies of the order of 10–100 Hz (Figure 9.1). Such frequencies could
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FIGURE 9.1
Ion cyclotron resonance frequencies for many biologically important ions in the Earth’s magnetic field are in the
ELF range.
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TABLE 9.1

ICR Cation Possibilities

Ion q/m (C/kg) � 10�6 f/B (Hz/mT)

Hþ 95.76 15.241
Liþ 13.90 2.212
Mg2þ 7.937 1.263
H3Oþ 5.066 0.807
Ca2þ 4.814 0.766
Zn2þ 2.951 0.470
Kþ 2.467 0.393
Arg2þ 1.235 0.197
Asnþ 0.838 0.133
Gluþ 0.747 0.119
Tyrþ 0.591 0.094
conceivably have physiological significance since they correspond approximately to the
frequency range generated in the central nervous system [1]. This, coupled to the
focus on the potential hazards attached to 50/60-Hz electromagnetic power delivery
sources [2], has sparked study of the ICR hypothesis, in terms of both experiments
specifically designed to test this hypothesis as well as theoretical models seeking an
explanatory basis at the molecular level.

Some specific ions that have been implicated are listed in Table 9.1. Note that four polar
amino acids and the hydronium ion are included. The ratios of frequency to DC magnetic
field, as calculated from Equation 9.1, are shown in the right-hand column. This ratio can
be regarded as an invariant characteristic for any given ion.

Although experimental evidence provides support for the ICR hypothesis [3], there is
no widely accepted theoretical explanation. Indeed, because of constraints mainly arising
from unfavorable damping conditions, there are strong arguments [4] against the occur-
rence in living tissue of any classical ICR mechanism [5], as occurs, say, for energetic
charged particles moving in a vacuum under the influence of parallel static and AC
magnetic fields. The circular and helical paths associated with such undamped motion
are invariably the result of the Lorentz force, which imparts an acceleration a to a charged
particle of mass m moving at velocity v in a magnetic field B:

a ¼ (q=m)(v� B) (9:2)

Nevertheless, arguments have been raised [6–11] that although the biological response
may not correspond to the effects resulting from ICR-specific helical pathways of charged
particles [4], the coupling is nevertheless a function of the ICR frequency as predicted by
Equation 9.1. Although there has been no consistent experimental verification for any of
these models, there is little question concerning the observed dependence on the cyclo-
tron resonance frequency. Because the cyclotronic frequency is the common denominator
in all these models, it is preferable to subsume all of them under the umbrella term ICR
hypothesis.

The great variety of biosystems in which ICR effects have been observed implies a
ubiquitous response that may have fundamental physiological significance. One can
generalize this response R in terms of its functional dependence. From Equation 9.1, we
can write

R ¼ R(v, B, q=m) (9:3)
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Lednev [7] added a fourth variable, namely the intensity of the AC magnetic field, BAC.
Thus, the expanded expression for the response R ¼ R(v, B, BAC, q/m), or, in terms of the
two key variables,

R ¼ R(vc, BAC) (9:4)

There is no question as to the relevance of BAC in studying the interactions between ICR
field combinations and biological systems. However, it is not clear if the experimentally
observed dependences on BAC are a direct result of the underlying resonance mechanism,
as has been suggested [7,9], or if there are other separate physiological factors that limit
the levels of the AC field under which an ICR mechanism may be operative.
9.1. 2 Backgrou nd History

ICR was originally invoked [4] to explain an extraordinary set of observations by Black-
man’s group [12] indicating a strong dependence on the orientation of the magnetostatic
field when studying the Ca-efflux model system [13]. The original discovery of the Ca-
efflux effect [13] and subsequent studies [14–17] showed conclusively that the level of

45Ca2þ efflux from preloaded chick brain was a nonlinear function of low-frequency (ca.
15 Hz) modulation signals when these brains were exposed to high-frequency carrier
electric fields. Typically, this nonlinear signature (Figure 9.2), at first referred to as a
‘‘window,’’ has the appearance of a resonance curve. The Blackman experiment [12]
discovered that this resonance signature appeared only when certain specific values of
the vertical DC magnetic field were superposed on the system. In Table 9.2, ‘‘Yes’’
indicates the appearance of a resonance signature for a given combination of f and B.

In addition to Blackman’s original set of results, a fourth column has been added in
Table 9.2 to show the putative charge-to-mass ratio as determined from Equation 9.1. One
sees that the sign of the magnetic field direction, either pointing up or down, does not
affect the outcome. The specific combination of 15 Hz and 38 mT is positive, as is the
combination of 30 Hz and 76 mT, suggesting that the ratio of frequency to field is involved
as a key factor.
FIGURE 9.2
Comparison of shape of ‘‘window’’ data
for Ca-efflux results [13] (seven points)
with predicted resonance curve [18]
(smooth curve). The best fit is for the
charge-to-mass ratio for Kþ, a magneto-
static field of 35.0 mT, and a collision
time of 0.026 sec.
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TABLE 9.2

Analysis of Blackman [12] Data

f (Hz) B (mT) Outcome q/m (C/kg)

15 38 Yes 2.48 � 106

15 19 No 4.96 � 106

30 38 No 4.96 � 106

30 76 Yes 2.48 � 106

30 �76 Yes 2.48 � 106

30 50 No 3.77 � 106

30 25 Yes 7.54 � 106

30 �25 Yes 7.54 � 106

30 �83 No 2.27 � 106
Despite the fact that calcium was explicitly measured in this and the earlier Ca-efflux
experiments, the data in Table 9.2 give reason to believe that the potassium ion was the
primary target for the electromagnetic interactions. First, note that the charge-to-mass
ratio of 2.48 � 106 C/kg is associated with positive outcomes. This ratio is less than 0.5%
different from the q/m ratio for the potassium ion as shown in Table 9.1. The evidence
linking K þ to a positive outcome is further strengthened by examining the results
obtained for the combination of 30 Hz and 25 mT. The positive outcome in this case
suggests a q/m value of 7.54 � 106 C/kg, three times larger than the q/m ratio for Kþ.
In cyclotron resonance, one typically observes a set of resonance frequencies vn, where the
fundamental at n ¼ 1 is given in Equation 9.1, and the higher harmonic frequencies are
restricted to the odd [19–21] harmonics n ¼ 3, 5, 7,. . . . The f/ B ratio of 30/25 Hz/ mT is
nearly three times larger than the ratio 15/38 Hz/ mT, again implying that the Kþ ion is
interacting with the magnetic field, this time as a result of an excitation at the third
harmonic.

There is further evidence that the K þ ion is an important interactive factor in the
nonlinear effects observed in the Ca-efflux experiments. McLeod and Liboff [18,22]
derived the resonance signature for a charged particle as a function of frequency, showing
that the relative conductivity, with and without the presence of an ion resonance field
combination, is

sx

s0
¼ (1 þ (vc þ v)2 t2)

1 þ [( v2
c � v2) t2]2 þ 4v2 t2

� � (9:5)

This is a typical resonance expression that includes the effects of damping, expressed in
terms of the collision time t. By varying the choices of q/m ratios and collision times this
expression can be directly compared to the results of Bawin and Adey [13], as shown in
Figure 9.2. The smooth curve that best fits Equation 9.5 to the experimental points is also
shown in Figure 9.2. This fitting procedure reveals that the most likely explanation for the
data involves charged particles in cyclotron resonance with a q/ m ratio equal to that of the
potassium ion.

Thus, two independent sets of Ca-efflux data, one with DC magnetic fields applied as
part of the experiment [12] and the other with the ambient magnetic field in the laboratory
playing an unsuspected role [14], yield the same conclusion, that ICR stimulation of the
Kþ ion results in the nonlinear resonance response.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



9. 2 Ex per ime nta l Evide nce

There is a surprisingly wide variety of biological systems in which ICR effects are
observed. This suggests a heretofore unknown electromagnetic biological interaction.
The model systems that have been examined in the literature can be conveniently divi-
ded into the categories of bone, cell culture, rat behavior, neural cell culture, diatom
motility, complex biological systems, plants, and cell-free systems. These eight separate
broad categories are listed respectively in Table 9.3 through Table 9.10. There is some
TABLE 9.3

ICR Effects in Skeletal Tissues

Frequency

(Hz) B0 (mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

100 130 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced cell (fibroblast) proliferation;
B varied between 50 and 500 mT

23

75 98 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced proliferation 23
16 42 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced proliferation 23
16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.0 Increases in rudiment length and

midshaft diameter in embryonic
chick femur

24

16 12.7 Mg2þ 1.0 Similar results to Ca2þ tuning 24
16 40.9 Kþ 1.0 Results opposite to Ca2þ and Mg2þ cases:

bone growth inhibited
24

80 20 Ca2þ/Mg2þ 1.0 Both fifth Ca2þ to third Mg2þ harmonics;
enhanced collar thickness and length

24

72.6–80.6 20 Ca2þ 1.0 Resonance in IGF-II concentration
at 76.6 Hz in osteosarcoma cell line

25

76.6 20 Ca2þ 1.0 Fifth harmonic: enhanced proliferation in
osteosarcoma and human bone cells

25

15.3 20 Ca2þ 1.0 Reduction in tissue growth factor (TGF) b-1
inhibition in chondrocyte culture

26

25.4 20 Mg2þ 1.0 Reduction of TGF b-1 inhibition in
chondrocyte culture

26

76.6 20 Ca2þ/Mg2þ 1.0 Reduction of TGF b-1 inhibition in
chondrocyte culture

26

15.3 20 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced protoglycans synthesis in
bovine cartilage

26

76.6 20 Ca2þ/Mg2þ 1.0 Mixed third and fifth harmonics reduce
bone loss related to castration in rats

27

14.3–18.3 20 1.0 Increase in 45Ca maximized at 16.3 Hz in
osteosarcoma cell line

28

14.3–18.3 20 1.0 Increase in 45Ca maximized at 15.3 Hz in a
different osteosarcoma cell line

28

15.3 20 Ca2þ 1.0 370% increase in stiffness in ostectomized
rabbit fibula after 24 h/28 d exposure

29

25.4 20 Mg2þ 1.0 137% increase in stiffness in ostectomized
rabbit fibula after 24 h/28 d exposure

29

15.3 20 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced DNA synthesis and IGF-II levels
in osteosarcoma cell line

30

13.3–17.3 20 1.0 Resonance maximum in IGF-II receptor
number and affinity at 15.3 Hz

31

16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced chick femoral diameter and
glycosaminoglycans (GAGS) content

32

16 12.7 Mg2þ 1.0 Large (90%) GAGS enhancement 32
16 40.7 Kþ 1.0 Opposite effects for Ca2þ and Mg2þ tuning,

replicating Smith et al. [24]
32
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TABLE 9.4

ICR Effects in Cell Culture

Frequency

(Hz) B0 (mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

14.3 21 45Ca2þ 1.0 Isotopic shift in q/m resonance
confirmed, 40Ca to 45Ca

33

14.3 21 45Ca2þ 1.0 Threefold incorporation of 45Ca
into human lymphocytes

33

14.3 21 45Ca2þ Effect on human lymphocytes
disappears at larger AC intensity

33

14.3 20.9 45Ca2þ 1.0 2.3-fold uptake in 45Ca disappears with
addition of calcium blocker nifedipine

34

38.15 50 Ca2þ 1.0 No effect on Ca2þ in four different cell
lines as observed using calcium
fluorochrome fura-2

35

16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced proliferation (46%) for fibroblast
culture at Ca2þ ICR tuning

36

? 20.9 Kþ 1.0 Reduced proliferation (18%) for Raji cells
exposed to Kþ ICR; frequency not provided

36

13.6 16.5 45Ca2þ 1.2 ICR frequency off by 3.5 Hz; enhanced 45Ca2þ

levels (75–126%) in three cell lines
37

60 20 45Ca2þ 1.0 Fifth harmonic for 45Ca2þ uptake is
enhanced by 37%

37

16 23.4 45Ca2þ 1.8 Decreased Ca2þ influx in mitogen-activated
lymphocytes but no effect on resting cells

38

16 51.1 Kþ 1.0 Third harmonic: enhanced proliferation of
lymphoma cells; very narrow FWHMa

39

16 40.9 Kþ 1.0 Enhanced proliferation of human
lymphoma cells

39

16 23.4 Ca2þ 3.8, 5.3 No change in Ca2þ influx at AC/DC ratio
of 3.8 but enhanced influx at ratio of 5.3

40

16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.4 No effect on mouse lymphocytes as
observed using Ca fluorochrome Quin-2

41

50 65.3 Ca2þ 1.4 No effect on mouse lymphocytes with and
without mitogenic stimulation

41

5–100 50–60 ?Ca2þ 2.3–3.0 Enhanced calcium oscillations over broad
frequency range, maximized at 50 Hz

42

32 42 Ca2þ 2.5, 5.0 Increased micronuclei formation in human
lymphocytes at Ca2þ ICR tuning

43

32.50 0 No change in micronuclei formation when
DC field is zero

43

15.3 20 Ca2þ 1.0 ICR effect on fura-2 calcium activity only
found for added serum in cell medium

44

76.6 20 Ca2þ 1.0 Fifth harmonic is also successful 44
100 130 Ca2þ 1.9 Another ICR fundamental successful 44
100 130 Ca2þ 2.8 Repeating ICR application to primary bone

cell culture at higher AC intensity
44

aFWHM, full width at half maximum.
unavoidable overlap among these, particularly in Table 9.3 (skeletal systems), where
references to bone research in cell cultures and animals are grouped together.

Although most of the reports summarized in Table 9.3 through Table 9.10 lend consid-
erable weight to the hypothesis that ICR magnetic stimulation can affect biological
systems, the effects on diatom motility (Table 9.7) are not as clear-cut, in that a number
of observers [62–65] failed to find any effects whatsoever. The explanation for the poor
reproducibility in this case may rest with difficulties in handling the diatom model
system, one that is especially sensitive to sample preparation.
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TABLE 9.5

ICR Effects on Rat Behavior

Frequency

(Hz) B0 (mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

60 26 Ca2þ 1.9 Third harmonic: loss of short-term
(temporal) memory in rats

45

60 26 Ca2þ 1.9 Third harmonic: AC threshold observed
(27 mT) for above results

46

60 27 Ca2þ 1.9 Third harmonic: learning inhibited
relative to controls

47

60 48 Mg2þ 1.0 Learning enhanced relative to controls 47
60 26 Ca2þ 1.9 Third harmonic: no effect 48
50 65 Ca2þ Reduced short-term memory and

aggressiveness
49

630 500 Mg2þ 0.5 Enhanced exploratory activity 50
380 500 Ca2þ 0.5 Reduced exploratory activity 50
63 50 Mg2þ 0.7 Enhanced locomotor and

exploratory activity
51

38 50 Ca2þ 0.7 Reduced locomotor and
exploratory activity

51

630 500 Mg2þ 0.7 Enhanced locomotor and
exploratory activity

51

380 500 Ca2þ 0.7 Reduced locomotor and
exploratory activity

51

TABLE 9.6

ICR Effects on Neural Cell Culture

Frequency

(Hz) B0 (mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

16 15–40.8 ? Co2þ or Fe2þ? 0.5–1.3 Enhanced proliferation over
controls (60%) in neuroblastoma
cell culture

52

16 15–40.8 0.5–1.3 Decreased neurite outgrowth
for ?Co2þ/Fe2þ ICR stimulation;
possible Naþ ICR effect?

52

15.3 20 Ca2þ 1.0 Ca2þ tuning increases rate of
neuronal differentiation
in PC-12 cells

53

45 36.6 Mg2þ 0.03–1.81 Changes in neurite outgrowth
for Mg2þ ICR at different
AC intensities in PC-12 cells

54

25 20.3 Mg2þ 0.54–1.26 Similar Mg2þ ICR effect on
PC-12 neurite outgrowth
at another frequency

54

45 2.96 Hþ 0.14–2.0 Hþ ICR alters PC-12 neurite
outgrowth

55

30 1.97 Hþ 0.57–1.4 Similar effects at different
ICR combinations

55

45 59 Ca2þ 0.26–1.49 PC-12 cells at Ca2þ ICR exhibit
changes in neurite outgrowth
at different AC intensities

56

42.5–47.5 2.97 Hþ 0.56–1.5 Bandwidth for PC-12 neurite
outgrowth due to Hþ ICR is +10%

57

40, 50 2.97 0.56–1.5 No effect 57
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TABLE 9.7

ICR Effects on Diatom Motility

Frequency

(Hz) B0 (mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

5–32 20.9 1.0 Maximum motility occurs at 16 Hz when
Ca2þ concentration is 0.25 nM; no effect
when fields are at 908

58

16 20.9 Ca2 þ 0.0–3.0 Motility maximized when B/B0 ratio is 1 58
16 20.9 Ca2 þ 0.7 Enhanced motility 59
32 20.9 Ca2 þ 0.7 Even harmonic: no effect 59
48 20.9 Ca2 þ 0.7 Third harmonic: enhanced motility 59
64 20.9 Ca2 þ 0.7 Even harmonic: no effect 59
8 10.45 Ca2 þ 1.4 Enhanced motility 60
12–64 15.7–83.6 Ca2 þ Additional ICR frequencies at

12, 16, 23, 31, 32, 46, 64 Hz also
enhance motility

60

24, 40, 120 10.45 Ca2 þ 1.4 Three ICR harmonics for 10.45 mT
( n ¼ 3, 5, 15) enhance motility

60

16–136 10.45 Ca2 þ 1.40.73 Thirteen other frequencies
( n ¼ 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17)
fail to show effect

60

8 20.45 Kþ 0.73 Motility inhibited 60
16 41 Kþ 0.37 Motility inhibited 60
24, 40, 120 20.45 Kþ 0.37 Three ICR harmonic frequencies for

B0 ¼ 20.45 mT (n ¼ 3, 5, 15)
also inhibit motility

60

16–136 20.45 Kþ 0.37 Thirteen other frequencies
(n ¼ 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17)
fail to show effect

60

16 21 Ca2þ 1.0 Enhanced motility 61
16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.0 No effect on motility 62
30 39.2 Ca2þ 1.0 No effect on motility 62
60 78.4 Ca2þ 1.0 No effect on motility 62
16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.0 No effect on motility 63
16 21 Ca2þ 1.0 No effect on motility 64
16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.0 No effect on motility as viewed with

real-time video system
65
9.2.1 Rat Be havior

On the other hand, some of the experimental evidence merits special emphasis because of the
way the results have been positively replicated and reinforced. This is particularly true of the
work on rat behavior (Table 9.5), in which four independent groups [45,47,49,51] observed
significant changes in behavior for ICR exposures that were tuned to either the calcium or the
magnesium ion. The end points of these experiments included changes in short-term memory
[45,51], learning capacity [47], and aggressiveness [49], behavioral factors that are conceivably
interconnected. Most important, these were undoubtedly resonance effects, since changes
were not observed when separate runs were made for exposures to either the AC magnetic
field alone or the DC magnetic field alone. Only when the AC and DC magnetic fields were
jointly applied and parallel and, moreover, when the combined field characteristics con-
formed to Equation 9.1 were the altered behavioral responses observed.

An interesting possible explanation for the neural interaction site in these experiments
has been proposed by Lovely et al. [47,92]. Using a Y-maze setup this group observed
precisely opposite learning abilities for Ca2þ tuning and for Mg2þ tuning. Since the ICR
combined field affects learning capacity oppositely for Ca2þ tuning and Mg2þ tuning, it may
be reasonable to assume that the glutamate receptor N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA) is
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



TABLE 9.8

ICR Effects on Complex Biological Systems

Frequency

(Hz) 

B0

( mT) Tuning 

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

3–770 10–220 0064–2.8 No effect on turtle colon transepithelial
current as measured in Ussing chamber

66

33.7 44 Ca2þ 1.41 Synthesis and release of rat pineal
melatonin is reduced by Ca2þ ICR tuning

67

15 21 Ca2þ 6.7 Fluctuations in heart rate in Daphnia are
maximized at Ca2þ ICR frequency

68

60 78.4 Ca2þ 0.13 Cephalic regeneration in planaria is
delayed by 48 h

69

60 51.1 Kþ 1.0 Regeneration rate unchanged when Kþ

tuning is used instead of Ca2þ tuning
69

60 78.4 Ca2þ 0.51 Regeneration anomalies occur at Ca2þ

tuning when larger AC intensity is used
70

16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.8 Enhanced rate of blastema growth during
cephalic regeneration in planaria

71

16 20.9 Ca2þ 0.24–9.6 Evidence that ICR effect on planaria
regeneration has an intensity window

71

30 39.1 Ca2þ 1.8 Evidence corroborating Lednev [7]
prediction: ICR effects are maximized
at AC/DC ratio of 1.8

72

60 78.1 Ca2þ 1.8 Effect of light on ICR modulation of
snail opioid analgesia is independent
of frequency

72

120 156.2 Ca2þ 3.6 Effect due to light appears to scale with
DC intensity

72

60 78 Ca2þ 0–5.3 Ca2þ ICR variations with AC intensity
support Lednev [7] model

73

30 76 Kþ 0–2.8 Kþ ICR effects on snail opioid analgesia
are reversed with Kþ channel blocker

73

35 45 Ca2þ 1.8 Maximum influence on bioluminescence
of dinoflagellate, agreement with
PRM model

74

35 45 Ca2þ 5.3 Influence reversed, again in agreement
with PRM model

74

35 45 Ca2þ 3.8 No effect at ratio of 3.8, again in
agreement with PRM model

74
involved. NMDA receptors act as a graded switch for memory formation, to enhance
learning and memory [93], and it is well established that NMDA activity is differently
sensitive to calcium and magnesium concentrations [94,95]. Similar reversals of behavioral
outcome depending on which ions are tuned have been observed by Zhadin et al. [51].

This explanation also serves to reinforce the original suggestion [4] concerning the
molecular explanation for ICR stimulation, namely, in terms of enhanced ionic permea-
bility within ion channels. Further support for locating the ion channel as the site of
magnetic interaction is the fact that the changes in Ca2þ concentration within the cell that
result from ICR stimulation tuned to the Ca2þ ion are not observed with the addition of
nifedipine [34], a well-known calcium ion channel blocker (Figure 9.3).

9.2. 2 Plant s

Highly consistent results have also been independently obtained in studying the effects of
ICR stimulation on plant growth [75–77,96] and seed germination [20,78] (Table 9.9,
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TABLE 9.9

ICR Effects on Plants

Frequency

(Hz) B0(mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

60 78.3 Ca2þ 0.26 Ca2þ ICR field combination stimulates
radish growth after delaying germination

75

60 153.3 Kþ 0.13 Kþ ICR field enhances germination while
reducing growth

75

60 0 No effect 75
60 78.4 Ca2þ 0.26 Ca2þ fundamental stimulates growth

but slows down germination
20

60 39.2 Ca2þ 0.51 Ca2þ second harmonic: no effect 20
60 26.1 Ca2þ 0.77 Ca2þ third harmonic: same result

as Ca2þ fundamental
20

60 153.3 Kþ 0.13 Kþ fundamental results opposite to those
of Ca2þ: growth inhibited, germination
enhanced

20

60 76.6 Kþ 0.26 Kþ second harmonic results weakly opposite
to fundamental and third harmonics

20

60 51.1 Kþ 0.39 Kþ third harmonic: effect same
as Kþ fundamental

20

60 47.5 Mg2þ 0.42 Mg2þ fundamental stimulates growth 20
60 9.5 Mg2þ 2.11 Mg2þ fifth harmonic stimulates growth 20
60 0 AC only: no effect 20
60 78.3 Ca2þ 0.26 Replication of Smith et al.’s [75] work 76
60 78.3 Ca2þ 0.26 No effect on mustard plant; possible

effect on barley plant
76

50 65.3 Ca2þ 0.61 Replication of Smith et al.’s [75] work on radish,
for the 50-Hz Ca2þ ICR condition

77

50 39.6 Mg2þ 0.60 Replication of Smith et al. [75] for
50-Hz Mg2þ condition

77

60 76.3 Ca2þ 0.26 Germination weakly enhanced
following Ca2þ ICR exposure of dry
radish seeds

78

60 153.5 Mg2þ 0.13 No effect on germination 78
60 47.6 Kþ 0.42 Significantly greater (earlier) germination

of dry seeds following Kþ ICR exposure
78

35.8 46.5 Ca2þ 1.84 Gravitropic response in millet, flax,
and clover seedlings enhanced by Ca2þ ICR

79

58.7 46.5 Mg2þ 1.84 Gravitropic response unaffected by Mg2þ tuning 79
54.7 46.5 Kþ 1.84 Gravitropic response inhibited by Kþ ICR 79
33.8–37.8 46.5 Ca2þ 1.84 Frequency-dependent gravitropic response

exhibits Ca2þ peak: FWHMa ¼ 1.6 Hz
80

60 48 Mg2þ 1.48 CO2 uptake significantly below control in radish,
replication of Smith et al. [75]

81

aFWHM, full width at half maximum.
Figure 9.4). The approach in the earlier reports [75] involved direct observations of
aspects of plants that are readily measurable: plant height, aboveground height, root
mass, stem diameter, leaf length, and width. Remarkably, all aspects related to growth
are significantly affected, suggesting that magnetic fields play some unknown role in
plant physiology. As observed in other systems (see Table 9.3), Ca2þ and Mg2þ tuning
tends to enhance growth while tuning to the potassium ion acts as an inhibitor. Radish
( Raphanus sativu s) was used because of its rapid growth cycle (21 d), ease of handling, and
seed availability. Davies [76] observed positive results when stimulating radish with ICR
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TABLE 9.10

ICR Effects in Cell-Free Systems

Frequency

(Hz) B0 (mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

8–20 20.9 1.0 Three frequencies (13.0, 14.0, and 16.0)
affect calmodulin-dependent
phosphorylation

82

100 0–260 >0.45 No Ca2þ ICR effect on
conductance in pure bilipid layer

83

50–120 0–299 >0.31 Binding of Ca2þ to calmodulin is
not enhanced using
Ca2þ ICR fields

84

20 50 Kþ 1.4 No changes from ICR tuning in
gram A channel conductance
in lipid bilayer

85

760 50 Hþ 15.2 No changes from ICR tuning
in gram A channel conductance
in lipid bilayer

85

0.1–40 25 Asnþ 0.002 Enhanced aqueous conductivity
in asparagine solution at 2.9 Hz;
ICR prediction 2.9 Hz

86

0.1–40 25 Arg2þ 0.002 Enhanced aqueous conductivity
in arginine solution at 4.4 Hz;
ICR prediction 4.4 Hz

86

0.1–40 25 Gluþ 0.002 Enhanced aqueous conductivity
in glutamic acid solution
at 2.5 Hz; ICR prediction 2.6 Hz

86

0.1–40 25 Tyrþ 0.002 Enhanced aqueous conductivity
in glutamic acid solution
at 1.9 Hz; ICR prediction 2.1 Hz

86

0.1–40 25 0.2 ICR effect disappears at higher
ratio of AC to DC intensities

86

0.1–40 0 0.002 ICR effect disappears for very
small DC fields

86

0.1–40 25 0.002 ICR effects disappear when
AC magnetic field is at 908
to DC field

86

12–60 20.9 1.0 No change in Ca2þ transport
through patch-clamped
cell membrane

87

10–22 20.9 1.0 No change in Ca2þ transport
through patch-clamped system,
measured over loner times

87

1–10 20–40 Gluþ 625–1.25 (�.001) Changes in glutamic acid
conductivity in solution; good
agreement with Gluþ ICR q/m

prediction

88

1–10 40 0.25–2.0 (�.001) Confirmation of earlier work;
amino acid response at AC
levels of 0.02–0.04 mT

88

0–10 40 Arg2þ 0.001 Sharp change in conductivity
observed at 7.1 Hz, the ICR
tuning point for Arg2þ

11

20.6 48 H3Oþ(H2O) 0.02 ICR fields trigger long-term
increases in electrical
conductivity in pure water

89

40.1 48 H3Oþ 0.02 Data in agreement with ICR
effect in hydronium ion

89

530 35 Hþ 0.03 Data in agreement with ICR
effect in proton

89
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TABLE 9.10 (continued)

ICR Effects in Cell-Free Systems

Frequency

(Hz)

B0

(mT) Tuning

Ratio

B/B0 Comments Reference

16 20.9 Ca2þ 1.0 Binding of Ca2þ to calmodulin
is not enhanced using
Ca2þ ICR fields

90

25.4 37 45Ca2þ 0.70 45Ca2þ efflux in plasma
membrane vesicles:
ICR peak observed

91

24 37 0–3.2 Agreement with Blanchard
and Blackman’s [9] IPR model

91
magnetic fields but reported observing no similar effect in mustard plants, implying that
the influence on growth may be species specific. ICR effects on radish metabolism were
also reported by Yano et al. [81] using a distinctly different assay, the rate of uptake of
CO2 as a surrogate for photosynthesis activity. Still another assay [97] that responds to
ICR magnetic stimulation in radish is the optical transmittivity in leaf.

The work in radish was extended [96] to four species of orchid ( Brass avola, Encyc lium,
Phalaen opsis, and Bulb ophuyllum) (Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.5), with the magnetic exposures
tuned to Ca2þ ICR lasting months instead of days. In all treated cases, plant heights were
significantly higher compared to controls.
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FIGURE 9.3
Incorporation of 45Ca in human lymphocytes for unexposed cells (dashed line) and for ICR exposure tuned to the
isotopic mass of 45Ca (solid line) after 1 h. In the absence of calcium blocker nifedipine, there is a greater than
twofold increase in calcium concentration over controls. The addition of nifedipine completely blocks the calcium
uptake resulting from ICR stimulation, providing evidence that the ICR mechanism is related to ion channel
transport. (From Rozek, R.J., Sherman, M.L., Liboff, A.R., McLeod, B.R., and Smith, S.D., Nifedipene is an
antagonist to cyclotron resonance enhancement of 45Ca incorporation in human lymphocytes, Cell Calcium, 8,
413, 1987.)
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FIGURE 9.4
Comparisons of mean plant heights for four or-
chid varieties between unexposed controls and
plants subjected to Ca2þ ICR stimulation. SD,
standard deviation. (From Smith, S.D., Liboff,
A.R., and McLeod, B.R., Calcium ICR and seed-
ling growth in orchids (abstract), 20th Annual
Meeting, Bioelectromagnetics Society, St. Peters-
burg Beach, FL, 1998.)
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A distinctly different type of plant experiment has examined the rate of seed germination
[21,78] instead of growth. In this case the assay simply involves a comparison of the time it
takes for the seedling to be observed after the exposed seed is planted to the time it takes for a
nonexposed seed to emerge. Unlike what is observed when examining growth rates, germin-
ation rates are significantly enhanced under Kþ stimulation and inhibited for Ca2þ tuning.
9.2.3 Bone

Elaborating on earlier work that used high-intensity pulsed magnetic fields [98] to treat
bone disorders, ICR stimulation, operating at a much lower intensity, has proven very
useful in repairing bone nonunions [29,99] and as an adjunct in enhancing spinal fusion
following surgery [99]. Both these medical applications are approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and have been used to treat more than 100,000 patients
in the United States [99]. There are two great advantages in these applications compared
FIGURE 9.5
Typical example of difference between treated (right) and unexposed (left) orchid (Phalaenopsis) plants. (From
Smith, S.D., Liboff, A.R., and McLeod, B.R., Calcium ICR and seedling growth in orchids (abstract), 20th Annual
Meeting, Bioelectromagnetics Society, St. Petersburg Beach, FL, 1998.)
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to pulsed magnetic fields therapy. Much weaker AC magnetic field intensities, less than
0.1 mT in amplitude, are employed, requiring very small power and providing the patient
with greater portability. The treatment is also more efficient, requiring only 30 min/d
during the therapeutic regimen.

This FDA-approved ICR device (Figure 9.6) also makes use of harmonic frequencies.
The orientation of the local GMF relative to the plane of the AC coil is sensed, and the
frequency of the applied sinusoidal magnetic signal generated by the coil is automatically
adjusted to be in cyclotron resonance with the GMF following the relation vn ¼ nqB/m,
where n is an integer representing either the third or the fifth ICR harmonic. Table 9.11
lists the ICR harmonics for a number of ions. In the case of bone, tuning to either Ca2þ or
Mg2þ tends to stimulate bone growth [24] (Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.8). The FDA-approved
device makes use of this fact by employing one resonance condition (3.80 Hz/ mT) that fits
both types of stimulation, namely the third harmonic for Mg2þ and the fifth for Ca2þ.

It is likely that the level of efficacy of ICR magnetic treatment in repairing bony nonunions
is far from optimal. There is good evidence [9,73,82] that the ICR response may depend on the
ratio of the AC to DC magnetic fields that are used in combination. As such, one can
expect the search for improvements in therapeutic signals for bone repair to continue.
FIGURE 9.6
Device used to assist repair of bony nonunions. The two rectangular parallel coils are clamped over the defect,
and the GMF component normal to the plane of these coils is automatically determined regardless of limb
orientation. An AC magnetic field is applied parallel to the GMF field that is in ion resonance tuned to harmonics
of calcium and magnesium. (Courtesy of OrthoLogic Corp., Tempe, AZ.)
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TABLE 9.11

ICR Harmonics for Selected Ions

Ion 

Fundamental

(Hz/mT) f/B 

Higher Harmonics

(Hz/mT)

Subharmonics

(Hz/mT)

3f/B 5f/B f/3B f/5B

Mg2 þ 1.26 3.79 6.31 0.421 0.253
Ca2þ 0.77 2.30 3.83 0.255 0.153
Zn2 þ 0.47 1.41 2.35 0.157 0.094
Kþ 0.39 1.18 1.97 0.131 0.026
In attempting to further probe the response of skeletal tissues to resonant magnetic
fields, Ryaby and colleagues [25–28,30,31] reported a number of associated metabolic
changes in bone cells, most notably an increase in insulin-like growth factor-II (IGF-II)
expression (Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10) under ICR tuning for Ca2þ. This body of work was
rather complete in that separate experiments were carried out to justify Equation 9.1. With
the magnetostatic field held at one value the frequency was varied as shown in Figure
9.10. In addition, separate runs were made with a fixed frequency and different values of
the DC magnetic field. Resonance peaks were observed for both arrangements in accord-
ance with Equation 9.1.
9.2. 4 Harmoni cs

In general, the question of which harmonics are observed in the experimental data
remains unresolved. McLeod et al. [59], studying diatom motility, showed that when
the DC field is kept constant, odd multiples of the ICR fundamental frequency also result
in enhanced motility. The same type of frequency harmonic dependence was found for
ICR stimulation of plant growth [21]. Similar experimental results were obtained by
Blackman et al. [100] in determining the degree of radioactive calcium flux from chick
FIGURE 9.7
Ca2 þ and Mg2 þ ICR exposures aid bone
growth. Changes in diaphysis of embry-
onic chick femur due to ICR stimulation
are shown as percentage of controls. C
and M correspond to Ca2þ and Mg2þ tun-
ing, and K represents the effects of tuning
to the q/m ratio for Kþ. Note the reversal of
effect following exposure to potassium-
tuned magnetic fields. (From Smith, S.D.,
Liboff, A.R., and McLeod, B.R., Effects of
resonant magnetic fields on chick femoral
development in vitro, J. Bioelectr., 10, 81,
1991.)
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FIGURE 9.8
Typical examples of changes in embryonic chick femora with different ICR exposures. The longest femur
corresponds to calcium ion stimulation, the shortest femur to potassium tuning, and the in-between size is the
control. (From Smith, S.D., Liboff, A.R., and McLeod, B.R., Effects of resonant magnetic fields on chick femoral
development in vitro, J. Bioelectr., 10, 81, 1991.)
brain as a function of electric-field modulation frequency. These various findings
are in reasonable agreement with the predicted higher harmonic ICR signatures listed
in Table 9.11.

Because subharmonics are predicted [7,101] in several theoretical models, the first two
predicted odd subharmonic characteristics are also listed for convenience in Table 9.11. It
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FIGURE 9.9
A sharp increase in mitogen expression in osteosarcoma cells exposed to a 20-mT DC magnetic field occurs when
the AC magnetic field frequency is 15.3 Hz, corresponding to Ca2þ resonance. (Courtesy of Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital, Phoenix, AZ.)
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FIGURE 9.10
Peak in IGF-II expression at the fifth
harmonic for Ca2þ. (Courtesy of
J. Ryaby.) Fitzsimmons, R.J., Ryaby,
J.T., Magee, F.P., and Baylink, D.J.,
Combined magnetic fields increase
insulin-like growth factor-II in TE-85
human octeosarcoma bone cell cultures,
Endocrinology, 136, 3100, 1995.)
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is clear that a better fit between the theoretical predictions of harmonics and the nature of
their experimental observations could be an important factor in further understanding of
ICR phenomena in living things.
9.2. 5 Physiolo gical Re versals

There is substantial evidence [102] that changing the ICR tuning from one ionic species to
another has the capacity to completely reverse physiological outcomes (Figure 9.8 and
Figure 9.11). This has been reported in a number of separate fascinating observations in
widely different ICR experiments. The effect is manifested by applying, at the same
frequency, relatively small shifts in the local magnetic field or, equivalently, applying a
changed frequency with the local magnetic field kept the same, both variations made
according to Equation 9.1. Eight such sets of results are given in Table 9.12.

This type of opposite response in the data may provide an important clue in trying to
understand the ICR effect at the molecular level. Such a response might be expected when
looking at the effects of competitive ion concentrations on cell metabolism and signaling.
One such example, mentioned above [47], is the difference in the effects of binding Ca2þ

and Mg2þ to NMDA. The concentration of Ca2þ in the cytoplasm, itself an implicit
function of other ionic concentrations, is carefully regulated through the use of calcium
pumps. The production of key enzymes such as cyclic AMP is enhanced or inhibited
depending on the cytoplasmic calcium ion concentration. Because of this it is reasonable
to think that the action of ICR fields has its origin in membrane-bound ion channels or in
those proteins involved in the cell-signaling process.
9.2. 6 Water

There have been numerous puzzling reports [103–105] claiming that the physical prop-
erties of water (e.g., conductivity) can be sufficiently altered by exposure to magnetic
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 9.11
Independent confirmation of the results shown in Figure 9.8 for embryonic chick femur [32]. The additional
assay for glycosaminoglycans (GAGS) reveals a greatly increased production of cartilage with Ca2þ or Mg2 þ ICR
stimulation and reduced cartilage production with Kþ tuning.
fields to alter biological properties. Zhadin [86,88] explored this question using combined
AC and DC magnetic fields, to see if there might be an ICR response. The conductivity of
polar amino acids in solution (Table 9.1 and Table 9.10) was chosen as an assay. The
frequency of the magnetic field was swept slowly, and a single sharp current peak was
observed at the cyclotronic frequency, determined from Equation 9.1 using the naked
(unhydrated) molecular mass. Originally made in glutamic acid solutions [86], these
observations were subsequently extended to additional amino acids, even to the case
TABLE 9.12

Opposite Responses Resulting from Shifts in Frequency or Field

Model System Frequency (Hz) B0 (mT) Ion Response Reference

Diatom motility 16 20.9 Ca2þ Motility " 58
16 41.0 Kþ Motility #

Embryonic bone 16 20.9 Ca2þ Growth " 24
16 40.7 Kþ Growth # 32

Plant growth 60 78.3 Ca2þ Growth " 75
60 153.3 Kþ Growth #

Rat behavior 60 48 Mg2þ Learning " 47
60 27 Ca2þ Learning #

Rat behavior 63 50 Mg2þ Activity " 51
38 50 Ca2þ Activity #

Gravitropic response 35.8 46.5 Ca2þ Response " 79
54.7 46.5 Kþ Response #

Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) concentration 16 20.9 Ca2þ GAGs " 32
16 40.7 Kþ GAGs #
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where it was possible to shift the ICR peak by changing the pH of the solution, and
therefore the valence of the ion. This work has been independently confirmed in two-
other laboratories [11,105]. One interesting aspect of these observations is the remarkably
small AC magnetic field intensity required to see this effect, on the order of 0.05 mT.

It has also been shown [89] that very short (minutes) applications of ICR-tuned mag-
netic fields act to trigger large (days) continuing increases in conductivity in highly
purified water. The required AC intensities (1 mT) are greater than that was found
necessary in the Zhadin experiments, but they are still far less than reported elsewhere
as interactive. The ions that are presumably affected are hydronium (H3Oþ) and its water
clusters. One intriguing aspect of this work are the long-term changes in conductivity that
are observed, even after removal of the magnetic field, a phenomenon somewhat akin to
that of water ‘‘memory’’ [106,107].
9. 3 Theoretic al Approac hes

9.3. 1 Physic al Cons traints

The conditions in living things are such that charged particles are not free but subject to
damping forces. If a particle such as an ion carries charge q and mass m and is moving
with velocity v, damping is manifested in the form of a retarding force, above and beyond
the Lorentz force q( v � B) and the Coulomb force q E:

F ¼ q( v � B þ E) � mv=t (9 :6)

The last term in Equation 9.6 is the mean damping force acting on the particle expressed
in terms of the collision rate t�1.

The possibility of ICR occurring in living systems is counterintuitive, mainly because of
damping. Cyclotron resonance, whether involving ions [108] or electrons [109], is usually
associated with motion in a vacuum, or at least a low-pressure gas. In sharp contrast, the
biological milieu is generally approximated as a liquid. Electron cyclotron resonance is
observed in metals [109], but only at extremely high frequencies ranging from megahertz
to gigahertz, many orders of magnitude greater than the typically observed frequencies
listed in Table 9.3 through Table 9.10. At very high frequencies, the periodic motion of
charged particles in cyclotron resonance can take place because the periods are shorter
than the collision times. At 15 Hz, however, one loop is executed in 70 ms, a time over
which one might expect as many as 1012 collisions because of thermal scattering [110]. The
problem of explaining ICR effects in living systems is indeed challenging.

A second argument against the ICR hypothesis is that ions in solution are never totally
free but are surrounded by layers of water. Therefore, one would think that the values of
the q/m ratio indicated in Equation 9.1 would have to be lowered to reflect the extra mass
that is part of the overall ionic package.

One further criticism lies in estimates of the path radius for (free) charged particles in
cyclotron resonance. This is based on equating the kinetic energy mv2/2 of the charged
particle to the thermal energy kT, and then arguing that the radius of the particle
path must necessarily reflect the resulting velocity, because this radius is given
as r ¼ v(m/qB). At a temperature of 378C this results in radii that are of the order of
meters, much larger than the extent of the system itself. However, it is hardly clear that
one can use classical kinetics to discuss low energy charged particle interactions with
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



molecular structures. Further, it must be noted that the cyclotronic frequency vc, as given
in Equation 9.1 under the condition of vanishing damping, is entirely independent of
particle radius and energy.

ICR tends to somewhat mute one of the strongest arguments against the likelihood of
weak extremely low-frequency (ELF) magnetic interactions with biosystems. For an
electric signal to initiate a biological effect, this signal must be greater than the electric
potential generated by thermal noise [111]. The mean square thermal noise voltage ( dV)2

generated is proportional to Boltzmann’s constant k, the temperature T, the tissue resist-
ance R, and the bandwidth Dn as follows:

( dV)2 ¼ 4RKT Dn (9:7)

The original interaction site suggested by Weaver and Astumian [111] was the plasma
membrane of the cell. The lipid membrane, however, is a highly electrically insulating
material, with physical properties that are not conducive to any low-frequency interaction
mechanism [112] except at high voltages. When more conductive substances such as
proteins are considered as weak-field interaction sites, the effective resistance R can be
many orders of magnitude lower than that found in lipids. Further, experimental evi-
dence indicates that much narrower bandwidths, Dn, are encountered in ICR applications
[39,106] than was previously [111,113] assumed. If the product R Dn is reduced in Equa-
tion 9.7 by a factor of 10 �4, this lowers dV by a factor of 10 �2 below the original estimates.
The ‘‘ kT’’ question becomes even less of a problem if one considers electric-field ICR [114],
where the frequency of oscillation in Equation 9.1 is derived from endogenous sources
within the living system.
9.3.2 Ion Chann els

Placing the site of the ICR interaction within the lumen of membrane-bound ion channels
deals with the problems of damping and hydration layers but leaves other questions
unresolved. It is clear that damping within channels is quite different from that in liquids.
The very function of ion channels helps define their intrinsically small effective resistivity,
often less than 0.1 Vm [115], and therefore their vanishing damping. Channels function as
shunts across the insulating cell membrane, allowing ions to percolate through, often in
single file [116]. The passage of ions is determined less by collision rate, as in the solution-
like regions external to channels, but is more dependent on the molecular architecture
[117] of the channel proteins: the gating mechanisms that permit entry into the channel
lumen and the electrical potential of the atoms lining the lumen walls.

Further, this passage of ions is unencumbered by the layers of hydration that surround all
ions in solution. These waters are replaced upon entry into the channel by an equivalent
fixed cage lining the lumen (Figure 9.12). Although the energetics of this water replacement
is still puzzling [118], there is little question that ions can pass through ion channels in a
naked fashion, with no attached waters [119]. The path of ions in a channel is clearly
determined in a manner that does not permit one to apply kT arguments in trivial ways.

Although one can readily deal with the two problems associated with first, damping
and second, ionic hydration layers, it is not as easy to dismiss the disparity in relaxation
times when one compares the very rapid passage of ions through channels to the far
slower movements associated with resonance frequencies. The ratio of these times can be
well in excess of 1010. To illustrate the problems raised by this disparity, consider the
argument that the helicity of ionic paths occurring under ICR might be such as to match
the helicity of the electric potential in the lumen [120].
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FIGURE 9.12
Hydrated ions near the mouth of an ion channel exchange their layers of water
for an equivalent potential distribution within the lumen of the channel.
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The electric field in Equation 9.6 can have a number of distinctly different origins. In
living tissue, the electric field can be the result of endogenous sources independent of B. If
B is time varying, and of sufficiently large intensity or frequency, an electric field will in
addition be induced by Faraday’s law. There are also experimental situations in which an
electric field may be applied independently of the first two sources. When an electric field
E is present, whatever the source, and it is at right angles to both v and B, then the circular
motion becomes helical (Figure 9.13). It is then convenient to treat the velocity of the
particle as composed of two components: vk, directed parallel to the direction of E, and
FIGURE 9.13
The Lorentz force acting on a charged particle
often results in helical motion.
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v?, directed within the plane perpendicular to E. Then the radius of the helix is a ¼ mv ?/
qB, and its pitch is p ¼ 2p mvk/ qB. It is not difficult to show that the total velocity v is

v ¼ fc(4p2 a2 þ p2)1 =2 (9:8)

The ICR frequency fc is often only 15 Hz, and for ion channels the dimensions a and p are
of the order of ångstroms (10 �10 m). This implies a velocity of about 10 �9 m/sec, a value
that is totally inconsistent with the much greater experimentally observed speeds with
which ions are transported across membranes.

Even though transit times directly through the channel lumen are very rapid, much
longer relaxation times are found in other compartments of the larger channel structure.
Times as long as, if not longer than, 10 ms are associated with voltage gating [121], making
it conceivable that ICR could play an interactive role in channel-gating mechanisms.
9.3.3 Depende nce on AC Magnetic Field

Borrowing from the theory of atomic spectroscopy [122], Lednev [7] hypothesized a
functional relationship between the strength of the ICR signature and BAC. When the
calcium ion is bound to a calcium-binding protein such as calmodulin, the energy levels
for the ion protein complex will be split, Zeeman-like, by the application of a magneto-
static field B, such that the difference in frequency between the two new levels is equal to
the cyclotron resonance frequency vc.

Application of an AC magnetic field at this frequency then leads to a resonant condition
that can alter the transition to the ground state. The ICR response itself then becomes a
function of the peak value of BAC expressed in terms of the probability p( BAC) for Ca2þ

transitions to the ground state. The field-dependent part of this probability is

p( BAC) ¼ ( � 1) n KJ n n
BAC

B0

� �
(9:9)

where K is a constant, B0 is the DC magnetic intensity parallel to BAC, and J n is the nth-
order Bessel function having the argument nBAC/B0.

One great advantage of this expression for the probability is that one can readily design
experiments that can test the predicted dependence on the AC magnetic field. Thus, the
first extremum of J1( BAC /B0) occurs when the ratio BAC/B0 is equal to 1.84 (Figure 9.14).
By varying this ratio while maintaining the same ICR condition, Prato et al. [72] obtained
data tending to confirm this prediction. The effectiveness of this numerical ratio was also
reported [74] in connection with studies on changes in calcium concentrations under ICR
stimulation.

An alternative formulation to Equation 9.9 has been proposed by Blanchard and Black-
man [9]. Termed ion parametric resonance (IPR) this approach considers a wider range of
potential ELF interactions with metallic ions, beyond merely those processes associated
with the activation of calcium-binding proteins. In the IPR formulation the probability
p(BAC) has the dependence Jn(2nBAC/B0). The factor of 2 in the argument of the Bessel
function has the effect of altering where the first extremum occurs, in this case at the BAC/
B0 ratio of 0.92 (Figure 9.14). This ratio is close to the value of 1.0 successfully used by
Smith [21,24,58,75] in all his experiments. However it is not clear in Smith’s body of work
whether further manipulation of the AC magnetic intensity away from this ratio of unity
might have enhanced the responses that were observed. Koch et al. [91] were also able to
obtain good agreement with the IPR predictions. One set of experimental results in sharp
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contrast with the predictions of parametric resonance are the consistent reports by
Zhadin’s group [86,88] and others [11], in which ICR exposures of polar amino acids in
solution lead to narrow resonances, but only for BAC/B0 ratios of approximately 0.002.

The question of the dependence of the ICR interactive response on AC magnetic
intensity is clouded by two additional possibilities. First, there is the problem of
experimentally sorting out effects due to Faraday induction with larger AC fields [70].
Second, it is conceivable that biological responses to different AC fields may have little to
do with the ICR response but rather with poorly understood physiological and energetic
constraints. In any event, there is a clear record in the literature (e.g., Figure 9.15) of
ICR threshold effects that do not appear to be related to functional variations such as
Equation 9.9.

Adair [123,124] has criticized the parametric resonance approaches. Similar to earlier
arguments [111,113] related to energetic constraints imposed by thermal noise, it was
pointed out that the transition energy is only 10 �11 of the thermal energy, kT, which
would greatly suppress any meaningful effects due to Zeeman splitting. For this and
other reasons [123], he concludes that application of the cyclotronic frequency vc cannot
affect the transition rate of Ca2þ.

A very different approach to the problem of whether resonant magnetic fields can
influence the binding of calcium has been suggested by Binhi [101]. Using Schrodinger’s
equation, it has been shown that ICR magnetic field combinations may redistribute the
ionic probability density when one takes into account interference effects between quan-
tum states. However, there is some question as to how much the wave function must
shrink to allow ions as large as Ca2þ to escape.
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ICR-induced changes in rat behavior as a function of the AC magnetic field intensity. A clear threshold is
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9.3.4 Precessional Effects

It has been shown [8,10] that Larmor precessional effects can result from the application of
weak ICR magnetic field combinations. In principle, these effects might carry physio-
logical consequences, although no evidence along these lines has been reported. One
interesting aspect of this approach [10] suggests the possibility of magnetically induced
changes in the thermal energy distribution. The altered biological response in this model
would not be the result of dissociative processes between ion and protein but would
rather follow transfers of energy to the protein by the ion, resulting in appropriate
conformational changes.
9.3.5 Coherence Domains

Del Giudice [11] has employed the principles of quantum electrodynamics (QED) in
attempting to explain biological ICR, especially those results obtained in connection
with the ‘‘Zhadin Experiment’’ [11,86,88]. The great advantage in this approach is that
it finesses the limitations caused by Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics predictions [111,113],
which require kT as a minimal threshold informational energy for electromagnetic inter-
actions. In the QED model it is argued that in the case of electromagnetic interactions with
water, coherent, highly ordered spherical domains are formed, with diameters close to
100 nm and embedded in a surrounding noncoherent water phase. An applied ICR
frequency in this case couples to ions on the perimeter of the coherent spheres stimulating
circulatory motion, allowing ions to escape into the noncoherent phase, where they act to
enhance the measured conductivity.

One interesting aspect of this model is that because phase transitions are involved,
temperature is expected to play a prominent role in the experimental outcome. The
changes in amino acid conductivity under ICR conditions first reported by Novikoff
and Zhadin [86] were temperature sensitive. Similar observations regarding the experi-
mental relevance of temperature were reported in earlier [125,126] Ca-efflux studies.
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9. 4 D iscussion

Accepting the abundant evidence that biological systems are sensitive to ICR-tuned field
combinations, the question remains as to the molecular explanation. There is also the
more subtle question dealing with the implications of this effect. From the physical
standpoint, the seeming inability of theorists to come to grips with this phenomenon
may not mean that a new physics is called for. But there is certainly good reason to believe
that something is missing in the way we categorize biological function.

The fact that a low-frequency ion resonance interaction is found in an extraordinarily
wide variety of organisms argues against the commonly held notion that this phenom-
enon merely represents one fortuitous example of the Lorentz force acting on materials
that happen to occur within a biological context.

Indeed, the reports listed in Table 9.10 lend strength to another notion, that the weak-
field ICR phenomenon is not limited to biological systems, but is actually a subtle physical
effect that has not heretofore been recognized. For example, one can argue that this effect
is particularly evident in water, which in turn results in the biological effects that are
observed. In other words, because of the ubiquity of water in biological systems, any ELF-
induced change in the properties of water might help explain the variety of biological
effects that have been reported.

Whatever its molecular origin, it is likely that the ICR-related biophenomenon is an
evolutionarily well-conserved property of the physiological armory, one that is enabled
by the interaction of the ubiquitous Earth’s magnetic field with the equally ubiquitous
electric fields that are found throughout living things. This concept is embodied in the
reasonable likelihood [114] that electric-field ICR processes were incorporated into living
things over evolutionary times. Unlike the laboratory experiments involving the applica-
tions of parallel combined AC and DC magnetic fields, E-field resonance occurs max-
imally for time-varying electric and magnetostatic fields at right angles. This naturally
occurring interaction therefore relates the GMF and the AC electric fields found within
the biosystem. It has been hypothesized [127], for example, that this putative interaction
mechanism can be used to explain the problem of bird navigation.

One can speculate that this ICR phenomenon conserved very early in living things has
evolved into a number of separate biological expressions, where the physics is always the
same but the physiological pathway leads to different end points. For example, two
sharply different possible end points, both apparently relying on ICR, are the magnetic
compasses in animals [124] and growth and repair mechanisms [24,37,75]. A third
intriguing possibility is found in the ICR interactive changes in the central nervous system
[45,47,49,51], an area where there are obvious effects but where the end points are still
unresolved.

It is also tempting to speculate on the larger implications of the work that is detailed in
Table 9.3 and Table 9.9, on bone and plants, respectively. In both cases there is evidence
that ICR signals affect growth and repair responses more than they affect stasis. Drawing
on possible endogenous mechanisms related to E-field ICR, it is conceivable that the
interactive relation of the GMF to living systems is especially important as regards growth
and repair during development.

Whatever be the explanation for the ICR effect, it is clear that while nothing new may be
required in our understanding of physical law, new approaches are necessary in com-
prehending how physics has been incorporated in biology, particularly with regard to cell
signaling and regulation. This is strongly implied by the remarkable data indicating
reversed physiological outcomes with minor changes in electromagnetic field conditions.
There are protein systems in physiology that are switch-like in their function. Two such
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



examples are the calcium-binding proteins and NMDA. Another example is found in
synaptic transmission. The electromagnetic reversal effects observed in ICR experiments
are evocative of the way such switch-like proteins function.

This begs the fascinating question as to whether the ICR stimulus merely serves as an
adjunct to an existing biochemical process, perhaps acting to sharpen enhancement or
inhibition, or whether it acts in a totally different manner, as a separate and distinct class
of interactions, one that is completely electromagnetic in its operation. In this regard, note
that the GMF preceded by far the first appearance of living things on Earth and would
therefore have been part of the original physical template that determined the course of
early evolution.
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10.1 Introduction

Electromagnetic energy at both high and low-frequencies can be transmitted into
biological materials through the use of antennas or applicators. Antennas launch
the electromagnetic energy into the medium. They serve to couple the generating source of
electromagnetic energy into the medium, which surrounds it. The spatial distribution
of electromagnetic energy from an antenna is directional and varies with distance from
the antenna. At distances sufficiently far from an antenna, so that local field distribution
changes predictably and varies mostly with distance, the region is called a far field or
radiation zone. In the near field or near zone close to the antenna, the electromagnetic
energy distribution varies as a function of both angle and distance. Moreover, the
behavior of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) and their coupling and interaction with bio-
logical systems are very different, depending on whether they are in the near or far zone.
In fact, these differences constitute the major variances between radio frequency (RF) and
low-frequency energy deposition into biological systems. As shown in subsequent
sections, the induction of electric and magnetic fields, deposition of electromagnetic
power, absorption of electromagnetic energy, and their penetration into tissue, all are
functions of the source and its frequency or wavelength. In general, when considering the
interaction of EMFs with biological systems, it is necessary to account for the frequency or
wavelength and its relationship to the physical dimensions of the body.

In addition, the interaction of EMFs with biological systems is characterized by the
electromagnetic properties of tissue media, specifically, dielectric permittivity. Biological
materials have magnetic permeability values close to that of free space and are independ-
ent of frequency. In a medium such as biological tissue with a finite electrical conductivity
s, a conduction current, J ¼ sE, can be induced to flow, giving rise to energy loss by joule
heating. Clearly, fields must be coupled into tissues, and energy must be deposited or
absorbed in the biological systems, regardless of the mechanism that is accountable for an
effect, for the system to respond in some manner. Thus, to achieve any biological
response, the electric field, magnetic field, or EMF that is exerting its influence must be
quantified and correlated with the observed phenomenon.

The purpose of this chapter is to present an account of electromagnetic interactions in
biological media, with special emphasis on the energy coupling and distribution charac-
teristics in models of biological structures. Such information is essential for analyzing the
interrelationships among various observed biological effects, for separating known and
substantiated effects from those that are speculative and unsubstantiated, for assessing
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the therapeutic effectiveness of electromagnetic waves, and for extracting diagnostic
information from field effects.

There exist a wide variety of methods for quantifying fields in biological bodies. The
extent of computer usage varies, depending on the specific information sought and the
complexity of tissue geometry. This chapter outlines a number of techniques that have
been successfully employed to analyze the propagation and absorption characteristics of
electromagnetic energy in tissue structures. There are two general approaches: one
involves extensive use of analytical development and the other relies more heavily on
numerical formulation. Analytical computations are most suited for calculation of the
distribution of absorbed energy in simplified tissue geometries such as plane slabs,
cylinders, and spheroids, whereas numerical methods offer the opportunity of analyzing
the coupling of electromagnetic energy to animal and human bodies, which is difficult, if
not impossible, to approach analytically. The advantages and limitations of various
methods for field computations, along with representative results, are provided in this
chapter. In some cases, for additional details, the reader is referred to previous editions of
this handbook [1,2]. This chapter will begin with a brief introduction to the concepts of
induced field and power deposition and the characteristics of field intensities and dosi-
metric quantities.
10.1.1 Induced Field Intensity and Dosimetric Quantities

The quantities of import to characterize coupling of electromagnetic energy into biological
systems include the incident field, induced field, power deposition, and absorbed energy.
The metrics of specific absorption rate (SAR) and specific absorption (SA) in biological
systems or tissue models have been adopted as the dosimetric quantities, especially at RF
frequencies. The metric SAR (in W/kg) is defined as the time derivative of the incremental
energy absorbed by (or dissipated in) an incremental mass contained in a volume of a given
density. SA (in J/kg) is the total amount of energy deposited or absorbed and is given by the
integral of SAR over a finite interval of time. Information on SA and SAR is of interest
because it may serve as an index for comparison and extrapolation of experimental results
from tissue to tissue, from animal to animal, from animal to human, and from human to
human exposures. It is also useful in analyzing the relationships among various observed
biological effects in different experimental models and subjects. This is in clear contrast to
incident field or any other external measures of exposure, which often do not provide the
same field inside biological systems of different sizes, species, or constitutions.

Moreover, determination of the induced field would be preferred because it (1) relates
the field to specific responses of the body, (2) facilitates understanding of biological
phenomena, and (3) is independent of mechanisms of interaction. Once the induced
field is known, quantities such as SAR (in W/kg) can be derived from it by a simple
conversion formula. For example, from an induced electric field E (in V/m), the SAR can
be derived as

SAR ¼ sE2

rm

(10:1)

where s is the bulk electrical conductivity (S/m) and rm is the mass density (kg/m3) of
tissue. However, at present, a small, isotropic, implantable electric field probe has yet to be
developed with sufficient sensitivity for practical use. Consequently, a common practice in
experimental dosimetry relies on the use of temperature elevation produced under a short-
duration (<30 sec), high-intensity exposure condition. The short duration is not enough for
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significant convective or conductive heat contribution to tissue temperature rises. In this
case, the time rate of initial rises in temperature (slope of transient temperature response
curve) can be related to SAR through a secondary procedure, that is,

SAR ¼ cDT

Dt
(10:2)

where DT is the temperature increment (8C), c is the specific heat capacity of tissue
(J/kg 8C), and Dt is the duration (sec) over which DT is measured. Thus, the rise in tissue
temperature during the initial or a transient period of RF energy absorption is linearly
proportional to the value of SAR. It is important to distinguish the use of SAR and its
derivation from temperature measurement. The quantity of SAR is merely a metric for
energy deposition or absorption, and it should not be construed to imply any mechanism
of interaction, thermal or otherwise. However, it is a quantity that pertains to a macro-
scopic phenomenon by virtue of the use of bulk electrical conductivity in its derivation
(Equation 10.1).

It is of particular significance to emphasize the use of bulk electrical conductivity, the
specific heat capacity, and the mass density (kg/m3) of tissue in the derivation of SAR
from electric field strength or temperature elevation. Their use in the definition means
that a volume of tissue mass must be selected over which SAR is determined. It is self-
evident that the numerical value of SAR would be the same, regardless of what volume is
chosen, if the induced field or power deposition is uniform in a tissue medium. A
difficulty arises when the absorption is not uniform or when tissues with differing
properties and conductivities are within the same volume. Thus, in general, a smaller
averaging mass or volume would allow SAR—as a metric—to provide a closer represen-
tation of its variation inside the body or tissue medium.
10.1.2 Characterizing EMFs

The space surrounding a source antenna can be divided into near and far zones as a
function of distance from the antenna [3]. The demarcating boundary occurs at a conser-
vative distance of R ¼ 2D2/l, where D is the largest dimension of the antenna. Further-
more, the near zone can be divided into two subregions: the radiative region and the
reactive region. In the radiative region, the region closer than 2D2/l, the radiated power
varies with distance from the antenna. The vicinity of the antenna where the reactive
components predominate is known as the reactive region. The precise extent of these
regions varies for different antennas. For most antennas, the transition point between
reactive and radiative regions occurs from 0.2 to 0.4D2/l. For a short dipole antenna, the
reactive component predominates to a distance of approximately l/2p, where the radia-
tive and reactive components are equal to each other. However, the outer limit is on the
order of a few wavelengths or less in most cases.

A typical wavelength in free space at extremely low-frequencies (ELF between 3 Hz and
3 kHz) is �5000 km. The l/2p distance is about 800 km for the induction and radiation
fields to have equal amplitudes. Therefore, for most purposes, ELF transmission line
fields are not radiative but are inductive and quasi-static in nature. This fact governs
the coupling and induced field characteristics of ELF and other low-frequency electric
and magnetic fields in biological tissue. In particular, (1) the electric field is enhanced at
the surface of the biological body and is nearly perpendicular to the surface of the body,
(2) electric and magnetic fields are decoupled inside a biological body, (3) the electric field
applied through air is weakened by a large dielectric permittivity (by about 10�6) upon
penetration into biological tissues, (4) the magnetically induced electric field encircles the
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magnetic field and produces an eddy current whose magnitude increases with distance
from the center of the body, and (5) an eddy current appears in each region inside the body
with a different conductivity and behaves as a unit with its own body center and radius or
an equivalent radius. These observations apply to all frequencies where the wavelength is
high or the largest dimension of the body is small compared with the wavelength [2]

In contrast, the 2D2/l distance is approximately 6 cm for a 10-cm RF antenna operating at
900 MHz in free space. Clearly, both near-zone reactive and far-zone radiative interactions
are encountered in the vicinity of wireless RF telecommunication systems. In the near zone,
the coupling of RF energy into the human head is substantial. As much as 40% to 50% of
the radiated RF power is transferred back and forth between the radiating antenna and the
head. SAR will vary with specific antenna configuration and its placement next to the head.
The bulk of power deposition is on the side of the head nearest to the radiating structure of
the cellular mobile telephone and follows an exponential trend away from the antenna
side. The anatomy of the head and tissue inhomogeneity can influence the maximum value
and distribution of SAR in the head of a mobile telephone user. However, the integrated
SAR in the head is similar for a homogenous or inhomogenous model. Some of the major
features of near-zone field are that (1) RF electric and magnetic fields are decoupled and
are not uniform, (2) wave impedance varies from point to point, (3) beam width from the
antenna is divergent and is small compared with the head or human body, (4) electric
field ffect is weaker since dielectric permittivity of tissue is relatively high, and (5) inductive
coupling of antenna-current-generated magnetic field dominates power deposition.

In the far field, coupling is characterized by plane wave RF field interaction and is
independent of source configurations. Electric and magnetic fields are uniquely defined
through the intrinsic impedance of the medium. Thus, determination of the electric field
behavior is sufficient to characterize the interaction. The coupling of RF power from air into
planar tissue ranges from 20% to 60% at wireless communication frequencies. However,
enhanced coupling can occur at a greater depth in bodies with curved surfaces. In fact, RF
energy is resonantly absorbed by the head at 400 to 1500 MHz, and SAR peaks or hot spots
may occur near the center of the head. The interaction of RF energy with biological systems
depends on electric field polarization for elongated bodies whose height-to-width ratio is
large. It is significant to observe that the integrated SAR or total absorption in the biological
body is similar for a homogenous and inhomogenous model.
10.2 Planar Tissue Models

When the radius of curvature of the body surface is large compared to the wavelength
and beam width of the impinging radiation, planar tissue models may be used to estimate
the absorbed energy and its distribution inside the body. As a first-order approximation,
the plane wave configuration is often used for its simplicity to assess EMF interaction
with planar biological tissues. This section presents a summary of specific results that
have been obtained, using analytical approaches, for thick or semi-infinite layers and for
multilayered planar models of biological tissue structures.
10.2.1 Thick or Semi-Infinite Layers

The reflection and transmission of a plane wave at a planar tissue interface depend on the
frequency, polarization, and angle of incidence of the wave and on the dielectric constant
and conductivity of the tissue. For a linearly polarized plane wave impinging normally on
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a boundary separating two semi-infinite media, the reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients are given by

G ¼ h2 � h1

h2 þ h1

(10:3)

and

T ¼ 2h2

h2 þ h1

(10:4)

respectively, where h1 and h2 are the intrinsic impedances (¼p(m/«)) of media 1 and 2. If
intrinsic impedances of the two media are approximately equal or if the dielectric
permittivities are comparable, most of the energy is transmitted into the second medium,
and the reflected field is relatively small. Conversely, if intrinsic impedances differ
greatly, or if the dielectric permittivities are very different, the transmitted field is
small, and the quantity of reflected energy is large.

Table 10.1 summarizes the magnitude of the reflection coefficient at the boundary
separating various tissues. The fraction of normally incident power reflected by the
TABLE 10.1

Reflection Coefficient (Magnitude in %) between Biological Tissues at 378C

Frequency (MHz) Air Fat (Bone) Lung Muscle (Skin) Blood Saline

Air 433 0 46 76 82 81 83
915 0 43 73 78 79 80

2,450 0 41 71 76 77 79
5,800 0 39 70 75 76 78

10,000 0 37 70 74 76 78
Fat (bone) 433 0 46 56 56 60

915 0 43 52 54 57
2,450 0 42 50 53 57
5,800 0 42 50 53 56

10,000 0 45 52 54 58
Lung 433 0 14 13 19

915 0 12 14 18
2,450 0 10 15 19
5,800 0 10 14 19

10,000 0 10 13 18
Muscle (skin) 433 0 4 6

915 0 4 7
2,450 0 5 10
5,800 0 4 9

10,000 0 3 9
Blood 433 0 6

915 0 4
2,450 0 5
5,800 0 5

10,000 0 6
Saline 433 0

915 0
2,450 0
5,800 0

10,000 0
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FIGURE 10.1
Power transmission coefficients at three tissue interfaces
as functions of frequency.
discontinuity is given by G2. Clearly, about one half of the incident power is reflected at
these boundaries. Further, the reflection coefficient for tissue–tissue interfaces generally is
smaller than for air–tissue interfaces. The percent reflected power for tissue–tissue inter-
faces ranges from a low of 5 for muscle–blood to a high of 50 for bone–biological fluid
interfaces. This suggests that the closer are the dielectric properties on both sides of the
interface, the smaller is the power reflection.

The fraction of power transmitted is related to the power transmission coefficient, T2. It
is readily apparent from Table 10.1 that the power transmitted at air–tissue interfaces is
quite substantial at RF and microwave frequencies. Moreover, Figure 10.1 shows that the
power transmission coefficient is highly frequency dependent, especially at lower fre-
quencies.

As the transmitted wave propagates in the tissue medium, energy is extracted from the
wave and absorbed by the medium. This absorption will result in a progressive reduction
of the power density of the wave as it advances in the tissue. This reduction is quantified
by the depth of penetration, which is the distance in which the power density decreases
by a factor of e �2. Table 10.2 presents the calculated depth of penetration in selected
tissues using typical dielectric constants and conductivities. A graphical representation of
penetration depth vs. frequency for blood, muscle, and fat is given in Figure 10.2. It is seen
that the penetration depth is frequency dependent and takes on different values for
different tissues. In particular, the penetration depth for fat and bone is nearly five
times greater than for higher-water-content tissues.
TABLE 10.2

Depth of Penetration of an EMF in Biological Tissues as a Function of Frequency

Tissue

Frequency (MHz) Saline Blood Muscle (Skin) Lung Fat (Bone)

Depth of Penetration (cm)

433 2.8 3.7 3.0 4.7 16.3
915 2.5 3.0 2.5 4.5 12.8

2,450 1.3 1.9 1.7 2.3 7.9
5,800 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 4.7

10,000 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 2.5
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FIGURE 10.2
Depth of penetration for blood, muscle, and fat as functions
of frequency.
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A wave of general polarization usually is decomposed into its orthogonal linearly
polarized components whose electric or magnetic field parallels the interface. These com-
ponents can be treated separately and combined afterward. Figure 10.3 and Figure 10.4
illustrate the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficients of representative tissue
interfaces at a temperature of 37 8C for irradiation at 2450 MHz. The figures clearly show the
difference between E and H polarization. E polarization, also called perpendicular polar-
ization, and H polarization, also referred to as parallel polarization, are defined in
Chapter 1. For E polarization, there is only a slight variation in magnitude and phase of
the reflection coefficient with incidence angle. For H polarization, however, there is a
FIGURE 10.3
Magnitudes of reflection coefficients
for E- and H-polarized plane waves
at 2450 MHz.
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Phase of reflection coefficients for E- and H-polarized 2450 MHz plane waves.
pronounced dependence on incidence angle. The reflection coefficient reaches a minimum
magnitude and has a phase angle of 908 at Brewster’s angle. Thus, the H polarized wave is
totally transmitted into the muscle medium at Brewster’s angle.
10.2.2 Multiple Layers

When there are several layers of different tissues, the reflection and transmission character-
istics become more complicated. Multiple reflections can occur between the skin and sub-
cutaneous tissue boundaries, with a resulting modification of the reflection and transmission
coefficients [4–7]. In general, the transmitted wave will combine with the reflected wave to
form standing waves in each layer. This phenomenon becomes especially pronounced if the
thickness of each layer is less than the penetration depth for that tissue. Plane waves
impinging on the human body, considered as consisting of parallel layers of subcutaneous
fat and more deeply lying muscle, have been studied in detail by Schwan and Li [5,6].

For the tissue model depicted in Figure 10.5, the electric field strength in the fat layer is
given by
3 Muscle2 Fat1 Air
X

Y
Z

FIGURE 10.5
Plane wave impinging on a composite fat–muscle layer.
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Ef ¼ Fl E0 e�(a2 þjb2) z þ G32e(a2 þjb2) z
� �

(10 :5)

and the electric field in the underlying muscular tissue is given by

Em ¼ Ft E0e�(a3 þjb3)z (10 :6)

where a2, b2 and a3, b3 are the attenuation and propagation coefficients in fat and muscle,
respectively. The layer function F1 and the transmission function Ft are given by

Fl ¼
T12

e(a2 þjb2)l þ G21 G32e�(a2 þjb2)l 
(10 :7)

Ft ¼
T12 T23

e(a2 þjb2)l þ G21 G32e�(a2 þjb2)l 
(10 :8)

where T12 and T23 are the transmission coefficients at the air–fat and fat–muscle bound-
aries, respectively. G21 and G32 denote the reflection coefficients at these boundaries,
respectively; l is the thickness of the fat layer. The power deposition in a given layer
can be obtained from Equation 10.1.

Figure 10.6 shows the results of SAR distribution obtained using the dielectric data
given in part 1. The values are normalized to the SAR in muscle at the fat–muscle
boundary. Note that the absorbed energy is much lower in fat than in muscle. The
standing-wave maximum becomes bigger in fat, and the penetration into muscle becomes
less as the frequency increases.

The electromagnetic energy absorbed in models composed of planar layers of skin, fat,
and muscle can be analyzed in a similar manner [5–8], except that the distribution of
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absorbed energy becomes more complex. Figure 10.7 shows that in addition to frequency
dependence, the peak SAR exhibits considerable fluctuation with thickness of the sub-
cutaneous fatty layer. The incident power density is, in this case, 10 W/m2, and the skin
layer is 0.2 cm thick. Note that the peak SAR is always higher in the skin layer for planar
models at microwave frequencies. The depth of penetration for 10 GHz radiation in skin is
less than 0.5 mm—the transmitted energy is almost completely absorbed in the skin, and
the SAR is rather unaffected by changing fatty layer thickness. The fact that SAR is highest
in the skin is significant, since skin is populated with thermosensitive free nerve endings,
which may be excited along with cutaneous pain receptors when the absorbed energy
exceeds the normal range that can be handled by thermoregulation.

Figure 10.8 shows the distribution of induced electric field strength in a layer of muscle
beneath layers of fat, muscle, and bone for two frequencies [5–8]. It is seen that in addition
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to frequency dependence, the electric fields exhibit considerable fluctuation within each
tissue layer. While the standing-wave oscillations are larger at 2450 than at 915 MHz,
microwave energy at both frequencies penetrates to deeper tissues. This result, together
with Figure 10.6 and Figure 10.7, implies that at frequencies between 300 and 3000 MHz,
sufficient energy may be transmitted and reflected to allow examination of organs within
the body. Furthermore, at these frequencies, electromagnetic energy can penetrate into
more deeply situated tissues, making it especially desirable for therapeutic applications.
They also call for special attention for safety considerations since electromagnetic energy
in this frequency range can produce higher SAR at greater depth compared to superficial
tissues.
10 .3 Bodies of Re vol ution

Although depth of penetration and reflection and transmission characteristics in planar
tissue provide considerable physical insight into the coupling and distribution of electro-
magnetic energy, biological structures generally are more complex in form and exhibit
substantial curvature that can modify electromagnetic energy transmission and reflection.
For bodies with complex shapes, the propagation characteristics depend critically on polar-
ization and on orientation of the incident wave with respect to the body, as well as on the ratio
of body size to wavelength. These complications place severe limitations on calculations of
reflected and transmitted energy for bodies of arbitrary shape and complex permittivity.
This section presents a summary of results for homogenous and multilayered models based
on bodies of revolution that approximate certain mammalian tissue structures.
10.3.1 Spherical Models

Some representative calculations of the SAR are shown in Figure 10.9 for four different-
sized models at 918 and 2450 MHz [7,8]. The 6-cm diameter sphere approximates a cat or
rhesus monkey brain, and the 10-cm diameter sphere approximates the head of a child,
while the 14- and 18-cm diameter spheres are more typical of human adult heads. The
figures illustrate the SAR distributions along the three perpendicular axes whose origin
coincides with the center of the sphere. An incident plane wave power density of 10 W/m2

is assumed. The plane wave is propagating in the positive z direction and is polarized
along the x axis. It is seen that for 918 MHz, maximum absorption occurs near the center
or inside of all the brain spheres. When the frequency is increased to 2450 MHz, the
location of peak SAR for the cat-size brain sphere remains near the center, whereas that
for a human-size brain sphere is moved to an anterior location.

In general, standing-wave patterns with many oscillations are observed. Note that
while peak and average SARs in the cat brain are larger by a factor of 2 than in the
human brain at 918 MHz, at 2450 MHz the peak absorption is four times and the average
absorption is three times greater in the cat brain than in the human brain. Other studies
[9–12] indicate that the peak absorption may be as much as five times greater than the
average, and the enhanced absorptions near the center of these brain models may be two
to three orders of magnitude greater than that expected from the planar tissue models.
The increased absorptions are due to a combination of high dielectric constant and
curvature of the model, which produces a strong focusing of energy toward the interior
of the sphere that more than compensates for the transmission losses through the tissue.
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The peak absorption per unit volume, average absorption per unit volume, and average
absorption per unit surface area as functions of frequency and radius of the spherical brain
model are illustrated in Figure 10.10. It can be seen that the absorbed energy varies widely
with sphere size and frequency. In general, the absorption increases rapidly with increasing
radius and is then followed by some resonant behavior. The peaks of these resonant
oscillations are related to the maxima, or hot spots, in the distribution of absorbed energy
inside the head model, as shown in Figure 10.9. Therefore, for (2pa/l0)<0.4, where a is the
sphere radius and l0 is the wavelength in vacuum, hot spots do not occur inside the sphere.
However, for some combinations of irradiation frequency and radius, hot spots will occur,
for example, in spheres with radii between 2 and 8 cm at 918 MHz and between 0.9 and 5 cm
at 2450 MHz. For spheres whose radii exceed the size ranges mentioned above, the max-
imum absorption appears at the anterior portion (exposed surface) of the sphere, and the
penetration depth at the surface becomes a dominating factor for exposures at frequencies
in this range. The planar model discussed previously may be applied to obtain a theoretical
estimation of the absorbed energy in this case.

The frequency dependence of energy absorption is illustrated in the upper graphs in
Figure 10.10 for the head of a small animal, such as a cat or rhesus monkey, and a sphere the
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(a) Predicted SAR distribution (heating pattern) along the three rectangular axes of spherical models of brain
exposed to 918-MHz uniform plane waves.
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(b) Predicted SAR distribution (heating pattern) along the three rectangular axes of spherical models of brain
exposed to 2450-MHz uniform plane waves.
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size of a human head. Besides the occurrence of resonant peaks, with increasing frequency,
energy is absorbed in a decreasing volume as a result of shortened penetration depth.

The effects of skin, fat, bone, dura, and cerebrospinal fluid on the absorption of RF
radiation by the brain have been investigated in several laboratories [9,13–15], using more
complex spherical structures where the spherical core of brain is surrounded by five
concentric shells of tissues. It is interesting to note that if brain sizes remain unchanged,
but the overall sphere diameter is increased to account for the outer tissue layers,
absorption in brain tissues may be increased by 25% for human- and cat-size heads at
918 MHz or decreased by 70% or more in the case of 2450 MHz. Moreover, surface
absorption is greatly increased in the case of layered models, while fat and bone always
absorb the least amount of energy.

If the outer diameter of the sphere remains the same, while the tissue layers are allowed
to be either layered or homogenous, the peak and average SARs show very little change
except when the radius of the spherical head is between 0.1 and 1.0 times the wavelength
in air. The peak and average SARs for layered models may be several times greater than
for homogenous models. Enhancement is apparently the result of resonant coupling of
energy into the sphere by the outer tissue layers.

A study also has been made of the interaction of circularly polarized plane electromag-
netic waves with six-layered spherical models of the mammalian head [15]. The approach
is a classic one; Mie equations were modified to account for the two polarizations that are
orthogonal in space. For example, calculations at 918 and 2450 MHz for a 7-cm diameter
sphere representing a cat or monkey head and a 20-cm diameter sphere typical of a
human adult head indicated that the maximum absorption for 918 MHz occurs near the
center of a cat-size head, whereas the maximum absorption for a human-size head is at
the surface, as in the case of linearly polarized plane waves. However, at 2450 MHz the
location of maximum absorption for both the smaller and the larger spheres shifts to the
leading surface. The distribution of absorbed energy for circularly polarized waves is
more uniform compared with the linearly polarized case. In fact, the absorbed energy
distribution in the planes transverse to the direction of propagation is rotationally sym-
metric, that is, it is independent of angular variation. Note also that the maximum energy
absorbed in the spherical head models varies only slightly between these two frequencies.
However, a greater quantity of energy is deposited in the inner sphere (representing the
brain of a human head) for 918- than for 2450-MHz radiation.

Spherical models of muscle [16,17] have been used as a first-order approximation for the
extrapolation to human beings of results obtained from laboratory animals and as an index
of whole-body absorption of electromagnetic energy as a function of frequency. The spher-
ical model is attractive since exact solutions for absorbed energy can be obtained for all
frequencies and body sizes. While in this case the peak absorption is of very limited utility,
the average absorption per unit surface area is related to the time and power required to
overload the thermoregulatory capacity of an exposed subject. The absorptions for homo-
genous muscle spheres, whose volumes correspond to small animals, such as a rat, and
standard man, computed as functions of frequency, showed that the average absorption for
the rat model is at least ten times higher than for a muscle sphere representing a human
body at frequencies greater than 500 MHz. The absorption increases rapidly with frequency
until the free space wavelength of the impinging radiation approaches the diameter of the
sphere. A number of resonant oscillations appear that tend to increase the amount and
nonuniformity of absorbed energy. Above this range the absorption falls off slowly, indi-
cating that details of body surface curvature are of little significance.

We have, thus far, dealt mainly with situations where the diameter of the sphere is
comparable to or larger than the wavelength in air. It is interesting to note that when the
sphere is small compared with the wavelength, the absorbed energy distribution varies
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



almost as the square of the radius or distance from the axis parallel to the direction of the
magnetic field vector. If the sphere is extremely small compared with the wavelength, the
absorbed energy distribution becomes nearly uniform in the transverse directions but
decreases continuously with distance from the exposed surface. This behavior can be
explained by a quasi-static field theory [16]. The electric component of the incident field
couples to the object in the same fashion as an electrostatic field. This gives rise to a constant
induced electric field inside the sphere that has the same direction but is reduced by 3/«

from the applied electric field for biological materials and is independent of sphere size.
Similarly, the magnetically induced electric field inside the body is identical to the quasi-
static solution whose magnitude is given by E ¼ pf mrH, where f is the frequency, m is the
permeability, r is the radius, and H is the magnetic field component. Thus, the magnetic
component of the incident field produces an internal electric field that varies directly with
distance from the axis and in proportion to the frequency. This magnetically induced
electric field encircles the magnetic axis and gives rise to an eddy current whose magnitude
increases with distance from the y axis. It indicates that while the H-induced energy
absorption in a mouse or larger animal is much greater than the E-induced component,
electrically and magnetically induced absorption may be equally significant in smaller
animals at lower frequencies (below 30 to 40 MHz). Moreover, for a small insect or pupae
the electric field will be the predominant factor.

The variation of average and maximum energy absorption with frequency for a human-
size sphere is illustrated in Figure 10.11. In the frequency range from 1 to 20 MHz, the
maximum absorption rate is only 10�6 to 10�3 (W/kg)/(W/m2) of incident power. Inspec-
tion of the maximum absorption rate induced by a plane wave, a quasi-static electric field,
and a quasi-static magnetic field shows that absorption at frequencies below 20 MHz is
primarily due to the magnetically induced eddy current and is characterized by a square-
of-frequency dependence. The approximate frequency dependence of average or
total energy absorption throughout the frequency range from 1 MHz to 10 GHz is indi-
cated by the dashed line. For frequencies below 20 MHz the average absorption varies as
the square of the frequency. In the frequency range of 20 to 200 MHz, the average
absorption increases directly in proportion to frequency and attains a maximum of
about 2 � 10�3 (W/kg)/(W/m2) of incident power at 200 MHz. The average absorption
rate remains fairly constant with increasing frequency. (Its slow variation is inversely
proportional to frequency for higher frequencies.) There is thus little doubt that electro-
magnetic energy absorption varies both with frequency and with body size, and in a
predictable manner.
10.3.2 Prolate Spheroidal Models

Since the bodies of humans and experimental animals are seldom spherical in shape, a
better geometric model is needed to analytically and numerically describe the induced
fields and absorbed energy inside experimental subjects. A prolate spheroid emulates
more closely the shape of mammalian bodies, but most analyses have been restricted to
homogenous models for humans and experimental animals [18–22]. As in the case of
spherical models, for frequencies below resonance, long-wavelength formulations [19,20]
and quasi-static approximations [22] have been used to obtain absorption information.
Geometric optics approximations also have been developed for computation of absorp-
tion characteristics of prolate spheroidal models of humans at frequencies whose wave-
lengths are short compared with body size [21].

Three orientations of the impinging plane wave with respect to the body must be
distinguished: E-polarization, in which the electric field is parallel to the major axis of
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 10.11
Frequency dependence of absorption in a
spherical model of the human body.
the spheroid; H-polarization, in which the magnetic field vector is parallel to the major
axis; and K-polarization, in which both electric and magnetic field vectors are perpen-
dicular to the major axis of the spheroid. In general, E-polarization produces the highest
energy absorption for frequencies up to and slightly beyond the resonance region.

For a plane wave with long wavelength, that is, l > a, where a is the semimajor axis of
the prolate spheroid, the induced fields within the spheroid are uniform and independent
of size when the external field is uniform. For «r > 1, the field inside the spheroid is
weaker than the applied field. Moreover, the whole-body energy absorption depends not
only on the strength of impressed fields but also on the orientation of the field with
respect to the major axis of the body. As in the case of spherical models, the absorption is
produced by an electrically induced current in the direction of the applied E-field vector,
combined with a circulating eddy current induced by the incident magnetic field [16].
One would therefore expect the electrically induced absorption to be uniform, whereas
the absorption due to the circulating eddy current would be zero at the center of the body
and increase as the square of the distance from the center.

Note that for a given incident field orientation, the average SAR for humans may be
either higher or lower than for rats, depending on the frequency. For example, at 70 MHz,
the average SAR is the highest for humans, having a value of 0.25 W/kg for an incident
power density of 10 W/m2; the average SAR for a rat is only 0.0125 W/kg. In contrast, the
average SAR of 0.8 W/kg at 700 MHz is the highest for rats; the corresponding value for
humans is less than 1/25. It is thus extremely important to take into account the body size
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



and operating frequency to draw any relationship between the biological effects that arise
in the laboratory and the corresponding effects that might occur in humans at a given
incident power density [1,2].

The frequency for maximal absorption (resonance frequency) depends on the subject
and its orientation with respect to the incident field. In general, the shorter the subject, the
higher the resonance frequency and vice versa. Further, the frequency dependence of
whole-body or average absorption may be partitioned into three regions. This may be
illustrated using the orientation that is most efficient in energy coupling, E-polarization.
For frequencies well below resonance such that the ratio of the longest body dimension
(L) to free space wavelength (l) is less than 0.2, the average SAR is characterized by an
f 2 dependence. The average absorption goes through a resonance in the region where
0.2< L/l< 1.0. In this case, the average SAR rapidly increases to a maximum near L/l ¼ 0.4
and then falls off as 1/f. At frequencies for which L/l > 1.0, the whole-body absorption
decreases slightly but approaches asymptotically the geometrical optics limit of about one
half of the incident power (1� power reflection coefficient).

It should be noted that the resonant absorption length of 0.4l is in good agreement with
results from antenna analysis. In addition, whole-body absorptions for H- and K-polar-
izations are totally different. The resonances are not nearly as well-defined as for E-
polarization. In fact, the whole-body absorption curve for H-polarization gradually
reaches a plateau and stays at that plateau for higher frequencies.

At 10 MHz, the size of the spheroidal model approximating an average human body—
height equals 1.75 m with a major-to-minor axis ratio of 6.34 and a 70-kg mass—is small
compared with the wavelength. The distribution of absorbed energy in the spheroidal
model is qualitatively similar to that for spherical models. But quantitatively, the differ-
ence could be as much as one order of magnitude. As expected, the absorbed energy is
highest for E-polarization. There is a strong coupling of the applied electric field into the
interior of the prolate spheroid, and a relatively weak eddy current contribution due to a
smaller cross section for intercepting the magnetic flux. The current distribution along the
direction of incident field indicates that the electrically and magnetically induced field
components are nearly equal. The electric polarization field and the circulating eddy
current add at the front side and subtract on the back side of the spheroid to render an
absorption pattern that peaks at the front surface and is reduced to almost zero deeper
inside the spheroid.

For H-polarization, the electrically induced current flows along the x axial direction of
incident E field, and the eddy current field encircles the z axial direction of incident H
field. The relatively low power on the z axis comes solely from the incident electric field.
The combination of E- and H-induced components generates a displaced parabolic energy
absorption pattern along both the x and the y axes. Clearly, the magnetically induced
eddy current predominates in this case, and the absorption is highest along the transverse
circumference at the middle of the prolate spheroid. For K-polarization, both the electric
and the magnetic components of the incident field are along the minor axes of the
spheroid: the electrically induced current flows along one axis, and the incident magnetic
field induces an eddy current electric field that encircles another axis. The absorption is
lowest at the center. Whereas in both E- and H-polarization cases, the peak absorption
occurs at the front surface of the spheroid irradiated by the incident field, this is not the
case for K-polarization. Maximum absorption appears at the surface of the narrow cross
section, and the absorbed energy varies parabolically. This is the result of the large
quantity of magnetic flux intercepted by the broad cross section (and the resulting
concentration of eddy current). It should be noted that the results match very well with
experimental measurements [23]. Moreover, the peak absorptions may be two orders of
magnitude higher than those for dielectric spheres of equal mass.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



10.4 Anatomically Based Models

We have summarized above some of the computational approaches to quantify the
absorbed energy in simple models of biological objects. It should be recognized that
while spheres and spheroids are good models of some animal bodies and certain body
parts, they may not always be adequate for humans and experimental animals under a
variety of exposure situations. More realistic models, such as models of human bodies
formed from small-sized, computational-cell volumes have been developed to account for
the irregular shapes [24–28]. These models, based on numerical techniques have been a
great asset in efforts to accurately predict energy absorption and its distribution in
biological objects exposed to EMFs and RF radiation. In what follows we shall summarize
a number of computer techniques that have been applied with some success in solving
electromagnetic energy absorption and SAR distribution problems. We shall also describe
some results obtained using these methods.
10.4.1 Brief Survey of Numerical Methods

The numerical methods used to predict induced fields in biological bodies of realistic
shape and composition include the quasi-static impedance method, the method of mo-
ments (MoM), the finite element method (FEM), and the finite difference time domain
(FDTD) method. Note that the quasi-static impedance method is restricted to lower
frequencies (<30 to 40 MHz for the human body), but the MoM, the FEM, and the
FDTD method may be used for any frequency of interest. In addition, both the finite
element and the FDTD methods involve solving Maxwell’s equations in the differential
form for the computation of induced fields.

10.4.1.1 Quasi-Static Impedance Method

For low-frequency situations, where the dimensions of the biological body are small
compared to the wavelength, the impedance method has been found to be highly
efficient as a numerical procedure for calculating internal current densities and
induced electric fields [29–33]. In this method, the biological body or the exposed part
thereof is represented by a three-dimensional (3-D) network of impedances whose
individual values are obtained from the complex conductivities s þ jv« for the various
locations of the body. The impedances for various directions for the 3-D network can be
written as

Zi,j,k
m ¼ dm

dndp(s
i,j,k
m þ jv«

i,j,k
m )

(10:9)

where i, j, k indicate the cell index; m is the direction in x, y, or z for which the impedance
is calculated; and sm and jv«m are the conductivities and the dielectric permittivities for
the cell (i,j,k). dm is the thickness of the cell in the mth direction, and dn and dp are the
widths of the cell in directions at right angles to the mth direction.

In the impedance method formulation, it can be seen that the cells need not be identical
so that fairly thin features of the body can be modeled as well as the interfaces between
the various tissues and organs. Also, the conductivity for a given cell can be directionally
dependent. This feature will be useful in allowing for the highly anisotropic conduc-
tivities of the tissues that have been reported for low-frequencies including the power-line
frequencies [34,35].
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Employing anatomically based models of the human body, the impedance method has
been used for the following applications:
1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Calculation of SAR distributions for operator exposure to spatially variable fields
of induction heaters [31]

SAR distributions for linearly or circularly polarized RF magnetic fields represen-
tative of magnetic resonance imagers [32]

SAR distributions due to capacitive-type electrodes used for hyperthermia [33]

SAR distributions for interstitial RF needle applicators for hyperthermia [36]
Some calculations using the impedance method are listed below:
Internal electric fields and current densities induced in the human body by
exposure to magnetic fields of high-voltage power transmission lines [37]

Electric fields and current densities induced in the human head by magnetic fields
of a hair dryer [38]

Current densities induced in the arm and the body by magnetic fields of an
electric hand drill [39]

Currents induced in the anatomically based model of the human body by the
electric and magnetic fields of electric blankets [40].
In the section that follows, the use of the impedance method is described for calculating
currents in models of the human body exposed to electric and magnetic fields of both the
conventional (pre-1990) electric blanket and the new low-magnetic-field electric blanket.
10.4.1.2 Volume Integral Equation MoM

The MoM [41] is used in conjunction with either the volume integral equation method or
the surface integral equation method for finding solutions to the unknown fields inside
the body. The approaches differ, however, in specifics, in that the surface integral
equation MoM (SMoM) finds the unknown currents on the body surface and calculates
the interior fields from the surface currents, the reciprocity theorem, and a ‘‘measurement
matrix.’’ In contrast, the volume integral equation MoM (VMoM) requires determination
of unknown fields throughout the volume of the body using the volume equivalence
principle and the MoM.

The numerical technique that has been adopted for most of the early field intensity
computations is the VMoM, employing the volume equivalence principle [26,27,42,43].
The MoM is used to transform the integral equation into a matrix equation by subdividing
the body into N simply shaped cells. This is accomplished with the aid of an appropriate
set of expansion functions, chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions, and a set of
weighting (testing) functions to reduce the matrix fill-in time. The total electric field in
each of the N cells is given by matrix inversion. A more detailed description of the volume
integral equation method is included in the next section.

However, it should be noted that a fundamental limitation of this method is the use of
full or nearly full matrices and, therefore, the requirement of extensive computer storage
and long running time. Even with the availability of larger and faster computers, this
difficulty is not completely resolved. The need for excessively large numbers of mathemat-
ical cells to render a more accurate representation of the body will give rise to an equally
large and full matrix. The inversion of large, full matrices often leads to numerical instabil-
ities in the solution. Nevertheless, the method does allow the use of inhomogenous models
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with up to 1000 cells. In fact, this method has been employed, successfully, to calculate
whole-body averaged absorption and to obtain regional distribution of absorbed RF energy
using inhomogenous block models composed of rectangular cells [29–28,44]. This method
also has been used to study the interaction of the near-zone field of an antenna with
biological bodies [45,46].
10.4.1.3 SMoM

Another approach for predicting the distribution of absorbed electromagnetic energy is
the SMoM [47–50]. This method makes use of two coupled integral equations, that is,
the electric field and magnetic field integral equations for the tangential components of the
field on the surface separating the biological body from air. The unknown surface currents
are found by Fourier decomposition and the moment method. The fields inside the
biological body are calculated using the previously computed surface currents, the reci-
procity theorem, and the concept of measurement matrix [48,51–53].

The method begins with the matrix representation of the coupled integral equations. If
the body is assumed to be rotationally symmetric, the incident wave and the induced
current could then be expanded in a Fourier series expansion in the angle of rotation. This
reduces the problem to that of solving a system of orthogonal modes. The method further
expands the surface components in terms of triangular expansion or basis functions and
allows the testing functions to be the complex conjugate of the basis functions taking
advantage of the orthogonality property. Thus, the major advantage of introducing the
Fourier series is to enable each mode to be treated completely independently of all other
modes. This results in a much smaller-size, manageable matrix equation to be evaluated
for the unknown expansion coefficients that determine the surface currents. It should be
noted that for biological bodies, triangular expansion and testing functions are preferred
over flat pulse expansion functions [47,48]. In fact, an expansion function with a continu-
ous first derivation may constitute an even better choice for the expansion basis function.
In any event, once the surface currents are obtained, the fields everywhere, or SAR at each
point inside the body, can be calculated using the reciprocity theorem [52,53]. The total
absorption can be found by integrating the surface Poynting vector.

The validity of SMoM has been substantiated by using a dielectric sphere [47]. Calcula-
tions for a human torso modeled by a homogenous muscle body of revolution with a height
of 1.78 m at 30, 80, and 300 MHz showed enhanced absorption in the neck region for all three
frequencies and both vertical and horizontal polarizations [48]. Note that the vertical
direction is aligned with the long dimension of the torso and serves as the axis of symmetry.
The strongest absorption in the torso model was found to occur with vertical polarization
and near the first resonance frequency of the torso (80 MHz). In general, the surface integral
equation method is applicable to any arbitrarily shaped homogenous body of revolution.
The method can be used not only with incident plane waves but also with a wide variety of
other field exposure conditions, including direct contact situations and near-zone sources.

Since both the surface and volume integral equation methods for field intensity pre-
diction rely on the MoM for implementation, it is instructive to compare the relative
advantages of these two techniques. For simplicity, consider a homogenous cube with N
samples on each side: the computer storage requirements are N2 and N3 for the surface
and volume integral methods, respectively [48]. For sufficient sampling to ensure accurate
description of field variations, N is usually a large number. Thus, the surface integral
equation method requires significantly fewer unknowns for homogenous models. More-
over, in cases where permittivity and conductivity values are large, such as in biological
bodies, the wavelength becomes contracted inside the body, and a much larger number of
cells than that indicated above may actually be needed. If the model is inhomogenous,
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then the volume integral equation would prove to be more suitable. It is possible,
however, to generalize the surface integral equation technique to account for inhomo-
geneities by employing the invariant imbedding procedure [54].
10.4.1.4 FEM

The FEM has been a preferred numerical algorithm in many fields of application. How-
ever, its use and popularity in predicting field intensities in biological systems have been
modest until recent progress in mesh generation, boundary conditioning, and large
matrix solvers. The FEM method is a near-neighbor, volume method for solving Max-
well’s differential equations and is associated with a sparse system of equations [55,56].
Aside from the low memory requirement (on the order of N), an inherent attraction of
FEM is its adaptability in modeling inhomogeneities and complex geometries. The feature
of conforming and the variable-sized cell elements of the computational volume are
extremely important in bioelectromagnetics.

The basic approach of the FEM method for predicting EMF distributions inside bio-
logical bodies starts by subdividing the physical space and biological body of interest into
meshes of small volumes or cells of tetrahedral elements. This step is very important since
the manner in which the volume is subdivided will dictate the computational resources
required and the speed of the computation and accuracy of the results. Each cell element
and node location will have to be systematically numbered and described. Once the
volume has been subdivided, labeled, and the appropriate property values ascribed, the
unknown field within each element is then approximated using linear extrapolation. A
major step in FEM is the formulation of the system of linear equations using either
the Ritz or the Galerkin algorithm with proper boundary conditions. There are two
approaches to solve the system of linear algebraic equations: the direct method of
Gaussian elimination or the iterative method that starts with an initial guess. In practice,
either method can produce an approximate solution to the unknown field intensity with a
prescribed accuracy.

It should be noted that a large region exterior to the biological body is often encoun-
tered in bioelectromagnetic situations, where the biological body, or portion of it, is part
of a region into which electromagnetic energy is radiated and scattered. The region of
space exterior to the biological body and applicator must be truncated with an artificial
boundary to limit the volume elements and the number of unknowns. Consequently, an
appropriate boundary condition needs to be established at this artificial boundary for a
unique finite element determination of the induced fields inside the body. The most
common boundary conditions selected for this purpose are the absorbing boundary
conditions that minimize the nonphysical reflections from the artificial boundaries by
making boundaries transparent to the scattered field.

Fairly large-scale calculations, on the order of 200,000 elements, have been conducted
effectively in the workstation-computing environment. Specifically, detailed power
deposition patterns have been simulated in full and partial models of the human body
undergoing electromagnetic hyperthermia treatment for cancer [57]. In this case, the cell
elements were generated from computerized tomographic data obtained on human
patients.
10.4.1.5 FDTD Method

The FDTD approach is an attempt to solve Maxwell’s curl equations by directly modeling
propagation of waves into a volume of space containing the biological body. By repeat-
edly implementing a finite difference representation of the curl equations at each cell of
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the corresponding space lattice, the incident wave is tracked as it first propagates to the
body and then interacts with it through surface current excitation, transmission, and
diffraction. This wave tracking process is completed when the steady-state behavior is
observed at each lattice cell. Considerable simplification is achieved by analyzing the
interaction of the wavefront with a part of the body surface at a time, rather than
attempting a simultaneous solution of the entire problem.

The FDTD method has become one of the most successful methods for SAR calcula-
tions. The method was first proposed by Yee [58] and later developed by Taflove [59–61],
Holland [62], and Kunz and Lee [63]. Several books [64–66] are devoted to the
FDTD method and some of its applications. For bioelectromagnetic applications the FDTD
method has been found to be extremely versatile and has been used for whole-body or
partial-body exposures due to spatially uniform or nonuniform fields (far or near fields),
sinusoidally varying EMFs, and transient fields such as ultra-wide-band (UWB) and
electromagnetic pulses (EMPs) [67–71]. Accordingly, some details of FDTD are included
in this section.

10.4.1.5.1 The Traditional FDTD Method

In this method, the time-dependent Maxwell’s curl equations

r� E ¼ �m
@H

@t
(10:10)

and

r�H ¼ sEþ «
@E

@t
(10:11)

are implemented for a lattice of subvolumes or Yee ‘‘cells’’ that may be cubical or
parallelepiped with different dimensions, dx, dy, and dz in the x-, y-, or z-directions,
respectively. The components of E and H are positioned about each of the cells as
shown in Figure 10.12 and calculated alternately with half-time steps where the time
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FIGURE 10.12
Unit cell of Yee lattice indicating positions
for various field components.
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step dt ¼ d/2 c. Here d is the smallest of the dimensions used for any of the cells, and c is
the maximum phase velocity of the fields in the modeled space. Since some of the
modeled volume is air, c corresponds to the velocity of EM waves in air.

In the FDTD method, it is necessary to represent not only the scatterer or absorber, such
as the human body or a part thereof, but also the EM sources, including their shapes,
excitations, etc., if these sources are in the near-field region [70,71]. The far-field sources,
on the other hand, are described by means of incident plane wave fields prescribed for a
‘‘source’’ plane [68,69], typically six to ten cells away from the exposed body. The source–
body interaction volume is subdivided into Yee cells of the type shown in Figure 10.12.
The interaction space consisting of several hundred thousand to a few million cells is
truncated by means of absorbing boundaries. The prescribed incident fields are tracked in
time for all cells of the interaction space. The solution is considered completed when
either the fields have died off or, for sinusoidal excitation, when a sinusoidal steady-state
behavior for E and H is observed for the interaction space.

The body of interest is mapped into the lattice space by first choosing the lattice
increment and then assigning values of permittivity and conductivity to each cell.
The boundary conditions at media interfaces are naturally generated by the curl equa-
tions. Thus, once a computer program is developed, the basic routines need not be
changed for different model geometries. In fact, inhomogeneities and fine structural
details could be modeled with a maximum resolution of one unit cell.

Time stepping for the FDTD method is accomplished by an explicit finite difference
procedure [58,64]. For a cubic-cell lattice space, this procedure involves positioning the
electric and magnetic field components about a unit cell of the lattice and then evaluating
the components at alternate half-time steps. In this manner, centered difference expres-
sion can be used for both the space and the time increments without solving simultaneous
equations to compute the fields at the latest time step.

The explicit formulation of the FDTD method is particularly suited for execution with
minimum computer storage and run time using current array-processing computers. The
required computer storage and run time increase only linearly with N, the number of
cells. In fact, it has been shown that the FDTD method is capable of solving for more than
1 million unknown field components within a few minutes on an array-processing
computer. Field intensities have been predicted to within 2.5% accuracy relative to
known analytical and experimental bench marks. Recently, this FDTD technique has
been improved to allow solutions for field penetration and absorption in large, complex,
inhomogenous, and irregularly shaped biological bodies in three dimensions, with milli-
meter range spatial resolution. With the exception of a few early attempts with lossy
biological objects [59,67], a majority of early efforts have been directed toward application
of the FDTD method to electromagnetic interaction in time-varying inhomogenous media
[60], and with metallic bodies of revolution [61]. However, during the last decade, the
FDTD method has become the most extensively used numerical procedure for bioelec-
tromagnetic computations.

10.4.1.5.2 Frequency-Dependent FDTD Formulation

For short pulses where wider bandwidths are generally involved, a frequency-dependent
FDTD or (FD)2TD method is needed. Two general approaches have been used for the
(FD)2TD method. One approach is to convert the complex permittivity from the frequency
domain to the time domain and convolve this with the time domain electric fields to obtain
time domain fields for the dispersive material. This discrete time domain method may be
updated recursively for some rational forms of complex permittivity, which removes the
need to store the time history of the fields and makes the method feasible. This method has
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been applied to materials such as water, for which the permittivity may be described by a
first-order Debye relaxation equation [72–74] or more complex materials with dielectric
properties given by a second-order Lorentz equation with multiple poles [75].

A second approach is to add a differential equation relating the electric flux density
D to the electric field E and solve this new equation simultaneously with the
standard FDTD equations. This method has been applied to 1-D and 2-D examples
with materials described by a first-order Debye equation or second-order single-pole
Lorentz equation [76], and to a 3-D sphere and homogenous two-thirds muscle-equiva-
lent man model with properties described by a second-order Debye equation [77,78].
In the following we describe this differential equation approach, which has now been
used for induced current and SAR calculations for a heterogenous model of the human
body [79].

The time-dependent Maxwell’s curl equations used for the FDTD method have already
been given as Equation 10.10 and Equation 10.11. The curl H can also be written as follows:

r�H ¼ @ D

@ t 
(10:12)

where the flux density vector D is related to the electric field through the complex
permittivity «*(v) of the local tissue by the following equation:

D ¼ «*( v) E (10:13)

Since Equation 10.10 and Equation 10.12 are to be solved iteratively in the time domain,
Equation 10.13 must also be expressed in the time domain. This may be done by choosing
a rational function for «*(v), such as the Debye equation with two relaxation constants
(see Chapter 1):

«*(v) ¼ «0 «1 þ
«s1 � «1
1þ jvt1

þ «s2 � «1
1þ jvt2

� �
(10:14)

Rearranging Equation 10.14 and substituting in Equation 10.13 gives

D(v) ¼ «*(v)E(v) ¼ «0
«s þ jv(«s1t2 þ «s2t1)� v2t1t2«1

1þ jv(t1 þ t2)� v2t1t2
E(v) (10:15)

where the static (zero frequency) dielectric constant is given by

«s ¼ «s1 þ «s2 � «1 (10:16)

Assuming ejvt time dependence, Equation 10.15 can be written as a differential equation
in the time domain:

t1t2
@2D

@t2
þ (t1 þ t2)

@D

@t
þD ¼ «0 «sEþ («s1t2 þ «s2t1)

@E

@t
þ «1t1t2

@2E

@t2

� �
(10:17)

For the (FD)2TD method, Equation 10.10 and Equation 10.12 need to be solved subject to
Equation 10.17. These equations can be written in the difference form [77,78] and solved
to find E, H, and D at each cell location. The E ! H! D loop is then repeated until the
pulse has died off.
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10.4.2 Human Bodies Exposed to EMFs

Computational algorithms based on numerical techniques described in the previous
section have been applied to predict field intensities and SAR distributions in anatom-
ically realistic models of human bodies. However, the use of a given numerical method
and the number of computational cells involved in the models typically dictate the
applicability of the techniques, how real the model is, the degree of accuracy attainable,
and its domain of applicability. In the following sections, a few of the models will
be described, and they will be followed by some representative results obtained using
the models.
10.4.2.1 Realistic Models of the Human Body

Models proposed as better representations of the complex geometry and composition of
the human body include constructions using small-volume cubic cells or cell meshes and
anatomically based models generated from computerized tomographic and magnetic
resonance image data.

10.4.2.1.1 Cubic-Cell Models

Models of the human body consisting of 200 to 1000 cubic cells that account more
realistically for the gross anatomic and biometric characteristics of human bodies have
been used by several investigators [24–28]. The models are 1.75 m tall and can be made
either homogenous or inhomogenous by choosing an equivalent or a volume-weighted
complex permittivity for each cell. The cubic-cell model has been employed successfully
to calculate whole-body averaged absorption. It is important to note that for subdivision
with less than three cells per wavelength, the magnitude and phase resolutions would be
such that even with convergence the reliability of the MoM-computed SAR would
be questionable. Therefore, if the interest is primarily in whole-body SAR, this model
may provide quite adequate results for frequencies lower than 30 MHz. To achieve more
accurate structural representation of the human body, anatomically based models have
been offered in recent years.

10.4.2.1.2 Millimeter-Resolution Model Based on Magnetic Resonance Imaging Scans
of the Human Body

A new millimeter-resolution model of the human body has been developed from the
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of a male volunteer of 176.4-cm height and 64-
kg weight [80,81]. The MRI scans were taken with a resolution of 3 mm along the height of
the body and 1.875 mm for the orthogonal axes in the cross-sectional planes. Even though
the height of the volunteer was quite appropriate for an average adult male, the weight
was somewhat lower than an average of 71 kg, which is generally assumed for an average
male. This problem can, to some extent, be ameliorated by assuming that the cell dimen-
sions for the cross sections are larger than 1.875 mm by the ratio of (71/64)1/2 ¼ 1.053. By
taking the larger cell dimensions of 1.053 � 1.875 ¼ 1.974 mm for the cross-sectional axes,
the volume of the model can be increased by (1.053)2 ¼ 1.109, that is, by about 10.9%,
which results in an increase of its weight by approximately the same percentage, that is, to
a new weight of approximately 71 kg. The MRI sections were converted into images
involving 29 tissue types whose electrical properties can then be prescribed at the
exposure frequency. The tissue types are fat, muscle, bone, cartilage, skin, brain, nerve,
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), intestine, spleen, pancreas, heart, blood, eye, eye humor, eye
sclera, eye lens, ear, liver, kidney, lung, bladder, stomach, ligament, compact bone,
testicle, spermatic cord, prostate gland, and erectile tissue. As described above, this
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model has been used to calculate the electromagnetic absorption in the human head, neck,
and shoulders for cellular telephones operating at frequencies of 800 to 900 MHz. Because
of the localized nature of EMFs, it was possible to use the model corresponding to the top
42 cm of the body for SAR calculations.
10.4.2.1.3 Th e ‘‘Visi ble Hum an’’ Model

The Visible Human (VH) Project, developed by the National Library of Medicine, is a 3-D
digital image library representing an adult human male and female [82]. The dataset for
both male and female includes photographic images obtained through cryosectioning of
human cadavers and digital images obtained by computer tomography and MRI of the
same cadavers. In particular, the photographic images represent a highly accurate and
realistic counterpart of the anatomical cross sections contained in human anatomy atlases.
The male dataset, the first to be constructed, consists of 1871 digital axial images obtained
at 1.0-mm intervals, with a pixel resolution of 1 mm, while the female one contains 5189
digital axial images, obtained with a finer spatial step of 0.33 mm. While these digital
datasets represent a unique tool to explore human anatomy, their direct use for compu-
tational electromagnetic dosimetry is limited by the fact that images cannot be directly
used as an input for a numerical electromagnetic tool but must be converted to a so-called
‘‘segmented’’ version. A segmented model is a model where every pixel, usually called in
such models ‘‘voxel,’’ does not contain information about the color (like in digital images)
but rather a label that is uniquely associated to a given tissue. In such a way, it is possible
to know which tissue fills each of the model voxels and hence assign the correct complex
permittivity values to be used in numerical simulations.

Segmentation of the original image sets is a complex and time-consuming activity,
which is difficult to carry out making exclusive use of automatic procedures, such as
contour recognition algorithms, but inevitably requires intervention by experts in human
anatomy. The segmentation procedure has been carried out for the male model by
researchers at the Air Force Research Laboratory, Brooks Air Force Base, TX [83]. The
final segmented model, made freely available to the scientific community, comprises
586 � 340 � 1878 voxels with a resolution of 1 � 1 � 1 mm, and is segmented in about
40 different tissue types [84]. The model has been widely used to study both whole-body
and localized human exposure to EMFs radiated by different types of sources and is now
being included in many commercially available electromagnetic simulation tools with
capabilities for dosimetric evaluation.
10.4. 2.2 Currents Ind uced in the Human Body by Low-Frequen cy EMFs

This section reports the results obtained for low-frequency EMF. Specifically, it includes
the use of the impedance method to calculate currents induced in the human body by the
EMFs of electric blankets. It also includes the use of the FDTD method for calculations of
internal E and H fields and induced current densities for exposure to electric, magnetic, or
combined electric and magnetic fields at power-line frequencies. The results given below
were obtained using a 1.31-cm resolution, anatomically based model of the human body.
Since the term jv« can be neglected as compared to s for the various tissues at ELF
including electric power frequencies (50/60 Hz), the impedances for the various cells of
the model given by Equation 10.9 can be replaced by resistances. It is recognized that the
conductivities of various tissues, for example, skeletal muscle, heart, and bone, are
anisotropic for power-line frequencies [34,35,85]. This has been neglected in this case,
however, and average values of conductivities given in Table 10.3 have been taken for the
various tissues for the calculations.
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TABLE 10.3

Tissue Conductivities Used for Calculations
at the Power-Line Frequency of 60 Hz

Tissue Type s (S/m)

Air 0
Muscle 0.52 or 0.11
Fat, bone 0.04
Blood 0.6
Intestine 0.11
Cartilage 0.04
Liver 0.13
Kidney 0.16
Pancreas 0.11
Spleen 0.18
Lunga 0.04
Heart 0.11
Nerve, brain 0.12
Skin 0.11
Eye 0.11

aThe dielectric properties of the lung consist of 33%
lung tissue and 67% air.
10.4.2.2.1 Electric Blankets

To illustrate the use of the impedance method, currents induced in the human body by
the EMFs of two types of electric blankets have been calculated [1,2]. The two models
used for the blanket are (a) a low-magnetic-field blanket and (b) a conventional (pre-1990)
electric blanket. The low-magnetic-field blanket uses two parallel leads carrying equal
and opposite currents to reduce the net magnetic field around the conductors. The two
leads are separated typically by 1.5 mm and are embedded in a positive temperature
coefficient (PTC) conductive polymer and insulated by polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The
PTC conductive polymer surrounding the two leads may be represented by a set of
distributed resistors, which would result in linearly decreasing equal but opposite cur-
rents flowing through the two leads over the length of the wiring used for the blanket. By
comparison, the conventional electric blanket uses a resistive alloy wire wrapped on a
nylon cord and insulated with PVC. Because of the distributed resistance of the wire, this
blanket would therefore have a linearly diminishing voltage and identical magnitude of
current over the length of the wiring used for the blanket.

The validity of the calculated results has been established by comparing the results
obtained using the impedance algorithm and those reported by others. The calculated
fields are in excellent agreement with the data given by Florig et al. [86] and Hayashi
et al. [87].

Currents are induced in the body by the following sources:
1.

2.
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Time- and spatially varying magnetic fields of the blanket induced voltages in the
various resistance loops of the body.

Currents launched into different subareas at the body surface by means of the
capacitively coupled currents from the various conductors of the blanket.
The spatial variations of the magnetic fields were calculated from Biot-Savart’s law for a
short current-carrying conductor [2]. By integrating it over the entire length of the
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current-carrying conductors, one can obtain the vector magnetic fields at the centers of the
cells representing the model of the human body or any of the other points in space. From
the vector magnetic fields thus calculated for each of the cell centers for the impedance
model of the human body, the induced voltages for each of the faces of the cells can be
written [32]. This information is then used to calculate the induced currents for the
various impedances, that is, resistances. The average current densities Jx, J y, and Jz for
each of the cell centers can be obtained by taking the average of the currents through the
resistances representing each of the four edges of the cell in the respective directions and
dividing the same by the cross-sectional area d2 ( ¼ 1.31 � 1.31 cm).

To calculate the electric field distribution in air, a 3-D impedance model consisting of
capacitors representing the space between the various faces of the cells was used. For
cubic cells of dimension d ¼ 1.31 cm, the capacitances used are «0 d

2/d ¼ 0.116 pF.
For currents induced in the human body due to electric fields, it should be recognized

that the energized conductors of the blanket are capacitively coupled to the body. The
capacitance between a given conductor and the highly conducting human body can be
obtained by using an expression similar to that for a conductor at a distance S from the
ground plane. Capacitance per unit length C of a wire of diameter d parallel to but
separated at a distance S from the ground plane is given by

C ¼ (2 :73 «eff)=[ log10 (4S =d)], pF=m (10:18)

For a spacing S ¼ 5 mm and a wire diameter d ¼ 0.8 mm, and for «eff ¼ 2.5 «0, which is
a value intermediate between the permittivity «0 for air and 4«0 for the material of the
blanket, we can calculate C ¼ 43.1 pF/m. For a cell length d ¼ 1.31 � 10 �2 m, the
coupling capacitance Cc between the wire and the cell can be calculated to be 0.565 pF.
Since the interconductor spacing of 1.5 mm for a PTC blanket is fairly small as compared
to the cell size, a proportionately smaller resistance is taken for the tissue-equivalent
cells immediately underneath the conductors for the direction parallel to the intercon-
ductor spacing. Capacitances of 0.565 pF are taken from each of the conductors of the
PTC blanket to the appropriate points on the impedance model of the human body. In
the presence of an electrical grounding surface, the space underneath the model is
represented by a 3-D network of capacitors, each of value 0.116 pF, representing the
air space between the various faces of the cubic cells of dimension d ¼ 1.31 cm for each
of the sides.

For the PTC low-magnetic-field blanket, a constant voltage of 110 V AC is taken between
the conductors of the twin-lead wiring for calculation of currents induced or injected into
the human body as a result of electric fields. For calculating the magnetic fields, an input
current of 1 A is taken. On account of the conductive polymer surrounding the parallel
wires, this current diminishes linearly to zero at the end of the PTC wiring. This assumes a
blanket input power of 110 W under normal operating conditions. If magnetic fields or
induced current densities due to higher input powers are desired, the numbers calculated
for 1 A input current may then be multiplied by the appropriate factor.

The conventional blanket, on the other hand, uses a resistive conductor for which the
voltage diminishes linearly from 110 to 0 V over the length of the wiring. For this blanket
the current throughout the length of the wiring is the same as at the input, that is, 1 A,
which is assumed for the calculation of magnetic fields.

The magnetically induced, section-averaged magnitudes of the total current densities
from head to feet for the two types of blankets are shown in Figure 10.13a and b,
respectively. For these calculations, the wiring of the blanket was taken to be 0.5 cm
from the surface of the body. Nearly identical current densities were also obtained for a
grounding plate underneath the body at distances of 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 m. It is interesting to
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 10.13
Section-averaged magnitudes of total current densities for the various sections of the body for magnetic fields of
the blankets. Nearly identical current densities were obtained also for a grounding plate at distances of 0.25, 0.5,
and 1.0 m underneath the body. Input current ¼ 1 A.
note that the induced current densities are larger by a factor of about 500 for the
conventional blanket vis-a-vis those for the low-magnetic-field blanket.

The calculated section-averaged magnitudes of the total current densities due to electric
fields of both the blankets in the absence of a grounded plane are shown in Figure 10.14a
and b, respectively. It should be noted that while the current densities induced by the
electric fields of a low-magnetic-field blanket (Figure 10.14a) are considerably higher than
those due to magnetic fields (Figure 10.25a), the converse is true for a conventional
blanket. For this blanket, the current densities induced by the magnetic fields (Figure
10.13b) are higher than those due to electric fields (Figure 10.14b). In fact, while the
current densities due to magnetic fields are fairly small for a low-magnetic-field blanket
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 10.14
Section-averaged magnitudes of total current densities for the various sections of the body for electric fields of
the blankets. No ground plane underneath the body.
as compared to those for a conventional blanket, the current densities due to electric fields
of a low-magnetic-field blanket are even higher than those for a conventional blanket (see
Figure 10.14a and b). The reasons for these observations can be seen from the values of
magnetic and electric fields given in Table 10.4 for the two types of blankets, respectively.
While fairly small magnetic fields are calculated for the low-magnetic-field blanket as
compared to those for the conventional blanket, the converse is true for the electric
fields created by these blankets. As seen in Table 10.5, somewhat higher electric fields
are created by the low-magnetic-field blanket as compared to those for the conventional
blanket. This is likely due to the higher potential difference between the twin-lead
conductors that are used for the low-magnetic-field blankets.
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TABLE 10.4

Comparison of the Calculated and Measured Magnetic Field (mT) and
Electric Field (V/m) Close to a Flat Blanket [2]

Grid Size (cm) Calculated Measured

Low-magnetic-field blanketa

Magnetic field
Average 1.31 � 1.31 0.056 —

10.5 � 10.5 0.072 0.09
Peak — 0.20 0.26

Electric field

Average 1.31 � 1.31 103.7 —
10.5 � 10.5 144.6 111.2

Peak — 159.7 176.0
Conventional electric blanketb

Magnetic field

Average 1.31 � 1.31 2.16 —
10.5 � 10.5 2.45 2.18

Peak — 3.52 3.94

Electric field

Average 1.31 � 1.31 57.3 —
10.5 � 10.5 70.1 95.4

Peak — 176.1 167.2

aFor this blanket, the magnetic-field results are normalized for a blanket input current
of 1.227 A, that is, a power input of 135 W.
bFor this blanket, an input current of 1 A is assumed.
10.4.2.2.2 Power Transmission Lines

The FDTD method has been used for calculations of internal E and H fields and induced
current densities for exposure to electric, magnetic, or combined electric and magnetic
fields at power-line frequencies [37]. While recognizing that the conductivities of many
biological tissues (skeletal muscle, bone, etc.) are highly anisotropic for power-line fre-
quencies, however, the effect of anisotropy is neglected for the sake of simplicity. They
could be included in more complex models by separately identifying these tissues.

Both sinusoidal and prescribed time-varying incident fields can be used with the FDTD
procedure—hence the method is well suited also for transient exposures that are often of
interest at power-line-related frequencies. For sinusoidally varying fields, the solution is
completed when a sinusoidal steady-state behavior for E and H fields is observed for each
of the cells. For lossy biological bodies this typically takes a time step on the order of three
to four time periods of oscillation. Since Dt is fixed for a given cell size, a larger number
of iterations are therefore needed at lower frequencies. Because of the large number of
iterations, the FDTD procedure would be clearly inapplicable for calculations at power-
line frequencies were it not for the quasi-static nature of the coupling at low-frequencies
[16,88,89]. Thus, the field outside the body does not depend on the internal tissue
properties, but it depends only on the shape of the body so long as the quasi-static
approximation holds, that is, the size of the body is a factor of 10 or more smaller than
the wavelength, and j s þ jv« j � «0, where s and « are the conductivity and the
permittivity of the tissues, respectively; v ¼ 2pf is the radian frequency; and «0 is the
permittivity of the free space outside the body. Under these conditions, the electric fields
in air are normal to the body surface, and the internal tissue electric fields can be obtained
from the boundary conditions in terms of fields outside:
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TABLE 10.5

Reported SAR Values, Averaged over the Whole Body (SARWB), for Plane Wave Exposures

SAR (W/kg)

Frequency

(MHz)

Grounded

Shoes

[98]

Grounded

[102]

Isolated

[102]

Isolated

(resolution 3 mm)

[103]

Isolated

(resolution 5 mm)

[103]

Grounded

[105]

10 0.027 0.045
20 0.102 0.182 0.021
30 0.180 0.313 0.054
40 0.291 0.348 0.114
50 0.230 0.293 0.199
60 0.177 0.231 0.288
70 0.152 0.188 0.302 0.270 0.290
80 0.130 0.162 0.251
90 0.107 0.195

100 0.092 0.118 0.155 0.123a

200 0.062 0.081 0.080 0.048 0.051 0.078b

300 0.054
400 0.060 0.063 0.063 0.064 0.060
500 0.058 0.060
600 0.057 0.063 0.067 0.066
700 0.059
800 0.061 0.064 0.063
900 0.061 0.062 0.064

1000 0.063 0.061 0.057
1400 0.063
1800 0.057 0.058 0.056 0.060
2000 0.055 0.060

aThe frequency considered is 120 MHz.
bThe frequency considered is 210 MHz.
jv«0E0 ¼ (s þ jv«)Etissue (10:19)

A higher quasi-static frequency f 0, at 5 to 20 MHz, may therefore be used for irradiation
of the E model, and the internal fields E thus calculated may be scaled back to frequency f
of interest, for example, 60 Hz. Since in the FDTD method, one needs to calculate in the
time domain until convergence is obtained, this frequency scaling to 5 to 20 MHz for f
reduces the required number of iterations by over five orders of magnitude. From
Equation 10.19 we can write

v0(s þ jv«)Etissue( f ) ¼ v(s0 þ jv«0)E0tissue( f 0) (10:20)

or

Etissue( f ) ¼ (f s0=f 0s)E
0

tissue( f 0) (10:21)

assuming that s þ jv« � s 0 at both f 0 and f [2,90]. To validate the use of a higher
frequency f to obtain induced E fields at ELF frequencies, test cases involving homo-
genous and layered spheres have been used. Excellent agreement between the numerical
and analytical results lends support to the validity of the FDTD method for calculating
internal E fields and current densities at power-line-related frequencies. It should be
noted that incident E and H fields of any orientation and relative magnitudes can be
prescribed in the FDTD method, allowing the possibility of calculations for realistic
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



exposure conditions. Also, the choice of a considerably higher frequency such as 5 to
20 MHz reduces the number of iterations needed to obtain converged results by five to six
orders of magnitude as compared to those that would be needed at ELF frequencies of 10 Hz
to 1 kHz.

Some calculated results using a 16-tissue, 1.31-cm resolution, anatomically based model
of the human body are given in Figure 10.15. A frequency f 0 of 5 to 10 MHz was used to
reduce the computation time. At the higher irradiation frequency f 0, s0 ¼ s was assumed,
that is, conductivities of the various tissues at 60 Hz. Furthermore, the incident E field,
Ei( f 0) ¼ 60Ei( f )/f 0, was used to obtain Etissue( f ) at, say, Ei( f ) ¼ 10 kV/m. The incident
magnetic field Hi( f 0) has similarly been taken to be considerably lower (¼ 60Hi( f )/f 0) to
account for the fact that the induced current densities and internal electric fields are
proportional to the frequency of the incident fields and would therefore be higher at the
assumed frequency f 0. Recognizing the anisotropy in the conductivity of skeletal muscles,
two different values of muscle conductivities are taken for curves (1) and (2). For these
curves a higher conductivity of 0.52 S/m is taken for the skeletal muscle, and an average
value of 0.11 S/m is taken for the muscle in the interior of the body. For curves (3) and (4),
however, a lower conductivity of 0.11 S/m is taken for all of the muscle, interior or
skeletal. The results shown in Figure 10.15, curves (1), (3), and (4) are for Einc ¼ 10 kV/m
(vertical) and Hinc ¼ 26.5 A/m (Binc ¼ 33.3 mT) from side to side of the model. To point out
the preponderance of the induced currents due to incident electric field, Hinc ¼ 0 is
assumed for the calculations shown in curve (2). It is interesting to note that the layer
currents due to E-field exposure alone are almost 98% to 99% of the currents calculated for
the combined electric and magnetic fields. It is also interesting to note that the calculated
foot currents of 155 to 160 mA are in excellent agreement with 165 mA that would be
projected from the measurements of Deno [91] for the human body. The variations of the
induced currents calculated along the height of the body have been checked against the
results by DiPlacido et al. [92]. The agreement with the results of these two authors who had
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FIGURE 10.15
Calculated layer currents for anatomically based grounded and ungrounded models exposed to EMFs at 60 Hz.
For curves (1) and (2), s ¼ 0.52 S/m for skeletal muscle, and s ¼ 0.11 S/m for the interior muscle. For curves (3)
and (4), s ¼ 0.11 S/m for all of the muscle. E ¼ 10 kV/m (vertical), H ¼ 26.5 A/m from side to side for all of the
curves except for curve (2), for which only E-field exposure is assumed.
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used a vertical electric field such as that under a high-voltage power line was found to be
very good [37].
10.4.2.3 Absorption in Human Bodies Exposed to Far Field of RF Sources

As noted, the configuration and frequency of the electromagnetic source and the geom-
etry and composition of the biological body will influence the induced field and power
absorption and distribution inside the body. Moreover, the field emitted from a source is
dictated by the frequency, size, and configuration of the source. Near an antenna, the
radiated energy is in the form of a spherical wave in which the wave fronts are concentric
shells. The spheroidal wave front expands as the wave propagates outward from the
source. At distances far from the source, the radius of curvature of the spherical shells
becomes so large that the wave front would essentially appear as a plane. They are
therefore referred to as plane waves. Plane waves are important since their behavior is
well quantified; the fields are uniform in planes normal to the direction of propagation,
and the power density varies only in the direction of propagation. In this case, both
electric and magnetic fields of the propagating wave are orthogonal in space and lie in the
plane of the wave front, and are related through the intrinsic impedance of the medium.
In other words, in the far or radiation zone, the electric and magnetic fields have only
transverse components.

In this section, we shall briefly summarize some of the efforts devoted to field compu-
tation using various models of the human body, which consists of large quantities of
numerical cells, and present some results obtained for plane wave exposures. Note that
some, especially the simpler, models are of interest primarily for whole-body SAR and
can provide quite adequate results for frequencies lower than 30 MHz. To achieve more
accurate structural representation of the human body, anatomically based models are
needed.

10.4.2.3.1 SAR Induced in Cubic-Cell Models

The VMoM for field computation has been used for models of the human body consisting
of 200 to 1000 cubic cells. These models account for the gross anatomic and biometric
characteristics of human bodies and have been used by several investigators [24–28]. The
models are 1.75 m tall and can be made either homogenous or inhomogenous by choosing
an equivalent or a volume-weighted complex permittivity for each cell. The cubic-cell
model has been employed, successfully, to calculate whole-body averaged absorption. It
is important to note that for subdivision with less than three cells per wavelength, the
magnitude and phase resolutions would be such that even with convergence the reliabil-
ity of the MoM computed SAR would be questionable.

According to the MoM, the body may be partitioned into N cubic subvolumes or cells
that are sufficiently small for the electric field and dielectric permittivity to be constant
within each cell. The integral equation is then transformed into a system of 3N simultan-
eous linear equations for the three orthogonal components of the electric field at the center
of each cell. The simultaneous equations may be written in matrix form as

[G][E] ¼ �[Ei] (10:22)

where [G] is a 3N � 3N matrix and [Ei] and [E] are column matrices representing incident
and induced electric fields at the center of each cell. The elements of [G] can be evaluated
as shown in Liversy and Chen [24]. In particular, the diagonal elements of the [G] matrix
may be evaluated exactly by approximating each subvolume with a sphere of equal
volume centered at the position of an interior point. If the actual shape of the cell differs
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



appreciably from that of a sphere, this approximation may lead to unsatisfactory numer-
ical results [36]. In such cases, a small cylindrical volume may be created around an
interior point. It may also be necessary to evaluate these terms by numerical integration
throughout the cubic subvolume for increased accuracy. The evaluation of off-diagonal
elements of the [ G] matrix is considerably simplified since it does not involve principal
value operations. Therefore, for a given applied field configuration, the induced electric
fields inside the body are obtained by matrix inversion. That is,

[E] � [ G] �1[ Ei] (10 :23)

Factors that influence the computational accuracy include frequency, body size, cell
dimensions, and computer memory. It has been found that reliable numerical results can
be obtained if the linear dimensions of the cell do not exceed a quarter free-space
wavelength [24]. For a computer with sufficient capacity to invert a 120 � 120 matrix,
the maximum number of cells is limited to 40. If we assume, for simplicity, symmetries
between the right and the left half and the front and the back of a 1.7-m-tall adult human
body, this computer would handle approximately a cell size around 10 �5 m3. Once the
10 �5-m3 cell size is adopted, 750 MHz would be the highest frequency that can be
considered for field intensity calculation without violating the criterion that the linear
dimension of the cell not exceed a quarter free-space wavelength.

The computational resources necessary to obtain even a regional SAR using this MoM
approach are quite extensive. A relatively full complex matrix, 3N � 3N in dimensions, is
required for a model with N cells. The computation time required for a noniterative
solution of the matrix equation is therefore proportional to a value between N2 and N3,
which increases rapidly as N increases. The faithfulness with which a cubic-cell model
approximates the detailed structure of a biological body and the maximum usable
frequency increases with the number of cells. In fact, substantial errors will occur if

N � (2 p L)=( l061=2) (10 :24)

where L/l0 is the ratio between the linear dimension of the body and the wavelength in
the body.

The accuracy of the numerical method can be verified by comparison with known
results from exact analytic solutions based on well-characterized geometric bodies, such
as spheres. It should be noted that perfect agreement between the exact solution, based on
Mie theory, and the numerical method, based on the volume integral equation, is not
expected unless a large number of cubic cells are used to simulate the sphere. Figure 10.16
shows one eighth of a sphere approximated by one eighth of a ‘‘cubic model of a sphere,’’
which is constructed from 73 cubic cells. Clearly, a better approximation can be achieved
by a larger number of smaller cubic cells. Nevertheless, for a brain sphere constructed
from 40 cubic cells at a frequency of 918 MHz, the computed maximum field intensity
deviated from the exact solution by less than 9% [93].

A model of a human body consisting of 180 cubic cells that accounts for the anatomic
and biometric characteristics of human beings is shown in Figure 10.17. The model is
1.75 m tall and can be made either homogenous or inhomogenous by using an equivalent
or a volume-weighted complex permittivity for each cell [94]. The average absorption or
whole-body SAR for the model of the human body shown in Figure 10.17 as a function of
frequency is illustrated in Figure 10.18. The electric field vector is along the height of the
body, and the plane wave propagates from front to back of the model with an incident
power density of 10 W/m2. A homogenous complex permittivity approximately two
thirds of that for muscle is used in the calculations. Note that the whole-body SAR
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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Approximation of one eighth of a sphere by an equivalent
cubic-cell-formed structure.

FIGURE 10.17
A cubic-cell representation of the human body.
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FIGURE 10.18
Average SARs for a homogenous 180-cell model of the human body exposed to a vertically polarized, 80-MHz
plane wave. The incident power density is 10 W/m2.
increases with frequency until it reaches a maximum of about 0.23 W/kg at 77 MHz
(resonance frequency), and it then decreases as 1/frequency. The experimental data
shown in Figure 10.19 are obtained from a saline-filled scale model of the human body.
It can be seen that the calculated absorption is in good agreement with that found
experimentally [27,95], except for the resonant frequency, which is somewhat lower
(70 MHz) in the experimental case. It should be mentioned that whole-body SAR, given
in Figure 10.18, is typically within 10% of that estimated from prolate spheroidal models
of the same height and dielectric property. Further, when inhomogenous complex per-
mittivities are used with the model, the whole-body SAR changes less than 2% from that
depicted in Figure 10.18. Thus, if one is primarily concerned with average absorption over
the body, a homogenous prolate spheroidal model may be quite adequate.

While the MoM based on the volume integral equation has been a useful numerical
procedure for computation of average SAR and SAR distribution in complex tissue
geometries, the requirement of a full 3N � 3N matrix presents severe limitations. The
computation times required to provide even regional SAR distribution of sufficient
resolution to delineate the resonant frequency for the head region are enormous. A
minimum of 340 cells was needed, increasing the computation time by a factor of 4
over the 180-cell models [95,96].

Matrix inversion operations consume the largest block of time in moment method
solutions for the cubic-cell models. The computer time required is proportional to the
cube of the number of cells. However, the matrix generated is usually diagonally dom-
inant and well-conditioned. For a human-size body, iterative procedures for matrix
inversion are practical at frequencies below about 60 MHz. The convergence rate
decreases with increasing frequency and fails above 90 MHz. This is most likely caused
by the decrease in the degree of diagonal dominance with increasing frequency. A number
of approaches have been investigated to alleviate this difficulty. A semi-iterative procedure
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 10.19
Whole-body averaged absorption for a homogenous cubic-cell model of humans exposed to vertically polarized
plane in free space. The incident power density is 10 W/m2.
called band approximation method appears to be an efficient algorithm that can be
profitably used to invert large matrices generated by the number of cells for human
models at arbitrarily high frequencies, and converges significantly faster than standard
iterative algorithms [96].
10.4.2.3.2 SAR Induced in Fine Resolution Anatomical Models

To accurately evaluate the SAR induced in the human body, the FDTD method was
introduced during the late 1980s, when the limitations of the MoM due to its memory
requirements were reached. The capability of FDTD to take into account heterogeneities
in models of the human body was first demonstrated using a model of the isolated human
torso [69]. Later, a complete model of the human body was considered [97], and results for
an isolated homogenous man model standing in free space were compared with results
for an inhomogenous man model, under both isolated and grounded conditions [97]. The
incident field was a plane wave propagating parallel to the ground plane and with the
electric field vertically polarized (parallel to the long axis of the human body), at frequen-
cies of 100 and 350 MHz. The human body model was obtained from cross-sectional
diagrams and had a resolution of 2.62 cm at 100 MHz. The total occupied volume was
23 � 12 � 68 cubic cells. At 350 MHz, the resolution was 1.31 cm for a total volume of 45 �
24 � 135 cubic cells. The result, depicted as layer-averaged SAR or organ-averaged SAR,
demonstrated the importance of considering inhomogenous models of the human body.
For example, the homogenous model was not able to predict the peak SAR obtained in the
eyes at 350 MHz, or the difference in absorption among the different organs.

Since these first works on power absorption, several papers have been published using
anatomical models of the human body with finer resolutions.
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The VH body model has been used to evaluate power absorption and temperature
increase as a function of frequency of the incident plane wave, by considering a grounded
male, either barefoot or with shoes [98]. The model had a resolution of 5 mm, a total height of
180 cm, and weight of about 103 kg. The large mass was due to the use of the VH model,
which is far from the so-called ‘‘reference man,’’ as defined by International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP). The reference man weighs 73 kg and has a height of 176 cm
[99]. In the referenced paper [98], for the frequency range between 10 and 900 MHz, SARs
averaged over the whole body (SARWB) and locally, that is, averaged over 1.0 g (SAR1g) and
10 g (SAR10g), were evaluated. In particular, it has been found [98] that when the incident
power density is equal to the reference levels set in the exposure standards, the basic
restrictions on SARWB and on local SARs are never exceeded. Moreover, it has been shown
[98] that the ratio, SAR10g/SARWB was about the same (either 25 or 50 according to the body
part considered) as the value used in the safety guidelines to convert basic restrictions on
SARWB to basic restriction on local peak SAR [100]. On the other hand, the SAR1g/SARWB

ratio was found to be always higher than the value of 20 adopted in the safety guideline [101].
Figure 10.20 gives the SARWB as a function of frequency in a grounded male for an

incident plane wave with a power density of 10 W/m2 for two different human body
models [98,102]. The SARs are slightly different because the two body models were differ-
ent in height, weight, and tissue composition. The influence of the human body model on
electromagnetic power absorption is further illustrated in Figure 10.21, where a comparison
among the SARWB values obtained with the heterogenous VH model and a homogenous
VH model consisting either of muscle or fat is reported. The frequencies considered are
from 10 to 200 MHz to highlight the differences in power absorption at resonance.

It can be seen from the figures that a higher peak appeared at resonance in the
homogenous muscle model, and lower absorptions were obtained in the homogenous
fat model. Moreover, data from a lighter model (65.8 kg) obtained by reducing the cell
dimension on the horizontal plane suggested that the lighter body absorbed more elec-
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SAR as averaged over the whole body as a function of the frequency.
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FIGURE 10.21
SAR as averaged over the whole body as a function of the frequency for different VH body models: nonhomo-
genous, nonhomogenous with a lighter weight (65.8 vs. 103 kg), homogenous fat, and homogenous muscle.
tromagnetic power than the heavier one. The frequency dependence of power absorption
is clearly evidenced by Figure 10.20 and Figure 10.21. Indeed, this frequency dependence
was the basis of the different limits imposed on the reference levels for different frequen-
cies in the safety guidelines [100,101].

In Table 10.5 some literature data are summarized for the SARWB as a function of
frequency (10 MHz to 2 GHz) for a grounded and isolated man model exposed to an
incident power density of 1.0 mW/cm2.

The first two columns refer to data in Figure 10.20, while the successive columns report
data from published literature. Note the resonant frequencies of 40 vs. 70 MHz for
grounded or isolated bodies. Moreover, the data in Table 10.5 show nonsignificant
differences in SAR averaged over the whole body by changing the model resolution
from 3 to 5 mm [103]. For the same reason the cubic-cell model described in the previous
section had been employed, successfully, to calculate whole-body averaged absorption.
The SARWB has a weak dependence on model resolution.

Likewise, a study on the SAR dependence on permittivity values [104] showed that
uncertainty in permittivity values does not substantially affect the SAR as averaged over
the whole body, while the same uncertainties have a greater effect on local SAR. In particu-
lar, considerations of different frequencies and orientations of the incident plane wave, or
higher or lower permittivity values, showed that the maximum difference in SARWB was
within +20% [103]. Larger differences were found in local SAR, particularly when the
permittivity of muscle, representing about 42% of the whole-body mass, was changed [103].

The data in the last column of Table 10.5 were obtained from a human body model [105]
that was developed by using a new, semiautomatic procedure to construct numerically a
frequency-dependent, dielectric anatomy model, starting from MRI images. The main
difference between this human body model and the models usually considered in FDTD
calculations is that in this model permittivity and conductivity can vary, even for the
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



same tissue, thus reflecting the realistic spatial inhomogeneity of such parameters. The
semiautomatic procedure requires a short time to construct the model; thus, it could be
used for dosimetry studies based on the model of specific persons.

A high-resolution human body model (1.974 � 1.974 � 3.0 mm) and a coarser one
(5.922 � 5.922 � 6.0 mm), both for isolated and grounded conditions, were employed to
determine the power absorption in the head and neck region and to evaluate the frequen-
cies at which the absorption may be maximized [106]. It was observed that under isolated
conditions two resonant frequencies occurred for the head and neck, one associated with
the whole-body resonance and the other with a local resonance of the head and neck.
Under grounded conditions, three resonances were observed; the additional resonance
was attributed to a torso resonance.

Some studies were conducted to evaluate power absorption in models of women and
children. Specifically, a 10-year-old child and a 5-year-old child were considered by
scaling the adult human body model [106]. It should be noted that simply scaling the
adult human body model to the children’s dimensions does not produce an accurate
model since the different organs scale differently; however, the general features in terms
of height and weight are fulfilled, thus allowing for the determination of general proper-
ties of electromagnetic power absorption. In this way, resonant frequencies of 104 MHz
for the isolated model and 65 MHz for the grounded 10-year-old child were obtained,
while for the 5-year-old model, they were 126 and 73 MHz, respectively.

In a different study, power absorption in scaled versions of the adult human body
model representing 10-, 5-, and 1-year-old children was evaluated for both grounded and
isolated conditions [102]. Figure 10.22 gives the SARWB obtained for the three child
models under isolated conditions and an incident power density of 1 mW/cm2. A shift
in the resonant frequency with the height of the model—the taller the model, the lower
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FIGURE 10.22
SAR as averaged over the whole body as a function of the frequency for different child body models: 10, 5, and 1
year old. Incident power: 1 mW/cm2. (Data from Dimbylow, P.J., Phys. Med. Biol., 47, 2835, 2002.)
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the resonance frequency—can be observed from the figure; note also the higher absorp-
tion in the smaller child body model [102].

The potential differences between SAR induced in man and woman have been explored
using slightly different models [107,108]. In one study, 2-mm resolution models were
developed for evaluating power absorption in Japanese males and females. Note that the
use of the 2-mm resolution body models had led to an overestimation of the skin weight by
50% or more than the average value for the Japanese reference body [107]. The computed
results showed that the difference in SARWB between male and female models was small,
within 1.1 dB. The authors concluded that gender does not affect SARWB. Similarly, they
obtained no significant differences between the male and female models with regard to local
SARs. However, the overestimation of skin weight, and perhaps other tissues, in the 2-mm
resolution body models could have influenced their results and conclusions.

In contrast, a clear difference in power absorption was reported [108] between Cauca-
sian male and female models. The two Caucasian body models were developed using the
semiautomated procedure previously cited [105]. In particular, considerably greater
SARWB was obtained in the female model than in the male one (about 40% higher in the
frequency range between 500 MHz and 2.0 GHz and 25% higher in the frequency range
between 2.0 and 4.0 GHz). The difference in local SARs (both SAR1g and SAR10g) were
insignificant between genders for up to 3.0 GHz, while above this frequency, say up to
4 GHz, the SAR1g and SAR10g in the female model became larger than those in the male
model. The authors observed that this result could be explained by the difference in
subcutaneous fat between man and woman. It was noted that a better identification and
modeling of the skin layer could influence the results. Clearly, further studies are needed
to assess the similarities and differences in power absorption between male and female
body models exposed to EMFs of radiating sources.

In summary, available data on electromagnetic power absorption in human body
models exposed to plane wave fields show that the choice of the human body model
affects the results obtained. The observed differences among the published data are
usually more pronounced in local SARs than in SARs averaged over the whole body.
The body height, mass, tissue distribution and composition, including fat and muscle, are
important factors in power absorption and can explain some differences among the
published data. Another fundamental aspect is the value assigned to the dielectric
properties of different tissues or organs identified in the body model. In the case of
children, the variation in tissue dielectric properties with age also may influence the
computed results. It is noteworthy that the above publications have used dielectric
properties from the same sources [109,110].
10.4.2.4 Human Exposure to the Field Radiated by Transceiver Base-Station Antennas

The enormous growth in the number of subscribers of mobile telecommunication systems
during the past few years has pushed upward the system’s capacity. As a result, more
and more base stations have been installed on the rooftop of existing buildings in densely
populated areas, and many more are expected to be set up as the next-generation mobile
networks (UMTS, IMT2000, etc.) are deployed. These installations are giving rise to
widespread concerns among the population about possible deleterious effects on
human health from exposure to the EMFs radiated by the base-station antennas. Recently,
increasing attention has been paid to the topic of numerical exposure and compliance
assessment for base-station installations.

A great deal of work has been done in the area of field intensity prediction in the
vicinity of base-station antennas to determine the so-called free-space compliance bound-
ary. The studies were aimed toward a direct comparison with reference levels suggested
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by international exposure guidelines [100,101]. They generally have neglected both the
influence of the environment in which the antennas operate and the dosimetric problem
of SAR evaluation inside an exposed subject. In particular, considerable efforts have been
spent on determining simplified and efficient analytical [111,112] and numerical [113,114]
models to evaluate field levels near base-station antennas. Starting from the theory of
collinear dipole arrays, typically employed in base transceiver station (BTS) antennas,
practical analytical formulas have been derived to predict average power density falloff as
a function of distance from the antenna. The space surrounding the antenna is often
divided into a cylindrical-wave region, closest to the antenna, and a spherical-wave
region, further away [111]. A complementary formulation also has been proposed, on
the basis of an exact asymptotic solution for the radiated field, to derive approximate
analytical formulas that allow a conservative prediction of equivalent peak power density
as a function of the distance from the antenna [112].

Besides the aforementioned practical analytical formulations, simplified numerical
models are often used, by subdividing the antenna into elementary radiators [113,114].
Under the hypothesis of weak coupling between the subelements, the near field can be
quickly computed through a superposition of the fields independently radiated by the
different elements. Once the radiation pattern of the subelements is known, the field is
derived using the antenna gain-based formula [113,114]. For better accuracies in the
vicinity of the antenna, an MoM simulation of the subelement can be invoked [114].
These simplified approaches represent extremely fast tools for field intensity prediction,
but they are limited by a minimum distance from the antenna where they can be applied
in order to maintain an acceptable computational accuracy. On the other hand, when field
computations within a distance of a few wavelengths from the antenna have to be done,
full-wave numerical techniques, such as FDTD, must be adopted. The accuracy of FDTD
models for evaluating the near field of base-station antennas has been investigated and
validated through a comparison with measurements carried out in a fully anechoic
chamber [115].

Full-wave approaches require knowledge of the internal structure of the antenna,
which is not always available. Cylindrical- and spherical-wave expansion techniques
have been proposed to evaluate the near field, starting from measurements performed
on a surface enclosing the antenna [116–118]. The basic approach consists of performing
field measurements on a spherical surface surrounding the antenna and describing the
measured field as a superposition of spherical modes [115]. Once the spherical-wave
expansion coefficients have been determined, the near field can be extrapolated for all
points lying outside the minimum sphere enclosing the antenna. This technique also has
been improved to allow extrapolation of the field inside the minimum sphere [117]. To
this end, the spherical-wave expansion coefficients are derived for each of the antenna
subelements. This approach extends the range of applicability of the formulation to all
points outside the minimum sphere of a single subelement, which is much closer to the
antenna than the minimum sphere of the overall array. Recently, an alternative solution to
extend field extrapolation close to the antenna was proposed, which consists of spherical-
wave expansion outside the minimum sphere of the antenna and cylindrical-wave
expansion for the region close to the antenna, with an appropriate matching of the two
expansions [118].

The effect of the surrounding environment must be taken into account to some extent in
dealing with the problem of evaluating induced SAR in a subject exposed to the field
radiated by BTS antennas, since the antenna is not operating in a free-space condition. A
very interesting approach, applicable to on-site evaluations, consists of using mixed
experimental and numerical procedures [119–121]. One procedure is based on on-site
measurement of the amplitude and phase of the exposure field distribution over a surface
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surrounding the antenna. The measurement is then used to numerically evaluate induced
SAR distributions inside a phantom. The measured fields are used to excite the FDTD
domain via the equivalence principle [119]. A much faster and efficient procedure uses
previously stored FDTD-computed E-field distributions inside a phantom exposed to
spatially impulsive electric fields, the equivalent spatial impulsive responses of the
phantom or Green’s functions. The on-site measurement of amplitude and phase of the
exposure field is made over an equally spaced grid of points placed on an appropriately
chosen surface [120]. The procedure has recently been enhanced and made faster by
substituting the spatial impulse response with responses to spatial harmonic components
[121]. In this way, good accuracy is achieved using only six to ten spatial harmonic
components, as opposed to the 54 spatial impulse responses needed previously.

The aforementioned hybrid experimental–numerical procedures have the great advan-
tage of allowing easy characterization of environmental perturbations to the exposure
field by directly including them in the measured field. On the other hand, they require the
antenna to be already installed and operating at the time of measurement. The last point
makes such procedures not suitable for a priori compliance assessment evaluations during
the planning stage of a cellular network. For such evaluations, a thorough numerical
dosimetric analysis is required. Once again, a possible approach, when the environment
can be neglected and the antenna can be supposed to operate under free-space conditions,
consists of performing full-wave FDTD simulations and modeling both the BTS antenna
and a numerical phantom of the exposed subject. The applicability of such an approach
has also been demonstrated, through a comparison with SAR measurements, for expos-
ure locations in close proximity to the antenna [122]. The main drawback of full-wave
FDTD analysis is the large amount of memory required to discretize the simulation space
for phantom locations not in the close proximity of the antenna. This problem can be faced
by exploiting parallel computer architectures with parallelized versions of the FDTD code
[123]. Parallel FDTD also has the potential to allow SAR computations for large antenna–
phantom distances.

More efficient techniques have been developed that combine two different techniques,
one to model BTS antenna and propagation in free space and the other, SAR inside the
phantom [124,125]. In particular, if the antenna–phantom distance is such that mutual
coupling can be neglected, a hybrid ray-tracing (RT)–FDTD approach can be used [124].
RT is used to model field propagation from the BTS antenna to an equivalent surface
surrounding the phantom, and FDTD is employed to study absorption inside the phantom,
using RT-derived exposure fields for excitation. For closer antenna–phantom distances,
where the mutual coupling cannot be neglected, a hybrid FEM–MoM technique has been
proposed [125]. In this case, MoM is used to model the BTS antenna, while FEM is used to
study absorption inside the phantom. The MoM and FEM formulations are coupled
together and are solved iteratively. These hybrid approaches allow very efficient SAR
computation for different antenna–phantom distances and are well suited for evaluating
free-space compliance distances, on the basis of SAR restrictions. They do not require the
use of derived exposure field reference levels. For example, the RT–FDTD technique has
been applied to a common 14-dBi-gain GSM900 antenna using the VH phantom. It was
shown that for a total radiated power of 30 W, typical for urban area installations, SAR basic
restrictions for the general population may be exceeded at distances of 2 m or less. Note
that, at these distances, only occupational personnel are allowed [124].

The RT–FDTD hybrid technique also has been successfully employed to study human
exposure to the field radiated by a BTS antenna in an urban scenario, including the effect
of environmental perturbations to the exposure field [126]. In this case, image sources
have been introduced to represent corner-reflector-like urban scenarios. Three different
exposure conditions have been considered for a rooftop-mounted 14-dBi-gain BTS
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TABLE 10.6

Spatial Maximum (EiMAX) and Spatial Average (EiAVE) of the Incident Field (rms Value);
Maximum SAR Values Averaged over 1 g (SAR1g) and over 10 g (SAR10g), and SAR Value
Averaged over the Whole Body (SARWB) for Three Exposure Conditions

EiMAX (V/m) EiAVE (V/m) SAR1g (mW/kg) SAR10g (mW/kg) SARWB (mW/kg)

Rooftop 4.2 2.8 5.3 3.0 0.12
Balcony 8.1 5.5 13.2 8.5 0.46
Street 1.3 1.1 0.26 0.17 0.01
antenna, radiating 30 W in the GSM900 frequency band: (1) a subject standing on the
rooftop, near the antenna mast; (2) a subject standing on a balcony of a building facing the
antenna at a distance of 30 m, within the antenna main beam; and (3) a subject standing in
the street below the 30-m tall building on which the BTS antenna was mounted. The
computed results for the incident electric field and SARs, under these exposure condi-
tions, are given in Table 10.6.

From Table 10.6, because of the high directivity over the vertical plane of base-station
antennas, it appears that the highest field levels are not obtained on the rooftop of
the building where the antenna is located. Instead, they are on the nearby building, in
the direction of the maximum antenna radiation. As expected, the lowest field levels are
experienced by a subject standing in the street, as a result of the large distance from the
antenna and the off-axis position with respect to the antenna pointing direction. In all
cases, the computed SARs are at least two orders of magnitude lower than the basic
restrictions, confirming the expected low exposure levels for people living near a BTS
installation in urban areas.

More recently, some hybrid techniques have been developed, with enhanced capabil-
ities in modeling complex urban environments, by taking into account diffraction phe-
nomena [127–129]. One such technique uses FEM to model the BTS antenna, the uniform
theory of diffraction (UTD) to model the effects of the environment on field propagation,
and FDTD to study power absorption in the exposed subject [127]. The technique has been
employed to study exposure of a subject standing inside a room with a microcell BTS
antenna mounted on the external wall. Another possible hybrid solution exploits time
domain physical optics, instead of UTD, to model field scattering from the environment
and FDTD to study absorption inside the exposed subject [128].

Finally, a hybrid UTD–FDTD technique has been developed to highlight some key
points related to compliance assessment procedures for cellular base-station antennas, in
a realistic urban environment [129]. The scenario analyzed consists of a room in one
building where the field, radiated by a GSM900 or a UMTS BTS antenna installed on a
facing building, penetrates through the room’s external wall and window. The relation
between SAR in an exposed subject and ambient field in the absence of the subject has
been investigated for the complex scenario. As expected, the ambient field showed a
highly nonuniform distribution resulting from the many reflections and diffractions that
took place. The results showed that whole-body averaged SARs (SARWB) are closely
correlated with the exposure field value averaged over the volume that would be occu-
pied by the exposed subject. In particular, it has been estimated that assessing SARWB on
the basis of volume-averaged field values yields an average error of approximately 6%.
Peak 1-g and 10-g averaged SARs, instead, show a rather complex and difficult-to-predict
relation with reference to the exposure field. Analysis of the results has revealed that the
use of the volume-averaged exposure field value, in the absence of the subject, can lead to
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an underestimation of the peak local SARs, up to 36%. On the contrary, using the
maximum volumetric value yields an overestimation of peak local SAR (up to approxi-
mately four times). The conclusion was that peak local SAR showed a good correlation
(15% average error) with the maximum average exposure field value obtained by varying
the position of a vertical averaging plane, having a surface equivalent to the projected
human body area, inside the volume occupied by the subject.
10.4.2.4.1 Hum an Ex posure to the Fields Produ ced by Coexi sting Wireless
Co mmunicat ion Syste ms

The discussions thus far have dealt with the problem of human exposure to fields
radiated by a single base-station antenna from the cellular mobile communication sys-
tems (i.e., GSM, UMTS, etc.). However, as the development of communication systems
making use of wireless technology expands, new exposure scenarios are encountered in
everyday life. Following the enormous growth in the number of base stations in densely
populated areas, one of the most promising systems in the near future may be the
so-called Wi-Fi system, namely, wireless LAN adopting the IEEE 802.11b communication
standard. Wi-Fi is characterized by completely different coverage ranges. Unlike base-
station antennas of cellular systems, which are installed almost entirely in outdoor
locations, access points (APs) of Wi-Fi systems would operate essentially inside buildings.
Nonetheless, the EMFs radiated by the two systems will coexist in indoor environments,
particularly if buildings located in front of a rooftop-mounted base-station antenna are
considered. This poses new questions about human exposure in such environments.
It becomes important to assess typical exposure levels attributable to each system.

The problem has been recently addressed by considering exposure of a subject standing
inside a room with a Wi-Fi AP and facing a dual-band GSM900/GSM1800 BTS antenna
mounted on the rooftop of a nearby building [130]. The AP radiates a power of 100 mW at
2.44 GHz, while the GSM BTS employs an antenna with a 18-dBi gain, radiating a total
power of 30 and 20 W in the GSM900 and GSM1800 frequency bands, respectively. The
computed results for exposure field values and SAR levels are summarized in Table 10.7
and Table 10.8. Specifically, the first two columns of Table 10.7 show the peak ( Evol peak)
and average (Evol ave) root mean square (rms) exposure field values over the entire
parallelepiped volume where the subject will be placed, while the third column reports
the average (Esup ave) rms exposure field values over vertical sections of the parallelepiped
volume. In particular, the minimum and maximum field values are given because the
averages depend on where exactly the surface is placed. Table 10.8 presents whole-body,
peak 1-g and 10-g averaged SARs inside the exposed subject.

It can be seen from Table 10.7 that the highest contribution to the total field level inside the
room is not due to the indoor source but to the outdoor one. In particular, the average E-field
TABLE 10.7

Exposure Field (rms Values) for the Indoor Scenario (Coexisting Outdoor GSM BTS
and Indoor Wi-Fi AP)

Evol peak (V/m) Evol ave (V/m) Esup ave, min.–max. (V/m)

GSM900 5.57 3.13 2.73–3.44
GSM1800 3.61 1.70 1.62–1.91
Total GSM 6.18 3.56 3.19–3.93
Wi-Fi 2.51 1.13 1.05–1.19
Total 6.30 3.74 3.40–4.09
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SAR Values for the Indoor Scenario (Coexisting Outdoor GSM BTS and Indoor Wi-Fi AP)

SARWB (mW/kg) SAR1g (mW/kg) SAR10g (mW/kg)

GSM900 0.109 2.41 1.08
GSM1800 0.027 1.31 0.58
Total GSM 0.136 3.07 1.46
Wi-Fi 0.014 0.79 0.35
Total 0.150 3.66 1.60

Fields

TABLE 10.8
value attributable to the Wi-Fi system is as low as 1 V/m. The computed data also demon-
strate that coexistence of the two systems (GSM and Wi-Fi) is possible without exceeding the
reference levels for the exposure field, as averaged over the volume occupied by the body or
over an equivalent surface, even if the particularly stringent limits issued by some national
regulations (e.g., 6 V/m) are considered. Finally, the SARs presented in Table 10.8 suggest
that a typical exposure scenario results in RF absorption that is two orders of magnitude
below the basic restrictions, both for whole-body and for locally averaged SAR.
10.4. 2.5 Coupling of Transien t EM Pulses into the Hum an Body

Electromagnetic transient radiations are widely used for studying the susceptibility of
test objects to broadband EMPs, and increasingly, pulsed fields are being explored for
telecommunication purposes. The main characteristics of these pulse fields are wave-
forms that include high peak powers, fast rise times, and a narrow pulse width. Earlier
investigations on their interaction with biological systems relied on mathematical ana-
lyses of canonical shapes of dielectric equivalent bodies, such models as planar tissue
layers and bodies of revolution [131–134]. The well-known effect of microwave hearing
from pulse-induced thermoelastic pressure in the human head have been investigated
both analytically [135–140] and numerically [141–143]. More recently, major strides have
been made in the development of UWB systems for wireless telecommunications
[144,145]. It promises a powerful combination of low power, high throughput, greater
range, and better inherent security, using nanosecond pulses. This section presents
predictions of fields and power depositions, which have been obtained from the fre-
quency-dependent FDTD formulations described in Section 10.4.1.5, for models of the
biological body.

10.4.2.5.1 Modeling of Tissue Properties with the Debye Equation

For UWB calculations using the (FD)2TD method, the measured properties for the various
tissues may be fitted to the Debye equation (Equation 10.14) with two relaxation constants
[77–79]. For the results shown here, the measured properties of biological tissues (muscle,
fat, bone, blood, intestine, cartilage, lung, kidney, pancreas, spleen, lung, heart, brain/
nerve, skin, and eye) were obtained from the literature. Optimized values for «s1, «s2, «1,
t1, and t2 in Equation 10.14 were obtained by nonlinear least squares matching to the
measured data for fat and muscle (Table 10.9), with t1 and t2 being the average of the
optimized values for fat and muscle. All other tissues have properties falling roughly
between these two types of tissues. This was done to facilitate volume averaging of the
tissue properties in cells of the heterogenous human model. Having t1 and t2 constant for
all tissues, allowed linear (volume) averaging of the « values for each tissue in a given cell
to calculate « values for that cell.
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TABLE 10.9

Debye Constants for Tissues, t1 ¼ 46.2 � 10�9 s and t2 ¼ 0.91 � 10�10 s (Average of Optimum for
Fat And Muscle)

Tissue «1 «s1 «s2

Muscle 40.0 3948 59.09
Bone/cartilage 3.4 312.8 7.11
Blood 35.0 3563 66.43
Intestine 39.0 4724 66.09
Liver 36.3 2864 57.12
Kidney 35.0 3332 67.12
Pancreas/spleen 10.0 3793 73.91
One-third lung 10.0 1224 13.06
Heart 38.5 4309 54.58
Brain/nerve 32.5 2064 56.86
Skin 23.0 3399 55.59
Eye 40.0 2191 56.99
10.4.2.5.2 Induc ed Current s and SAs

The (FD)2TD formulation has been used to calculate coupling of an ultrashort pulse to the
heterogenous model of the human body. From the calculated internal fields, the vertical
currents passing through the various layers of the body are calculated by using the
following equation:

Iz(t) ¼ d2
X

i,j

@ Dz

@ t 
(10:25)

where d is the cell size ( ¼ 1.31 cm), and the summation is carried out for all cells in a given
layer. The layer-averaged absorbed energy density or SA and the total energy W absorbed
by the whole body can be calculated using the following relationships:

SA jlayer k ¼
dt

Nk

X
i,j,t

E( i,j,k,t)

r( i,j,k)

@ D( i,j,k, t)

@ t 
(10:26)

W ¼ dt d3 
X
i,j,k,t

E( i,j,k,t)
@ D(i,j,k,t)

@ t 
(10:27)

In Equation 10.26 and Equation 10.27, dt is the time step ( ¼ d/2c ¼ 0.02813 nsec) used for
the time domain calculations, Nk is the number of cells in layer k of the body, and r ( i,j,k) is
the mass density (in kg/m3) for each of the cells in the corresponding layers.

A typical time domain, UWB pulse with a peak amplitude of 1.1 V/m is shown in
Figure 10.23. It is interesting to note that the pulse has a rise time of about 0.2 nsec and a
total time duration of about 7 to 8 nsec. The Fourier spectrum of the pulse is shown in
Figure 10.24. Most of the energy in the pulse is concentrated in the 200- to 900-MHz band
with the peak of the energy being at about 500 MHz.

For purposes of illustration, the results that follow assume the incident fields to be
vertically polarized, since this polarization is known to result in the strongest coupling
for standing individuals [146]. Also, a uniform plane wave illumination of the whole body
is assumed by the incident fields. The (FD)2TD procedure is used to calculate the temporal
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FIGURE 10.23
A representative UWB EMP. Peak inci-
dent field ¼ 1.1 V/m.
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variations of total vertical currents for the various sections of the body for both the shoe-
wearing grounded and ungrounded exposure conditions of the model. The current vari-
ations for a couple of representative sections such as those through the eyes and the bladder
are given in Figure 10.25a and b, respectively. The calculated peak currents for the various
sections are on the order of 1.1 to 3.2 mA/(V/m). It is interesting to note that there is very
little difference in the induced currents, whether the model is grounded or not. This is due
to the fact that most of the energy in the pulse is at frequencies in excess of 300 MHz, where
the effect of the ground plane on the induced currents or the SARs is minimal.

In Figure 10.26, the peak current for each section of the body is plotted with a section
resolution of 1.31 cm. The maximum peak sectional current of 3.5 mA, which is equal to
3.2 mA/(V/m), occurs at a height of 96.3 cm above the bottom of the feet. A very similar
result also had been observed for calculations using isolated and grounded models of the
human body for plane wave exposures at frequencies of 350 to 700 MHz, where the
highest induced currents on the order of 3.0 to 3.2 mA/(V/m) were calculated for sections
of the body that are at heights of 85 to 100 cm relative to the feet.

The SA and the total absorbed energy for exposure to the UWB pulse can be calculated
using Equation 10.26 and Equation 10.27. The total energy absorbed by the body exposed
FIGURE 10.24
Fourier spectrum of the EMP of Figure
10.23.
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a. Section through the eyes (height above the bottom of the feet = 168.3 cm)
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b. Section through the bladder (height above the bottom of the feet = 91.0 cm)
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FIGURE 10.25
Currents induced for the various sections of the body for shoe-wearing grounded and ungrounded conditions of
exposure. Epeak ¼ 1.1 V/m.
to a single pulse of the type shown in Figure 10.23 is 2.0 and 1.91 pJ for isolated and shoe-
wearing grounded conditions, respectively.
10.4. 2.6 Absorpti on in the Head of Cell ular Phone Users

The widespread use of cellular mobile telephone systems has brought about an increased
concern for possible adverse health effects from the RF field emitted by the handset.
Indeed, exposure standards have been mandated by various national bodies to limit
human exposure to cell phone radiations. These RF exposure standards provide specifi-
cations in terms of power deposition per unit mass, that is, SAR induced in the user’s
head, with which cell phones must comply [100,101].
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FIGURE 10.26
Peak currents induced for the various sections of the body for shoe-wearing grounded and ungrounded
conditions of the model. Epeak ¼ 1.1 V/m.
Laboratory procedures for compliance testing of mobile phones are based on experi-
mental measurements, performed according to published protocols [147,148]. In these
tests, real phones and phantom head models, shells filled with a material with dielectric
properties equivalent to those of the brain tissue at the frequencies of interest, are used.
Clearly, the phantom is a simplified model of the human head and is specifically designed
for compliance testing. Consequently, it is not suited for an accurate analysis of the SAR
distribution in various tissues and organs of the head. A detailed analysis of the distri-
bution of the power absorption would be required to obtain a better understanding of
SARs inside the head. Such information is needed for the necessary extrapolation
of results from in vivo and in vitro experimental studies devoted to investigating the
effects of RF radiation on humans. They would provide the exposure data needed in
epidemiological studies aimed at evaluating any possible dose–effect relations.

Increasingly, advances in computational bioelectromagnetics have made detailed
evaluation of SAR distribution inside the human head possible through the use of
accurate and realistic models of the human head and the source, that is, the mobile
phone, and the use of suitable numerical methods such as the FDTD technique.

The first numerical studies were performed by simulating the phone radiating element
as a half-wavelength dipole or a quarter-wavelength monopole mounted on a box [149–
154]. These antenna models, and the last in particular, can only be used as a rough model
of the retractable antenna, which at the beginning was in nearly all cell phone handsets.
However, at present, the need for more and more compact terminals and for dual-band
operation has given rise to new antenna types. In particular, two types of antennas have
been developed: planar integrated antennas and helical antennas. While half-wavelength
dipoles and monopoles can be easily implemented inside an FDTD code, modeling of
helix or planar antennas can become a rather difficult task.

The difficulties in modeling helical structures with the FDTD method were revealed in
some recent studies. For example, only rather large structures have been studied employ-
ing a pure FDTD scheme [155,156]. For smaller structures, published reports had either
employed equivalent sources [157] or a hybrid MoM–FDTD technique [158,159]. While
these reports show some problems and drawbacks, investigations using FDTD, properly
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modified through the use of a graded mesh, have obtained good agreement with MoM
and experimental results [160,161]. In these studies, both near-field and radiation patterns
of dual-band cell phones equipped with a helical antenna have been reproduced. More-
over, the SAR distributions inside the VH model of the head have been computed,
showing a higher penetration depth at 900 MHz and higher superficial SARs at
1800 MHz. Moreover, approximately 80% and 50% of the radiated power was absorbed
inside the head at 900 and 1800 MHz, respectively. For a phone in contact with the ear and
tilted to bring its axis along the ear–mouth direction (the so-called cheek position),
radiating an average power of 250 mW at 900 MHz and 125 mW at 1800 MHz, peak 1-g
SARs of 1.65 and 1.08 W/kg were obtained in the head at 900 and 1800 MHz, respectively.
In the same examples, the peak 1-g SARs in the brain were 0.13 and 0.06 W/kg at the two
considered frequencies, respectively.

Planar antennas can be mounted on the top, lateral, or back sides of the phone [162–
165]. Shorted patch antennas typically have a 10-dB bandwidth between 5% and 10% that
can be increased to about 12% by parasitically coupling another printed radiator in the
vertical direction (stacked patch). For comparison, the bandwidth is about 30% for the
monopole antenna [163]. In this case, an important consideration is the influence of
the hand wrapped around the handset. For a cell phone equipped with a planar antenna,
the hand has a detuning effect on the antenna resonant frequency and causes a reduction
of the bandwidth; both are evident where the hand masks the antenna. About 30% of the
radiated power was absorbed by the hand, while for the monopole the hand absorption
was only 15% [162]. For a radiated power of 250 mW at the frequency of 900 MHz and a
head–handset separation of 2 cm, the computed peak 1-g SAR was 0.95 W/kg for a
laterally mounted planar inverted F antenna (PIFA), and the result was 0.49 W/kg for
a monopole antenna [162]. When a phone equipped with a side-mounted PIFA was kept
in contact with the ear, the peak 1-g SAR increased to 1.4 W/kg [164]. Note that the back-
mounting configuration gave rise to a substantial (up to three times) reduction in the peak
SAR [162].

Another important task for an accurate evaluation of the power absorption in the head
is the model adopted for the phone case. The typical approach, followed in the literature,
consists of representing the case as a box, that is, a plastic-coated metal parallelepiped
[149–165]. In order to model the correct shape of cell phones, both CAD files [166] and
topometric sensors [167] have been used. However, in most previous studies, the internal
structures of the phone have been modeled simply as a homogenous perfect conductor.
Recently, CAD files have been used also to model the internal structures (printed circuit
board, battery, keypad and buttons, etc.) of the phone [168]. An alternate approach to a
suitable numerical model of the mobile phone was proposed by Pisa et al. [169]. It starts
with a simplified model, which includes only the main phone parts (antenna, keyboard,
internal box, plastic coating, etc.) having ‘‘realistic’’ dimensions and electric properties.
The realistic parameters are then tuned by using an optimization procedure, which
minimizes a functional that depends on the differences between the measured and
simulated electric and magnetic fields in front of the phone and on the SAR inside a
cubic phantom. As an example for the applicability of the proposed optimization method,
a numerical model of a commercial phone, operating at 900 MHz, was implemented, and
the power deposition in the VH model of the human head was computed for various
phone–head distances. The results in terms of peak SAR in various head organs and
tissues and for various phone–head distances are presented in Table 10.10. The SAR1g and
SAR10g show a monotonic decrease when the phone–head distance increases, while the
peak SARs inside the head tissues reach their maxima when the phone is kept at specific
distances from the head. This behavior is due to the fact that with the telephone pressed
against the head, the power absorption is confined to a limited region in front of the
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TABLE 10.10

Peak SAR Averaged over 1 g (SAR1g) and 10 g (SAR10g) and Peak SAR as Averaged over 1 g in
Various Organs and Tissues, for Different Distances between the Phone and the Visible Human
Phantom for a Radiated Power of 250 mW at 900 MHz

SAR1g

(W/kg)

SAR10 g

(W/kg)

SAR1 brain

(W/kg)

SAR1 eye

(W/kg)

SAR1 skin

(W/kg)

SAR1 muscle

(W/kg)

SAR1 fat

(W/kg)

SAR1 gland

(W/kg)

d ¼ 0 mm 1.450 0.600 0.125 0.0102 0.504 0.223 0.142 0.448
d ¼ 2 mm 0.740 0.500 0.123 0.0101 0.504 0.244 0.162 0.493
d ¼ 6 mm 0.670 0.470 0.174 0.0100 0.482 0.278 0.165 0.471
d ¼ 8 mm 0.630 0.450 0.109 0.0103 0.460 0.280 0.160 0.445
Cheek position

(d ¼ 0 mm)
optimized 0.810 0.410 0.088 0.0360 0.171 0.447 0.301 0.420

Cheek position
(d ¼ 0 mm)
nonoptimized 2.568 0.888 0.177 0.0578 0.315 0.721 0.400 0.664
antenna feed point, whereas by moving the handset away from the head, a greater portion
of the head is exposed. When the distance was further increased, the SAR decreased
monotonically as a result of the decay in field intensity. This study also showed that the
use of inaccurate phone models (last row in Table 10.10) could give rise to SARs, averaged
over 1 g, up to three times higher than those computed for the optimized model [169].

Faced with a rapid saturation of the cellular phone market, many cell phone manufac-
turers and service providers are turning their attention toward youths in promoting
handsets that are cheap, with inexpensive service plans, or both [170]. An issue of
particular interest is the possible difference in power absorption between children and
adults. To answer this question, the first problem to be addressed is the realization of an
accurate numerical model of a child’s head. Because of ethical concerns, the availability of
anatomical models of children has been limited. The common approach for obtaining a
model of the child has been the reduction of the dimensions of the voxel size of adult
models. Sometimes, this reduction was performed by employing different scaling factors
for the different parts of the head. It appears that dielectric constants for children may be
considerably higher than adults [171]. However, since the detailed data for the dielectric
properties of tissues in children are scarce, they are usually assumed to be equal to those
of adults or generically increased by a constant factor in most models. Nevertheless, using
these models, some papers have reported increases of up to 50% in the peak 1-g SARs in
the child head, compared to an adult head, for exposure to cell phones operating at
frequencies around 835 and 1900 MHz [151,172]. A similar increase has been observed
in the peak 1-g SARs obtained in the brain. A possible explanation of these results is the
larger depth of penetration of power in the child models as compared to the adult one
[151,172]. Other papers devoted to the investigation of differences between child and
adult exposure to cellular phones have shown no significant difference in peak 1-g SAR
between adults and children [173,174]. There are several possible explanations for the
discrepancy. It has been suggested that the contradictory results may be due to the
different phone excitation schemes used by different authors [175]. The disparity in
distances of separation between the antenna and the head also was suggested as a pivotal
factor in determining the reported discrepancies [170].

In an effort to help resolve the discrepancies, the SAR distributions induced in
two child’s head models, an isotropic scaling of the VH head (child size, CS) and an
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TABLE 10.11

Peak SAR Averaged over 10 g (SAR10g) and Peak SAR as Averaged over 1 g in Various
Organs and Tissues, for Radiated Powers of 250 mW at 900 MHz and 125 mW at 1800 MHz
in Children and Adults

SAR10g

(W/kg)

SAR1 skin

(W/kg)

SAR1 muscle

(W/kg)

SAR1 bone

(W/kg)

SAR1 csf

(W/kg)

SAR1 brain

(W/kg)

900 MHz VH 0.67 2.00 0.67 0.20 0.34 0.16
CS 1.18 4.02 1.03 0.31 0.45 0.25
CL 1.03 1.15 0.41 0.14 0.23 0.20

1800 MHz VH 0.39 0.99 0.30 0.08 0.12 0.08
CS 0.29 0.87 0.30 0.08 0.13 0.09
CL 0.27 0.91 0.30 0.06 0.15 0.10
tanisotropic scaling of the VH head (childlike, CL), have been computed and compared
with SAR distributions induced in the VH by a mobile phone equipped with a back-
mounted dual-band patch antenna [176]. Some of the results are presented in Table 10.11.
It can be seen that the peak SAR10g showed an increase of about 50% and a reduction of
about 25% for the child models compared to the adult model at 900 and 1800 MHz,
respectively. Moreover, as the brain is closer to the mobile phone in the case of CS and CL
heads, the SAR1g in the brain of children is slightly more significant than that for the adult.

Other exposure scenarios also have been investigated, including head exposure inside a
car and cell phones not placed in contact with the ear. In some studies, the influence of the
metallic and dielectric structures of a car on SAR induced by a cellular phone inside an
adult head was analyzed [155,177–179]. Studies performed by modeling the whole car
have shown that the main influence on SAR distribution was due to structures that were
very close to the head [178,179]. In particular, the presence of a vertical glass wall in
parallel with the antenna axis did not significantly influence the SAR distribution, while a
metallic wall can cause up to an 80% increase in the peak 1-g SAR [155,177]. The presence
of a reflecting wall placed horizontally over the head, simulating the roof of a car,
rendered the SAR distribution more uniform, increasing the lower values and reducing
the higher ones [155].

Cellular phones commonly are used in contact with the ear. However, when they are
used with a headset, they can be positioned at different body locations. Moreover,
unintentional exposures also might occur for a subject standing close to someone
using a cellular phone, for example, in a crowded environment. The peak SAR produced
by a phone placed slightly above the navel of the VH model has been calculated by
using the FDTD method, and the results have been compared to those of a flat
phantom—modeled as a multilayered transmission line—whose thickness was varied
statistically [180]. The exposure of a human subject to a half-wavelength dipole placed at
various positions at a distance of 9 mm from the body surface also has been investigated
[181]. In particular, 11 different locations have been considered, that is, in front of the
right ear and left ear, the nose, eye, heart, lung, shoulder, stomach, hip, lower back, and
the groin. The computed results showed that the maximum values of SAR1g and SAR10g

occurred, in all cases, when the phone is close to the ear. For all other positions,
corresponding to possible locations of the phone when used in conjunction with a
headset, peak 1-g SAR values were at least 30% lower than those obtained in the
common ear position.
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10.5 Temperature Elevations Induced in Biological Tissues

by EM Power Absorption

10.5.1 Introduction

EM energy impinging on the human body induces currents and fields inside the body.
A major biological response from absorption of EM energy in the RF and microwave
frequency range is the elevation of tissue temperature. Consequently, most internation-
ally recognized guidelines for limiting human exposure to EMFs in the RF and microwave
range use SAR as the basic dosimetric metric [100,101]. Likewise, the vast majority of
studies available in the literature, addressing the topic of human exposure to EMFs, focus
their attention on the dosimetric problem of quantifying induced power absorption inside
the exposed subject. A central premise of these exposure guidelines is to protect exposed
subjects against temperature increases exceeding the threshold for induction of adverse
thermal effects. Therefore, an increasing number of investigators are beginning to
address the problem of human exposure to EMFs with a thermal analysis to estimate
the temperature increment induced inside the exposed subject.

Another domain in which a thermal analysis can be very useful, or even essential, is
that of therapeutic applications where EMFs are deliberately used to cause predefined
temperature increases in specific target tissues in the body. Some of the applications
include hyperthermia cancer treatment and microwave tissue ablation. In such cases,
performing a numerical electromagnetic and thermal study of the applicator in its in-
tended operating environment, inside the body, can be a valuable aid in designing the
applicator, in establishing the clinical protocol (i.e., power to be delivered, time of
application, etc.), and for treatment planning purposes.

In the following, an overview of the available analytical formulations to characterize
heating induced by EMFs is presented. Some numerical implementations, suitable to
study the thermal problem in realistic situations, are summarized with specific examples.
10.5.2 Bio-Heat Equation

The bio-heat equation (BHE) was originally proposed by Pennes in 1948 to analyze
temperature distributions in a resting forearm [182]. Subsequently, it has been modified
to study phenomena of heat transport and exchange for the whole body [183,184]. It is an
analytical model that describes the temperature distribution T ¼ T(r,t) inside the body.
One of the more general formulations of the BHE is given here for temperature rises
associated with exposures to EMFs:

r � (K(r)rT)þ A(r,T)þQv(r)� RL(r)� B(r,T)(T � TB) ¼ C(r)r(r)
@T

@t
(W=m3) (10:28)

The five terms on the left side of Equation 10.28 represent heat accumulation (or loss) per
unit time and per unit volume at a point inside the body. Specifically, the various ways
through which heat is transferred, produced, or removed from the tissue are:
� 200
– Heat transfer through internal conduction, where K (W/(m8C)) is the tissue
thermal conductivity

– Metabolic heat production (A [W/m3])

– Electromagnetic power deposition (Qv [W/m3])
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� 200
– Respiratory heat losses in the lungs (RL [W/m3])

– Heat exchange due to capillary blood perfusion, which is proportional to blood
flow and is represented by the parameter B (W/(8C m3)), and the difference
between blood and tissue temperature (TB � T); note that TB is a function of
time (i.e., TB ¼ TB(t))
The right side of Equation 10.28 denotes the temperature increase (or decrease) per unit
time. The thermal capacitance per unit volume is given by the product between the tissue
specific heat, C (J/(kg8C)) and density, r (kg/m3).

It should be mentioned that the BHE assumes that heat exchange with blood takes place
exclusively via capillary perfusion. In reality, heat exchange also occurs with large blood
vessels. This mechanism does not take the form of a distributed exchange throughout the
tissue volume, like the B(T � TB) term in the BHE, but instead, the form of a localized
exchange at the blood vessel walls. To account for it would require the introduction of an
additional term in the BHE [185,186]. Moreover, it would require precise knowledge of
the structure of the vasculature inside the biological body, which is not always available.
However, this mechanism only alters temperature distribution near large blood vessels
and does not significantly affect the overall temperature distribution, especially the
maximum temperature increases elsewhere in an exposed body [187]. Therefore, this
mechanism can generally be neglected without significant loss of accuracy, if the principal
purpose is to assess safety compliance of a given exposure situation, from the thermal
point of view. On the other hand, proper inclusion of large blood vessels may be
important when planning hyperthermia or ablation treatments. The presence of a large
blood vessel in the target region may cause temperature elevations to remain below the
minimum threshold required for effective treatment.

A first step in using the BHE to compute the temperature increases induced by
exposure to EMFs is the evaluation of SAR or local power deposition. In fact, Qv ¼ r

SAR is the exogenous heat source responsible for the alteration in temperature profiles
inside the exposed subject. Once the Qv term is determined, the BHE would provide the
time evolution of temperature, provided that appropriate initial and boundary conditions
are imposed, as discussed later. In this manner, the BHE allows assessment of both the
transient response and steady-state temperature increases.

An implicit assumption in the above discussion is that the electromagnetic and thermal
problems are independent and can be investigated sequentially. This is equivalent to
assuming that electromagnetic transients are irrelevant and therefore the steady-state
SAR distributions can be used as the input for the thermal analysis, and that changes in
tissue temperature do not alter the field distribution inside the tissue. Concerning the first
assumption, the time constants of the electromagnetic and thermal processes are of orders
of magnitude different, with the EMF reaching steady state at most after a few microsec-
onds, while thermal constants inside living biological tissues are of the order of a few
minutes under usual circumstances. This means that electromagnetic transients can indeed
be neglected for the thermal analysis. The second assumption, instead, deserves some more
attention. In fact, dielectric constants of biological tissues are temperature dependent, and
therefore, the EMF distribution could change as heating proceeds and temperature in-
creases. However, this effect may be neglected so long as the temperature elevation is small,
that is, on the order of a few degree Celsius, as is expected for common EMF exposures. If
temperature increase is large and the induced variation in dielectric constants is no longer
negligible, for example, when heating food in a microwave oven, the electromagnetic and
thermal problems must be solved in a coupled manner, iteratively updating the electro-
magnetic solution as heating progresses [188–190].
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10.5. 2.1 Initial Conditio ns

The BHE is a partial differential equation in time and space; its solution requires the
specification of both initial and boundary conditions. For studies involving RF- and
microwave-induced heating inside the human body, the initial temperature distribution
typically is set to the physiological norm, computed as the steady-state solution of
Equation 10.28 in the absence of external power deposition ( Qv ¼ 0). Thus, the resulting
equation is

r � (K(r)rT)þ A0(r)� RL(r)� B0(r)(T � TB0) ¼ 0 (W=m3) (10:29)

In this case, thermal parameters do not depend on temperature and are set to their
physiological values at approximately 378C. Similarly, the physiological value at rest is
used for blood temperature. Note that Equation 10.29 does not contain time derivatives
and, therefore, does not require any initial condition to be solved.
10.5.2.2 Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions are needed to account for the heat exchange between the body
surface, namely, the skin, and the external environment, in both the general and the
steady-state formulations of the BHE as represented by Equation 10.28 and Equation
10.29, respectively. The simplest boundary conditions that can be applied are the adia-
batic condition, that is, a thermally insulated surface, or the Dirichelet boundary condi-
tion, that is, an enforced surface temperature. Adiabatic conditions can be used to model
tissue surfaces in close contact with highly insulating materials, such as the catheters used
to insert antennas employed in hyperthermia or ablation treatment. In contrast, Dirichelet
boundary conditions can be used for surfaces in close contact with a circulating fluid kept
at a constant temperature (forced convection).

Adiabatic and Dirichelet boundary conditions are rather simple but they are not
suitable for representing the general heat exchanges that take place at the skin. A general
boundary condition, obtained by imposing the continuity of the heat flow perpendicular
to the surface of the body, can be expressed as [191]:

�K(r)(rT � n0)S ¼ H(Ts � TA)þ SW(T)(W=m2) (10:30)

where S is the skin surface and n0 is the outward unit vector normal to S. The terms on the
right side of Equation 10.30 represent the two ways in which heat is exchanged with the
environment. In particular, the first term describes heat loss due to convection, and it is
proportional to the difference between skin temperature (TS) and ambient air temperature
(TA) through the convection coefficient H (W/(m28C)). The last term represents heat loss
due to sweating (SW).

A few words are needed about radiative heat exchange. If one assumes the body
surface is surrounded by objects that are all at the same ambient temperature TA, the
expression for heat exchange through radiation from the body surface to the environment,
per unit area, is given by [192,193]:

Qr ¼ es(T4
s � T4

A)(W=m2) (10:31)

where e is the surface emissivity, s is Stefan–Boltzmann’s constant, and the temperatures
are expressed in degrees Kelvin (K). Under normal conditions, TS and TA do not differ
significantly from about 300 K, and Equation 10.31 can be approximated as [193]:
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Qr ¼ Hr( Ts � TA)(W =m2) (10:32)

where Hr is an equivalent convection coefficient. Therefore, the convective term in
Equation 10.32 can effectively model both convective and radiative heat exchanges, by
using an overall convection coefficient that also takes into account the equivalent convec-
tion parameter Hr in Equation 10.32. There are cases, however, in which the surrounding
objects are at different temperatures. In such circumstances, the problem becomes very
complex and a possible solution, based on the use of an RT method to connect mutually
visible surfaces and consider radiant heat transfer between them, has been proposed
[194]. However, the simple approach of an equivalent convection is generally sufficient
for an accurate analysis of the thermal problem.

It is worthy of mention that the convective boundary condition also can be used to
represent an adiabatic condition by simply setting the convective coefficient to zero. It can
also represent an approximate Dirichelet boundary condition, by using a very high
convective coefficient and setting TA equal to the imposed surface temperature.
10.5. 3 Thermor egulato ry Re sponses

The temperature of the human body is regulated to within a narrow range of about 378C, in
its core. Under normal circumstances, this is accomplished through an exquisite thermo-
regulatory mechanism involving sweating and vasodilatation (see Chapter 5 by Black for
more details on thermoregulation [285]). The thermoregulatory mechanism is activated
whenever the temperature T(r) in specific parts of the body, where thermal sensors are
placed, shifts from its basal value T0(r). In particular, the basal temperature distribution
T0(r), which corresponds to a state of ‘‘thermal comfort,’’ is the one obtained in a naked
subject when the external air temperature TA is about 308C (in a dry environment) [184,195].

Since a part or all of the absorbed electromagnetic energy is converted into heat inside
the human body, computations of tissue temperature must take into account the thermo-
regulatory mechanisms in response to the heat input from RF and microwave absorption,
starting from a state of thermal comfort [195]. Specifically, the presence of thermoregulatory
mechanisms causes some of the terms in Equation 10.28 and Equation 10.30 to vary
with body temperature. The first term that shows a dependence on temperature in
Equation 10.28 is metabolic heat production, which may be characterized by the following
equation [196]:

A(r,T(r)) ¼ A0(r)(1:1)(T(r)�T0(r)) (10:33)

where A0 is the basal metabolic rate in the tissue. Equation 10.33 shows that metabolic
heat production depends only on local tissue temperature. It must be noted that this
dependence is not related to thermoregulation but rather to the fact that metabolic
processes are slightly accelerated when the temperature increases.

With regard to the variation of blood flow, there are two different, but essential, phe-
nomena: one for internal tissue perfusion and the other for peripheral (skin) perfusion. For
blood perfusion to the internal tissues, the regulation depends only on local tissue tem-
perature [196,197]. Thus, in a simple model, blood perfusion could be assumed to be at its
basal value B0 until the local temperature reaches 398C. When the local temperature exceeds
398C, the blood perfusion starts to increase linearly with temperature in order to enhance
the local heat removal process, until the local temperature rises to above a value of about
448C. At this point, the increasing rate of blood perfusion arrives at a maximum. Accord-
ingly, the internal blood perfusions are modeled by the following expressions:
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B( r,T( r)) ¼ B0( r) T( r) � 39 �C (10 :34)

B( r,T(r)) ¼ B0( r)[1 þ SB( T( r) � 39)] 39 �C < T( r) < 44 �C (10 :35)

B( r,T( r)) ¼ B0( r)(1 þ 5SB) T(r) 	 44 � C (10 :36)

The above model of the internal temperature regulation mechanism is rather simple. A
more complex temperature control model, instead, would include regulation of blood
perfusion in the skin through vasodilatation. In particular, two different signals are used
as feedback to regulate vasodilatation: one is the hypothalamic temperature increase
( TH � TH0), used as an indicator of the elevation of the body core temperature, and the
other is the average skin temperature increase D Ts, defined as follows:

D Ts ¼

Ð
S

(T(r) � T0( r)) dS

S 
(10 :37)

where S is the skin surface of the body. The two feedback signals are assigned different
weights, with a greater importance given to the hypothalamic temperature, and then
used, together with local skin temperature, to regulate skin blood flow according to
[183,184]:

B( r,T( r)) ¼ B0( r) þ FHB( TH � TH0) þ FSBDTS

� �
2(T( r)� T0(r))=6 (10 :38)

where FHB and FSB are the weights of the hypothalamic and skin temperature signals,
respectively.

From the above discussion, it can be noted that blood acts as a heat transfer agent,
taking heat away from the inner body parts, whose temperature is higher than that of the
blood, and bringing this heat to the body periphery. There, heat is passed to the skin
layers, whose temperature is lower than that of the blood, and dissipated through sweat-
ing and evaporation. During microwave irradiation, the net heat exchange, between
blood and the various body tissues, is different from zero, and consequently the blood
temperature TB varies according to the following equation:

QBTOT ¼ CB rB VB
@ TB

@ t
(W) (10 :39)

where QBTOT is the net rate of heat acquisition of the blood from the body tissues, CB and
rB are the blood specific heat and mass density, respectively, and VB is the total blood
volume, assumed equal to about 5 L [198]. When the thermal equilibrium is reached, the
net heat exchange is null, and therefore blood temperature stays at a constant value,
slightly higher than the basal one.

The feedback mechanism that regulates sweating (SW in Equation 10.30) is very similar
to that regulating peripheral blood flow and can be described as follows [183,184]:

SW(r,T(r)) ¼ PIþ FHS(TH � TH0)þ FSSDTS

� �
2(T(r)�T0(r) )=10 (10:40)

where PI represents perspiratio insensibilis (insensible perspiration), that is the basal
evaporative heat loss from the skin.
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In fact, this model still represents a simplification of the thermoregulatory system of
the human body, which is very complex. For example, the skin from different parts of the
body does not have the same sweating behavior, as implied by Equation 10.40, and there
exist other internal temperature sensors, besides the hypothalamus. Notwithstanding
these limitations and the great variability in thermoregulatory behavior among different
subjects, the model can be considered a good starting point to assess thermal responses in
a human subject exposed to an EMF. It must also be observed that in most practical
situations, induced thermal elevations are very small and thermoregulatory responses
may not be invoked, so that basal physiological values for thermal parameters may be
assumed for the BHE.
10.5.4 Numerical Methods for Solving the Thermal Problem

The combination of the BHE and the thermal boundary condition represent a complicated
problem, which can become nonlinear if thermoregulatory mechanisms are considered.
Analytical solutions of this problem, neglecting thermoregulation, can be obtained only
for simplified body geometries and exposure conditions, which allow an analytical
determination of the SAR distribution. For example, an analytical solution in stratified
media may be obtained as an expansion in eigenfunctions, which are applicable to planar,
cylindrical, and spherical multilayer geometries [199,200]. Also, an analytical solution for
the case of a multilayer slab has been investigated in terms of Green’s functions [201].
More complicated solutions, able to take into account thermoregulatory mechanisms,
have also been developed, based on a simplified cylindrical segment approximation of
the human body [183,184,202,203]. In particular, the thermal behavior of the human body
is simulated by means of two systems: a controlling system and a controlled one. The
controlled system, modeled by the BHE, determines the temperature distribution inside
the body, while the controlling system provides feedback signals able to modify the
thermal parameters of the controlled one in order to maintain a constant body core
temperature (thermoregulation). The principal limitation of this approach stems from
modeling the body as a few homogenous cylindrical segments, each having a uniform
SAR and temperature distribution.

When studying more realistic and detailed geometries, like an anatomically based body
model, analytical or cylindrical segment solutions are no longer feasible, and a numerical
approach becomes necessary. One possibility is the development of a finite element
solution of the BHE [204,205]. However, the most common approach is to use a finite
difference scheme, which will be discussed in some detail in the following. One of the
main reasons for preferring a finite difference solution, besides its computational effi-
ciency, is that it allows a very simple link with the FDTD method, which is the most
popular numerical method for SAR computations. Earlier finite difference solutions of the
BHE, used in conjunction with cubic-cell models of the human body, comprised only a
few hundred voxels. They used an implicit formulation to avoid the restrictions on the
size of the time step. Since these solutions required matrix inversions, they were compu-
tationally intensive [16]. As more detailed body models, comprising thousands of voxels,
became available, new finite difference solutions were developed. These techniques, based
either on explicit or on alternate direction implicit (ADI) formulations, are discussed in
the following.

10.5.4.1 Explicit Finite Difference Formulation

One approach to obtain a finite difference explicit formulation of the BHE is based on the
thermal balance approach [98]. The body under consideration is divided into cubic cells of
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side d, and the temperature is evaluated at the center of each cell. Temperatures are
computed at equal-time steps, dt. In the following, the expression Tn( i,j,k) represents
temperature computed at time ndt in the ( i,j,k) cell. The finite difference formulation is
derived by imposing the thermal balance to each cell [192], such that

Qn, nþ1
tot ( i,j,k) ¼ G( T nþ1(i,j,k) � T n( i,j,k) )(J) (10 :41)

where Qtot
n,n þ1 is the total heat accumulated (positive) or lost (negative) in the cell

during the time interval [ ndt � ( nþ1)dt], ( Tn þ1 � Tn) is the variation of the cell temperature
in the same time interval, and G ¼ Crd3 is the thermal capacitance of the cell. The heat
Qtot

n,n þ1 is accumulated (or lost) in the cell through the five mechanisms present in the BHE,
and, for boundary cells, also through convection to external air and sweating (Equation
10.30).

Heat transfer through internal conduction is governed by Fourier’s law. For the (i,j,k)
cell, the heat QK

n,nþ1 entering the cell through conduction from the (i � 1,j,k) cell in the
time interval [ndt � (nþ1)dt] can be derived by exploiting the well-known analogy
between heat conduction and electrical current conduction [185,192]. In particular, if K1

and K2 are the thermal conductivities of the two cells under examination, heat flows
through the series connection of two thermal conductances, equaling K1d2/(d/2) and
K2d2/(d/2), respectively. Therefore, heat flowing from the center of the (i � 1,j,k) cell to
the center of the (i,j,k) cell, through the boundary face, experiences an overall thermal
conductance equal to 2K1K2d2/((K1 þ K2)d). As a result, we obtain:

Qn,nþ1
K (i,j,k) ¼ 2K1K2

K1 þ K2
d2 Tn(i� 1,j,k)� Tn(i,j,k)

d
dt (10:42)

An expression similar to Equation 10.42 holds for heat exchanged with the other neigh-
boring cells.

The contributions of metabolic heat production and electromagnetic power deposition
are volumetric heat sources, and therefore the contribution they give to Qtot

n,nþ1 can
be immediately derived and is expressed by Equation 10.43 and Equation 10.44, respectively:

Qn,nþ1
A (i,j,k) ¼ A(i,j,k)d3dt (10:43)

Qn,nþ1
Qv

(i,j,k) ¼ Qv(i,j,k)d3dt (10:44)

Respiratory losses in the lungs are taken into account by subtracting the volumetric loss
RL from the metabolic heat production A in the corresponding cells for the lung.

Finally, the contribution to Qtot
n,nþ1 due to capillary blood perfusion takes the form of a

volumetric term and can be represented, as in metabolic heat production and exogenous
heat deposition, as:

Qn,nþ1
B (i,j,k) ¼ B(i,j,k)((TB � Tn(i,j,k))d3dt (10:45)

For boundary cells in contact with air, heat flow through the face is governed by
convection rather than conduction. For a generic cell (i,j,k), considering a face in direct
contact with air, the heat QH

n,nþ1 entering the cell through convection in the time interval
[ndt � (nþ1)dt] is:
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Q n,nþ1
H (i,j,k) ¼ H( TA � T n( i,j,k))d2 dt (10:46)

Heat losses due to sweating at the skin surface (SW) are converted to a volumetric heat loss
term and are directly subtracted from the metabolic heat production term A in the skin cells.

Note that in Equation 10.42, Equation 10.45, and Equation 10.46, the temperature has
been referred to the time instant ndt in order to obtain, at the end, an explicit formulation.
Starting from the equations given above, general explicit formulations that hold for each
cell can be derived. (See the paper by Bernardi et al. [98] for additional details)

10.5.4.1.1 Stability Criterion

Explicit finite difference formulations are straightforward to implement and are compu-
tationally efficient, but they have a limitation on the maximum time step dt that can be
used without incurring numerical instability.

The stability criterion for the previously mentioned finite difference scheme can be
obtained through Fourier’s analysis, which yields the following restriction on dt, derived
for internal cells (no convective contributions) [206]:

dt � 1

6(K=Crd2)þ (B0=2Cr)
(10:47)

Because of the typical values of thermal parameters and convection coefficients for the
human body, the stability criterion for the peripheral voxels, where some of the faces
exchange heat through convection rather than conduction, is less stringent than that of
Equation 10.47. Consequently, Equation 10.47 may be safely assumed as the stability
criterion for the overall scheme.
10.5.4.2 ADI Formulation

While the explicit finite difference formulation of the BHE has been applied to many
simulations, it becomes computationally unaffordable when very small cell sizes are used
or when high thermal conductivity materials are present in the domain under study. This
stems from the extremely small time steps dt that would be required according to
Equation 10.47. In such cases, the ADI formulations can be used [207]. ADI is a general
method, developed for numerical solution of parabolic equations. It combines uncondi-
tional stability, typical of implicit methods, with the computational efficiency due to the
tri-diagonal nature of the resulting matrices [208–210]. Note that the Fourier heat conduc-
tion equation is a typical parabolic equation. While the BHE is no longer parabolic,
because of the presence of the term related to blood flow, ADI can still be applied, but
it loses its unconditional stability. In any case, for time steps on the order of a few seconds,
the scheme has proved to be stable in typical applications. It can yield reductions on the
order of tenfold or more [207] in execution time, over the classical explicit formulation.

The basic idea behind the ADI technique is to extend to the 3-D case the 1-D
Crank–Nicolson’s scheme, which averages the outcome from the explicit and the implicit
formulations to obtain second-order accuracy both in space and in time variables [192].
In particular, Crank–Nicolson’s scheme can be extended to the full 3-D case, by using a
sequence of approximate Crank–Nicolson solutions along the three axes, indicated as
T*(i,j,k), T**(i,j,k), and T***(i,j,k), the last one being used as the final estimate for Tnþ1(i,j,k).

The first approximate solution is obtained using Crank–Nicolson’s scheme along the x
axis only, while backward differencing is used along y and z:
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2
(10:48)

Extending subsequently Crank–Nicolson’s solution along the y axis and the z axis, the
following expressions are obtained for the second and third estimates:

K

rC

1

2

T*(i�1, j, k)�2T*(i, j, k)þT*(iþ1, j, k)

(dx)2
þTn(i�1, j, k)�2Tn(i, j, k)þTn(iþ1, j, k)

(dx)2

� �

þ K

rC

1

2

T**(i, j�1, k)�2T**(i, j, k)þT**(i, jþ1, k)

(dy)2
þTn(i, j�1, k)�2Tn(i, j, k)þTn(i, jþ1, k)

(dy)2

 !

þ K

rC

Tn(i, j, k�1)�2Tn(i, j, k)þTn(i, j, kþ1)

(dz)2
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þ B

rC
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2
(10:49)
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Tnþ1(i, j, k)þTn(i, j, k)

2
(10:50)

Starting from the above expressions, it is possible to derive the general ADI formulation
that holds for each internal cell. (See the paper by Pisa et al. [207] for additional details.)
The formulation can also be adapted to boundary cells, where convective heat exchange
must be considered, by introducing a fictitious external node.
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10.5. 5 Temper ature E levations in Subjects Expo sed to EM Fields

When an EM field impinges on the biological body, a fraction of the incident power is
absorbed by the body and is converted into heat in the body tissue. Thus, the absorbed
energy can cause temperature increases in various body organs and tissues. If the
temperature increase is small, it has little effect and is controlled by the thermoregulatory
mechanisms of the body. However, if the temperature increment is large, it can produce
irreversible biological damage. For example, a temperature increase of about 4.5 8C for
more than 30 min would produce neuronal damage [211]. Experiments performed on the
rabbit eye indicated that a threshold increase of 38C to 58C in the lens can induce cataract
formation [212,213]. The temperature increase necessary to induce thermal damage to the
skin is about 10 8C [214,215], while it is 88C for muscle tissues [216]. Also, experiments
performed using laboratory animals have shown various physiological and beha-
vioral effects when the body core temperature rises more than 18C to 28C [100]. (See
also Chapter 5 by Black [285].)

Moreover, most RF protection standards have adopted basic restrictions in order to
keep the thermal increments below some agreed upon level. In particular, the value of
4 W/kg averaged over the whole body (SARWB) had been adopted by exposure guide-
lines as the threshold for the induction of adverse thermal effects associated with an
increase of the body core temperature of about 18C in animal experiments. Restrictions
on local SAR were introduced in order to limit local temperature increments, since the
ratio of the local peak to whole-body averaged SAR can be as high as 20:1 for exposure
to a uniform plane wave [217]. However, it is important to note that tissue heating
during EM exposure is strongly influenced not only by the power dissipated in the
local tissue volume, but also by the way in which absorption is distributed in the
surrounding area, by the thermal characteristics of the tissue and its neighbors, and,
finally, by the heat exchange with the external environment. The correlation between
local SAR values and temperature increases and between SAR and temperature distri-
butions is not straightforward. There have been many studies dealing with thermal
increments due to exposures both to the far field of radiating sources and to the near
field of cellular phones. In the following some of these studies will be summarized and
discussed.
10.5.5.1 Temperature Increments in the Human Body Exposed to the Far Field
of Radiating RF Sources

In the past, temperature elevations due to EM power absorption in the human body have
been evaluated using several models. The earlier studies were based on a simplified
cylindrical segment approximation of the human body [183,184,202,203]. In these studies,
the thermal behavior of the human body was simulated by means of two systems: a
controlling system and a controlled one. The controlled system, modeled by the BHE,
determines the temperature distribution inside the body, while the controlling system
provides feedback signals able to modify the thermal parameters of the controlled one in
order to maintain a constant body core temperature (thermoregulation). These studies are
limited to modeling the body as few homogenous cylindrical segments, each one having a
uniform SAR and temperature distribution. A subsequent study [197] used a cubic-cell
model with tissue inhomogeneity and took into account the thermoregulatory mechan-
isms in the BHE. In this case, the BHE was solved using an implicit formulation, which
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FIGURE 10.27
Maximum temperature increases (DT) in
the body and blood of a subject wearing
shoes, as a function of frequency, with
or without thermoregulation (Th_R) for
a Pinc equal to the limits set by ICNIRP
[101].
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avoided the restriction in the size of the time step. The explicit formulation requires a
computationally intensive matrix inversion. Lately, explicit formulations of the BHE have
been developed to study thermal responses in anatomically accurate body models
[196,218,219]. In most of these studies, only limited body regions were considered, and
thermoregulation mechanisms were neglected.

More recently, the electromagnetic and thermal problems have been combined in a
detailed anatomical model of the human body (5-mm resolution) [98]. The FDTD
method was used to compute the EMF distribution inside the exposed body, while an
explicit finite difference formulation of the BHE, together with an accurate model of
the human thermoregulatory system, were developed to compute the corresponding
temperature increase.

For an incident power density equal to the maximum permissible value in the Inter-
national Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) exposure guide-
lines for the general public [101], Figure 10.27 shows the maximum temperature increase
D Tmax obtained inside the body and in the blood as a function of frequency for a subject
wearing shoes, both with and without thermoregulation [98]. It can be seen that the
highest DT values are obtained at 40 MHz. It is also interesting to note that when
thermoregulation is considered, the increase in blood temperature is practically zero,
while the maximum temperature rise in the body can reach 0.72 8C. This happens since
blood temperature is very close to the body core temperature, which thermoregulation
tends to keep as constant, while the maximum temperature increments are usually found
in the superficial tissue layers.

It is worth noting that at 40 MHz, the maximum temperature increase (i.e., 0.72 8C in the
presence of thermoregulation) is found in the muscle tissues of the ankle. The threshold
for the induction of thermal damage in muscle is about 45 8C [216], which corresponds to a
temperature increase of about 88C. This temperature differential coincides with the safety
factor of 10 promulgated by ICNIRP [100] for occupational exposure in limiting the power
density from inducing a thermal effect. Moreover, a safety factor of 50 can be deduced
from the temperature increase obtained at 10 MHz and in the frequency range between
100 and 900 MHz, where the maximum temperature increases are less than 0.168C.

Figure 10.28 shows the distribution of the maximum temperature increase for each
horizontal layer of the body at 40 MHz (a) and 900 MHz (b), for an incident power density
of 1 mW/cm.2 At 40 MHz, the maximum temperature increases are obtained at the level
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FIGURE 10.28
Layer peak temperature increase
(DT) in the absence or presence of
thermoregulation (Th_R) for a
grounded subject barefoot or with
shoes (Pinc ¼ 1 mW/cm2). (a) f

¼ 40 MHz and (b) f ¼ 900 MHz.
of the ankles, where the maximum local SARs also are located. The result showed that
the presence of the shoes could influence temperature change. Since shoes are isolators
from the thermal point of view, they prevent heat flow from going to the ground through
them and provoking higher heating within the body. The only exception is in the ankle
section, where heating was higher in the barefoot model because of the higher SAR
values, at 40 MHz.

Also, the presence of the thermoregulatory mechanisms reduced the temperature in-
crease almost uniformly along the body. Figure 10.28 illustrates clearly the role of blood
convection in heat exchanges. In fact, even without active thermoregulation, heat could be
spread from the point where its deposition is relatively high (e.g., the ankle at 40 MHz) to
the rest of the body, by an increase in the temperature of the circulating blood. Therefore,
even if power absorption is limited to one body region, temperature elevations may occur
throughout the body. This is clearly visible at 40 MHz, where, although power absorption is
mainly confined to the ankle region, in the absence of thermoregulation significant tem-
perature elevations (about 1.48C, Pinc ¼ 1.0 mW/cm2—see Figure 10.28a) can be observed
in the brain. The corresponding elevation in blood temperature elevation is about 1.468C. It
is interesting to note that at 900 MHz, in the absence of active thermoregulation, the brain
temperature elevation (0.58C, Pinc ¼ 1.0 mW/cm2—see Figure 10.28b) is higher than blood
temperature elevation (0.358C), as a result of power deposition inside the brain.
10.5.5.2 Temperature Increments in the Head of a Cellular Telephone User

One consequence of RF power absorption in the human head exposed to the field emitted
by a cellular phone is temperature increase in the head. In practical situations, in addition
to RF power deposition, there are two other causes for temperature increase. The first one
is the contact between the phone case and the user’s head (ear and cheek, in particular),
which blocks the convective heat exchange between the skin layers and the air. It causes
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the temperature to rise in tissues around the contact zone. Obviously, this heating is
independent of the radiated power, and indeed it was observed also for a wired phone.
The second cause for temperature increase is the heating of the phone itself, because of the
power dissipated in the internal circuitry, especially the power amplifier. This heating is
transferred to the head tissues via thermal conduction.

Studies on temperature rises in the human head, associated with the field emitted by the
cell phone, are usually conducted by using anatomically based head models, a numerical
solution of the electromagnetic problem, and finite difference formulations of the BHE
[161,164,172,187,220–223]. For example, the dissipation in the power amplifier was simu-
lated by adding a power deposition of 250 mW at 900 MHz and 125 mW at 1800 MHz,
uniformly distributed inside the upper part of the phone with a 50% efficiency [161]. The
heating effects due to SAR, phone contact, and power dissipation in the amplifier were
considered separately and were subsequently added together in order to obtain the tem-
perature elevation. The maximum temperature elevations obtained in the ear and in the
brain of a user’s head are given in Table 10.12 for 900 and 1800 MHz. The ambient air
temperature was assumed to be 248C and a time interval of 15 min, approximating the
duration of a long phone call. Although a steady state would not have been reached, the
temperature elevation after 15 min is expected to be very close to the steady-state value [164].

The data shown in Table 10.12 reveal some interesting aspects. First, the temperature
elevation induced inside the brain by SAR alone was less than 0.18C, especially when the
phone was kept in the ‘‘cheek’’ position. This configuration resulted in a marked reduc-
tion in power deposition inside the brain. Table 10.12 also shows that the mere contact of
the cellular phone with the ear and cheek, even in a standby mode, in which no RF power
is radiated, can cause a temperature elevation in the ear reaching as high as 1.58C. This is
due to the highly insulating properties assumed for the phone plastic shell. A negligible
maximum temperature elevation of about 0.018C, instead, is obtained in the external brain
region. If the contribution from power dissipation in the amplifier is included, the
induced temperature elevations are not significantly altered. It must be noted, however,
that this result arises from consideration of power dissipation in the power amplifier
alone. In the real situation, additional power dissipation is present in the internal circuitry
of the handset, besides the power amplifier, and hence slightly higher temperature
elevations may be observed [221].
Note: Results are for visible human (VH) adult, isotropically reduced child size (CS), and anisotropically
reduced child-like (CL) numerical phantoms.

TABLE 10.12

Temperature Elevations Induced in the User’s Head, after 15 min, by a Phone Equipped with
a Dual-Band Monopole-Helix Antenna (Average Radiated Power: 250 mW at 900 MHz
and 125 mW at 1800 MHz)

Frequency (MHz) Position Heating Cause DTmax (8C) DTmaxbrain (8C)

900 Vertical SAR 0.221 0.061
Cheek SAR 0.136 0.023a

Contact 1.543 0.012b

Contact þ power dissipation 1.544 0.012b

Contact þ power dissipation þ SAR 1.581 0.023a

1800 Vertical SAR 0.155 0.036
Cheek SAR 0.085 0.011a

Contact 1.543 0.012b

Contact þ power dissipation 1.543 0.012b

Contact þ power dissipation 1.549 0.012b
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FIGURE 10.29
Time evolution of the temperature at a
point on the ear in direct contact with a
nonradiating phone.
The effect of the phone contact on the temperature evolution in the ear region is shown
in Figure 10.29. It can be seen that when the phone was put in contact with the ear, the ear
temperature experienced a quick decrease. This is because the phone was initially at
ambient temperature (248C), which was lower than the ear temperature. However, soon
afterward, the heat supplied by the blood and conducted from the neighboring tissues
stopped the decrease. Indeed, the temperature started to elevate, going beyond the initial
value, because of the suppressed convective exchange with air.

When all heating sources are considered simultaneously, the results indicate that the
maximum temperature elevation in the ear was almost entirely due to the contact effect,
with only a very slight contribution due to SAR deposition in the ear region. However, the
situation was completely different in the brain region. In fact, the heating effects due to
SAR and phone contact tend to heat different parts of the brain. The contact-effect heating
occurred in the lower external brain region, and the SAR-induced heating appeared
mostly in the upper external brain region. Therefore, these two heating effects are not
additive in the brain, and when they are simultaneously present, as opposed to the case
when only one is considered, the result is that the portion of the brain affected by heating
becomes larger. The peak temperature increase in the brain is therefore governed by the
more significant of the two heating causes. At 900 MHz, SAR is more dominant, while at
1800 MHz, because of the lower radiated power, the two heating effects are comparable.
Note that the ANSI/IEEE safety guidelines, which restrict the 1-g averaged spatial peak
SAR to 1.6 W/kg, are associated with maximum temperature rises in the brain between
0.038C and 0.098C. These values are about 50 times lower than the threshold for thermal
damage. The ICNIRP safety guideline of a 10-g averaged spatial peak SAR equal to 2 W/kg,
results in maximum temperature rises in the brain between 0.18C and 0.28C, which is about
25 times lower than the threshold value.
10.6 Thermal Therapeutic Applications of Microwave Energy

Recent advances in technological development and in the understanding of EMF inter-
action with biological materials and systems have launched a broad range of biomedical
applications. The following is a brief overview of computational techniques involved in
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the development of ablative and hyperthermia therapies, including microwave cardiac
ablation, endometrial ablation, and hyperthermia treatment of cancer. All of these thera-
peutic applications involve the use of microwave technologies to produce localized
depositions of electromagnetic energy and, as a result, a rise of the local temperature in
biological tissues. The target tissue temperature for the ablative treatments is about 65 8C
[224,225], whereas for the hyperthermia treatments, it is about 43 8C [226]. The ablation
treatments include the treatment for cardiac arrhythmias and for endometrial disorders
such as menorrhagia. In all cases, the distribution of temperature increase must be
carefully controlled in order to avoid excessive temperature increase in the surrounding
healthy tissue. (See also Chapter 12 by Chou [284].)
10.6.1 Ablation for Cardiac Arrhythmias

Cardiac arrhythmias are mainly due to the presence of abnormal electrical sources or
current paths in the cardiac tissues and are usually treated by destroying the tissue
substrate where the electrical anomaly is localized [227–230]. This was performed by
surgical resection initially, and later on by delivering a high-intensity DC shock with a
defibrillator [227,230]. However, the high voltages and currents associated with the DC
shock resulted in uncontrollable cardiac damages and severe complications. Subse-
quently, the use of RF EMFs to heat and destroy the arrhythmic tissue was proposed
[230], and the advantages of microwave technology were demonstrated [228,229].

The RF ablation of cardiac tissue is usually performed using a unipolar arrangement, in
which a catheter electrode placed into the heart delivers RF current to a large dispersive
ground electrode on the skin surface of the patient. The RF current that flows from the
catheter to the ground electrode following radial paths generates heat. While flowing
from the catheter, the RF current density decreases as the second power of distance;
consequently, the heat generation decreases according to the fourth-power law with the
distance from the electrode. With this arrangement, the lesion (ablated tissue) is restricted
to a small region (usually about 2 to 3 mm in diameter) contiguous to the catheter
electrode, and the lesion dimensions cannot be extended by increasing the delivered
power [225,227,229–231]. In microwave ablation, a catheter antenna is inserted into the
cardiac chamber and is used to deliver MW power [225,228]. Since MW power deposition
inside tissue decays with distance by following a second-power law, deeper lesions can be
obtained compared to RF ablation [229,232–234].

In cardiac ablation treatments the lesion is usually defined as the region where tem-
perature exceeds 658C, which represents the threshold for irreversible damage of this
tissue. This region must be large enough to ablate all the abnormal tissue responsible for
the arrhythmia. Catheter antennas used for MW ablation have included monopoles
[235,236], dipoles [229,237,238], and helices [232,239]. The design of a MW catheter
antenna is a crucial point in MW ablation treatments and requires a complete study of
the performance of the antenna imbedded in blood and in contact with the cardiac tissue.
Performance parameters usually analyzed include the radiation pattern in the tissue;
antenna impedance, which governs the bandwidth of the antenna; surface current sup-
pression, in order to prevent heating of tissue along the catheter feeding cable; and
dimensions of the induced lesion [240,241].

The design and performance evaluation of the microwave ablation antennas can be con-
ducted by using computational tools and tested through in vitro or in vivo experimental
studies [229,233,238,242]. Numerical tools allow the analysis of antenna performances
under different operating conditions, and the evaluation of both electromagnetic power
deposition and temperature increase in the tissue. In particular, the numerical evaluation of
temperature increase induced inside the cardiac tissue allows the evaluation of blood flow
influence on the induced lesion. This evaluation is of fundamental importance since the
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FIGURE 10.30
The cap-choke microwave catheter antenna.
presence of high blood flow rates inside the heart chambers provides a very effective heat
removal process at the heart tissue surface so that the blood flow strongly limits the efficiency
of both RF and MW ablation systems. Several numerical studies of SAR and temperature
increase have been performed with the FEM [236,243–245] as well as the FDTD [246].

Figure 10.30 shows a cap-choke antenna mounted on an RG/178BU flexible coaxial cable
operating at 2450 MHz [238]. The structure was realized by connecting an annular cap to the
inner conductor of the cable, and a cylindrical coaxial choke to the outer conductor. A
junction, filled with high-temperature epoxy resin, was used to separate the cap from the
choke. Figure 10.31 shows the same antenna inserted in a two-layer cylindrical model of the
heart. The heart model was used to study the influence of antenna position (touching or
pressed into the cardiac muscle) and of blood flow (high or low) on the induced lesion. As an
example, some computed results are presented in Table 10.13 for the amount of power to be
delivered to the cardiac tissue to obtain lesions of different depths, under four operating
conditions for an exposure duration of 60 sec [246].
10.6. 2 Ablation fo r End ometria l Disorder s

While still in the beginning stage, microwave and RF thermal ablation of the endometrium
have been suggested recently as efficient and cost-effective alternatives to surgical resec-
tion as a treatment for dysfunctional uterine bleeding [247–251]. Techniques presently in
Feed
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80 mm
FIGURE 10.31
Cross section of the two-layer numerical model. The
antenna’s radial dimensions are not in scale.
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aDTmaxbrain located in the upper external brain region.
bDTmaxBRAIN located in the lower external brain region.

TABLE 10.13

Microwave Power Required to Produce a Given Lesion Depth for Different Operating Conditions
(Exposure Duration: 60 sec)

Power (W)

Lesion Depth (mm)

Touch Low

Perfusion

Touch High

Perfusion

Pressed Low

Perfusion

Pressed High

Perfusion

1 2.5 4.0 2.0 2.5
3 6.2 10 5.0 6.2
use include electrosurgery resection and Nd:YAG laser coagulation under direct hystero-
scopic visualization [247,248,252–256]. The reported rates of complete amenorrhea are
between 25% and 70% [253,256]. The variability arises principally from the unpredictable
nature of induced thermal injury and perforation of the uterine wall [253]. Quantitative
measures and patients’ subjective reports of microwave endometrial ablation suggest a
higher rate of satisfaction, acceptability, and life quality improvement [257,258].

In endometrial ablation, as in cardiac ablation, the design of the catheter antenna should
be carefully tested to ensure the desired temperature increase (up to an increase of about
40 8C in this case) in the tissue of interest. A sleeved-slot antenna designed for endometrial
ablation operation at 915 MHz is depicted in Figure 10.32. The antenna configuration is
similar to that of the catheter antenna for cardiac ablation, and is mounted on an RG8U
coaxial cable. Figure 10.33 shows a comparison of the axial SAR distribution obtained from
an FDTD analysis and from temperature measurements made in a cylindrical phantom
filled with a muscle-equivalent material [259]. Two radial distances from the antenna axis,
2.5 and 7.5 mm, are shown. The SAR data obtained experimentally were normalized to the
ones obtained from the FDTD simulation with 1.0 W of radiated power.

Figure 10.34 presents the lesion depth, defined as the region around the antenna where
the temperature increase was greater or equal to 388C (final temperature 758C), as a
function of the time of the exposure at different radiated powers. The curves were obtained
by considering an antenna inserted in a cylindrical phantom filled with muscle-equivalent
material. They simulate an antenna touching the endometrial tissue to be ablated. The
lesion dimensions were evaluated as the depth from the antenna outer conductor. These
curves can serve as guides in clinical trials where the antenna feeding power and time of
exposure are key parameters to be chosen for a desired lesion dimension.
10.6.3 Microwave Interstitial Hyperthermia for Cancer Treatment

Hyperthermia cancer therapy is a treatment procedure in which tumor temperatures are
elevated to above 438C [226]. Investigations performed on cell cultures, tumor-bearing
animals, and human patients have clearly shown that hyperthermia affords preferential
FIGURE 10.32
A microwave catheter antenna for endometrial
ablation.
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killing of malignant cells, enhances the cytotoxic effects of many anticancer drugs, and
potentiates the cell-killing ability of ionizing irradiation [260–266].

An important aspect of the development of applicators for microwave hyperthermia is
the production of required temperature distributions in superficial and deep-seated
tumors, that is, to produce temperatures in excess of 438C in the tumor tissue, in order
to guarantee the destruction of the malignant cells, while maintaining the temperature in
the healthy tissue below 428C to avoid thermal damage. In microwave hyperthermia, the
antenna must provide efficient power delivery, good impedance matching at the fre-
quency of operation, and a uniform SAR distribution in the tumor region. However, if the
region to be treated is large compared to the field penetration depth, the required SAR
uniformity cannot be achieved with a single microwave antenna, and the use of antenna
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arrays becomes necessary. The following paragraphs present some computational results
for thin catheter antennas designed for interstitial hyperthermia treatment of brain tumors.

Many investigations have been conducted on electromagnetic power deposition with
regard to hyperthermia treatment for cancer. Most earlier studies were conducted ana-
lytically, modeling the catheter dipole antenna and surrounding tissue with a lossy
transmission line [267–270]. Later, numerical and experimental studies were conducted
on several antenna types, with the aim of optimizing antenna performances [270–274].
Considerable attention was devoted to arrays of antennas that have been studied both
experimentally [275–277], by measuring the rate of temperature change caused by the
radiated power, and theoretically, using antenna theory approaches [275,276,278] or
approximate numerical procedures [277,279]. Indeed, antenna arrays have proved to be
more suitable for increasing the region of uniform SAR deposition. More recent studies
calculated, besides the electromagnetic power deposition, also the corresponding tem-
perature increase. In fact, thermal analysis is a fundamental step in evaluating the
effectiveness of the microwave applicator since it allows the assessment of the region
where the temperature is above the threshold, and estimation of the required input
power. Temperature distributions produced by interstitial antennas in tumor tissues
have been experimentally evaluated by using microwave radiometry [277] and computed
by using finite difference explicit solutions of the BHE [280,281]. A numerical solution of
the BHE allows the analysis of the influence of different parameters such as blood flow on
the temperature increase [280] and the development of clinical protocols [281].

Recently, an ADI solution of the BHE has been developed to study a 3-D array of
catheter antennas inserted into a brain-equivalent phantom [282]. The antenna considered
(Figure 10.35) was a sleeved-slot antenna mounted on a UT-34 coaxial cable [259,283].
An equilateral triangular array of the sleeved-slot antennas was studied in a phantom of
brain-equivalent tissue in order to assess its capability in heating tumor regions of various
dimensions [282]. Figure 10.36a shows the SAR distribution for 15-mm spacing among the
antennas in the array; while in Figure 10.36b, contour plots at DT ¼ 68C for various
radiated powers and for a 15-mm spacing are presented. The graphs shown in Figure 10.36a
and b are for a horizontal plane passing through the antenna slot [282].

Results such as those in Figure 10.36 can provide guidance to clinical protocols regard-
ing the input power and optimal geometry (array spacing) for achieving an efficient
tumor heating. For example, there is a minimum input power below which three separ-
ated regions around the three interstitial antennas constitute the region with temperatures
above 438C. Once this power is exceeded, a simply connected domain is obtained.

It is interesting to note that blood flow is remarkably low in the necrotic core of tumor
tissues compared to normal tissue. Moreover, the rate of blood flow in normal tissue
increases during hyperthermia. These phenomena may be investigated by varying the
blood perfusion parameter in the BHE. Computer simulations, performed by varying
the blood perfusion parameter from 5% to 200% of the nominal value, showed that the
heat removal mechanism becomes less efficient as the blood flow is decreased, and
the effective region of hyperthermia therapy is enlarged [282]. Consequently, the reduced
blood flow in the necrotic tumor core and the increase in blood flow in normal tissue can
serve to facilitate hyperthermia therapy.
10.7 Concluding Remarks

Knowledge of internal electric and magnetic fields, induced current densities, and SARs is
fundamental in the study of biological responses, health effects, and medical applications
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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of EMFs. Complexities of biological tissues and of the incident fields make closed-form
analytical solutions impractical, and computer methods are needed to predict the internal
fields and their distributions. Great strides have been made during the past decade in the
area of numerical dosimetry using anatomically based models of the human body.
Among the most valuable of the numerical methods for predicting field intensities and
SAR calculations are the impedance method for use at lower frequencies, where quasi-
static approximations may be made (<�40 MHz for the human body), and the FEM and
FDTD methods, which may be used at any frequency of interest. For numerical calcula-
tions, the FDTD method requires a computer memory and computation time that is
proportional to N. This is a considerable advantage over the computing methods, such
as MoM or MoM–FFT. This chapter described the salient features of these methods and
the many bioelectromagnetic exposure conditions for which they have been applied.
Because of the limitations on the length of the chapter, only a few of the important recent
applications of some of these methods were presented in some detail.

Note that numerical methods have matured to a level that they are being increasingly
used by researchers in many laboratories for dosimetric calculations for important and
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meaningful bioelectromagnetic problems. Some of the future developments will involve
improving the efficiencies of the various codes by techniques such as use of the expand-
ing grid rather than the regular grid, elimination of the relatively shielded interior
regions of the modeled space at higher frequencies, and use of truncated models of
the body at microwave frequencies where there is a lack of coupling between the
various regions of the body. Because of accurate modeling of the tissue heterogeneities
and shapes, these models have and will continue to play an important role in emerging
technologies with bioelectromagnetic concerns. Some of the likely applications are
personal wireless and mobile communications systems, automotive devices such as
electric automobiles and collision avoidance systems, medical devices such as MRIs,
implantable pacemakers and defibrillators, applicators for hyperthermia, and other
minimally invasive therapeutic and surgical procedures.
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11.1 Objectives and Limitations

Experimental electromagnetic field (EMF) exposure assessments can be divided into two
categories: (1) densitometry, that is, quantification of the incident EMF or the field
characteristics at the location of exposed bodies but without their presence, and (2)
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dosime try, that is, quantif ication of the EMF indu ced in biologic al tissues or bodie s. In
mos t cases of compl iance eva luation , verificati on that the actual exp osure is below a
certain value is par amount to accura te determi nation of the ind ividual exp osure. How-
ever , highly accura te pr ediction s are need ed for som e med ical appli cations, for instan ce,
hype rthermia. The focus of this chapte r is on dosime try for freque ncies ab ove 10 MHz ,
often referre d to as radio freque ncy (RF) dosimetr y. At low er frequ encies, experi menta l
dosime try is usual ly limited to measu rement of the incide nt magn etic fields.
11.1. 1 Dosim etry

Dosi metry is the science of quantif ying the thr ee-dim ensional (3–D ) distri bution of EMF
inside tissue s and org ans of biol ogical bodies. The term is also applie d with me dia havin g
diele ctric charact eristics similar to biol ogical bodie s, for exampl e, ce ll culture s, tissue-
sim ulating liqu ids, et c. The induced field is the only field par ameter that can interac t wi th
biolo gical pro cesses and theref ore is refe rred to as the primary quantity.

Dos imetry usuall y refers to the assessm ent of the indu ced fields on a macr o level , that
is, the averaged induce d fields across cells. Microdos imetry refers to the eva luation of
fields across memb ranes, pro teins, etc. This is a new field facing vario us bas ic problem s
suc h as mater ial mo dels and transi tions bet ween class ical and qua ntum electro dynam ics.
Since the field of microdos imetry has not yet matured and since mi crodosi metry can be
direc tly develop ed from locally ave raged induce d fields in the freque ncy ran ge consid-
ere d (<300 MHz ), the term dosimetr y in this chapter refers to marc odosime try onl y.

The distribut ion of ind uced fields , particul arly at RF, is a comp lex func tion of nume r-
ous parame ters such as freque ncy, incident field strengt h, incide nt angl e, field imped-
ance, inci dent field distrib ution, pola rization, size and shape (postu re) of the biologic al
body, tissue distr ibution, dielectr ic charact eristic s of the tissues, etc. In gen eral, the
dynam ics of the indu ced field strength rang e over sever al orde rs of magn itude. In other
words, the strengt h a nd distribut ions of the fields ind uced by the sa me incide nt exposur e
greatl y vary with anatom y and body orientatio n with respect to the field and postur e.

It is practica lly imposs ible to me asure the fields nonin vasiv ely or in vivo ; thus,
meas urement s can only be obt ained postm ortem. The limita tions [1] ass ociate d with
postm ortem eva luation s inclu de (1) acces sibility to onl y certain tissue s, (2) dielectr ic
chang es (e.g., lower tissue te mperatur e and decrease d blood conten t), (3) field distor tions
by the invasive ly introduce d pro be, and (4) large uncert ainties assoc iated with obt aining
accura te measu rement s near and across tissue bound aries [2,3]. Only the integ rated,
total ly absorb ed power can be determi ned relative ly easily by the calori meter method
(see Se ction 11. 3.2.4).

Pro gress in comp utatio nal electro magnet ics along with the expon ential growt h of
comp utatio nal power and memory have facili tated det ermina tion of the field distri bu-
tions in full anatom ical human bodies with res olutions mu ch smal ler than 1 mm3 (se e
Ch apter 10 on RF modeling by Lin). The lossy and low -resona nce proper ties of comp lex
anat omical struct ures pose no special challenge s for numerica l methods (Figure 11.1).
Limitations are only due to inadequate phantoms providing insufficient spatial reso-
lution, for example, to accurately represent the scull [3].

Nevertheless, experimental dosimetry is often superior to numerical approaches for the
compliance testing of commercial devices. Sources usually consist of highly resonant
structures tightly assembled with other electronic and metallic structures. It is difficult
to predict with reasonable and known uncertainty whether and how distortion of reson-
ances and excitations of secondary structures might occur through simulations, especially
when also considering the scattered fields of biological bodies. Small differences can
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FIGURE 11.1
The latest advances in numerical techniques enable the computation of realistic scenarios without restrictions
regarding spatial resolution and material description. The remaining difficulties are material parameters and
manufacturing tolerances.
easily res ult in deviat ions of more than a fact or of 2 from realit y. Only wh en the structure
is electr omagneti cally wel l-defined can good correspo ndenc e betwee n sim ulation s and
measu rement gene rally be achieve d, that is, with a n unce rtainty smaller than 20% [4]. On
the other han d, exp erimenta l te chniques allow te sting of the phy sical device unde r test
(DUT) and do no t requ ire verificatio n of the computati onal mode l.

The detailed informati on of the field distri bution s inside anatomic al bodi es obt ainabl e
by numerica l me thods is often irre levant, since it cannot be gene ralized. For sa fety
consid erations, the uppe r boun dary of exp osure for the entire popul ation rather than
indiv idual exposur e is releva nt. Hence, worst -case phanto ms are often appli ed to assess
the upp er exp osure boun dary for specif ic exposur e conditio ns, for exa mple, from mo bile
transmitters. Since the degree of freedom for these phantoms is relatively large, they can
be chose n homo genously (see Se ction 11. 4.1). Recen t eva luation of the proce dures
for mobile phone compliance testing has confirmed that conservative assessments are
possible with a simplified experimental technique using homogenous phantoms [4–6].

During the past decade, considerable progress has been achieved in experimental
dosimetric assessment. Since the late 1990s, experimental techniques have been routinely
applied for evaluating transmitters operating in the closest vicinity of the body. They have
proven to be more reliable, cheaper, and faster. A summary of these techniques and
procedures is provided in this chapter. However, dosimetric assessments are limited to
homogenous phantoms or to a few tissues in biological bodies. These assessments are
normally applied for testing compliance with the basic restrictions or for the validation of
results obtained by computational techniques.
11.1.2 Densitometry or Incident Exposure Assessment

Experimental dosimetry requires sophisticated instrumentation, significant expertise, and
time. It is impractical for in situ exposure assessments. Therefore, easy to apply techniques
and methods using a worst-case approach have been developed to determine compliance
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with potential ly hazar dous in duced fields by det erminin g the in cident fields. The worst-
case concept der ives the conditi ons for max imum indu ced fields inside the human body
for an incide nt field strengt h in terms of the polarizat ion, field distr ibution (plane wave) ,
field impedan ce (plane wave) , size, and posture of the human body and its dielectr ic
pro perties. The induced fields are low er than a val ue X if the local maxim um incident
field strengt h of the E field and H field is below the value Y . Att empts to alter
this conse rvative appr oach have yielde d alternat ives with an insu fficient sc ientific and
engi neering basis (see Section 11.5).

Asse ssment of the inci dent exposur e is sim ple for plan e wave or far-fie ld condi tions.
Und er these co nditio ns, the E field vecto r is perpen dicular to the H field vector, and both
are orthogon al to the direc tion of propa gation. The ratio of the E and H fi elds is equal to
the wave impedan ce Z at any location :

Z ¼ E

H 
(11 :1)

and in free spac e

Z0 ¼ 377 V (11 :2)

Further more, the ampl itude is constan t over the en tire volume of the absent ex posed
body. In thes e cases, it is neces sary to measu re only one component ( E or H field) at one
locat ion in space. Unfort unately, far-fiel d condi tions rar ely occur. Howev er, far-fiel d
condi tions are appro ximately met locally by chan ging the amplit ude in spac e at dista nces
large r than the extensio n of the reactive near-fie ld zone :

r >
2D2

l
, D � l

2 
(11 :3)

r >
l

2p 
, D � l

2 
(11 :4)

wh ere r is the radi us or dista nce from the tran smitting anten na=stru cture, l the wave-
len gth, and D the larges t anten na dim ension.

In other wo rds, for dista nces meetin g the re quireme nts of Eq uation 11.3 and Equa tion
11.4, only the max imum of the field co mponent s mu st be det ermined to dem onstra te
comp liance.

For any dista nce sma ller than the require ments of Equati on 11.3 and Equa tion 11.4, the
max imum of bot h compo nents must be spatially scanne d to reliably predic t that the
max imal indu ced fields are below a ce rtain limit. Fin e volume sc anning of transmitter
anten nas in the ver y near field yield s greater un certainty and is more time -consuming
than dosime tric me asurement in homoge nous phant oms. Since such near-fie ld assess-
ments are more conservative than specific absorption rate (SAR) evaluations, they are
rarely conducted in the context of exposure assessments.
11.2 Fundamental Q uantit ies o f EMF

The bas ic qua ntities necessary for electromagnetic exposure assessm ent are sum marized
in Table 11.1.
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TABLE 11.1

Quantities, Symbols, and Units Used in Experimental Exposure Assessment

Symbol Quantity Unit

~EE E field (vector) V=m
~HH E field (vector) A=m
S Power density (scalar) W=m2

~SS Pointing vector, ~SS ¼ ~EE � ~HH W=m2

W Energy density W=m3

SAR Specific absorption rate W=kg
DT Temperature increase K
J Current density A=m2

�«« Complex permittivity, �«« ¼ «0 � �««r F=m
«0 Permittivity of free space, «0 ¼ 8.854 � 10�12 F=m
«r Complex relative permittivity, «r ¼ «r

0 � j«r
0 0

s Conductivity S=m
m Permeability, m ¼ mr � m0 H=m
m0 Permeability of free space, m0 ¼ 4p � 10�7 H=m
mr Relative permeability
c Specific heat capacity J=(kg K)
r Mass density kg=m3
11.2. 1 Primary Quant ities: Basic Restr ictions

Restri ctions on exposur e to time -varyin g electr ic fields, magn etic fields , and EMF that are
based directl y on establish ed he alth effects are te rmed basic restrict ion s (see Ch apter 8 on
standards by Van Deventer et al. [68]). Depending on the frequency of the field, the
physical quantities used to specify these restrictions are either the current density (J) or
the SAR. The dosimetric quantities used in current guidelines [7–10] are J for frequencies
up to 10 MHz and the SAR for the frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 GHz. J is related to
the internal electric field by Ohm’s law:

J ¼ sE (11:5)

E is the internal electric field, and s is the complex conductivity of the tissue.
SAR is the ratio of the average rate of the absorbed power to the absorbing mass. It is

defined as follows:

SAR ¼ d

dt

dW

dm

� �
¼ d

dt

dW

rdV

� �
(11:6)

where dW is the incremental energy dissipated in an incremental mass dm included in an
incremental volume dV and r is the mass density. SAR can also be calculated directly
from the electrical loss, which is proportional to the mean square of the locally induced
electric field strength E:

SAR ¼ sE2

r
¼ J2

sr
(11:7)

and to a temperature increase by:

SAR ¼ c
dT

dt
(11:8)
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wh ere c is the local specif ic heat capacity of the tissue. Equa tion 11.8 is v alid on ly if the
exp osed body is in therm al equi librium or in a stea dy therm al state at the beginn ing of the
exp osure, and eith er heat ex change pro cesses can be neglec ted duri ng the me asurement
interva l or the pro cesses are known to correc t d T co rrespondi ngly. Current safety stand-
ards [7–10] for limitin g EM F exp osure pro vide max imum limits for bas ic res triction s for
the unco ntrolled =general public a s well as for controlle d=occup ational exposur e over the
wh ole conside red freque ncy range. The standar ds are amb ivalent with resp ect to the
qua ntity SAR. The debate among exp erts is whether SAR is a dosimetr ic quantity onl y
releva nt as a surrogate for therm ally ba sed mo dels of EMF interac tion or whet her it can
desc ribe effects in ad dition to those relate d to temperatur e. SAR is dir ectly related to the
indu ced internal E fields as well as to the curren t dens ity (Equ ation 11.7) but onl y direc tly
rela ted to the ind uced H fields for special cases .
11.2. 2 Der ived Quant ities: Reference Level s or Maximum Permiss ible Exposure

The derived quantitie s are the electr ic field strengt h ( E), magn etic field strengt h ( H),
magnetic flux density (B), and power density (S). As discussed in the previous sections,
these quantities were derived from the basic restrictions using experimental or computa-
tional methods and represent conservative limits for worst-case exposure scenarios. Derived
limits are called reference [7] or maximum permissible exposure levels [8,9]. Compliance
with these quantiti es implies compl iance with the basic restrict ions. However , if the
referen ce qua ntities exce ed the derived limits, the releva nt basic restriction s are not
neces sarily exce eded. In such cas es, compl iance can be dem onstra ted by dosimetr ic means.

In summary, reference levels are easy to assess if the plane wave or far-field conditions are
met (see Section 11.1.2) and the resulting SAR and induced current densities are below
the corresponding basic restrictions under all circumstances. Typical reference limits for
occupational=controlled and general public=uncontrolled exposure are given in Refs. [7–10].
11.3 Expe rimental Techniques

11.3. 1 Field Prob es

E fi eld probes have been used for microw ave me asurement since the early 1 970s. The first
pow er meters were develo ped by Aslan [11] and Rudge [12] . Aslan used a thermo cou-
pling mode l co nsisting of two pairs of thin-fil m, vacuu m-evapora ted electr otherm ic
eleme nts that func tione d as both an anten na and a detecto r. Rudge employed two smal l
diode -loaded dipol es as sens or elemen ts. The first prototyp e of an isotro pic, mi niature
field prob e was introduced by Bassen et al. [13] in 1975. Additio nally, fib er optic field
pro bes had alread y been propose d in the 1970s [14] . Compr ehensi ve over views of field
pro bes are reporte d in Ref s. [2,15].
11.3. 1.1 Broadb and E Fiel d Pr obes

Dio de-base d field prob es are we ll esta blished and commo nly used for dosimetr ic ass ess-
ment. The se probes co nsist of an appr opriate field sensor, a detec tor, trans mission lines,
and read-ou t electr onics (Fig ure 11.2). Three mutually orthogon al diode -loaded dipoles
with an isotropic receiving pattern constitute the probe. To achieve good spatial reso-
lution and broadband performance, electrically short dipoles are employed:
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FIGURE 11.2
Simplified schematic of a broadband field probe.
bh ¼ 2ph

l
� 1 (11:9)

where h is the length of a dipole arm, b the propagation constant, and l the wavelength
[15]. A flat frequency dependence cannot be achieved if the length of the probe is larger
than a fraction of the wavelength (< 0.05l). However, this limitation can be overcome by
gradually resistive dipoles [16].

Typical isotropic E field probe sensors are shown in Figure 11.3. An RF detector diode
(usually Schottky type) is located in the center of the dipole arms. If the detector diode is
operated in the square-root law region, the diode current is proportional to the RF power
delivered over the dipole to the detector diode. The detector diode is connected with a
highly resistive line to the data acquisition electronics. The transmission lines must be
designed precisely to eliminate distortions, such as parasitic sensor elements and scatter-
ing, which cause degradation of the pattern and unwanted polarization characteristics of
the actual receiving antenna. High-resistive transmission lines are ideal for minimizing
field perturbation and pickup effects. A detailed investigation of transmission line design
(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 11.3
E field probe configurations: (a) E field probe for meas-
urements in air with one sensor aligned to the probe axis
and two orthogonally, (b) dosimetric probe for E field
measurements in tissue-simulating liquids allowing in-
tegration of an optical proximity sensor in its center, and
(c) miniature dosimetric probe with interleaved dipoles.
(From IT’IS Foundation. With permission.)
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can be found in Smith [17]. Current probe designs apply either thin-film (R � 10 MV=m)
[14] or thick-film (R � 500 MV=m) [18] techniques.

The induced fields are recorded by the read-out electronics. The electronics typically
consist of a measurement amplifier and an analog digital converter. The read-out
field values are then optically forwarded. The optical transmission provides a galvanic
decoupling and reduction of field-perturbing conductive parts near the DUT.

In addition to E field probes, H field probes are also available, the basic theory of which
can be found in Whiteside and King [19]. H field probes and E field probes are basically
similar, except for the field sensor element, that is, H field probes employ a small loop
element instead of a dipole sensor. The disadvantages of loop-based sensors include a
strong frequency dependence and currents induced by both H and E fields. Different
methods for flattening the frequency dependence of loop probes have been proposed in
Refs. [2,20]. The ratio of the voltage induced in a circular loop with diameter d by the E
field and the H field is [19]:

VE

VH
’ �j2p

d

p
(11:10)

Therefore, for electrically small loops only, that is, d=l� 0.01, the current will mainly be
determined by the magnetic field. In Pokovi�cc [2], lossy covers were proposed to suppress
the E field sensitivity of the loop.

In contrast to dipole-based sensors, thermocouple probes are true square-root law
[a1]detectors. Such sensors are, for example, used in free space field probes by Narda
[21]. These sensors are, however, impractical for dosimetric and near-field applications
because of their generally lower sensitivity and dynamic range.

Thermistors are also true square-root law detectors and also small. They can have
higher resolution than thermocouples but need more frequent calibration.

Based on the setup of these isotropic field probes, the measured field magnitude is
yielded from the root sum square of the three orthogonal components:

jXj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jX1j2 þ jX2j2 þ jX3j2

q
X 2 {E,H} (11:11)

This summation is carried out regardless of any phase differences between the respective
components. Hence, if maximum hold peak detectors are applied, the field reading
represents the upper bound of the field magnitude.

The output signal of the probes just described is dependent on the following
parameters:

. Frequency, modulation, and field strength

. Polarization, direction, and field gradients

. Material boundaries near the probe sensors

. Sources of interference (noise, static and low-frequency fields, vibration,
temperature, etc.).

Therefore, it is necessary to quantify the influence of these parameters. Calibration under
well-defined conditions is carried out to characterize the most crucial parameters for each
probe individually. A detailed summary of different calibration methods for field probes
and characterization of the parameters contributing to the measurement uncertainty is
given in Pokovi�cc [2]. All possible influences must be included in the resulting uncertainty
assessment, since the conditions during the actual application of the probes differ
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FIGURE 11.4
Impact of the constructional details on the probe char-
acteristics.
consid erably from the cal ibration sce nario. Figure 11.4 pro vides an overvi ew of differen t
prob e constru ction parameter s that contri bute to the prob e charact eristics .

Mode rn dosi metric field prob es a re availa ble in the freque ncy range from 10 MHz
up to 6 GHz . They have an isotr opy error low er than + 0.5 dB and sensit ivities in the
rang e of 1–10 mW =g [22] . Mod ern prob es have very sm all sensor tip dim ensions (2.5 mm)
and high spatia l res olution, allowin g meas urement s very close to mater ial bound aries. A
prob e with redu ced size (tip diam eter 1.0 mm) was introdu ced by Pokovi�cc et al. [23] and
enabl es accura te dosime tric measu rement s fo r frequenc ies exce eding 10 GHz. Altho ugh
this probe consi sts of only a single sens or eleme nt, isotropy is obtained by 120 8 rotation
around the prob e axis and an appropr iately aligned sensor eleme nt. Prob es for determin-
ing bot h the ele ctrical and the magn etic field vecto r inform ation a re presente d by Poko vi�cc
et al. [24]. Thi s techni que is ba sed on measureme nts of five or mo re field compo nents in
space and reconst ructio n of the elli pse parame ters by a combi nation of a downhi ll
simplex and a Gi vens updatin g algor ithm.
11.3. 1.2 Electro- Optical Sensors

In contras t to RMS sen sors, it is possibl e to me asure fields over a broad freque ncy band in
the time dom ain by exploiti ng electr o-optic methods. Recen t ad vances in semicond uctor
and photo nic crysta l research have provided the fou ndation for the next gene ration of
near-fie ld meas urement equipmen t based on electr o-optic al methods. The basic co ncept
of electro -optic probes is shown in Figure 11.5.

The mos t impor tant electr o-optic effects for measuring EMF are the Pockels effect and
the qua ntum confine d Stark effect (QCS E). The Pockel s effect desc ribes the refr action
inde x dependen ce on the indu ced E field of anis otropic diele ctric crysta ls such as cad-
mium telluride (CdTe) [25] or lithium nobi at (LiNbO3) [26,27 ]. H field- sensitiv e crysta ls
have also been det ermined, for exampl e, cadmiu m mang anese tellurid e (CdMnTe ) [25] .
The QC SE is bas ed on the chan ge of the ab sorpti on spectrum of a semicond uc-
tor structur e under the influence of the electric field. Sensors exploiti ng the Pockel s
effect a re rep orted in Refs. [25–27 ]. A detailed sum mary of electro -optic phenome na,
mater ials, and applicati ons can be fou nd in Agul lo-Lopez et al. [28] . Altern atively, the
signal from the field sensor can modulate a small laser diode rather than the external
electro-optical modulation.
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FIGURE 11.5
Principle of an electro-optic probe for
EMF measurements.
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The most common modulators are the Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) as well as
the already mentioned method of the direct modulation of the laser-diode current. The
MZI (Figure 11.6) splits the light of a single-mode fiber into two parallel branches of
LiNbO3 waveguides. The feedpoints of the dipole are connected to electrodes that are
located between the parallel branches, resulting in the antipodal modulation of the phase
of the light. For recombined light, the phase modulation results in an intensity modula-
tion. Sensitivities of 1–10 mV=(m Hz) can be reached. The upper cutoff frequency of these
sensors is primarily determined by the length of the branches. For high sensitivity, the
transit time through the interferometer must be much lower than the periodic time of the
signal being measured. In Refs. [26,27], interferometers with a 3-dB bandwidth of 10 GHz
were realized. A possibility to overcome this limitation could be the application of
traveling wave modulation [29].
ElectrodesWaveguide

LiNbO3

Input power Output power

Phase shift

Phase shift

FIGURE 11.6
Schematic of an MZI. The light through the waveguide is modulated antipodally by the electrodes by changing
the refractive index of the LiNbO3 substrate.
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Ano ther appro ach reported in Ref. [25] uses onl y nonc ondu ctive parts in the sen sor tip.
Differe nt ty pes of crysta ls that are sensit ive to electri c and mag netic fields are used. Lin ear
polarize d light passing through the electr o-opt ic crysta l is refl ected on a diel ectric mirr or
and passes through the crystal again, where the polariz ation is chang ed. A beam -split
polarize r trans duces the elli pticity change into a chan ge of the optica l intensi ty. Sensors
with a sens itivity of 10–40 0 V=m and 0.1–0.8 A =m in the frequenc y ran ge from DC to 2
GHz were real ized.

For mo dulation using QCSE, semicon ductors with pn- or pin-junct ion struct ure s are
used. A varying reverse bias over the junctio n mo dulates the electri c field and conse-
quentl y the absorp tion and refle ction spect ra of the sem icondu ctor as well. If the mo du-
lator is opera ted at a constan t frequenc y, differen t refle ction a nd transmi ssion
charact eristic s of the light and an inte nsity modu lation resu lt.

In add ition to passive mo dulation (QCSE ), direc t mod ulation of a vertical cavity surfac e
emitti ng laser (VCS EL) [30–32 ] has recent ly been applie d. The cu rrent thr ough the laser is
directl y modulat ed by the measu rement sign al. The VCSEL is especi ally suitabl e for
modu lation bec ause of its high bandw idth, low thresho ld curren t, and low noi se.

The MZI is the mos t popu lar modu lation method amo ng the thr ee mentio ned, and
sever al comme rcial pro ducts are availab le based on this technology . Disadvan tage s
inclu de the limited ability to red uce its size as well as the bandw idth limita tions. Passive
modu lators are rela tively sim ple to man ufacture as integrat ed circuits . Altho ugh pas-
sive mod ulators are inferio r to MZI regardi ng sensit ivity, the develop ment of minia ture
field probes applying the VSCEL techno logy is currentl y the mos t pro mising appro ach.
11.3. 2 Temper ature Inst rument ations

11.3. 2.1 Temper ature Prob es

The locally ind uced SAR can also be assessed by te mperatur e meas urement s, as sum-
marized in Equa tion 1 1.8. A ty pical temp erature rise curve as applie d for SAR meas ure-
ments is sho wn in Figure 11.7. Two types of tempe rature probes exist: those based on
thermistors and those based on optical effects. The requirements for temperature probes
for SAR assessments are:

. Small size: The probe must be small to resolve high temperature gradients,
without disturbing the temperature distribution as well as the RF field.

. Nonconductive materials: Only electrically nonconductive materials prevent heat-
ing of the probe by induced currents and are transparent to EMF.

. Low noise level: Especially for dynamic temperature measurements, for example,
SAR, small differences must be detected accurately. Therefore, the noise level
should be much smaller than 10 mK.

. Short reaction time: A short reaction time is essential for SAR measurements, since
the temperature rise (dT=dt) is only proportional to the SAR if heat diffusion
does not occur. An appropriate probe must have reaction times much lower than
100 msec [33].

Temperature probes for SAR measurement using thermistors were first described by
Bowman [34]. These probes utilize high-resistance thermistors that are connected through
high-resistance lines to the read-out electronics. In Burkhardt et al. [35], a temperature
probe based on a VITEK thermistor (BSD Medical Devices, U.S.A.) is presented.
This probe has a noise level of 5 mK, a sensitivity of 5 mK=sec, and a tip diameter of
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FIGURE 11.7
Typical temperature rise curve for SAR assessment. The linear part of the rise curve is applied for the calculation
of the SAR. (Acquired using DASY4 from SPEAG, Switzerland.)
1 mm; however, it has a relatively slow response time of 240 msec. In Schuderer et al. [36],
a novel temperature probe design for dosimetric assessments was introduced. The probe
provides a spatial resolution of 0.02 mm3, noise level of 4 mK, a sensitivity of 0.5 mK=sec,
as well as a response time of only 10 msec.

In addition to the thermistor concept, temperature probes based on thermo-optical
effects are also available. These probes are applied in high-voltage transformers, indus-
trial microwave ovens, and hyperthermia treatment. One of the exploited effects is the
decay rate of a phosphorescent layer at the tip of a fiber optic cable [37]. These modern
commercially available probes have a noise level of 0.1 K and reaction times of 250 msec.
Another exploited effect is the interferometric application of a cavity that is filled with
materials that have highly temperature-dependent refraction indices. These probes reach
sensitivities of 2–3 mK=sec [35].
11.3.2.2 Infrared Photography

The measurement of temperature by black body-equivalent radiation (infrared photog-
raphy) is an alternative to invasive measurements using temperature probes. The reso-
lution of infrared thermographs can be very high (<1 mm), and the sensitivity of
affordable systems has continuously improved over the years. This was also one of the
first methods to measure SAR [38], since the surface radiation can be recorded quickly
using infrared cameras without perturbation of the incident field. Infrared cameras were
also used to measure the temperature of Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) mobile phones [39]. The technique has several disadvantages:

. It has limited sensitivity compared to temperature or dosimetric probes.

. It is limited to surfaces.
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. The thermal radiation characteristics of the materials must be determined
accurately.

. The background radiation must be homogenous.

. Evaporation and convection can cause substantial errors and must be controlled.

. Different aspect angles of the camera can cause different results.
11.3.2.3 Microcapsulated Thermo-Chromic Liquid Crystals

A novel idea to assess 3-D temperature distributions optically and in quasi real time was
proposed by Suzuki et al. [40]. Microcapsulated thermo-chromic liquid crystals are
suspended uniformly in a gel with the dielectric properties of human muscle tissue.
The temperature of the gel is determined by measuring the light scattered from a laser
beam that scans through the liquid. The technique has a limited dynamic range and
sensitivity.
11.3.2.4 Calorimeters

Calorimetry specifies methods for measuring heat due to biological, chemical, or physical
processes that are endothermic or exothermic. Calorimetric methods are suitable for
determining average whole-body SAR, but they cannot reveal SAR distributions.

Calorimetry can be subdivided into two types:

. Direct calorimetry: The heat is determined directly using calorimeters.

. Indirect calorimetry: The amount of expressed heat is determined indirectly by
measuring the amount of oxygen consumption and relating it to the oxicaloric
equivalent of the reaction.

Basically, calorimetric dosimetry analyzes the heating and cooling processes of an ex-
posed sample. Typical calorimeters used in microwave dosimetry are the Dewer flask
calorimeter and the twin-well calorimeter [41].
11.3.3 Measurement Antennas

Different types of broadband matched antennas are usually applied for the frequency-
selective exposure assessment of external fields. These measurement antennas are
matched to 50 V to be compatible with standard RF measurement equipment. They are
usually applied for far-field measurements of emissions by cellular telephony base
stations, broadcast services, etc. Common broadband RF measurement antennas such as
horn or logarithmic periodic antennas have a certain directivity. For example, for an
antenna with a 458 beam width, more than 18 measurement directions are necessary for
each polarization, since the receiving patterns do not have the shapes of square sectors.
This reduces the applicability of these antennas for complex propagation scenarios, that
is, locations where the received field is not dominated by a direct line of sight propagation
path but by multipath reception. Tuned dipole antennas do not show a directivity in the
radial direction, but they lack broadband operation. Conical [42] and biconical [43]
antennas have the advantage of nondirectiveness in the radial direction and gener-
ally good broadband characteristics. If, for example, the ADD3D method [44] is
applied in combination with a conical dipole antenna, the measurement orientations
for a fully isotropic scan can be reduced to three different directions. In this case, the
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isotr opy is obtained by an anten na align ment sim ilar to near-fie ld pro bes, suc h that the
resu lting field is:

jE j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jE1 j  2 þ jE2 j 2 þ jE3 j2

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j U1 j2 þ jU 2 j 2 þ jU3 j2

q
� AF (11 :12)

wh ere AF is the frequ ency-depe ndent antenna factor in linear qua ntities (1 =m) and Ui is
the a ntenna outpu t volta ge at the three differen t anten na orientatio ns. To obtain the
anten na output volta ges, a measureme nt rece iver (see Section 11.5.1) conn ected v ia a
wel l-charact erized cab le is appli ed. The anten na outpu t volta ge is:

Uiantennaj j ¼ Uireceiverj j � ATTcable (11 :13)

wh ere jUirecei ver 
j is the volta ge measu red with the receive r and ATT cable the attenuat ion of

the cable in linear uni ts. Oth er sour ces of attenuat ion, for ex ample, attenuat ors to redu ce
the Vol tage standi ng wave ratio (V SWR) of the measu rement anten na, mu st be similar ly
consi dered.
11.4 Near-Field Scanners

11.4. 1 Scann ers for Dosim etric Compliance Testin g

In dosime tric comp liance tests , exp osures from RF tran smitters opera ting in cl ose pro x-
imity to the body, for example, mobile phones or body-worn wireless devices, are
comp ared to the ba sic restrict ions (see Se ction 11.2.1) . This is a comp lex task, since the
exposure greatly depends on the device design, the position of the device with respect to
the body, the external and internal anatomy, as well as the effect of the backscattered field
on the device (Figure 11.8). In order to obtain a reliable assessment with acceptable effort,
the standards must determine the maximum or 90th percentile exposure for the entire
MTE
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and device
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position of the device

• Design (antenna, housing, and internal details)

• Antenna matching

• H field coupling

• Size/shape

• External objects
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• Hand

• Position • Shell, shell thickness

• Tissue parameters
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FIGURE 11.8
Overview of impact parameters for dosimetric compliance testing of mobile terminal equipment (MTE).
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popul ation that may be opera ting the DUT. Measu rement standard s have been devel oped
by differen t organizat ions, for example , by the Interna tional Elect rotech nical Comm ission
(IEC), the Inst itute of Elect rical and Electronics Engi neers (IEEE) , the Associ ation of Radio
Industr ies and Busin esses (ARIB), Kor ea Elect romagn etic Enginee ring Socie ty (KEES) ,
and others.

In general, a dosimetr ic eva luation requ ires the measureme nt of several hundr eds of
point s distri buted over a co mplex 3-D phanto m. The task is divide d into (1) search ing for
the locat ion of the max imum absorp tion on a 2-D gri d and (2) det erminin g the peak
spatia l SAR va lue on a fine 3-D gri d. Especiall y at high freque ncies, these poi nts mus t be
determi ned with high accura cy to achie ve low measu rement uncert ainty despite high
attenuat ion a nd lar ge spat ial field va riations. Autom ated dosimetr ic assessm ent system s
are utilized to perform these comp liance tests. A typic al co nfigura tion of a dosimetr ic
assessm ent system is sho wn in Figure 11.9 and Figure 11.10. A compute r-controll ed six-
axis posi tioner with excellen t positio ning repeatabi lity of + 0.2 mm is used to move the
dosimetr ic E field pro be with in the scann ing grid, which can be ad aptive, for example ,
along a surfac e that is bein g detected dur ing the scann ing job. The differen t field
prob e desig ns have already been discusse d in Section 11.3 .1. Phant oms, for example ,
the speci fic anthro pomorp hic man nequi n (SAM ) phant om, elliptic al phanto m, etc., and
tissue-si mulating liqui ds (see Ta ble 11.2) have been develo ped and val idated with resp ect
to the 90th perce ntile requireme nts [45]. A detailed descrip tion is pro vided by Schmi d
et al. [18]. Because of the stro ng curvat ure of the SAM phant om, sufficie nt accura cy can
be obt ained only wh en the meas urement s are taken wi th the pr obes align ed norm al to the
phant om boun dary. The most elabora ted compone nts, proce dures, and algorithm s are
emp loyed (Figure 11.10) , a nd an expande d total uncert ainty ( k ¼ 2) for the compl iance
test of less than 20% can be achieved with even better repeata bility.

It should be noted that this appro ach pro vides reliabl e conse rvative estim ates of the
max imum peak spatial SAR that mig ht occur in the user popul ation but little inform ation
about the exp osure of specif ic tissues.
11.4.2 Fast Dosimetric Scanners

Dosimetric compliance tests of near-field sources are extremely time-consuming, espe-
cially as all configurations with all accessories must be evaluated. SAR patterns provide
Twin SAM phantom
Dosimetric probe

Positioner

2 mm

Tissue-simulating liquid

DUT

FIGURE 11.9
A dosimetric assessment systems consists of a com-
puter-controlled positioner, a dosimetric field probe,
and a phantom (left and right head, flat region for
system validation) filled with tissue-simulating liquid.
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FIGURE 11.10
DASY4 dosimetric assessment system. (From SPEAG, Switzerland.)
further valuable information such as (1) the output power under loaded conditions as
indicated by a different peak spatial SAR if the absorption pattern is not altered and (2)
changes in the internal RF path, for instance, by poor contacts, as indicated by a modified
SAR pattern. Therefore, fast SAR scanners are desirable for precompliance testing as well
as for research and development. Such scanners would also be greatly beneficial for
TABLE 11.2

Electric Parameters of Head and Body Tissue Equivalent Liquids at Various
Frequencies

Head Body

Frequency (MHz) «r s (S=m) «r s (S=m)

150 52.3 0.76 61.9 0.80
300 45.3 0.87 58.2 0.92
450 43.5 0.87 56.7 0.94
835 41.5 0.90 55.2 0.97
900 41.5 0.97 55.0 1.05
915 41.5 0.98 55.0 1.06
1450 40.5 1.20 54.0 1.30
1610 40.3 1.29 53.8 1.40
1800–2000 40.0 1.40 53.3 1.52
2450 39.2 1.80 52.7 1.95
3000 38.5 2.40 52.0 2.73
5800 35.3 5.27 48.2 6.00
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quality assurance purposes, when integrated into production lines (every device tested
for compliance, output power, and RF performance).

An algorithm to extrapolate peak spatial SAR values from the 2-D area scan performed
at the phantom surface was presented by Kanda et al. [46]. Another algorithm reducing
the measurement time of an area scan lasting 5–10 min was proposed by Merckel and
Fleury [47].

Two additional approaches have been presented to further accelerate the assessment.
The first approach, using a scanner based on incident H field measurements, is described
in the next section. The second approach is based on a sensor array implanted in a solid
flat phantom (Figure 11.11). The phantom is filled with a broadband tissue-simulating gel
(300 MHz up to 6 GHz), with sensors located 4 mm below the surface. The density of the
sensor array (15 mm) is sufficient to reliably assess the exposure. The measured SAR
values of all sensors are acquired and integrated in parallel, such that the total assessment
time is less than 3 sec, even for TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) signals with
complicated frame structures.
11.4.3 Incident Near-Field Scanners

In the reactive near field, field gradients are generally very high, and the field impedance
differs greatly from the far-field impedance and rapidly changes over short distances.
Hence, both E and H fields must be assessed, based on requirements regarding spatial
resolution and isotropy that are similar to those of dosimetric scanners. In addition,
distortions by reflections from instrumentation must also be carefully evaluated and
included in the uncertainty budget.

General purpose scanner systems are equal or similar to those used for dosimetric
evaluations, except that E and H field probes optimized for free space are used instead of
Fiberglass
cover (2 ± 0.2mm)

x−y sensors

Metal box
with amplifiers and
data acquisition

Broadband
tissue-simulating
media (gel)

FIGURE 11.11
The concept of a fast dosimetric scanner based on a dense array of sensors completely immersed in a broadband
tissue-simulating medium. In order to provide a quick response, the signals of all sensors must be amplified and
integrated in parallel for the frame structure and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The high-resistive sensor
leads are vertical to minimize field distortions.
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dosime tric pro bes. Since the scan pro cedure s do not need to follow compl ex surfaces,
three- axis systems [48] are also suitable . Howeve r, suc h evaluat ion s are rar ely used to test
comp liance with safety limits, since the limits are sign ificant ly more co nservat ive and the
meas urement re sources , time requ ired, and unce rtainty budget are hig her than for dosi-
metric assessm ents. Neverth eless, such measu rements are val uable for the validat ion of
nume rical resu lts [49] or to test compl iance with interf erence limits in the close near field,
for example , fo r hearin g aids [50] .

A special ized near- field scanne r was pro posed and develo ped to test the precomp li-
ance of mobile han dsets with safe ty limits [51] . Its un derlining co ncept is bas ed on the
pri mary inte raction mechanis m of near-field exposur e [52] , that is, the local SAR is
appr oximatel y propor tional to the squa re of the incide nt magn etic field at the surfac e of
the phanto m:

SAR ¼ aH 2s (11 :14)

The magn etic field is scann ed in a referen ce plane abov e the DUT usin g a loop antenna
arr ay. The factor a is det ermined by relating a traditio nal comp liance measu rement inside
the ph antom to the magn etic field scan in free space for a certain DUT. The syst em can
pre dict the SA R within 30 sec. The main disadva ntage of such a syst em is that it does not
sim ulate a real istic load to the anten na of the DUT.
11 .5 Incident Fiel d Evaluations i n the Far Field o f Transmitt ers

Eval uation of the exposur e in the far field of a transmitter is usuall y conducte d for fixed
trans mitters such as radio and TV broad cast antennas, radar sites, or cellular base
statio ns. Expos ure assessm ents are carri ed out in areas that are gene rally acces sible or
restrict ed to qualified worki ng per sonnel . Compli ance is teste d with the referen ce limits
by assum ing free space field impedan ce, that is, by E field eva luation . As desc ribed in
Sectio n 11.1.2, onl y on e me asurement poi nt is req uired unde r real far-field condi tions.
Howeve r, actu al enviro nments usual ly invo lve nearby reflectors, that is, a scann ing
pro cedure or stati stical knowl edge about the field distri bution is need ed to det ermine
the maxim um exposur e.

Bro adband instant measu rement s are often insufficie nt, since the eva luated transmit-
ters do not alway s opera te at max imum power, for examp le, in the case of bas e stations,
the transmitted power is dependent on the traffic. In such cases, information on the
maximum exposure with respect to the measured exposure must be available and
soun dly appli ed to extra polate the wo rst-case exp osure. Ta ble 11.3 lists the parameter s
that are nece ssary to extrapolate the worst -case exposur e and to redu ce the unce rtainty of
the actual measu rement campaign . It is easie r to determine the measure ment me thods
when ad ditiona l parameter s are known. Genera l sour ces of error are:

. Field per turbatio n by measurement personnel, for instance, reflection and ab-
sorption of EMF due to the body of the measurement engineer

. Application of the measurement antenna, for example, nonobservance of
antenna directivity and polarization

. Application of ineffectively decoupled cables, for instance, acting as secondary
antennas
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TABLE 11.3

Important Parameters of RF Transmitter Sites Assessed in the Far Field

Site Parameter Explanation

Location The location of the transmitter with respect to the measurement point
Line of sight=nonline of sight Determines if a prevalent propagation path may be expected
Type of site Single- or multiple-antenna site
Antenna directivity Antenna beam characteristics
Antenna radiation direction The direction the transmitter radiates
Antenna power at measurement The antenna input power at the time the measurement takes place
Maximum antenna input power Maximum permissible antenna input power
Frequency Frequencies at which the site transmits
Communication system Communication system that is used, that is, which signal characteristics

are expected
Other sources of radiation The field at the measurement point if the assessed transmitter is

switched off
. Application of the measurement receiver, for example, incorrect measurement
settings

. Selection of the measurement point, for example, measurement points that are
not feasible to give the maximum EMF exposure, measurement points close to
bodies that influence the measurement antenna’s calibration.

Different methods for assessing EMF exposure in the far field have been proposed. One
approach is the scanning method. This method requires the engineer to slowly move the
measurement antenna with varying polarizations and directions through the volume of
interest [53]. The measurement receiver operates in maximum hold mode during the
assessment, that is, the maximum field value is determined and compared to the reference
values. Another method is based on the examination of several well-defined points in the
area of interest. In this case, the antenna is mounted on a tripod, and the different
directions and polarizations are examined at the considered points [54]. The first method
is conservative but sensitive to the position of the measurement operator with respect to
the antenna. The second method can be performed with the measurement engineer
further away, but the number of measurements in the volume is small. A combination
of both methods is presented in Coray et al. [55], that is, first the region is scanned for the
field maximum in the area of interest, and then an isotropic and frequency-selective
measurement is performed at the location of the maximum.

Far-field techniques are also often employed in the near field of transmitters, for ex-
ample, on transmitter towers. Some standards allow a spatial averaging of E field evalu-
ations [9], the rationale of which is based on the whole-body SAR limit. However, this
constitutes a relaxation of the safety concept, since it does not consider H field coupling as
the dominant mechanism in the near field nor the limits of peak spatial SAR. Based on
current knowledge, such relaxations do not exclude violations of the basic restrictions.

The advantages and limitations of different measurement techniques to assess exposure
from unknown transmitters are discussed below.
11.5.1 Broadband Measurements

Broadband measurements are especially applicable for survey measurements. The field is
measured and automatically summed over a broad frequency range. No information on
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FIGURE 11.12
Schematic of the most common designs of broadband RF survey meters.
the spectral characteristics of the field is available. Therefore, if a broadband meter is used
for compliance testing, the measured field value must comply with the lowest permissible
limit defined in the measurement range of the meter. Broadband survey meters are
relatively inexpensive and easy to apply. Hence, these probes are often used for field
measurements.

Figure 11.12 displays typical broadband field survey meter designs. Figure 11.13
displays the frequency response of two broadband probes. The field value measured
with probe 1 must comply with the lowest limit in the frequency range from 10 MHz to
1 GHz, whereas probe 2 must comply with the lowest limit between 100 MHz and 10 GHz.
The overlapping frequency range is counted twice if the exposure values are added to
cover the entire frequency range. Some broadband probes are designed to reflect the
frequency dependence of the limits. In all cases, it is advised that the off-band response of
1 MHz 10 MHz 100 MHz 1 GHz 10 GHz

0 dB

−3 dB

Probe 2Probe 1

Field strength

FIGURE 11.13
Frequency response of two broadband field survey meters. The fields in the frequency ranges are summed up.
If the fields from probes 1 and 2 are summed again, then the fields in the overlapping frequency range are
accounted for twice.
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these prob e systems be caref ully evaluat ed. If a specif ic transmi tter is the dom inant
sour ce, complian ce te sting is greatly sim plified [56] .

In ad dition to the freque ncy re sponse, broadband pro bes have a ce rtain time -domain
transfer func tion. When pulse d fields are measured , this resp onse mu st be compensate d.
Howeve r, for this compe nsation, informa tion on the tim e-domai n charact erist ics of the
measu red field is nece ssary. In sum mary, the main sour ces of uncert ainty reg arding
broadb and sur vey meters are:

. Calib ration

. Line arity

. Frequ ency res ponse

. Isotropy

. Time-d omain respons e

. Temp erature respon se

In conclusi on, the accura cy of broadband eva luation s is sign ificant ly limited but generall y
conserva tive.
11.5. 2 Frequency -Selective Measur ements

Frequ ency-sele ctive measu rement techni ques can over come the issue of the unknow n
spect ral compo sition of the field. Howeve r, the exe cution of the me asurement is more
compl icated, such that insufficie ntly train ed per sonnel are likely to pro duce erroneou s
results.

Measurements in the frequency domain are performed with a measurement antenna, as
desc ribed in Section 11.3.3, that is conn ected to a spect rum analy zer (Fi gure 11.14) . The
spectrum analyzer mixes the received RF signal down to the base band. A filter is swept
in frequency over the considered sweep bandwidth. The signal after the filter is detected
using user-definable detectors. Most spectrum analyzers provide video filters for add-
itional filtering (smoothing) of the spectral signal. Setting the sweep and filter parameters
can significantly impact the measurement result. Optimal settings for GSM and Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) based on a simulation approach were re-
cently presented by Olivier and Martens [57]. The impact of summing up parts of the
spectrum because of nonideal filters was investigated by Joseph et al. [58]. Modern
analyzers also provide a zero-span mode. The RF signal is mixed down to the base
band, and only the time-domain envelope of the signal is displayed afterward. This
mode may be applied, for example, to investigate the time-domain characteristics of an
unknown communication system. Additionally, it is especially useful to measure pulsed
Measurement
antenna

Measurement
cable

Attenuator
(optional)

Spectrum analyzer

FIGURE 11.14
Schematic of a frequency-selective measurement of EMF.
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sign al form s, as this signal form is often used in co mmunic ation syst ems. In sum mary, the
appli cation of spect rum analyze rs is a compl ex subje ct. Measu rement recomm end ations
dealing with freque ncy-select ive measureme nts shou ld always desc ribe the spect rum
analyz er setting s to pro duce feasi ble and compara ble results. Neve rtheless, the me asure-
ment engi neer shou ld still test the actu al appli cability of these setting s for his parti cular
meas urement equipmen t.

The mai n sour ces of un certainty rega rding frequ ency-sele ctive measu rement s are:

. Cali bration of the spect rum analy zer, cab le, and measu rement anten na

. Line arity of the spect rum analy zer, cable, and measu rement anten na

. Frequ ency respons e of the spect rum anal yzer, cable, and measu rement anten na

. Demod ulation me thod of the spect rum analy zer (de tector ty pe)

. Tem perature respons e of the spect rum analyze r, cable, and meas urement
anten na

. Mis match betwee n measu rement equi pment

Alth ough the frequenc y-select ive measu rement method overcome s mos t of the issue s
regardi ng broadb and survey meters, it is not sufficie nt to sound ly iden tify the exposur e
from dif ferent transmi tters at the same freque ncy. In this case, measu rement recei vers
shou ld be appl ied.
11.5. 3 Code- Selectiv e Measur ement s

Code-selective measurements are especially necessary if the exposure from a specific
transmitter applies code division multiple access (CDMA), for example, if a UMTS is to be
assessed. In the case of UMTS, all base stations usually transmit in a single-frequency band.
With a frequency-selective receiver, it is not possible to discriminate between exposure from
different base stations, since a single-frequency band is used and the channels are multi-
plexed in the code domain. Code-selective receivers decode the signal received from a base
station, that is, the receiver is able to discriminate between a field strength received from the
base station of interest and other noise-like sources. The receiver measures the field received
from the base station of interest only if the particular scrambling code is used for decoding.
Basically, the same sources of uncertainty must be considered for code- and frequency-
selective measurements. However, in contrast to frequency-selective measurements, the
modulation of the signal does not increase the uncertainty but rather the possible nonortho-
gonality of the respective scrambling codes. Many of the typical measurement receivers for
UMTS base station measurements (e.g., Rohde and Schwarz TSMU [59], Anritsu ML8720B
[60]) provide insufficient sampling rates for swept scanning. Others overcome this limita-
tion, for example, Narda-STS SRM-3000 [61].
11.6 Typical Maximum Peak Spatial SAR Exposures

The daily local RF exposure of the general public has increased by several orders of
magnitude with the introduction and proliferation of mobile handsets. This has triggered
concern among health agencies and the public, since the highest exposed tissue is the
brain. Figure 11.15 a nd Figure 11.16 display the frequenc y of worst -case SAR from mobile
phones measured according to Refs. [62,63]. Figure 11.15 represents the typical SAR
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FIGURE 11.15
Statistical distribution of maximum 10-g SAR measured for 668 mobile phones according to EN50361. (From
German Federal Office for Radiation Protection, http:==www.bfs.de=elektro=hff=oekolabel.html, 2005.)
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Statistical distribution of maximum 1-g SAR measured for 687 mobile phones according to IEEE-1528. (From
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TABLE 11.4

Worst-Case Peak Spatial SAR of a Set of Wireless Indoor Devices

Device Class Frequency Range (MHz) Worst-Case 10-g SAR (W=kg)

Baby surveillance 40–863 0.077
DECT 1880–1900 0.055
WLAN 2400–2484 0.81
Bluetooth 2402–2480 0.49
PC peripherals 27–40 �0.005

Note: An absolute worst case for all commercially available products cannot be estimated based on these data.
val ues for Euro pe (mean 10-g SA R: 0.74) [64] and Figu re 11.1 6 for Nort h Am erica (mean 1-g
SAR: 0.96) [65]. The different averaging masses are due to different legal regulations in
Europe and the United States. These values are a considerable percentage of the limits. A
recent statistical analysis of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) SAR data-
base found that the SAR values of newer phones are typically lower than of older phones
despite their greatly reduced size.

SAR measurements of devices operated in home and office environments were
reported by Kramer et al. [66]. A summary of the maximum SAR values determined in
this study for several types of transmitters is given in Table 11.4. It should be noted that
under worst-case scenarios, the SAR values measured for WLAN and Bluetooth commu-
nication systems are in the same range as those for mobile phones.
11.7 Typical Far-Field Exposures

A study regarding indoor incident field exposure from cellular base station sites
was conducted by ARCS (Austria) [55] in the city of Salzburg. Table 11.5 shows two
TABLE 11.5

Results from Indoor Incident E Field Measurements Conducted in an Austrian City [55]

Base Station

Distance to Base

Station (m)

Cumulative Incident

E Field (V=m)

Distance to Base

Station (m)

Cumulative Incident E

Field (V=m)

1 196 0.37 374 0.35
2 88 0.51 108 0.89
3 9 0.034 15 0.037
4 16 0.62 8 1.00
5 85 0.94 152 0.75
6 81 1.8 85 1.71
7 4 3.7 25 1.02
8 93 0.19 208 0.19
9 34 0.40 55 0.63

10 39 1.9 76 2.8
11 174 0.59 220 0.45
12 41 0.70 107 0.67
13 2.5 0.67 5.5 0.15

Note: Two cumulative incident field exposure values (sum of incident field exposures from multiple transmitters
at one site) at different distances are shown as exemplary for each base station site.
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TABLE 11.6

Worst-Case E Field of Typical Wireless Indoor Devices at 20-cm and 1-m Distance

Device Class

Frequency

Range (MHz)

Worst-Case E

Field (V=m) (20 cm)

Worst-Case E Field

(V=m) (1 m)

Baby surveillance 40–863 8.5 3.2
DECT 1880–1900 11.5 2.9
WLAN 2400–2484 3.9 1.1
Bluetooth 2402–2480 3.1 1.0
PC peripherals 27–40 �1.5 �1.5
cumulative incident field exposure values (sum of incident field exposures from multiple
transmitters at one site) measured at different distances from the considered base station
sites. The values are within 0.1 to 1 V=m for distances up to several hundreds of meters.
These data also underline that the distance to the base station site has a poor correlation
for the incident exposure.

Similar results were reported by Bornkessel and Schubert [67]. This study also included
outdoor measurement points and addressed the time dependence, that is, traffic depend-
ence of the exposure from cellular base stations. The results showed a significant time
dependence for base stations with multiple traffic channels. In these cases, clearly lower
exposure can be expected at night and on weekends.

The incident field exposures from typical devices used in home and office environ-
ments were assessed by Kramer et al. [66]. The maximum E field exposure values for
different device categories are summarized in Table 11.6. The incident field exposure
from cellular base stations may be exceeded by the exposure from these devices because
of the generally closer distances.

Additionally, an incident exposure of 1 V=m translates to a peak spatial SAR value in
the brain that is approximately a factor 10,000 times lower than the maximum exposure
by a handset. Thus, exposure by handsets is by far the most dominant source of RF
exposure for the general population.
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12.1 Introduction

Two emerging types of electromagnetic imaging are presented: electrical impedance
imaging (or tomography, EIT) and microwave imaging (MWI). Both techniques rely on
the contrast in electromagnetic properties (complex permittivity) of the tissues to be
imaged with that of the neighboring tissue region. Both techniques use an array of sensors
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around the region to be imaged. For EIT, a current due to a known voltage is passed
between all electrodes within an array to determine the electrical impedance (or admit-
tance) of the imaged tissue. For MWI, a microwave signal is sequentially transmitted
through the imaged tissue to all antennas within an array to determine the scattering
parameters (ratio of reflected and transmitted signals to the incident signal) of the imaged
region. EIT uses a lower frequency (in the kHz or MHz range) so that the imaged region is
small compared with the signal wavelength. MWI uses a higher frequency (in the GHz
range) so that the imaged region is comparable to the signal wavelength. The MWI
frequency is chosen to be low enough to yield an adequate depth of penetration into
the imaged tissue, but high enough to allow the use of a number of small, closely spaced
antennas in the array. Since antenna size is also comparable to signal wavelength, micro-
strip patches or waveguide apertures on high-permittivity substrates are often used to
reduce the wavelength at the antenna.

Once MWI and electrical impedance imaging are fully developed for clinical use, they
have great potential for the early detection of breast cancer. Other imaging methods are
now available, but they have certain disadvantages that limit their acceptance as the
method of choice for breast cancer screening. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) relies
on large electrical currents in cryogenically cooled conductors to produce a strong
magnetic field. Hardware and safety requirements may continue to make MRI too
expensive for widespread use in breast cancer screening. X-ray imaging is now used
fairly extensively, but many women dread the discomfort or pain associated with having
their breast sandwiched between two hard, flat surfaces in preparation for the screening,
and their aversion to this test may prevent them from participating.

For testing patients in the clinic, both MWI and EIT will most likely use the same
arrangement as far as the patient is concerned. The patient will lie face down in a
comfortable position on a cot or gurney, as illustrated in Figure 12.1. The breast to be
screened extends into an opening containing body-temperature liquid that has approxi-
mately the same electrical properties as the normal female breast. This liquid is held
within a cylindrical or rectangular thin-walled plastic container that is attached beneath
the cot. For MWI, numerous small antennas are attached to the entire outer surface of the
plastic container. For EIT, numerous small metal electrodes are attached on the inside
surface of the plastic container so that the electrodes can flow current through the liquid
and the breast tissue under test. These are the techniques, along with numerical modeling,
FIGURE 12.1
Breast imaging arrangement with patient lying comfortably face down.
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that we are now using in the laboratory to obtain the results reported herein. Although we
describe how we obtain the breast cancer images using phantom (artificial) tissues, we
have not yet moved our imaging systems into the clinic to image breast cancer in real
patients. The research and development we are now doing are necessary steps that must
be taken before successful clinical applications can occur.
12.2 Development of MWI

Active MWI is an emerging technique for several biomedical imaging applications.
Besides being economical and easily portable, MWI takes advantage of the high contrast
in electrical properties that exists between anomalous and normal tissue over certain
ranges of frequency [1–7]. Fortunately for breast cancer imaging, the contrast between
normal and malignant tissue appears to be greatest over the approximate frequency range
of 600 to 1000 MHz. This frequency range is both low enough and high enough to meet
most of the requirements cited earlier.

While the high contrast is advantageous, it does make multiple scattering in the region
more pronounced, and this adds to the difficulty of image formation. Although the
specific contrasts vary with frequency, there is now a general belief that these contrasts
are substantial, especially near 800 MHz (see the references cited in Refs. [8,9] and the
review in Fear et al. [10]). For example, according to Joines et al. [6], at 800 MHz, the
permittivity relative to air («r) and the electrical conductivity (s) for malignant breast
tissue are approximately «r ffi 57.2 and s ffi 1.08 S/m, respectively, while they are «r ffi 16
and s ffi 0.16 S/m, respectively, for normal mammary tissue. The contrast is 3.75 for the
relative permittivity and 6.75 for the electrical conductivity. Over the past few years,
several research groups have been working on both hardware and software aspects of
microwave breast imaging [8,9,11–15] to take advantage of the high contrast in applica-
tions of near-field MWI. The reason for the high contrast between malignant and normal
tissue may be better understood through a brief examination of the frequency-dependent
electrical properties of biological tissue.
12.2.1 Frequency Dependence

The frequency dependence of « and s is directly related to the polarization of molecules
and structural interfaces caused by an applied electric field within the biological tissue.
A specific polarization effect is important in determining « and s up to a relaxation
frequency, fr. Above this frequency the induced polarization can no longer change as
fast as the applied field. Thus, above fr the energy storage term («) is less, and the energy
dissipation term (s) is greater. Structural or Maxwell–Wagner relaxation, because of
cellular membranes and other layered structures within the tissue, is of importance at
frequencies below about 100 MHz [16]. Polar or Debye relaxation, because of the rotation
of molecules or molecular groups by the applied field, is of importance in determining «

and s at all frequencies above about 30 MHz. In the 30- to 2000-MHz range, the values of
« and s versus frequency are highly dependent on the free-water content (fr ffi 25,000
MHz) of the tissue. However, bound water (fr in the 100- to 1000-MHz range) and protein
molecules (fr in the 40- to 300-MHz range) also make significant contributions to « and s.
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Because most types of polarization can be described formally in the same qualitative
manner, the Debye equations often apply very well, even though they were derived for
the case of molecular rotation. For a given relaxation frequency, the Debye relations for
« and s are [17]:

« ¼ «H þ
«L � «H

1þ f
fr

� �2
(12:1)

and

s ¼ sL þ
(«L � «H)2pfr

1þ ( fr=f )2
(12:2)

where « ¼ «H at f well above fr and s ¼ sL, « ¼ «L at f well below fr.
Two tissues having different constituencies (e.g., normal and malignant tissues) most

likely will have different relaxation frequencies ( fr1 and fr2). If the operating frequency of
an applied electromagnetic wave is between fr1 and fr2, then an examination of the Debye
equations shows that this is the frequency where the greatest contrast occurs between
« and s for the two tissues [5].
12.2.2 Scattering Parameters

As stated earlier, to achieve MWI an electromagnetic wave is sequentially transmitted
through the tissue region to be imaged and to all antennas within an array surrounding
the region in order to determine the scattering parameters (ratio of reflected and trans-
mitted signals to the incident signal) of the imaged region. This is important because the
scattering parameters may be measured as well as calculated.

Taking just two antennas in the array, one transmitting and one receiving, the scattering
parameters may be simply expressed. The electric field intensity on the transmitter side
(E1) of the region is made up of incident and reflected (scattered) components and
likewise, for the electric field intensity on the receiver side (E2) of the imaged region.
This relationship is expressed as

E1 ¼ E1i þ E1r (12:3)

and

E2 ¼ E2i þ E2r (12:4)

where E1i is a wave incident from antenna 1 into the imaged region, E1r is reflected into
antenna 1 from the region, E2i is incident from antenna 2 into the region, and E2r passes
from the region and into antenna 2. Since the incident and scattered fields completely
determine the transmitted and received signals, it is convenient to express the scattered
fields as functions of the incident fields, as

E1r ¼ S11E1i þ S12E2i (12:5)

and

E2r ¼ S21E1i þ S22E2i (12:6)
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where the scattering parameters are defined as:

S11 ¼ E1r=E1i jE2i¼0, S12 ¼ E1r=E2i jE1i¼0, S21 ¼ E2r=E1i jE2i¼0, S22 ¼ E2r=E2i jE1i¼0 (12:7)

Thus, S11 is the reflection coefficient at antenna 1, under the condition that antenna 2 is
terminated in the impedance of its connecting cable (usually 50 V), so that no signal enters
the region from antenna 2. Under the same condition at antenna 2, S21 is the forward
transmission coefficient of signals from antenna 1 to antenna 2. Likewise, S22 is the
reflection coefficient at antenna 2, under the condition that antenna 1 is terminated in
the impedance of its connecting cable (usually 50 V), so that no signal enters the region
from antenna 1. Under the same condition at antenna 1, S12 is the reverse transmission
coefficient of signals from antenna 2 to antenna 1.

Using the very same concepts and definitions, the scattering parameters for N antennas
are expressed as

E1r ¼ S11E1i þ S12E2i þ S13E3i þ � � � þ S1NENi

E2r ¼ S21E1i þ S22E2i þ S23E3i þ � � � þ S2NENi

E3r ¼ S31E1i þ S32E2i þ S33E3i þ � � � þ S3NENi

..

.

ENr ¼ SN1E1i þ SN2E2i þ SN3E3i þ � � � þ SNNENi

(12:8)
12.2.3 Scattering-Parameter Imaging of Tissue Permittivity

This method of imaging relies on the propagation of electromagnetic waves into and
through the region of interest as shown in Figure 12.2. The reflected and transmitted
electric fields are referenced to the incident electric field to determine the magnitude and
phase delay of the reflection coefficient at the nth port (Snn ¼ j Snn j fffR ¼ Er/Ei) and
the transmission coefficient from port n to m (Smn ¼ j Smn j fffT ¼ Et/Ei) at multiple
transmitter–receiver sites around the circumference of the region.
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A furthe r visualizati on of the tran smission –reflecti on method is sho wn in Figu re 12.3,
wh ere each anten na on the circumf erence is a transmi tter–re ceiver and the lines between
anten nas may be co nsidere d ave rage ray pat hs for transmi tted waves . Thus, positio n 1 in
Figure 12.3 transmits to all ot her rece ivers at the same time and also recei ves refle cted
sign als from vario us points within the target region . Next , positio n 2 transmi ts to all
positi ons, and so on around the ci rcumfe rence. Both the ampl itude and phase delay of
trans mitted and refle cted signals are func tions of the compl ex per mittivity that the
particu lar ray path encou nters in traver sing or partiall y traversin g the norm al and
mali gnant breas t tissue region s. The data collected with this me thod are pro cessed by
comp uter to produc e images of subr egions of dif fering per mittivity and conducti vity
with in the mamm ary tissue.

At pres ent, we use a vecto r network analyze r (HP 8753A , 0.3 MHz to 3 GHz) to perform
the me asurement func tions in Figure 12.2. In a fully devel oped MWI syst em, the netw ork
analyz er wil l be rep laced with low er-cost, applicatio n-specific, indiv idual component s.

As an examp le to illus trate the transmi ssion–re flection imagi ng me thod, we use a
sim plified mult iport netw ork theory; a more rig orous fu ll-wave theory wil l be sum mar-
ized in Section 12.4. Let d be the dista nce of a n av erage ray path from a transmi tter at port
1 to a recei ver at port 7 in Figure 12.3, let Z0 be the recei ver or tran smitter impedan ce, and
let ZM be the intrin sic im pedance that the rays encou nter in the bulk tissue bet ween
trans mitter and rece iver. From two- port netw ork theory, the reflectio n coefficie nt (S11 )
looki ng from the tran smitter antenna into the bulk tissue is

S11 ¼
(Z 2M � Z 20 ) tanh g d

2Z0 Z M þ ( Z2
M � Z 20 ) tanh g d 

¼ Er

Ei
(12 :9)

and the tran smission coefficie nt ( S71 ) from port 1 to por t 7 is

S71 ¼
2Z0ZM

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� tanh2 gd

q
2Z0ZM þ (Z2

M � Z2
0) tanh gd

¼ Et

Ei
(12:10)
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where g ¼ jv
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0 «*

p
is the pro pagati on constant of the bulk tissue, and v ¼ 2p f , where f

is the frequenc y in hertz. Let ZM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0 =«*

p
¼ 377 =

ffiffiffiffiffi
«r*
p 

and Z0 ¼ 50 V , then
Z0 =ZM ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
«r*
p

=7: 54, and S11 and S71 become

S11 ¼
(56: 85 � «r*)j tan 2pf

ffiffiffiffiffi
«r*
p 

d=c
� �

15 : 08 «r* þ (56 : 85 þ «r*)j tan 2 pf
ffiffiffiffiffi
«r*
p 

d=c
� � ¼ Er

Ei
(12: 11)

S71 ¼
15 :08

ffiffiffiffiffi
«r*
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 � j tan2 2pf
ffiffiffiffiffi
«r*
p 

d=c
� �q

15 : 08 «r* þ (56 :85 þ «r*)j tan 2pf
ffiffiffiffiffi
«r*
p 

d= c
� � ¼ Et

Ei
(12: 12)

where c ¼ 3 � 10 8 m/ s. For exampl e, if d ¼ 0.1 m, f ¼ 800 MHz , and the measu red
values are

S11 ¼ 0:200 ff 81 : 76 � ¼ �13 : 94 dB ff 81 :76 � (12:  13)

S71 ¼ 0:011 ff 86 : 49 � ¼ �39 : 17 dB ff 86 :49 � (12:  14)

then the co mplex per mittivity of the bulk tissue medium at f ¼ 8 00 MHz is determine d as

«r* ¼ 36 � j36 ¼ «

«0
� j

s

v«0
(12: 15)

w h er e « ¼ 36 «0 and s ¼ 1 . 6 0 S/ m . Fr o m o ur p r ev io us m e a s ur e m en t s [ 6 ] , n or m a l
mamm ary tiss ue at 800 MHz woul d yie ld «r* ¼ 17 � j4, or « ¼ 17«0 and s ¼ 0.18 S/m.
Thus, «r* ¼ 36 � j36 would represent a very large difference in expected tissue properties
along the path from port 1 to port 7, which passes through the region occupied
by «2* i n F ig ur e 1 2 . 3 . Th i s e xa m pl e i s i n t en d ed t o i ll us t r a t e h o w t h e c o n t r a st i n
complex permittivity of a region can not only be measured but also located by
coordinate position.
12.2.4 Power, Signal Attenuation, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio

At an operating frequency of 800 MHz, the free space wavelength is l0 ¼ 37.5 cm. In
normal breast tissue the wavelength is reduced to lnormal ¼ l0ffiffiffi

«r
p ¼ 9.375 cm, assuming

that the dielectric constant is 16 for normal breast tissue. The distance between any pair of
transmitting and receiving antennas is less than 20 cm. Therefore, all measurements are
made within a region comparable to the wavelength. The propagation loss between
transmitting and receiving antennas is typically in the range of 8 to 16 dB. A typical
dielectrically loaded waveguide antenna used for MWI has a 3 � 3 cm aperture. If the
transmitting antenna is operated at a transmitted power of 0 dB m or 1 mW, it results in a
transmitted power density of 0.11 mW/cm2, nine times below the ANSI safety level. The
received power is �16 to �8 dB m or 25 to 158 mW. The scattered signal from the tumor is
typically 0.01% of of the incident wave. Since the network analyzer’s noise level is
approximately �90 dB m, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiving antenna is on
the order of 30 dB.
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12.3 Three-Dimensional Formulation

Currently, there are few methods developed for MWI in three dimensions because of the
large computational demand in both forward and inverse problems of inhomogenous
media. While two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D imaging techniques based on the scalar-
wave approximation have been developed with some success, breast cancer imaging is
inherently a 3-D problem and requires the full 3-D inverse scattering algorithms based on
the vectorial Maxwell’s equations. In our imaging research we have developed a fast
inverse scattering method based on the combination of the contrast source inversion and
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms.

Because of the volumetric inhomogeneities in biological tissues, surface integral equa-
tion methods become impractical. Methods based on volumetric techniques are more
appealing. We focus on the frequency-domain solution of a volume integral equation
(VIE) for inhomogenous media. In a typical inhomogenous tissue medium, both the
forward and the inverse scattering problems can be formulated using VIEs. The conven-
tional forward scattering method for VIEs is the method of moments (MoM) [18], but the
computational cost is prohibitively high; several 3-D forward problems have been solved
in a number of articles [19–22] using this approach. If the VIE involves N unknowns,
the MoM has a memory requirement of O(N2), and a CPU time requirement of O(N2) or
O(N3) depending on whether the resulting matrix equation is solved iteratively or by
direct inversion.

An important improvement over the MoM is a variant of Bojarski’s k-space method (see
references in Ref. [23]), the so-called conjugate-gradient fast Fourier transform (CG-FFT)
method proposed during the 1980s [24,25], which uses iterative the Krylov subspace
method [26] combined with FFT or nonuniform FFT [27]. Zhang and Liu [28] recently
developed a biconjugate-gradient FFT method based on the weak-form discretization of
Zwamborn and van den Berg and showed a significant improvement over the CG-FFT
method for wave scattering problems. This method has been further accelerated by the
stabilized biconjugate-gradient fast Fourier transform (BCGS-FFT) method for wave
scattering by Xu et al. [29]. Recently, the adaptive integral method developed for surface
integral equations [30] has been further developed for VIEs to accelerate MoM by using
two sets of basis functions to represent near-field and far-field interactions [31].

In the present work, we apply the BCGS-FFT method to MWI by solving the VIE. The
problem under consideration is schematically shown in Figure 12.4, where an arbitrary
mbe b mbe b
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number of antennas are mounted on the plastic container surrounding the phantom
model of breast tissue. Specific configurations for simulation will be described in a later
section. We calculate the electromagnetic fields both inside the tissue medium and at the
receiver array for any source locations. For MWI of breast tissue, the excitation sources
(antennas) are in the near-field zone, and the incident field cannot be approximated as a
plane wave. Therefore, we include the effects of the finite sources in the near-field zone.

In the following section, we derive from the vectorial Maxwell’s equations the VIE for
3-D MWI in the discretized form that we use. Iterative methods for the solution of this
discretized linear system are then described. Numerical results are shown to validate the
method for MWI.
12.4 Wave Equation and VIE

From Maxwell’s equations with an assumed time dependence ejvt,

r� E ¼ �jvmH (12:16)

r�H ¼ (s þ jv«)Eþ J ¼ jv «� j
s

v

� �
Eþ J ¼ jv«*Eþ J (12:17)

r �D ¼ r (12:18)

r � B ¼ 0 (12:19)

we may let

B ¼ r�A (12:20)

since r � r �A¼D 0 maintains r � B ¼ 0, where A is the vector potential. Substituting
Equation 12.20 into Equation 12.16 yields

r� E ¼ �jv(r�A) (12:21)

or

r� (Eþ jvA) ¼ 0 (12:22)

Since r� (r�)¼D 0, we may let the term in parentheses in Equation 12.22 be the negative
gradient of the scalar potential f, and express E as

E ¼ �rf� jvA (12:23)

Note that if v ¼ 0, then E ¼ �rf, as expected for static fields. We now invoke the Lorenz
condition, which defines the divergence of A as

r �A ¼ �jvm«*f (12:24)
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Subs tituting this conditio n into Eq uation 12.23 yields

E ¼ �j v 1 þrr�
k2

� �
A (12 :25)

wh ere k 2 ¼ v2 m« *. Since E and H are propag ating field intensitie s that sa tisfy a wave
equat ion, then A mus t sati sfy a wave equation obt ained as follow s. Sub stitute Equa tion
12.20 and Equati on 12.23 into Equa tion 12.17 to yield

r�r�A¼D r(r �A)�r2A ¼ jvm«*(�rfþ jvA)þ mJ (12:26)

or (again using the Lorenz condition),

r2A ¼ �v2m«*(r)A� mJ (12:27)

A solution to Equation 12.27 is in general not available in a closed form because «* (r) is
inhomogenous. However, for a homogenous medium with constant complex permittivity
«b*, one can find the solution in closed form

Ainc(r) ¼ m

ð
V

J(r0)g(r, r0) dV0 (12:28)

where r, r0, and R ¼ r � r0 are vectors from the origin to the field point, from the origin to
the source point, and from the source point to the field point, respectively. Green’s
function in Equation 12.28 for the homogenous medium is given by g(r, r0) ¼ e�jkbR/
4pR, where kb ¼ v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m«b*
p

is the complex wavenumber of the medium. We call this solution
Ainc, the vector potential for the incident field in a homogenous background medium. The
corresponding incident electric field can be found from Equation 12.25 as

Einc ¼ �jv 1þrr�
k2

b

� �
Ainc (12:29)

For an inhomogenous medium, even though a closed form solution is not available,
one can express the solution in terms of an integral equation through the equivalence
principle, as discussed below.

In order to introduce the equivalence principle, the key is to rewrite Maxwell’s
equations into a second-order partial differential equation for the electric field:

r2Eþ k2
bE ¼ jvm[Jþ Jeq] (12:30)

where

Jeq ¼ jv[«*(r)� «b]E (12:31)

is the volume equivalent electric current density induced in the inhomogenous medium.
Thus, from Equation 12.30, the total field E can be written as the superposition of

the incident field Einc due to the primary source J and the scattered field Esct due to the
induced source Jeq. Similar to the incident vector potential and incident electric field,
the scattered vector potential and scattered electric fields are
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



A sct ( r ) ¼ m

ð
V

Jeq ( r 0 ) g(r , r 0 ) dV 0 (12:  32)

E sct ¼ �jv 1 þrr�
k 2b

� �
A sct (12: 33)

The total electric field E(r) is compo sed of an incident fi eld plus a scatter ed field, and it is
the scatter ed fi eld that we nee d to det ermine. Thu s, combi ning Equation 12.31 through
Equa tion 12.33, we have

E(r ) � Einc ¼ v  
2 m 1 þrr�

k 2b

	 
 ð
V

E(r 0 ) g( r , r0 )[«*( r0 ) � «b*] dV 0 (12:  34)

where the subscri pt b denote s a paramete r of the backgrou nd medium (normal tissue and
liquid with the same pro perties) . Equati on 12.34 is the integral equation represe ntation of
the sca ttered ele ctric field ever ywhere in space. In parti cular, for r 2 V , Equation 12.34 is a
Fredhol m inte gral equation of the sec ond kind. This is the integral equation we solve for
the intern al electric field E for r 2 V, from which the fi eld everywh ere in the reg ion can be
obtaine d. This typ e of VIE has been solve d by usin g the MoM [18,20 ,21]. In our work
we wil l use an alternat ive discr etizati on method coupl ed with the Krylov subspace
iterative technique to significantly speed up the numerical solution of the problem.
12.4.1 Microwave Imaging

In MWI, scattering parameters are measured using the antennas mounted on the surface of
the plastic co ntainer in Figure 12 .4. The obje ctive of MWI is to reconst ruct the distr ibution
of the complex permittivity inside the tissue given the measured scattering parameters.

First, for the MWI system design optimization, the forward problem must be solved.
This is to calculate the electric field distribution, given a set of antennas and known
distribution of the complex permittivity. In the general problem of microwave interaction
with a tissue medium shown in Figure 12.4, an inhomogenous medium with a finite
volume V is embedded in an isotropic, homogenous background medium with constant
permittivity «b, electric conductivity sb, and permeability mb. This background medium
may be air or a matching fluid that is designed to approximately match the electrical
properties of the tissue to enhance the SNR in the measurement of the scattered field [9].
The inhomogenous volume V is characterized by nonuniform distributions of permittiv-
ity «(r) and conductivity s(r); and permeability is assumed constant, that is, m ¼ mb. The
objective is to solve for the electric field everywhere in space due to a finite antenna
(usually electrically small because a large array of antennas is needed in an array ima-
ging system). For more details of the BCGS-FFT method, the reader is referred to
Refs. [9,28,29,32].

The above discussion is for the forward problem where the distribution of the complex
permittivity is known. In reality, for the clinic application of MWI and electrical imped-
ance tomography, we need to solve the inverse scattering problem where the complex
permittivity is an unknown distribution. From some limited measurement data collected
on the surface of the container, we infer such unknown permittivity distribution by
solving the inverse problem through Equation 12.34. In our work, we apply both the
distorted Born iterative method and the contrast source inversion method to solve this
inverse problem. For details of such inverse solvers, the reader is referred to Refs. [9,33–35].
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



12.4.2 Electrical Impedance Tomography

This imaging method uses multiple planar electrodes positioned around the region to be
imaged, as in Figure 12.5. Impedance or admittance measurements are made between all
electrodes, two at a time. Thus, in a parallel-plate capacitor sense, the admittance between
any pair of electrodes is the ratio of current to voltage as:

Y ¼ I

V
¼

Ð
S

J � dS

Ðd
0

E � dl

¼

Ð
S

(s þ jv«)E � dS

Ðd
0

E � dl

¼ (s þ jv«)
A

d
¼ jv«*

A

d
(12:35)

or Y ¼ G þ j vC, where G ¼ s (A/d), C ¼ « (A/d), and «* ¼ « � j s
v

is the measured
complex permittivity if A/d is known from calibration data. The real and imaginary parts
of «*, the permittivity «, and the conductivity s are the electrical properties of the
composite tissue between pairs of electrodes. The factor (A/d) is an effective area-
to-distance ratio that may be different for each electrode pair, but this ratio is determined
by measuring a material with known electrical properties (such as 0.15 M NaCl at 248C).

In general, the electric field will be nonuniform but most intense in the region between
the electrode pair selected for measurement. The fields between adjacent electrodes will
measure properties near the tissue surface, while more diametrically opposed electrodes
will measure the composite properties across the tissue region. Such a sequence of
measurements is stepped around to include all electrode pairs surrounding the region
in 3-D, so that the next set of measurements would be between electrode 2 and all the
other electrodes, and so on. Thus, the mapping and imaging of a region are done based on
the differing electrical properties within the region.

Impedance imaging is a subject that has been under continuing investigation [36–40].
Research into impedance imaging in our research group began in 1975. We used an
open-ended coaxial probe that produced a nonradiating, fringing field to measure the
admittance of the material against which the probe was held. This was essentially a two-
electrode system that measured the admittance between the inner and outer conductors
as given in Zhang and Liu [35]. Moving this noninvasive probe to different positions on
the surface of the body, we were able to locate and map out the tumors lying near the
skin surface on the bodies of two cancer patients. This work indicated that even
FIGURE 12.5
Configuration of electrical impedance tomography.
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when me asured thr ough the intact skin, cancer ous tissue generall y has greater electri cal
conducti vity and per mittivi ty than norm al surrou nding tissue [41].

The forward and inve rse problem s of EIT can also be fo rmulated in the same way as for
the MWI , that is, using the volume integ ral Equati on 12.34. This is especia lly co nvenient if
the electr odes are small and can be consid ered as point electr odes. For finite-size elec-
trodes , in ord er to apply the boun dary condi tions on the electr ode surfac e, we use the
high- order finite elemen t and spect ral elemen t method s to solve the parti al differe ntial
equat ions dir ectly in the forward pro blem. For the inve rse prob lem, we use the distorte d
Born iterative me thod [42,43 ].
12.5 Three-Dimensi onal Images R econstr uct ed fr om Simulated

Three -Dime nsi ona l MWI Da ta

Figure 12.6 shows the me asureme nt setup to image two iden tical spheri cal anomalie s
both with «r ¼ 48 and s ¼ 0 .8. The sources and rece ivers are evenly distrib uted over
the six surfac es of the cu boid. The two sphe res of radius 1.1 cm are located at (3.9,0, 0) and
(� 3.9,0,0) cm, resp ective ly. The imag ed domai n is discreti zed into 31 � 31 � 31 voxels.
The reconst ructed «r and s are displa yed on thr ee orthogo nal slices in Figure 12. 7,
showin g a high fid elity to the grou nd truth .
12 .6 Two - Di me nsio na l Image s R econstructed from Measured

Two - Di me nsio na l EIT Da ta

This sec tion pre sents three exampl es of ima ges reco nstructed from me asured da ta
obtaine d from a Two-D imension al EIT syst em.
12.6. 1 Case 1: One Insula tor Objec t Inside the Containe r

The first example is Case 1, shown in the left panel of Figure 12.9. The differen ce bet ween
the total field and the background field in the right panel of Figure 12.9 is the measured
Tx

Rx

FIGURE 12.6
The setup of Three-Dimensional imaging of two spherical anomal-
ies separated by 7 cm.
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FIGURE 12.7 (See color insert following page 380.)
Inversion for Figure 12.6 on three orthogonal slices through the center of the anomalies. Inverted dielectric
constant «r (a) and conductivity s (b).
sec ondary field. The reconst ructed image from this second ary field is shown in the left
pane l of Figu re 12.8. The dot ted circle in this fig ure indicates the grou nd truth of the
object. It is observed that the reconst ructed ima ge matc hes wel l with the grou nd truth,
althou gh the a bsolute val ues of the condu ctivity of the highly res istive object are no t wel l
recove red becau se of the extrem e co ntrast.

In order to show the misfit bet ween the reco nstructe d data and the me asured data, we
take the reco nstructe d 2-D condu ctivity map in the left panel of Figure 12.8 and use the
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 12.8 (See color insert following page 380.)
Left: Image reconstructed from the measured data in Case 1. The dashed circle indicates the ground truth. Right:
Comparison of the secondary field between measurements and simulated by forward solver with the recon-
structed s in Case 1.
forward sim ulator to pred ict the data correspo nding to this im age. The compariso n
betwee n the measu red data (blue cu rve) and the simulat ed data (red curve) usin g the
reconst ructed imag e is shown in the right panel of Figure 12.8. We obse rve that these two
sets of res ults have excel lent a greement, ind icating smal l data misfi t from the recon-
struct ed data.
12.6. 2 Case 2: Two Insula tor Objec ts Inside the Containe r

The setup of the second exampl e (Ca se 2) is sho wn in the left panel of Figu re 12.10. It is
similar to Case 1, excep t that two insu lators (be akers) are inser ted into the co ntainer. The
measu red to tal field and backgrou nd field are shown in the rig ht panel of Figure 12.10.
From the second ary field, the distor ted Born iterati ve method (DBIM) reconst ructs the
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FIGURE 12.9
Left: The setup of Case 1 with one insulator object (beaker). Right: The measured voltage with and without the
object in Case 1.
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FIGURE 12.10
Left: The setup of Case 2 with two nonconducting circular objects (beakers). Right: The measured voltage with
and without the objects in Case 2.
imag e sho wn in the left pan el of Figure 12.11. The dot ted ci rcles in this figur e indic ate the
grou nd truth of the objects. It is observ ed that the reconst ructed image matc hes wel l wi th
the gro und truth , althou gh the absolute values of the condu ctivity of the highly resistiv e
objects are again not well recove red becau se of the extrem e co ntrasts.

From the reconst ructed condu ctivity im age, we use the forwa rd simulat or to pre dict the
sec ondary field data. This sim ulated resu lt is then comp ared with the measured second-
ary field in the right pane l of Figure 12.11. Again , we observ e that thes e two sets of resu lts
have excel lent agreeme nt, indicati ng smal l data misfit from the reconst ructed data.
12.6. 3 Case 3: One Conduct ive an d One Re sistive Object Inside the Containe r

The third case, sho wn in the left panel of Figure 12. 12, co nsists of two objects in
the co ntainer. The bigger object is a co nductive metal cyl inder, wh ile the smal ler
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FIGURE 12.11 (See color insert following page 380.)
Left: Image reconstructed from the measured data in Case 2. The dashed circles indicate the ground truth. Right:
Comparison of the secondary field between measurements and simulated by forward solver with the recon-
structed s in Case 2.
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Left: The setup for Case 3 with one larger metal object and one smaller insulator object. Right: The reconstructed
s. The two circles denote the locations of the objects.
object is a resistive beaker (an insulator). This represents a more interesting case for
reconstruction as the conductivity contrast is positive in one region and negative
in another.

The reconstructed s is shown in the right panel of Figure 12.12. The anomalies recon-
structed match well with the original objects in location. However, the size of both objects
has been somewhat overestimated. The conductivity value of the bigger object is indeed
greater than the background, and the smaller object has conductivity values smaller than
the background. These indeed match with the original setting that one object is a con-
ductor and another is an insulator, although again the exact values of conductivity are not
obtained because of the large contrasts. Nevertheless, the reconstructed images show
high-quality reconstruction.

The CPU time for the above image reconstruction examples is less than 3 min on a
Pentium IV computer. We emphasize that this speed is expected to be greatly reduced
once the program is optimized. Furthermore, in clinical application, the image recon-
struction will be performed offline, and thus the computation time of a few minutes is not
a concern.

Observations—There are some artifacts in the areas close to the electrodes, perhaps
caused by the surface resistance at the interface between the saline solution and the
electrodes. However, the overall reconstructed images are excellent. The size and shape
of the objects can be well predicted by the reconstructed images. Our future work is to
extend the methodology reported here to a full 3-D EIT system. In such a system, we will
further improve the sensitivity and resolution of the system by incorporating higher-
precision multimeters and by placing a denser 3-D electrode array in the system. Fur-
thermore, to match the higher sensitivity and resolution requirements, we will improve
the accuracy of the forward and inverse solvers by incorporating higher-order and
spectral methods. From the successful data acquisition and image reconstruction with
our 2-D EIT system, it is believed that the 3-D EIT system is highly promising for breast
cancer detection.
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12.7 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter is a brief summary of MWI and electrical impedance tomography projects
ongoing at Duke University. The modeled and measured results presented herein on
artificial materials show the kinds of clear images one would fully expect to generate in
the clinic using the same techniques. Other research groups are also developing improved
MWI and impedance imaging systems, and some breast cancer images derived from
clinical data have been published [14,44,45]. Because of 2-D artifacts or algorithm limita-
tions, the earlier clinical images are not as clear as the ones that can be generated with the
improved techniques now available. While improvements in current prototypes are
encouraging, more work remains before MWI and EIT systems are integrated into clinical
applications to produce the high-resolution breast cancer images that are now obtained in
the laboratory.
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